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Victrola
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

The word "Victrola" as well as the picture "His
Master's Voice" is an exclusive trademark of the
Victor Talking Machine Company. Being registered
trademarks they cannot lawfully be applied to other
than Victor products.

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"

"victor Talking Machine Company, Camden, N.J.
Entered as accord doss matter May 2,

1965. at

the post ofFce at New York. N. V., under the act of Coogress of March

3.

1879
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Two Beautiful New Sonora Models

Merit Backed by Multitudes
The Sonora wins on merit. It is built to gain favor by
comparison. In every detail every Sonora will substantiate

your highest claims side by side with any other phonograph.
But more than merit is needed to make volume sales.
The recognition of multitudes, fostered by distinctive bull's
e ye .advertising, has made

j

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

onar.

r-

CLEAR AS A BELL

The Highest Class Talking Machine in the World
From the smallest hamlet to the greatest metropolis,
Sonora needs no introduction. It is known to be the instrument that makes its owner proud-supreme in tone-superb
in appearance-faultless in construction.
SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc.
GEORGE E. BFUGHTSON, President
Canadian Distributors: I. MONTAGNES h CO., TORONTO

New York :

279 Broadway
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No. 3

Price Twenty-five Cents

USES BUNGALOW AS SALES QUARTERS

HE WHO READS MAY WIN IDEAS

VALUE OF THE ARTISTIC WINDOW

How the Cottage Music Shop of Cincinnati
Enables Customers to Hear the Talking Ma-

The Man Who Keeps in Touch With the Mail

Demonstrated by Interest Created in Display of
a Miniature Theatre Made by the F. L. Steers
Co., Inc.-It Is Most Ingeniously Arranged

chine Play Exactly as in Their Own Home
Store arrangement and attractiveness are
essentials of importance to dealers who are really

Literature Reaching His Desk Will Often

Strike a Vein of Gold-Don't Discard It
Quantities of direct mail literature are received

by business men-manufacturers, dealers, jobcatering to the public and who desire not only bers-every day. A great many people have
to hold but to augment their trade. One of the made it a practice of throwing practically all
most popular and live talking machine houses of circular matter into the waste basket without
Cincinnati-the Cottage Music Shop, of Twelfth investigation. The other day the general manand Vine streets-has, as will be noticed in ager of a company, who was receiving a lot of
the picture appearing herewith, built a bungalow this literature, conceived the idea of literally
within the store in order to demonstrate to the putting the waste paper basket on a pedestal.
music -loving public the pleasure to be derived He read and digested the business literature
front having a talking machine in the home. The thrown away, not only by himself, but by other
cottage is completely furnished like an ordinary people in the same firm, and as a result was
home and all tests are made directly within the able to give the "Boss" a suggestion which got
cottage, thus demonstrating how the talking him his first raise in salary.
The cost of labor turnover shrivels into nothmachine would brighten up the home of the customer. This plan of being able to hear a talk- ingness compared to the cost of preparing sales
ing machine and records just as they would be literature which is consigned to the waste basket

A miniature theatre installed in one of the dis-

play windows of the F. L. Steers Co., Inc., at
145th street and Broadway, New York, drew the
attention of numbers of shoppers of 1Vashing-

ton Ileights for the past few weeks. Designed
by Bradley Barker, the well-known motion picture actor, as a toy for his own use, the theatre
is a perfect miniature of the interior of the average American theatre.

No trivial detail is missAn ornate plaster procenium arch frames
a small stage for which Mr. Barker has designed
several charming settings. There is a lifelike
ing.

orchestra of twenty-two men, all made of plaster
lo

`,.."

unread and unwept. Even trade periodicals are

slighted-but not by the successful business
man! The business man who is always too
tired to be interested in new developments in
his own line of business is on the toboggan slide
for the sanitarium.
There is a great deal of excellent direct literature being sent out by manufacturers and jobbers of the talking machine industry, and it be-

hooves every enterprising member of the industry who is on the mailing list to receive
this literature to look it over for new and valuable ideas.

Novel Salesroom Arrangement

heard in their own home is a very important
means of closing sales, but better than all that

AN AID TO MUSIC MEMORY CONTESTS

it gives an idea to prospective purchasers of the
enterprise and go-aheadedness of the institution
that inaugurates such up-to-date merchandising

Music Memory Contests Just Issued by the
Victor Co.-Rich in Pertinent Information

Valuable Booklet Regarding the Victrola in

methods.

CAPITALIZE THE RIDICULED PHRASE
Pointer for the Salesmen When "Canned Music"
Is Referred to Sneeringly-Make Capital of It
It has been the practice of a great many

writers and talkers to refer sneeringly to "canned
music" when discussing the reproduction of
music on the talking machine. Recently a salesman iii an address before the Kiwanis Club. of
New York dwelt on this much -used phrase and

made a suggestion which salesmen may apply
when handling a customer or others who talk
sarcastically of "canned music." To the customer, the salesman says in effect: Yes, call it
canned music if you will, but it is canned only as
someone might say that the telephone, telegraph
and wireless can human thought and expression,

or as you would say that important documents
are canned when you put them in the cornerstone
of a great public building. You can ridicule anything by giving it a sneering nickname, but it is
often possible for the shrewd man to adopt the
term and make capital out of it. 11 your cus-

tomer talks about canning music tell him how
the wisdom of the ages is canned in the printed
word, how beauty is canned in sculpture or fine
architecture.

The Victor Talking Machine Co.. through its
educational department, has just issued a most
interesting and practical new booklet on "The
Victrola in Music Memory Contests," with descriptive and informative notes on two hundred standard selections compiled by Robert J.
Coleman, A.B., Itlus.B., of DePauw University,
with an introduction and some practical suggestions for organizing and conducting a Music
Memory Contest by Mrs. Frances E. Clark, director of the educational department of the
Victor Co. For further particulars on the conducting of contests readers are referred to C. M.
Tremaine, director of the National Bureau for
the Advancement of Music, New York.
The new booklet should be of particular value
from many angles, for it serves to identify the
dominant features of the many selections offered
and also to impress them on the mind in order
to make simpler the rendition of that particular
selection.

Owing to the growing popularity of the music

memory contest, and the fact that such contests are now being held annually in many cities

and towns of the country, the new Victor Co.
booklet represents a particularly timely and stimulating piece of literature.

Miniature Theatre Interests
and the crowds that viewed the window marveled
at the fidelity with which the musicians and

their various orchestral instruments were designed. As a matter of fact, it took Mr. Barker

six months of painstaking labor to create the
little plaster orchestra.

The principal idea of the theatre, however,
was the use of the stage -settings to feature records, and during the first week the Steers Co.
featured Victor record 35710, "In a Monastery
Garden.- The setting caught the eye at once.
It depicted a garden of one of the old California
missions, with its red -tiled adobe buildings, a
cool -looking

fountain, pigeons, flowers and
stately palm trees. Soft -colored lights thrown on

the scene gave the impression of a delightful
California twilight. During the second week
the stage -setting was changed to a view of a
street in Bagdad. Here were Oriental shops
with merchandise, beggars asking alms, minarets. ox -carts and other details that conveyed
at once the atmosphere of the ancient Arabian
city.

The records featured in connection with the
Arabian setting were the two Victor numbers
from the popular Scheherazade suite of RimskyKorsakow, played by the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra, 74593, "Festival at Bagdad." and

74691. "The Young Prince and the Princess."
All in all the window proved to be one of the
most attractive ever seen on the Heights and
demonstrated the progressive spirit of the Steers
organization under the guiding hand of its
snappy president, Stuart J. Steers.

INCREASE CAPITAL STOCK

ANTAGONIZING CUSTOMERS RUINOUS

One of the impossibilities of selling is to antagonize and influence at the same time. Antagonizing a customer or a prospect means not only
the loss of one sale but also of future patronage.
A few of the things that antagonize and which

the salesman should steer clear of arc lack of
knowledge of the product, inattention to the customer, servility and slovenliness. A few of the
qualities which help to close sales are the reverse
of those that antagonize.

The United Phonograph Stores, Inc., of New
York City, have filed a certificate at the office
of the Secretary of State of Delaware, increas-

ing the capital stock of the corporation front
$5,000,000 to $25,000,000.

The Smith -Woodward Piano Co., 1017 Capitol
avenue. Houston, Tex., distributor of the Brunswick phonograph and records in Houston, Tcx.,

NEW STORE IN SANTA MONICA. CAL.
SANTA MONICA. CAL., March 3.-A new music

establishment has been opened at \\'avecrest and
Ocean Front Walk here by Ed. Young and Ray
Seward. The concern handles Brunswick phono-

graphs and records and a line of pianos and
player -pianos. Mr. Young has had a wide experience in the music business, having been con-

removed on March 10 to 90S Capitol avenue,
the building formerly occupied by the Haverty

nected for a number of years with the Barnes
Music Co. Mr. Seward has been on the beach
for the past fifteen years and he is well known

Furniture Co.

in

See second last page for Index of Articles of Inn

this vicinity.

'n this issue of The Word
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PAYING INTEREST ON
DEFERRED PAYMENTS
The Justice of the Interest Charge-This Vital
Question Will Not Down Until It Is Settled
Right-Stability Will Be Lacking in Any

TO act with the honesty we ask of others-to buy
with a thorough knowledge of our market-to sell
With the tactics we would admire in competitors-to
credit when credit is a blessing-to refuse when credit
is a curse-to direct the work of subordinates so that
each clay is for them a clay of self-development-to

Trade That Straddles or Ignores the Question

By HAYWARD CLEVELAND
In any transaction the cash buyer should have
preference. The cash merchant of to -day is the
prosperous one and deservedly so. His is a

quick turnover and he can afford to take

treat customers as honored guests in our homes-to see
our business as a vital necessity in the wholesomeness
of life-to realize that above the universal tangle is a
sure, omnipotent God waiting for man to use the infinite power He gave him to disentangle the whole-

a

smaller profit. Next comes the thirty -day account business, wholesale and retail, without
penalty. Even much of this is booked wholesale.
with a 2 per cent tett-day clause. This is all
sound and conservative and is not complained of
here. Then follows the sixty or ninety -day wholesale account, without interest, on seasonal goods.
There is a reason for the omission of the interest

this is the foundation for better business.

in this case too. That is about all. When it
comes to the granting of sixty, ninety and 120
days' time on wholesale charges for all -the -yearround products and the writing of instalment contracts, without interest, at cash prices, the whole
trade structure is threatened, for the proceedings

The Cleveland Talking Machine Co.

thus indulged in are unethical, inequitable and
unsound from a financial point of view. They
breed in the buying public a sense of injustice
and disrespect that checks the establishment of
that good will that is so essential to the successful conduct of any business.

Cleveland, Ohio

The retail ethics appear to be justly these:
The instalment furniture house that has two

The talking machine house that has an instalment and a cash price for the same article and
that proclaims both, or that charges and collects
interest on deferred payments, is doing the right
thing by itself and its trade. The house that
sells, at the same price, for cash and on instalment is doing an indefensible thing. The cry
that it is a trade custom is no excuse. The act
will not stand up under analysis. It cannot claim
analogy to the furniture and piano trade customs, for in both the attempt is generally made

prices, instalment and cash, and declares them,
is right: the two sets of prices are justified if
interest is to be waived. If only the instalment
price is quoted an essential fact is wrongfully
withheld. This same reasoning applies to piano
and talking machine houses that have two sets
of prices.
The music house that charges interest on deferred payments and collects it, from month to
month, is all right. The house that charges the

interest but does not attempt to collect until

A. B. MURRAY JOINS BRUNO FORCES

the end shows lack of moral courage, knowing
full well that it will be lucky to collect one-half

policy creates a steadily increasing set of uncol-

Jerome Harris, secretary of C. Bruno & Son.
Inc., Victor wholesaler, of New York City, has
announced the appointment to its sales staff of
A. B. Murray. Mr. Murray has a pleasing personality, is well experienced in the music business and enjoys a wide acquaintance in this

lectible accounts receivable, pads

trade.

The policy of collecting the interest, if

of it.

one can, is inherently dishonest, is unfair to the

cash buyer and to the customer who lives up
to his contract as written. Further, such a
as

the

assets,

it were, and when the crash comes that only

too often follows such a policy, the reprehensibility of the plan is brought home to its users
and those whose funds are invested in the enterprise.

THE TALKING MACHINE'S HELPMATE

Mr. Murray will cover Northern New

Jersey and New England for C. Bruno & Son,
Inc., and will shortly begin to cover this territory. .The Bruno sales organization has seen
steady growth along constructive lines. The
efficiency of this important part of the organiza-

and more or less successfully carried out o
differentiating between the cash and time trade
There is a distinctly discernible line of demarca
tion betwen the two as evidenced by the grade
of goods offered or terms granted, or both.
Introspection, realignment, a new order of

things are in the air. Would it not be well to
tcmprehend within the horizon of proposed reforms this old but important defect in the selling
system? Until this canker is removed from the
bod) phonographic its growth will be retarded.
tion is reflected in the notable expansion of
business enjoyed by this well-known wholesaler.

VICTROLA SHOP CHANGES HANDS
The Victrola Shop, of Red Oak, Ia, has been
sold by Henry L. Heckert, proprietor, to \V. B.
Jardine, formerly of Omaha, Neb. The name of
the concern has been changed to the Jardine
Music Co. Mr. Jardine's sister, Miss M. A.
Jardine, is also associated in the enterprise.

L. A. Dexter has been appointed manager of
the store of \Videner's, Inc., Hartford, Conn.

SERVICE

In

the selling organization of

the New York

Album & Card Co., Service plays an important part.

Service is a word that is often abused, but in our
organization it means all it implies.

Our service consists not only in prompt delivery
but in conferring with each individual regarding his
requirements and the production of albums best
suited to his needs-and when delivered, the albums
are exactly as per the specifications.

The Only Loose -Leaf Record

The word "NY ACCO" guarantees service

Album on the Market

Quotations and Prices on Request.
EQUIPPED WITH
ALBUMS

New York Album & Card Co., Inc.
NEW YORK

23-25 Lispenard St.

A. W. CHAMBERLAIN

tati

Nw England Factory R
26 Broad St., Boston, Maa.

CHICAGO

415-417 S. Jefferson St.
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Victor
Supremacy
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Victrola VI, $35
Mahogany or oak

The supremacy of the Victrola
marks it as the greatest of all musical
instruments.
Victrola IX, $75

And with Victrolas in such splendid
variety, possibilities are unlimited for
every dealer in Victor products.
"Victrola-

is

the

Mahogany or oak

Registered Trademark of the Victor Talking Machine Company
designating the products of this Company only.

Warning:

The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of any
other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically coordinated
and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and should be
used together to secure a perfect reproduction.

Victor Wholesalers
titian), N. Y
Samoa. fIa

Baltimore. Md...
Birmingham. Ala

Itoton, Slas

Cate!) Haire Co., Inc.
F.yea Talking Machine Co.
& Crew Piano Co.
Cohen & Hughes
I- F. Droop & Sons Ca
H. R. Eisenbrandt Sons. Inc
Talking Machine Co.
Oliver Ditson Co.
The Eastern Talking Machine

Miltsaukoe, Wl
Badger Talking Machine Co
Minneopoli, Minn Iteckwith. O'Neill Co.
Mobile. Ala
Wm. II. Reynalds
Nenark, N. J
Collings & Co.
New Itasca. Conn

The IlortonGallo-Creamer

New Orleans, La

Philip Werlein. Ltd.

CO.

New York, N. V

Co.

The M. Steiner% & Sons Co.

Brooklyn, N. lf
Mantle. N. Y

American Talking Mach. Co
G. T. Wi:liams Co.. Inc.
Curtis N. Andreas
Buffalo Talking Machine Co..

Butte, Moat
Chicago, 1U

Cincinnati. 0
cies eland. 0

Coluttelm, 0

Doll", Tea

\merican Phonograph Co.
Orton Bros.
Lyi n & Healy.

The Rudolph Wurlitter Co.

Chicago Talking Machine Co.
Ohio Talking Machine Co.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
The Cleveland Talking Machine Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.

The Perry B. Whitsit Co.
Sanger Bros.

Denser. Colo.

The Knight -Campbell Music

lies Moine.. la
Detroit, Mich

Mickel Bros. Co.
Grinnell Bros.

Co.

Elmira, N. V
Paso. Tex

Honolulu. T. II
Octagon. Tex

Indutnapoli, Ind
zacksonsille, Fla
Kansas Pity. Mo

Okla i1011111
Okla

Mahogany or oak

Silas F. Pearsall Co.
Oklahoma
Co.

Talking

Machine

Omaha. Nehr

Ross P. Conic' Co.
Mickel Bros Co.

Peoria,

Putnam -Page Co., Inc.
I.ouis Iluehn Co., Inc.

111

Philadelphia. Pa

C. J. Heppe & Son.
Penn Phonograph Co., Inc.
The Talking Machine Co.

Pitt bhurale, Pa

Cortland. Me

II. A. Weymann & Son, Inc
W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
C. C. Mellor Co.. Ltd.
Standard Talking Mach. Co

Cressey & Allen. Inc.
Sherman, Clay & Co.
The Corley Co.. Inc.
Elmira Arms Co.
Rodeo...ter. N. Y
E J. Chapman Co.
W. G. Walt Co.
Salt 14111C City, V The John Elliott Clark Co.
Bergstrom Music Co.. Ltd.
San Francisco, Cal-Sherman. Clay & Co.
The Talking Machine Co. of Seattle, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
Texas.
Spokane, Wash
Sherman, Clay & Co.
KoerberBrenner Music Co
Stewart Talking Machine Co. St. Loma, Mo
St.
Paul,
Mlnn
W. J. Dyer & Bro.
Florida Talking Machine Co. byravur, N. V
W. D. Andrews Co.
5.

Victrola No. 120, $275
Victrola No. 120. electric. $337.50

Ormes, Int

Inc.

Burlington. lit

Blackman Talking Mach. Co
Emanuel Mout.
C. Bruno & Son, Inc.
Charles II. Lawson & Co.
Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.. Inc.
Musical Instrument Sales Co.
New York Talking Mach. Co

Portland. Ore
Richmond. Va

W. Jenkins Sons Music Toledo, 0

Co.

Victrola No. 300, $250
Victrola No. 300. electric, $315
Mahogany, oak or walnut

The Toledo Talking Machine
Co.

The Schmelzer Co.

Washington, D. C

Los Ancelee, Cal

Sherman, Clay & Co.

Ntenaphl Tenn

0 K. Houck Piano Co.

Cohea

&

Hughes

E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
Rogers & Fischer

;

-

Victor Talking Machine Co.

jJ.

Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

I I-a.

-

-

-
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Action Is the Keynote of Success in Making
By James J. Davin
the Show Window Interesting
..
itelneke EZIls Co

mmliessarsamr,,
there are passive and active verbs. To illustrate:
The pleasure one gets out of a new automobile is
not in owning it, but in driving it. Women love to
tising-ACTION. The dog, au exact counter- shop, not merely to order goods over the telephone.
part of the pup that made Victor famous, paces The former is the active method of buying, the latter

The Grant Music Parlors in Racine. Wis.. are
using a living Victor dog as a drawing card and
employing one of the first principles of adver-

back and forth with the current monthly supplement in his mouth, which he presents to customers as they come into the store.
The value of a living, moving dog over an inanimate image cannot be measured-that there
is a value cannot be disputed.
Action is the keynote of all successful advertising. The reason is clear when one realizes

is the passive.

To have a massive moose -head adorn the wall of
your home brings a certain amount of pleasure, but
the greatest joy is in the hunting and shooting of the
moose. Adorn and shoot are !Kith verbs, but there
is 110 question as to which implies the most

action, and which brings the greatest sense of
pleasure through achievennent. The trophy that
graces your wall gives you far greater pleasure
than the one that your friend owns, although

that our enjoyment in life comes from action.
The verb is the part of speech denoting action, but

a itaKIESIUMIUMM2111161.11111ta

your own may be smaller, and the antlers carry
fewer points.

Now, how can this delight in ACTION be
translated into the advertising world to the
merchant's profit?

As you walk through the streets of your city
have you ever noticed the kind of display windows that attract the largest crowds? The
value of an advertising medium (whether it be
a display window, a picture, a phrase, or a story)

can be accurately determined by its ability to
attract and hold attention.
You will always find the largest crowds watch-

ing a display built around ACTION. People
like to watt h things moving. Ilence you will
always find the greatest crowds looking at a human demonstrator. This is an example of predetermined, conscious ACTION.

This Sign Will Sell Albums
Album Sales Mean Record Sales

The next in order in its power to attract and
hold attention is the animal store. Have you
ever seen the window of all animal or bird store
during the business hours, before which no one
was standing? People like to watch animals
even though they are untrained and their movements arc more or less unconscious. Perhaps
there is a greater charm for the reason that the
action is natural.
When you see a piano revolving in a display
window do you stop because you have any de-

sire to see the rear view of the piano or is

/

E INSUR.A'NeOR

YOUR EXPENSIVE RECbRDS

because it is moving?

It

Would you pause as long

in front of a window in which there were two
pianos on display, neither of them moving, one
of which showed the front view and the other
the rear view?
You have noticed many times that many more
people are, admiring and inspecting the display

in the window of a sporting goods store than
there arc at the adjacent window, no matter
what it may be displaying, although there is
motion in neither window.
The reason is that the goods on display in
the sporting goods store suggest ACTION to

We have designed the above sign to assist you in
merchandising albums. Album sales mean record sales,

for albums are purchased to hold records, not to stay
empty.

This sign is multi -colored and will be a welcome
addition to your window display. We are distributing
them free ut charge. Order as many as you can use
from your jobber or advise us and we
will gladly send you a supply.

Peerless Album Company
Phil Ravis, Pres.

636-638 Broadway

New York

Boston Representative
L. W. HOUGH, 20 Sudbury St.

San Francisco Representative
WALTER S. GRAY CO., 942 Market St.

the mind of the individual.
Another form of action, which we might term
potential action, used to good effect is that of a
picture. The picture itself, of course, is motionless, but the idea it conveys is one of action,
either about to take place-imminent action, taking place or suppressed action.
The power of suggestion lends a great appeal
to the imminent action picture. A good example
of this is to be seen in one of the largest sporting goods stores in Chicago. The center of the
window was taken up with a picture of a guide
standing in the doorway of a cabin leaning negligently against the door -sill. But for two things
the picture would not call for a second glance.
These two features in the picture caught and
held the attention of the passerby and led him
to study the scene and speculate on the possibilities suggested but not expressed. The two
elements that intrigued the eye were a rifle and
the eyes of the guide.
The rifle was held carelessly, the muzzle pointing downward. The eyes of the guide were looking off across unseen distances. Rather idly,
speculative one might say. Yet through the entire ensemble of careless, idle case there seemed

to breathe a spirit of alertness, an idea of quiet,
efficient readiness. Potential or imminent action
was expressed in every line, and the speculator
was left to his own musings as to what that
action would be should the occasion arise.
Such pictures, while in themselves motionless,
express action. If you cannot put action into
your window displays with a literal use of motion, at least it can be suggested in a mariner
that will call attention and arouse interest in the
display. Action in some form carries a pulling
power that can hardly be overestimated.

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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Victrola IV. $25
Oak

Victor
Supremacy

Victrola VI, $35
Mahogany or oak

I.

The supremacy of the Victrola is

Victrola VIII, $50
Oak

linked with the world's greatest artists.

The success of dealers in V ic t o r
products is the natural result of this
overwhelming supremacy.
Victrola IX, $75
Mahogany or oak

" Victrola"

1,3-1

the Registered Trade -mark

of the Victor Talking Machine C
pang
designating the products of this Company only.
Warning: The use of the word Victrola upon or in the promotion or sale of any
other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is misleading and illegal.
is

Important Notice. Victor Records and Victor Machines are scientifically co-ordinated
and synchronized in the processes of manufacture, and should be
used together to secure a perfect reproduction.

ci

Victor Talking Machine Co.
Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Victrola No. 90, $125
Mahogany. oak or walnut

Victrola No. 100, $150
Mahogany. oak or walnut

Victrola No. 110 $225
Mahogany, oak or walnut

Victrola No 120, $275
Mammy or oak

Victrola No. 120. electric. $337.50

Victrola No. 130, $350

Victrola No. 130. electric. $415
Mahogany or oak

9
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mented, should invest heavily in advertising and thus realize its importance and value as an element in his success.
NVhen a trade paper talks about advertising it is viewed by some
people suspiciously. They are apt to say that the publisher is making
a plea for himself, but, he that as it may, there is a fundamental truth
that can't be denied, and that is that advertising is the greatest possible factor in achieving business success to -day.

Those who believe

in this policy will win out ; those who play with it in part are only in
ateettered In the

Ti.
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I PERSISTENT ADVERTISING NECESSARY TO -DAY
TIII: importance of advertising is not always as seriously con
sidered by a great many members of the trade as it should be;
in fact, with many the use of publicity is a matter of mood rather
than of sound business practice. \\lien times are good and business is booming they limit their advertising -because they seem to be
getting business without it. When times are bad and they are depressed about the general outlook they feel that they haven't got
the money to spare for advertising. The result, consequently, is a
business that in boom times is little above the average and in bad
periods is simply stagnant.

This attitude shows a lack of concentration, an absence of the

proper comprehension of the importance of publicity as an outstanding factor in achieving success.

Too many people consider

the money spent for advertising as a gift-as just thrown awaywhen, as a matter of fact, the money spent for advertising is an
investment that pays large dividends when the publicity is correctly
conceived and properly presented to the trade.
It is steady, persistent advertising, year in and year out, in both
good and bad periods, that builds business. and enhances prestige.
The publicity that is seemingly unnecessary when the demand exceeds the supply is nevertheless working steadily to build up and
maintain a reserve demand when there is any form of depression in
the trade field.
Look around and you will observe that the successful concerns

-those that dominate every industry-are without exception the
big advertisers and, mark you, they are big advertisers not because
they happen to have the money to spend, but rather because the ad-

vertising which they put forth has been a vitally important factor
in the growth of their enterprises. Many of the successful concerns
started in a humble way. but they were dominated by men who had
vision and a full comprehension of the value of advertising. They
put money into this department of their business, fully realizing that
it would pay a profit and that it was as vital to their success as the
money spent in making reliable products and in selling them through
their traveling men.
The matter of publicity should really receive greater consideration from those who made the mistake of cutting down appropriations last year. The manufacturer who desires to emerge from the
"recuperation" period successfully, with his name and fame aug-

a degree successful; those who ignore it fail. It is, therefore, necessary to. study the facts and be governed by the conclusions.

WILL RADIO CRAZE AFFECT OUR INDUSTRY?
MI -IF. great spread of interest in radio broadcasting services estab1 fished and maintained by the various electrical companies, and
the featuring of talking machine music and in many cases the talking machine artists in person in connection with the daily concerts
sent out by the broadcasting stations have led a number of members
of the talking machine trade to wonder just what effect this radio
craze will have on future sales of talking machines and records.
Just at the present time it is impossible to judge the permanency
of the enthusiasm regarding radio concerts, and any possible danger
to the talking machine trade lies in the development and improvement of radio music reproduction to a point where it offers a real
musical value rather than simply a novelty. Under existing conditions the radio enthusiast who establishes a receiving station in his
home must depend upon various conditions to permit him to receive
perfectly the broadcasting service, and when the music is heard it
almost always lacks the quality which would be demanded of the
living artist or of the instrument reproducing the singing or playing
of the living artist.
There is, of course, equipment available that will receive the
radio waves from stations hundreds of miles away as distinctly as
though the operator were really sitting in the same room in which
the concert is given, hut such receiving stations represent an investment that the average talking machine purchaser will hardly consider unless he is given a definite guarantee for what he is going to
receive in

service and just how permanent

that service will be.
Just at present the interest in wireless telephony does not in any
sense represent a menace to the sales of talking machines, records,.
or other musical instruments, any more than does the opening of a
new theatre or music hall represent a menace. It is more likely, in
fact, to stimulate interest in talking machine music on the part of the
comparatively few citizens who can claim complete ignorance regarding the musical possibilities of that instrument.
It may be that the radio craze will develop into something permanent, but that is likely to be far in the future and may be expected
to supplement rather than replace the actual music produced or reproduced by talking machines or other instruments. One of the big

thoughts is that the radio enthusiast has no choice in the type or
quality of the music offered to him in the broadcasting program and
must accept what is given without question. With the musical instrument in his own home he is free to arrange his own programs
and listen to the sort of music that appeals to him most. This possibility for individual musical expression is something that no radio
service, however elaborate, can hope to take away from the musical
instrument in the home.

HOW SOCIAL SIDE OF ASSOCIATION HELPS
AT quite regular intervals there is heard in the trade criticism of
trade associations, the argument most generally used being that
their accomplishments are of a social rather than a business nature.
Judging from results, however, it is a question as to just how
strongly the social activities of business associations should be con-

It is quite evident that the active business man hesitates
about leaving his establishment for one day. or perhaps several, for
the sole purpose of participating in a jamboree with his contemporaries and competitors, but it is equally evident that the same
business man is not overenthusiastic about giving up such time as
he can snatch from his business to association activities entirely for
the consideration of deep problems.
Experience has shown that associations wherein both business
and social affairs receive a fair proportion of recognition are generally the most successful in the long run, both in size and in accomplishments. The primary function of an association is to bring,
demned.
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members of the industry together and have them co-operate in the
consideration and development of plans for the betterment of the
industry and for the elimination of any evils that may exist. Certainly members who, through a strict adherence to business in the
meetings, come as strangers and go away as strangers through lack

of opportunity for mixing with their fellows, cannot be expected
to work to the best advantage of the association membership as a
whole. The social side of the association work must receive attention. The individual who meets his competitor in association
circles, learns to call him by his first name, finds out his many good
points as a man and his real personal views on various phases of
business, is doing much to make impossible competitive conditions
that are unethical and annoying.

There are so many things that might be done to a stranger
without a twinge of conscience that would seem rather raw and
unclubby when tried on a fellow, even though he is a competitor,
who is regarded as a personal as well as a business friend.

AVOIDING LOSS ON INSTALMENT SALES
TALKING machine merchants in New York State, in conunon
with members of the piano and furniture industries, are interested

in the efforts now being made to have transformed into a law the
bill which is now before the State Legislature making it obligatory
upon moving men to report to the police all removals of household
goods, with the name of the householder together with both the old
and new addresses.

The need for such a law is obvious, for such registration provides
a most direct means of avoiding loss of goods out on instalment con-

In the larger cities, particularly, talking machine and furniture men will find such protection of great value. It will virtually
put an end to a practice, common unfortunately, of buying on instal.
ments and then removing the product purchased to parts unknown.
The plan of .having all movers of household goods registered
has worked out successfully in various sections of the country, and
has unquestionably saved to merchants hundreds of thousands of
dollars, not only in the value of the goods taken away by careless
tracts.

and dishonest purchasers, hut in the expense of maintaining searchers
to trace such goods. The bill is one of a sort that imposes no hard-

ship on the honest citizen, while at the same time it serves to discourage the activities of a type whose ethics are not commendable.
!

CARUSO FOUNDATION WINNING SUPPORT

I

THE work of the American Cams° Memorial Foundation is. according to reports, progressing rapidly, and (luring the past few
weeks there have been given in connection with the celebration of
Caruso's birthday anniversary a number of elaborate concerts in
New York and elsewhere that have added materially to the fund,
which has a million dollars as its ultimate goal. Prominent artists
who have been closely associated with the talking machine have appeared prominently in the various programs, and it would seem as

9

though the members of the talking machine trade as a whole should

be inclined to take an active part.in the work for the memorial, for
no individual artist did more to establish the standing of the talking
machine as a musical instrument than Caruso. He was one of the
first great stars to see the possibilities of talking machine reproduction, and his willingness to associate his name with a comparatively
new product without question had a great influence in dictating the
attitude of other artists of almost equal standing.
I

THE PROBLEM OF THOROUGH DISTRIBUTION

THE question of the successful distribution of talking machines,
or, for that matter, any other product, does not lie alone in the
number of dealers established in a given territory, but depends primarily upon the efforts put forth by dealers already established to
cover the territory thoroughly and properly.
It might be well for talking machine manufacturers and wholesalers in some cases to make a study of what a given territory may
be expected to yield in the matter of business, and what the present
dealer is doing to get that maximum business with a view to helping
him in his sales campaign, if the proper spirit is shown, rather than
to simply open up other dealers in the same section.
To divide a certain quantity of business between two dealers
simply means the opening of a new wholesale account and frequently
prevents either retailer from getting a sufficient volume of sales to
offer him a fair income. If the retailer does not appreciate the value
of his franchise and neglects his territory, it frequently proves a
matter of policy either to replace him with with a live retailer or to
put competition in the territory to stimulate his efforts. Dividing the
territory under other conditions, unless the territory is so large that
it cannot be handled properly by one concern, is likely to act as a
detriment to the distribution plan through causing a let -down of
effort. Reaching the greatest number of people and reaching them
effectively and in a way to encourage buying is the big problem of
to -day in this and other industries, but it. might be well to determine
whether or not existing agencies may be stimulated to increased
efforts before the established dealer is asked to divide with another
a volume of trade that is not any too large as it stands.

NEW YORK'S THIRD ANNUAL MUSIC WEEK

Music \Veek Celebration which is to be held in New York from
April 30 to May 6, and active preparations for which are already
under way. The success of the two previous Music \Veek celebrations has made a deep impression on those who, for one reason or
another, are interested in music, its exploitation and its advancement,
and even before the dates for this celebration were announced the
National Bureau for the Advancement of Music received numerous
inquiries regarding the contemplated plans.
This campaign for the propagation of music should enlist the aid
of all branches of the talking machine trade.

4

This statement is very clear and undeniable.
As equally well proved and unquestionable is the statement
that Victrolas plus Victor records form a merchandising combination that is unequalled.
Victor retailers --place all of your energies behind this
superior combination for the best results.
Ormes Service will co-operate to the fullest extent within the
bounds of good business.

FITZROY 3271-3272

3273

1

EVERY indication points to the ultimate success of the Third

2 -I- 2

TELEPHONE NUMBER

I

ORMES, Inc.
Wholesale Exclusively

15 West 37th Street

New York
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Possibilities of Increasing Record Sales
Through the Co-operation of Repair Men!.
L.

The repair department can be made one of the

most valuable adjuncts to the talking machine
business if properly handled. Many establishments have efficient and profitable repair depart-

ments, but very few realize the many ways in
which this branch of the business can be made
to bring profit: to the coffers of the company in

.

i.222111111111111311111E11.111;
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cued he produces his other records and demonstrates them for her.
The wise dealer will do everything in his

ment.
is

staff to make sales by an equitable system of
commissions. When a man knows that his ef-

an interested spectator while the repairing is
going on. and she certainly is present when the

forts will be rewarded in proportion to the results
produced it follows that he will try by every

power to train his repair staff in salesmanship
and encourage it in this manlier of making
sales.

The dealer mentioned above stimulates his

means known to him to produce the greatest

N1,111111131

possible results.

Where a dealer employs only one repairman

Repair Men Possessing
Real Sales Ability Can
H
c_ I
[I'

is rapidly drawing to a close, and it will not be
long before the species is extinct. The man with
sales ability will be given preference.

The repairman of the future will understand
the mechanics of the talking machine thoroughly
and he will be a clever and intelligent salesman.
One large progressive dealer specializes in his
repair department and the returns in increased
record sales and the sale of an occasional machine bring a steady stream of profits to him.
When he sends a man out to repair a machine in
response to a call from a customer lie lays a
subtle campaign. First he goes through his list
and finds out the particular kind of music which
appeals to this customer. He then selects several of the latest records containing the kind of
rid turns
that customer prefer
music xi))

the possibilities in this direction may seem infinitesimal, but, as has been said and written
many times, it is the little things that count, and
F. the above plan is tried out for a year and a
close record is kept it will be found, provided

Make Many Record
Sales While Calling

that the proper methods arc pursued, that considerable profits have resulted, a large part of
which would have been lost otherwise. It is
truly the little things that make or break a busi-

on Customers of House

ness, especially the talking machine business, and
the dealer Who overlooks several of these possi-

313IP ors m,- ilrmi,r11/.1,i'l !! Ill 1.1M

bilities is not doing the business he should. The
survival of the fittest is still a maxim of business
life as well as any other kind of life, and overlooking bets, no matter how small, is a sign of

job is 'completed and the machine is being tested.
The playing of the new record naturally interests

her because she likes that brand of music. The
repairman, who has a considerable knowledge of
salesmanship and records, does not make a direct
attempt to make a sale. Instead, he casually

remarks that the disc which is playing is one
of the latest recordings and mentions the name
of the artist The sale in the rnaioritv of cases
makes

If the lady of tb.

SEND FOR YOUR SAMPLE TO -DAY

(0,cp

.

them over to the repairman, who takes them
with him on his call.
lie arr:ves at the home, and when the job of
fixing the machine is completed, instead of testing with some of the customer's records, he
places one of the latest records on the instruIn many cases the mistress of the house

addition to the returns from actual repair work.
Repairmen should be chosen not only for their
mechanical skill in putting broken and defective
machines back in shape. but they should also be
selected for their qualities as salesmen. This is
extremely important when the fact is taken into
consideration that the repairman has welcome
access to the homes of talking machine owners
and has opportunities for sale: talk either in the
interests of record, or machines which the average outside salesman or canvasser very seldom
encounters. In short. the day of the untidy.
often discourteous, purely mechanical repairman

Li
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WHAT GOES INTO UDELL CABINETS
Udell Works Explains Just What Descriptive
Terms in Catalog Mean
The Udell Works, Indianapolis, prominent
manufacturer of music roll and talking machine

record cabinets, together with book cases, writing
desks, etc.. has included in its latest catalog the

following definite notice regarding the quality of
material, entering into the Udell products:
"The following explanation is made in order
that there should be no misunderstanding of the
descriptive terms used in this catalog:
"When a piece is described as mahogany front,
it means that it is mahogany veneered over some
other wood.
"When a piece is described as mahogany, it
means that it is mahogany veneered, top, front
and ends.

"When a piece is described as solid mahogany,

it means that all exteriors, except back, bottom
and shelves, are of solid wood of the kind desig-

cv

hated."

These descriptions are in conformity with the
official standard descriptions adopted by the National Alliance of Case Goods Associations at
Atlantic City last October.

"TALKER" HELPS TO SELL BANJOS
Banjo Manufacturer Places Talking Machine in
Salesroom as Demonstrating Aid-Good Publicity for Machine Used by Dealer

Mr. Victor Retailer-

Would you spend 15c to bring a customer into your store
and keep your name constantly before a Victrola owner?
We'll say you will! That is why we will send you a free
sample on request of our Advertising Sales -Building -Record
Brush.
YOUR ad inserted without extra charge.

KNICKERBOCKER TALKING MACHINE CO.

138 West 124th St.

Vi ctor

Wholrolr

New York City

Demonstrating banjos with the aid of a Victor
talking machine is the effective plan followed by
William Lange, banjo manufacturer. Mr. Lange
has placed a Victrola in his salesroom and when
a prospective customer enters the store with the
intent of looking over the line of instruments the
tone is demonstrated by means of an ordinary
record on which banjo selections are played. Of
course, he only chooses those records the artist
of which he knows uses one of his instruments.
The plan is not only proving worth while in promoting the sale of banjos, but it is also a good
avenue of publicity for the talking machine.
Where both talking machines and small goods

are handled the dealer has an opportunity of
selecting records which feature the instruments
he carries, such as the trombone, violin, cornet,
etc.
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Introducing
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The
Artistic
Reproducing

Phonograph

Style 100

Style 110

Slahogany or Walnut

Mahogany or Walnut

built on the solid foundation of experience gained in more than
82 years as manufacturers of instruments that produce good music

WE OFFER TO THE TRADE

A Beautiful Phonograph
of

BETTER TONE
BETTER DESIGN
BETTER FINISH
Let us show you our Shlendid Instruments, or send you

details of our attractive proposition. WRITE NOW!

J.
&
C.
Fischer
417 West 28th Street
New York City
EST. 1840

Oldest
Piano Makers

in New York

Style ISO

Style 140

Slallogany or Walnut

Mahogany or Walnut
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Some 'Timely Suggestions and Selling Ideas
By Thornton Hall
for Talking Machine Dealers
::

i,1011r.

Resourcefulness is one of the most essential
characteristics

of

the

successful

salesman.
machines

whether he be a retailer of talking
or a vendor of any other kind of merchandise.

The writer was the witness of an interesting
demonstration of sales resourcefulness that was
rewarded by a substantial sale in a talking machine shop the other day.
The proprietor had just made a memorandum

.il..11.i,1131.1.1.1

as Possible."
Speaking of John McCormack records. Saint

your supply of them is low you have just about

time to rush an order to your nearest jobber.
It is a matter of record that these records always sell well with very little pushing at this
season of the year. Do not be caught without
them. With the exception of Christmas, no holiday appeal is ever quite so effective as the birthday of Ireland's patron saint.

Last year a Pennsylvania dealer carried out

Patrick's Day is with us again, or rather it will

that he was out of a certain record and that
by must replenish his supply of that number
without delay. Just at that time a lady entered
the store and asked if he had that particular

Knowing that there was not a single
one in the store it was with sonic little surprise
record.

heard him say. "Just a moment. please,
have to go back to the stock room and
can find you one."
lie was gone some little time, obviously in
search of the requested record. During his abstnce the resourceful merchant's ruse became
apparent to me as soon as I observed the glance
of the customer straying about the salesroom.
that

u

Cormack record suggested by a poster which
she had read during her wait. A little persuasion on the part of the dealer and he sold
her several other Red Seal records. This merchant knew what he was doing. Ile tells me
his motto is: "Keep Them in the Store as Long

I

I shall
see if I

1Vhile she waited for the return of Mr. Proprietor she read the various advertising streamers and posters, as well as the various record
lists on the counters. She also discovered a
record album which seemed to remind her that

the idea with the following newspaper ad:
111111111 trl

KELLEY-THE POPULAR NAME
OF THE WEEK

Resourcefulness Pays

The name of Kelley has always connoted something rich and ripe in the
way of wit and humor. Saint Patrick's

at All Times-- Fea-

Day is the Day of the Kelleys, the world
Over.

turing Saint Patrick's
Day in Window and
Newspaper Displays

The particular Kelley we have in mind

is Walter C. Kelley-the famous Virginia Judge, Story Teller Extraordinary. Raconteur of Raconteurs.

You know Judge Kelley-how rich

Ili

be with us in a couple of days. We now have
the Irish Free State, which should mean that
she needed one. Right then and there I de- that portion of the American population which
cided that there was a method in the dealer's proudly traces its ancestry hack to the Emerald
Isle is more responsive than ever to Saint Patsearch, which was quite obviously a vain one.
At this point the dealer returned with the re- rick's Day suggestions. Let us consider a few
gret that the record was out of stock. lie would, of these appropriate suggestions.
In the first place, it will be well to make sure
however, be very glad to supply the lady with
it the day after the next. To this she acquiesced that your stock is sufficient to meet the demands
and then proceeded to purchase the album she for such appropriate records as those of John
had remembered she needed and a John Mc- McCormack. Walter Scanlan. etc.. etc. In case

once.

This year you' have another opportunity for
timely tie-up. For example, there are the
O'Neil records. "Pcs.w.y" and "Micky." Re-

a

-.1 on page 14)

Individuality in Your Product Will Mean More Sales for You!
The New Empire Univer-

sal Ball Bearing Tone
Arm and Reproducer
Made in Two Lengths:
8" and 9"

WE are prepared to submit to reliable manufacturers samples of
our tone arms and reproducers in order
to enable them to determine the merit
of our product. Our prices are low and
the quality of our product is second to

The Empire Universal
Pivot Base Tone Arm
and Reproducer
Made in Several Lengths.

none.

Write or wire us for samples and
quotations and give us an outline of
your requirements.

THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS COMPANY, 1362 East Third Street, Cleveland, 0.
Etoblihed in 1911

Manufacturers of High Grade Tone Arms and Reproducers
W. J. McNAMARA. President

in

humor and human interests his anecdotes always aie I Have you heard his
latest record on the Victor? A ten inch series of witty yarns it is-a
chuckle to the inch, and another bunch
on the other side.
And they're not like other stories; you
can hear them with pleasure over and
over again. Come in and hear them
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Are you getting Your Profits
on this new idea ?
Walter Camp's famous "Daily Dozen" Exercises, set to music
on phonograph records, leap into big
sales wherever featured
IN New York City alone such
prominent stores as Lord and
Taylor,

John Wanamaker,

"Health

Builder"

Records are sold in

Bloomingdale Bros., Frederick

sets

Loeser & Co., Abraham & Straus,
Davega (5 stores), Kay Talking

consisting of

five 10 -inch double disc
records, 12
charts
containing
60 real photo-

Machine Co., Ideal Talking Machine

Co., Musical Instrument Sales Co.,
and others have stocked the "Daily

graphs, and booklet

of instructions

Dozen" records and charts. They
demonstrate and sell them. You.

can increase your sales by

too,

stocking the Health Builder System.
Everywhere the public is enthusias-

tically taking up this new idea of
exercising to music. This is your
opportunity to cash in on this popular interest.

People flock into the stores

from curiosity-and
stay to buy

A demonstration in your store

of the Health Builder records
will attract crowds and create
business. People are fascinated

by this new system of exercising
to music. Thousands have written us giving their endorsement

to this big movement. For example, Mrs. Charles G. Hickish,
La Crosse, Wis., says: "We wish

to express our delight with our
set of records and exercises. Our
entire family of eight, including

the maid, are taking them. The

children are fascinated with

them and bring in the neighbors'
children to do them."
Here's your opportunity to tie

with commands and instructions

given in a fine, clear -speaking

and specially selected
music for each exercise, 12 charts
voice

containing 60 real photographs

up with A NEW IDEA, which
is a proven success. This one is
more fascinating and enjoyable
than a new game. It gives the

and a booklet of instructions
written in Mr. Camp's clear,
forceful style. This course is
proving itself to be the most

graph, and they like it, just as

proposition ever put before the
dealer. See for yourself. Mail

people something to do to
the music of t hei r phono-

profitable

phonograph

record

they like to dance to phonograph

coupon today for sample 10 -inch

"Health Builder" records are
sold in sets; each set consists of

operation to help you boost your

music.

five 10 -inch double -disc records,

record, with chart and full particulars to you. We give full cosales. Sign and return coupon

today --it does not obligate you
in any way.
Health Builders', Dept. K
New York

334 Fifth A
DAVEGA
D

'bulor for Nor York Cits
1131 Broadway

Health Builders,
Dept. K,
334 Fifth Ave., New York.
Without obligation to me. you may send prepaid one 10 -inch double -disc "Health Builder"
record, carrying four of Walter Camp's "Daily

Dozen." with four charts-and your special

proposition to dealers. I have the privilege of
returning this outfit.
Name

Address
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SUGGESTIONS AND SELLING IDEAS
(Continued from page 12)

how popular "Peggy O'Neil" was?
She is not dead yet. Give her a new lease of life
member

by associating her with Saint Patrick. And her
brother. "Micky O'Neil," the companion piece
that has already begun to share her popularity.
Launch this hit effectively by linking it up with
the Seventeenth of March.
And there are many other selling ideas that
can be utilized in the month of March. There
is the case of the New York City dealer who
lest year brought in the universally noted tendency of the wintry winds to blow during this
turbulent month. Ile introduced a "weather
motif" into his window display in the following
manner:

Ile first divided his window space in halves
by means of a cardboard partition representing
the exterior wall of a house. The left side was

the outdoor part of the picture and the right
side showed the comfortable interior of a home.

In the outdoor section he concealed a rapidly
revolving electric fan and cut up thousands of

MARCH 15, 1922

flakes of white paper snow. The whirling snow
effectively and picturesquely gave a shuddering
idea of March weather at its worst.

lie is using the same divided window effect
that proved to be such a sure-fire winner a year

By way of contrast the other half of the display offered a living room of the most comfortable sort. There was a cardboard fireplace, a

the "Daily Dozen" exercises on talking machine
records which he includes among his wares. The

handsome talking machine, a beautiful lamp and
heaps of records strewn about. No need for
explanatory posters. The artistic display pointed

March Seventeenth tie-up.

out its own obvious moral. This brainy merchant received many congratulations upon the
cleverness of the idea and he attributes the sale
of a number of machines and of countless records to this "Marchy" display.
While on the subject of window trims it might
also be well to speak of one that this same
dealer is going to use this month. This time it
is a Saint Patrick's trim, but, in keeping with
the policy of the store, it will be a departure
from the stale and hackneyed window idea commonly used. That is, instead of merely sprinkling about the window a profusion of stovepipe hats garnished with Shamrocks and clay
pipes, he plans to show his customers something out of the ordinary.

green crepe paper and a large oil painting of
the famous "Donnybrook Fair" has been borrowed from a library for the center of the dis-

What others think
of TONEPENS
"I put on one of the William Tell records on an old $5
Stewart and was surprised that such music could come
from such an old machine."
-A. E. Hoffman, United Y. M. C. A. Schools, N. Y.

ago.

The subject is "Exercise," for it features

left part

of the window is given over to the
1 ts title is: "One

Way to Eiiercise" and it show a group of Blackthorn Shillalahs. The trimming is done with

play.

"The Modern 1Vay to Obtain Your Daily
Exercise" is the title of the contrasted half of
the display, which is an arrangement of an

effective exhibit of the "Dail Dozen" system
of exercising. The details of this part of the
trim have not yet been worked out in full, but
the idea is a good one and well worth using by
other dealers who are carrying this proposition.

Use the biting winds of March to blow its
"pep" into your salesmen's lungs. Let us hope
that the Irish displays will imbue them with
the desire to fight hard for more business, not
only in March, but from now on.

GIVING RECITAL IN MIDDLE WEST
Princess Watahwaso, Well-known Victor Artist,
Interesting Large Audiences Wherever Heard
-Under Auspices of Distributors
The Princess NVatahwaso, mezzo-soprano and

well known Victor artist, is touring the Middle
West giving recitals under the auspices of Victor distributors and dealers. In a large auditorium in St. Louis Princess Watahwaso gave
a series of three recitals of Indian songs, dances
and folklore under the auspices of Miss Blanche
Rosebrugh, in charge of the Victor educational
department of Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney.

Princess Watahwaso also gave a series of recitals among the retailers of the Koerber-Brenner Music Co. Among these enterprising dealers was the Cline -Vick Co., which operates many
stores in Southern Illinois. Fay Luyster, who is

"We have tried the sample Tonepen on 73 records and
find no change in the tone and no noticeable scratching

in charge of the activities of this company, has
recently completed the salesmanship course at

noise."

helpful ideas gleaned there in the advancement
of this business. Following the completion of
this Middle West trip Princess Watahwaso will

"We

.

-Kahn's Music Shops, Boston, Mass.
.

.

find it the best needle . we have ever had."
-The Martz Music Shop, Kokomo, Ind.
.

.

the Victor factory and

is

using many of the

appear in Camden, Bryn Allyn, and will then
return to New York to continue her work in
the New York schools.

INCREASING USE OF SIGNS

"We found this needle to be very satisfactory indeed."
-Manophone Corporation, Adrian, Mich.

"We believe these are the best needles yet tried."
-New Mexico Phonograph Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

"I am much pleased with the sample Tonepen which
you sent me."
-J. H. Ellis, Milwaukee, Wis.

Harry Cuddeback, of the Da-Lite Electric Display Co., Toledo, 0., was a recent visitor to The
World sanctum in the course of his monthly visit
to New York, and spoke in very enthusiastic
terms regarding the general outlook. The increasing use by dealers in talking machines and
music of the signs made by this company is testimony of the keener appreciation by merchants

generally of the value of modern and artistic
advertising methods in bringing the products

'hick they handle to the attention of the purchasing public.

TO MOVE TO LARGER QUARTERS

TEST THE TONEPEN AT OUR EXPENSE
Write for free samples and attractive dealer offer

TONEPEN COMPANY
217-A Center Street

New York City

The Cable. Piano Co.'s store in Chattanooga.
Tenn., will be moved en April 1 from its present
location at 117 East Eighth street to handsome
new quarters at 115 East Seventeenth street.
where double the present space will be available
for the requirements of the business. The store,
of which J. H. Shaw is manager, reports a large
and growing business in both pianos and Victrolas.

FARGO MUSIC CO. IN NEW HOME
The Fargo Music Co., of Fargo. N. D., has
leased the store adjoining its present quarters
to provide increased floor -space made necessary
by its rapidly growing business. The new store

is one of the most attractive in this section.
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Is There a Definite Science of Talking Machine and Record Salesmanship? By W. Braid White
.,,tatEltararttritt ri
tr
Ever sincc men began to think in terms of
scientific accuracy about their daily affairs there
has bccn more or less attempt to formulate some
sort of science of business conduct. The aim has
always been to provide a set of rules whereby a
man may direct his thinking, and translate that
thinking into action, in such a manner as to give

him the result to which he naturally looks for
ward as the reward of his efforts.
Within the last generation many efforts have
been made to translate rules for business guidance into practical form from a basis of scientific reasoning. Unfortunately the attempt has
been founded on premises often patently false
and sometimes even nonsensical. But within
the last ten years the art of salesmanship has
been studied under conditions which allow lor
something like precise and scientific observation,
and it ought by now to be possible to state %sit]]

some approach to finality what that art really
amounts to and how much of it can he charted
and plotted in a scientific way. In other words,
we should be able now to answer these ques-

![

4.,.

.

tion. Some years ago there was a craze for
teaching the mental -suggestion sort of salesmansalesmanship, the sort of salesmanship which de-

been persuaded in advance by newspaper advertising. She is usually after a bargain; and if she
is not after a specific bargain she is looking
around to sec what she can get for a certain sum

pended upon committing to memory a lot of

of money in terms of some goods which she

rules intended in fact to give the salesman the
power to persuade the prospect against the lattei's will. It was a combination of psychological
misinformation with undigested hypnotism,

wants or needs. The clerk does not need to do
any scientific work with her, for she knows what

ship, the "look your man in the eye" sort of

mixed into a sort of literary hotch-potch and
sold to gullible young persons as an infallible
method for coining money out of the profession
The Scientific Basis
Like all previous business panaceas this one
has pretty nearly had its day. In the reaction
from its absurdities there has been a tendency
to overlook the fact that salesmanship is as
much a matter for analysis as is any other feature of men's daily conduct. Genuine psychol-

Can it be applied in daily life?
To which, in our case, may he added a third
question: How far. supposing that a favorable
answer can be given to the other questions, can
any rules or principles be applied to the art of
selling the talking machine, its records and its

obviously it will be extremely important for him
to do everything in the best way possible. He
needs all the help he can get. Hence the importance of any scientific inquiry into those mental
processes and physical actions which together
ii-,ake up the work of selling or of trying to sell.
The Order -taker Ideal
In the talking machine industry we have not
proceeded much beyond the old "order -taker"
ideal. That ideal is most perfectly represented
by the department store clerk. The woman who
goes to a department store to buy has usually

manship" rests upon theoretic considerations
whose validity has never been above question
and, in fact, has frequently been called in ques-

1

.

Consider the Opportunity
It might be argued by some that talking machine salesmanship is really not much better. Yet
this would be a great mistake. For there is just

as much opportunity for the display of selling
talent in retail talking machine stores as in the

ogy simply tries to find out everything about
why men do thus and so in given conditions.
Now the man who is trying to sell anything.
whether a talking machine or a million -dollar life
insurance policy, is undertaking a task in which

The Suggestion Fallacy
A good deal of what is called "scientific sales-

sort of mechanism for showing goods and giving
information about them in response to questions. Not once in a hundr6.1 times is there, or
can there be, any systematic salesmanship.

of salesmanship.

tions:
Is there a science of salesmanship?

accessories?

she wants and in most cases cannot be persuaded to do anything which she had not previously determined to do. To the department
store's customer then, the clerk is principally a

.1 II .IIIIMMI
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offices of bond broke s. The American people
arc popularly supposed to he thoroughly ac-

quainted with the merits and beauties of the
talking machine and to need no education in respect of its desirability as a possession. Yet this
is not so. The American people arc gradually

getting to that frame of mind, but they have
yet a long way to go. Neither in reference to
principles of value, nor in respect of musical
choice, nor as regards appreciation of its possibilities, has the public in general any adequate
ideas about the talking machine. The task of
placing these ideas before the American people
in an effective manner is a task of peculiar importance just now and one which should engage the
(Continued on page 18)
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Seven years ago Pearsall
Service was inaugurated.
It's been the leader ever
since.
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Ask any Pearsall Dealer-he will tell you
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4000 Subscriptions

Columbia Dealer Service Materials, including the monthly Display
Seri ice, are furnished to Columbia Dealers strictly as sales producing "Helps" uithout profit to the Company, except as they help sell
Crafonolas or Columbia Records for Columbia Dealers.
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Testify for this Service
NON -SUBSCRIBING Columbia Dealers should carefully consider the weight

of this recommendation now. Merchandisers generally are learning
that the creation of a buying impulse at the place of sale is the most effective
form of present-day advertising.
People buy more carefully today. Windowshopping precedes nearly every purchase.
How do your windows explain the attractiveness of your merchandise and your service?

They used to go looking to see what they
could buy.
What is there about your displays that overrules present-day caution?

Most folks want more things than they have
dollars to spend.
How do you argue that they need music instead of something else?

A mere phonograph and some records in the
window don't mean as much as they did.

How do you illustrate the enjoyment a

Grafonola will bring unless the Records it
will play are made pictorially interesting ?

These are modem conditions. It is penny-wise and you nd-

foolish to economize on your valuable display windows

at the expense of store sales. We urge you to join the
ranks of the big majority of Columbia Dealers who have
found the Display Service profitable. If it sells only one
75e Record every three days, you',e not spending. a cent.

The desire for music still exists.

What is there about your exhibit which
stimulates this desire?

Not so long ago any record was wcrth a dollar.
What is there in your windows to satisfy
anybody there's 75c worth of real fun in
every Columbia Record ?

As far as appearance goes, one record looks
pretty much like another.
Who can prefer the Record by Jolson or Van
and Schenck unless they know these artists
sing only for your Records?

There are prospects passing your store regularly
who have never come in
Has your store faded into the surrounding
scenery to them, or do you keep it fresh and
interesting by constant change in displays?

Send your subscription for the Columbia NIonthly
Display Service, to begin with this April list issue, to
your regular Columbia Distributor, at once. Regularly
thereafter your postman will deliver a complete mid -

month and 20th list trim which will relieve you of
chronic window -worry at the small cost of :F,43 a month.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
New York City
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The ALBUM method EXCELS all other RECORD FILING systems EVER TRIED

Price Reductions Air
j'er.V9i

35% to 40`h
within the past year. It will be to your
interest to write us for prices before placing further orders for Record Albums.
Please mention quantity, as large orders
help some in lowering costs.
We guarantee satisfactory Albums.
OUR ALBUMS ARE MADE TO CONTAIN VICTOR.
COLUMBIA. EDISON. PATHE. VOCALION AND
ALL OTHER DISC RECORDS

SELECTING THEIR FAVORITES

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,

239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
THE PERFECT PLAN

New York Office, 54 Franklin Sired. Telephoese, Franklin 1227, Cauca E. Matnire, Represenlalive

THE SCIENCE OF SALESMANSHIP
(Cuntionted

rage IS)

attention of all retail merchants. Just as soon
as it is generally recognized by business men
in our industry the selling 01 to k,ng
machines and records at retail is a subject which
can be scientifically formulated and studied

that

there will be, we think, a movement which will
not be checked until it has placed the entire
matter of music -means merchandising upon a
new and permanent level of method and system.
There Is a Science

There is indeed a science of talking machine
selling. It has nothing to do with secrets, with
suggestion or with half-baked pseudo-psycliol
ogy. It, however, rests upon the unshakable
basis of genuine psychological observation; that
is to say, upon observations which have been
made solely with a view to discovering why men
act thus and so in these or those conditions.
This science of talking machine salesmanship is
not yet completely formulated, but its main outlines may be laid down very briefly. In so laying them down the writer asks the indulgence of
the reader for any faults or crudeness of expression. since the whole subject is very new and
its paths almost as yet untrodden.
Five Leading Ideas
to the first pace. then, we may say that the
selling of talking machines involves the following ideas:

Clearly realizing ourselves that

the obthe

These live simple ideas comprehend the entire
technique of salesmanship and embrace demon-

buyer in possession of means to entertainment,
pleasure, interest, through the medium of reproducing music in any of its forms.
2. Clearly realizing likewise that the prospect

stration, talk and close. They are formulated
here strictly in accord with what is known of
the probabilities of individual reaction toward
the talking machine as a possible purchase. in
the light of accepted psychological investigation, such as may be studied in detail in the

I.

ject of the sale

is,

fundammtally, to put

is only half convinced of this fact in advance,
since the best of advertising copy can but start
into action processes of thought in the prospect's mentality.
3.
Understanding consequently that the first

requisite of the salesman is that he or she be

works of the best authorities on business science.

In the course of a short article like this no more
can be done than clear the ground in order that
the salient facts to be grasped may be set forth

personally persuaded that the talking machine
is an unsurpassed instrument for musical enter tai lllll ent, pleasure and education; which involves
and necessitates the salesman's personally using,

in their full light.
With these preliminary considerations, then,

and enjoying the use of, the talking machine,
knowing its musical possibilities, appreciating
its powers. understanding how to dance to its
music, listen to its music, enjoy and know its

briefly foreshadowed, in a further article at an

music.
4. Learning how to tell the prospect a story
which will bring that man or woman into approximately the mental state toward the talk-

ing machine which the salesman already possesses.
5.
Demonstrating that there exists a monetary basis on which the prospect may organize
the possession of the entertainment, pleasure
and education which has been envisaged by the

..;.lesman. without mishie hurt to his present financial condition, engagements or prospect -

let us close this present article, hoping to reopen
the subject and consider in detail the ideas here
early date.

1906 ADVERTISING SELLS RECORDS
Woman Selects Three Caruso Records From
Program Issued Sixteen Years Ago
James J. Davin, secretary of the Rcincke-Ellis
Co., cites a case that came to his attention recently to prove that there is no accurate way of
judging the time it takes for advertising literature to exhaust its selling power. A woman re
cently visited the store of the E. W. Owens Co..
Mankato, Minn., and asked to hear some records

from a program she held in her hand, finally
purchasing

A REAL MONEY MAKER

three

Caruso

records.

The

clerk

asked to sec the program and discovered that it
was one issued in 1906, entitled: "Three Programs by the Master Musician-the \'ictor\'ictrola." Doing business on advertising sixteen
years old probably sets a new record-it proves
that an investment in publicity is continually
paying dividends.

Patented

Patented

1914

1914

TRENTON STORE IS ENLARGED
'Flo:silos', N. J, March 4.-Joseph P. Fee, pro pi ietor of the Record Shop, 236 North Warren
street, has enlarged his store and made a number
of other improvements to take care of increasing
business.

Mr. Fee was the first (haler to open a

phonograph shop in Trenton, having started eight
years ago with a practical experience in talking
machines and their'construction. The repair end
of the business has been greatly enlarged to

facilitate the handling of repair work.

BECKER'S DOG LIKES MEDICINE

If you are not familiar with the new

BOSTON INTERCHANGEABLE LEAF ALBUM
Be sure :o send for a sample immediately. The envelope leaves may be changed at
will. This new feature made possible only by our newly patented wood -back.
Remember, when you sell Real Merchandise, your customers will never trade elsewhere.

:BOSTON BOOK COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.

501-509 Plymouth Court

John 1-I. Becker, the talking machine repairman, of 1207 Chestnut street, Milwaukee. Wis.,
has a dog that is proving a good advertisement.
The dog, a bull terrier named Pyro, has learned

to take even the bitterest medicine without a
wl per and is used as a shining example by
the parents in the neighborhood who desire to
dose the children with castor oil or other medicine bitter to the youthful taste.
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Wonderful Sellers

Timely Releases

Records
The Records of Quality
OKeh Dealers get the hits while they arc hits!
You know what that means-Rapid stock turnover and the good will of your patrons.

These six best sellers are the last word in
superb recording, novelty and "pep." That's
what the public wants and that's what you will
find in all OKeh Records.

Six Best Sellers
4477 r I'VE GOT MY HABITS ON-Fox-trot..
75c MUSCLE SHOALS BLUES-Fox-trot

10 -in..'

4519
10 -in -

75c

.

.............Joseph Samuels' Jazz Band
Harry Raderman's Jazz Orchestra

WHEN SHALL WE MEET AGAIN?-Waltz
Erdody and His Famous Orchestra
BY THE OLD OHIO SHORE-Waltz
Joseph Knecht's Waldorf-Astoria Dance Orchestra
.

4497 r BLUE DANUBE BLUES-Fox-trot
Blue Diamond Dance. Orchestra
75c KA-LU-A-Fox-trot. Hawaiian Guitar Effect by Virginia Burt. ..Blue Diamond Dance Orchestra

10 -in.

4498r THE SHEIK OF ARABY-Fox-trot,
10 -in.

75c

FOUR HORSEMEN -Fox-trot

Ray Miller, Melody King, and His Black and White Melody Boys
Glantz and His Orchestra

4515r SONG OF INDIA-Fox-trot

10 -in. ),

75c I WHEN BUDDHA SMILES-Fox-trot

4522

ATTA BABY-Fox-trot
75c [. UNCLE BUD (Tennessee Blues)-Fox-trot..

10 -in.

Glantz and His Orchestra
Glantz and His Orchestra
Tampa Blue Jazz Band
Tampa Blue Jazz Band

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN. President

25 West 45th Street, New York City
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Dealers Tell of the Hardest Talking Machine
By Frank II. Williams
Sale They Have Ever Made
tilt 1,a; ,It
ever made, Mr. Dealer?
1\

1

..;

1
hint

1;n;

0.1

How did you put

it

over?

It is always worth while for a dealer to think
over his hard sales every now and then for the
purpose of checking up on the points that enabled him to put the sales over and in this way

n,,th.ng

farmer was perfectly willing to talk-in fact,
I think he was mighty glad to have someone
to talk to. But as for even considering the
purchase of a musical instrument-I should say

hard sales.

to take an evident delight in watching me butt
my head against a stone wall and because I
felt that some time or other someone would sell

Western dealer in talking machines had to say
about his hardest sale:

"I think my hardest sale," said this dealer,
"was to a very well-to-do retired farmer. This
farmer had never had any real money in his life
until within recent years, when his farm land
increased in value to unheard-of heights and
then he sold out at the peak price and retired
to the city to'spend the rest of his days. This
farmer brought to the city with him his wife
and his orphan granddaughter, and he also
brought with him an ingrained tightness which
made it almost impossible to get him to loosen
up and buy anything beyond the mere necessities
of life.

"I got on to this farmer through a patron
of mine who told me I ought to sell the farmer
a talking machine, because he enjoyed music and

had plenty of money to spend for phonographs
and other things. Of course I went around to
see this prospect at once-as it looked good

that she liked music and dancing and that

music.

"After this talk with the girl I felt certain that
I would soon make the sale. I went right back
to the store, got out a $250 machine, stocked it
with a good supply of dance. records, popular

Checking Over the

music and records of the sort of music I knew
the old man was interested in and sent it out to
his house with a note reading like this: 'This

Points Which Helped
Close a:Difficult Sale

machine and these records will keep your granddaughter at home nights.' I instructed the delivery man to give the farmer the note first because he had positively refused time and again

to let me send a machine out on trial. I felt
sure this note would win a hearing for the machine. I was right. The note did win a hearing
for the machine. And eventually the sale was
made. Since then this retired farmer has be-

May Uncover Some
Valuable Sales Hints

come one of my best patrons

in purchasing

records.

"And my deduction front all this is that when
it comes to hard sales you can generally find
some opening which will lead to a sale if you
will become friends of the prospects rather
than treating them merely as prospects alone."
Another successful Middle Western talking
machine dealer had this to say about his hard-

him a talking machine and I couldn't see why
I shouldn't be the person to do so.
"So I kept on calling on him. Eventually we
became friends. Finally, I learned that he had
one worry in life-his pretty granddaughter,
who was just about twenty years old, didn't
stay home in the evenings hardly at all. She
didn't do anything wrong, of course, but she
preferred to

-1,, ml be r

est sale:
"My hardest sale was to the trustee of a town -

evenings at the homes

(Continued on page 2U

WHY NOT THE BEST?
The old established fact that the Best is the Cheapest

is particularly true of Talking Machine Needles.

ALWAYS INSIST ON GETTING

DE LUXE NEEDLES
and you won't be disappointed.
DUO- 10NE COMPANY, INCORPORATED
Sole Manufacturers of De Luxe Needles
ANSONIA, CONN.

DON'T FORGET THESE FACTS
Perfect Reproduction of Tone

No Scratchy Surface Noise

PLAYS 100-200 RECORDS
Full Tone

ediurn Tone

Three for 30 cents (40 cents in Canada)
y/////
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at

her friends' homes there were talking machines
and dance records and that she had a fine time
at these homes dancing and listening to the

"This old man interested me because he was
such a hard nut to crack and because he seemed

cessful dealers have clinched their hardest sales
of talking machines the writer recently interviewed a number of successful dealers. And, undoubtedly, other dealers will be able to get good
pointers front the things said by the men.
Here, for instance, is what a leading Middle

whom I had been introduced and found out

not!

gain suggestions and ideas for putting over other

For the purpose of learning how some suc-

of het girl triencb, rather than at het wen home.
"As soon as I learned this I saw that I had an
opening. Right away I talked to the girl, to

Ite

Z/Z
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DIFFICULT TALKING MACHINE SALES
(Continued from page 19)

ship near our city. This man was a backnumber all right. lie wouldn't buy a tractor for his
farm, he wouldn't have a farm lighting system
installed, he wouldn't have a phone in his house.

But he was genial and likable and had a bag
following in his township. I knew that if 1
once sold hint a machine I could make a lot
more sales in that township on the strength of
the trustee having purchased a machine of me.

"So I worked on this trustee hard. I took a
talking machine to his home and demonstrated
it I made friends with him, had him look me up
when he came to town and pumped him full of
information and enthusiasm about music. But
still he wouldn't buy-he simply couldn't get out

of his lifelong rut-he simply couldn't get into
the attitude of mind where he could feel that a
'new-fangled contraption' such as the talking
machine was actually worth the money asked
for it.
"I almost despaired of ever making a sale to
this man, but I persisted in my efforts, trying out
new angles of attack from time to time. And
at last my efforts met with success. And what
do you suppose it was that put the sale over?
Simply making a sale to his township political
rival! It was merely by chance that I learned of
a bitter rivalry between the two men. The minute I learned of this rivalry I saw my chance. I
told the rival that a talking machine in his
home would bring people to his home and thereby help him in politics. He saw the point at
once and purchased a machine. Then I went to
the township trustee, told hint what his rival had
done and how it was helping the rival's political
aspirations and I then told the township trustee

that it was up to him to get an instrument at
once and combat the inroads on his popularity
which were being made by his rival's talking
machine. And the sale was closed right then."
A third dealer, in speaking about his hardest

"I suggested various methods of raising money
--such as an amateur play. The club finally did
decide to give a play, but the proceeds amounted
to only $47.65, and it then looked as though the
sale was off for good.
"But I continued skirmishing around for ways
and means of raising the money. Finally
hit
1

on the idea of having the club give a rummage
sale. I suggested that every member of the club
contribute something toward the sale in the way
of old clothes, old furniture, etc. This idea took
in spite of the failure of the play idea. After
much work the club raised $75 in this way. Six
months later they had another rummage sale
which realized even more money. And the talking machine was purchased. But it sure took a
lot of hard thinking and digging on my part to
get the money for that club to pay for the machine!"
Aren't there suggestions and ideas in all this
for other dealers and talking machine salesmen?
Here's hoping so. And if other dealers and
salesmen do get some good out of this article,
then the interviewing and writing will have
been worth while.

NEW OK EH AND FONOTIPIA JOBBER
tributor for New England Territory
BOSTON, MASS., February 17.-The Lansing Sales

Co., of this city, general talking machine accessories, distributor for the New England territvry, has been appointed a distributor for Okch
and Fonotipia records. The Lansing Sales Co.,
under the enterprising direction of A. J. Cullen,
president, and R. G. Lipp, secretary and manager, is excellently equipped to handle these
Imes. Not only is the organization live, but it

has built up for itself a wide circle of friends
throughout New England through the quality of
service rendered in other accessories in the past.

CHALIAPIN RECORDS POPULAR

"'While it is rather difficult to pick out some

the club members felt they shouldn't obligate
themselves for the expense involved. And so
while the sentiment was all for a machine the
sale hung fire from week to week and from
month to month.

Made in Our
Watch Oil
DEPARTMENT
which for half

a century
has made 80°,;" of all the
watch, clock and chronom-

eter oil used in America.

The Best Oil For Any Talking Machine
In refining. Nvoil is given the same care as our

famous watch oil receives. All gums and impurities are removed, leaving it

Colorless, Odorless and Stainless.
say they would not be without
Nyoil because it is best for phonographs and sew
ing machines-for polishing furniture and woodwork and is odorless and will not stain. It is free
from acid and will not gum, or become rancid.

Housekeepers

sportsmen find it best for guns because it prevents

rust.

NYOIL is put up in 1-os.. 3 -oz. and 5-os. Bottles
and in Quart and Gallon Cu..
For See by all Talking Machist Supplies Dealers

WILLIAM F. NYE, New Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

Lansing Sales Co.. of Boston, Appointed Dis-

sale, said:

specific sale and say that it is the hardest sale
ever made, still I can tell you about one recent
sale which was very hard indeed.
"This sale was to a women's club. The club
as a whole wanted the machine but, individually,
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The recent visit to the United States of Feodor
Chaliapin, the noted Russian basso, and his successful appearance with the Metropolitan Opera
Company and in concert, gave a great stimulus

to the sales of his records, three of which are
produced by the Victor Co. in its March list.
The great voice of this masterful singer is splendidly reproduced, and the demand for his records
is quite a tribute to the increasing musical taste
and appreciation of users of talking machines.

"COUR TESY"
To Our Customers We Owe All

To Them We Give All

DISPLAY WINDOW AS SALES FACTOR
Artistic Windows Arranged by Milwaukee Deal-

ers Win Praise of Evening Sentinel
The artistic display windows of talking machine dealers ill Milwaukee have been the subject

of much praise front the Evening Sentinel of
that city. The novel window display recently
made by the Lyric Music Co. came in for particular comment in this wise:
"The old-time conservative window display of
the music store is giving way to the latest in feature advertising, in accordance with modern publicity methods. Talking machine dealers, especially, are finding the window display an effective means of advertising their records.
"One of the most interesting displays is that
of the Lyric Music Co., 86 NVisconsin street, advertising the new Brunswick record 'Ty -Tee.'
'Ty -Tee' is a South Sea maiden and the display
depicts a scene on a tropical island, with a
painted background and small palms, dolls in
Tahitian costume, a lagoon and a bamboo hut in
the foreground. A bright orange M0011 in the
background makes the window very attractive
in the evening. Mrs. J. C. Roussellot, wife of
the proprietor of the store. is the designer."
The Valentine day window display made by
the Badger Talking Machine Co. also came in
for favorable mention, the red hearts and Cupids
against the black records with the famous Victor dog wearing a huge heart about his neck.
made, in combination with love ballads and appropriate records for Valentine day, a very effective display.

The artistic use by dealers of Lincoln por-

The unfailing courtesy of
our personnel lends a
mutual feeling of

traits in connection with well -arranged record
displays on Lincoln's birthday also attracted
much favorable notice.

As the Talking Machine World has been emphasizing month after month a little intelligent
interest in the window in the way of artistic
displays on holidays and current events will do
much to bring the talking machine store and its
products to the attention not only of the general buying public but to all those interested in
progressive merchandising.

pleasure and good

RHOADES-ROACH CO. CHANGES HANDS

intercourse with dealers.

Music Co., here, which has been in the hands of

fellowship to our

COHEN & HUGHES
BALTIMORE

Wholesale Exclusively

WASHINGTON

LARNED, KAN., February 28.-The Rhoades -Roach

a receiver for some time, was sold at a bankrupt sale last week to C. A. Ammerman, proprietor of Ammerman's Music Shop and Book
Store, at Kingman, Kan. The name of the bankrupt concern has been changed to The Music
Shop and S. C. Clinesmith has been placed
in charge. Pianos, musical instruments and supplies of all kinds and talking machines are handled.
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A $10,000 Man Will
Go to Work for You for
as Little as $5 a Month!
One of the best known phonograph sales promotion men in the country offers a service to phonograph and music dealers at a price so low that it
seems beyond belief. Except in rare instances,
the profit on the sale of one additional $250.00
phonograph will pay for a full year's service.
lie maintains an office in Chicago, as your headquarters, and acts personally for you in all transactions with manufacturers and distributors.

He acts as your advertising manager, furnishing each month a series of advertisements full
of pep and sales power for each standard line
of phonographs.

kti

As your sales promotion man he assists with
all phases of your sales problems.

Special literature such as letters, folders,
booklets, circulars, etc., will be produced
in quantities and distributed at minimum

).

prices.

5Fi

Idea Bulletins will be sent regularly presenting new plans for stimulating business.

Assistance is given in the solution of
any problem of your business, including advertising, sales, financial, organization, collections, etc.
You have persona/ representation in

Chicago to handle details or transact
any business for you.

Above are only a few of the many

11). C. Eckhardt

Service
This
Booklet

Costs You

Nothing.
Send for
it today.

tinut

..t.t4,uclitfl.r.ftl:f-',r

and
\or Phonograph the
Deaers
"Music
Sakes
united.
.111

229 So.

abash Avenue,

Chicagg

things which constitute W. C.
Eckhardt Service. The complete
story is told in the booklet illustrated. Leading Jobbers endorse
this service.

It Costs You Nothing to
Find Out
Send for this Booklet
NOW!
ra

W. C. Eckhardt
229 So. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, III.
al: fill ru.,,u, 2.6 a a" firiXEMSM-a-
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Two male trios with a fine orchestral back-

ground. "The Sheik" and "Granny," both

sung by Hart, Shaw and Clark-a new
combination added to the big staff of Columbia artists. A-3556.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

KELLEY CO.'S NEW STORE OPENED
Formal Opening Attended by Over 5,000 People

-New Establishment Is One of the Finest in
West Virginia-Large Columbia Grafonola Department Feature of Second Floor

6.-The formal
opening of the Kelley Music Co.'s new store. at
FIRSIoNT,

W.

VA.,

March

420 Main street, this city, has just occurred, with

a large turnout of the residents of this and the
adjoining territory. It is estimated that over
5.000 persons visited the handsome music shop.
v. hich is one of the finest in the Mountain State.
The new music shop has an area of 4,500 square

The lower floor, especially, is said to be
the largest single room devoted to the display
of musical instruments in West Virginia and is
equalled in size only by stores in other cities.
The upper floor is given over principally to the
Columbia Grafonola department where eight record demonstration booths arc installed. Each
feet.

of the booths is sound -proof and handsomely furnished with comfortable settees and heavy rugs
on the floors.

The front portion of the street floor is a large

main display of pianos, player -pianos, the complete Columbia Grafonola stock and the player
demonstration rooms.
The decorations throughout are artistic and
an original color scheme of soft tones of tan has
been utilized to splendid effect. An ivory tint
has been used throughout the lower floor and on
the walls candelabra effect lighting fixtures arc
used in addition to handsome overhead fixtures
which diffuse a brilliant glow of light.
W. G. Kelley, the proprietor, has been engaged

in the music business in Fairmont for the past
twelve years and is widely known in the State.
For ten years his place of business was but two
doors from his new location. In addition to the
Duo -Art piano Mr. Kelley also handles the Stein-

way, J. & C. Fischer, Packard, Stultz & Bauer,
Ludwig and Behr Bros. pianos and player -pianos
is exclusive Columbia Grafonola dealer.

and

Souvenirs were presented to all callers on the
opening day and an orchestra furnished special
music.

NEW LINES FOR HARRISLOEB CO.
Addition to New Orleans Trade to
Handle Lyon & Healy Pianos and Brunswick
Phonographs-To Open Early in March

Latest

NEW ORLEANS, LA., February 28.-The Harris Loeb Piano Co., which has just been organized
here, has announced that it will become the

agent for the Lyon & Healy piano and for the
Brunswick talking machine. A carload of Lyon
& Healy pianos is on the way and will arrive
about the time that the building is ready for
occupation.

Mr. Harris and Mr. Loeb have just returned
from the East, where they have consummated
the deal for the new agencies, and both have
expressed themselves as highly appreciative of
the wonderful reception accorded them during
their visit.
The home of the new piano firm at 315 Garonne street will be ready for occupancy during
the early weeks of March.

NEW RECORD EXCHANGE AT NIAGARA

reception space, with rugs on the floor and chairs

NIAGARA FALLS. N. Y., March 3.-The Phonograph Record Exchange Co. of America, which

for visitors, and a few instruments are cleverly

has established record exchange branches in

displayed, including a Duo -Art reproducing piano.
From this section one passes along an aisle lead-

several States and is planning many more stores
in various parts of the country, has established

ing between the rows of record shelves to the
business office at the rear and also to the wide
stairway to the lower floor which embraces the

a branch here, under the management of Miss
Lillian Walters. Records are exchanged here
for others on payment of ten cents by customers.

NEW POST FOR FENTON STEEL
Becomes Member of Sales Staff of New York
Talking Machine Co.
Chas. B. Mason, sales manager of the New
York Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesaler,
announced this week the appointment of Fenton
Steel as a member of the company's sales staff.

Mr. Steel, who is a brother of John Steel, the
well-known vaudeville and musical comedy star

and exclusive Victor artist, will work under H.
M. Kelley, of the New York Talking Machine
Co.'s sales staff, who is handling the metropolitan

EIGHT FAMOUS

territory.
Arthur D. Geissler, president of the New York
and Chicago Talking Machine companies, left

VICTOR ARTISTS

recently for Chicago, where he will probably
spend about six weeks at the headquarters of the

In Concert and Entertainment
-115TIELY BURR,

Personal Appearance of

Eight Popular Victor
Favorites on One Program

BILLY PIURAY

Chicago Talking Machine Co. D. A. Creed, general manager of the Chicago Talking Machine
Co., arrived in New York the early part of
the month, subsequent to the marriage of W. C.
Griffith. sales manager of the company.

A live attraction for live dealers and jobbers
Hooking.. now for searon 1921-1922
Sample program and paniculan upon rcque%t

H. E. PARKER PASSES AWAY

P. W. SI NION, Manager

Former Member of Columbia Co. Advertising

le.58 Broadway

Department Dies From Pneumonia

New York City

ALBERT CAMPBELL

F'KlliuliE:iptilVAN
11.111I'f
fr P511

Henry E. Parker, for several years associated
with the advertising department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., and more recently a member
of the copy staff of the Ilanff-Metzger Co., New
York, died a fortnight ago from pneumonia after
an illness of two weeks. Mr. Parker was well
known in musical and advertising circles, having
been identified with the Columbia organization
during 1911. 1912, 1913 and 1914.

JOIt IC MEYER

Famous Ensembles including

Campbell & Burr - Sterling Trio - Peerless Quartet

F-ItAgY... BANTA.

The Carney-Ncece Music Shop, of Okmulgee,
Okla., has just been completely remodeled and
several new record demonstration booths have
been added.
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EFFECTIVE VICTOR ADVERTISING
The Presentation of the "Victor Immortals" in
Magazine Advertising Proves Most Timely
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TRISTATE MUSIC CO. OPENS STORE
Whose Activities Extend Over the
States of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York
Secures Location in Conneaut, 0.

Concern

The great value of the talking machine in pre-

serving to posterity the voices of great artists.
who have passed away was emphasized with par-

(NO.

Dear Bill:
Yes. the Blank Music Co. has just gone out
of business and the events leading up to this in-

cident are so clearly defined and yet so little
realized by the average talking machine dealer
that I am going to pass them along to von for
analysis and also as a warning of what can
happen when a business gets into a rut and
the dealer fails to realize the fact.
Five years ago this concern was one of the
most progressive in this part of the State. For
a year or so business remained good and the
company made a substantial profit and then
trade commenced to die down gradually and
the profits declined accordingly. until Mr. Blank
was running his store at an actual loss. Tht
failure followed.
As I size up the situation. Mr. Blank got
into a rut from which he seemed unable to

extricate himself. Ile did the same things in the
same way with a monotonous regularity, which

ticular strength by the Victor Talking Machine
Co. in an unusually attractive advertisement
iich appeared on the back cover of recent is of the Saturday Evening Post. The advertisement. which represented the reproduction
from a has relief. showed the busts of famous
Victor artists who have passed away, among
them those of Caruso. Powell, Williams, Plan -

CON NEAL:7., 0., February 28.-The Tri-State
Music Co. has completed arrangements for the
location of its headquarters here. The site which

the company has secured is on Harper street, one
of the best locations in this vicinity. H. A.

Copeland. president of the concern, states that
pianos, player -pianos, talking machines and small

con.

musical instruments of all kinds will be handled
and a large repair department will be installed.
The activities of this company cover the States
of Ohio. Pennsylvania and New York.

The Victrola has transformed their art into a
living reality that will endure for all time.

therefore, the talking machine salesman must im-

Patti. Tamagno. Gilibert and GerritleReache, above the caption: "Victor Immortals."

Coining at a time when much interest is being
shown in the establishment of the Caruso Memo-

rial Foundation and the celebration of Caruso
Week the advertisement was timely.

What people do not understand they oppose;

plant in the mind of the prospect a clear knowledge of the instrument which he represents and
prove to the prospect's satisfaction that his ma., worth whilt product.

HARPONOLA
The Phonograph with the "Golden Voice"

finally ruined him. Ile built up a prosperous
business by hard work and attention to details

and then lay down on the job when he was
fairly started. He came to the erroneous conclusion that since lie had made a reputation for
himself and his business he could sit back and
reap the profits from a few years of hard work
indefinitely. His advertisements were mere announcements of the line which he handled. window displays consisted of showing a few instruments and records without any effective attempts at originality and freshness, and he made
no serious attempt to build up his business by
the acquisition of new customers.
In short. his establishment became similar
to any one of a hundred in the surrounding
communities and he found to his sorrow, when
it was too late. that the growth of a business
depends entirely upon continued aggressiveness

and hard work as well as the constant search
ing and taking advantage of new plans to increase business and arouse the interest of the
public.
When a business has reached that stage known

as a "growing concern" it has reached a danger-

ous period in its growth.

From this time on-

ward the enterprise continues to grow or stands
still for a short period and then retrogresses.
A business will grow only in proportion to
the ability and growth of the human units which
compose the personnel. There must be a constant striving to surpass past performances. Each

window display should be equal to or better
than the last. Perfection of service. complete
stock and facilities for the comfort of patrons
all tend to bring a business to a state of prosperity. Advertising. free publicity, effective circularization of prospects. unique plans for the
stimulation of trade and for the purpose of adding new names to the prospect list, arc all prime
essentials to success and not one of them should
he overlooked or slighted. Trade papers in

the talking machine field are an invaluable help
in bringing to the dealer the experiences and
plans of other dealers which have proved successful and many of these can be duplicated
with advantage.
In closing. I want to emphasize that while
there is nothing new in these few paragraphs
they are items which are liable to be slighted

and if the failure of the Blank Music Co. has
made you analyze your business methods I shall
have done some good.
As ever,
Jim.

Common Sense
vince people of
these easily proved
truths, then your
only choice is to
handle a heavily
advertised machine
and be satisfied
with your small
share of a trade

The factor that decides whether you

make a little or a
lot of money in the

phonograph business is your ability

to convince your

customers of some
very simple, easily
understood facts.
Briefly:-To make a lot of money,
you have to show your trade that
there are no longer any exclusive
patents and improvements in talk-

ing machines-that any maker,

who honestly wants to, can build a

fine and satisfactory machinethen show the customer that you
have such a machine, and this last
is the easiest part if you happen
to be selling the Harponola.
If you doubt your ability to con-

that is distributed
among a great host
of dealers.

We have many
hustling dealers

who are making huge profits with
us because the available business

for the "independents" is hardly

yet scratched.
Later, there will be greater competition, even in our particular field.
The subject is worth investigating
carefully. Ask for the Harponola
proposition.

THE HARPONOLA COMPANY
101 MERCELINA PARK
CELINA. OHIO
Edmund Brandin, Premiden(
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(-The longer you

Play t,the

sweeter it grows

hu,

at rapacity

lakng infinot

glicAlanWo SnapsWisTingers
at thegthole aeney Victory
Here is one man-the Cheney inspector-who cares
By the chalk mark indicated also,. e

under the searchlight, the inspector
had actually marked an imperfection
of cabinet .4 hen the photographer
flashed his camera.
When the camera man looked he
u as scarcely able to find the defect

for ,.hich this instrument s. as being
sent back

nothing for the opinion of any workman or any foreman in
the Cheney factory. He is accountable to and takes his
orders only from the executives of the Cheney Talking Machine Company. They have issued strict instructions to him
that before any Cheney instrument leaves the factory it must
be as nearly perfect as a phonograph can be made. Without
fear or favor, he rejects every Cheney that shows even the
tiniest blemish.
Stand and watch him. Get down under his searchlight,
and try to discover some of the infinitesimal imperfections
which he demands must be corrected before the instrument
shall leave the factory.

It may surprise you to learn that standards worthy of the
most exacting arts are maintained in this commercial organizaCheney cabinets are artistic masterThey are recognized by con.
noisseurs as among the best modem
pieces

adaptations of the world's moss

beaus ful furniture design, the

period styles of Old Eneland
Regular NIodels retail fr, ir. if If

tion-that here fineness and quality of product, and reputation for superiority are placed above all else.
CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY, CHICAGO

to S325

the CHENEYTH E MASTER INSTRUMENT
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Why Music Broadcasted by Radio Should Not ,
Hurt Sales of Talking Machines and Records I
Editor. The Talking Machine World:
Will you please advise me what effect

It

the

wireless telephone is going to have, in your judgment, upon the phonograph industry. It occurs

to me that you have investigated the matter,
hence my inquiry. Yours truly,
J. M. Noel, Portage, Pa.
The rapid development of the wireless telephone craze has caused a number of members
of the talking machine trade to make the same

inquiry as that propounded by Mr. Noel, par.
ticularly in view of the fact that talking machine
music is featured very prominently in the concert programs of the various broadcasting sta-

t
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a matter of fact, the talking machine has been
credited with playing a great part in developing
a keener and nation-wide appreciation of the
good things in music.

It is to be assumed, there-

fore, that, barring the unexpected development

of radio telephony along new lines, the music
carried by wireless will simply stimulate interest in the living artists or their records and
inculcate a desire to own the records or listen
to them in the quiet of the home.
A most important point is that the radio broadcasting program is fixed and represents the music

selected by those in charge of the broadcasting

tions.

rather than that desired by the listener.

The wireless telephone craze has spread so
rapidly that even the big electrical companies
who instituted the broadcasting concert idea for
the purpose of stimulating the sale of radio sets
for the home have no really definite idea of the
permanence of the movement and in a letter to
The World an official of one of the largest companies declared that in the mattcr of wireless

talking machine, on the other hand, enables the
7:1Trrrir
1117r rr

telephony

they

themselves

were faced

by

This Question, Which

I of General Interest,

a

"chaotic condition."
There. is no reason to assume that music
broadcasted by radio will affect the sale of talking machines and records to any appreciable extent, and there are many who believe that, on the
contrary, the featuring of talking machine music
in radio concerts will serve to attract to talking
machines and records the attention of many who
have up to this time not been fully acquainted
with the great variety of entertainment offered
through that medium.
Those who have concluded to listen in on the
wireless concerts through the ordinary home
radio receiving sets will realize that there must
be some substantial developments in the art of
transmitting music through the air before the
results are sufficiently impressive from a musical
standpoint to warrant serious consideration. The
experience of listening to music out of the air, as
it were, is unique and interesting in itself and
the novelty naturally makes a strong appeal, but
the quality of the music itself does not compare

with that of the actual playing of the talking
machine. It may be that some system will he
devised for improving this quality, but that remains for the future.
In considering the effect of the permanent
popularity of radio music in the talking machine
field it must be remembered that the talking
machine, although it has offered the faithful reproduction of the singing and playing of great

artists, as well as of music hall favorites, has
not served to detract from the interest shown
by music lovers in concerts and operas, nor ha -

The

7
4i

Is Discussed in an
Illuminating and an

individual to listen to the class of music he likes
best, when he wants it, and in his own home.
He arranges his own concert and does not de
pond upon the whims of others. So long as the
talking machine makes this possible there is little
to fear from any system of radio music broadcasting. It may supplement the talking machine
and serve to cultivate interest in it, but it cannot supplant it.
Another thought. It is not impossible that we
will find music by certain famous artists of the
talking machine field being sent out by radio
for advertising purposes. When a manufacturer
wants to attract public attention to a given record by a given artist he may feel that radio distribution, on a limited basis of the selection in
question, will constitute good sales promotion.

talking machine field can

the

definitely limited
seems certain, because the artists who are great
be

enough to earn handsome record royalties will
not hastily or undiplomatically proceed to do
extensive radio work against the wishes of the
manufacturer who pays such record royalties.
Much action would he too much like killing the

Quality

demand royalties for broadcasting privileges.

Our feeling on the whole mattcr of radio deas it bears on the talking
tnachinc industry, is just this. The progress of
music by radio must, and will, be carefully
watched by manufacturers and retailers of the
talking machine industry and, this being true.
the future may find the two industries closely
allied and co-operating with each other, both as
regards production and distribution. The Talking Machine World proposes to work to the
end that the talking machine industry may take
every possible commercial advantage of opportunities offered by the radio and to keep its
velopment, so far

ILLUSTRATIONS A GREAT FACTOR
SEM
=MB

1111W...7,

That the radio work of artists famous in

tion to the radio, considering it rightly as constituting a public performance of copyrighted
works, and will probably exercise their rights to

readers accurately and properly informed as fast
as developments of import occur to any branch
of the talking machine business.

Informative Way
...

goose capable of laying as many or as good eggs
has grown up.
Another angle to be considered is that the
music publishers are paying considerable atten-

Their Use in Retail Advertising Generally Considered to Be Helpful and Stimulative

The value of illustrations in retail advertising
is generally admitted, although there are those
who believe that a type display properly arranged

will catch the eye and do a. good work in attracting interest as the illustrated advertisement.
It is, however, the opinion of Arthur 1,Veisenberger, who holds forth in The Dry Goods Econotnist. that "the use of well -selected and well placed cuts is an extremely important factor in
securing a maximum return for advertising expenditure. This is proved by the consensus of

opinion of advertising men from widely scattered parts of the country. While they vary
somewhat as to details, ad men agree on certain
very definite values in illustration. People want
pictures; they like to see what is offered to them

without having to visit the store. A good illustration provides a mental image far more accurate than the best piece of copy could inspire.
How to use illustrations is a subject of some dispute. One point stressed is that there should
not be too many cuts as a general thing. For
ordinary advertising a few cuts well distributed
are most profitable. Only high-grade art work
is worth using. The size of cuts also should be
carefully considered; they should he
enough to admit of detail being shown."

large

Distinction

The "VICSONIA" Reproducer

Recognized for its Perfect interpretation of Edison Disc Records on
Victrolas and Grafonolas.
Fitted with permanent jewel point. No loose parts.
Note: The Vicsonia is made of Bronze, sand casted and machined to measurement. Finished in heavy Nickel or Gold plate.
Flexible stylus.

Meet the demand-Serve your customers
Sample Model
or "B" Vicsonia. nickel plated, will be sent on receipt of $4.50
Retail price $7.50.

Note: Model "B" Vicsonia plays b..)th Edison and Pathe records.

VICSONIA MFG. CO., Inc.
313 E. 134th STREET

NEW YORK. N. Y.
1
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For duet and quartet fans! "Ka-lu-a," from
Good Morning, Dearie, sung by the Shannon

Four, a male quartet.

Also "Lalawana
Lullaby," sung by Billy Jones and Ernest
Hare, two new Columbia artists. A-3552.

Columbia Graphophone

Co

NEW YORE

'Ott
PATENTS ELECTRICAL TALKING MACHINE REPRODUCERS
E. T. Jones, of New Orleans, Claims His Devices Transfer Vibrations From Records So That Music
Is Produced From Reproducing Apparatus in the Home

vibrations irom the needle arm holder through
wires to the reproducing apparatus. No extra
batteries arc used because the reproducer generates its own current.
If these wires were stretched all over the city
every house could be furnished with music from
the main wires. Mr. Jones says it would be a
simple matter to run a pair of wires throughout
the city and take leads off at subscribers' residences. These wires would run into a house in

NEW ORLEANS, LA., March 9.-Entertainment of

friends with phonograph music received by telephone in the same distinct tone as that furnished
by the phonograph may be a possibility through

the invention of E. T. Jones, radio supervisor
of the Gulf division of the United States Shipping Board. who resides in this city. Mr. Jones
Fas obtained two patents on electrical phonograph reproducers which he believes will make
more interesting the reproduction of music from
ordinary phonographs.
While several inventions have been patented
which take the sounds after they arc received
from a phonograph and transfer them for some
distance, Mr. Jones' invention is said to be the
first that transfers the vibrations from the record so that the sound is not produced front the
phonograph. but front the reproducing apparatus
at the other end. This system eliminates ally
false tones that may be reproduced when the
sound itself is transferred instead of the vibrations. Mr. Jones also points out that "The carbon granule principle used in the telephone, while
it enables persons to converse over the wires.
yet does not faithfully produce a great singer's

the same way the electrical current and telephone
wires do, and after passing through a controlling

switch they would be connected to an electrical
born which would reproduce the music faithfully
and at any strength desired.
Different records could be continually operated and changed at the main office. where an
ordinary phonograph would be installed. Whenever one of the subscribers wanted music, all he
mould have to do would be to turn on the switch.
The. "Magnavox." which is an invention that
it produces the sounds in a greater or lesser degree of loudness, would be attached to the other

rd of the wire.
Mr. Jones points out that one of the advantages
is that scratching is entirely
eliminated in his reproducer. The reason for

voice."

of his invention

Mr. Jones' invention i- a small generating machine which generates current from the feeble

that is the vibrations imparted from the scratch -

ing of the needle are not of sufficient strength
to generate electrical current and therefore they
are not reproduced at the receiver end, thereby
increasing enjoyment of the music.

While this electrical reproducer can be made
use of to very good purpose in dictaphonc machines for use in the business office, yet one of
the greatest uses which the new device can be
put to is the furnishing of music for entertainments and amusement places, such as theatres,
ball parks and dance hails. By connecting the
reproducer to a two -stage amplifier and a set of
loud -speaking Nlagnavoxes it will be an easy
matter to provide music of great volume and

faithful reproduction, Mr. Jones points out.
In the use of the reproducer ordinary phonograph records are used. Any phonograph instrument that revolves the record and moves the
needle arm can be used. The mechanism in the
phonograph that produces the sound is not called
into use at all. the reproducing machinery being
confined entirely to the disc -shaped needle point
and holder invented by Mr. Jones.
A scientific study of phonograph records can
also be made with the new instrument, Mr. Jones
said. By connecting the reproducer to a printing
tape recorder the actual grooves of the records
could be recorded on a small strip of paper passing under the inking pen. The movement of
the pen is actuated by the electrical impulses
from the electrical reproducer. With this tape
the different qualities of records can be ascertained and many voice problems solved.
Mr. Jones has not yet made plans for putting

his invention on the market, but expects soon
t( make some such arrangements.

BLATT MUSIC STORE IN NEW HOME

"BRUNS MADERITE"
One Man;Delivery Cover

Dealers have found it advantageous to advocate

the sale of BRUNS Rubberized Fleece -lined
Phonograph Dust Covers to their customers

BRUNS MADERITE Dust Covers offer

a

means of protecting phonographs from (hist
finger -marks, bruises incident to house -clean,

and other unforeseen accidents to the higt

polished surface of the talking machine cabinet.
Send

to

us

for complete details regarding

BRUNS MADERITE Phonograph
Covers

and

Rubberized

Fleece -lined

Covers or consult your jobbers.

Moving
Dust

It will pay you to investigate.

If require.-!, we can supply a cover of heal. y
Tarpaulin material guaranteed rain -proof for
use on open delivery trucks.

50 RALPH AVE.
BROOKLYN
N.

In1111

Store-Diversified Line of Pianos and Musical
Instruments of Various Kinds Are Handled

Rubberized Phonograph
Dust Covers

A. BRUNS & SONS

Columbus, 0., Concern Occupies Attractive New

A. BRUNS & SONS
50 Ralph Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Everything Made of Cans,"

COLUMBUS, 0.. March 6.-The Blatt Music
Store is now located in its attractive new quarters at 133 South High street, this city. The new
warcrooms were completely remodeled to meet
the demands of the business and the most modern music store fixtures have been installed. R.
S.

Blatt, proprietor of the store, also controls

the Buckeye Phonograph Co., at 209 East Main
street, this city. The leading lines of pianos handled here arc the Packard, Lester, Acoustigrande
and Stultz & Bauer instruments. Sonora phonographs, Holton band instruments and sheet music
arc also handled

-

H. B. PHILLIPS SOLE PROPRIETOR
DANVILLE, ILL., March 8.-T. W. Hopkins, of
the T. \V. Hopkins Music Co.. 22 \Vest North
street, this city, has retired from the firm. The
enterprise is now owned solely by Howard B.

Phillips, who has been interested in the business
Bush & Lane pianos, player pianos, phonographs. Gennett records and Q R
since it was started.

S music rolls are handled. The company reports a brisk business, particularly in the sale of
pianos and players.
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CONTRIBUTING TO CARUSO FUND

RUTH ROLAND AND THE SONORA

Victor Talking Machine Co. Subscribes $5,000

Popular Motion Picture Star Keen Admirer 01
Sonora Portable-Uses It on the "Lot"

in Support

of Movement-Music Industries

Chamber of Commerce Also Co-operating

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has subscribed $5,000 to the permanent endowment fund

of the Caruso American Memorial Foundation.
according to an announcement by John Aspeg-

The advertising department of the Sonora Phonograph Co. received recently several interesting
photographs from Ruth Roland, famous moving

ren, chairman of the Executive Committee, which
is directing the memorial movement.
The subscription has come through the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce, which is con-

GRANBY PHONOGRAPHS
MASTER -TONE TALKING MACHINES

OUTING PORTABLES
NEEDLES

Okeh - Truetone
Tonofone

-

-

Wall Kane

Gilt Edge

ducting special activities with a view to having
all branches of the music industry participate
nationally in the memorial movement. Although
Caruso was related more directly to the talking
machine industry, the Chamber of Commerce
feels that all branches of the music industry
should co-operate, as one of the important objects of the Foundation is to advance generally
the musical arts and their appreciation. The
Chamber will endeavor to raise a fund sufficient
to support one or more perpetual annual scholar-

Delivery Bags, Accessories, etc.

Complete Stocks-Prompt Service
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
Wholesale Distributors
BUFFALO, N. Y.
210 Franklin St.
'CAM

MAKE RECORDS IN CHICAGO
R. F. Bolton Returns to New York After Trip
to Chicago to Supervise Making of Records

ships, to be named in its honor.
It was announced that the Victor Co., in addition to its contributions, will endeavor to enlist
the co-operation of the Victor dealers throughout the United States. They are being asked
to co-operate by direct contribution to the fund,
b3 distributing the Foundation's leaflet appealing
for funds, and by assisting any local movements
that may be initiated in the future in behalf of
the Foundation.

THIS COWBOY KNEW GOOD MUSIC

by Several Prominent Columbia Artists

R. F. Bolton, director of the Columbia recording studios, returned to New York a few days
ago after a trip to Chicago in connection with
making additional recordings for the Columbia
this
library.
trip by Chas. A. Prince, musical director of the
company; Hal Houseman, recording operator.
and Geo. Stehl, first violinist of the Columbia
orchestra.

When the Columbia party arrived in Chicago
they made arrangements to secure a series of
records by Van and Schenck, Bert Williams, the
Paul Biese Orchestra and Frank \Vestphal's
Rainbow Gardens Orchestra. In addition, several records were made for the foreign language
library, and all of the recordings were made at
the Columbia headquarters in Chicago, 325 West
Jackson Boulevard. Mr. Bolton states that the
trip was a signal success, and that the new records by these Columbia artists will be announced
tortly.

Ruth Roland and her Sonora Portable
picture star, who has achieved phenomenal success in a number of serials that have been shown
the country over. Miss Roland purchased a Sonora Portable some time ago. and she uses it to
splendid advantage in her daily work.
Recently Miss Roland. accompanied by a Sonora Portable. took a trip up in the Sierra Moun-

Wanted His Records From the Red Seal List
and Insisted on Getting Them
It has been proven time and time again that
the musical tastes of the record customer cannot
always be judged by personal appearance, and
Neil P. Brennan. of O'Neil. Neb., relates an incident that again proves that fact. According to

Mr. Brennan. he was recently visited by a real
son of the Plains with a cowboy Stetson. chaps,
spurs and all the rest of the characteristic costume, who asked regarding some good records.
A number of the most popular dance records were
demonstrated, after which the cowboy remarked

"Now, if you have some good records, I'll buy
them." "Just what do you call good records?"
lie was asked. "Well, I'd like to hear one or
two by Louise Homer and Heifetz and something of that order." The cowboy proved he
wasn't bluffing by buying a substantial number
of records when the proper sort were demonstrated for him.

Sonora Entertains After Day's Act.v.ty
tains near Huntington Lake, where she made a
number of thrilling picture scenes for her new
picture serial. "The Timber Queen." At the close
of the day Miss Roland used the portable to entertain her company, and the illustration shown
herewith indicates the keen enjoyment which the
instrument furnished.
The manager who gets the most out of his sales
staff knows their characteristics thoroughtv.

THE NEW PHILLIPS OCTAGON THROW BACK ARM No. 5
Pleasing to the Eye
and

Pleasing to the Ear
Also equipped with our re7ular
No. 3 Reproducer if desired
in., and
9 in. from centre to centre

Tone Arm measures 81

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes

complete from $2.00 up
Quantity Prices on Request

TheManufacturers
William
Phillips
Phono
Parts
Corp.
of Tone Arms for Portable, Medium and High Grade Machines
145 West Forty-fifth Street

New York City
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The Most Profitable Phonograph Line
in the Industry
We Mean Exactly What We Say and Can Prove It

Qum's. . Inn, Consult,

The Granby Phonograph is the one phonograph vhik-ii gives your
customers the greatest satisfaction.

The phonograph that will give your customers least trouble.
The phonograph that produces the best vocal and instrumental music.

The phonograph that sells easiest to the largest number of customers
with the largest percentage of profit to the dealer.

The present Granby Phonograph is 100q value in finish, appearance, design, construction and tone. Made in the most popular

Period styles-in Upright and Console Models.
Compare this instrument, point for point, with any other make of
phonograph on the market-this will conclusively prove "who's
who" and "what's what" in the industry.

A good selling franchise is available for good merchants, in a limited
number of good territories.
IF rite or wire at once

GPANBY PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
21 West Street

BOSTON, MASS.
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CONVENTION OF THE CENTRAL OHIO VICTOR RETAILERS

contention of H. C. Bard, vice-president of
the Morehouse -Martens Co. "The fact that con-

Members of Ohio Association Sound Note of Optimism for 1922-Proper Direction of Sales Efforts
Stressed by J. W. Pierce-Other Interesting Addresses and News

ditions were not so favorable the beginning of
this year is really a good thing for the business
man," said Mr. Bard. "It is like sand thrown

--

0., March 3.-Optimistic forecasts for
business in general for the year 1922 were given
by every one of the four speakers on the program
of the Central Ohio Retail Victor Dealers' Association convention held at the Hotel Chittenden,
this city, last month.
Utilizing the Victrola as the mouthpiece of
COLUMBUS,

America for the purpose of spreading the real
ideals of a nation by offering the musk and songs
of that nation was advocated by J. W. Pierce, of
the intelligence department of the Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., Canton, 0., in his address before the members of this Association. Mr. Pierce
maintained that the Victrola could be used as an
Americanization agent.
Some Good Hints on Selling
The development of the customers' good will

Methods employed in advertising that has
brought the best results to dealers of varied products. including the talking machine, were given
in an address to the delegates by James J. Davin,
of the Reincke-Ellis Co., Chicago. According to
Mr. Davin. advertising and publicity are the best

means of securing business. He urged every
dealer present to accept the slogan, "The more
you tell the more you sell," and in applying it
assured them a greater success in their business.
"Advertising is a force in industry just like

upon the ice to keep us from skidding."
The Educational Question

Speaking on better music in the home, community and the school, Miss Marie Finney, of the
educational department of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., .Camden, N. J., said: "What is
our big social and economic problem to -day?
Isn't it the problem of the foreigner? Isn't our

steam and electricity. The newspaper and maga-

failure in the past to provide for the Americanthe foreigner the cause of most of our
labor, our industrial and our social problems of
to -day? Has not our failure in the past to pro-

zine arc some of the best media for advertising.
for through them the greatest number of people
are reached. In advertising it is desirable to

enough about the foreigner and what he has
brought to us in exchange for what we have to

iiatiou

vide this means been because we have not known
offer him?

"In these problems we must meet the foreigner

some common ground of understanding.
Music is the one common ground, and no greater

by dealers, the importance of giving service to
the public, the proper training of salesmen and

on

the necessity for business men to have their busi-

ti Instil

has ever been formulated than Longfellow s 'Music is the l niversal Language of
Mankind.' It Is the language of the heart; it
needs no interpreter. It speaks in words in-

ness properly analyzed were among the other
points emphasized by Mr. Pierce. In the course

of his address Mr. Pierce suggested the establishment of a service department constituted of

telligible to every man, no matter what his native
tongue may be.
"Since the World %Vat- we are finding in every

men who would visit Victrola owners and examine

the machines at frequent

intervals, thus

modern progressive schoolroom not only pictures of foreign countries and books containing
their folk talcs and modern literature, but a Victrola and the native folk songs and folk dances
of every country, from which the children study
the customs, the occupations, the modes of living
and the ideas of all foreign people, because it has
been found that in the natural music 'of a people
we find the people reflected just as they arc and
we find that their music is the spontaneous ex-

enabling the owners to have their talking machines in good order at all times. A house -to house canvass, preferably by women, for the pur-

pose of demonstrating records in the homes of
talking machine owners was another suggestion
offered the delegates who attended this convention by Mr. Pierce. "I believe there is a big field

for this type of service and in time you would
get a large business from this sort of approach."
said Mr. Pierce.
Speaking on profits, Mr. Pierce said: "I can
buy a watch for $35 and sell it for $50 in a short
time and make money on it. and I can buy this
watch for less money and sell it for more money
and lose on it if I keep it in stock for a long
period. The solution to making a reasonable
profit on your merchandise is to make your
stock turn. It is in your turnover that your
profits lie. Do not let your rent, heat and light

pression in song of joy or horror, of freedom
or oppression about their work or their play."
Perry B. Whitsit Is Toastmaster
The culminating feature of the convention was

cat up your profits."

ments of nationally known products. "Plan your

a banquet at which Perry B. Whitsit, president
of the Perry B. Whitsit Co., was the toastmaster.
Don Johns, of the Johns Music Store, Lima, 0.,
offered a number of delightful songs. On the
program with Mr. Johns was John Saum, RikeKumler Co., Dayton, 0., and Earl Murdock, of

In selling \'ictrolas as well as any other product it is necessary to find a logical appeal. Mr.
Pierce told his audience. In this connection he
said: "Sell the thing that the thing does. Look
upon your work as the physician and surgeon
looks upon his work. Look upon your work
from a social and religious standpoint and stick
to your logical appeal. When you arc selling a
Victrola educate the public to what the Victrola
is. Point out the trade -mark in order that they
may know that this talking machine is a Victrola
and no other talking machine."
Concluding his speech,"Mr. Pierce advocated

advertising in advance and extend your adver-

Ironton.

tising campaign for a period of time," Mr. Davin
advised the delegates. The building up of mailing
lists, the proper way of employing billboard advertising and the value of having Victrola shows
and concerts were also mentioned in his speech.
How to Get More Business
Statistics compiled by Leslie 1. King. president
of the Association and manager of the Victrola
department of the Morehouse -Martens Co., were
the outstanding points mentioned by Mr. King
in his address on "How to Get More Business."
He stated that he found by actual experience that
there arc six sales in every hundred solicitation

At the business session Mrs. Esther Reynolds
Beaver, educational director of the Perry B.
Vhitsit Co., was appointed assistant secretary of
the Association by the chairman, Mr. King.

the importance of developing good personality in

salespeople and the necessity of real service to
the public. "Service has always paid good divi

Leslie I. King
have a lot of white space." He illustrated this

statement by showing a number of advertise-

SANTA MONICA, CAL., March 3.-The Denison

Music Shop, of this city, has greatly enlarged
its stock and, in addition to Victor talking machines and records, a complete line of pianos,
player -pianos, sheet music and small musical instruments has been installed.

calls.

That better business
erch,

dencl,

DENISON SHOP ENLARGES STOCK

t

provided he

is in
goe%

store for every
after it was the

A slap on the back will accomplish greater
results than a whole week of nagging.

DEALERS-The MADISON is a Real PHONOGRAPH
The BEST SELLING Table Phonograph Ever Offered to the Trade

For Quick Sales the Madison Leads Them All
A remarkable phonograph, selling at a popular price-it has the qualities of the
expensive talking machine.

A wonderful compact motor-improved mica sound box -large amplifying
chamber - speed regulator -start and stop device.
Plays 10 or 12 inch records clear and loud.

Sample Price to the Trade $7.50
Quantity Prices on Request:in Attractive Jobbers Proposition-II/rite for Territories
Si,. 13' wide -12" deep -714"

Bleck Leatherette Carrying Case, 5I.75

Madison Music Co., 114 E. 28th St., New York, N. Y.
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4 New Models to Help Increase Your Sales
Our 1922 Catalogue with greatly
reduced prices is NOW ready!
Ask Your Jobber

There is only one sure
way of increasing

Sales of Records
Display Them!

t. NIVERSAL SELF-SERVICE
RECORD DISPLAVOR wade to hold 5
swinging leaves, each leaf accommodat
lug three 10' pockets and one 12" pocket.
Each pocket holds four records. Total
number of records shown Is 40 records
and holding a reserve stock of 101 records. Height 0 ft. Width 30 in. Weight
Ihs. Constructed of steel throughout. with heavy rant -iron base and dubbed in two coats of ebouy enamel.
NO. 578.

1'0141010f

$4.1.00

UNIVERS.kL SELF-SERVICE

NO. 579.

RECORD OIN1'11..% YOU made to hold 10

swinging leaves. each le.t1 acconinuslit ilia three 10- pockets and toe 12- pocket.

No. 578

So recorl, are displayed and Dispktyor
enables y 1.11 to keep a reserve stock of
320 rcsor.ls. Height 6 ft. Width 30 in
Welg10 145 lbs.
Complete

and

No. 579

$15.00

No. 580

Records

NO. W.

lbll

VERTICAL

RECORD IDISPLAVOR.

NO.580. UNIVERSAL

smy.scitvicE

REVOLVING REC-

ORD DISPLA1 OR. Equipped with 25 steel pockets. ten
bolding 12" records anti fifteen pockets holding 10' records.
Each pocket holds five records, thus giving the fixture a
capacity of 125 records. Equipped with heavy castIron
base, upright steel tube and five sections of steel pockets.
Fixture revolves on hall hearings. All titles clearly visible
and fixture is guaranteed to hold full weight of records.
Height of fixture 6 ft. 2 In. Width 24 In. Weight 9 lbs.
Complete

515.00

hotels five 10" records.
Constructed of As, steel
uprights. with adjustable easel hack. The
plus that hold the records are made so records cannot fall off. All

steel parts are electrically nettled and fin
!shed in double baked
ebony enamel. Height
38 In. Weight. crated.
8 lbs.
Complete....87.50

Write for prices to your Jobber or direct to

UNIVERSAL FIXTURE CORPORATION
133 West 23rd Street

A New Idea for Window Display
far showing three monthly bulletins will
THREE PANEL
make a very attractive window background and ran he tortoni In different shapes.
e.1 at any angle
at tacit semen is hinged together, allowing them to b.
KM, of each semen. 1:0.36 oft Made of rhannet Simi with 3/16 -in. nn tn.l steel
on tit. outside. ..1....1ra7ty %tented and Oniched in drorble totkol ebony enamel
Vaal treeen 1. fornicated with cardboard fillers.
NO

New York

Sal.

Camalete

$4.00
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HONOLULU BOASTS MOST ATTRACTIVE MUSIC WAREROOMS
Headquarters of the Thayer Piano Co. as Artistic and Complete as Any Retail Music Establishment
to Be Found in the U. S.-Business Now Controlled by Arthur F. Thayer

The bulletin of the Rotary Club of Honolulu,
T. II., of which organization Arthur F. Thayer
is a member, recently had the following to say
regarding the development of the business of the

Mr. Thayer brought with him a line of pianos
which, from his m ide experience in the trade,
bad convinced him would make friends for his
organization wherever they were sold. After

31

1915 the Thayer Piano Co., Ltd., moved into
its present location at the corner of Hotel and
Union streets. In the Fall of 1920 the company

changed its previous policy as an exclusive piano
house by taking on the wholesale agency of the
Columbia Graphophone Co. In the warerooms
of the company there is now the largest stock
of Grafonolas and Columbia records ever carried by any firm in this territory. The stock
of records alone numbers over 40,000. comprising

almost every number in the Columbia library.
The store of the Thayer Piano Co. was remodeled recently and a set of sound -proof demon-

stration rooms added. These arc by far the best arranged and best -ventilated in the city, the air
of each room constantly changing by the use of

a large electric blower, which is located in the
basement. and keeps the air always pure and cool
in the booths and does away with the noisy electric fans.

Leonard E. Thayer, founder of the piano company, died early in the year 1917 and since that
time the business has been conducted by his son,
Arthur F. Thayer. who is the treasurer and manager of the company.
A view of the modern and attractive quarters
of the Thayer Piano Co., now located at 148-150
Hotel street, Honolulu. is presented herewith
and indicates that the Hawaiian store compares
most favorably with the average musical instru
ment emporium in the States.

THE MAN WHO LEARNS SUCCEEDS
There is an old adage which says that "You
can't teach an old dog new tricks." Like so
View of the Warerooms of the Thayer Piano Co., Honolulu, T. H.
Thayer Piano Co., of that city, which indicates nearly seventeen years of successful retailing the
that there is much interest in music in the Thayer Piano Co. is still selling the same line of
Hawaiian capital:
pianos, including Steinway, Starr. Richmond.
Back in the Summer of 1905 Leonard E.
Remington, Apollo, A. B. Chase. Francis Bacon
Thayer, a man who had been identified with the and Gulbransen. Hundreds of these instruments

many of these old sayings. this is a falsehood.
Of course, old habits of thought and methods of
doing things stick with a man, but if he allows
himself to remain in a rut he certainly can't expect to succeed in the talking machine or any

piano business for about forty years-in fact,

no man is so smart that he can't learn by the
experiences of others. The trade papers are a

ever since he retired from the army at the close
of the Civil War-came to Honolulu and founded
the Thayer Piano Co.

have been sold all over the islands and wherever
there is a customer of the Thayer Piano Co. he
proves to be a booster for its goods and its service.
In 1912 the business was incorporated. and in

other business.

There are new ideas galore, and

valuable help in bringing the experiences of other
merchants to the attention of dealers.

Sherman layer, Co.
Pacific Coast Distributors

Victor Victrolas
Victor Records
Victor Accessories
Main Wholesale Depot:
741 Mission Street, San Francisco

Branch Wholesale Depots:
So. Broadway, Los Angeles, California
45 Fourth St., Portland, Oregon
Oceanic Bldg., Cor. University and Post Sts.,
Seattle, Washington
427 West First Ave., Spokane, Washington
444
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The examples shown are by
I -ENGLANDER SPRING CO.
2 -OLD HICKORY FURN. CO.
3 -CHARLOTTE FURN. CO
4-SHELBYVILLE DESK CO.
5 -HENRY C. STEUL & SONS. INC.
A few of the many who consider "Domes of Sdence"
Standard Equipment for Furniture

DOMES
of
SILENCE
The PERFECT Furniture Footwear
Make furniture of the highest or lowest grade easier to sell. They will not mar
the finest floors, rugs or carpets. Hundreds of manutacturers consider them
standard equipment.

HENRY W. PEABODY & CO.
17 STATE STREET

NEW YORK CITY

ti Specify DOMES OF SILENCE
A mark of better furniture regardless of its
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What we say above about Furniture applies also
to Phonographs
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EPSTEIN WITH KNICKERBOCKER CO.
Will Cover Metropolitan District for Victor Dis-

tributors-Sales Staff Numbers Five-Employes With Company Covered by Insurance
Louis Epstein, who has had many years' experience in

Victor

merchandising,

has

now

joined the sales organization of the Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesaler,

New York City.

Mr. Epstein will cover the

metropolitan district. The Knickerbocker sales
staff now numbers five and is energetically de-

voting its time to co-operation with the dealer
in his many problems.
The record cleaners produced by the Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co., with the dealer's
imprint, are gaining steadily in popularity, not
i-nly in this country, but abroad. Two thousand
were recently shipped to Porto Rico and another

substantial order to Japan.
Abram Davega, vice-president, has announced
a new policy of the company, whereby the various employes will be covered with life insurance
at the expense of the company. These policies
will be issued on the lives of all employes who
have been with the company one year or more
and most of the policies will be governed by the
length of service. This new move is in direct
keeping with an admirable policy of the Knickelbocker Talking Machine Co., which for many
years has shown solicitude for its employes.

THE VICSONIA IN GREAT BRITAIN
James Smith, of Liverpool, Appointed Distributor for the Vicsonia Reproducer for All of

Great Britain With Exception of Ireland
William J. Sess, manager of the Vicsonia t11g.

Co., New York, makers of the Vicsonia reproducers for playing Edison records on Victor and
Columbia machines, reports the appointment of
James Smith, of Liverpool, England, as distributor for the Vicsonia for all of Great Itrit:iin with
the exception of Ireland.
Mr. Smith has already received a substantial
stock of Vicsonias in order to enable him to fill
British orders promptly, and expressed himself
as being most enthusiastic over that reproducer
and its possibilities. A number of Vicsonias
have already been sold direct in England and
have met with much success there, so that the
future for that reproducer in Great Britain seems
very bright.
Negotiations arc now under way for the estab-

lishment of a distributor in Ireland, and it is
probable that in the near future arrangements
will be made for local distribution of the Vic-

THIS is the

MISSING
LINK
in a
Fibre Needle
Sharpener
You don't have to remove the
NEEDLE from the TONE ARM
to SHARPEN
It's 5 years ahead of the times
CONVENIENT

TRADE

145-147 Mulberry St.

New York, N. Y.

THE MOST POPULAR ITALIAN
PHONOGRAPH DISC SELECTIONS RECORDED BY THE
BEST-KNOWN ARTISTS
IN ITALY

WHAT IS "MORALE" IN BUSINESS

or Less Hazy Conception of the Value and

SONGS - DANCES - COMICALS

Purpose of Morale in Conduct of Business
A great many people, members of the business
world, seem to have a more or less hazy conception of what constitutes business morale; and in
this connection it may prove interesting to read
what F. L. Henderson, business counselor of the
La Salle Extension University, recently said on
this subject in "The Dodge Idea":

"Morale is made up of three parts-interest,
confidence and satisfaction. Work without interest is drudgery, and one cannot do efficient work
when there is no interest manifested. Possibly
the biggest job that executives have before them
is to inject a larger amount of interest than there
exists at the present time. The second element,
confidence, makes a man's task become relatively
simple when he has confidence in the people for
whom he is working, in the institution for which

he is working and in the position he holds; but
in the absence of confidence there is the possibility of a great measure of criticism on the part

Some of the Latest Successes
10 -inch Records-Double Faces -75c Each
Felleila'Mazurita

00979a

vokes a feeling of distrust, not only on the part
of the man who is especially interested, but on
the part of everybody with whom he is identi-

009e

Very Simple

00111.7.
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LIDSEEN
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Let us send you a sample

and further details
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WITH EVERY RECORD WE GIVE
THE WORD SHEET SONGS FREE
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arc also manufacturers and distributors of

ITALIAN POPULAR MUSIC ROLLS
NEW HIJS Releated :he 15th of oath month

JUST OUT
.175-1. radon& 1Maturkal by I. A. Daniele

CHICAGO

FINE HANGER FOR CARUSO RECORD
Most Effective Piece of Display Material Issued
for Use of Dealers in Connection With First
Caruso Record Since His Death

In connection with the announcement of the
first Caruso record to be issued since the great
tenor's death. namely, his recording of "Crucifixus" from the "Hesse Solennelle," by Rossini.

the Victor Co. recently issued for the use of
dealers in show window and booth display a
most attractive hanger, showing a late portrait
of Caruso, almost life size, appropriately framed,
with the announcement of the record in a panel
underneath. The hanger is most artistic.

li

8. timarsella
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And then comes the third element-the

any hit-or-miss plan or schedule. Success does
not come because of unusual opportunity, but
success does come when the unusual opportunity
is recognized by doing the uncommon things is
life in the uncommon way."

NA:

Banda Iluniripale dl Nalv..11
Tot- Ti T le.Ta. On -A. Art
It Clusesas
La Siemens& Del Nagaiyino.
Orrh.

question of satisfaction. How much joy there
comes into the life of a man who is absolutely

satisfied with the thing that he is doing, satisfied with himself. Many people think that they
are going to make the unusual, the phenomenal
success, by easy methods. Success cannot be
obtained that way. This life does not work on

Iland Municipal* .11

ranee Nero

of the employe, a destructive criticism which pro-

fied.

MECHANICALLY RIGHT

MARK

ITALIAN BOOK CO.

sonia in other countries, including South Africa,
where the Vicsonia has won such a distinct position for itself.

An Elucidation by F. L. Henderson of the More

Music alone ushers man into the portal of an
intellectual world, ready to encompass him, but
which he may never encompass. That mind
alone whose every thought is rhythm can embody music, call comprehend its mysteries, its
divine inspirations, and can alone speak to the
of its intellectual revelations.-Beethoven.
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Hot doggie! Let your customers hear the

"Bow Wow Blues" and "Smilin" two

fox-trots on one record for April. Played by
the California Ramblers -a new addition to
the Columbia staff of artists. A-3554.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

MOVING PICTURES OF VOICE MADE
"Color Music" Recorded on Screen by Los Angeles Invention-Produced by Sound Vibrations on a Series of Tuning Forks
Los ANGELES, CAL., March 2.-Motion pictures

of the voice in color is the latest development
this home of the movie. It is the newest

brings out some remarkably beautiful effects on
the screen.

There is one feature that will cause some well-

known singers to shy the new color music instrument. Its record is perfect and it will record
a sharp or flat just as readily as the perfect
sound.

For instance, if the singer sounds a note

on the screen just as the regular camera records motion. The voice of the singer or the

flat the figure representing the note will rotate
to the left and if sharp to the right. When the
note is perfect the colored figure representing it
stands perfectly still and clear until the sound
ends and another note is taken up, when the

tones of any musical instrument or of an orches-

figure disappears and another comes in its place.

in

thing in "color music- and records tone in colors

tra are thereby shown in color as the music is
heard. The new color music is produced by the
sound vibrations on a series of tuning forks.
Each fork is attuned to a particular note and
its vibrations produce an electrical connection
that releases certain geometric color forms when
a light behind these forms projects them to the
screen on the stage. The sound is carried to
the machine containing the music forks over a
telephone wire that is connected with a telephone receiver in front of the singer or the
musical instrument that is furnishing the music
to be translated into color.
Any number of the forks may operate at one
time to represent the number of tones similarly
received, and the result on the screen is a combination of colors something like those produced
by a kaleidoscope, except that they are much
more brilliant and regular in their form. Each
note of the voice or instrument has its own
geometric form and, therefore, this combination

AN AID TO GIFT RECORD SALES
Pastel Display Card for Dealers' Use Issued by
Columbia Co.

In order that Columbia dealers may co-operate

with the Columbia Co. in making its new gift
record plan a success and so that they may secure tangible profits from this idea the company is furnishing free a beautiful pastel display
card, which is shown in the accompanying illustration. Columbia dealers who subscribe to

This feature, however, is believed to have its
advantages, as the singer, by watching the colors

on the screen, may see clearly when an imperfect note is sounded and would, therefore, be
able to correct it by hard practice. Also, this
may make the color music screen valuable in
training young singers.
The new color music scheme is the idea of W.
M. Thomas. of Los Angeles, and it has been tried
out with considerable success. It is said to be
an improvement over all other color music instruments, as it can be carried about as easily
as a moving picture projector. Its total size is
about that of two suit cases. It is easy to operate. say those who have tried it, and ought to
prove popular with singers, as it gives them a
chance to "see the color of their voices." Also,
it has the added virtue of making concerts interesting to the deaf. who may not be able to hear
the singing, but will be able to "watch the color
of the voice" as it is projected to the screen.

VELVET COVERED TURNTABLES
ADD TO THE QUALITY OF MACHINES

Display Card for Usc of Columbia Dealers

the monthly display service win receive their
poster automatically with the March display and
other dealers may secure copies free of charge
upon application to their distributing branch.
This gift record plan is meeting with a hearty
reception from Columbia dealers everywhere,
as. for example, it was featured by :nasty dealers
in connection with Lincoln's and Washington's
I irthdays and will be used on St. Patrick's Day.

NEW VICTOR NUMERICAL CATALOG
Latest Volume Lists All Records Issued Prior
A.W.B.

to January 1,

6

VELVETS

1922

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has just issued a new numerical list of Victor records for
1922, including all records announced prior to
the January, 1922, supplement, and including,
in addition, some thirty records listed without
previous announcement, among them nine piano

THE BEST TALKING MACHINES ARE EQUIPPED WITH

A. W. B. BOULEVARD VELVETS
GRAND PRIZE -GOLD MEDAL, ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION
WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

A. WIMPFHEIMER & BRO., Inc.
450-460 Fourth Avenue, New York
ESTABLISHED 1845

records by Novaes, three records by Sothern,
three by Sothern and Marlowe. fourteen by
Caruso, and one by Caruso and Amato.
The new numerical list also offers a new
:ping of foreign and domestic selections. ac,ording to nationality, all of which arc listed
numerically.

By careful use of the numerical list the Victor dealer is in a position to keep an accurate
;,.:count of records in stock, the relative demand
;or the various records and the volume of sales
made during a given period.
The Radio Devices International was recently
chartered under the laws of the State of Delaware, with a capital of $250,000.

I he hilkimi Machine Worbl. .Veu. Fork. .1loreh 13. 1922

FIORLSCE LAST UN
&wren.. SPIror../itew Opera Company

RICHARD ,TA I
111.1 NEY

and Condect.e.

Another Advantage for
the Brunswick Dealer
Greater Profits in the Record Department
Increased Volume!
Quicker Turnover!

Announcing

Gold Label Records
\SARI° CHAXILLI
Tenor

Metropolitan opera Company

Beginning with the April release. Strauss. Ney.
Chamlee. l'attiera. Huberman, Rosen. Dux. Hanise.

LEOPOI O 1:01,01.VSKY

Master ruin.**

GH1owsky. Easton and other internationally iambus
Brunswick artists-on double-faced records.
noire the value for the buyer for just a little more.
Two selections at only a slight increase over the
present price of one.
This is only the opening gun in Brunswick's

nation-wide drive for "Better Music Within the
Reach of All."
It doubles the Brunswick dealer's catalog with
the same number of records. Reduces his space
requirements and those of the buyer.
A letter firings detailed information and entails
no obligation.
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDElt CO.

Ti.(, PATIIIKA

Afamdadurers-Established 18.15
CINCINNATI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

Tutor. Ck.opr, Opera C./op/1,1y
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HUN ANIAX
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Any Phonograph
Can Play Brunswick Records
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Proper Handling of the Customer in the Store
Results in Increased Business :: By Frank V. Faulhaber
rilt:Nak to look over his stock, the talking ma-

Had this progressive talking machine dealer's

chine dealer nevertheless, through his insistence,
induced the second person to examine the ma-

efforts been all for naught? Do you think he

-Make the most of your opportunities %Olen
people are in your store," advised a successful
talking machine dealer. "Too often possibilities are neglected when, by a little added energy.
more sales would easily result. Let the people
know you have the goods."
This is indeed sound logic, and it behooves
the talking machine dealer who wishes to develop more sales to interest all people who
enter his establishment in the merchandise he

show you some more of our machines. Perhaps you will want to buy one later, or another
friend may be interested." In this wise had the

handles.

dealer overcome the second man's objections.

Now, just how do sales sometimes materialize, when the dealer goes out after them, in a
way that some merchants would hardly think
possible? There is always the possible sale, the
sale of the future, to keep sight of. There arc
few dealers who will not take any steps whatever in interesting people to the extent of purchasing other goods aside from the articles for
which they entered. Some dealers will say it is
only so much useless effort and the results do
not justify it.
Yet how many talking machine dealers neglect to interest people in their goods, such as
accompany friends to help select a machine?

The man who had accompanied the
friend who bought knew something about talking machines, while the other did not. "It's not
chines.

necessary for you to buy-I simply want to

When that man went out of his establishment

he was thoroughly enlightened as to the kind
of machines this dealer had in stock. A few
months later a young woman visited the store to
buy a machine. Upon conclusion of the transaction she informed the dealer his store had been
recommended-and by the man whom the dealer
had taken the time to interest in the machines a
short time before.

FAVOR C. 0. D. MAIL PLAN
Business Interests Strongly Indorsing Suggestion as Calculated to Help Sales

Indeed, most of them overlook this important
Let us, by all means, show how it sometimes works out when the dealer really strives
to augment sales which ordinarily should never
point.

develop.

Thcrc is one retailer of talking machines who
never hesitates to win the interest of the people
who accompany friends who buy. When he has
succeeded in selling the machine for which the
friend enters he thereupon turns his attention to
the other people. On one occasion, despite all

WAsIIINGTON, D. C., March 4.-Congressional

mails arc full of petitions urging the adoption of
the C. 0. D. mail plan proposed by Congressman
MacGregor. of New York. If this plan is adopted
it will be possible, for instance, for the traveling
salesman of a concern to leave with customers
and prospective customers a supply of order
blanks in card form on the reverse side of which
would be printed the name and address of his
I'rm and in the right-hand corner a permit an-

%, °ult.! have turned this particular sale had he
been less aggressive, less determined to show
the man the machines he had in stock? Do you
see how sales sometimes arc not made in your
store, sales that readily should result, provided
only a little added effort is exerted to win them?
Make the most of your opportunities! There
will always be time available on occasions when
the talking machine dealer can urge his visitors
to examine the merchandise. Even though an
immediate sale does not develop! You are look-

ing to the future, striving for those sales that
normally would never be made. Next time
when you and your salesmen arc at liberty inter-

est all prospects. You will then be putting that
time to good use and be on the way for many
an indirect sale that otherwise likely would go
to a competitor.
nouncement under which the card would he carried in the mails without a stamp affixed thereto.
collection being made at destination.
Proponents of the legislation point out that the
greatest returns from mail-order solicitation are
where return cards bearing stamps for mailing
are used. It has, however, been found that this
is a very expensive method of advertising, because so many people remove the stamps from
the cards and put them to other uses. The Government is not benefited by this.
The scheme would have its advantages also
from the standpoint of the retailer, for he would
not have
to a card, but
could fill it out and drop it in the mail "as is."
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Phonograph

Plays all types of records.

Operates the same as

the "EDISON" with the LEVER.

Nn adjustments necessary when changing from
lateral to vertical cut records. Stop prevents
swinging to the right.
Needle scratch almost entirely removed.

Turning back of

Reproducer permits of easy
access to needle socket and saves records from

unnecessary scratching.

the ONLY equipment that plays vertical cut
records in the proper "EDISON" position with
the Reproducer turned FACE DOWN to the
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record, giving it a floating action.

which contains "HINTS REGARDING THE CARE OF A
PHONOGRAPH."
If your jobber does not handle,
write us.
Price the same. Liberal discount to dealers.
GUARANTEED IN EVERY
WAY.
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BACK IF
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Needle CENTERS on all records.
Straight air -tight construction and absence of
movable joints insure perfect reproduction and
great volume.
Pivoted ball -joint insures perfect reproduction and

freedom of movement both vertically and hori-

zontally.

"lVeight is the lightest that can produce perfect
results, thus saving the record, and permitting a

freedom and sweetness of tone considered impos-

sible.

Indestructible NOM-Y-KA diaphragms do not
blast. crack, split or warp, and are the greatest

development in phonographic sound reproduction
in years.

154 W. Whiting St., Chicago
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PHONOGRAPH
Ar 'sum rat of Phonographs
Widdicomb Console Phonographs in Period Styles are
faithful interpretations of the best designs of the old
The artistic
masters of the art of wood -fashioning.
cabinet designs and finish arc the handicraft of an organization which for three generations has enjoyed a reputation for leadership as designers of fine furniture.
Widdicomb console models hoer many .1131;m -tore features
of design Chief among these arc divided top. partitions
for albums. automatic stop and patented tone control. The
Widdicomb plays all records. New, prices on the various

models icing( from $9000 to $26000

°THE Widdicomb phonograph is not alone a musical
L instrument of surpassing beauty of tone, it is an
exquisite article of fine period furniture worthy of a
place in the most tastefully appointed home. And so
it is that the Widdicomb appeals with two -fold strength
to the lover of the beautiful in music and in furniture
as well.

All Widdicomb Models
are now selling at
pre-war prices

By such discriminating phonograph purchasers, the
merchant handling the Widdicomb is recognized as a

leader in his line.
To a few merchants who are really interested in attracting the highest class of trade, the Widdicomb franchise

offers a real opportunity to stimulate sales and to
increase prestige.
Write for complete catalog of Widdicomb phonographs

and information regarding the Widdicomb franchise.
Learn for yourself the sales possibilities of the Widdicomb.

THE WIDDICOMB FURNITURE COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Fine Furniture Designers Since 1865
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CENTRAL ILLINOIS DEALERS ORGANIZE

VOCA LION DISTRIBUTORS ON COAST

F. M. Leslie, of Urbana, Heads New Association,
With L. S. Putnam, of Peoria, as Secretary

Magnavox Co., of San Francisco, and Commercial Associates. of Los Angeles, to Handle the
Vocation Red Records in Pacific Coast Territory-Company Branch to Be Closed

PEORIA, ILL., March 8.-With the object of promoting whatever may benefit the Victrola and
Victor record business. as well as of encouraging
good fellowship among its members, about fifty
or more Victor dealers who attended the Putnam Page convention banquet at the Jefferson Hotel,
this city, got together immediately after the ban -

\V. II. Aliring, wholesale manager of the
Aeolian Co., Ncw York, who returned last week
front a transcontinental business trip, reported
that while on the Pacific Coast he completed arrangements with the Magnavox Co., of San Francisco. to handle the Aeolian-Vocalion records in
that territory, and that in Los Angeles these
records will be handled in the future by the
Commercial Associates, who will cover the entire
southern section of California. The Aeolian Vocation distributive branch, which has heretofore been maintained in San Francisco, will
shortly be discontinued. as the company feels
that the new representatives are entirely competent to cover this territory without direct representation. Horace M. Hull. who has been in
charge of the San Francisco branch, will return
to New York as soon as these arrangements arc
completed.

Both of these new Acolian-Vocalion record
representatives arc thoroughly familiar with the
policies of the Aeolian Co. and arc enthusiastic
over the prospects which this representation gives
them. They arc making arrangements to push the
Aeolian-Vocalion records intensively throughout
their respective territories, on the same high

plane in which the Aeolian Co is accustomed to
do business. The Aeolian-Vocalion has already
hen highly successful among dealer and huy-

F. M. Leslie, President
quet and launched the Central Illinois Victor
Dealers* Association. The membership is confined exclusively to Victor dealers located in the

central Illinois territory.
The launching of this new association was a
surprise to the majority of those present.

The best value
on the market.
Look at the
price; then write

for particulars
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yrs in the Pacific Coast territory and the groundwork which has already been laid will, no doubt,
be widely extended under these new arrangements.

ANNOUNCE FISCHER PHONOGRAPH

J. & C. Fischer, Inc., Well-known New York
Piano Manufacturers, Enter the Manufacture
of

Talking Machines-One of the Oldest

Manufacturers of Pianos in the Country
Announce:nem was made this month by J. & C.
Inc., 417 West Twenty-eighth street,
New York. of the production of the Fischer phonograph, which will be made in two cabinet
models and two table models. These instruments
will be furnished in mahogany or walnut. The
upright models will be known as Styles 100 and
110, while the table models arc designated Styles

Fischer.

140 and 130.

J. & C. Fischer arc one of the oldest piano
manufacturing concerns in the country, having
been established in 1840. They have always been

well known for the high standard of quality of
their products. They maintain a thoroughly equipped and modern factory at the address
above, and during their career have produced over
150.000 pianos and player -pianos.

Buyers of talking machines and records arc
actuated by the law of self-interest. This means
that it is necessary to convince them that a machine is worth the price before there is the slight-

et hop( oI clo,ing

A few valuable

sales agencies

and jobbers

territories
still available

It came

about in the following manner:
The speaker of the evening during the convention banquet had been John Gregg Paine, of the
Victor Talking Machine Co. Immediately after
his speech a number of the dealers were asked
to give little talks. Someone started talking about
co-operation and organization. and when it got
around to the time for F. NI. Leslie, Victor dealer
of Urbana. lll., to talk, he popped the question.

"How about forming a Central Illinois Victor
Dealers' Association?" lie put up a very fine
argument, which was applauded roundly. and immediately after his talk a nomination committee
consisting of Ray Miller, Dixon. Ill.; A. R. Meyer.

Havana, Ill., and R. N. Smith. of Carthage, Ill..
were selected to fill these positions. These gentlemen retired for about fifteen minutes and came
back with the names of the following men, who
were unanimously elected: F. M. Leslie, Urbana.
president; L. S. Putnam. Peoria. secretary, and
I.yle Straight, Peoria. treasurer.
The organization committee named arc: Lyle

Straight, Peoria; F. L. Fell, Peoria. and O. D.
Ehrlichcr, of Pekin. Membership lieutenants.
whose duty it is to bring the attention of all Vwtor dealers in that section to the new organization.
ale: Ray Miller, Dixon; R. N. Smith, Carthage;

A. B. Meyer. Havana; E. Froyd, Paxton: F. E.
\Vollett, Peoria; G. E. Lester. Hoopeston; W. L.
Barnett, Watseka: F. L. Fell. Peoria: R. L.
Berry, Springfield, and Miss \V. C. Regnant'.
Ottawa.
.

_

RUSSELL & I.AWRIE OPEN STORE
TARRYTOWN, N. Y., March 3.- -Russell & Lawrie,

Inc., of this city, have purchased the stock of
Victor machines, records and equipment of the
music business conducted by Louis Guff. The
new concern has just completed extensive alterations to its quarters. The Victor line is
handled.

The Grand Rapids Talking Machine Co., of
Grand Rapids, Mich., has dissolved.

No. 2S0T,List Price $195.00

Seaburg Mfg.Co.
Jamestown, N. Y.

Usual discounts to dealers

48"a28"a31" high. Finished all

round

Grimier Mlisgsay. Walsat or Oak

The Biggest Value on the Market. A TriI Order Will Convince
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Why You Should Sell
Sonora Phonographs
Reason Three --

Sonora Advertising
Just as Sonora itself was a marked achievement in
phonograph making from the first, Sonora advertising
has been of a distinct, impressive character. Never
swerving from its message of Sonora quality, it has

carried conviction and the pride of ownership

to

prospective phonograph buyers.

The result is, Sonora dealers sell under the most
Intermezzo
$175
Since its introduction the
Intermezzo has met with
a

widespread

favorable conditions possible. Even before customers
enter a store and ask for a demonstration, they anticipate satisfaction.
The fact that Sonora has always been associated with
prestige, gives the dealer a strong, initial advantage.

demand

among those wishing a
medium- priced
Sonora

upright with all the tone,
beauty and features for

From year to year, Sonora advertising continues to

build upon solid foundations, and the dealer who
features this line efficiently will never regret the choice.

which Sonora is celebrated.
Plays all disc
records.
Finished
in

Golden and Fumed Oak,
American Walnut,
Brown Mahogany or Mahogany.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON. Pres.

NEW YORK : 279 BROADWAY
Canadian Distributors. L Montanan it Co.. Toronto

-

M

j=27-
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"The Highest Class Talking Machine in the World"

onor

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

List of Distributors
Gibson -Snow Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
State of New York with the excep-

tion of towns on Hudson River below
Pough!ceepsie and excepting Greater
New York.

Griffith Piano Co.,
605 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
State of New Jersey.

Hessig-Ellis Drug Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Moore -Bird & Cc.,
BESIDES possessing important patents of
its own, Sonora is licensed
and operates under BASIC

Indianapolis, Ind.
Entire State of Indiana.

L.e-Coit-Andreesen Hardware
Co.,

Omaha, Nebr.
State of Nebraska.

M S & E,
Columbus Ave., Boston.
Mass.
Connecticut, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.
221

C. L Marshall Co., Inc.,

Salt Lake City, Utah
Utah, western Wyoming and south-

future and the future of

C. 3. Van Houten & Zorm,

Sonora's dealers' business
are secure.

Southern Drug Company,

Marquette Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Illinois and Iowa.

Houston, Texas.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin, Upper Michigan.

Southeastern part of Texas.

Sonora Co. of Phila., Inc.,

Southern Sonora Company,

Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Vir-

310-314 Marietta St., Atlanta. Ga.
Alabama, Georgia, Florida and North
and South Carolina.

Southwestern Drug Co.,
Wichita, Kans.
Southern part of Kansas, Oklahoma
(except 5 N.E. counties) and Texas
l'anhandle.

DoerrAndrowe-Doarr
Minneapolis, Minn.

States of Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Minnesota.

The Magnavox Co.,

C. D. Smith Drug Co.,

Cal.
Washington, California, Oregon, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaiian Islands.
northern Idaho.

ern Idaho.

Yahr & Lange Drug Co.,

514 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.
Michigan and Ohio.

616 Mission 'St., San Francisco,

Strerd-Pst..rton Hzrdwsre Co.,

PATENTS of the phonograph industry. Sonora's

Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi.

Kiefer -Stewart Co.,

1751 California St., Denver, Colo.
States of Colorado. New Mexico and
%Vyoming east of Rock Springs.

613 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Missouri, northern and eastern part
of Kansas and 5 counties of N E.
Oklahoma

1214 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ginia.

Sonora Dist. Co. of Pittsburgh,
4130 Jenkins Arcade Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.

Long Island Phonograph Cc.
ISO Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

All of Long Island and Brooklyn.
dettfrr City Phonograph Co., Inc.
311 Sixth Avenue, New York
Counties of Westchester, Putnam
and Dutchess; all Hudson River
towns and cities on the west bank
of the river, south of Highland; all
territory south of Poughkeepsie,
including Greater New York, with
the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island.
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Persistent and Energetic Canvassing a Most
Vital Aid in Making Talking Machine Sales
1111......1.111.111111)
I

11.1(

in

Mil

Ow, r ountr

where

canvassing is made an

intensive occupationwhere men are turned out to make their living
by canvassing and have to get results to cover
their expenses.

Canvassing of this sort does not

follow the lines of the easiest way of selecting
likely looking names or those people in specially
favorable circumstances and soliciting them direct. As a matter of fact, it means calling on
everybody in the town and finding out just how
they stand as prospects for musical instruments
or supplies. Perhaps the individual may not be
in the market for a player grand or even a talking machine, but he may need some records, and
if the canvasser can induce him to buy them from
the house he represents, then the sale helps to
pay the canvasser's expenses.

A veteran piano traveler who returned from a
trip through the Wrest recently and had occasion
to stop at a small Kansas town witnessed a
worth -while demonstration of just what real canvassing means. While in the town, which has a
population of less than 3.500, the traveler ran
across the real honest -to -goodness canvasser rep-

resenting one of the big music houses in another
city. This man had been in the town for two
days. The first day he called on 135 people and
booked 17 prospects for pianos and talking machines, and on the second day called on over 140
people and reported 19 prospects for instrument

1,

tion hinted he nught l.e able to
a new iubn
bow. He was
diately directed to the store
represented by the canvasser and made his purchase there. The individual who could be persuaded to buy a harmonica for his boy or sonic
new strings for his daughter's ukulele was also
directed to headquarters. All was grist that came
to the canvasser's mill and he displayed to the
traveling man figures that indicated that even
small sums gathered regularly grow into a substantial amount in the end.
The average canvasser who makes fifty or sixty
calls a day is to be regarded very favorably in
most sections of the country, so that the man
who can interview 135 or more householders is
unquestionably getting action. The point to he

Visiting One Home!

After AnotherWith
Proper Approach Is a

which he had picked up casually on his rounds.
To call on 135 people in one day is not in any
sense a six or eight hour job. It means working

immommisimmil

from the finish of an early breakfast to the time
when the good people of the town are ready for
"lights out." It means a call every four minutes

emphasized is not the unus-ual number of calls
made, but rather the fact that an effort was put
forth to make each call produce some results.

of a ten-hour day, and a man has to move some to
keep up the pace, but, as the canvasser explained
it, he had eight children, one of whom was going

and in the final analysis the work of the can-

His visiting card was simply a cheap tape
measure a yard long bearing the imprint of the

vasser referred to and the success that was his
portion provides a strong argument for the general music store idea, the moral being that if a
prospect cannot be landed as the buyer of one
article he may prove an excellent prospect for
something else.

the

It may be that every man will not make a

house came to the door he presented the tape
measure with the compliments of his employers.
By the time she had looked it over he had made
his introduction and worked up from that point.
In one instance a man did not want a piano or
talking machine, but in the course of conversa-

successful canvasser. lie may not have the ambition, the personality or the faculty of absorb-

house he represented.

When the lady of

proro,tvon and

keep

the

stock

moving.

Not long ago a big retail concern in the East
handling pianos and talking machines rounded
up thirty-five young men and told them to go out
into the field and look for piano and talking
machine prospects, with the promise that the five
or six who showed the best results and the
greatest ability during the month would be attached permanently to the payroll. The number
of prospects for piano and talking machine sales
that were turned in by these three dozen canvassers and the actual sales that resulted proved
a revelation even to the manager who first conceived the idea. The experiment accomplished
two things-it built up an excellent prospect list
young salesmen who had proven their ability in
actual practice.

sales in addition to prospects for smaller sales

through college, and he simply had to hustle to

ntg

a

and provided the company with a half dozen
1111111111111111111102

IProspect and a Sales
Producing Method I

get the money.

; LELLIEI MEL

:t

ing rebuffs and still keep going, but results prove
that intensive canvassing, even in the larger cities.

if persisted in and carried on by men of the
right caliber, will get sufficient results to make

Canvassing may be the tough road to sales,
and particularly hard on the salesmen who have
had some years of comfortable wareroom selling
with the prospects dropping in of their own volition. But it is the sort of hard -fisted selling that
has made piano and talking machine business in

the past and is making it right now for those
who have seen the light and persisted.

GENEVA, 0., HONORS CARUSO
Impressive Ceremonies Mark Forty-ninth Anniversary of the Birth of Caruso
GENEVA, O., March 1.-This village, which claims

the distinction of being
smallest community centers in the United States, celebrated
with impressive ceremonies the forty-ninth anniversary of the t,irth of Caruso on February 26.
Talking machine records of the famed tenor
blended with the voices of seventy-five singers in
the community chorus, which was directed by
I tarry Harrison, of New York.

FEATURES TONEPEN NEEDLES
The A. I. Ross Music Stores, 309 Steinway
avenue and 206 Main street, Astoria, N. Y.. are
featuring Tonepen talking machine needles in
their advertising. The Tonepen is manufactured
by the Tonepen Co., of New York City, and it
is good for about one hundred records.

Here It Is

-

A High -Grade Console Cabinet
At a Popular Price

Made of Genuine Mahogany 5 ply Panels.
Height, 33"; Width, 36"; Depth, 23". It is a
desirable addition to the famous Celina line.

Attention, Mr. Victor and Columbia Dealer.
The Console shown here (and

other
Models) will also accommodate Victor and
Columbia Table Machines. They are made by
2

THE CELINA SPECIALTY CO.
Queen Anne Period Model

at CELINA, OHIO
"Where Better Furniture Is Built."
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HERE IT IS!
e
FLETCHER UNIVERSAL
TONE ARM and REPRODUCER
Gives Proper Playing Weights for All Records.

SAMPLES S8.00

No Adjustment Screws or Springs.

Specify 81! or

arm

FLETCHER-WICKES Co., 6 East Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois
THE MCLAGAN PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. LIMI7ED. STRATFORD. ONTARIO. EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN AGENTS

TONE ARMS
REG.TRADE MARK
Reproducer
and Connection
for
Dealers. Send or
Prices and Terms

NEW EDISON
Plays all Records

6 East Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

FLETCHER-WICKES CO.

THE MeLAGAN PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. LIMITED, STRATFORD. ONTARIO. EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN AGENTS

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW IN TONE ARMS

THE FLETCHER "STRAIGHT"
1.

r

STRAIGHT INSIDE -Taper Outside
BALL BEARINGS THROUGHOUT
NEW CONSTRUCTION
Yes, it is universal and equipped with the Regular Fletcher
NEW DESIGN

Reproducer, giving the same natural tone quality as heretofore
Made in two lends, S'z' lea 9!i'

SEND FOR PRICES AND TERMS

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY

6 EAST LAKE ST.

CHICAGO

THE McLAGAN PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, LIMITED. STRATFORD. ONTARIO. EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN AGENTS
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PREPARING FOR NEW YORK'S THIRD ANNUAL MUSIC WEEK
C. M. Tremainc, Assisted by a Large and Influential Committee, Is Rapidly Formulating Plans
for the Third Annual Observance of Music Week, to Be Held From April 30 to May 6

Record Dealers and Shippers
Send For Your Sample Today

-RECO-RAPS----

The work of preparation for New York's
third annual Music NVeek has been actively
under way for the past few months and plans

ttndent of schools; Lynnwood Farnam, American

Mrs. Arthur M. Reis, chairman People's Music

A Traosportatioo Package for Graphophooe Records
Far more than their Cost
SAVES in
Postai,. and Insurance

are now clearly mapped out for the observance
of the week from April 30 to May 6, inclusive.
The committee in charge of the work is a most

League; Hugo Reisenfeld; Franklin W. Robinson,

Prevents B-eakage

representative one, with Otto II. Kahn acting
again as honorary chairman. C. M. Trcmaine,
director of the National Bureau for the Advancement of Music. who formerly served as secretary

for the committee, is now the active chairman,
with Miss Isabel Lowden as director.
Members of the committee include Philip
Berolzheimer. city chamberlain; Dr. Nicholas
Murray Butler; Edward F. Albee, president of
the Keith Circuit of Theatres; Melza Chaffee.
president, Association of Music School Settlements: Kenneth S. Clark, of the Community
Service; Mrs. Walter S. Comly, president, New

Guild of Organists; Harry liarkness Hagler;
American Orchestral Society; S. L. Rothafel;
Rev. Dr. Joseph Silverman, J. Fletcher Shera,
Theodore E. Steinway, Rodman \Vanamakcr and
Edward Zeigler, of the Metropolitan Opera Co.
Several meetings of the general committee
have been held at which fundamental policies
have been decided upon and various portions of
the work assigned. There are also special committees on churches, church organists, public
schools, private schools, colleges and universities, music clubs and organizations. music school

settlements, state federation of women's clubs,
foreign groups, mercantile and industrial organizations, music industries, concert managers,
city government. Y. M. C. A.'s and Boy Scouts

York State Federation of Women's Clubs;

organizations.

George H. Gartlan. Director of Music. Public
Schools; Charles D. Isaacson; Mrs. J. F. D.
Lanier, president, Society Friends of Music;
Richard \V. Lawrence; Berthold Neuer, of the
American Piano Co.; Rev. Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst. Charles H, Ditson, Rev. Father Francis
P. Duffy, Thomas A. Edison, Mrs. Julian Edwards; Dr. William L. Ettinger, city superin-

Publicity material in the shape of posters,
stickers and envelope slips will soon be ready
for distribution to the trade in and around New
York. Ways will also be suggested for dealers'
co-operation in this great demonstration to concentrate public attention upon music and to
impress all the people with the benefits it can
give.

HOW MUSIC AIDS BLIND TO READ

five notes of the musical scale, as follows: Sol,
do. re, mi and sol again on a high key.
By way of illustration the electric carriage
bears the tiny shaft of light, with its five parallel bars, slowly along under the row of printed
letters on the down -turned page. In a curved

Letters in Text of Book or Paper Placed in
Device Known as the "Optophone" Transferred to Music Enable Blind to Read

An interesting device known as the "Optophone." invented by Prof. E. E. Fournier d'Albe,
by which the blind, through the medium of rays
of light converted into sounds of harmony, are
enabled to read newspapers and books, was successfully demonstrated recently in Jersey City,
N. J.

In the Optophone light projected by a tiny
photograph lens streams through five rows of
oblong perforations in a revolving disc and is
reflected back and transformed into sound by
means of selenium cells.

To the observer these rays of light appear to
correspond to the five parallel bars of a musical
staff, producing, as th. y pa:s over each letter,

letter, "C" for example, the outer curve first
comes in contact with the light at the line or
space which corresponds to the vocal syllable
"re." Then, as the light proceeds over the letter, the vibrant tone first produced slurs to "do"
and "mi" simultaneously. In the letter "T" the
high syllable sounds first, as the upper part of
the letter comes in contact with the light: then
the full five -note chord as the light rays cross

the upright part of the letter, only to revert

again to the high tone. The combined effect is
charming to the ear of the reader. It is unheard
by everyone else.
Selenium, it was explained by those who have

been testing the Optophone, has the peculiar
property of offering a high resistance to the pas -

The General Phonograph Mfg. Co.

Model "E" Table Phonograph

CoCOSS-SETT/41+ Y./2W
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Packages For Any Size Records
Metal Posts For Any Size Shipments
Write Us for Particulars and Samples

THE RECO-RAP CO,, Inc.
104 North 12th

St.

St. Louis, Mo.

sage of electricity, which is broken down to a
marked degree when light shines upon it. It is
sometimes called "the electrical eye" because n
is affected by light. The musical notes of the
Optophone are produced,

therefore, as

the

printed letter passes between the selenium and
the light. In capital letters the notes are of
greater intensity than when the type is small.

NEW COLUMBIA SLIDES
Series of Movie Slides in Color Now Ready for
Distribution to Retail Dealers

The advertising department of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. has issued a new series of
hand -colored movie slides which are being used

by Columbia dealers throughout the country.
The slides are designed in full color and the

The Greatest Value on the Market

MFDIATF.

DF.I.IVERIFS IN ANY QUANTITY

New Series of Columbia Movie Slides

imprint portion is tied into the slide so that it
appears as though the slides were made ex-

New Model "E

Plays All Makes of Records

pressly for the particular dealer using them.

Superior Tone Quality

Write for our Proposition

The General Phonograph Mfg. Co., Elyria, Ohio

An organization in which every unit pulls in
a different direction is liable to collapse. There

must be team work between the members of
the sales staff, the salesmen and the manager,
and both of these with the employer.
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Good news! Another Marion Harris record.
"Blues"-of course. "Cuddle -Up Blues" on
one side and "I've Got the Wonder Where

He Went and When He's Coming Back
Blues" on the other side.

A-3555.
Columbia Graphophone
NEW YORK

r

When Knowledge Means Sales-'Tis Folly to be Ignorant
By ROBERT N. STANNARD
ctiansaatemeteer

:Ti 811.33.11
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A man entered a store which dealt in talking
machines and records and asked if there were
any records by Chaliapin.

"Sharlpin?" asked the salesgirl.

"You don't

mean Charley Chaplin, do you?"

n ises:..fittierltellarelleraf,

keep the ambitious salesman or saleswoman up to -date on talking points.
Where knowledge means a boost in sales and
commissions, for the love of money, why remain
ignorant?

"No," answered the prospect, "I mean Chaliapin. the Russian basso."

"Never heard of him," answered the girl
tones

that indicated that therefore

in

Chaliapin

didn't exist for her.
"No?" answered the man, no longer a prospect. "Ile's been in the newspapers very much
of late."
Then he turned and went out. Thereby the
saleslady lost not only a sale, but probably lost a
customer.

For several days before this incident happened
the Russian had been "turning 'em away" at the
Metropolitan Opera House, yet this girl had no
notion who he was. Could you blame the prospective customer if he reached the conclusion
that such a saleslady would be equally helpless
in aiding him in a selection of anything other
than the latest jazz hits?
Buyers of classical and operatic records like
to talk over their purchases with the salesman
or saleslady. A talking knowledge of the events

HOLIDAY CONTAINERS FOR RECORDS
Frederick Loeser & Co. Stimulate Record Sales
by Placing Selected Records in Specially Decorated Envelopes for Holiday Use

plan to take full advantage of the possibilities of holidays for increasing record sales has
been inaugurated in the talking machine department of Frederick Loeser & Co., of Brook..

lyn. N. Y., by W. H. Bishop, manager.

THE "FLEA" AND "BOW -WOW BLUES"
A Victor dealer, who is inclined to be a bit of
a wag, noticed in the March list, among the dance

records, "Bow -Wow Blues," while among the
Red Seal records was the "Song of the Flea,"
and immediately wanted to know why two selections generally accepted as being closely related
had not been made available on the same record.
\laity a merchant has failed because he assumed
a -;.111+,

I,

(1

I'' attitodc

rd t 11,4, :1°:,.

coln's and \Vashington's birthdays. Sales of Victor

,,,rd. v.rn tzrrath ct'tnillated in thit. ntatincr

...

.

of the day in music goes a long way toward
establishing pleasant relations that lead to regu-

\-600

lar sales.

Somewhere that man found a salesman who
could tell him whether there were any Chaliapin
records and who could talk intelligently of
current events on the concert and °peptic stage.
What if the store had no Chaliapin -records?
The customer knew that here was a stoke that
would be likely to have them as soon as they
were out. He would also know that here was
a salesman who could probably help him if he

'ere to whistle some operatic air the name of
There is no question
as to which store he would go for future purwhich had escaped him.
chases.

The other day a woman went into a well-known
music store in Brooklyn and 'asked for "The
Funeral March of a Marionette." Over the face
of the saleslady came a blank expression. She
Fad never heard of such a thing. The customer
turned and went out, disgusted, before the saleslady had time to ask anyone who knew.
These are bona fide incidents seen and overheard by the writer. No doubt they have been
tepeated, with variations, hundreds of times.

A small local store may profit by the moral
of these tales. A big one can, of course, hut -

1

The record comportment holds hve Victor olbutont. The nationory top on this

..

side provides a place
for a tamp or °rota.
~NC

.QUEEN AN:: F.-% o. 401
Height, 34 inches; width, 36
2254
inches.
inches;
depth,
Broom mahogany. A v et a g .weight, crated, 113 Windt. On'
.

Sheraton model, No, 400, it the
same at the Quern Anne in con
strnction, finial, and dimensions.

Victor
Dealers
EVERYONE

has

noticed the growing

popularity of the moderately priced console
type of talking machine. Wouldn't it be
worth your while to be equipped to satisfy

this demand with

a really fine cabinet,
immensely superior to many of the cabinets
that are being offered, which you could sell
complete, with Victrola VI installed. for
less than $100? You can' do this with
either of the UDELL console cabinets
described above and still make your regu-

lar profit both on the cabinet and on the
Victrola.

These cabinets are cleverly designed
specially and solely to accommodate the

Victrola VI. The instrument fits snugly
and becomes part of the cabinet. It is
concealed behind a grille door, paneled
with golden -brown silk. Fine finish
and dependable UDELL construction
characterize these cabinets in every par titular. They arc mahogany -veneered.
top, front and ends. A post card will
bring you prices and full particulars.

the small store may be able to take away business from the larger ones through employing
someone who knows.

Spare minutes can be employed profitably in
the reading of various catalogs, especially the
little resumes of operas and nutshell histories of
performers. Above all, a daily reading of current musical events in the newspapers would

The

plan was first put into effect on St. Valentine's
day. It consists simply of placing four or five
selected records in an envelope on which have
been placed decorations and verse suitable to
the day. Circular letters and advertising in the
local newspapers urge the giving of records in
these containers as holiday gifts. On St. Valentine's day the envelope was decorated with a
large red heart in spirit of the day and a few
lines of verse. The plan was also used on Lin-

The
UDELLWORKS
28th Street and Barnes Avenue, Indianapolis
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BRUNSWICK CHICAGO MOTOR PLANT A MARVEL OF EFFICIENCY
Brunswick Motors Produced Under Ideal Conditions --Plant Noteworthy for Its
Completeness-Some Recent Photographs

2-Arierobling Room
Pre, Department
3 -In.pr,tion Department of All Small Part. 4-Plating Department
S-Sectioa of Tool Room ki-.Section of Grindina Derrtmcnt-C
Grine/ere-Autism
Grinder.-Special Grindere 7-Special Automatic Drilling Machine b-Gear Nobler-Thread Millers 9Automatie Screw MachineiSitale Spindle-Multiple Spindle

.
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WALTER MAGILL WESTERN MANAGER

FEATURES VICTROLAS FOR EXPORT

Well-known Talking Machine Man Takes Important Post With Silent Motor Corp.

Van Winkle Piano Co., of Washington, D. C.

Walter Magill. well known in Middle West

and completed plans for a branch office.

The Chicago offices of the Silent Motor Corp.
are located in the Consumers Building. 220 South
State street. where a complete line of Silent
motors is on display. It is the plan of the Silent

Motor Corp. to maintain close contact with the
Western purchasers of Silent motors, and Mr.
Magill. while giving his special attention to sales
work, will maintain efficiency service for Silent
motor users.

Mr. Magill has a wide acquaintance among
talking machine manufacturers, having formerly
been sales manager of the Krasberg Engineering
& Manufacturing Corp.. and has more recently
been identified with the H. G. Saal Co.

OGDEN'S SUCCESSFUL RETAIL DRIVE
Sell Many Vietrolas IV and VI in Combination
With Ogden You -Nit Stands
LYNCHBURG, \'A., February 20.-J. B. Ogden, Inc..

Victor retailer, of this cityy has conducted an
extensive campaign on Victrolas IV and VI in
combination with the Ogden You -Nit stands.
This concern reports that in the past three years

prior to this campaign it sold not more than
two or three dozen small Victrolas. The campaign was announced in local newspaper advertisements which brought immediate returns and
created front one to three new customers a day.
In commenting on this campaign, the company
stated:

"It brought to us total strangers who

had never been in our place before, and, furthermore, it brought to us people who we know from
personal knowledge would not have come in and

voluntarily solicited or offered to purchase the
low-priced instruments because of their social
position. In fact, a number of them apologized
for buying a small outfit and stated that they
had decided instead of deferring their purchase
to buy this outfit for the children. As a result
of this campaign we were completely sold out
on every small Victrola we had and were compelled to telegraph for a lot by express. Incidentally. two large machines were sold as a re-

90%

Caters to Diplomats and Visitors Who Gather

at the Capital From All Parts of the World
talking machine circles. was recently appointed
Western manager of the Silent Motor Corp.. of
Brooklyn. N. Y. Charles A. O'Malley. president
of the concern. on his recent Western trip, closed
the final negotiations for Mr. Magill's services
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WAsnixir.rox, D. C.. March 3.-The Van Winkle

Piano Co., of 1217 F street. this city. Victor
dealer, is taking advantage of the fact that thi
is the diplomatic center of the country and
recognizing the possibilities lot the sale of
trolas and records to visitors front all part,
i

Of All Phonograph Spring Trouble
Absolutely Eliminated by

Anaconda Lubricant
It

the world. Some of the company's recent advertising featured the export branch of the busin,
The value of the Style 50 portable Victrola

Africa you'll find this peer of musical instruments."

'

filling lasts for year,
ity and uniformity .
teed. One-half as much
is needed.

Ire are otaVogg special offer on first order ON!
5 -pond ea. $2.00, delsvered aNyorhere is U. S.
PRICES:

5.pound can

tins of 6 5 -pound cans

Hos of 12 5 -pound cans

PASTOR PAINTS A MUSICAL HEAVEN
Baptist Clergyman Describes a Heaven Where
Music Lovers Will Find Happiness
ATLANTIC CUM N. J., February 27.-Music lovers

will find pianos in heaven, just as everyone else
c: ill find just what he wants there, declared the
Rev. Dr. James E. Norcross. of New York City.
Geld secretary of the General Board of Promotion of the Northern Baptist Convention. in an
address here last week.

"Music is the war department of the Church."
he declared. "but there arc times when a prayer
meeting is dead before it starts because the music

kills it. Our singing is often terrible."
He told of a church that had been spending
$150 annually for an organist and $150 annually
for a choir. It bought a good talking machine
and now spends $250 a year for fine records.
"There isn't a man on God's earth who wouldn't
rather listen to Evan Williams or the Lotus
Quartet on a high-grade phonograph than to a
mediocre choir." said the clergyman.

50 -pound can

3008 Louisiana Ave.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

GELLER & SELDIN BUY BUILDING
Rockville Centre. N. Y., Concern Buys Fine

Building for Headquarters-Plans Large Stock
of Machines and Several New Departments
RO. KVII.LE CENTRE. N. Y., March 5.- -The firm of

Geller & Seldim talking machine dealers of this
village. has purchased one of the finest business
buildings here for its headquarters, following
extensive alterations. The new quarters of the
fine are located on the Merrick road and Village
avenue. In addition to a large stock of talking
machines and records, the concern is planning to
install a player
sic department. The quarters now occupied will
be operated as a branch.

PLYMOUTH PHONO. CO. ELECTS

PETITION IN BANKRUPTCY

Pi.vmouTn. Wis.. March 4.-The annual meeting
of the stockholders of the Plymouth Phonograph

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against
the Great Northern Phono Supply -W'orks. Inc..
of 57 Fulton street. New York City. Liabilities
are estimated at $15,000 and assets arc given as

Co., of this village. was held recently. at which
all officers were re-elected. The officers of the
concern arc: President. William Thommen: vicepresident. llarry Bolen., and secretary and treasurer. Frank McIntyre.

$5.000.

A dispatch from Vienna says that the remark
able vocal range of a forty -four -year -old singer
Michael Prita, has caused a sensation. He made
his debut before the Austrian Society of Experimental Phonetics recently and demonstrated a

popular CATHEDRAL
THE
Phonograph is now being

manufactured by a responsible

century by the German bass singer, Fischer.

and experienced organization.

Prita's highest note is the upper A. one not,
above Mme. I'atti's highest.
Ills bass notes arc described as full and per
feet. while his soprano notes arc equal to those

If you are looking for a line of

V. ROACH OPENS VICTOR SHOP
Rzooxuo BEACH. CAL.. March 4.-An exclusive
Victor establishment has been opened at 134

South Pacific avenue here by V. Roach. who
comes from Plainfield. N. J. Mr. Roach has installed modern equipment in his store, which is
most completely stocked.

I'4

Anaconda Lubricating & Supply Co.

HAS RANGE OF FIVE OCTAVES

of the famous soprano singer, Moreschi, the soloist at St. Peter's. Rome.

?

1.

15.1.

of this city.

range of five octaves, a feat never before perHis deepest note is the F, an octal.
below the bass staff-more than two octaves b.
low the lowest note of a violin, and one nor,
Icwer than the record held since the eighteenth

$

F. 0. B. St. Louis. SIo.

sult of this sale and record sales have increased
remarkably." The You -Nit stands which were
featured with the table model %"ittrolas are produced by the Ogden Sectional Cabinet Co.. also

formed.

irk

jumping'.

Pennsylsania al
lubricant.

means of enjoyment for people who travel
stressed. One of the advertisements slated II.
part that: "North, South, East and West-h.
every country in the world we ship Victrolas and
Victor records. In China and Japan. in England.
Belgium. France and Spain, in Norway and South

prevents

log and binclin;
I. is a wientio

phonographs combining quality,
Nalue and great sales possibilities

the CATHEDRAL agency will

prove a "gold mine."
Write Today for Our Dealer Plaii

OHIO CATHEDRAL CO.
W. H. HOUGHTON, Pre..

MARION. OHIO
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Imagine the wonderful tenor voice of
Charles Hackett putting over that old

favorite, "Mother Machree"! A sure seller
among the April records. 80097.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

VICTOR ACTIVITIES IN IOWA
Opera Book Month a Signal Success-Campaign
Planned and Executed by Mickel Bros.-News

of the Victor Retailers in This Territory
DES MOINES, IA., March 4.-One of the most

effective pieces of Victor publicity introduced
recently in this territory was announced by
the Mickel Bros. Co. in January. selecting February as the month to be known as "Opera Book
Month" and asking every dealer in the State to
lend his efforts in getting as many of these
valuable books into the hands of their customers
as possible. Each dealer was supplied with large
posters for the windows and store and quantities
of small circulars. which were mailed out with

them into the hands of people who buy records.
We are confident that the book will develop Red
Seal business and many wonderful experiences in
this respect arc told by the dealers. During the

month almost two thousand books were sold,
which we consider so successful that we arc
going to make every February 'Opera Book
Month' in Iowa."
Donahoe & Donahoe, Victor dealers, Ft.
Dodge, suffered several thousand dollars' loss
by water when fire destroyed a business block
near them. A quantity of instruments were
stored in the basement, which was completely
flooded.

The work was backed -up
with stirring sales letters, which were mailed to

H. A. Beach, vice-president of the Unit Construction Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and H. Howison, traveler, recently visited the Mickel Bros.
Co. Mr. Beach is very optimistic in regard to
the outlook for equipment and closed several

the dealer every few days, and the phrase "Opera

large deals in the State.

Book Month" was brought before the dealer in
as many different ways as possible.
To further stimulate the campaign three cash
prizes, $25, $15 and $10. were offered to the
dealers who installed the most effective windows
and forwarded the photographs to the Mickel
Bros. Co.
H. B. Sixsmith, sales manager of the Mickel
Bros. Co., was responsible for the working of
the campaign. "Our fondest hopes were more
than realized," said Mr. Sixsmith. "While the
margin of profit on the books was the same as
any other item of Victor merchandise, still the
greatest point gained is that we have gotten

The Crary Co., of Boone, Ia., Victor retailer,
taking a musical census of the town and,
judging from the sales which are coming in.
the affair is a success. Six girls, with a kit of
supplies and records, are canvassing the town
and their work is backed up with a large amount
of advertising, both outdoor and newspaper.
moving picture films and evening recitals in the
store. The Crary Co. owns one of the prettiest
stores in the State and sells nothing but Victrolas. Jos. C. Britt is manager.

each supplement.

is

Thos. Saam has purchased the Victor stock of

a retiring dealer and, in the future, will conduct an exclusive agency at Lansing. Ia A

Again We Wish to
Impress Upon You

complete department is already installed, with a
competent force of salespeople.
The Mickel Bros. Co. held a series of district
meetings throughout Iowa during the month of
January which met with wonderful success. Geo.
E. Mickel, president of the company, presided
at the meetings. "Our meetings were a source

of inspiration to me," said Mr. Mickel, in talking to The World representative. "Iowa, you
know, is essentially an agricultural State and
the recent rise in price of corn and wheat has
done a lot toward putting the farmer in a better
buying mood. We are already feeling the benefits. It was more than pleasing to note the growing optimistic feeling among the dealers and
their confident opinion that 1922 would do a
great deal toward bringing conditions back to
normalcy."

President L, A. Murray, of the Iowa Victor
Dealers' Association, has already begun arrange-

ments for the fifth annual convention to he held
in Des Moines this Summer. "Our last one,"

said Mr. Murray, "set such a high mark for
us to follow that it will be rather difficult to

arrange such a helpful as well as entertaining
program as we had. However, every member
can rest assured that it will be worth the time
and money spent in attending. Our motto is
'Bigger and better every year'." Mr. Murray
owns an exclusive Victor store at Davenport, Ia.
W. G. Kennedy has purchased the controlling
interest in the firm formerly known as the Kennedy -Gardner Co., Victor dealer, Iowa Falls.

and in the future the business will be conducted
under the name of \V.. G. Kennedy.

Axel Nelson, general manager of the Haddorff Piano Cp. retail stores, was a recent visitor to Des Moines. Mr. Johnson, manager of
the headquarters at Rockford, III., was with him.

SCHEDULES OF THE REGINA CO.
Liabilities

hat the Mickel trade -mark has a
practical significance as applied to
.tir service to the Victor retailer.

There is no phase of the Victor
dealers' problems that has not been
thoroughly studied by our organiza-

tion, and as a result of this.study
and investigation we are ready to
help you along constructive, practical lines.

MICKEL BROS., INC,
411 COURT STREET
DES MOINES, IOWA

of Bankrupt Concern Given
$1,063,801 and Assets as $698,479

as

TRENTON, N. J., March 3.-The liabilities of
the Regina Co., musical instrument manufacturer,
of Rahway, N. J., arc $1,063.801 and the assets
$698,479, according to the schedule filed. The
schedule comprises 200 pages and has been referred to Referee Atwood L. DeCoster. The
liabilities include: Unsecured claims. $988.170;
secured claims, $40,323; notes, $12,868; wages,
$4,074, and taxes, $14,354. The assets are: Real
estate, $103,000; cash, $193,000; bills. $50,943;
stock, 242,903; machinery, $146.886; patents,
$4,624; open accounts, $129,632, and bank de-

posits. $1,426.

Bankruptcy proceedings were

started against the Regina Co. some time ago in

the United States District Court.

MULTUM IN PARVO
The average talking machine buyer is a selfrespecting person and the salesman who adopts
an air of superiority and condescension had better change his methods or quit. If he doesn't he
will not hold his position very long.

tr
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A Needle
For Every 'Tune

For Any Tone

EVERY tune and tone, from the

resounding brass of Sousa's

marches to the softest and sweet-

est violin solo of Jasha Heifetz,
can be played best by a Brilliantone Phonograph Needle adapted
to that particular music.

I=3

Your customers want to get the

most out of their phonograph

records by using the proper needle

according to the type of record
they wish to play. When you
supply this desire of your cusThe Brilliantone line includes
Extra Loud Tone, Opera Tone,

Full Tone, Half Tone, Light
Tone, and Dance Tone Steel
Phonograph Needles

tomers, you naturally boost your
total sales.

Made in America by Americans
SUPERIOR STEEL

Every Package of Genuine Brilliantone
Phonograph Needles Bears this Trademark

DRILLIANTONt
g
MARK

R

(The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Talking Machine Needles in the World)

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Incorporated
Selling Agents for W. H. Bagshaw & Co., Factory, Lowell, Mass.

347 FIFTH AVENUE, Suite 610, at 34th Street, NEW YORK
Pacific Coast Distributor:
Walter S. Gray Co.,
942 Market St.,

Western El 'butor.
The Cole & Dumas Music Co.,
50-56 West Lake St.,

5.1n Francisco, Cal.

Chicago

Canadian D' 'butors:
The Musical Mdse. Sales Co.,

79 Wellington St., W.,
Toronto

Foreign Export:
Chipman Ltd.,
8-10 Bridge St.,
New York City
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BRAIN WORK IN SALESMANSHIP A DECIDED ESSENTIAL

"BLACK DIAMOND"

Chas. H. Kennedy, of the Kennedy -Schultz Co., Cleveland, Contributes Some Pregnant and Illuminating Remarks Which Will Be Read With Exceeding Interest by Our Asp:ring Salesmen
"Take care of the big birds and the little ones
will take care of themselves." That is the motto
of Charles H. Kennedy, of the Kennedy -Schultz

Co.. of Cleveland. who represents the Granby
Phonograph Corp. in Ohio. and in going on this
n.otto Mr. Kennedy has been unusually success-

ful with everything he has undertaken.

was a young chap in the selling
game." said Mr. Kennedy, talking to a representative of The N'VorId. "I had a boss who
"When

I

knew his business. As a sales manager Frank
Randolph knew what was what and when Frank
went out after a prospect he generally came back
with the goods. Like the squirrel at the sight of
Davy Crockett's gun, the prospect dropped
down out of the tree when he saw Frank c
g.

"I was with him for three years and when
I went Frank said to me: 'Kennedy.' he said. 'I
want to tell you a secret of succep in selling
anything. It is very simple, but it brings home
the bacon. It has for me and I know it may
for you. It consists of just three rules: First,
go after the big fellow; second. see the big man.

and. third. never fail to work like the devil with
your head.'

"This is true.

I

find

that the trouble with

most salesmen is that however active they may
be on their legs they lack imagination. They
don't work with their brains. They go riff halfcocked and thus waste a lot of powder and shot
on birds that are no good when bagged.

"It is just as easy-even easier-to land the
big bird as the little one. The big bird has the
brains to understand your proposition and to
grasp its possibilities, and he has the money to
buy if it appeals to him.
"The little fellow lacks both. You talk your
head off and when you get done he shakes his
head.
He can't see your proposition at all.

MARCH 15. 1922

GRAPHITE

Spring Lubricant
o The Lubricant

I am selling Granby phonographs, not
for to -day, but for to -morrow. I do not want
to sell a man once and then be done with him.
I want to be able to go back and get his order
every time his stack needs replenishing and if
1 ant not there I want him to mail me the order.
"Therefore, I don't want to load a man up
with a lot of phonographs just because he has
ignored.

Supreme
Cuaratitce.1 not

to dry up or
become sticky
or rancid; re-

Its

tains

silky

smooth,

touch indefi-

got the money to buy. lie must be able to
sell them. If he can't sell them, if he can't

niteredly.

pa

in

Pj r e-

ust

the right eol,,i,tene7 In 2 sizes , collapsible
tubes; 5s, I.
10, 2.,.:A lb. mos.

see an immediate market for my goods, what's
the good of my selling him? I probably will
have to take them back off his hands, and if I
can't do that he will be stuck. He may not

Manufactured only by

HARTZELL CRUCIBLE CO.
North Side, Pittsburgh, Ps.

lose any actual cash, but he will be forced to
liquidate at cut prices, doing him a lot of harm.
He will be disgruntled and everyone that he
meets will hear the story of the way he was

re tory Representative

Eta Is A. SeIMABZ, INC.

I:63 Broadway, New York City
S.
LIBRIMORE

sad

treated.

Easton .%e., St. Louis,

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

"If a man can't make money selling your line
you had better not sell him.
"The result of this philosophy is that I don't
try to sell Granbys. What 1 sell is an opportunity for a dealer to make money. The goods
Of
themselves are the least consideration.
course, they arc right, so that when a dealer is
sold on the proposition the order is waiting.
"By concentrating, then. on the big fellow
I find the little fellow takes care of himself.
There arc a lot of people in the world who have

VISITS VOCALION DISTRIBUTORS
Oscar W. Ray Makes a Swing Around the Circuit

and Brings Back Most Encouraging Report
Regarding Vocalion Record Business

Oscar W. Ray, manager of the wholesale Vocation record department of the Aeolian Co., returned recently from a lengthy trip in the course
of which he visited Philadelphia, Baltimore.
Washington. Memphis. St. Louis, Cincinnati, Detroit and other cities, for the purpose of calling
on Vocalion record distributors. Mr. Ray stated
that he found the distributors in a thoroughly
optimistic mood, all of them reporting very satisfactory business, with a distinct tendency toward

got to follow a leader and most of the little
If you don't want- their
risk when they come to you with an order in
their hand you can turn the order down with a
fellows are followers.
clear conscience.

"If you begin at that end and sell the little
fellow first it is just as hard to sell the big one
later as it is the other way around. and you will
find it hard sledding getting the little fellows'
Or. if he is sold, it may be that his credit is orders past your credit department."
weak-kneed. Then you have had all your work
Mr. Kennedy is the kind of a man usually
for nothing.
called a live -wire. He has a head full of ideas
"There is much more satisfaction in gunning and he can usually think of more than one at a
for the real big bird. He listens keenly to your
.
Ile has acted on the advice that he gives
story. He gets your story point by point. and it has put him well up the ladder. He is not
When you get done he asks a few questions at the top by any means. hut he is getting there
straight from the shoulder and then he gives' fast and when he stands on the top r
it is
you an order which he can pay for.
going to take a lot of pushing to make him lose
"You smile when I say, 'Gives you the order'. his balance.
You think I am too cocksure. Well. maybe
I am. but I never call out a man with the idea
TRENTON STORE IS ENLARGED
of selling him until I have satisfied myself by
TRENTON, N. J., March 4.-Joseph P. Fee, promaking sure of several points. The first of these
prietor of the Record Shop, 236 North Warren
is 'Can he use the merchandise? Is it economistreet, has enlarged his store and made a numcally right for me to sell him?' The second
ber of other improvements to take care of inis. 'Can he pay for them?'
"Of course. his money may be all tied up. I creasing business. Mr. Fee was the first dealer
can't very well know whether it is or not. But to open a phonograph shop in Trenton, having
I can-and do-find out whether he is good for started eight years ago with a practical experience in talking machines and their construction.
ally bill he is willing to contract.
"That question as to whether it is right to The repair end of the business has been greatly
ell him is one that is too often overlooked or enlarged.

increase.

The distributors are doing particularly well in
the matter of establishing new dealers, and state
that not only are many dealers making voluntary
inquiries regarding the Vocalion agency but are
arranging to handle that line exclusively. Marked
progress was reported in several of the cities, due
probably to more encouraging local conditions.
All along the line. declared Mr. Ray, both distributors and dealers expressed enthusiasm re-

1

garding the (lance records being made by the
Yerkes S. S. Flotilla Orchestra and the other organizations recording for Vocation records.

JOHN CHURCH CO. OPENS BRANCH
ELGIN, ILL., March 3.-A talking machine and
piano store has been opened here by the John
Church Piano Co.. of Chicago. Ill. In addition
to the pianos and player -pianos manufactured
by the company John Church phonographs will
be featured. The establishment is one of the
finest in this and surrounding communities and
the company is planning an aggressive :(1e.
campaign.

NATIONAL METALS DEPOSITING CORPORATION
34 EAST SIDNEY AVENUE

FACTORY
Telephone Oakwood 8845

MOUNT VERNON. N. Y.

LABORATORY
415 Fourth Ave.. NewYork,N.Y.
Tel. Madison Square 6635

MANUFACTURERS OF

STAMPERS

MOTHERS

MASTERS

FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
For Your Convenience
A Perfect
Negative
From
The Wax

Deliver Recorded Wax

To Our Laboratory

A Perfect
Positive
Of The
Wax

We Deposit the Finest
Copper in the World

Try Us

Quality
Durability
Perfect

Workmanship
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PLAN FOREIGN TRADE CONVENTION
Vital Expert Problems Affecting American Busi-

ness Will Be Considered at Convention in
Philadelphia During the Month of May
PIIILADELVIIIA.

PA.,

March

9.- The financing

and expansion of foreign trade will be studied
from various points of view by leaders of finance,
industry and commerce at the ninth National

Foreign Trade Convention to be held in this
city May 10. 11 and 12.
The Trade Adviser Service will he an outstanding feature of the convention. There will be a
hundred men, thoroughly experienced in export
trade, representing different lines of endeavor

in various parts of the country. They can be
consulted by any of the delegates to the convention and no request for information will be left

Improve Your Service Ogden's Original Stands
AND

Increase Your Sales

They are absolutely Rigid and Strang-esally assembled *Oh
tour tont, sled wing nuts and screw.-' Set tip" r "Knock
()eon" in 11 minutes and fulfIlla every cabinet requirement
at a price that has introduced this Victrola into thousand,
of Homes.

The OGDEN "UNIT"
or Sectional System
which has been used by thousands of dealers
for the past six years and "Sold" to all on our

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE OF

SATISFACTION, QUALITY AND
iihtti'

The effect of high taxation on the exchanges.

The factor of depreciated currency in competition.

Why we must have foreign trade.
Education for foreign trade.
Banking facilities for foreign trade.
Ocean carriage.
Sales promotion.

Factors that will help the exchange situation.
Meeting preferential tariffs.
A foreign trade policy for Americans.

340c -10" h

13

\a

300 -10 Ruch

Ron:rade:tine , X

300 -10 Ptah

aC:

le,sgoed Poctor

e

iiiiijii'

Sonora dealers have evinced keen interest in a
smal: screen recently prepared by the Sonora advertising department. featuring the Adam Period

the

match

Big

Machine

No.

Sd

"stand" for No. 50
Vittrola muff of select
material correctly des
dried to St and fur.
nished to
Mahogany
nnishea.

match

the

and

Oak

Model No. 1 and No. 31 Socticteal Cabinet

This Cabinet, consisting of five Record Sections, Top and Base, files 1,500 10- and 12 inch Records, all in easy reach, and with our
"Visible Indexes" any Record is obtainable
in four seconds. This Service equipment will

Costs You Only $6.50 Delivered
00n1 Pay more for
carry

them

in stock

an

I mitatin.

order direct.

If your Jabber does not

increase your Sales.

Each Section holds 300 Records. which are
protected by Glass Doors. Base has locking
Accessory Drawer. Complete tier of six
sections, as illustrated, Mah., Quar. Oak and
Enamel finishes
$59.25
Quar. Oak, Mahogany and Enamel Finishes

Ship us via: FREIGHT- EXPRESS-

$4.00
-1 op or Crown Section No. I
(holds 300
-Record Section No.
1

10 -inch and I2 -inch records).

.

10 -inch records)

-Base No.

9.75

with Locking Accessory Drawer

-Base No.

9.75

1

Drawer

without

6.50

c.

Stand. Nos
ooden's
IV nd VI for Vie trot.. IV and VI ism
oven frames made to
St e sully these sips.
rate models.
Oak Nes. IV and VI.
each SS 60-Mhooany
finish No. VI. S385.
Solid Mahogany No

VI.
In

$4.25.
a

Packed

2

Utilita

carton.

Too-Converts a stand
into a Senire Toth
for

1

all models:

each

90e.

Accessory

5.50

--Finish Wanted

FREIGHT-

EXPRESS-

-Top or Crown Section No. 2

only
$3.00
-Record Section No. 2 (holds 300
10 -inch and 12 -inch records). 7.00

-Record Section No. 62 (holds
300 10 -inch records)

7.00

-Sanitary Base No. 2 with Accessory Drawer

'Convenient

-Sanitary Base No. 2 without

Are needed In
Record
Room.
and Home
A

5.50

The merchant who ignores or disregards human
ni:ture is doomed to failure.

tr,ltrd

in Oak. lielah011113
and

OAK. MAHOGANY sod ENAMEL FINISHES

No. 21501).D. With Locking Wood
Roll Curtain
$85.00
No. 2150D.D. With Spanish Leather
Curtain
75.00

Without any curtain

Enamel-. .$475

N..
VIII In
Oak and Enamel. 55 23
Table

No.

IX.

Oak.

Mahogany and Enam
S6.50

el

01,01ay

with thesis
profitably.)

and

sell

VIctrolas

Ogden YouNit Stands and Tables are unconditionally guar
anteed. II you haat not already receord an imitation stand
on appresal get one from your Jobber aid compare it si lh
Ogden's original stands.

Each Hold, 2,150 10 and 12 lach Records

No. 1800

every

Store

(Tables Nos. VIII and

Reduced Prices on Unit Model No. 2150 D. D.

This screen, which is 30 inches high and
41 inches long. faithfully reproduces the mahogany finish and the beautiful figuring of the wood.
and it is being used to advantage by Sonora
dealers in connection with their window displays.

Many

ouitli
sale and profit article.
Tables No. IV and VI

lata

( Not

tor

PuroOttf)

T obi.

6.50

Accessory Drawer
Finish wanted

Utility or
Service Tables

Ship Us via:

model.

gale,

Original
Graceful
Different
Exclusive
Novel
Ogden's

5 Record Sections, a Top and Base No. 2
( without Doors) $43.00

An Artistic Arrangement for Display

Record

and

'STANDS

-Record Section No. 31 (holds 300

SONORA SCREEN PLEASES DEALERS

and

with

will be "A foreign loan policy that will enable

banks toward foreign trade and the bank's view.

"lump "

-,,

recently returned.
Among the topics scheduled for consideration

to work in financing foreign trade.
The exporters' view of the present attitude of

VIctrela

Theo< ti. e

United States Trade Commissioners will also
be present and will give first-hand information
regarding the countries from which they have

A practical method of putting our surplus gold

of tomorrow for a Wile one and constantly a Rea:it'd Buyer.
Start campaign new for 109 new customers for the Small

A "UNIT"

Huth,

A number of

are:

Don't *whorl h. the small buyer-History rept rs
Itself-the Small victntia user of today is the good prospect
Mr. Dealer:

PRICE.

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce will send to the convention as many of

our idle factories to get to work," "The Merchant
Marine an International Problem."
"Export advertising" will be handled in cooperation with the Association of National Advertisers and will include' the topics of "Sales
Promotion Through Advertising" and "The Use
of Dealers' Helps." The National Association of
Credit Men will assist in a thorough discussion
of the important subject of "Credit and Credit Information."
Other topics to be discussed at the convention

Profit
and Satisfaction

SELLwith

By Equipping With

unanswered.

its representatives as possible.

For Portable Victrolas No. 50-IV & VI

65.00

Write for our Catalog of
Filing Cabinets and Stand

Ogden Sectional Cabinet Co., Inc.
LYNCHBURG, VA.
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Kent Special
Plays all lateral records

AT THEIR BEST
on the

EDISON DISC PHONOGRAPH
Ito. U. S. ISt. Of f.

Write for catalog of -omplete line

F. C. KENT COMPANY
IRVINGTON, N. J., U. S. A.

Playing position

KEN I- PRODUC 1-5

PEARSON PIANO CO. IN NEW HOME
Prominent Music House of Worcester, Mass., in

Commodious New Quarters-A. J. Pearson,
Head of Concern. Well Known in Trade
Nlarch

WOW -ESTER,

6.-The

Pearson

Piano Co., Alfred J. Pearson, treasurer. which
has been doing business at 235 Main street for

Insertion of needle position

Wire their way by f hrir pluy'

prominent local talent, and many friends of the
long-established music house attended the opening and inspected the spacious new rooms.

The large floor space of the new store permits pleasing displays of the various makes of
pianos and the Brunswick phonographs carried
by the Pearson Piano Co. The excellently situated windows are full-length plate, allowing at.
attractive display arrangement.
Features arc the spacious. sound -proof talking
machine rooms. They are large and attractively
furnished, permitting prospective purchasers to
listen to records in absolute quiet and in artistic
surroundings.

A private room, richly finished with black and
gold as the color scheme, is called the Art Echo
Room. Its main decoration is the A. B. Chase
reproducing grand piano.

WHY HE CONTINUES A CLASSICIST
Neighbors Supply All the Popular Records and
Thus High-class Records Are Acc.:mulated
Judging from Smith's cabinet of phonograph
re -cords, he is what might be called a classicist.
Outside of about a dozen dance records which he
kept on hand for purely social reasons to entertain company, the collection was classical. His

friends found this strange ill view of his fondness for popular music, especially jazzy and
Oriental strains.
However, the mystery was cleared up the other
evening by a friend whose long standing made it
not impolite to put blunt questions.

"Well," Smith admitted. "whatever taste

for

An innovation is the addition of a repair department, especially equipped for player instru-

the classics I have developed, I owe it entirely
to our next-door neighbors. Besides, they have
saved me money. As soon as a new record comes

This dcpariimnt has been placed in

out they buy it immediately and for the next

ments.

couple of days I hear nothing else.

"Of course, by that time the song which has
become the rage has been murdered and buried
as far as I am concerned. Therefore, the money
which I would spend on popular music whic:i
rarely lives beyond a few months I WC on classi
cal music which helps to cultivate a genuine taste

for music."-The New York Sun.

TRAFFIC COP MAKES RECORDS
Patrolman Qu nn, o: New York Police, Records
Two Live Accordion Solos

Alfred J. Pearson
more than ten years. moved recent) into a la:-tcr
and especially attractive new home at 238 Ma
street.

It is seemingly a far cry from regulating traffic
at one of New York's busiest corners on Fifth
avenue to playing an accordion for phonograph

The change was marked by an open

house, with concerts afternoon and evening by

records. but Patrolman Frank Quinn. of the Traffic Squad of the New York Police Department.

l!as done that little thing for the Vocation records, the first appearing in the March list.
Patrolman Quinn proves that the hand that stems

traffic on Fifth avenue can draw sonic mighty
His first record
has on one side "The Cherry Blossom" and on

fine music out of the accordion.

New Headquarters of Pearson Co.
charge of Carl S. Eckberg, who for fifteen years
was an inspector for the Simplex Player Action
Co.. of this city. The new quarters are very artistically arranged throughout and do credit to

PERRY B
WHITSIT c o operation and service to the
Victor dealer has been enhanced by the exceptional facilities afforded us in our new
home. Visit us on your next
trip to Columbus.

OHIO
C

LUMBU5

01.571311117

VICTOR
1111111111111i
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Pearson's good taste.

The Vetter Investment Co. has been granted
a charter of incorporation in Delaware to handle
musical instrunie 11.. with a capital of $1,000,000.

Do You Throw Money Away?
It is

not a popular pastime-but still

it

is

unconsciously done by many who just don't
know that Rcpair Parts can be bought for less
RENE MADE SPRINGS AND PARTS ARE BETTER
COST LESS

RENE MFG. CO.
I1

the other "The Swallow's Tale."

Montvale, N. J.
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LA VELLE CO. MAKES BOBOLINK LINE

SELLS PHONOGRAPH TO DEAF MAN

A. H. MATERS OPENS NEW STORE

Takes Over Bobolink Phonograph and Bobolink

Steger & Sons Salesman Shows That Deafness Is

Well-known Talking Machine Dealer Now Has
Elaborately Equipped Location on Broadway,
New York, Known as "Symphony Hall"

Books From A. C. Gilbert Co.-New Mac.'ne
Won Favor at Toy Fair-Officers of Company

March I.-The La Velle
Mfg. Co., of this city, which recently took over
the Bobolink phonograph and Bobolink books
NEW HAVES. CON N.,

from the A. C. Gilbert Mfg. Co., which formerly
produced this line, is featuring the Bobolink line
strongly. This nursery phonograph, which is a
toy in everything but the tone reproduction, consists of several models which retailed at $25.

Immediately after the La Velle Mig. Co. took
over this new line it announced the production
of a new model at $10 in stained oak with white
panels upon which appears numerous attractive
nursery designs. This new model attracted much

attention when displayed at the Toy Fair held
recently at the Hotel Breslin, New York City.
1%9Hiatt) Huston, of toy fame, was in charge of
the exhibit and reported that this new model also
was very popular in Chicago. Mr. Huston will
represent the Bobolink in the Middle \Vest and
on the Pacific Coast.
The La Velle Mfg. Co. specializes in girls'
toys and has an excellent reputation in the toy
trade. It is also building up a large clientele
among talking machine dealers who are handling
this non-competitive toy talking machine line.

No Handicap to the Fellow With Pep
Selling the talking machine to a deaf man
would be considered in most quarters as representing the accomplishment of practically an impossible feat, but the Steger Magazine, published
by Steger & Sons Piano Mfg. Co., tells in a recent issue how a salesman in the company's retail

department in Chicago managed to do just that
little thing. The story was as follows:
"One of the customers upon whom he waited
was an elderly gentleman who had the misfortune
of being very hard of hearing. It was very difficult to converse with him. not to speak of demonstrating a phonograph. But our salesman was
resourceful. After the first call, which naturally
was unsatisfactory, he persuaded the prospect to
come in again. In the meantime our enterprising
phonograph expert got busy and rigged up a device which would have done credit to a Goldberg
cartoon.

"The material consisted of a pair of dictaphone
hearing tubes and a 10 -cent tin funnel. The funnel inserted in the end of the flexible rubber tube
was held in the sound chamber of the Steger.
while the customer put the prongs of the hearing
tubes to his ears. Great results! The customer
was happy as the deal was closed."

The Bobolink books are proving very popular
and it is expected that the La Velle Co. will place
a national advertising campaign behind
these
books in the near future. The officers of the

leading into a broad aisle flanked on both sides by
numerous booths. The woodwork is finished in

mahogany throughout, and the walls in cream
tints, with the exception of the foyer, where the
walls are elaborately decorated with mural paintings. The lighting system is of the indirect type
and serves to add materially to the general artistic effect.
The equipment throughout the store is most
modern in every particular, and is thoroughly in
keeping with the fine Broadway location.

B. H. ROTH OPENS VICTOR SHOP
WEST NEW YOkK, N. J., March 2.-An attractive

and treasurer: R. R.. Roberston. vice-president,
and Frank Degnan, secretary.

new Victrola establishment was opened on Bergandine avenue here this week by B. H. Roth.
The ope ' was marked by a concert and the
large number of people who attended the event

BRUNSWICK SHOP CHARTERED

and cxl ''''ed their interest in the store augurs

The Brunswick Phonograph Shop. Inc.. of Indianapolis, Ind.. has been granted a charter of
laws of that State. with
a capital of $30,000. The concern will deal in

The International Music Co., of Los Angeles,
a lease on quarters at 229 West
Third street. Talking machines, records. pianos.

Brunswick machines and records exclusively.

etc., are handled.

La Velle Mfg. Co. arc F. W. Gilbert. president

A. H. Mayers, who has long been an active
factor in the retail talking machine trade in New
York, marked a new forward step on the evening
of February 21 when he held the formal opening
of his elaborate new store at 1989 Broadway,
near Sixty-seventh street, only a few doors from
his former location on the same block.
The opening of the new quarters, known as
"Symphony Hall," was made the occasion for an
elaborate concert and entertainment followed by
dancing. The program served to attract a representative crowd which packed the commodious
store from early in the evening till after midnight.
The new store is fitted up in a most elaborate
manner, with a commodious foyer in the front

st ell for the success of the enterprise.
has secured

REMODELING IN NEW PHILADELPHIA
NEW PHILADELPHIA, 0., February 27.-Alterations

to the interior of the Gintz Co.'s store on West
High street. now nearing completion, will give
the concern 1,125 additional square feet of floor
space. The new Victrola parlors arc among the
best in this section of the State. The balcony in
the rear of the store has been enlarged for the
convenience of the store's patrons.
Two additional
have been provided for
Victor record demonstrations, there now being

six booths in all.

Display Most of the
Best Known Trademarks

of the

best

mIOST
known trade-

marks standing for
quality in pianos and
talking machines have
been reproduced in the

form of Flexitime Electric Signs,
for manufacturers able to build up
great names have the foresight to

appreciate the tvonderful advertising possibilities Flexlumes offer, and to do all they can
to encourage their use.
Flexlumes have raised, snow-white glass letters standing

out from a dark background. They arc perfect day signs
They have greatest reading distance, lowest upkeep cost, most
We shall be glad to send gnu a sketch shouting a Flexitime for YOUR business

FLEXLUME CORPORATION

36 Kail St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Flexlumes-Electric Signs Made Only by the Flexiume Corporation
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STEGER,
the finest reproducing
Phonograph in the World
MUSIC in all its wondrous
power and Lamy finds in
the Steger that rare charm of
perfect tone reproduction which ha,
?lode)
506

made this delightful phonograph a
great favorite in thousands of homes.
The Steger's remarkable fidelity to
original tone values is due entirely to

the excellence of its exclusive patented
features. which have never been sur-

The wonderful Steger tone -

passed.

reproducer, the tone -chamber of even -

grained spruce and the easily adjustable tone -arm make perfect rendition
of every disc record certain.
True artistry of design and perfection of cabinet work are distinctive of
the Steger.

Music -lovers are quick to
discern real merit. The more critical
they are, the quicker they are to decide
in favor of the incomparable Steger.

You can make the Steger a big
asset of your business because of the
quick turnover and because every sale
produces a second sale.
Model
504

SELL THE STEGER I
From a sales standpoint, the Steger
offers wide possibilities to the active
dealer. It is backed by a great and
profitable

merchandising

plan

$1:A1

that

adds immeasurably to the value of
Steger representation.

Write for the Steger proposition
Desirable territory open.

to -day !

Phonograph Division

STEGER & SONS
Piano Manufacturing Company

Model
504

Established 1879
CHICAGO, ILL.
Steger Building, Factories: Steger, Illinois, where the"Lincoln"
and' Dixie" Highways meet.

5165

ieseStrger-ies eke woe valelhlePieee is the .«a"

Model
510
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BQFFAL
Trade Improves-Campaign
to

Unite Music Interests-

MoOdy's Plans-Trade News
BUFFALO, N. Y., March 4.-Talking machine
dealers report business gradually improving and
if this improvement continues it will not be long
until the volume of sales is up to the seasonal
average. Dealers who made really intensive sales
campaigns during February had little cause for
complaint as to the volume of business transacted. Jobbers and distributing agencies say the
effect of mid -Winter sales is apparent in stock
orders, which are now being placed in increasing
volume. Record sales are showing improvement
and have been stimulated by the appearance at
local theatres of many well-known record

makers.

Talking machine men are taking a most promi-

tient part in a campaign to unite all the music
interests of the city into one organization. This
campaign was discussed at the February meeting of the music group of the Buffalo Chamber
of Commerce. At this meeting C. N. Andrews,

Victor jobber, was re-elected chairman of the
group and T. A. Goold, of Goold Bros., was

in western New York, was recently elected
chairman of the board of directors of the new
Black Rock Progressive Association.

Elbridge Glantz has been appointed manager
of the talking machine department of the Stranburg Music Store at Bradford, Pa.
Harry Barsuk, Batavia talking machine dealer,
is recovering from a severe attack of pneumonia.
His daughter, Miss Rose Barsuk, has also been
with this disease.

Fire caused by the exploding of an alcohol
lamp did $.500 damage in the showrooms of the
Columbia branch. City firemen confined the
blaze to a small area.
Pattie retailers in western Ncw York report
good business during February. Victor & Co.
made a special offering for one day only and report a record volume of sales during the day.
Herman Kuglin, North Tonawanda druggist, recently donated a beautiful talking machine as first

prize in a contest between schools of that city,
voting coupons being given with each purchase.
The instrument was won by the Pine \Voods
School, delivery being made on Valentine's Day.
Curt C. Andrus, Edison dealer at Niagara Falls,

has moved from 223 Falls street to the Brett
Music Store, at 320 Niagara street, where he has
commodious and attractive quarters. Like other
Edison dealers, Mr. Andrus reports business improving.

Brunswick dealers are among the most opti-

named vice-chairman.

mistic of the local trade and Brunswick sales rec-

Many valuable suggestions which will he followed in planning the campaign were made at

ords for February show the foundation for this
optimism.

this meeting by V. \V. Moody, of the Buffalo
Talking Machine Co.
The principal address of the meeting was made

by George \V. Pound, general counsel of the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Pound said the talking machine industry is but
in its infancy. He predicted that the time will
come when talking machine records will be used
as a means of communication much as personal

letters and telegrams are now employed. The
machine industry is now in the midst of a new
Mr. Pound said, where perfection of
mechanism as well as beauty of cabinet are basic

era,

requirements.

V. \V. Moody, for the past few years general
manager of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.,
Victor wholesaler here, and formerly sales manager of the New York Talking Machine Co., of

New York City, will leave the talking machine
business in the near future to join his brother
in the manufacture of metal foil in Louisville. Ky.

In addition to his other duties, Mr. Moody has
been intimately associated with the work of the
National Association of Talking Machine jobbers as a member of the arrangements committee.
Columbia dealers in this territory report the

national advertising campaign as having a tremendous effect upon business.
been especially stimulated.

Record trade has

Robert Porter, field sales manager of the CoCo., held an enthusiastic meeting of
dealers at the Buffalo branch recently.
R. J. Milholland has resigned as Syracuse representative of the Columbia Co. and Manager
lumbia

Faring, of the Buffalo branch, has named
Charles E. Hewitt as his successor. Mr. Faring,
assisted by E. L. Wallace, Rochester representative, conducted a profitable meeting of dealers at
the Hotel Seneca in Rochester on February 28.
Another Columbia dealer has been added to the
Elmira list, Claude Buckpitt having opened a new

store in that city.
Charles Hoffman, Sonora distributor at Buffalo,
is enjoying a vacation at \Vest Palm Beach. The
Hoffman store is being remodeled and will be one
of the most attractive in Buffalo when alterations
are completed.
Neal, Clark & Neal recently conducted a most

TO MOVE TO LARGER QUARTERS
The Cable Piano Co. store in Chattanooga,
Tenn., will be moved on April 1 from its present
location, at 117 East Eighth street. to handsome
new quarters at 113 East Seventeenth street,
where double the present space will be available for the requirements of the business. The
store, of which J. H. Shaw is manager, reports
a large and growing business in both pianos
and Victrolas.

OAKLAND FIRM ADDS VICTOR LINE
OAKLAND, CAL, March 4.-The Phonograph
Shop, one of the most progressive talking machine establishments in this section of the State,
has added the Victor line of machines and records, according to a recent announcement by
Olin S. Grove, proprietor. The concern also
handles Brunswick, Edison and some other ma-

chines.
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COLUMBIA NEWSPAPER CAMPAIGN
Publicity Campaign Introduced Recently by Columbia Co. Meeting With Great

Gigantic

Success-Dealers Appreciate Co-operation

The gigantic newspaper Grafonola advertising
campaign recently announced by the Columbia
Graphoplione Co. is meeting with signal success.
This campaign consists of six separate interlocking advertisements, and the individual arrangement of each advertisement includes a definite.
positive appeal to every class of purchaser. Each
of the Columbia wholesale branches is contrib-

uting its quota to the success of this campaign,
and, judging from all indications, Columbia dealers are keenly appreciative of the co-operation
and assistance that the Columbia Co. is giving
them through the medium of this campaign.
Some time ago the Columbia Co. announced
a Grafonola carload sales campaign which proved

successful beyond all anticipations and the results of this campaign convinced the company
that its dealers are more than willing to take
advantage of any practical, logical form of cooperation.

IMPORTANCE OF SELF.CONTROL
Ability to Meet Rebuffs of Unkind Customers Is
of Paramount Importance in Selling

Self-control is one of the most important attributes of the successful salesman. The salesman on the road faces an entirely different proposition than the man in the store. He must be
equally as cheery, have the same belief and
enthusiasm for the line which he represents and

use the same tact and courtesy, but there the
similarity ends. The floorman does not get the
rebuffs which fall to the lot of the man on the
outside.

The fighting

instincts

inclinations overcome his better nature and common sense he will answer in kind. The result is antagonism of a customLr and the loss

of a possible sale. On the other hand, if he
meets a rebuff with a cheery word and disregards it, his chances for an immediate sale are
materially increased and even if the gruff customer does not buy at the moment, at least no
feeling of enmity has been aroused within him
against the house, and the chances are that
when he is ready to do business the house represented by the polite and cheery salesman will
be given first consideration.

Leadership
HE Victor trade enjoyed the
greatest prosperity in pre-war

days. The Victor trade
weathered the war and post-war adjustment periods the most effectively.
The Victor trade will ride at the peak
throughout 1922 and the years to follow.

There's a reason why Victor leads and
there's a reason why so many Victor
dealers prefer our service.

successful sale, in which Victor Model 80 was

featured. Two hundred of these instruments were
offered and they'went fast.
Samuel C. McRoberts, phonograph dealer, of
32 Main street, Batavia, will move from his present quarters late in March. He is now seeking a
larger store room.
John Bieda, of Bieda Bros., proprietors of one
of the busiest community talking machine stores

of any red-

blooded man almost compel a sharp retort in
answer to a rude prospect. If he lets his natural

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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The most significant recent innovation in the phonograph
record industry is the introduction of the nationally popular

REGAL RECORDS
(List Price 50c)
The country's most progressive department stores have popu la rized
them until their sales turnover stands
today at a figure never before equaled
in the trade.

Their phenomenally increasing sales
are daily adding to the conviction that
they are records of sensational quality.
With all trade pioneering difficulties
overcome by a most auspicious introduction Regal Records are finally to
he offered for dealer merchandising,

and the opportunity for supplying
communities not vet fully covered
will be afforded a limited number of
dealers in excellent standing.
If

you are interested, we urge that

you write immediately.

REGAL RECORD COMPANY
206 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY
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A DEPARTMENT DEVOTED TO PROMOTING RETAIL SALES

Suggestions That Will Stimulate Trade
TEXT time you take your family or your friends to the theatre
N save the seat checks carefully. And when you take supper afterward in a restaurant make the waiter give you the check or a duplicate copy. Now take a large piece of plain white cardboard. 4x3 feet.
Draw a heavy black line down the middle. dividing the card in half,
and you are ready to make your "deadly parallel." Head the left
side "Entertainment Away From Home-One Night." Then list
your expenses. Paste your theatre tickets on the cardboard with the,
%cording. "Theatre tickets. 500.00" (inserting price). Do the same
with your dinner -check. then add carfare, and total at the bottom in
large figures. Now head the right side "Entertainment at HomeEvery Night." Below this write "One Month's Payment on Model

XX -" (inserting name of your machine. and amount of the

TI IE man who uses every opportunity, no matter how small, to
get business, is the one who succeeds. I f you are sending out each
month a quantity of statements on instalment accounts, either of
talking machines or pianos, use that two -cent stamp to bring back
business.

On the bottom of each statement have the typist write

some such line as:
"Come in and hear record No.
You'll like it." This is a
little reminder, takes away sonic of the coldness of the bill, and at
the same time gives evidence of your desire to serve. If you keep
at it you are bound to increase your record business. If you wish to
enlarge this idea have printed each month a little stuffer or printed
card advertising special record hits, repairing and oiling, or any other
.

items you wish to feature, and insert this stuffer with your state-

Your next item is "00 New Records, S00.00." Pm in
enough records to make the totals on both sides balance For a
touch of realism attach at the bottom of the card genuine bills and
coins corresponding to the amount of your totals. This card. displayed with a good light close to the front of your window, furnishes
an object lesson that should bring you business.

ments.

BCRIED in your record files is unlimited material for good window displays, if you but know how to use it and are willing to
take pains. Here is an idea that will unquestionably attract attention. From your files select a dozen records containing "bird calls,"
warbling, whistling. etc. A few minutes' conversation on the 'phone
with your local taxidermist or the director of your museum and your
public schools and you can arrange to borrow a munber of
stuffed birds. Tell the lenders you will put a "credit card" in the
corner of your window acknowledging the source of your birds.
Arrange the birds in your window with the records, in pairs. against
a light background and the street crowds will begin to gather. If
you wish to carry the idea further arrange twigs. grasses and ferns
to give an appropriate setting; label each record with a card, bearing
its title, and also label the birds. Your sign in the center may read:
"The (name of machine) brings you the music of Nature as well as
man. These beautiful 'bird -call' records reproduce the notes of
" (then add your list of bird -calls). Across the bottom write:
"Come in now and hear them!"

guides. Whenever a talking machine sale is made write the customer's name. address and style of machine on one of the cards and
file it six months ahead of the current date. As this index is built
up you will have a constant supply of names. On a definite day each
month go through your names for that month and send each one a
form letter on oiling and repairing. This not only develops business
in oiling and repairing but also in polish, electric winding devices.
new records, and also prospects for talking machines, if your repairman is coached by you to look out for such business.

payment).

TO make a drive on your small machines secure from a local wall paper concern some nursery paper-the kind with a plain ground
and a strip of comic animals or Mother Goose characters at the top
and bottom. With some light "beaver -board" you can make a backing
for your window and when you have attached the wall -paper to this
with small thumb -tacks you will have the effect of a nursery. On the

wall of your nursery hang one or two framed photographs of children from five to ten years old. A local photographer will loan you
these. On the floor place your small talking machine with a record
on the turntable, also a doll, a toy elephant. choo-choo cars and a
number of records, some in an album, others loose. Do not pose
these articles all facing the street. but scatter them just as a child
would have left them-the elephant turned over on its side and the
dolly flat on her back. with one foot stiffly raised. A little nursery
chair or two, borrowed for the occasion, will complete the picture.
Your sign in the center may read:
Give your kiddies a small (name of
machine).

Costs only $00, and to them it's

worth "a hundred millyun dollars !"

WHEN your printed bulletin of the new records arrives paste a
copy at the top of a strip of heavy white cardboard 12 inches
wide and 30 inches deep. Below letter the words : "Here's the new
record bulletin. Come in and get your copy-free." Many people.
hurrying by. will step inside to get the new bulletin. and when they
get inside and the salesman hands them a copy will the remark.

"Have you heard (name of selection) from the bulletin? It's a

%-onderful hit'"-they will probably wait. hear it and buy it.

EDITOR'S NOTE Mr. Gordon

*

SOME talking machine dealers have developed quite a business in
accessories and repairing merely by going after it systematically.
The way to do.it is to follow up each sale you make six months after
you make it. You can do this by taking your mailing list direct from
your books or else get a 3x5 card -index with certain months on the

F you carry a large number of instalment accounts you, of course.
know that at certain times of the month. just after you have mailed
your bills, large numbers of people conic to your cashier's window to
make payments. On the cashier's shelf arrange a display of needles
of various kinds with prices plainly marked. You'll find that your
customers will buy them because the needles are brought to their
attention at the very moment when they have the change handy.
Your cashier will act as the salesman. Your customers may have
come in to make a payment, without the least idea of buying anything. vet you call get business out of them because of the "psychology of convenience."

I

DEALERS who have tried the p'an are strong for the use of

sheet music to help sales of new records. In your record department keep a copy, or several copies. of the sheet music of each hit in
your new bulletin. While you arc demonstrating the record the
customer holds the sheet music in his hands. lie is sure to "get the
words," which he might otherwise miss. You appeal through his
eves as well as his cars, giving you a double chance to sell the record.
The expense is small. In fact you can, in almost all cases, sell the

sheet music after it has served its purpose. reducing your expense
to zero.

F you arc in close competition with a department store whose talk' ing machine department is upstairs. use this wording in your ads,
on your letterheads. circulars and window cards:

"Our record booths arc on the main floor.
convenient to street entrance. Easy to get
to, and hard to leave! Try our service."

on the other hand. if your department is upstairs and you are
competing with ground -floor shops, have a large photo made of your
record department and display it in your window, with this wording,
which you can use also in ads and circulars:

"Get away from the noise, hustle and bustle of the street!
Our comfortable record booths are on the fourth floorquiet and rest ftd as your own home. Take the elevator and
choose your records under ideal conditions !"

Wm nublith on this Noe any good ideas submitted by you for the benefit of the trade.

and will also answer any questions you 2.k him concerning merchandising problems.
Use this department 35 much 35 you like.
It is intended to serve you-to he a forum for the discussion and exchange of ideas of interest.
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INDIANAPOLI
and Dealers Report Continued Improvement-Steuart
Co. Increases Capital to $400,000-Capitalizing the Mailing List

Jobbers

INMAN APOLIS, INM, March 6.-Business for the
talking machine dealers in Indianapolis during
February was better, generally speaking, than
during the corresponding month of last year.
Nothing other than an encouraging tone of optimism throughout the trade is to be recorded as a
feature of the month. The good business was
due,

apparently,

to

exceptionally

favorable

weather conditions. the daily temperature of the
month having averaged two degrees above normal. according to Weather Bureau records.
Outside Men Securing Business
"The outside men have been getting the business for us," says C. P. Herdman, manager of
the talking machine department of the Baldwin
Piano Co. "They have been hustling and therefore were bound to get business. If a man makes

with great enthusiasm.

After hearing Mr. Davin
talk of the many sales -compelling ideas which
arc offered by the Reincke-Ellis Co. exclusively
to Victor dealers we became more firmly convinced that the Chicago Tribune has sounded
one of the keynotes of success, when it adopted

'The More You Tell the More You Sell' as its
slogan for 1922."
Louis A. Schwarz, exclusive factory represent-

ative for the Jones-Motrola in the United States
and Canada, was in the office of the Stewart
Talking Machine Co. this month in the course
of his visit to Motrola jobbers throughout the
United States. Referring to the success with
which the new Motrola is meeting. Mr. Schwarz
said: "I find that most aggressive dealers arc
having greater success by selling the Motrola

twenty or twenty-five calls a day he is certain to
land something."
W. G. Wilson. of \Videner's Grafonola Shop,
says his sales have consisted either of the very

as a part of the Victrola outfit.

cheap instruments or the more expensive models,
with practically no movement of the mediumpriced machines. The Granby, he says, con-

is enjoying greater sales."
Victor Dealer Also Orchestra Leader

tinues to gain steadily in favor throughout the

Ind., is

territory.
Value of Merchandising Efforts
Speaking of the merchandising efforts of the
Victor distributors, the house organ of the Ste-

which furnishes music for Sheridan's most fashionable dances. The orchestra plays under the
name of "Mac's Orchestra," and is creating much
favorable comment in the community. Incidentally, it is creating considerable publicity for Victor records and machines.
Checks Mailing Lists
A. C. Hawkins, manager of the Indianapolis
Talking Machine Co., took active steps during
February to check up his mailing list. An ordinary postal card, on one side of which was
printed the dealer's name and address and on
the other side a brief statement of the purpose

wart Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor
for Indiana. has this to say: "James J. Davin,
secretary of the Reincke-Ellis Co., of Chicago,
as in this office for a few hours the early part
of this month and very enthusiastically explained

the many new service items which arc being
According to Mr.

offered to Victor dealers.

Davin. the trade as a whole has greeted the an the 'Favorite Records Review'
'I!!1, '11'llt

have talked
with several jobbers and in almost every instance
I

I find that the dealer who is putting the Motrola
out on free demonstration for five or ten days

Fred McDonald, Victor dealer in Sheridan,
the leader of a "wild jazz orchestra,"

MAscii 15, 1922

in sending the card.

The cards were sent to
the company's entire mailing list of more than
3,000 names. The copy on the cards was as
follows:
"Information obtained through investigation
shows that there arc many people on our mailing
lists who receive our monthly record announcement and other literature who arc not interested
in it at all. \Vc are wasting their time and our
money, and it is needless to do either. \Ve want

to scud our literature to everyone who really
wants it, but we do not wish to bother those
people who arc not interested.

"Please help us by signing your name and
address at the bottom of this card and return

to us. The return cards will be our new list.
Do not misunderstand. \Vc want you to receive the monthly record announcement (copy

of which is enclosed) if you want to get it, but
we don't want to send it to you if you do not
want to receive it. This card returned will
signify your desire to continue receiving our
literature. Thank you."
Within a short time about half of the cards
had been returned, thus showing the customers'
interest in receiving the Victor literature. Those
who did not have enough interest to return the
cards were classed as "dead wood."
Increase Capital Stock to $400,000

The Stewart Talking Machine Co. has increased its capital stock from $50,000 to $400,000.
of which $200,000 is preferred stock. This capitalizes the company for the amount of its assets,
according to George Stewart. who says the company is not making any effort to sell the stock.
He says, however, that some of the stock may
be purchased by persons who may be interested
in having it.

"Our company is now capitalized for what it
is worth," Mr. Stewart said. "\Ve arc not contemplating any change in the business, but arc
going along just as we have been doing, with an
eye to developing the trade in every part of the
territory. We feel very optimistic over the
future. The outlook among the farmers is better and there i. a great deal of building to be

DUPLEX RECORD FILE
Six Striking Features Place This Newest Innovation in Record Files in a Class by Itself
1.

Not an Album -But a distinctively new,
accident -proof, systematically arranged Phono-

graph Record File.

2. Designed to fit all standard Phonograph
Cabinets, Bookcases, etc. Made to hold any
Record.

3. Maximum filing capacity- minimum
storage space; with easy accessibility to each
Record.

4.

Sturdily constructed -h a n d s o m e I y
Built of heavy reenforced board,
covered with black linen.
finished.

5.

Positive insurance against injury.
Unlike the common Album the "Duplex" will

not allow the Records to fall out. They are
securely locked in under the cover. Neither
can the Records warp or become scratched.
6. "Duplex" provides a new and safe way
of carrying Records with the portable Ma-

Write for Samples
If for Edison Records. please mention

chines.

Manufactured by

THE DUPLEX RECORD FILE CO., 112 W. 42nd St., New York City
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Indianapolis and other Indiana cities
this Summer. This means that an increasing
amount of business is to be had by dealers who
go after it.
One Indianapolis dealer proved
done in

that the other day when he sold fourteen machines. Not everyone is doing so well, but the
opportunity is before each dealer.
Record Demand Increases

T. H. Bracken, of the Starr Piano Co.,

re-

ports that his February business in talking machines was about the same as during the same
month last year, but that the demand for Gcnnett
records has increased steadily above the high
mark set in January and December. He credits
this not only to the exceptional sales campaign
inaugurated before the holidays, but also to the
fact that the new records being produced by the
company have met with marked favor.
C. S. Dearborn Takes Charge
C. S. Dearborn. vice-president of the Mooney Mueller -Ward

Co.,

wholesale

druggists

and

Pattie distributors, has taken charge of the company's talking machine department in place of
C. 0. Mueller. The latter has been made drug

and chemical buyer for the firm, a position he
held before the war. Mr. Dearborn says that
activity among the Pathe dealers of the State indicates a gradual revival in both machine and record business.

O. C. Maurer Orders Stock
0. C. Maurer, manager of the Sonora department of the Kiefer -Stewart Drug Co., spent the
last two weeks of February in New York, where
he purchased talking machines and other stock.
Reports received from dealers throughout Indiana showed that business was better than during the previous month, but not so brisk as in
February. 1q2l.
Brunswick Phonograph Shop Incorporated
Articles of incorporation have been filed with
he Secretary of State by the Brunswick Phonograph Shop, Inc. The authorized capital stock
I
Baker.
is 322.22220. The directors are: W.IP.
r

president and manager; II. J. Dirks and E. L
Gramlich.

CELEBRATE 50TH ANNIVERSARY

Mr. Baker has severed his connection

with the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., having
been manager of the company's Indianapolis
branch, and after April will devote his entire
time to the retail phonograph business.
"Our February business was better than the
January business." Mr. Baker said, in speaking of the prospects for the coming months. "The
new console models are in greater demand than
the cabinet models. Business is to be had by
the dealer who goes out after it. The old-style
phonograph dealer who runs his business on the
booking -agency plan might as well lock up his
store and throw away the key. The dealers that
will be successful in 1922 will be the ones who
get busy on the outside and go after business."

Jacob Weinheimer's Sons Hold Public Reception in Handsome Store in Syracuse

1

Prepare for Salesmanship School
Preparations arc being made by the

Kipp

Phonograph Co. to entertain a large number of
Edison dealers expected to attend the salesmanship school this month. The school will be the
biggest of the sort ever held here, Mr. Kipp
predicts.

Looks for Large Spring Business
H. E. Whitman, of the Circle Talking Machine
Shop, is of the opinion that the Spring will
develop an encouraging increase in business. He
says that he increased his advertising expenditures during February with fair results.

T. E. SESSINGER PASSES AWAY
MEMPHIS, TENN., March 5.-T. E. Sessinger, for
a number of years engaged in the talking machine
and house -furnishing business here, passed away

his home recently. Mr. Sessinger was well
known in local business circles and his death is
deeply regretted by his many friends.
at

SYRACUSE. N. Y., March 7.-Jacob Weinheimer's

Sons. who conduct a large talking machine department in an attractive store at 200-208 North
Celina street, this city, yesterday celebrated
tl e fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of
the business.
The day was entitled ''Cour-

tesy Day," and the entire store was thrown
open for the inspection of visitors, no goods
whatever being sold. There was plenty of
music both afternoon and evening. and the distribution of souvenirs marked the occasion.

PACIFIC MUSIC CO. BUYS BUILDING
Nfoorsro, CAL, March 4.-The Pacific Music
has obtained a lease on the Star
Theatre building and extensive alterations are
under way to enlarge the stores which occupy
part of the structure. The Pacific Music Co.
Co., here,

will occupy one of these
the

stores as soon as
alterations arc completed, according,' to

R. S. Smith, head of the concern.

BRUNSWICK SHOP FAVORS EMPLOYES
Lowsvga.r., KY.. February 4.-A co-operative
policy, in which the employes will figure in the
profits of the concern, has been announced by
President II. S. Manning. of the Brunswick
Shop. Inc., here. L. E. Yates, who has been
financially interested in the company, has disposed of his interests to Mr. Manning.

Alterations at the Oakland Phonograph Store,
Oakland,

The NIcCulbee Phonograph Co.. of Dallas, Tex..
has decreased its capital stock from $50,000 to
$36.0022.

Cal..

arc

nearing completion.

Our Records Are a.d,
Our Needles Are OREL
Our Service Is OK,
It would pay you to become an OX dealer.
An Oka- agency for you means larger profits.
Investigate it.
INDEPENDENT JOBBING COMPANY

The

basement of the store has been converted into
a large concert hall. Victor and Edison machines arc featured here.

Goldsboro, N. C.
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VICTOR DEALERS DISCUSS TRADE PROBLEMS AT PEORIA
Assemble Under Auspices of Putnam -Page Co., Victor Distributor, and Listen to Many Important
Merchandise Suggestions Made by Noted Speakers-Close With Banquet at Jefferson Hotel
PEORIA, ILL, March 8.-Under the auspices of the
Co.. Victor wholesaler, a great
gathering of Victor dialers assembled in this
Putnam -Page

city on Thursday and Friday. February 16 ansl
17. when stimulating trade -building talks inspired
everybody with enthusiasm and a desire to make
new trade records during 1922. On the evening

of the lith the convention closed with a banquet
in the Palm Room of the Jefferson Hotel.
The convention started at 9:30 a. in. on the
16th with the registrat.on of visitors at the
Putnam -Page Co. offices, ifo.lowed by an open

session on "Theory of Record Making." with
Fred H. Putnam, of the Putnam -Page Co.. chairFollowing this was a well -thought-out talk

man.

entitled "Supremacy-'Wes'," delivered by Miss
Margaret Streeter. of the educational department
of the Victor Talking Machine Co. Next on the
program was "The Construction of the Victrola,"
by Benjamin Oltmanns, of the Putnam -Page Co,
%%ho went into the construction of the machine
in detail. This was followed by a talk on "Com-

ning. John Gregg Paine, of the legal department
of the Victor Talking Machine Co. His subject
was the principal feature of the evening and he
dwelt mainly on how the Victor Co. regards its
distribution. During the course of his address.
which proved most interesting and illuminating.
he explained fully the responsibility which the
Victor Co. feels toward every retail dealer and
what the company realizes it must do toward
making its distribution flow evenly and in a manner to benefit every retail Victor dealer. By way
oi illustration he told of how an engineer goes
about the building of a &an, and that it was not,
as a great many people thought, the mere digging of a hole and placing a wall about it to hold
back the water. lit reality the engineer starts
from the very source of his water supply and

59

of advertising anti exhibited I. \ aitittICS of the

ales promotion plans which Reincke-Ellis offers
I. the Victor trade.
Dis talk was followed by a little informal discussion by E. F. Carey, Chicago sales manager
for The Talking Machine World. who spoke on
what the future holds in a business way for retail
merchants who apply vigorous and intelligent
sales efforts.
Next on the program %vas a call by Toastmaster

Roy Page for talks from the various dealers, during which discussion the idea of a new organization known as the Central Illinois Victor Dealers'
Association was launched. This idea was immediately seized upon by the dealers present. who

quickly formed a nominating committee which
turned in the names of F. M. Leslie, L. S. Putnam and Lyle Straight, who were unanimously
All of those present pledged themselves

elected.

to do everything they possibly could to further
the good cause.

Those present at the convention included:

petition- by Miss Ruth A. Dillavoux, of the Putnam -Page Co. The afternoon session was taken
up by a talk on "Outside Salesmen" by Roy Page,

of the Putnam -Page Co., followed by a discussion of "To -day's Problem" by John Gregg Pa'ne

oi the Victor Talking Machine Co.
The program on Friday. the 17th, was very ii:
westing, particularly the subjects "Propaganda
for Future Business." by Miss. Streeter, of the
Victor Co.; "Creating Funds for Organizations."
b) H. W. Seitz. of the Putnam -Page Co., and
another talk by Miss Dillavoux entitled "Promotion and Store Management.- Miss Dillavoux
went into minute detail on this particular subject
and related numerous interesting experiences en-

countered by her during her services as Victor
saleswoman. Prior to her entrance into the sales
Feld Miss Dillavoux was a school teacher, and
her study of psychology while carrying on this
work is being applied by her constantly in the
sales of talking machines. The little sales idea's
which she imparted to the listening dealers were
happily received by them and were jotted down

in their notebooks to be put into practice immediately upon their arrival home.
"What Victor Dealers Ask Reinckc-Ellis" was
a very interesting and practical discourse on the
history of advertising and the vital part it plays
in modern business as an accelerator of sales.
given by J. J. Davin. of the Reincke-Ellis Co. It
was well received.
What may be considered one of the most interesting demonstrations ever given at a convention

was made by H. W. Seiti. of the Putnam -Page
Co., who utilized the aid of a violinist and illustrated the various technical points taken advan-

tage of by an artist when playing for Victor
He played many records of Ileifetz.
Krcisler and others, calling attention to certain
measures in these records and demonstrating
with the aid of a violinist the various fingerings
needed to obtain these results. After this he put
on a listening contest. with the aid of five boys
and five girls, ranging in ages from three to eight
years. Many of the dealers present admitted
they had what they thought was a good idea of
how this sort of educational work was done, but
that after the demonstration by Mr. Seitz they
%%ere frank to admit that their ideas had been
recording.

rather vague.
Speakers at the Banquet

The convention closed with an elaborate banquet on the evening of the 17th in the Palm
Room of the Hotel Jefferson. Roy Page, of the
Putnam -Page Co., was toastmaster, and after
several 'toasts introduced the speaker of the eve

FELT

mind VELVET TURNTABLE COVERS
UKULELE PICKS
WASHERS
BUMPERS

"If Ws Fat or mode of Frit "

MONARCH FELT WORKS
39-45 YORK ST..

BROOKLYN. N. Y.

Those Who Attended the Banquet in the Palm Room of the Jefferson Hotel, Peoria
goes back into the records of that particular John G. Paine and Miss Margaret Streeter,
stream, looks up the weather reports covering a
Victor Talking Machine Co.. Camden. N. J.;
period of years. takes note of the records of Mr. ScIdomridge, J. J. Davin, Eugene F. Carey.
floods and other incidents pertaining to that par- Ellis Hansen, Benjamin Retchins, Chicago. Ill.;
ticular stream, and in this way is able to design C. S. Brubaker, Charleston, 111.; Peter Lund.
a dam secure- against any force which may as- Clinton. III.; R. E. Gardner. Washington. 111.; \V.
sault it. The Victor Co. realizes that its distribu- I'. Mosher. F. H. Putnam. Roy Page, Miss R. A.
tion is a stream which it must know in its every Dillavoux, Leonard Putnam. Carl Carey. Miss
channel. If any part of it is choked or clogged
Rose Herndon, Miss Marie Kaiser. Harry Seitz
the company is as quick to realize the conse- and Benjamin Oltmaims, Putnam -Page Co.,
quences as is the engineer. If the mouth of the
Peoria. Ill.; F. E. \Vallett, Dewey Doyle, J. E.
stream is clogged the stream becomes stagnant. Dalton, C. \V. Porter. J. 13. Ticce, F. L. Fell,
The Victor Co. realizes that its distribution is Miss Sophie Mills, Miss Harriet Dunlap, Miss
just like the mouth of this stream, and that if Edna Price. Mrs. Russel Stutzman, G. W.
the dealer becomes clogged distribution will beLa Brier. S. B. Moore. Miss Gertrude Wissel
come stagnant. He then pointed out that everyand Lyle Straight, all of Peoria, Ill.; A. Sundthing humanly possible is being done by the quist. Toulon. Ill.; S. B. Bolton. Mrs. S. 13.
Victor Co. to keep distribution flowing smoothly Bolton. Alcdo, Ill.; \V. L. Barnett. Watseka.
by creating a desire to own a \'ictrola on the III.; Russell N. Smith, Carthage. III.; 0. D.
part of the people and by admonishing them to Ehrlichcr. Peking. Ill.; G. E. Lester. Hoopeston.
come to the authorized Victor merchants to get
III.; F. M. Leslie. Urbana. Ill.; Rufus L. Berry.
the authentic goods. He concluded his talk by Springfield, Ill.; Mrs. K. M. Williams. Colfax.
sonic well -thought-out stories pertaining to "tie- Ill.; Roy Miller, Dixon, 111.; T. A. Conboy,
ups." saying that the Victor Co. can only create Sterling. III.; A. R. Meyer. Havana. III.; T. I.

the desire on the part of the public for good

music. and that then it is up to the dealer to
reach out and say, "We've got it.- The dealer
should tic up and show that he is a recognized
Victor dealer. lie should become thoroughly acquainted with Victor merchandise. and especially

with the general catalog. In speaking of this
catalog he warned dealers not to hand out this
tremendous volume to a new customer. and let
it go at that, saying that this was just like turning a Bible over to a heathen and saying. "Ilere
is the way to salvation." The heathen could do
nothing with the Bible unless he was taught, nor
can the untutored customer with the Victor bible
-its great catalog. This part of Mr. Paine's address made a very deep impression on all of his
hearers and left everyone inspired with a deeper
understanding of the business in which he is engaged.

Mr. Paine's talk was followed by one given by
J. Davin, of the Rcincke-Ellis Co.. who gave
another very interesting discourse on the history
.1

Griggs. Mr. Munsen. Kewanee. 111.; D. V. Clyde.
McKinley & Son, Mason City. III.; F. A. Doyle,
Galesburg. III.; E. T. Froyd, Paxton. 111.; Miss
\V. C. Requarth. Ottawa. 111.; Leo Johnson and
Mrs. Leo Johnson. Jacksonville. Ill.

Salesmen and merchants who desire to keel
abreast of the times should read the trade journals.

Warbletone Record Renewer
Cler. and polishes old records and makes them
.11Orrod

and look like new.

('leans

the

grooves

and

general

the

surface.

removing dust, grit and foreign matter without the
least injury to the sound grooves themselves.

This new invention elves new voice Anil renewed
tone to records and will positive!, c4rifs articula
Lion.

One

bottle

will last

indefinitely

Immensely valuable to

machine owners.

Very

dealers as well
"2 drops to a r.- rot d."

simply
as

to

If your jobber cannot sup;d. you order direct.
l'rice SO cents per bottle retail.

Liberal discount,

WARBLETONE MUSIC CO.
225 M

busetts Ave

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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VOCALION
Phonographs

Yerkes' S. S. Flotilla Orchestra
exclusively on

VOCALION RECORDS
Playable on All Phonographs

Dance enthusiasts from all
parts of the world, fox-trot to

Yerkes' S. S. Flotilla Orchestra

at the unique Flotilla Restaurant. Customers from every

The graduola

state in the U. S. A. have

Exclusive Vocalion Tone -Control

for the Vocalion Records of

makes the Vocalion more
than a phonograph

created an enormous demand
this popular orchestra. Yerkes'

S. S. Flotilla Orchestra is but
one of the many famous dance
organizations now exclusively
Vocalion.

-a
true musical instrument

that buyers of all types
will enjoy playing.
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VOCALION
fed *cords

"%mos.'

THE VOCALION LINE represents @Aeolian
Quality. Its unequaled business value is recognized

by the following leaders in the music -industry.
Let it mean added sales -profits to you
I.-

'IM=7

-.1

THE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE VOCALION
The Vocation Co., 190 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass.
Woodside Vocalion Co., 156 High St.,
Portland, Me.
Musical Products Distr. Co., 37 E. 18th St.,
New York City
Gibson Snow Co., 306 West Willow St.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Lincoln Business Bureau, 1011 Race St.,
Vocation 'Record Distributor

Philadelphia, Pa.
Lancaster, Pa.
.
.
Penn Vocalion Co.
Clark Musical Sales Co., 505 Liberty Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Clark Musical Sales Co., 324 N. Howard St.,
Baltimore, Md.
0. J. De Moll St. Co., 12th and G Sts., N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Vocation Company of Ohio, 328 W. Superior
St., Cleveland, Ohio

Vocation Company of Ohio, 420 W. Fourth

St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Lind Csr. Marks Co., 530 Bates St.,

Detroit, Mich.
Louisville Music Co., 529 S. 4th St.,
Louisville, Ky.
The Aeolian Co., 529 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
The Aeolian Co., 1004 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
New Orleans, La.
D. H. Holmes Co. .
Guest Piano Co. . . . Burlington, Iowa
Memphis, Tenn.
.
Hesig Ellis Drug Co.
Vocation Record Distributor

Fargo, N. D.
.
.
Stone Piano Co.
.
Stone Piano Co., 826 Nicollet Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
The Consolidated Music Co.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Commercial Associates, 754 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Magnavox Co., 616 Mission St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Vocation Record Distributor

Complete Information on the VOCALION Line Furnished Upon Request

The AEOLIAN
COMPANY
AEOLIAN HALL, NEW YORK
.
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INTRODUCE THE PURITAN RECORD

NEW STORE ATTRACTS CROWDS

INTERNATIONALLY POPULAR

Bridgeport Die & Machine Co. Now Pressing a
Record of Its Own-First Release a Large

Columbia Dealers New Establishment Visited

Columbia Trade -mark the Only Superscr:ption
on Letter From Japan

and Varied One-Limits Its Territory

by 8,000 People-Grafonola Department Handsomely Decorated-Plan Sales Drive

C(1xx., March 1 -The Bridgeport Die

LANTAsTeit, PA., March G.-lt was necessary to

The famous trade -mark used by the Columbia
Craphophone Co. has become internationally pop-

& Machine Co.. of this city. which has built up

call out the police to handle the crowds at the
formal ope ' g of the Key stone Furniture Co.'s
store in this city. Two hours before the official

ular. as evidenced by a letter received recently
from a Col bia dealer in Japan. This dealer.
Mr. Tanaka, wished to secure a complete Colum-

all enviable reputation throughout

the talking

machine trade for its record pressing. is now

for the opening. West King street was

pressing a record of its own in addition to its

time

pressing work for the manufacturers. This new
record is named the Puritan record. and all releases are in ten -inch size, double disc. and will
retail for 50 cents. The first release consisted of

lined for two blocks and more than 8.000 people
passed through the store on the various days
devoted to the opening festivities.
One of the features of the company's establishment is the Grafonola department, which is
composed of six hearing rooms, finished in ivory
and tinted with green. At the entrance of the
department there are two open display rooms.
arranged in pedestal style, displaying two handsome Columbia period Grafonolas. To the left
of these display rooms are the record racks and
counter cases. The Grafonola department is
directly in charge of Mr. Hoffman and Mrs.
Butz. and they arc making plans for an energetic
sales drive in behalf of Columbia Grafonolas
and records.

fifty-six dance numbers, twenty popular vocal
four instrumental records, sixteen
standard and sacred songs, eight Hawaiian num-

numbers,

bers, twelve recordings of concert and military
bands and twenty-eight violin. saxophone and trio
recordings. It is planned to supplement this list

regularly throughout the future. and in addition
to the usual monthly releases two new records
will he released each week, thus making popular
hits available immediately. The Bridgeport Die
& Machine Co. is confining its activities to a
territory east of the Ohio River and north of the

1S.44 ).g.)
(

Potomac.

OPENS THIRD BRONX STORE

SOON READY TO DELIVER MOTORS

L. Liebowitz, one of the most progressive
in metropolitan territory, opened his

William Brand Announces That Lindstrom Products Will Soon Be Available for Trade

dealers

William Brand. 27 East Twenty-second street,
New York. the well-known importer of mica diaphragms and other talking machine accessories.
and who some time ago took over the American
agency for single -spring motor- manufactured by
the Carl Lindstrom Co., now announces that deliveries of these new single -spring motors will be
made in quantity lots within the next few weeks.
Samples are now being forwarded to the trade.
Mr. Brand has just completed a trade trip

nished considerable entertainment to a large
crowd of interested visitors. Mr. Liebowitz.
who is an enthusiastic Columbia dealer, has

through Middle West territory calling on the

third store recently and as an opening attraction a local jazz band was secured which fur-

three stores in the Bronx. all

of which are

closing a substantial business and which are
ender his personal management.

ARTIST IN WINDOW DRAWS CROWDS
WASHINGTON.

I). C., February 27.-The Van

Wickle Piano Co.. of 1217 F street, this city. at-

Detroit. Chicago and St. Louis.

tracted considerable attention to its establishment
recently when Alberto Barret% celebrated young
Peruvian artist, appeared in the company's win-

The American Phonograph Co.. of 187 Pearl
street. Burlington. Vt.. is featuring Victor machines in both the wholesale and retail branches

dow and made crayon sketches of men well
known in the nation's capital. A Victrola which
was played continually during the exhibit added

of its business.

force to the display.

trade in the larger cities, including Cleveland.

Reinforced 3 -ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talk-

ing Machines and Records
Let us

figure

on

your

requirements

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,

art

Co.. which evidently is known the world over,
and which is evidently sufficient for the United
States post office authorities, as the letter was.
promptly delivered to the main office of the Co
lumbia Co. in New York City.

ANNOUNCES LOWER RANGE OF PRICES

--111 PHONOGRAPH CASES
WADE BY

The Letter From Japan
bia record catalog, and the only address that he
used was the "notes" trade -mark of the Columbia

Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.

The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co.. manufacturer.
importer and wholesaler of musical merchandise.
Brooklyn. N. Y.. has recently announced reduced prices on Gretsch-American xylophones.

The Gretsch line of xylophones covers a wide
range of selection, from the No 1050, which
retails at $3, to the No. 46, at $110. An attractive circular has been prepared describing and
illustrating this line.
One of the chief elements of salesmanship is
knowing how to influence people. This entails
a never-ending study of human nature.
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THE ORMNIGO PERIOD
PHONOGRAPH
THE gratifying response to our initial announcement last month has convinced us

there is ample room
phonograph of merit.

in the market for a

Through the decorative trade, these cabinets
are being placed in some of the very best
homes.

This same opportunity is open to every dealer

and we are confident you will not be disappointed with either the cabinet or the price.
You may purchase these cabinets equipped or
unequipped, as desired.

If you are interested, you will be cordially
welcomed at our factory.

THE ORSENIGO COMPANY, Inc.
FACTORY
Skillman Avenue and Rawson Street
Long Island City, N. Y.

I

SHOWROOM
110-112 West 42nd Street
New York City, N. Y.
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FIRE DAMAGES DODGE MFG. CO.
Fire in

PROMPTNESS
By EDWARD FRASER CARSON
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Be at the appointed place at the time appointed.

tues. but of these one of the greatest is prompt-

for in being tardy you entail a double responsibility. l'ou squander not only your own time but
that of the man you are to meet as well. And
however you may be a spendthrift of your own
time. in making another waste time you arc rob-

If your boss

pays

you to get to work at 9
o'clock for Heaven's
sake get to work at 9
Be in your
place at 9 o'clock, not

o'clock.

five or ten or fifteen
minutes after-no, not
one

minute

after 9.

For tardiness there is
never any real excuse.
If you start from home

early enough you will
forestall delays on the

An innocent man
Edward Fraser Carson
convicted of murder is
sentenced to die at 9 o'clock. The pardon arrives

What excuse shall the bearer of the
pardon who lagged on the way make at the
Eternal Bar of Justice? lie cannot plead that

at 9.01.

the car was blocked.
If your customer wants his purchase delivered

by a certain hour don't promise to do it unless
it can be done. But if you do promise, see that
it is delivered on time, even if you have to do it
yourself.

Time, they say, was made for slaves, but who
among us is a free man? For we must cat and
drink and sleep, and just to that extent are we
slaves of our own needs, for these things can only
be obtained by work. Even the savage
jungle must answer the call of hunger, thirst and
exhaustion.

Manufacturer of

Seebrook

threatened total destruction of Plant No. 5 of
the Dodge Mfg. Co. here recently. The fire
was extinguished after an hour and a half's effort
by the fire department. Before the flames were
subdued they had spread over the entire second
floor and were attacking the talking machine
records stored there. Water flooded the floor
and, leaking into the main floor, damaged a
number of partially constructed cabinets.

bing
of something which you can never
restore.
I.et it be said of you that you do what you
have promised when you have promised it should
be done.
1

The Dodge Co. has been manufacturing the
Seebrook phonograph, which is especially designed for theatre work. One thousand machines
which were stored in the building adjacent to the
one that was burned were not damaged. The
plant and contents were fully insured. it is said.

Of all those things which conic as a birthright,
time alone is the one thing of which the measure
is limited. Therefore, be careful of time and see
that it is not wasted, for when it is gone it cannot be recovered.

FILE PETITION IN BANKRUPTCY

Life might be likened to a. purse filled with

car line.

of

MISHAWAKA, IND., March 6.-Talking machine
cabinets and other parts and supplies were damaged to the amount of $30,000 in a fire that

In flit. world of business there are many virness.

Plant

Phonographs Destroys Some Cabinets, Records, etc.-Damage Estimated at $30,000

coins, each coin an hour. As each hour passes
a coin is spent and when the purse is empty
happy is he who can account for each coin and
show that it was spent wisely.
Therefore, you should ever be more careful of
your time than you are of your money, for the
dollar that is lost may be replaced by a little
work, lint an hour that is passed is gone beyond

A petition in bankruptcy was filed on February 27 against the Electric Phonograph Corp.,
of 236 West 116th street, New York, by Frank
Hildebrand. Charles ti. Fischer and Jeanette
Frimarck. Liabilities are about $15,000 and
assets about $10,000.

LOANS COLUMBIA TO VILLAGE

recall.

The successful man is prompt in all of his
undertakings, for he has learned that all things
come to him who is on the job when opportunity
knocks at his door. He has learned the lesson
of life, which is that promptness in keeping one's

The Lockwood Shop, exclusive Columbia dealer,

of Lake Placid, has loaned a Columbia machine

and a Magnavox to the village and the Lake
Placid Skating Association. The loan has been
productive of sonic worth -while publicity for the
Lockwood Shop.

engagements pays dividends far more surely than
money that is deposited in the bank.

Poor Richard said that a penny saved

is

The Smith -Woodward Piano Co., of Houston.
Texas, is pl
g to move into more spacious
quarters at 908 Capital avenue in the near future.

a

If this is so, then how much more
may it be said of the minute that you save!
penny earned.

I

.
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PAT. APPI.'D POR.

ORO-TONE
FEATURES
MODEL L S
COMPOUND
ROCKER
ACTION
'I' 13 e

highest

grAde nod most
ieotifle repro
darer ever offered

the trade.

Extension A telescopes into large

elbow B. giving a length adjustment from 7 Y4 to 91/2 inches.
Adjustment screw C engages an
indexed channel in extension A,
assuring perfect alignment. Slightly releasing locking thumbscrew E
permits height adjustment of large
elbow in base ring D. Releasing

-tI s
.
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.
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,a ,k......,..
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locking screw E entirely permits
tone arm to be removed from base

ring D for packing separately before shipping, if desired.

ASK FOR ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE

Caye.c7---

1000 to 1010 GEORGE ST.

L49; CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

PAT. A PPL'D FOR.

Illustrating Angle Throw Bath Improement-

rrtrilt

reproducer to clear lone arm when thrown back regardlas of whether It Is In poItion for pla)ing 11111 and
Dale or Lairral-out record..
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HARDING SEES TIDE OF TRADE TURNING TO PROSPERITY
Chief Executive Points to Banking Statement as Proof That Peak of Liquidation Has PassedEconomic Depression Rapidly Being Lifted and Business Shows Steady Upward Trend

"Next to the item of aggregate resources, perhaps, in a period of liquidation such as is now
taking place, the most impressive testimony of
the soundness of a banking situation is to be
found in the individual deposits. We find that,
excluding United States Government deposits,
there was an increase of $322,811,000 in these

Wasmxcrox, D. C., March 4.-The White House

has co-operated with the other departments of
the Government, which have taken an optimistic
view of business conditions, making an announcement that the statement of the Comptroller of the
Currency, based on the last bank call, showed the
most satisfactory turn in financial affairs of the

deposits between September 6 and December 31,

nation since 1919.

1921. The significance of this will be the more
apparent when it is explained that between De-

The Comptroller's statement indicates that the
peak of liquidation has been passed and that there

cember 29, 1920, and September 6, 1921, there had

is reason to believe the most serious period of

been a continuing reduction in deposits aggr

depression has been experienced. \Vhile the na-

tional banks represent somewhat less than half
of the banking capacity it is assumed that other
institutions have experienced similar develop-

"It is therefore an unquestionable evidence oi a
improving position that between the
statement of September 6 last and the statement
of December 31 last there took place a reversal
of this movement, which resulted in an increase
of $322,811,000 in individual deposits. This is at
the rate of about $100,000,000 monthly increase.
rapidly

ments.

The White House announcement contends that
the situation in the agricultural districts is improving and that better times may be expected.
"Most Satisfactory Turn" Shown

call of December 31 last. It shows the most
satisfactory turn in the financial affairs of the
country that has been registered by a bank statement since the conclusion of 1919. The peak of
banking capacity in this country was reached in
the statement of December 31, 1919, when the
national banks reported aggregate resources of
$22,711,000,000. From that time on there was, as
shown by the successive consolidated statements,
a substantially steady decrease in the aggregate

Not only has the tide turned, but it has
been flowing strong and steady.

"It must be borne in mind that the national

"The statement that is now being made public
registers for the first time a very substantial
upturn in resources. It shows that the banks
occupy a greatly improved and strengthened position as regards their rediscounts, their re-

sources, their cash in hand and their deposits,
which show an astonishing gain. It demonstrates that the process of liquidation has been
proceeding at such an excellent rate that it may
fairly be said that we are well on the road to
getting the 'frozen credits' thawed out. In this
regard, indeed, it is by far the most satisfactory
showing that has been made since the phrase
'frozen credits' was invented.
"The extent of the broad general improvement

in the financial situation between the bank call
of September 6 and that of December 31 last is so
striking as to justify especial attention. The lawfar

beyond legal requirements and has been strikingly

increased within the period covered by this call.
This is, on the whole, perhaps the most impressive single item that a consolidated bank statement shows as to the general soundness of the
fiscal situation.

"One of the most striking showings is that
cash in the vaults of banks was reduced, between
September 6 and December 31, by only $15,987,000. But for the fact that great amounts of cash
were required to be withdrawn on account of
interest and dividend payments as of January
1

a very great increase in the amount of cash would
have been shown.

No. 35217

BASKET
Filled with Flowers;
each, 75c; per dozen.
$7.50.

\Vrite to -day for my

SPRING CATA-

LOGUE No. 35 of
Artificial Flowers,
Plants,

Vines,

etc.

MAILED FREE
FOR THE ASKING.

FRANK NETSCHERT
61 Barclay Street

New York, N. Y.

N EEDLES

250,000.

resources.

is

BLUE STEEL

last was $15,075,000,000, a gain of $514,000,000
since September 6. To put it in another way.
aggregatt deposits fell, between December 29,
1920, and September 6, 1921, $1,717,000,000, and
since September 6, 1921, they have risen $514,-

President, "is issuing the consolidated statement of the national banks, representing the bank

reserve with Federal reserve banks

REFLEX°

The aggregate of all deposits on December 31

"The Comptroller of the Currency." said the

ful

-

gating $1,103,552,000.

Your Line of
Phonograph
Needles Is Not
Complete Unless
You Display
These Popular
Brands

banks represent considerably less than half of
the total banking capacity of the nation. It is,
therefore, safe to assume that the State, savings and private banks and trust companies have
experienced the same turn in the tide that is noted
in the case of the national banks. We may, therefore, conclude that the figures for national banks
may safely be doubled in order to get an approximate representation of the situation as to the entire banking establishment of the nation.
Peak of Liquidation Passed
"On December 31 last the national banks had
lawful

reserve with Federal reserve banks of

$1,143,000,000, which was almost $87,000,000 in
excess of legal requirements.
"Under any analysis the figures indubitably

tt

Relies° Blur Steel

phone

graph needles "hold the rec-

for popularity st ith
jobbers and dealers the et -poul-

ord"

try user.

Write for samples and prices.

GILT EDGE

NEE DLES

demonstrate that the peak of liquidation and oi
consequent depression was passed somewhere between September 6 last and December 31 last and

that the tendency has been steadily toward improvement in business and less reliance of business upon the support of the banks.
"Of precisely like tenor are recent advices irom

the War Finance Corporation, which reports a
progressive liquidation of its loans and a general
improvement of conditions in the agricultural industry. Recent stabilizations of prices for agricultural staples have brought the farmers to the

point where they are able to realize something
at least approximating costs of production and
can look forward hopefully to still further improvements in no very distant future."

RECO-RAPS PROVING
POPULAR
--Sr. Louts, Nfo., March 7.-The Reco-Rap Co., oi
this city, which recently introduced a new transportation package for talking machine records, is
meeting with pleasing success in the introduc-

tion of this package to the dealers throughout
the country. February business was excellent
and the company is now shipping Reco-Raps to
every State in the Union. One of the gratifying
natures of the company's business is the fact that
it is receiving numerous repeat orders, indicating
that the dealers are using Reco-Raps to splendid
advantage.

Gilt Edge phonograph needles

are made from start to finish
in the U. S. A. The point of
a Gilt Edge needle is treated

by an exclusive Reflexo process. This minimizes friction
and eliminates the scratching,
scraping sound. The chemical

layer on the needle not only
produces a more beautiful
tone but actually prolongs the
life of the record.

Write today for
samples and prices.

REFLEX()
PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
347 Fifth Avenue
At 34th St.

CLARK BUYS BROOKS MUSIC STORE
COOPERSTOWN, N. Y., March 6.-The music stor,
conducted in the Cooperstown National Bank

!Wilding here for the past two years by Squirt
D. Brooks has been purchased by Owen G. Clark.

who has already taken possession. This store
has been doing a good business in talking machines, records and sheet music.

Suite 4411

Nsw York City
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EFFECTIVE STEGER ADVERTISING
Steger Phonographs and Pianos Being Featured
in the Leading National Magazines

line calling attention to the other product, piano
advertising referring to the Steger phonograph

DISCUSS CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING

and vice versa.

Talking Machine Men at Meeting Last Month
Take Up Subject for Consideration-Annual
Banquet to Be Held on April 20 at Pennsylvania Hotel-Plans for March Meeting

WINS HONORS IN BEAUTY CONTEST

Steger phonograph and piano advertising is
now appearing, and will appear, in a number of
the leading publications of national circulation.
and the effects of the publicity that has already
been issued through that channel have been ex-

111Aacit 15, 1922

Saleswoman in Buffalo Columbia Store Wins

First Prize in Beauty Contest -Accomplished
Pianist, and Singer, Writer and Athlete

March 6.-Miss Irene M.
Frechette, of this city. has just been awarded
first honors and a thousand -dollar prize in the
national beauty contest held by the International Feature Service. The talking machine
B UEFA Lo,

cellent.

The Steger phonographs have been featured
particularly, special announcements regarding
those instruments appearing in the February issue

of the Atlantic Monthly, Century Magazine and

N.

Y.,

Munsey's. in the March number of Scribner's and
Harper's Magazines, and the April issue of
World's Work. Special phonograph ads also ap-

trade is keenly interested in this award, as Miss
Frechette is a member of the sales staff of the

pear in the February. March and April numbers
of Etude. Photoplay Magazine. Red Book, Even body's and several other of the most promi-

handles Columbia Grafonolas and records.
Miss Frechette is a pianist. singer, writer and
athlete, and above all is an expert saleswoman.
She has a host of friends in the trade who were
delighted to know of the honors accorded her
in the beauty contest.

music store owned by John G. Schuler, who

nent magazines.

All the advertising, regardless of whether it
features pianos or phonographs. has a "tic -up"

LI f lOIDO1.4110114.14 Tr

All of our advertising contains this excellent advice -

-

:*"*..

accompanied by a committee composed of Chester Abelowitz, M. Max, A. Davega and B.

Abrams, was on hand, and after an address by

Mr. Landay the committee moved about the
tables making final arrangements for gathering
the funds. The music trades committee's quota
has been placed at $50,000.

Charles D. Isaacson, editor of "Our Family
Music" page of the New York Evening Mail,
which paper has been giving free concerts in

work along music lines. Mr. Isaacson's address
was well received and was followed by supplementary remarks from President Irwin Kurtz.
It is proposed to have an exclusive design
which is to be used by dealers, showing that they are members of the Talking Machine Men, Inc.

-.11111.11.M.11

_ . t5.; 's

Max Landay, chairman of the music trade
committee of the American Jewish War Relief,

the Association carry out an advertising campaign in connection with the Mail's publicity

4101 .4AIWAVMerfie-ilifityraligWssWhhosJs0....,.,..

.

retailers of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, was held at the Cafe Boulevard, New York.
The meeting was as usual, preceded by a luncheon at which a number of members of the New
Jersey Victor Retailers' Association were guests.

sixty-nine neighborhood centers, then presented
a plan to the members for the purpose of having

"Be Sure Your Walnut is ALL 'Walnut:"
.

The February meeting of the Talking Machine
Men. Inc., the organization of talking machine

r

This design will be used conspicuously in the
Mail's advertising page with appropriate editorial
comment. The members of the Association will
also receive a decalcomanie sign for window use
as well as small imprints for advertisements, circulars and other publicity material. It is hoped
to get over a hundred retailers to take advertising space in twenty-six issues of the Mail (luring
the year.

It was announced that the annual banquet and

ball of the Association will be held on the evening of April 20 at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
At the March 13 meeting of the Association
Isabelle Lowden is scheduled to address the members of the Association.

At the March meeting of the Association the
cell -known music publishing firm. Richmond Robbins, Inc., will be represented. D. M. Winkler. general manager of that organization, will
address the gathering and several songs from his
firm's catalog will be demonstrated.

AMERICAN WALNUT

A MERICAN

PHONOGRAPH C.7L'INET.

CONSOLE DESIGN.

EXHIBI I. AT MERCHANDISE FAIR
Banner Records Displayed and Demonstrated at

Recent Exhibition in New York
"The Cabinet -wood Superlative."

An exhibit of Banner records was made by the

Plaza Music Co., New York, at the New York

A Well -Made Piece

Merchandise Fair. held at the Seventy-first Regi-

ment Armory during the week of February 20.
Ii attracted a good deal ui attention and buyers
seemed to be impressed with the merits of this

in American Walnut Sells Itself.

new record.

The manufacturer who calls upon American Walnut to help

According to H. Germain, of the company, the
idea of placing the popular -priced record on the
market has found favor with many dealers and
Banner records are being distributed with profitable results. The company has announced that
extensive plaits for a greatly increased produc-

him meet competition has enlisted a powerful ally.
Where the "selling points" are plainly revealed it isn't much of
a trick to book orders.
We are steadily strengthening the public's taste for American Walnut by our persistent and constantly increasing national
campaign of advertising.
It is, naturally, your job to give them what they want.

tion on Banner records will shortly he brought
to completion.

FEATURING CARRYING CASES
WASHINGTON,

responsible producers of American Walnut lumber and veneers, the

AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
Room 1022, 616 S3uth Michigan Boulevard

D. C., March 1.-Topham's, of this

city. well known throughout the leather goods
trade, is conducting a special drive on carrying
These
cases for records which it produces.
cases are finished in two sizes for both ten and

Write for data for MAKERS or data for DEALERS -and that invaluable "Brochure de Luxe" for your S.ILESMEN. Address the

twelve -inch records and many exceptional claims

Ca

are made for the construction and finish. An
index card for fifty records is contained in the

AMY -

lid.

Chicago, U.S. A.
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will definitely go to press
this month. If you have
not yet returned your
O.K.'d data sheet for classified listing, please do so
by return mail.

If you have not yet reserved your advertising
space in this standard

book of

reference and

wish to be represented
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You'll have a run on this one! "Cutie," a
medley fox-trot from The Blue Kitten, by
the Knickerbocker Orchestra. Also "Venetian Love Boat," another fox-trot, by Ray

Miller and His Melody Boys. A-3557.

Columbia Graphophone
NEW YORK

The Value of an Intelligently Prepared Mailing List
By H. S. THORPE, The Huse Publishing Co., Norfolk, Neb.
1

There are mailing lists and mailing lists. A
mailing list may be a liability or an asset, according to the intelligence-or lack of it-used
in compiling it, in classifying it and in using it.
As far as the Victor business is concerned a
mailing list will be a liability if it is an indiscriminate list of names taken at random from
city and town directories, telephone directories
or other similar sources, because such a list used
as a target for Victrola literature will: First,

I

WI I bltlCrtI 011:r."

,

I
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ui it contains the names of those in your town
and legitimate trade territory who have no talking
machines at all and who arc financially able to
buy one, another division the names of those who

have fours and sixes and might be interested in
the purchase of a cabinet machine. Another division the names of those who can afford to buy
the more expensive machines (as distinct from
the first division), another the names of the
teachers in the rural schools in your section, and

include the names of people who already have
Victrolas; second, the names of people who
already have some other make of talking machine; third, the names of people who under no
circumstances could possibly afford to buy any
kind of an instrument and will be a dead loss,
and fourth, because such a list, if it took in other
towns and cities than your own, is very apt to
include the names of some of your competitors
ho can adopt your advertising ideas and plans
to their own benefit and to your detriment. Some
of the best ideas and some of the best plans in
developing the sale of Victrolas and records that
the writer has used during the past twelve years
have been sent to him by mail by firms selling
competitive machines in other cities who had
evidently taken his name from a list of property
owners or automobile owners or something of

another the names of all makes of talking machines in your town and trade territory. Still

the sort without making any effort to find out

lar ones with a rather gratifying degree of suc-

that business he was in.
A mailing list will be an asset if one division

cess; as a consequence we consider our mailing
list a valuable part of our selling equipment.

McNAMARA VISITS THE TRADE

JOHN CHURCH CO. OPENS BRANCH

W. J. McNamara, president of the Empire Phono

Parts Co.. of Cleveland, 0., was a visitor during
the latter part of February to New York and other
points in the East. In a chat with The World he
expressed himself as well pleased with the condition of business during 1921 and was most optimistic regarding the outlook for trade as a whole
during 1922. lie remarked that while business
slowed up somewhat after the holidays there
now was a decided undercurrent of betterment
in evidence, which will undoubtedly expand. The
so-called reconstruction period is now at an
end, and business everywhere is starting anew
along healthy lines, all of which must have its
fa% orable reflex on the talking machine industi y.

should be bombarded with machine literature,
selected, of course, to fit the particular element

you arc trying to reach, while the people of the
last division-the machine owners-should be
frequently reminded that you arc waiting to furnish them with Victor records, needles, albums
and supplies of all kinds.
Keep hammering
away at them and in time you will find yourself
on their mailing list.
The plans suggested may not appeal to every
dealer and the writer is not urging anyone to
adopt them. In common with many other Victor dealers we have followed these plans or simi-

acts:, ILL, February 27.-A piano and talking
machine establishment has been opened here at
162 Milwaukee street by the John Church Co., of
Chicago. This concern manufactures the John
Church and Everett player -pianos and the John
Church phonographs. These instruments and

others made by the company will be sold here
and in the surrounding territory.

Well-known Phonograph Now Being Made by
Ohio Cathedral Co.-Dealers Being Appointed in Many Parts of the Country
MARIOS, 0., March 6.-The Ohio Cathedral Co.,

of this city, which is now manufacturing the
e.ell-known Cathedral phonograph,

is meeting

with gratifying success in the introduction of
this machine in the leading trade centers. During
the course of the past few weeks the company
has established important agencies in different
parts

of the country, and judging from the

enthusiastic reception accorded its line the com-

pany will have no difficulty in securing a wide
distribution for its product.
The Cathedral phonograph is being manufactured in an up-to-date plant, and W. H. Hough-

ton, who is well known in the local manufacwring field, is president of the company. Ile is
giving careful consideration to the requirements

of the dealers, and the various designs in the
Cathedral line are well calculated to meet the
demands of the most critical and discriminating
1 uyers.

G. J. PALMER ENLARGES STORE
George J. Palmer, talking machine dealer, of
West Chester, Pa., has greatly enlarged his business. Trade has increased here to such an extent that Mr. Palmer was compelled to add
several record demonstration booths to ade-

quately take care of customers. The basement
of the establishment has also been remodeled
and drafted into use.

CHANDLER & NEWMAN OPEN BRANCH
VISALIA, Cm.., March 4.-Chandler & Newman,
talking machine and sewing machine merchants.
with headquarters in Fresno, Cal., have opened
a branch store here, with L. E. White in charge.
In addition to sewing machines a complete stock
of Columbia and Bluebird machines is handled.
The concern operates stores in Fresno. Modesto,

Bakersfield. Taft and Dinuba.

Do NOT Delay Ordering the Lea
Phonograph and Talking Machine TRUCK,
if you expect to reduce your overhead, as we may

not be able to ship promptly later in the season.

DESCRIBES RECORDING PROBLEMS
An interesting article on the problems of
making talking machine records appeared in
the current issue of the American Magazine.
The

further subdivisions will suggest themselves.
Obviously, no list has any value if it is not
used.
The people in the first four divisions

CATHEDRAL MAKING RAPID PROGRESS

article

described

various

methods

of

recording and contained facts about some of
the most prominent artists engaged in making
re -cords.

The Stradivaria Phonograph Co., of Portland.
Ore., has changed its name to Beaver State
Furniture Mfg. Co.

With this truck one man is able to demonstrate the
largest machines in the home, the best place ever
to clinch a sale.
iVe have a circular for you. Ask for it.

Also

Piano Trucks, Hoists, Covers and Straps
Made only by

Self Lifting Piano Truck Co.
FINDLAY, OHIO
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Your customers will be fascinated with the
lovely soprano voice of Maria Barrientos

as she sings "Ah! non giunge," from La

Sonnambula, another Columbia hit for April.

"Wrap it up" will be the verdict.
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Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

IMPORTANT CHANGES IN EI)ISON PERSONNEL ANNOUNCED
A. H. Curry Takes Full Charge of Musical Phonograph Division of Thomas A. Edison. Inc.A L. Walsh Appointed Head of Advertising Department-Charles Edison Comments on Changes

In accordance with a well-defined plan, certain important changes have occurred

in

the

personnel cud of the musical phonograph divi-

sion of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.

A. H. Curry,

who came on from Texas last August to assume
the office of vice-president in charge of the
phonograph division, has now whipped an

organization of his own into concrete shape,
thereby allowing William Maxwell, for some
fifteen years head of the phonograph division.
to retire and devote his entire energies to the
enterprise he started last Fall, known as the
XVilliam Maxwell Institute of Salesmanship.
The following appointments have been made
on the "general staff," under Mr. Curry: first
assistant to Mr. Curry, F. C. Beattie, who was

associated with Mr. Curry in Texas for a long

time and who came on to Orange with hint
early last Fall; A. L. Walsh, manager of advertising department, which is to include henceforth, in addition to advertising, the work
formerly done under the recital and editorial
departments; W. F. Taylor continues as manager of the sales promotion department; and
J. A. Sherman, manager of the order and service
department.

Mr. \\'alsh has long been associated with the
Edison Co.. both as a Re-creation artist and as

head of the recital and tone test department.
Mr. Sherman has also been with the Edison
organization for a number of years. formerly

serving in the role of assistant sales manager.
The resignations accepted on March 1 in connection with the above appointments include,
in addition to Mr. Maxwell. Thomas J. Leonard,

for a long time sales manager of the phonograph division; C. G. Wood, advertising manager.

and Daniel E. Wheeler. editor of the

various Edison house organs.
In discussing the changes with The Review.
Mr. Curry made it clear that revamping of the
departmental functions has been effected because henceforth it is to be the policy of the
company to co-operate with each Edison

How-

ever, at their last convention in New York the
jobbers reached the decision that they could take

care of the circularization better than it could
be done from the plant, and the board of directors of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., have concurred in
this decision.

"It is with a great deal of regret that we announce the resignation of Mr. Maxwell as an
officer of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.. effective March 1.
The successful and rapid expansion' of the Max-

particular jobber, whereas the policy in the past
has bcen one of nationalizing the sales promo-

development.

tion, jobber co-operation, and dealer service
work.

industry has been in the hands of A. II. Curry

Many new plans which are to form a part

trate his entire time and effort on its further
"As the active management of the phonograph

of the new program were consummated at the

for some months, Mr. Maxwell's decision will not
cause any change ill policy."

NEW EMERSON SHOP IN DALLAS

W. C. FUBRI RETURNS FROM TRIP

Modern Establishment in Texas City Handles
Emerson Line of Phonographs and Records
Exclusively-C. L. Mahoney, Manager

Okch General Sales Manager Finds Conditions
Steadily Improving-Jobbers and Dealers
Pleased With New Window Display Service

DALLAS, TEN., March 7.-The Emerson Shop, a

W. C. Fuhri, general sales manager of the
division of the General Phonograph

very distinctive and particularly modern music
store, has been added to Dallas' already large
number of splendid music stores. This shop
will handle Emerson phonographs and records
exclusively. It is located at 1303 Elm street,
in the building formerly occupied by the Adam

record

Schaff Piano Co.
C. L. Mahoney, manager, is most enthusiastic

tions in the South are splendid, and that generally speaking there is a steady improvement
noticeable in practically all sections. Okeh distributors are doing a healthy business, and
judging from their reports there is every reason
to believe that 1922 will be their banner year.
The distributors advised Mr. Fuhri that Okch
dealers are delighted with the new Okeh window
displays and poster service. They arc using
them to splendid advantage and practically all
of the distributors in this territory have stated
that this service is acting as a direct stimulant to

vations that have been in-

COLUMBIA ARTISTS ON BROADWAY

1831

"This is not a reorganization and we do not
expect to give up the sales department.

well Institute of Salesmanship leads Mr. Maxwell to believe he has no option but to concen-

corporated in its ultra modern equipment.
Among these is a unique self-service plan, which
offers all customers the privilege of hearing
records in sound -proof demonstration booths. on
motor -driven machines.

since

Edison officials, which took place in New York
last month.
In discussing the above resignations Charles
Edison, chairman of the board, said to a representative of The World:

jobber in an individual way according to the
problems presented by the territory of each

over the many

The House
of
Mellor
in
Pittsburgh

recent conferences between Edison jobbers and

One of the newest entertainment places along
Broadway is the Folics Berge:T, which opened
recently with the Southern Plantation Revue
This revue, which is an all -colored company.
was conceived and staged by Lew Leslie, and
is called "Night Time in Dixie -Land." Included
in the cast arc a number of prominent artists.
among whom is Edith %Vilson, exclusive Columbia artist. She is accompanied by Johnny Dunn
and his original jazz hound orchestra, which is
also making records for the Columbia library.

The Grand Rapids Talking Machine Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., has incorporated in that
State. with a capital of $1,000. The new concern
has been well equipped with a complete stock of
talking machines and records.

Corp., Ncw York. returned to New York recently after an extensive Southern and Western
trip. dtiring which he visited Cleveland, Chicago.
Cincinnati. St. Louis. New Orleans, Dallas,
Atlanta and other points. He states that condi-

their business.

THE TRIPLEX PHONOGRAPH
The
is most desirable and up-to-date.
cabinet is of an entirely new type which
combines the portable with artistic repro-

duction and changeable picture panels.
Cabinet manufacturers who are in position
to manufacture either on a straight or

royalty basis at reasonable prices may
write immediately t..

TRIPLEX ARTISTIC PHONOGRAPH CO.
Pershing Road and Ridgeland Ave.
BERWYN. ILLINOIS
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BoSioN, MAss., March 6.-February was not a

against a white satin background there was a

very good month locally and there arc many

picture of the great singer and a broad band of
the Italian colors serving as a frame. Suspend-

reasons for the peculiar slump business took
One thing that played its part in lessening the
volume of business was the fact that so many
people were busy fixing up their tax returns and
then there is the strike situation which is affecting some of the mill centers. Pawtucket in
particular. The dealers in those places, who
really buy their goods from Boston for the most

part. are doing next to nothing, which is just
what one might expect, so in those cities and
towns one need not expect a return to normalcy
until the strikes arc a thing of the past, and.
speaking for Pawtucket, a settlement does not
look promising, as neither side is willing at this
writing to submit to arbitration. Everyone is
looking forward to better conditions in March
and already most convincing evidences of betterment are materializing.
Need of Association Co-operation

The question of the next dinner or luncheon
of the New England Music Trade Association is
interesting the trade just now. 0. for some men
of advanced ideas, men with a vision who can
see the value of a trade organization and who

will co-operate with Frank Horning, the presi
dent of the Association. Before Mr. Horning's
election the talking machine business did not
have, and .quite naturally. much interest in this
body. but now that a man closely allied with the
trade is head of it a certain local pride should
possess some of the leaders to the end that Mr.
Horning might feel that he had the earnest sup-

port of his co-workers in anything that might
reasonably be proposed by way of getting the
talking machine and piano men (in many cases
they arc one and the same) to meet periodically.
Just now it is proposed to get the men together
at luncheon once a month, and that should not be
The Engineers' Club
spoken of as a convenient place at which to meet
has

impossible.

been

and it is to he hoped that when the trade next
peruses this department it may read something

ed from the top were baskets of flowers and there
were discs suspended against the white satin. In
the Arch street store there was a similar display

on a smaller scale. Over the top of both displays was this legend: "The Victor has trans-

formed his art into a living reality that will endure forever."
In one of the windows of the department store

of the Gilchrist Co. the display was against a
There was a picture of
black background.

/

rt-fi,
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about.

The Oliver Ditson Co. devoted a window to a
Caruso display and a picture within a beautifully lighted cabinet or booth, surmounted by the
'ictor dog, attracted much attention. The Jordan Marsh Co. had a big display of musical merchandise, with many instrument,. included and at
one side was a Victor machine with many records and a picture of Caruso.
To Distribute Record Lines
The Lansing Sales Co.. Inc., now has the distribution of the Okeh records and it will also
distribute the Fonotipia records in this territory.
A. J. Cullen has been having considerable success with both lines and when the gold sign
on the window announcing the Okeh has been
finished passers-by will know for a certainty that
right at 170 Harrison avenue the trade can find
this line of goods.
Visits the Local Victor Jobbers

ii//1/4/

\\\VC LAND

Caruso and in the foreground two lighted tapers
with a quantity of the singer's records scattered

414

41.

/

Our constant aim-the growth

Mr. Drake has been here, for he has been in that
territory only a few weeks.

Celebrate Caruso Memorial Week
Caruso Memorial Week was widely recognized
among the Victor dealers in the city. The show
v:indows of both stores of M. Steinert & Sons Co.

contained elaborate displays calculated to promote a new interest in the Caruso records. In
Boylston street there was a miniature stage and

especial mention of the Brunwick line which it
now carriiis The president of this concern is

Dealers in New' England.

Eastern Talking Machine Co.
35 E.sex Street

BOSTON

/ / /

MASS.

1835

announcement sent to its customers it makes

Charles Soddeck and the treasurer. Robert J.
Howell. The company also operates the Pilgrim Talking Machine Co.. at 1350 Cambridge
street, Cambridge.
Addresses Columbia Dealers

Fred E. Mann, manager in this territory for
the Columbia Co., addressed his dealers toward
the end of February relative to the denial of the
application for a receivership for the company

and the plans that are now under way for the
readjustment

of

the company's

affairs.

DITSON
COMPANY
BOSTON

Mr.

Mann, in part, said in this communication:

"The wide circulation two weeks ago which
was given to the application for receivership
made by three stockholders has caused some of
(Continued on pay,. 70)

the merchandising of music and

musical products is back of
DITSON SERVICE.
This experience enables us to antici-

1922

pate and meet the problems of the
OLIVER

N

MINX

Eighty-seven Years of Experience
in

N

and development of Victor

R. A. Drake, western Massachusetts represent-

ative for the Victor, and who also has the New
Hampshire and Vermont territory, was in town
to -day and was in conference with the Eastern
Co.. the Ditson Co. and the Steinert Co., local
jobbers of the Victor. This is the first time that
Brunswick Line With Symphony Co.
The Symphony Talking Machine Shop, Inc..
lately located at 54 Bromfield street, has moved
to 24 Tremont street, the change having been
made on March 1. The new store is conveniently located on the second floor. In its

definite.

t

I

retailer to the fullest degree and offer
much beyond the simple delivery of
goods.

VICTOR EXCLUSIVELY

CHARLES H.

DITSON
& co.

NEW YORK
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TEINERT

our loyal dealers no little concern. The financial reorganization of the Columbia Co., however. which has been concurred in by both the
banks and merchandise creditors of the Columbia Co., has progressed so far that an application for a receivership on the grounds of insolvency could not possibly be concurred in by
the court. I trust that this court decision may
serve to allay any fears or doubts in the mind
of any dealer as to the solvency of the Columbia Co. and the justification for the continued
loyal support which Columbia dealers generally
have accorded the company in spite of the most

ERVICE

ERVES

pernicious character of competitive propaganda."

Our Unswerving Policy

Making Western Business Trip
R. 0. Ainslie, of the Hallet & Davis Co., which
will shortly have an interesting announcement
to make to the talking machine trade, is now on

for

1922

trip through the West.
which will keep him out for several weeks; in
fact, he is scarcely likely to get home much
all extended business

To Protect-to Develop-to Serve
To the Limit of Our Ability

before April I. Mr. Ainslie was accompanied by
his wife and child, whom he left at Lexington.
Ky., Mrs. Ainslie's old home. Mr. Ainslie also
remained there for a short time and from that
point his itinerary took him to Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Springfield, Mo.;
Kansas City, Topeka, Wichita, Oklahoma City.
Okmulgee, Tulsa, Fort Worth and other Texas
cities, finally bringing him to New Orleans.
Remick Opens New Song Shop
J. H. Remick & Co. have opened a new song

The Victor Retailers of New England
Already Established
AT YOUR COMMAND
ANYWHERE IN NEW ENGLAND

Our Entire Stocks and Personnel At Your Disposal
The most complete record stock in New England

M. STEINERT & SONS
New England Victor Wholesalers

35 Arch Street

BOSTON

shop in the New Locw's Theatre Building on
Massachusetts avenue, on the West Side of the

city (Back Bay section), and it is in charge of
Charles Scribner, who heretofore has been the
manager at Remick's Tremont street shop. The
new store is featuring the Columbia and Brunswick lines.
New Columbia Dealers
Manager Mann, of the Columbia Co., has lately
opened several new accounts, these including
the Eaton Snell Co., in Central square. Waltham,

ee:ifeletokieniefues,e
fl

which has au exclusive Columbia department.
managed by F. E. Warren; Clement & Son's department store, in Melrose; Henry Barone. a
Rexall druggist, in Walpole, and Clapp & Jones,
in Brattleboro, Vt., manufacturing and retail
stationers. Manager Mann says he is going to
devote considerable time to his New England

ADle 01.) (0111940:Cilet isilerMilie

territory for the next few months, which means
that he will do considerable traveling here and
there.

Developing Educational Campaign
Miss Grace Drysdale, educational department
representative for the Columbia Co. and attached
to the Boston headquarters, has lately finished a

VeisfPoWiele9.61, 41Po 11PCIEmeolintlit1111ROPIARSOeVIDISJAP:101:AINZINSANilkCSNitilklISA
a.

KRAFT_BATEsANDspENcER INC.
NEW ENGLeAND DISTRIBUTORS

_
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PHONOGRAPHS

AND RECORDS
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Why Brunswick Records Are Superior.
Brunswick owners and Brunswick dealers often ask why Brunswick Records
are so much better than other records and what is done in Brunswick Studios to
0

make them so.

The answer is, that while recording itself requires both the skill of the artist
and the knowledge of the scientist, there is no magic formula for fine record
making.

'''
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In the last analysis it is simply the combination of the best men, methods.
materials and machines that money can buy-and then the taking of infinite pains

MC

b

'elm

c

t

in every detail.

Brunswick Records are often made and remade many times before Brunswick standards are entirely satisfied.

KRAFT - BATES
1265 Boylston Street
...

!

Steel Needles

AND

SPENCER, Inc.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRIBUTORS
Record Brushes
Albums

Boston, Mass.
Khaki Covers
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tour of the cities and towns of Connecticut,
where she visited a great many of the schools
where the utility of the talking machine as a
factor in musical education had not been sufficiently called to the attention of teachers and
pupils.

Bay State Music Corp. Extends Lines

The Bay State Music Corp., which is now
occupying the former E. B. Shiddell Co.'s quarters at the corner of Berkeley street and Co.
lumbus avenue, and handling the Okeh records,
ss announced in last month's issue of The World,
has now taken on the Wall -Kane needle, tor
which the concern is the New England factory
representative.
Salesmen which the company
now has in the New England field for all its
products include Ray Burke, E. B. Fox and
Joseph Donahue, who formerly was with the
Lansing Sales Co. Manager Royer says his
company had a very good February and the
prospects for March were exceedingly promising.
Extends Field of Operations
The Musical Supply & Equipment Co. has arranged to have all the New England territory
come under the management of Joe Burke. This
will mean that he will keep a very close oversight over a wider field than formerly and he

will shortly start on trips that will take him to

play of an electrical nature which prmnises to be
something quite out of the ordinary, something
that is sure to attract crowds.

pound boy. who was born on February 12 and
the lusty youngster has been named Emmet Lin-

Alex. Steinert Enjoying Southland
Alexander Steinert, of the M. Steinert Co., is
enjoying the balmy climate of the South, and he
is on the golf links every chance he gets. Robert Steinert, of the same firm, is due home in a
few days front Bermuda, whither he went after a

Calling on the Victor Jobbers
F. B. Ribighaus, assistant manager of the
traveling department of the Victor, was in town

very strenuous Winter.

Miss Grace Barr Makes Over Stcinert Dept.
Miss Grace Barr, who keeps her eye on the
educational work of the Steinert's Victor department, has been in Providence making over
the Victor department in the establishment of
the Flint Adaskin Co.. especially installing a new
system. Subsequently Miss Barr went to Laconia, N. II., where she supervised some of

the arrangements of the new store of W. H.
Avery, who already operates three stores in New
Hampshire.

New Victrolas in Demand
The new Victrolas of the horizontal type in
four models arc now in the possession of many

of the Victor dealers throughout this territory
and they arc being received very well. As the
Spring progresses it is believed that there will
be quite a heavy call for these models.

the principal centers in Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont. The Jordan Marsh Co., which is

Emmet Ryan, one of the city salesmen for

one of the best Sonora accounts the Musical Sup-

the Steincrt house, is the proud father of a nine -

coln Ryan.

Best wishes.

for two (lays making calls on Victor jobbers.
Course on Appreciation of Music
Under the auspices of the department of education of this State there is now being given a
university extension course in "The Appreciation of Music," which bids fair to do a lot toward
inculcating a better understanding of the noble
art. The lectures arc given in the lecture hall of

the Boston Public Library and the lecturer is
Henry Gideon, a musician and organist of this
Already two lectures have been given on
"How to Listen to Music" and "The Folk Song,"
which is called the foundation of all music. The
next lecture is this coming Saturday, on "The
Climax of Church Music," and some of the succeeding topics that will be considered arc the
"Symphony Orchestra." "Typical Song Recital,"
"The Symphonic Poem." "Opera. Old and New."
"Opera and the Vorkaday %VoirId," taking
"Louise" as an example; "The Music of Russia"
and "Tendencies in American Music." In the
city.

circular that is sent out the purpose of the course

set down "is to give increased power to enjoy

Congratulations!

good music through intelligent listening and nontechnical study."

ply Co. has, lately ordered a large number of
expensive period models, for which there is quite
a demand.
Rearranging Steinert Stores
Kenneth Reed returned to -day from a week's
trip among the M. Steinert Co.'s stores in Springfield, Waterbury, New Haven and Bridgeport, in
all of which places some important changes arc
being made so as to meet the needs of increasing
business. One of the important improvements is

the removal of the booths from the rear of the
stores to the front nearer the entrances, which
will prove more convenient for customers and
will also give more room. When Mr. Reed fin-

EDISON SCHOOL OF SALESMANSHIP MEETS IN BOSTON

----

Edison Salesmen From All Parts of New England Attend Sessions at the Copley -Plaza From February 20 to 25 and Gain Valuable Hints on the Art of Selling
MAss., March 4.-The Edison School of
Salesmanship was eminently successful and every
session held at the Copley -Plaza in Boston from

February 20 to February 25 was replete with
valuable data which the Edison salesmen

all over New England must have profited by.
Included in the company, which numbered about

125. were the ten prize -winners, whose names
were announced in the February issue of The
World. Mr. Stanchfield, of the Carnegie Institute, presided at the opening conference and he
gave an interesting talk on the various elements
that go to make up adequate salesmanship and
(Continued on page 72)

ished his supervision of the contemplated changes

he went over to New York, where he has a host
of friends. He is looking forward to attending
the Victor jobbers' executive meeting to be held
in the metropolis March 15 and 16. Question:
Will it "put it over" that held in Boston a

The "Perfection" Ball -Bearing Tone Arms
and

year ago?

Miss Dorothy Crane Weds
Miss Dorothy Crane, for eight years connected

with the C. C. Harvey Co. as secretary to Winthrop A. Harvey and Ernest A. Cressey, was
married on Washington's Birthday to Donald
Francis, of South Weymouth. Her associates
in the warerooms were most generous in presenting this popular young woman with wedding
gifts and silver, cut -glass, pictures and other
things. A fortnight before her marriage she
was the recipient of a "shower" from her young
women friends. She has the congratulations of
host of acquaintances.

The "Perfection" Reproducers
For the New Edison

.1

Winthrop A. Harvey Goes South
Winthrop A. Harvey, head of the C. C. Harvey
Co.,

trip.

is away with Mrs. Harvey on a Southern
He shipped his Franklin car

to Savannah.

Ga., by water and %wilt to that city by train.
using the car thence southward. He is due home
within a week. Earlier in February Mr. Crcsscy
also enjoyed a trip South. being accompanied by
Mrs. Cresscy.

Local Interest in Columbia Co.
There was considerable interest manifested
locally in the advertisement which appeared on
the last day of the month, put out by the Columbia Co. and addressed to the holders of the
five-year 8 per cent gold notes of the company
who had not deposited them. It is of interest
to know if there arc a great many such holders in
and around Boston.
Good Vocalion Business

Manager Wheatley, of the Vocalion Co.. -a),
that the February business was not as good as
that of January, despite the fact that considerable
newspaper advertising had been put out. Just

now he is mapping out plans for a window dis-

Excel in Clarity and Sweetness of Tone. Best quality of
material and Workmanship. Descriptive catalog, terms
and discounts sent on request.
Manufactured by

NEW ENGLAND TALKING MACHINE CO.
16-18 Beach Street
Boston, Mass.
Factory Representative

L.

A. SCHWARZ, Inc., 1265 Broadway, New York City
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of the steps that warrant promotion. Mr. Stanch field also appeared at one or two other conferences besides the opening one and he was
always listened to with the deepest interest.
William Maxwell, first vice-president of
Thomas A. Edison. Inc.. also was a speaker at
the opening conference, and he, too, had much

to say that was valuable oil the principles of
salesmanship.

He paid his respects to the bonus

question %%inch is now interesting the entire coun-

try and expressed the belief that the problem
would he solved satisfactorily very soon. He
also was of a highly optimistic turn as regards
the business of the country in the near future.
and he predicted better prices for cotton. corn
and wheat by July 1. such as would tend to improve conditions in all commercial avenues.

One thing that Mr. Maxwell said was that the
profession of salesman was one of the oldest in
the world, yet it wasn't treated as a profession.
Salesmen. he went on. are not born any more
than a doctor or lawyer. though. of course, some
have more adaptability for the work than have

others. Highly technical training is necessary tt
make a man a good salesman.
Thursday was the big day in the convention.

it one might call it that, and Mr. Maxwell was
again on the scene to enlist the attention of the
salesmen.
Present on this occasion also was
Eugene Lockhart, actor, who, in discussing salesmanship, dwelt upon the necessity of a good approach and of the value of personality. He gave
sonic interesting examples-really he acted them

out-of how to approach a man and by facial

manager of the house, were on the scene as
often as business would permit, and it was the
general consensus of opinion that the school was
an unqualified success.
Among those present were the following: Gor-

don P. Haley, Bernice M. Haley. Astle Music
Co., Houlton, Mc.: R. W. Longfellow. Wm. McDermott, Miss Frances Adams, Atherton FurniMc.: Clarence Marvel. Atherton Fowler Fur Co..
\Vorcester, Mass.: \V. \V. Averill. Putnam.
Conn.; W. W. Ballard, Miss M. H. Ballard. Mrs.
F. C.

COVERS
The Pioneer Moving Cover

Bixby. \V. \V.

Ballard, Salem.

Mass.:

Miss Barite, Barite Talking Machine Co.. Boston: S. J. Horgan, Barnard. Sumner & Putnam.
Worcester, Mass.: Philip Bassett, E. G. Bassett
Bristol, Conn.; L. E. Harmon. Bon Marche Dry
Goods Co.. Lowell. Mass.: :\. M. Fontain. J.
Bradley. Marlboro, Mass.: G. C. Brodrib. H. E.
IS lair, Brodrib & Blair, Waterbury. Conn.; R.:\.
Burr, Eastport. Mc.: K. M. Cahoon. Waltham.
Mass.: Edwin Reinhold. F. H. Coggswell, New
Britain, Conn.: Clark \V. Ryder. Cushman Furniture Co.. Attleboro. Mass.; W. C. Barden. Cushman -Gardner Furniture Co., Middleboro. Mass.:
F. S. Dyke, E. S. Jebh, F. S. Dyke. Northfield.
Vt.; R. V. Manson. P. A. Harrity, Edison Shop.
New Haven. Conn.: Chas. Bamber. Ira Askins,
J. A. Foster Co.. Providence. R. 1.: Daniel Finn.
Jr., Finn Bros.. Jewett City. Conn.; Mrs. Beulah
Forbes. Frank Hardy, Frank A. French. Studio
Shop, Manchester. Mass.: Myrton P. Jackson.
Gallup & Alfred. Hartford. Conn.: Miss Agnes
Prince, \V. H. Avery. Laconia, N. H.: Philip
Lewis. Lillian E. Edwards. James Daley. Mrs
Kenney. Henry \V. Berry Co.. Cambridge, Mass.:
t:riswold Stanley. Bellows Falk, Vt.: Miss F..\.
.1

High

Government

Grade

Khaki

Dealer's Prices NOW:
medium
size
43"x20"x23 ' ."

For 1922 that cannot be beaten.
Same"`LONG QUALITI'CABINETS.
Same "PEERLESS" ALBUMS,
Same "GOOD SERVICE",
'

HEIDNER'S MAGNIFICENT QUARTERS
Interior of Store Most Artistically Arranged
for Display of Musical Instruments

Same New England Representative,
with "the smile that won't come off.'

L. W. HOUGH

expression showed what the play of feature can
do by way of attracting or repelling a man.
Frederick A. Silliman, head of the Pardee Ellenberger Co.. Inc.. and William Adams. credit

ture Co.. Brockton. Mass.: Miss M. Edna
Mitchell. Atherton Furniture Co.. Waterville.

LANSING KHAKI

COMBINA TION

20 SUDBURY STREET

BOSTON, MASS

Jensen. Orin Jensen. Chas. Hall. Inc., Spring
field. Mass.: B. J. Harriott, Howland Dadlcy
Harriott Music Co.. Concord. N. H.: Miss Jessamine Warren, J. G. Ileidner Co.. Holyoke, Mass.;
S. B. Lewis. Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co..
Fitchburg, Mass.: Ray Johnson. Johnson Bros..
Fort Fairfield. Me.: Wilbur Longfellow. Mc-

Arthur Furniture Co., Boston; James Nleiklejohn. A. E. Crossley, S. Shirley. Raoul Larue,
Socrate Gaulin, Eugene \'iau. Henry Courchesne,
Meiklejohn Co., Providence and Woonsocket.
R. I.: Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Murphy. Biddeford.

Me.: Paul B. LeClair. W. L. Nutting. Nashua.
H.: B. W. Roberts. L. J. Bulman, Lyman
Payne Music House. Middletown, Conn.; Miss
Catherine L. Le Vasseur, Geo. C. Peck & Co..
Pawtucket. R. I.: Mrs. Elsa M. Peterson, DanN.

bury, Comm.:n W. E. Birdsall.

Edgar Birdsall.
Phonograph Shop, Boston. Mass.: Miss R. Pre court. Fred Smith. L. B. Levitt, Phonograph

Shop. Portland. Me,; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A.
T. B. Roberts. Augusta. Me.; Emil
Roemer. Roemer's Music Shop, Webster. Mass.:
H. E. Rundlett, Danvers. Mass.; Geo. E. Searcy.
Banker.

Haverhill. Mass.; Miss F. Southwick. Shawmut
Furniture Co.. Boston. Mass.: Otis Skinner, C. B.
Marsden. Albert Skillet). Ida Ramsdell,

Optical Co., Bangor, Me.; J. N. Smith, J. N.
& I. J. Smith, Skowhegan. Me.; Russell Snow.
W. N. Snow. Plymouth. Mass.: D. K. Pierce,
Stillmans. Westerley, R. I.: Mr. and Mrs. I. C.
Trask. Trask Bros.. NIelford, Mass.; H. T.
Twombly, Gardner, Me.: Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Fieldman. Chas. Popkin. United Talking Machine Co.. Brockton. Mass.; \V. J. Wheeler, W. J.
Wheeler Co.. South Paris. Me.: Glen F. Wilson.

Bichford, Vt.: Robert Salmond, C. F. \Ving
New Bedford. Mass.

pensive Columbia outfit, together with $5 worth
He was especially particular to have
included "0. Dry Those Tears." He tendered a

of records.

check for $100 and received in change $10. As he

went out the door he called hack. "Be sure and

large size
49"x23"x24

SPRI:4F/ELD, NIASS., March L-J. G. Hcidner &
Son. Inc.. of 482 Main street, this city, which
.

extra large
52"x22' _"x231

Fitzall Leather or No. 3x Strap

lately bought out the Victor business of Taylor's
Music Store, long established in Springfield. has
just had the interior made over from designs
h
the Unit Construction Co.. the work having
been done under the supervision of George A.
Lyons. who, as the representative of this Philadelphia concern, is widely known in the trade.

In the front of the store is a beautiful lobby.
with a series of cases for musical instruments.

$2.50

and there are six comfortable booths. The Victor business is in charge of Secretary Clark, of

Piano Moving Covers $18.00

Heidner & Son, and this store, which really is
a branch of the larger Holyoke establishment

SLIP AND RUBBER COVERS
FOR PHONOGRAPHS AND PIANOS
DISTRIBUTORS

1

SALES CO.

170 Harrison Avenue
BOSTON, 11, MASS.

conducted by this company, in its beautiful ivory
finish promises to be a very successful establishment. The Holyoke store, by -the -bye. which
carries Victor. Edison and Columbia lines, has
been having a very lucrative business of late.

SENTIMENTAL SHARPER OPERATES
Pont -LAND. ME.,

March 6.-The many friends of

don't

forget '0 Dry Those Tears'."

Subse-

quently. Jack found that other talking machine
dealers had been visited and the same game
played on them. Jack hasn't yet finished trying
to "dry those tears." for he's $10 out. 0, boy!

SUFFER DAMAGE FROM FIRE
LEWISTON, ME., March 8.-The Atherton Furni-

ture Co.. located on Main street, this city, suffered a bad fire the latter part of February, and
the Columbia department in particular was badly
damaged. However, the firm lost no time in
clearing up the debris and getting rebuilt, and it
is expected that the store. including the talking
machine department, will be ready for reopenlarge consignment
.
ing about March 15.
of Columbia goods has been ordered from the
Boston headquarters and they arc to be shipped
there in a few days.

Always do your hest and you car ia.,

the

worst that may befall.

Jack Shaughnessy. who conducts a very successful Columbia store in this city, are having a
laugh at his expense and the story is too good I,.
keep to one's self. so here goes: A short time

COTTON FLOCKS
..

a well-groomed and good-looking young ii..;

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO., NEWARK

entered Shaughnessy's store and ordered an ex-

FOR

Record Manufacturing
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LOYIDWIREILESSTBILEPHONE CORPORAINO
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
SEVEN IIUNIII2E9 AND NINE !-OXTII AVENUE,
AT +I Err MTh! ET

NEW 1(01121(
SPECIALIZIN

EXCLUSIVEUY IN "'ARCO" PRODUCTS

The Fine's! Wireless Ti,Irphonr h sfrnments in Nye Wmid

Announcement
Mr. Herbert A. Brennan
recently Victor Sales Manager of "Wurlitzer" and formerly
associated with the Victor Talking Machine Co., has been
appointed our

Sales Manager
He will be glad to consult with the Talking Machine Trade
on the development and merchandising of the Wireless Telephone.

LOYD WIRELESS TELEPHONE CORP.

President
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SAINT LOUI
.Votable Gatherings of Dealers During the Month-Business Rather Uneven-l'ictrola Exposition drouses Interest
ST. Louts, Mo., March 8.-The talking machine
business was rather listless throughout the past
month. in both a wholesale and a retail way.

Everybody (lid some business, but there was
no briskness about it. The sales were pretty
well distributed, as far as grades of machines
were concerned. The tendency to defer buying
until general conditions improve seemed well
distributed also. The sales of records were more

satisfactory, the booths being crowded on release days, and there being a fairly good run
of custom in between.
Some Recent Trade Changes

The Brunswick has deserted music row on
Olive street and is now at 915 to 919 North
Sixth street. The move was made in order to
get better and larger accommodations for the
company's growing business.

The Taylor Music Co.. Columbia. Mo., has
been reorganized, following the retirement of
the founder, John N. Taylor, who disposed of
his interest to L T. Ralston. Mr. Ralston has
been elected president and D. L. Gribble. vicepresident. The business will be continued under
the same name.

Admirers of Caruso Are Busy
Some enthusiastic admirer of Caruso is making

a collection of his photographs by robbing the
music stores.

Recently photographs disappeared

from booths in the Kieselhorst and Smith -Reis
stores.

The one taken from the Kieselhorst

store was autographed and was obtained with
difficulty and, of course, cannot be replaced.
G. P. Ellis. secretary of the New York -Chicago
Talking Machine Co.. recently spent several
days here.
Reorganize Morning Study -hour Class

A. \V. Hosier, who was recently appointed
manager of the Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney
talking machine department, has reorganized the
morning study -hour class and it meets under
his supervision three mornings a week.
Getting Out Slow -moving Records

A four months' contest in the sale of overstocked and slow -moving records by the Kieselhorst Piano Co. closed in February with Miss
Marie Auberman leading. During this time,
$1.611.95 worth of overstock records were sold,

been longest on the shelves, he is giving double
credit for. The lists will be exchanged weekly.

The results arc checked up daily on the Red
Seal Derby.

Fred Lehman, of the Lehman Music House,
East St. Louis. has been spending a few weeks

in California with his brother.
To Introduce the Victrola Exposition
A clever arrangement of material and ideas,
to be called a "Victrola Exposition," has been
made by the Koerber-Brenner Co., of this city,
to be used by its dealers. It consists of eight
white columns a foot and a half square by seven

feet high, which will be used to form an aisle
from the front door to the back of the store,
where a Queen Anne Victrola will be displayed
against draperies. The columns will carry on
each side the picture of a Victor artist, a record
by the artist, and a neatly lettered card bearing
an annotation of the sante. The columns arc
topped with a Victor dog. Outside the store,
two fourteen -foot poles bear

a

banner an-

nouncing the Victrola Exposition.

On display

in

the store also will be the Victor factory's

glass -encased Victrola, and one of the very old
Victor trade -mark Victrolas.

The Exposition will open in Harrisburg,

Sr. Louis, Mo., March 7.-The Tri-State Victrola
Dealers' Association met at the Hotel Claridge
in this city on Monday evening, February 27.
Over a hundred members were present and pronounced it a most profitable gathering. The
meeting began with a dinner at 6 P. M. The
date being the birthday of Caruso, the members
r(mained standing during the playing of the last
recorded record of Caruso, the "Crucifixus,"
front the "Messe Solennelle."
Music during the dinner was furnished by

Distributors
E. 14th St.. New York City
YAHR & LANGE ORUG CO

3

Water St Milwaukee. Wis.
CO H EN & HUGHES. INC.

207.215 E.

Washington. 0.

C.

BECK WITHO'NEILL
Llinneapoiss.

Minn.

CO.

STREVELLPATERSON HAROW ARE CO
Salt

C.

Lake

City.

Utah

MARSHALL CO.. INC
Beekman Wag., Cleveland. 0.
L.

Butler Bldg.. Oetreit. Mtch.

THE REED CO.

Filth Avenue. Pittsburgh. 1I. VAN HOUTON & ZOOS
140
S.
Dearborn St.. Chicap. 111
SONORA OISTRIBUTING CO. OF TEXAS
237

C.

Dallas. Texas
I( 14 1G HTCAM PBELL MUSIC CO.
1608

311

Wynkoop SI..

Oenver.

Colo.

CHAS. H. YATES
Laughbn Bldg.. Los Angeles. Cal.
W.

D

Is C. N.
AN OREWS
Buffalo. N. Y.

SACHS t CO.

So. Watwn Ave . Chico,.
SH ERMAN. CLAY & CO.
141
Mission SI
San Frnelsno, Cal
JOHN A. F UTCH CO.
35
Auburn Ave , Atlanta. Georgla
1500 South Boulevard. Charlotte. N. C
425

.

Butte.

THE
C. E. WARD CO.
(Well -Known Lodge Regalia House)

101 William Street

New London, Ohio

Aire Manufacturers of Rubberized Corm
and

Dust

Coven for

the

Wrentens

people will he held throughout the week.
Celebrate Caruso Memorial Week

Memorial Week was observed

in

St. Louis by placing in the various retail houses
along Olive street posters bearing the picture
of Caruso and the words, "Enrico Caruso-Born
forty-nine years ago on the 27th of FebruaryThe Caruso American Memorial Foundation has
designated this week as Caruso week-a week
to awaken musical interest." These cards were
furnished by the Victrola dealers, whose window
displays reflect this occasion.
Successful Series of Concerts
A most successful series of concerts by Prin-

cess Watahwaso, Victor artist, was given

in

the Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney recital hall, on
February 16, 17 and 18. Two concerts a (lay
were given by the Princess in her native Indian
costumes and every concert filled to overflowing
the spacious hall. On Friday the music clubs

of the city were invited for a special program.
School children from the city schools and from
suburban districts attended in great numbers,
accompanied by their teachers.

Miss B. Rosen-

brugh, of the Scruggs educational department,
under whose auspices it was given, acted as
accompanist.

During the County Teachers' Convention on
February 24 and 25, at Anna, III., Miss Golda
Airy, of the Koerber-Brenner Co., spoke twice
each day on music in the schools.
Joins Rice Co. Forces
G. S. Crawford, formerly with the Jones Dry
Goods Co., of Paris, Ill., has accepted a position

with the J. E. Rice Music Co.. of Mt. Olive, Ill.

GRAY A OUDLEY

Nashville.

Icon

ASSOCIATED FURNITURE M F RS
St.

Louis.

Mo.

1. DYER A BR O.. St. Paul. Minn.
AMERICAN PHONOGRAPH CO
(Arlington. VI.
JOSEPH BARN ETT t CO_ Cedar Rapids.

280,

present had not seen.

which most of those
Other machines on dis-

play were the Victrola 260, the Victrola XVI,
with the glass lids and sidles, which is a part of
the Koerber-Brenner Victrola Exposition, as
well as the little trade -mark Victrola. The dinner was furnished from the funds presented to
the Tri-State Association by the St. Louis deal-

ers, the surplus from the last concert of the
Eight Famous Victor Artists.
Following the dinner, J. J. Davin. of the
Reinckc-Ellis Co.. spoke on dealer advertising,
which he preferred to call business insurance.
He pleaded that at least four per cent of the
gross business of the Victor dealer be set
aside for advertising, and that it he spread
out over the year in a constant telling
of the story. Ile suggested profitable newspaper advertising and commented upon the fact
that almost all of the newspaper advertising is
given over to machines, the records being sadly
neglected.
Other advertising mediums talked
of were: direct by mail, billboards and concerts.
Mr. Davin was followed by E. C. Rauth and
C. B. Gilbert, of the Koerber-Brenner Co., who

told of selling a Victrola from the mechanical
Mr. Rauth's topic was cabinet construction and he covered the material from the
time it left the forest to the finished article as
it reaches the dealer. His talk was illustrated
by portions of the unfinished Victrola, showing
its construction in detail.
Mr. Gilbert told the dealers of the mechanical
construction of the reproducing elements, covering exhaustively the styles, soundbox. gooseneck, tone arm, amplifying compartment and
standpoint.

Copious notes were taken by the dealers
and all expressed their pleasure at the knowl-

Mont.

CO.,

the new Victrola

doors.

Washington St.. Jacksonville, Fla.
ORTON BROTHERS MUSIC HOUSE

1130

No. 3 Strap

distribute souvenirs during the week of March
13.
Daily programs for different groups of

Value of Continuous Advertising Stressed by J. J. Davin-E. C. Rauth and C. B. Gilbert Also Speak
-Memory of Caruso Honored-Over 100 Attend Most Successful Gathering

BRISTOL l BARBER. INC.

z

some seven thousand lines of advertising and to

TRI-STATE VICTROLA DEALERS' ASSOCIATION MEETS

Ward's Khaki- Moving Covers

-D- Cower with

in the store of L. L. Parker, who plans to do

Caruso

697 of them Red Scal and 564 of other kinds.
Mr. Maetten, the manager, started another contest at once, supplying each salesperson with a
list of fifty records. Some of these, which have
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W.

la

edge gained.

The evening's talks closed with the subject
of selling a Victrola from a musical standpoint,
by Miss Golda Airy, of the Koerber-Brenner
service department. Miss Airy spoke on handling competition without technical discussion.
and upon making the proper manipulation of
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the \'ictrola a matter of habit through practice.
Those present were: R. C. Ashurst, of Baker
& Ashurst, Fulton. Mo.; J. \V. Barnett, of Bar-

nett Music House, Poplar Bluff. Mo.; \V.

J.

Bauer and \V. Schmitt, of \V. J. Bauer Music
House, St. Louis, NI o.; \V. G. Bicket, Marissa,
Ill.; L. V. Cline, of Cline's Drug Store. Herrin.
Ill.; Mrs. L. M. Norris, of College Book Store,
Kirksville. Nlo.; W. C. Daumueller, Lebanon,
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Win. II. Deeken, of Deeken
Music Co., St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. A. DeNI creak,

of

DeNferville

Piano

&

Music

Co.,

St. Louis; Miss Ethel McReynolds and Mr. L.
Perigo, of Fcraud Bros., Granite City, Ill.; Julius
Glaser, of Glaser's Music Shop, St. Louis, Mo.;
Miss Marguerite Hibbeler, of He',rung & Grim

F. Co., St. Louis; Miss May Bowsher, of
Jones Dry Goods Co., Paris, Ill.; Theo. \V.
H.

Maetten, C. 0. Thompson, Richard Rosebrough,
Miss M. Cartwright, Miss W. Griescdieck, Miss

M. Moore and Miss M. Auberman, of Kieselhorst Piano Co., St. Louis; Miss Lillian Knapp
and Frank T. Niess, of Knapp Piano Co., Belleville, Ill.; Fred Lehman. \V. H. Jackson, W.

Paridy, John Costello. Ova Lovell and W'. E.
Sullivan, of Lehman Music House. E. St. Louis.

lil.; Mrs. Lloyd L. Parker, of Lloyd L. Parker
Music Co., Harrisburg, Ill.; L. F. Parrish, of
Parrish Furniture Co., Metropolis, Ill.; Miss
Clifford Porth. of Porth's Jewelry Store, Jefferson City, Mo.; Walter L. Rhein. of W. L.
Rhein Piano Co., Belleville, Ill.; Miss Marie
Breidenbach and Carl C. Bowine, of W. L.
Rhein Piano Co., Belleville, Ill.; J. H. Rhodes,

of Rhodes Music House, Hillsboro, Ill.; J. E.
Rice, of J. E. Rice Music Co., Mt. Olive, Ill.;
Roy A. Sauer. of the Roy Sauer Music Co.,
Collinsville, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Spengel,
of Spengel's Furniture Co., Highland, Ill.; Robert Gahner and Wilbur Schoonover, of Spengel's
Furniture Co., Highland, Ill.; J. W. Strain,
of Strain Jewelry Co., Carrollton,

W. 0. Baker, of Taylor Music Co., Moberly,
Mo.; \V. 0. Todd, Jr., and Miss Margaret V.
Todd, of Todd Jewelry & Music Co., St. Louis;
S. S. Vick, of Vick's Drug Store. Johnston City,
Ill.; Miss Annabell \Veible. of E. A. \Veinel
Hardware Co., Columbia, Ill.; Fred Coleman, of
Wellston Talking Machine Co.. St. Louis; A. \V.
Hosier, Mrs. E. Tippin, Miss Julia Beckman,
Mrs. J. A. Coburn, Miss Blanche Rosebrugh,
Miss Aurelia Lipscomb, Miss Ella Marklin, Mrs.
Steinmcyer,

Miss

Helen

Miss

Wasserman,

Heller, Miss Davis, Mrs. Gladding, of ScruggsVandervoort-Barney, St. Louis, Mo.; Val A.
Reis, Philip Bardenhcier, Vincent Harris. Gco.
Hayes, Miss Laura Mertens. and Miss Iva
Clayman, of Smith Reis Piano Co., St. Louis.
Mo.; Miss Helen Hatfield, Miss May Kennedy,
Miss Tillie Gerlach, Miss Elizabeth Liebistger,
Miss Lacey McGhee, Miss Gertrude Jahns, J.
Hutchinson,

B.

S.

B.

Curren,

J.

A.

Lucker

and Joseph Plcsz, of Stix, Baer & Fuller Dry
Goods Co., St. Louis, Mo.; H. G. Koerber, E. C.
Routh, Thos. Cummins, H. S. Grover, R. K.
Brandenberger, Miss Golda Airy and C. B. Gil-

bert, of the Koerber-llrcnncr Co.. of St. Louis,
Mo.

BRUNSWICK DEALERS' CLUB IS ORGANIZED IN ST. LOUIS
P. L. Deutsch Addresses Largely Attended and Enthusiastic Meeting of Brunswick Dealers of St.
Louis ana Vicinity at the Hotel Statler-Board of Directors Appointed
Sr. Lotts, Nlo., March 8.-Brunswick dealers of
this city and vicinity had a largely attended and
enthusiastic meeting Monday evening, February
20, at the Hotel Stotler. which was arranged by
Manager Jackson and his assistants in the local
Brunswick store. P. L. Deutsch. secretary and
general sales director of the Brunswick organization, came down front Chicago and was the
guest of honor and made the address of the
evening. There was a general discussion of
experiences during the past year and policies for
the year to come. Some suggestions were made
by dealers which Mr. Deutsch considered of such

merit that he accepted them on the spot and
promised that they should he put into effect
without delay. A Brunswick Dealers' Club was
formed, the first of the kind in the country. It
will be of a social character and will have no
officers. In place of these a board of directors
was named, as follows: E. C. Storer, Baldwin
Piano Co.; J. F. Ditzell, Famous & Barr Co.;
Frank J. Petertnan, Stocke-Peterman Furniture
Co.; J. II. Kirkland, Kirkland Piano Co.. and
Harry Meyer, Meyer Piano Co.
In the course of his address Mr. Deutsch
emphasized the importance of the formation of
the first Brunswick Dealers' Association and

the example it offered for Brunswick retailers
in other sections of the country to get together
for mutual benefit. He paid a tribute to members of the Brunswick sales force who had
worked to form the Association, but declared

THE BROOKS INBUILT AUTOMATIC REPEATING
PHONOGRAPH
The most

won ierful Talking
Machine on the market. All but

human, will play any pan or all
of any record from one to eight

Set the dial an I have
music throughout the meal or
during the dance. It is justly
termed the "wonder" instrument,
exquisite in cabinet design and

times.

marvelous ;n tone Send for deal.
ere' discount. Distributors wanted.

BROOKS MFG. CO.

Saginaw

Mich,
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their work would have been in vain but for the
splendid work of the dealers.

In the course of his talk Mr. Deutsch stated
that retailers generally were tired of the preaching of economists, and of those who had much
to say about putting pep into sales campaigns
and being more aggressive, for the fact that the
Brunswick dealers were successful indicated that
they needed no such advice.
He also took occasion to outline the care used
in making Brunswick machines and in the selection of the materials entering into their manufacture, and announced that the Brunswick
quality standard would be rigidly maintained.
In closing. Mr. Deutsch said: "There arc some
who doubt the permanency of the phonograph.
but let me predict here that it has come to stay,
perhaps not in its present form, but in an advanced stage. \Ve see a future that will some

day make us look back and smile at our misgivings."

WILL TRIPLE ITS FLOOR SPACE
Manufacturers' Phonograph Co. Leases More
Space to Accommodate Growing Business
-Remains in Present Building

Arrangements were recently completed by
Geo. \V. Lyle, president of the Manufacturers'
Phonograph Co.. New York, manufacturer of
the Strand phonograph, whereby this company
will triple the floor space that it has been occupying as executive and sales offices. The company was heretofore located in a moderate -sized

suite on the twelfth floor of the building at 95
Madison avenue, New York, but with the steady
expansion of the business this space was soon
found inadequate. Mr. Lyle thereupon leased

suite on the sante floor, which has at least
three times the floor space of the old quarters,
and in these warerooms there will he ample
a

room for the display of the Strand line.

The

new offices arc now ready for occupancy and a
general invitation has been extended to the trade
to visit the new home of the Strand.

The Ideal Music Co.. of 29 John street, New
York City, Victor dealer. is planning extensive
alterations to its establishment in the near future.

Important Notice

To Dealers
and Jobbers!
THE HOMOPHON COMPANY

G. m. b.

11.

Berlin, Germany

announce the appointment, beginning January

1,

1922, of the

HEGEMAN-STEWART
CORP.
as the

SOLE IMPORTERS
and

DISTRIBUTORS
for the
United States of America
of their well-known

HOMOKORD
Phonograph

RECORDS
Mode io make lands

Lateral cut-double f a c e

plays on all machines. The
most popular foreign record
made-recordings by be s t

European artists-in

German and 34 other languages.

Continued importations of
newest selections from Europe assure large stock always on hand for immediate
delivery.

Dealers!
Jobbers!
Grasp this opportunity
AT ONCE to represent
HOMOKORD in your
district

Phone, Wire, Write

RIGHT NOW!
HEGEMAN-STEWART CORP.

338 Washington Street
New York City
Phone: w.Iaer 6166.6167
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IN PITTSBURGH
..
Fe

Resumption of Iron and Steel Industries Creates Business for Dealer

- Plan to Reorganize Pittsburgh rissociation- Trade Optimistic
March 7.-An unmistakable

upward trend in the talking machine trade in
the Pittsburgh district has been very noticeable
the past few weeks. Coupled with this there is
a marked feeling of optimism among the various
talking machine dealers, who feel that there is

bound to be a better tone to business. This
feeling is based on the gradual resumption of
business in the iron and steel centers. Just a
fen days ago the first pay day in seven mouths
was observed in the Allegheny Valley. Thcrc
was distributed over $450A300 in cash and the

little town of Tarentum had a gala Saturday
trading day. The Windsor Music Co. and the
Lechner & Schoenberger Co.. dealers in talking
machines. records and other musical instruments, both reported a good day and evening
ill business.
Resumption of Industries Creates Optimism
From what can he gleaned from the officials
of the large steel and iron companies. coal companies. etc., this Spring will see a better condi-

tion as far as operation of mills and mines is
concerned. No concern of any moment is felt
at the approach of April I. when the millers'
scale expires and a strike is expected, the usual
result at that time. It is felt that while some

millers may be idle a day or two as a protest
against the action of some of the employing
operators, the large majority, who have been
idle for months, will be eager to get the scale
signed and be ready to dig coal. The feeling
litre is that the "million dollars a day" wage
scale will make its return before the end of the
Summer. All signs point to a busy industrial
season in the Pittsburgh district and with pay
days every week and millions of dollars sent
into circulation there is bound to be a reflex

action that will bring vast good to the talking
machine merchants here and in adjoining territory.
G. H. Rewbridge Looks for Good Business
George II. Rewbridge. manager of the wholesale Victrola department of the W. F. Frederick
Co.. one of the best posted men in the trade,

a chat with The Talking Machine World
representative, said: "My view of the talking
machine situation is that there will be a good
season developed later this year than usual. I
feel that there will be a great many Victor
in
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Washington, Greensburg, New Castle, Beaver
Falls,

Mercer and other cities and towns, to

affiliate with the Association. The present membership is confined to Victor, Columbia and
Edison dealers. There are a number of wellknown talking machine dealers who handle the
Sonora, Aeolian-Vocalion, Cheney, Brunswick,
Paramount, Pattie and other well-known makes
of talking machines who will be approached

within the next few weeks by a committee to
ascertain their views relative to affiliating with
the Association. Members who attended the
special committee meeting and participated in
the discussion were John Henk, A. R. Meyer,
Mark Fishel. Leo Half, H. C. Hornbcrger, J. B.
Bennett, Henry \Vood, William D. Sahner and
H. E. Young. Mr. Henk emphasized the plan
of inviting the dealers to an open meeting to
place before them the advantages of membership and it is quite likely that this plan will

machines sold and also a huge demand for the
Victor records. While it is true that there has
been a sort of slump in the business, I am

be carried out.

more than convinced that there will be many
The industrial situation which,
at the present. is rather perplexing, is slowly
finding the light, and I believe that with busy
mills and mines there will be placed in circulation such a vast ainottnt of money that good
must accrue to the talking machine dealers. I
am far from being a pessimist and wish to be
lined up with the optimists. That is the only

burgh offices of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
attended the formal opening of the new Colum-

sane and reasonable position to take these days.
The talking machine dealer who uses up-to-date

department.

orders placed.

methods to attract trade will attract it and will
get the business"
Plan to Reorganize Pittsburgh Association
Tentative plans were formulated at a dinner meeting of a committee of the Talking Machine
Dealers' Association of Pittsburgh looking toward the reorganization of the association with
a view to enlarging its sphere of activity. At present
the membership is confined to talking machine dealers in Allegheny County. It is proposed to change
:his by-law to permit talking machine dealers from

%Vestern Pennsylvania points. such as Altoona.

T. B. Niles at Kelley Music Co. Opening
T. B. Niles, assistant manager of the Pittsbia Grafonola department of the Kelley Music
Co., at Fairmont. West Va., last month. Mr.
Niles stated that the new department is a
model of its kind and one of the best equipped
in the State. The Kelley Music Co., exclusive
Columbia dealer, has devoted the upper floor
of the music house to the Columbia Grafonola
There are eight demonstration
booths, each of which is sound -proof and handsomely furnished. The decorations throughout

the store are most attractive. W. G. Kelley,
the proprietor, has been engaged in the music
business in Fairmont the past twelve years.
News Brieflets
Miss Ruth Rhodes. a popular saleswoman in

the Victrola department of the Rothert Co..
Altoona. Pa., attended the Victor School of
Salesmanship at Camden, N. J.

W. C. Dierks, of the C. C. Mellor Co., Victor
dealer. spent a week at Lexington, Ky., at the
horse show.

Every Phonograph Owner a Prospect for

THE RECORDOLA
THE PERFECT RECORDER AND REPRODUCER

Let your customers record their own voices on

"HOMOGRAM" Record Blanks
in their own homes
Can be attached to any make phonograph
FOOL PROOF

PRACTICAL

Any Child Can Operate

Positive in Operation

inlplicitp is the Lepnote of die "I.;ecorbola"

Complete:"Recordola" outfit handsomely
nickeled, including a double-faced "Homo -

gram" recording blank that may be used for
making 50 to 100 different records.
Retail Price, Complete

$26.00

Extra Hornogram Records, $1.00 each

Liberal Discounts to the Trade

II rile for Particulars

We are now located in our new and modern Laboratories and Showrooms, and we
invite the trade to call to inspect them and get a demonstration o1 the "Recordolo."

RECORDOPHONE CO., Inc., 15 WEST 34th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Theodore Hoffmann, treasurer of the J. M.
Hoffmann Co., Brunswick dealers, spent two
weeks at Pinchurst, N. C., and did some effective
work on the celebrated golf links of that famed
Southern resort.
Plans

Plan DeForeest Reception
are being formulated by the

Piano

Merchants' Association of Pittsburgh for a reception and dinner on Thursday evening, March
16. to be tendered to M. V. DeForeest, the well-

known music merchant and Music Week promoter, of Sharon, Pa. Mr. DeForeest. in his
stores at Sharon, Greenville and Warren. 0.,
handles the Victor, Edison and Brunswick machines. As most of the piano merchants affiliated with the Association handle talking machines, the reception will be one for talking
machine dealers as well as piano merchants.
The coming here of Mr. DeForeest on March 16
u ill mark the termination of his transcontinental

tour in the interest of the music trade and he
will tell his hearers at the dinner of the work
accomplished during his tour.

Prize Winners in Edison Sales Contest
Ranking among the leaders in a contest conducted by the Girard Phonograph Co.. Miss
Carrie Fries and Samuel G. Dunkelbcrger, attached to the sales force of the Metropolitan
l'honograph Co., qualified to receive a free
course in salesmanship that was held in Phila-

delphia under the auspices of the Girard Co.
By having sold more than $23.000 worth of
Edison phonographs and accessories. Mis,s Fries

led four divisions in the district.
Preparing for Music Week
Pennsylvania will have a State-wide music
week, starting April 30 and ending May 6. under
the direction of the music division of the Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction.

IVA any 'refs/ song

few days. The affair will be sort of a get-together
meeting, and after the business and dinner arc
over there will be some time left for a dance or
other social diversions.

brisk demand for the \Vatter Camp Health
Builders records, for which the S. Hamilton Co.
has been appointed authorized representative and
distributor for western Pennsylvania, northern
\Vest Virginia and eastern Ohio. Daily demon-

A. A. Buehn, treasurer of the Buehn Co., is
quite optimistic over the outlook for the Edison
business in his territory and believes that there
will be an increased demand for the Edison line,
(Inc to the recent reduction in prices of the Edi-

a decidedly favorable impression as the Health

son records and some of the Edison phonographs.

Builders records.

strations of the Walter Camp records are made
in the S. Hamilton Co.'s stores. No specialty in
the talking machine trade in years has made such

Good Call for Starr Products

Win the Prize

Manager Niles, of the Starr Phonograph Co.,
reports a very satisfactory demand for the Starr
phonographs and Gennett records.

Miss Hildegardi: Wehrle and Miss Margaret
Stuart. two of the efficient and amiable members of the sales force of the main store of the
S. Hamilton Co.. were winners recently of a

Health Builders Records Popular
T. E. Shortell. manager of the Victor department of the S. Hamilton Co., reports a very

cash prize offered for the best sales of Red Seal

IVOGEN ON OKEII RECORDS

the Chicago Opera Co. she received an ovation.
Musical critics were unanimous in proclaiming

Four Records by Opera Star Now Rcady-

her one of the "finds" of the operatic season,
and her fame as a coloratura soprano throughout Europe is now being duplicated in this

Artist Famous Here and Abroad

The General Phonograph Corp.. New York,

records.

country.

placed on sale recently four Okeh records made

by Maria Ivogen. one of the sensations of the

C. G. WOOD'S NEW POST

present season in the grand opera world. These

records were made in Europe by the International Talking Machine Co. and pressed in the
United States by the General Phonograph Corp.
Maria lvogen made her first notable success
during the world war, and when she made her
debut in New York in January as a member of

C. G. Wood, who recently resigned as advertising manager of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
has joined the Thresher Advertising Service
of New York City. His many friends in the

wade have taken occasion to wish him all possible
success in his new undertaking.

20th CENTURY DRUMS
Appeal to Professional Players

Hollis Dann, State director of music, will have
charge of the plans. Prof. Dann has issued a
program for use during the week. A number
of the talking machine dealers here will co-

HERE are drums that won't-CAN'T
-warp or shrink out of shape. The
secret is in the new 20TH CENTURY
flesh and counter hoops-made of lami-

operate, in the work of the schools during Music
Veek.

But their
3 -ply rock maple.
rugged strength isn't the only feature
nated.

European Tour of Business Men
Talking machine dealers of western Pennsylvania and vicinity have been notified of the
tour of American business men, which will cover
Central Europe, Belgium, France. England and
Ireland.

that

The party will sail from New York

on June 10 and the plan is to return some time
in August. The United States Line's steamship
George Washington. one of the largest and
most palatial ships afloat, will be used by the
tourists. C. C. Latus, executive secretary of the
Piano Merchants' Association of Pittsburgh,
with offices at 623 Pittsburgh Life Building.
will furnish rates and complete data about the
tour to all who write him. Thus far 160 persons
have booked for the tour:

Edison Dealers to Meet
The Buehn Phonograph Co.. Edison distributor, is planning to hold an informal meeting and

dinner at the Fort Pitt Hotel the latter part of
this month. Due notice will he sent to all of
the Edison dealers in the Pittsburgh zone in a

Here's the 20171 CENTURY "Orchestra"-a beautiful drum with a wonderfully bright, responsive tone.

It timidly retails as follows:

111300-Sice. 14x3 inch shell, 10 rods, FOCI! $20.00
/.1304-Sice, I4x4 inch shell, 10 rods, Each $21.00
F1310-Sic,'. I5x4 inch shell. 12 rods. Each $2200
Write for on, Confidential! Trade Price Lirt, onoting the
oniptete !me of 20TH CENTURY Drnnss and Torts r well

El'ERYTHING m R.un rr

,traneents and their

.,t Stringed

sells

20TH CENTURY Drums.

Critical drummers select them for their
brilliant, responsive Tone, as well-for
their good looks and their good value.
The 20th CENTURY "Orchestra," pictured above, is only one of a score of
big values. They are priced to pay you
a generous
profit and still meet the
strictest competition-they are built to
the most exacting demands of
professional use. Your trade is wanting
such drums and such values. Won't you
supply them?
meet

THE FRED. GRETSCH MFG. COMPANY
Musical Instrument Makers Since 1883

60 BROADWAY

BROOKLYN. N. Y.
1
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Two home -runs by Frank Crumit! "Sally
and Irene and Mary" and "Boo-Hoo-Hoo
(You're gonna cry when I'm gone)." Every
admirer of a good tenor is the market for
this record. A-3543.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

CONVENTION OF EDISON DISC JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION
Jobbers Hold Their Annual Meeting at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, on February 13 to 15
and Participate in Live Business Program-Present Statuette to Thos. A. Edison on Birthday
The annual convention of the Edison Disc Jobbers' Association was held at the Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel. New York, on Monday. Tuesday and
'ednesday of the week ending February 18, and
attracted practically 100 per cent representation,
only one Edison jobber not answering to the roll
call. An elaborate program, strictly business

for the most part, was laid out for the entire
three days and the details were all carried out
according to schedule.
A ntunber of the jobbers, several of them making up a committee representing the Association,

assembled in New York on Saturday. February
II, for the purpose of waiting upon Thos. A. Edison. congratulating him upon his seventy-fifth
birthday anniversary which occurred on that day

and presenting him with a handsome bronze
statuette by Lorado Taft and entitled "Orpheus
Consoled."

The convention proper began on Monday
morning when the jobbers engaged in general dis-

cussions regarding various phases of the business and considered particularly such matters as
were to be taken tip with the factory officials.

Tuesday was "Laboratory Day," when the
various officials of Thos. A. Edison, Inc, met
with the jobbers for the discussion of matters of
mutual interest. Charles Edison presided at the

fessor Farnsworth; 11. E. Gehle, of the Mechanics & Metals National Bank. and others.
New Officers Elected
The election of officers occurred on Wednesday morning, the new officers being: President,
Laurence II. Lucker, Minneapolis; vice-president, Robert L. Proudfit, Proudfit Sporting

meeting assisted by the executive staff of the
company.

Between the morning and afternoon sessions
on Tuesday the Edison officials were the guests

of the jobbers at an informal luncheon in the
Myrtle Room of the Waldorf, and on Tuesday
evening the jobbers in turn were entertained by
the Edison Co executives at an elaborate dinner and dance in the ballroom of the Waldorf,
with a long entertainment program provided by
Edison artists and others.
The final business session of the Association

was held on Wednesday, on which occasion

Charles Edison presented to the jobbers the decisions arrived at by the factory officials on matters regarding which conferences were held on
Tuesday. %Vednesday afternoon was given over
te a number of special addresses, the speakers including Dr. Esther L. Gatewood, of the Edison
music research department, and assistant to Pro-

PHONOSTOP
5th Successful Year

ACCURATE-SIMPLE-DURABLE
Reasonable
Price

Bronze Statuette Presented to Mr. Edison
Goods Co., Ogden, Utah; secretary -treasurer, M.
M. Blackman, the Phonograph Co., Kansas City,

Guaranteed Fully

Schultz Bros., Omaha; A. A. Buehn, Buchn

Nickel or Gold
UNIVERSAL
STANDARD

NEED -A -CLIP
New Fibre Needle Clipper
Guaranteed
RETAIL
Al

75 cents
Trade Discount

A SUPERIOR TOOL
THE PHONOMOTOR CO., 121 West Ave., Rochester, N.Y.

Mo.; and executive committee, P. H. Oelman,
the Phonograph Co., Cincinnati; D. W. Schultz,
Phonograph Co., Pittsburgh, and L T. Donnelly.
the Diamond Disc Co., Inc., New Orleans.
ANNOUNCES NEW CONSOLE MODEL

The Manufacturers' Phonograph Co. New
York. manufacturer of the Strand phonograph.
has followed its successful introduction of the
Queen Anne Model 8 console, listed at $125.

with samples of the new Louis XV Model

I

console, listed at $150, and announces immediate
deliveries. Thi's new Strand model. which will

soon be supplemented by two others, listed at
$175 and $200, has the same structural features
as the Model 8: the half -lid top, the grille concealed by a drop slide, the all -wood horn and
the door covered record shelves. In design it
is a splendid reproduction of the distinctive
lines of the Louis XV period.
A charter of incorporation has been filed by the
Automatic Phonograph Co. with the Secretary of
State of Delaware. The new concern is capitaP
i;cd at $2,000,000.

Fickleness, indifference, affectation, laziness.
envy, greed, recklessness, all add to failure.
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Victrola No. 240
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Victrola No. 260

HITTING ON ALL FOUR!!
Originators of the universally known upright talking machine-the Victor Talking
Machine Company has again demonstrated its right to the -highest award" through
its ability to produce a series of distinctively exclusive horizontal type Victrolas,
and at popular prices.

With this new series of Victrolas. the Victor dealer is in that fortunate position to
meet and satisfy practically every possible requirement or demand of the most discriminating buyer. These new Victrolas. Nos. 240, 260, 280 and 330. possess that
same degree of perfection as is embodied in the older types. giving that perfect sound
reproduction recognized solely in the Victrola, and which has caused that instrument
to be the prized possession of the household.

Victrolas are made to furnish music to suit every taste. They are made in styles
to conform to the -atmosphere" of every home.
Let your orders for these new models. Mr. Victor Dealer, be generous, so that you
will be in a position to meet the demands of the public which are sure to follow.
a

I
Victrola No. 280

Victrola No. 330

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.

New York
351.353 Fourth Avenue
Victor Wholesalers to the Dealer Only
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SILZERS WILL REPRESENT STRAND
Strand

DITSON & CO. GIVE FINE RECITAL

IGNORING SIGNAL NO. 39

Well-known Talking Machine Men to Represent

in Four Western States-To Open

The Battle of Copenhagen, in 1801, was
going against the English.
Admiral Parker, an aged and conserva-

Offices in Des Moines and Minneapolis
Geo. W. Lyle. president of the Manufacturers'

tive officer, feeling that the situation was

Phonograph Co.. New York. manufacturer of
the Strand phonograph, announced this week

hopeless, ordered his aide to run up Signal

that arrangements have been made whereby Geo.

Thirty-nine was an order to discontinue

No. 39.

C. Silzer and his brothers. Herman F. and Gustave F will become exclusive sales representa-

the engagement.

tives for the Strand talking machine in Iowa,

the battle, continued to walk his deck without appearing to notice it.
Finally, when one of his staff officers
called it to his attention, he lifted his glass

Lord Nelson. who had direct charge of

Nebraska. Minnesota and Dakota. They gill
open representative sales rooms in Des Moines
and Minneapolis. and will shortly inaugurate intensive sales campaigns in these important territories.
G. C. Silzer and his brothers have been identified with the talking machine industry for

to his blind eye, and said, "You know,

cert hall of Chas. H. Ditson & Co. on Monday
nio
g. February 27, when Edward Johnson.
popular tenor of the Chicago Opera Co. and
well-known Victor artist, was the guest -artist and
sang a number of selections which have already

been recorded for the Victor Co.. among them
"Someone Worth While," which appears in the
Red Seal list for April Mr. Johnson was in ex-

The concert was the first of a series to be
given under the auspices of the wholesale Victor
talking machine department of Chas. H. Ditson

with a blind eye.-Cosmopolitan's Better

& Co.. of which P. E. W. Carlson is manager.
A prominent record artist will be featured at
each of the concerts which are to be given for
the purpose of making the Victor dealers acquainted with some of those artists who do the

Way.

recording.
Chas.

11014111110111111111111.1111

TROOP BROS. TO REMODEL
Work Started on Rearrangement of Company's

Store in Harrisburg. Pa.
HARRISBURG, Pa.,

March 6.-Troup Brothers,

whose music house is located at 8 North Market
Square. are making a
ber of improvements

dedicate your whole soul to the beloved saint.Longfellow.

A large number of Victor talking machine dealers attended a concert and reception in the con-

a young Italian accordion player.

Signal No. 39 has been hanging from

Have you real talent for art? Then study
music, do something worthy of the ant and

Musicale-First of a Series of Similar Concerts

mast."

more than one flagship during the last few
months. but the battle seems to be turning.
American business, apparently, is favored

Des Moines. Edison jobbers. When they severed
connections with this company recently they
made a thorough investigation of the sales possibilities of many talking machine lines and
finally selected the Strand as meeting every
requirement and as offering splendid sales possibilities.

tor Artist, the Feature at Monday Morning

cellent voice and was most generous in responding to repeated encores. Assisting artists were
Miss Anna Welsh, harpist, and Frank Umbriaco,

stroyed.

twenty-eight years, having been for many years
associated as executives with }larger & Blish.

Edward Johnson, Chicago Opera Tenor and Vic-

Foley, I have only one eye. I can't see
it. Nail my signal for close action to the
In a few hours the enemy fleet was de-

G. C. Silzer
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to the store. The remodeling will involve a
new entrance to the store, and the removal of
an off -set in the front part of the storeroom,
permitting of six or seven additional feet in
width at the front of the store. Skylights will
be torn out
installed over
the entire first floor.
A large stairway leading from the front of the
store will give convenient access to the basement, which will be remodeled and extended to
a depth of approximately 125 feet. and finished
with hardwood floors. The basement will be

utilized for the display of pianos and talking
machines, relieving the congested condition of
the first floor and permitting the showing of

II. Ditson & Co. now have an elabo-

rately equipped wholesale Victor department located on the eighth floor of the company's building at 8 East Thirty-fourth street. the equipment

including a model show window in which the
display is changed at regular intervals, together
with model booths, record filing and sales systems.

TAKES OVER MARKEL MOTORS
Magic Phonograph Supply Co. Buys Stock and
Materials of Acme Phonograph Corp.

The Magic Phonograph Supply Co., 67 Debevoise street. Brooklyn. N. Y.. recently purchased the stock and materials of the Acme
Phonograph Corp., Inc.. including the right to
manufacture the Markel and Butterfly motors.
The company announces that it is now prepared
to ship sample or quantity motors to the trade,

or any parts thereof for motors already in
existence. In addition, it carries a substantial

greater stocks.

stock of main springs, tone arms, sound boxes
and other talking machine accessories.

Saul Bluestein. proprietor of the Melody Shop,
Madison avenue. Memphis. Tenn., Sonora
dealer. is planning to open a branch store in the
South Main street mercantile section of the city.

George Raux has been made manager of the
new music store of Garrett Owen. Oakland, Cal.
Mr. Raux was formerly with the talking machine
department of the John Bruener Co.

III

61e,
Look at the Successful
Dealers

ECLIPSE
MUSICAL C9
_

VICTOR WHOLESALE' ONLY

in other lines of business.
Aren't they the dealers who give
their customers just a little more
attention than their competitors?

Victor dealers have an immense
advantage, but they must remember
that "Better Service means Bigger
Sales."
We

will help our

their customers.

atalligiclik

dealers help
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Unico Equipment Promotes Successful Merchandising
The twenty-one Unico departments illustrated above and listed below are typical of hundreds of Unico
Equipped dealers who during 1921, a year of subnormal trade conditions, experienced business growth and increased profits.
I.
2.

Malmo Blanche Co.. New Orkans, La.
Henning IL Grimm f urn. Co.. St Louis.
Forbes
Wallace. Springfield. MASS.

No.

4.

New York Band Instrument Co.. New York City.

S.

Krause

.

7.

f urnitur

Co.. Chicago. III.
Kaufmann Baer Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Baldwin Plano Co.. St. Louis. M.

I.

Weil

9.

Geri.

10.

II.
12.

13.
14.

Bros.

Furn.

Co..

New

York City.

1. Birkel Co..
Lot Angeles. Cal.
Burk Hums Piano Co.. Norfolk, Va.

Hubert Oav & Son. Elyria. 0.
2ersorek Jewelry Cc. Last St.

Limit.

Ideal N.... Co.. Newark. N. J.
Moorehouw. Martens Co.. Celunsbus,

IS.

Edgar

16.
17.
10.

B.

111.

19.

0.

20.
21.

S.

B.

Mus,.
Todd.

Kohn &

&noon..

Tuba.

Phoadlphia.
Co..

Sons

Pa.

Okla.

Cleseivpd.

0.

Trorlicht Ownlw Fur.. Carpil Co..

Mo.

Reichlin.

leridv.

Scanlan

Peoria Maw. Shop.
Gramophone

CO..

PnOniA.

Co..
111.

Ltd.. London.

Louis.

St

Lorain.

0.

England.

The Unico System Will Increase Your Sales and Profits
CONSIDER SOME FEATURES OF THE UNICO SYSTEM
WHICH MAKE IT YOUR WISEST EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
Unico Equipment is the preeminent sales background. Individuality and practicability
are combined.
Unico Equipment is a permanent asset -not an expense. Patented sectional construction accommodates every departmental change.
Unico Equipment is mechanically efficient. resulting from years of scientific research
and invention.
Unico Equipment is a moderately priced quality product. Manufactured on a scale
which minimizes cost.
Unico Equipment guarantees MORE satisfied customers. Planned, built and installed
by service experts.

Unico Equipment Costs No More-Why Consider Any Other ?

UNIT CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
Rayburn Clark Smith, President
58th Street and Grays Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEW YORK. N. Y.

ATLANTA. GA.
49 Auburn Ave.

299 Madison Ave.. Con. 4 IA St.

DALLAS. TEXAS
209 Dallas Bank Bldg.

CHICAGO.
30 North Michigan Ave

LOS ANGELF.S, CAL.

DENVER, COL.

I. W. Hellman 111dg.

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

1741 Champs St.

ISO Main St.

274

EIGHT UNICO SERVICE BRANCHES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

1.mm.

Address our nearest office TODAY

1.111111111111111111111111.111111E.
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HEARING HELD IN THE VICTOR CO.- OPERA DISC CO. SUIT

THE RESURRECTONE
"Wren

Action Brought to Enjoin Sale of German Records Made From Matrices Claimed by Victor Co.

pressure ful,rurc-

Comes Up Before Judge Chatfield, in U. S. District Court in Brooklyn-Briefs to Be Filed March 21

The action brought by the Victor Talking Machine Co. against the Opera Disc Record Co..
the Opera Disc Distributing Co. and Max !lesslein, of New York, seeking an injunction preventing the defendants from continuing to import and sell records made in Germany from
masters recorded by artists under exclusive con-

tract with the Victor Co., came up for hearing

The case opened with the presentation of the
plaintiff's side by Gcorgc \V. Schurman. of
Rounds, Schurman & Dwight, who spent several
hours in presenting the Victor Co.'s claims. The
Victor Co. cited the fact that a number of prominent artists, including such names as Alda, Bori,
Culp, Destinn, F
,
Gadski, Gluck, Hempel,
Melba, Schumann-Heink, Sembrich, Tctrazzini,

before Judge Chatfield in the U. S. District Court
in Brooklyn. N. Y., on Monday, February 27.
At the close of the hearing on Tuesday afternoon both sides were given until March 21 to file
briefs, it being agreed between the attorneys that
each side should provide opposing counsel with

Amato. Caruso, Goritz, Journct, Ruffo, Scotti,

its briefs on March 14, thus providing a week
for the preparation of counter arguments. The
attorneys agreed that Judge Chatfield was particularly well qualified to pass on the points at

many of the records made by these exclusive

issue, having a wide knowledge of such litigation.

Padcrcwski, Elman, Kreislcr, etc., had been placed
under exclusive contract with that company prior
to August 14, 1914, the contracts providing for
the payment of heavy royalties for the exclusive
use of their records and photographs, and that

artists were being offered by the defendants.

Mr. Schurman went into detail regarding the
arrangements made between the Victor Co. and
the Gramophone Co. of England in 1901, pro -

Patented
June 1330

913

June

Patents Pending

32nd.
ISIS
21st.

Jan.

Our new Tuningfork and juni1/
,:11211,
Single Prong models are ion
standards of simplicity
and perfection.
Superb quality - increased volume.
Order sample, return if not satisfied. Reasonable prices.

HOF FAY PHONOGRAPH CO.. 160 Pearl St.. New York City
Makers or the 'orr-t1g13r Tune urn and 1101Y17 PhunultraPh

viding for the interchange of duplicates of record matrices and for the control by the Gramophone Co. in European countries of certain patent

rights owned by the Victor Co., and also told of
the organization of the Deutsche Gramophon
Aktiengesellschaft with 100 shares of stock all
controlled by the Gramophone Co. The point
was emphasized that the agreement provided only

for an interchange of matrices, and did not provide for their purchase or sale.
Shortly after the beginning of the war, it was
stated, Alexander Lucas took charge of the D.

G. A., purporting to act under the authority of

Study the
SILENT Motor
Its Advantages for Your Line of Talking
Machines Are Self -Evident
1

the German Government, and, although the Vic-

tor Co. took prompt action through the State
Department to protect its rights in the matter
and to recover the matrices in possession of the
German company, no satisfaction was obtained,
and in March, 1917, Lucas sold the assets to the
Polyphonwerke Aktiengesellschaft, receiving one
million marks for the stock of the company and
three million marks for the matrices.
Particular emphasis was laid upon the provisions of paragraph five of Annex Articles 2417298 of the Treaty of Versailles, providing for the
delivery to England of trade -marks and unique
means of reproduction on demand, with the proviso that the German companies may have copies
for use in Germany exclusively. It was stated
that the German Government delayed months in

forcing the Polyphon Co. to meet the terms of
the treaty and to deliver trade -marks and other
property demanded, and then delivery of matrices

was commenced on a basis that would require
several years for completion.

The plaintiff also made the point that the
Opera Disc Co. was organized in January, 1921,
at a time when war still existed technically between the United States and Germany.
The defense based its argument first upon decisions of United Statcs courts regarding the resale in the United States of goods originally sold

out of the country, providing the origin of the
merchandise was not hidden. The jurisdiction
of the courts of this country in matters affecting
the official acts of foreign nations was also questioned, and findings of German courts favoring
the rights of the Polyphon Co. to the matrices in

The Silent Motor With Spring Barrels Demounted.
Sturdy and Simple Construction.

Note the

dispute were cited.

John D. Meyers and Louis LeDuc, of the legal
department of the Victor Co., werc in attendance

with Mr. Schurman, while C. A. L Massie, an
attorney well known in the talking machine trade,
represented Max Hesslein; Johnson & Galston

An Exclusive

SILENT MOTOR Feature.
Self -aligning governor shaft,
mounted on universal ball-andsocket bearing. Eliminates governor trouble forever.

Send for Sample and Prices

THE SILENT MOTOR CORPORATION
CHARLES A. O'MALLEY, President

321-323-325 Dean Street,
.:44144DVAgar /NAP 12 PI 44 ;,..q u'T: '1

'AAA 'qiti

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
IAXIAXIXIX1XIAXir
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appeared for the Opera Disc Record Co., and
Eisinan. Lee, Corn & Levien appeared for the
Opera Disc Distributing Co. Attorneys representing many other interests in the industry were
also present as spectators.

ADDS NEW LINES IN PATERSON
The Sterling Music House, 133 Ellison street,

Paterson, N. J., of which Thomas J. Corkrey
is proprietor, has enlarged its talking machine
department and taken on the agency for the
Columbia and Aeolian-Vocalion machines and
records. Mr. Corkrcy plans to advertise both
lines in a big way.

WILL WHOLESALE ONLY
The White Sewing Machine Co., manufacturer
of the White phonographs. which has been conducting a retail store at 207 West Main street,
Clarksburg. \V. Va.. has discontinued the retail
business and will confine itself to wholesale only.

The Talking Machine World, New York, March 15, 1922

Records
The Records of Quality

FONOTIPIA RECORDS
Artists Whom the Public Knows

and Wants

l'he General Phonograph Corporation otters you and your customers complete record service. Not only can you obtain the best
dance numbers, popular vocal, standard selections, etc., but in addition some of the brightest names in the operatic and concert world

are available through the General Phonograph Corporation's distributors. Write your distributor today for complete information
on these celebrity records.
'0-Glorious baritone, whose liquid
conc. have thrilled thousands.

BONCI-Thc most artistic lyric tenor the
world has ever known.

DESTINN-One of the big stars of

the

ADLOWKER-Famous lyric tenor and

interpreter of Wagnerian roles.
KU BELI K-Famous violinist, long a favorite with the American music -loving public.

McCORMACK-The best known and most

Metropolitan, endowed with an exceptional

popular concert singer in America.

voice.

RUSS-Internationally known soprano, who

DIDUR-Incomparable basso of the Metro-

America.

politan Opera Co.

DUX-Universally acclaimed by the critics
as one of the most gifted sopranos.

HE\IPEL -The Jenny

Lind of to -day,
whose bird -like voice is pure delight to hear.

has won great laurels both in Europe and

SLEZAK-One of the greatest tenors of
the age.

STRACCIARI-Whosc "Largo al Factotum" has not been equalled by any other
leading baritone.

IVOGUN-- Young coloratura soprano, the

VON V I.:CSEY-S p 1 e nd i d Hungarian
violinist with an international reputation.
ZENATELLO-Most famous interpreter of
Verdi's "Otcllo" since Tamagno.

sensation of the hour in operatic circles.

Records by these artists were recorded in Europe, where these celebrities attained the
success which made their American appearances possible. They are pressed in the
United States by the General Phonograph Corporation, manufacturers of the famous
Okeh Records, under special licenses from the Societa Italiana di Fonotipia and the
International Talking Machine Company.

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINLMAN. President

25 West 45th Street, New York City
me'

.m.

.
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PHILADELPHIA, Ps., March 6.-March has opened

much more favorably as far as trade is concerned

in this city, following a rather uneven February,
and distributors and dealers both believe that
we are now "over the hill," so to speak, and that
a steady and continued improvement will develop as the year grows older. The lessening
in the demand for records during February was
somewhat unusual, as in.years agone this month
always seemed to be an excellent sales month
for records. Increased interest in records is now
manifested, and this has been helped by the
"Caruso \Veek" campaign throughout the country. People have in this way concentrated on
records and their importance musically has been
impressed upon the purchaser anew. And not
records alone, but talking machines of the better
type are selling well. Another helpful factor, so
far as trade betterment is concerned, is the dr.creasing evidence of "cut-rate" merchandising.
It still exists, unfortunately, but is no: as prominent as it was a few months ago. The general
piddle when properly approached is always inclined to buy the standard, reliable, well -advertised products rather than have recourse to the
cut-price. nondescript products which are sold
under so many various names. The most successful way to fight this cut-rate, stencil, junk
campaign is for the dealers to work twice as
hard as they have in the past and advertise their
products and their reliability, and thus arouse

the attention and win the patronage of those
who should have talking machines and records
in their homes.
Entitled to the Thanks of the Trade
Preparations for the Victor Dealers' Convenh i> iu
o; ii tl as your cortion.
-

-

respondent is writing this letter, have been under way for the past month under the auspices

of the Philadelphia Victor jobbers. A great
program has been prepared and everything done

to make this convention one of the most successful of the many held by Victor organizations throughout the country. The final meeting of the committee having this convention in
charge was held last week at the l'oor Richard's Club and was followed by a dinner. Inasmuch as this Convention will be handled in a

news way in another part of The World, all
that may be said is that the Victor jobbers and
all who participated in the success of this convention are certainly entitled to the heartiest
thanks of the trade.

New Brunswick Dealers Appointed
The

local headquarters of the BrunswickBalke-Collender Co. reports a very satisfactory
condition of business which is steadily expanding. New dealers are steadily falling into line,
and at the present time the Pennsylvania territory is well covered in a retail way, but it will
be better covered before the year ends. Among
the new agencies recently opened were those

of the Eccles Music Shop at Carlisle, a new
concern which has very attractive quarters; the
Hopkins Piano Co., Chester, Pa., which held a
formal opening last week.

R. M. Nelson, the local distributor of the
Brunswick, is again at his desk following an
He is getting in some very
substantial shipments of Brunswick machines.
including a number of the new models 217 and
212.
It had been impossible to secure these
styles before to any great extent. Quite a number of the Queen Anne period Brun -v. !:
attack of influenza.
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also now on display at the local warerooms.
Among the recent visitors at the local headquarters were John I. Monroe, of the Brunswick Phonograph Shop, Williamsport, Pa.; T.
A. W. Hoff, Salem, N. J.; Peter Casper, Wilmington, Dcl.; George E.

in the trade-and he has a host of them-are
backing him to win. He is a retailer who has
built up a large Columbia business, and has
the equipment to make an excellent legislator.
By the way, he recently purchased the White
Haven Journal, a weekly newspaper. It can be
seen that he recognizes the power of the press
an essential to success.

Luncheon for Joseph Wood

Joseph Wood, supervisor of the repair department of the local Columbia force. was
entertained at a luncheon recently by T. M.

Kenny, local Columbia dealer, a friend and admirer. The local Columbia branch, by the way,
is well pleased with the business transacted in
February.

The demand for records was esu'imlrJ en
T. TINT,

'I

GREATER VICTROLA SALES
Because buyers are now demanding dependable merchandise. Dealers realize the prudence of concentration;
also the evil of dissipation-hence the investment in and
sale of Victor Product exclusively, whenever possible.
The many Victor Dealers of this Philadelphia territory,
who are concentrating their buying with this organization, may know we are equipped for even a still greater
Victor business.

The Louis Buehn Company
of Philadelphia
t-
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Eldridge, Pitman,

N. J., and Harry Moser, of Morristown, N. J.
The New Blake & Burkhart Store
The new store of Blake & Burkhart, 20 South
Tenth street. is now in splendid running order
and their business in both Edisons and Vocalions is reported very much better than for
some time past. The business of this old -established firm is expanding, thanks to the enterprising policy of its members.
J. R. Fox Candidate for Legislature
J. R. Fox. Columbia dealer, of White Haven.
I'a., has announced himself as the Republican
candidate for the legislature from the Second
District of Luzern County. His many friends

,
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THE TRADE IN PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY-(Continued from page 83)
pccially large, and March has opened with a
very satisfactory showing for this company. Re-

cent Columbia visitors were Mr. Fairchilds, of
the E. K. Owens Hardware Co.. Susquehanna.
l'a., and Mr. Felix. of the Felix Department
Store. Schuylkill Ilaven, Pa.

OUR ORGANIZATION

Busy Times With the Louis Buehn Co.

The Louis Buchn Co. finds that its dealers
arc experiencing increased activity, although it
has been rather spotty in character and better
in sonic localities than others. Louis Snail',
president of the company, is one of the busiest
men in Philadelphia. Besides his duties as chief

executive of the large Victor distributing concern which bears his name, Mr. Buchn is also
president of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers and has recently been very

busy in acting as representative of the Philadelphia Victor distributors in taking over the
business of the Geo. D. Ornstein Co. The recent convention of Victor Dealers, held under
the auspices of the Philadelphia Victor Jobbers
also has demanded much of Mr. Buehn's time
Gennett Record Agency
The Witlin Musical Instrument Co.. of which
Ben \\'itlin is president, reports a splendid de-

is constantly alive to the individual requirements
of our Victor dealers, our Sales Promotion Department being at your service to help you with your
merchandising problems.

We want to make it unnecessary for Victor
dealers in our territory to buy their Victor requirements outside of Philadelphia and shall continue
to confine our entire allotment exclusively to Victor
dealers in our territory.
Yours for bigger business,

mand for Gcnnett records and Starr phonographs. A Gennett record agency was recently

established

in

Finigaies

H.A.WEymANN &SoN,INc.
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia, Pa.

Department

Store, at 870 Main street, Darby. It is putting
out a goodly number of these records. A very
fine demonstration of Gennett records is being

Victor Wholesalers

made by Joseph Morris. 6 North Thirteenth
street, this city, who, by the way, has developed a very large trade in these products.
Satisfactory Conditions With Cheney

G. Dunbar Shewell, president of the Cheney
Sales Corp., has just returned from a visit to the
Cheney headquarters in Chicago, and reports
a very busy condition of things prevailing there.
It is his opinion that the Cheney phonograph
business, not only in the territory which he
controls, but throughout the entire country, will
exceed all previous accomplishments. There is
an increased appreciation of the artistic merits
of the Cheney phonograph among discriminating purchasers, and this is the report being
received by distributors from dealers everywhere, all of which opens the way to prosperity.
Edison School of Salesmanship Meets
The Edison School of Salesmanship held a
series of meetings here in the Snellcnburg store
the closing week of February, which were largely attended by Edison dealers in this vicinity.
The meetings here. as in other cities where

they have been held, wcrc under the direction of

William Maxwell. Sales talks of an inspiring
and instructive nature were given by Mr. Maxwell, Mr. Stanchfield. of the Carnegie Institute,
and Eugene Lockhart. the actor. The Edison
dealers were enthusiastic over the meetings and
were unanimous in their expressions of the
value derived from the sales talks.
Penn Phonograph Co. Expansion

The business of the Penn Phonograph Co.,
Victor distributor, has expanded to a point
where it has been found necessary to make
use of the entire Penn Building at 913 Arch
street. The Penn Phonograph Co. bought this
building some years ago and occupied four out
of five floors, the second floor being rented to
an outside concern. The company has now
taken possession of this floor, thus occupying
the entire building. This floor is being attrac
lively decorated, and the offices of T. W. Barn

hill and 11. 1. Miller, executives of the firm
will be moved from the third floor to the front
of the second floor, thus allowing the entire
third floor for record storage. It is reported
that the orders for March thus far received
would indicate that March will run decidedly
ahead of January and February in volume of
business.

Big Demand for Record Albums
The National Publishing Co., manufacturer of
record albums, states that the exceptional de-

mand reported last month is continuing, with
every indication that 1922 will be a big year in
albums, judging from the Amami.
Doing Well With Connorized Records
The United Music Stores, distributors of Connorized records, report that business is steadily expanding oft these records and that a number of new dealers has been added. This com-

pany is also a distributor of talking machine
accessories and Connorized and Pianostyle mu-

It is also in possession of a large
collection of Italian and other foreign music
sic rolls.

rolls which are proving very popular.
Good Business in All Departments
II. A. %Veyinanti & Son, Inc.. Victor wholesalers. report good business in all departments.

On

In addition to the distribution of Victor mer-

Guard

chandise, H. A. NVe.yinann & Son. Inc.. arc
wholesalers of Jones Motrolas. Q R S music
rolls, and arc manufacturers of the Keystone
State line of musical instruments.
Quaker City Columbia Gleanings
Al Herman, popular vaudeville star and exclusive Columbia artist. appeared at Keith's Theatre recently, and his stay in this city was a
marked stimulant to the sale of the records which

lie recently made for the Columbia library.

Penn -Victor Dogs are the best watchmen of Victor
Welfare in the Home.

Sold by most Victor Distributors.
Write them or us for prices.

Penn Phonograph Company
Philadelphia, Pa.

913 Arch Street

Victor Wholesale Only

DECALCOMANIA
Name Plates for Talking
Machines, Pianos, etc.

High Class Workmnnship
write u, for further information

National Decalcomania Co.
220230 N. 60th St , Philadelphia, P..
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Send for Samples and Special Quantity Quotations

lilisT %Nur 'PHONE
HAM Nt,

IMICO INDIA RUBY MICA DIAPHRAGMS
INTERNATIONAL MICA COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
CHICAGO, ILL.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY; 37th and BRANDYWINE STS., WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.
MIDWEST 01 I- IcES AND WAREHot sr.
ARTHUR. 'IRANI' & COMIIAN)
ARTGIMONE criMiAN
106-110 W. LAKE ST..
CHICAGO. ILL.
Y. T. sentrura
CLEVELAND. OHIO
RAYSOLO SALES CO.

CINCINNATI. 01110
WALTER S. GRAY
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
DAVENPORT 'MONOCRAT!'
ACCESSORY CO.
DAVENPORT. IOWA
SAMUEL TOOLE.
SSG BURGESS AVE..
INDIANATOLIS, IND.

LANCASTER. PA.
JORDAN a ('OMI'.%NY
303 HIMADWAV.
NEW YORK. N. Y.

Mr. Paulson has a number of excellent ideas
for the development of dealer service which will
be carried out in the near future and may be ex-

J. M. Knepper. Columbia dealer at Tamaqua.
Pa., is conducting a popularity contest open to
all children in Tamaqua and vicinity. Each child
k given a list of records and starts out as a sales
representative, the idea being that every record sold means a vote. The one having the
largest number of votes will win the first prize
of $10; the second prize will be ;5 and the third

Weymann & Son emphasize the fact that fiftyeight years of experience in the merchandising
of music and musical instruments have placed
them in a position to offer valuable advice and

and fourth prizes $2.50. respectively. Mr. Knepper

service to their (healers.

is also giving twenty-six additional $1 prizes, and
the campaign to date has proven a signal success.
Talking machine dealers in the smaller towns

SALT CRYSTALS DO UNCANNY STUNTS

in Pennsylvania are apparently more enterprising and more resourceful in carrying on cam-

Electrical Experts Show Engineers Marvels That
Enter Into Sound Producers

paigns

for

the

moving

of stock

than

pected to prove of great value to the retailer.

their

brothers in the bigger cities.

To Decorate Remick & Co.'s Quarters

Jerome II. Remick & Co., of this city, arc
planning to make extensive alterations in their
retail warerooms in this city. The entire store
will be refitted and a complete equipment for
modern musical merchandising will be installed.
This will include five hearing rooms and a forty foot sheet music counter and racks, besides
other features of note. The contract for this
work was given to Van Veen & Co., Inc., of

New York City, and negotiations were concluded between Edward Adams and Joseph Keit.

Plans of world-wide communication networked

for the next generation. in which combinations
of radiotelephony, carrier current, long-distance
wire lines and submarine cables will be utilized,
were outlined to members of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, who were the
guests of the Bell system at its laboratories in
the Vestern Electric Co. building. 463 \Vest
street. New York City, recently. Demonstrations
of new devices, many shown publicly for the
first time. were included in the program.
An instrument termed a stereopticonoscilliograph enabled the visitors to "see themselves

of the Remick Co., and Leon Tobias, secretary
of Van Veen & Co. The contract also calls for
treatment of the walls and the entire installation
will be finished in ivory and blue.

talk." Speaking into an ordinary telephone trans-

NEW WEYMANN DEALERS' SERVICE

10,000 watts, which, it was said, ultimately would
displace heavy machinery in transportation, were
shown. The possibilities of using these vacuum
tubes in wireless and power fields were unlimited,
i: was said.

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Victor Wholesalers
of Philadelphia, Announce New Sales Promo-

tion Department Under Direction of C. M.
Paulson-Valuable Aid to Dealers
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 3.-11. A. Weymann

& Son, Inc., well-known Victor wholesalers of
this city, have just announced the establishment
of a new department of sales promotion under the

direction of Charles M. Paulson, formerly of the
traveling department of the company. In making the announcement \Veyinann & Son say:
"This department has been established to cooperate with our Victor retailers along general
selling lines and for their help and guidance in
special problems and educational work. We urge
you to avail yourself of the services of this department at any time."
One of the first moves of the new department
was to issue an attractive hanger listing twelve
Victor records and bearing the caption "Mid Month Suggestions." The hanger measures 14
by 22 inches, and is designed to stimulate the
interest of record patrons (luring the period between the issuance of the regular monthly supple-

ment by the Victor Co. It is the suggestion of
the company that the dealer circularize his mailing list on the mid -month suggestions and carry
special advertising featuring the selected records

to stimulate business when the interest in the
regular monthly supplement has waned a bit.

Italian NIusic
Rolls
of Italian and other foreign

Largest collection
music rolls In the United States. Catalogs and
discounts on application.
UNITED MUSIC STORES
619 Cherry Street
Philadelphia. Pe.
":21 W. Mulberry St.,
lialtimore. SW.

mitter, the experimenter saw the effects of his
voice projected on a screen in electric waves,
which took on various forms according to the
words spoken. Vacuum tubes, with an output of

ST. LOUIS. MO.
STEINOLA COMPANY
KANSAS CITY. MO.
PROVIDENCE PHONOGRAPH
SUTPLY CO.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
S. RARUSEN & CO..
NIIANG II , (MINA

WILL SELL BANKRUPT FIRM'S STOCK
The stock of the Great Northern Phono Supply Works, Inc., of New York City, will be
sold at a bankrupt sale, March 16, at the headquarters of the concern, at 57 Fulton street.
and at 5.52 Broadway. The stock consists of
machinery, talking machines, motors and other
accessories.
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Beautiful in Appearance
Substantially Built
Marvelously Faithful Tone
That describes the newest model

of the highest type of Phonograph-

It is an instrument
that readily sells itself.
"I he Modernola.

Another novelty was a device whereby one

Furnished in Solid Mahogany
nod Solid Walnut
No V

could hear molecules turn over when polarization
Next?

The New Management Announces:
That there is some very valuable
territory open and offers a very

OPTIMISTIC OVER TRADE OUTLOOK
Isador Paschal. general manager of the Pleas-

attractive proposition.
Remember.
we operate a thoroughly equipped

ing Sound Phonograph Co., New York. has
just returned from an extended trip through
the South, and expresses himself very optimistically regarding the general situation in the
cities visited. He states there is business available for everyone who makes a strong effort to
get it. Mr. Paschal expects to leave New York
very shortly for a trip through the Middle West
in the interest of a campaign recently inaugurated by his company for the purpose of disposing of a great number of motors, which are
adopted to any style phonograph, and which
are being offered with complete equipment. The
Pleasing Sound Phonograph Co. reports that
business ill the phonograph repair business has
shown a decided increase since the first of
January. and that business is rapidly returning
to normalcy.
A Victor shop has been opened in Salisbury,
Md.. by Milford Nathan. of Cambridge, 51d.

wyro vela 'ifs

It!'! L

The engineers were interested especially in
weird demonstrations of singing, talking and
"shimmying" crystals of Rochelle salts, which
were produced during the war for submarine detection work. Connected with wire to a talking
machine, the saline crystals seemed to speak in a
tone much louder than that ordinarily heard from
a phonograph horn.
was changed.

1,atesf

plant with excellent production and
are an established concern.
The

Modernola is the only new and improved phonograph on the market.
\\ hy not write to -day for full particulars?
Address

THE

-

MODERNOLA
COMPANY
JOHNSTOWN
PA.
Eastern Representatives

THE StoisEitNOLA SALES CO..
(leo. Seiffert. Pres.
Offices: 929 Broadway,

New York City

0

0
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Now Is the Time

To Establish an
Agency for

Records
The Records of Quality

The demand for Okeh Records is
increasing every day. The most
critical buying public in the world
has recognized these wonderfully

clear recordings. This is the
season to promote your record sales.

Let Us Serve You
you are considering an agency, communicate with us. We will
he glad to advise and help you. We can show you how to make

If

an agency a producer of big profits. We are doing it every day
and can do it for you.

CONSOLIDATED SERVICE is famous for its efficiency
and promptness. We guarantee satisfaction.

Wholesale Distributors for Okeh Records

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227 W. Washington St.
Branch: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Chicago, Ill.
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THE TWIN CITIES
Merchants Prepare for Spring Business-Launch Big Columbia /Idvertising Campaign in Northwest-Blizzards Retard Trade-News
MixsEvrotts and Sr. PAUL, Nfixx., March 8.1: would be possible to expatiate at some length
on the conditions in the music trade in the
Northwest, but at best it would be a space -killing
proposition and would add nothing to the stock
of human knowledge. \Vhen the weather has not
shown a temperature mark below zero blizzards
have been raging, and between the cold and the
wind the conditions have not been conducive to
trade activity.
But the music merchants of
the Northwest, little and big, are getting by
very nicely and arc all prepared to inaugurate a
brisk Spring business.
Launches Columbia Campaign
Something has been said in the daily papers

department

of Whitney-Met:regor Co.. have
"made good- in every way during the past year

-a record, in truth, of which to feel proud.
Getting a Good Share of Business
phonographs and records arc going
nicely in this territory, according to G. Sommer.
& Co.. distributors. Business is not big by any
means, but, in view of the fact that conditions
generally are bad, the company considers that
it is obtaining its share of business.
G. H. Compton With Stone Co.
George IL Compton. an experienced phonograph man, has joined the staff of the Stone
Piano Co. and henceforth will specialize in the
Pattie

Aeolian-Vocalion.

way in the Northwest and the records are par

phone Co.. which are now, happily, past. Whatever is detrimental does not, however, apply to the

ocularly popular.

The carload -lot sales conducted by thc New Eng-

land Furniture Co. and the St. Paul Furniture
Co. went big and both houses figure on cashing
on the new publicity venture. Assistant Manager Tanner reports that many new desirable
accounts are being opened.

A Tribute to the Ladies
For some time your correspondent has had in
mind to say something nice about the two women
managers of talking machine departments in
Minneapolis. but for one reason or another has

to do

neglected

so.

although the ladies

have

We are in position
o state that Rose Artz, manager of the Vicrola department of L. S. Donaldson Co.. and
Ethel Conley, manager of the talking machine
merited some recognition.

Now It's a

Necessity
With the popular "record
repeaters"

for dancin g,

Semi -Permanent
Needles are more than ever

So n o r a

a necessary equipment for
phonograph owners. Recommend them and watch
your needle sales jump.

The \'ocalion is winning it,

about the difficulties of the Columbia GraphoNorthwest, as \V. L. Sprague. in charge of Columbia act.vities here, is now launching one of
the greatest advertising and publicity campaigns
ever known in the phonograph field in this territory and the dealers arc enthusiastically backing up the campaign with their individual efforts.
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Noted Artists Heard in Concerts
Selrex service counters have been installed for

the Vhitney-McGregor Co. in Minneapolis. The
counters arc just about indispensable for large
houses, remarked Eugene O'Neill, of the Beck
with -O'Neill Co.
The Victor Co. is getting some nice advertis
ing in the Northwest through its artists. and
rkalers have profited by the appearance here in
recent weeks of Lauder, McCormack, Heifetz.
Braslau and others.
Will Handle Brunswick Records
Anderson, Gauper & Peyer, Inc., a new music
house at Lake street and Second avenue, Minneapolis, will handle Brunswick phonographs and
records. Word from the Brunswick headquarters in this territory, managed by E. L. Kern. is
te. the effect that the Brunswick fame continues
to grow and the sales continue to increase.
Some Distinguished Visitors

Harry A. Beach. vice-president of the Unit
Construction Co.. was a visitor here recently.
and reported that the outlook was gratifying.

Semi -Permanent

James J. Davin, of Reincke-Ellis Co., Chicago

Main -Springs

called on his business friends in St. Paul and
:Minneapolis

last

week.

Robert Porter, field sales manager for the Co
lumbia Co.. is in the Twin Cities for a general
sales meeting.

Many Sales of Pathos
The Wa llblom Furniture Co. has c c.ndw led
an extensive sale of Pattie phonographs, which
resulted in many sales actually closed and the
addition of many names to the prospect list.

R. L. DOUGLASS VISITING ENGLAND
Ross L. Douglass, president of the National
Co.. of Boston. Mass., manufacturer of Ragtime Rastus, Boxing Darkics, Shimandy and
other well-known talking machine toys, is now

For any Phonograph Motor
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TONE ARMS
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PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
We can give you belt pH,- on BrEllardone. 51averio. Wall.
Kane. Tonotore, Nopolnt. 0111 Riga Incas and Teheran..
Needles.

ORDER RIGHT FROM THIS AD
Send for price Ilvt of older repair parrs and motor

EWA enough I., .,ter
St. Loulo. Mo
Postage or goods will be loaned by .Kbreir

1000-1002 Pine St.

St. Louis, Mo.

injury. Their long uniform
points remain always the
same width and do not
wear the sides of the record
grooves. They play a I I
makes of steel needle
records.

Sono r a Semi -Permanent

Mr. Doug-

Needles make sa ti sf i ed
customers and bigger needle
profits for dealers. K ee p

them in stock and display
them prominently.

"TALKERS" HIT IN SOVIET TAXES
An item of interest concerning luxury taxes
on musical instruments, including talking ma
chines, is a dispatch from Moscow, Russia. ap-

annum has been levied on talking machines by
the Moscow Soviet. Each owner of a grand
piano must pay an annual tax of 750,000 rubles.
which exceeds the annual wages of Government
employes. Ordinary pianos arc taxed 600,000
rubles.

Arc you glad that you arc not living

Roonora Phonograph
Companp, 3nc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON
President

279 Broadway

Ncw York

ransdian Distributors:

I. Montagne. & Co., Toronto

in Russia these days?

Terraa-F. Q R.

The Val's Accessory House

not ()illy save needle costs,
hut they save records from

lass expects to be back within a month or so
and will, doubtlessly, bring with him excellent
first-hand impressions of talking machine conditions in Europe.

making a visit to London. England.

pearing in the New York daily papers. which
stated that a luxury tax of 200.000 rubles per

SAPPHIRES-GE IV U IRE

NEEDLES

C. L. Wainwright, who resigned from the ta:k
lug machine department of the Armstrong Furniture Co., Memphis, Tenn_ to join a Texas concern, has returned to his former position.

CAUTION!

Beware of similarly
constructed needle
of inferior quality
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the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great into rest and we commend these articles to
the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
opportunities which .prevail

15,

c,

1FDITOICS Not i-This is the sevinteenth of a new series
of articles hp William Braid White, devoted to the various
intent sting

Mmit. it

an

taVi:ing inachine.1

IMPORTANCE OF CORRECT PITCH
Music is the art which is distinguished from all
others by the fact that it moves. It is the art of
one dimension-time. Everything that has to do
with it is completely governed by the prime
requisite of motion in time. Every sound used

in music is the product of a definite series of
motions originally taken up by some suitable

body and translated through the atmosphere to

the auditory apparatus of the listener. Now.
since the performance of musk is immediately
grounded upon the vital necessity for producing
each sound cleanly and clearly distinct from
every other, it follows that no need is greater
than the need that each calculated motion -rate
shall be maintained at all times and in all circumstances.

When a Singer Goes Flat
\\'e all know the distressing effect when a
singer sings flat. This, of course, is merely the
result of the singer's failure to maintain the
vibration -speed of the breath issuing from the
vocal chords. Again. if a violinist's finger slips

ever so slightly upon the strings he is stopping
his tone will go sharp or flat, according as the
slippage had shortened or lengthened the speaking part of the string. For strings vibrate more
slowly as their length increases and more rapidly
Conversely, if the
speed of vibrations taken up by the sounding body

as their length decreases.

increased the resulting sound will go up in
pitch; and will go down in pitch if that speed is

is

decreased.

It is, therefore, evident that if music is to be
rendered as it ought to he rendered, as perfectly
as possible, every element relating to the control
of speed must be most carefully regulated.
Sound -groove and Pitch
In the case of the talking machine the sounds
are produced by causing a disk on which is engraved a continuous spiral groove to rotate under
a fixed stylus or needle, connected with a flexible
diaphragm. The groove itself consists of a continuous curve of sines, a curve, that is to say, of
the particular form which is always assumed by

vibrating bodies when they are drawn over an
impressible surface while performing their vibrations. In other words, the sinuosities of the line
represent the vibratory activity of the recording
stylus, which was actuated while making the record by the voice or instrument which is to be reproduced.

If now the turntable which carries the original
wax disk were rotating. when the record was
taken, at, say, 76 revolutions per minute. then
obviously it would be necessary to have every

le

reproduction made at the same number of revolutions per minute if the pitch of the reproduction were to be the same as the
cording. If the turntable were rotating faster
than the speed mentioned it would at once follow

KIMBALL
Phonographs

Are Business Builders
Kimball prestige-long established-and a reliable guaranty
are the foundation on which
the dealer can safely build.
Variety of Design; Superior
Construction;

Attractive

Appearance; Truth of Tonethese qualities command the
attention
tomer.

of Dealer or Cus-

that the stylus would travel through a greater
Lumber of sinuosities in a given time, and that,
therefore, the vibrations imparted to it would be

I
3

more rapid, though the same in shape. Therefore. in accordance with the principle that pitch
varies directly as speed, the entire reproduction
would be given at a higher pitch. In certain
circumstances, for instance, it might be quite
possible for an instrumental piece to be reproduced in the key of. say. C sharp minor, when
it was actually recorded and intended to be reproduced in the key of C minor.
Spoiling Vocal Effects
In exactly the same way the tones of a contralto singer might be lifted in pitch so that the
song should sound as if sung by a mezzo-

On the other hand, if the turntable
were rotating too slowly the opposite effect
would be had and the contralto's voice might
soprano.

even sound far too low for any normal woman's
tone production.
Key and Instrumental Music
In any such case the musical result would he
somewhat disastrous. Taking the instrumental
point of view first it is only necessary to listen
closely to well -played instrumental music to see

that each composer know precisely how the
music should sound, and therefore determine. to

Write for Agency Terms

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
'

306 So. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Kimball Bldg.

Manufacturers of Phonographs, Pianos, Player Pianos,
Pipe Organs, Distributors of OKeh Records

the appropriate end, the key in which it should
be rendered. W'hen a composer writes a piece
for piano in the key of A. whether major or
minor, he does so because it appears to him that
it will sound be.t in that key. Probably when

the first idea came to him it was clothed to his
mental hearing in that key in which he writes it.
\t any rate, if it is at ally time rendered in another

key, the effect will not he what the composer
intended. Usually it will be inferior and sometimes the difference will he startling. Never,
one may safely say, will it be superior.
Pitch and Vocal Effect
From the vocal point of view the faults of incorrect pitch will be even more impressive.
Every singer has a certain range within which
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uum
his or her voice sounds best. The condition of
the vocal organs forbids a singer extending the
range more than a certain distance up or down.
At any rate, no matter what wide ranges some
singers may have it may he taken as a rule that
each knows where his or her voice sounds best,
and that, accordingly, each will sing best within
those determined limits.
Now, when a singer's voice is reproduced
higher or lower than intended, a double injustice
is forthwith done. The singer is cheated because
his or her voice is made to sound inferior. The
public is cheated because it gets an inferior rendition for its money.
Inspection Needed
Merchants who do not clearly realize the importance of these details would do well to pay special attention to the arguments here set forth.
In a large establishment, especially, where there
are many machines in constant use for demonstration purposes, it is very necessary that each
should be inspected at frequent intervals, in order
that the turntable speed may he regulated if necessary and the working of the motor examined
All sorts of accidents will happen in the demonstration booths. Children may meddle with the
adjustments when no one is looking, and where
a thousand and one minor troubles of the sort
arc always possible.
Constant inspection will alone serve to keep

It might he added in conclusion that careful
cleaning of all mechanical parts is equally imbrushing arrangements for
keeping the record grooves free from grit form
most valuable additions to the equipment of any

IMINMilM

The Tonepen Co., Manufacturer of Tonepen
Needles, Adds Several Distributors-London
Concern Gets South African Territory
The Tonepen Co., manniacturer of the Tone pen needle, New York, has just completed arrangements with several distributors in different
sections of the country to sell the Tonepen needle

in their territories. The latest additions to this
list are: Joseph Schepartz, 42 Church street,
New Haven. Comm.. for the States of Massachu-

setts and Connecticut; J. \V. Firtz, Baltimore,
for the State of Maryland; L. D. Heater, for the
States of Oregon. Utah and Washington. and
Selig & Co., of London, Eng., for all of South
Africa. This latter concern maintains a branch
office in Cape Town, where it plans to carry a
full line and through its representatives will sell
this needle in every town in South Africa.
Another important announcement is that the
Tonepen needle will be sold in all stores of the

The Tonepen Co. reports that dealers everywhere are meeting with gratifying success in the
selling of Tonepen needles, and that talking machine owners are much pleased with the results
obtained, both as to tone and wearing quality.

RECORDS FOR FAMILY ALBUMS
A dispatch from London. England, says: "The
the future will talk,
according to the makers of phonograph records
here, who declare that the demand for private
discs is increasing daily and that prices have become very reasonable. They say that persons arc
having records of their own accomplishments
made and are sending them to friends. Also instead of sending letters or gifts some people now
talk onto a disc and send that by way of greeting.
The talk of children at various ages is being filed
away with their baby clothes."

family portrait album of

service, are easily installed and are absolutely guaranteed.
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SWEETEN THE TONE
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GENEROSITY RESULTS IN SAI.ES

and Simplex
Circular Record
Cleaners
Reduced Prices
Big Profits
Write for
Particulars

Crrv, IA., March 7.-The Anderson
Music House here has gained some live publicity
and made several sales of Victor products as the
CHARLES

result of its generosity in loaning a complete set
of records for the opera "Rigoletto" to the Charles
City Music Club during Opera Book Month. The
direct result of the loan was the sale of two Victrolas, eight Opera Books and a number of Red
Seal records.

The Blumenthal Phonograph Shop, of 37 Lee
avenue. Brooklyn, N. V., has moved into a much
larger and more favorably located establishment
at 40 Lee avenue. Harry Blumenthal, propr:ctor, is an enthusiastic booster of the Aeolian
Vocation and Vocation Red Seal records.

the Tonepen Co. materially.

The simplest and most efficient
Automatic Stop on the market.
They give excellent

portant, and that

demonstration booth.

large chain operated by the S. H. Kress Co.,
which will certainly increase the total output of

AUTOMATIC STOPS

be taken for granted that unless they are actually

managers and salesmen to pay more careful attention to a neglected essential.

WITH ANY FfIfT:IONG

NEW 'I'ONEI'EN DISTRIBUTORS

machines in perfect running order, and it may
in good running order there will often be complaints that records are inferior, and that certain
selections do not sound well; complaints which
can be explained only on the grounds alleged
above. Unfortunately there is a rather general
tendency to neglect the small precautions mentioned, mainly through ignorance of their extreme importance. Perhaps the facts now set
down will have the effect of stirring many store

[YOU CANT GO WRONG

NOW
KIRKMAN ENGINEERING CORPORATION

484-90 Broome Street

New York
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elect and will install an attractive room for local dealers where the latest records will be
played and which will serve as headquarters for

dealers of the territory when visiting this city.

Trade Steadily Bettering-Many Dealers .idd Columbia Line-New
Caruso Release in Demand-Recurd Sales Increasing-Trade :Yews
I:ALII MORE, Mo.. \larch 7.-The talking machine

business has kept up remarkably well since the

trst of °the year. and while a slight drop has
been noted in the sale of records since the beginning of Lent. business, generally speak:lig. is
good. In fact. as William C. Roberts, manager
of E. F. Droop & Sons. put it. "We have been
oversold on No. WO Victor machines for several
months and there is a fair demand for. the new
types. Our January business was good, February business better, and the outlook, as I
see it. for the current year is very good"
Mr. Roberts said he based this prediction on the
fact that business has shown a steady improvement right along since the slump that followed
the abnormal business done during war time,
and he saw no reason why this should not continue now that the business k again back to

CARUSO WEEK IN LAPORTE, IND.

was six months ago.

Business for December
and January was away ahead of the corresponding months of the previous years, and her suc-

cess has been very gratifying to a large circle
of friends.
Hub Piano Co. to Open Branch
The Hub Piano Co. will shortly open a branch
house at 304 North Howard street, in which
the talking machine department will be a special feature of the business.
The Kunkel Piano Co. is making some extensive improvements in the talking machine
department

at

its

establishment

on

North

Liberty street.
Remodeling Columbia Branch

The local branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co

is
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having its office rooms rcmod-

a

LAPORTE, Isti., March 4.-TIIC Princess Theatre,
large motion picture house of this city, is

aiding in Caruso Week and has installed a large

special type phonograph which is playing the
famous tenor's records. A peculiar development

was that at the conclusion of one of Caniso's
most famous reproductions the audience ap-

--

plauded as thought the artist were actually there.

CONDUCTS SPECIAL PATHE SALE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, March 5.-The Salt Lake

Hardware Co_ of this city, recently conducted
a special sale of Pathe phonographs in its retail
department that was attended with excellent
results Manager Dorman, of this department,
is a hustler and deserves much credit for the
Success that this department has attained.

normal.

Many Columbia Dealers in Line

The local branch of the Columbia Co. also
reports business as being very good. and that
the following dealers in this territory have been
signed up for the special advertising contract
proposition which the company is now featuring: D C. Cogdell, Goldsboro. N. C.; Royal &
Borden Co.. Durham. N. C.: Bullock Furniture

Co., Rocky Mount. N. C.; People's Furniture.
High Point. N. C ; Queen -Miller Co.,
Greensville. N C.; Edgecomb Drug Co , TarCo.,

boro, N. C.; McGee Furniture Co.. Lynchburg.
Va., and the Millenson Piano Co., of Cumberland, Md.
New Caruso Record a Heavy Seller
Sales of the new Caruso record. "Crucifixus."
from "Hesse Solennelle." released here on the
first, hate so tar exceeded all expectations, according to H. T. Bosee, sales manager of Cohen
& Hughes, and this he attributes to a great extent to the window displays that were made by

the dealers. many of them proving irresistibly
attractive, as indicated by the crowds that stood
in

front of the places which carried the

BUHL by Engineers

dis-

with the highest

A big advance sale is also reported by
the same firm for the four releases on the 15th
plays.

of this month, which include: "Cutie"-"Lonesome," medley fox-trots; "Virginia Blues""Venetian Love Boat," fox-trots: "My Nlammy
Knows"-"Angel Child." fox-trots, and "Ten
Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes"-"In Bluebird Land," fox-trots.
Cohen & Hughes have received the first ship-

ment of the new No. 280 Victrolas and say
the dealers arc very much pleased with the
The firm expects to have a sample
shipment of No. 260 Victrolas in shortly, on
which they are already oversold.
I. Son Cohen. of Cohen & Hughes; Joseph
Fink. of the Smith -Kranz Piano Co.. and Ray
T. Steward, of Hagerstown. made a short trip
to the Victor factor the first part of the month
Columbia Stars at Local Th:atres
The past two weeks have been featured by
the appearance of three Columbia stars at local

Engineering Skill.

ESIGNED to stand the shocks of
hard usage.

TOUILT to run smoothly and noiselessly

under varying conditions.

machines.

theatres.

rind

Write for prices

Al Herrman and Ted Lewis were

both in the city last week, and Dolly- Kay was
one of the stellar attractions at the Maryland
Theatre this week. A number of dealers made
special displays of their records while the artists were in the city, featuring the songs which
they sang on the stage, and the artists spent
several hours in autographing a number of records a- souvenirs. which. needless to say, were
highly prized by those fortunate enough to get
one of the prized records.
Mrs. Kirkwood's Fine Record
Mrs. Maude Kirkwood, who took charge of
live tirafonola department at Frank J.
Murphy's. 320 West Lexington street, about six
months ago, has made a record in increasing
business that would be creditable to anyone
who had been in the business for years, let
alone a practical "greenhorn." as Mrs. Kirkw.
the

PERATED with uniformity.
constant in speed.

Sphinx Gramophone Motors Inc
21 East 40th St.
NEW YORK CITY
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CLIP OUT

pin to your business letterhead and mail to

t`The globcfrnicice eo.
CINCINNATI

I

would like to know something more

about your cabinet to hold surplus rec-

ords. Please send me further information.

.1,14.WIAGPOWMANTwilibielMaM"gie'

globernicke is presenting this opportunity
To phonograph dealers, the Globe-Wernicke Co. offers
something of immediate interest. A record cabinet that is a
wonder, keeping every record in its place and protecting it
from wear and tear!
The Brown Disc Record Cabinet is ideal for your customers. Everybody knows that "Globe-Wernicke" stands for
sound construction. The patented filing system appeals to all
buyers. There is no sales resistance. You have on your books
the names of the logical prospects. It's an easy selling proposition. Extra profits without additional selling expense !
Here are two models ---ideal for crowded homes. Both
are flat topped. As a piece of furniture they serve the purpose of perfect side tables.
The smaller two -drawer cabinet holds fifty records, and
the larger one a hundred. Think how nicely these will take
care of the overflow from an average Victrola! Other styles,
too, for large or growing libraries.
Mail in this coupon. It will bring you complete information on these disc record cabinets.

giobeA87(irt) icke co.
CINC-INNATI

The patented filing
equ;pment is in every
GlobeWernicke cabinet. It is the most
convenient.

Four Drawer Style
In mahogany or quartered oak

Two Drawer Style
Ready in quartered oak

A

PI

PRODUCTS
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DETROIT
Business Betterment Grows

-Reports Frmn .111 Trade
Points Cheering-The New$

the talking machine business is the report by
dealers that collections are holding up very well
and that they are not making repossessions. One
would ordinarily think that during times such as

to get the benefit of their radio outfits, and wherever people stay at home the field for the talking
machine and records is greater. These home
crowds will want something to amuse them while

we have gone through in the past six months
the number of repossessions would be surprisingly large, but such is not the case from the

they are waiting --and that something will

best reports obtainable through the larger dealers.

Grinnell Concerts Largely Attended

DETRolT, Mull., March S.-There is hardly a
dealer that is not reporting better business for
the first two months of this year a- compared
with last. And all arc looking forward to a better March. Everything is favorable for better
business in March so far as Detroit is concerned.
"I he industrial situation is showing great improvement. more than 70.000 men being given
employment since the first of January. By another four or five weeks we expect to see every
motor factory working to at least 70 per cent
capacity-and this means more than 100 per cent
capacity compared to pre-war days.
Stability of the Talking Machine Business
nye of the best indications of the stability of

MARCH 15. 1922

Grinnell Bros. have been giving a series of
concerts on Thursdays in their Victrola
which have been largely attended. These concerts or recitals last about one hour, and usually

consist of one or two prominent soloists and
selections on the Victrola.
Discuss the Radio Craze
We have heard some talking machine dealers
discussing the probable effect of radio enthusiasm
on the talking machine business. Ilere and there

we find a dealer who looks upon this new craze
as very serious, but, on the other hand, we have
met dealers who believe just the opposite-that
it will have a good effect as well. One thing is
certain-people are apt to stay in more in rink!.

be

talking machine music because it is "ready made"
for them.
Jewett Phonograph Line With Strasburg
Max Strasburg & Co., on Library avenue, have
added the Jewett line of phonographs, which are
Michigan made. Mr. Strasburg has made a thorough examination and investigation of the various

models and is convinced that they will prove
popular with the public. On the other hand, the
Jewett Phonograph Co. feels mighty proud of
this new connection, as it considers the Strasburg shop among the leading institutions of the
city. Already the Strasburg shop has sold Jewetts and repeated on some models.
Local Association Meets

The Detroit Talking Machine Dealers' Association met in February at the Board of Commerce with a good attendance.
is

The Association

still discussing the questions of uniform in-

terest charges, trade-ins and approvals, and, while

nothing of a definite nature has been decided
upon, no doubt benefits will result from these

Business Improving
Each Month for
Aggressive Victor
Dealers
lach Month, Too. Finds an

Improvement in Our Ability

to Meet the Wants of Each
and Every Dealer in Victrolas and Records.

Don't lose sales through lack of
Don't do with less business
than might just as well be yours it

te for list of records selected by our
committee as the best
sellers for the coming
month.

To allow us

to furnish this will not
obligate

you

in

the

least-and it will aid
you in making up your
order.

discussions and there will be a better understanding among dealers on these matters which are so
vital to the trade.

New Quarters for Walker
\Valker's Music Shop, of which Thomas Walker

proprietor, has moved to larger quarters on
Grand River avenue, which is considerably furis

ther out on the same thoroughfare where he
formerly was in business.

But the new location
Mr.
Walker has been able to increase the size of his
display room and his booths. The Jewett and
Vocalion lines are handled by Mr. Walker.
Show Windows That Attract
The Detroit Music Co., which handles the Columbia line, is becoming one of the live factors
in the talking machine industry. Charles Smith,
general manager, is certainly doing things these
days. His windows are always attractive and he
is taking advantage of everything that will stimulate business. When the big musical show "Un-

is better all around-larger in every way.

der the Bamboo Tree" was at the Garrick the
week of February 26 Mr. Smith had a big sign
on his window, "Bert Williams Will Be Here in
Person," and he announced the date. Unfortunately \I r. Williams took suddenly ill, the show

stock.

was canceled and he returned to New York.

vuu had the merchandise.
You are selling more than you did,
but there's the opportunity right now,
even, of doing a still greater volume
of business. Two things are essential

Just before that he had a very attractive sign
on his window announcing the big Columbia

to this-definite. consistent, persistent selling -effort, and the Victrol
and Records to back up and just i
the must energetic sales work. \\ c
can supply the Victrolas and Records; can get them to you promptly,
and please you in every other detail
of our service as Nvell.

Provide for increasing your business through sending in your order
TODAY.

Grinnell Bros.
Wholesale Distributors
of rictrolos and Records

First and State Streets, Detroit

But it shows how Mr. Smith is going after things.
hit. "Dapper Dan," and he has sold piles of them
and is still doing so.

Hard Work Brings Results
Manager Gardiner, of the Columbia branch in
this city, has often contended that the dealer can
get out of his business only what he puts into
it. If he expects to reap a harvest, he must invest-to begin with, he must back up his investment with sincere hard work. In other worils,
the average dealer relies too much upon the national advertising of the lines he is handling and
the momentum which the industry already hasinstead, he should be taking advantage of every
opportunity to increase sales. And there are so
many ways that this can be done, and there are
-o many new fields that can be developed. Dealers handling Columbia Grafonolas have reduced their stocks to the point where they arc
now reordering and the year 1922 looks like a
very happy one for Columbia dealers who are
alive to their opportunities.
Vocalion Products Grow in Favor

S. E. Lind. of Lind & Marks. distributors for
the Vocalion, has made several trips to New York

during the past six weeks to get more records
as well as to hurry shipments on certain models
of Vocalion phonographs.

Mr. Lind reports

happily that January and February were better
than 1921, which is all that he can expect. "We
are still adding on new dealers, and those we
already have are increasing their orders and repeating." he said to The World correspondent.
"Dealers handling the line all tell us that the
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Two tantalizing fox-trots by Eddie Elkins'
Orchestra on one record for April. "Just a
Little Love Song" and "Lonesome Hours."
Everyone who loves to dance is a prospect
for this record. A-3553.
Columbia Graphopbone Co.
NEW YORK

Red rer.,rds arc increasing in popularity and that
they now have a waiting list of people who want
immediate information each time there arc new

We feel very well pleased with the
representation we have in our territory and the
releases.

amount of goods we have sold since we started
in business practically one year ago. and if 1922

or our second year will show just a slight increase-which we are positively assured of-we
will feel that we arc over the top. Generous Offer in Memory Contests
The Detroit News, in connection with memory
contests which arc being held in the public
schools, has offered seventy-five talking machines

to the winning schools.
The Attractive Pier Music Shop
One of the prettiest talking machine stores in
Detroit is The Pier Music Shop, on Jefferson
avenue East. It is a part of the New Coliseum
Building, the major portion of which is devoted
to a public dance hall. The shop is under the
management of Mr. Hewey, formerly manager

gorpll numbers. Records arc also going very
big. Any dealer who is looking for new ideas in

ALFRED FOX CO. DAMAGED BY FIRE

the laying out of a phonograph store will find it
money well spent to come to Detroit and look
over the Brunswick Shop. It has a style and
individuality all its own.
Why R. B. Ailing Is Optimistic
R. B. Ailing, manager of the nomograph Co.
of this city, was in New York attending the Edison jobbers' convention. Mr. Ailing is of the
belief that the talking machine industry will show
increased activity and prospetit) during 1922.
He still feels that a great deal of the success of

Pianos and Talking Machines Damaged When
Fire Breaks Out in Building Occupied by
Alfred Fox Piano Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

any talking machine store depends entirely oil the
livencss of the dealer himself.

Manager Fyfe, 'of the Standard Drug Co., of
this city, conducted a campaign on Paths phonographs recently with excellent results. Mr. Fyfe

is an Actuelle enthusiast and has considerably

contributed to the prestige of this instrument
in this locality

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., March 4.-Damage estimated

at $10.000 was incurred by the Alfred Fox Piano
Co. when a fire broke out in the Studio Building
on Fairfield avenue, %%here the concern is quartered. A number of talking machines and pianos
were damaged by flames, smoke and water.

Fire-

men saved many instruments by spreading tarpaulins over them. For a time the complete destruction of the building was threatened, and the
smoke was so dense that sixteen fire fighters
were overcome.

The concern has opened a temporary store at
304 Fairfield avenue, and will carry on the business there until the former quarters have been
repaired.

of the talking machine department of LaSalle
& Koch. of Toledo, 0. He is employing six

TOWN GIVES PHONOGRAPH TO SHIP

NEW HONOR FOR THOMAS EDISON

outside men who are canvassing thoroughly the
East Side section of Detroit, and the) are producing good result.. The Pier Music Shop handles the Jewett line of phonographs, as well as
the Vocalion line of records. It is a combination
certain to produce good business.
Victor Consoles Popular
Dealers handling the new Victor console report that it is taking very well, and C. H. Grinnell, manager of Grinnell Bros., wholesale Victor
department, reports that he is shipping them out
to dealers just as fast as they are unloaded from
the cars. While many dealers believe that the
console is not only here to stay but that the
demand is on the increase, they still feel that the

Citizens of Vinita. Okla., Present Machine to
Ship of That Name

Plan Celebration of the Fortieth Anniversary of
the First Electric Light Station

PORTLAND, ORE., March 4.-The steamship "Vi-

Thomas A. Edison. who wa. recently honored
by celebration of his seventy-fifth birthday, will
he further honored before the end of the year by
the celebration of the fortieth anniversary of his
installation of New York's electrical system.
September 4, 1882, New York's first central
station and underground system of diFtribution
were completed and placed in operation according to plans conceived and executed by Mr. Edi-

upright model will be with us for all time to
come and probably remain as the biggest seller

of the two styles. There is no doubt that for
the better grade of homes the console is invariably selected, but, after all, it is the middle and
working class of people who arc the largest buyers of phonographs, and the upright will appeal

to them for several reasons-price and lack of
room.

Brunswick Shop a Busy Place
The Brunswick Shop on East Grand River is
doing an excellent business. The shop is open
evenings and is indeed a busy place. The shop
has been doing some very big advertising since
the first of the year and sales are being made in

nita." loading at Portland for the Orient last
week. was the recipient of a beautiful cabinet
phonograph. the gift of the town of N'inita. Okla.,
which was set up and is making music in the
saloon of the Shipping Board steamer named
after the Oklahoma town in honor of the original
Vinita accomplishment of exceeding its quota in
the Victory Loan campaign. The phonograph
hears an engraved silver plate stating that it is
the gift of the citizens of Vinita, Okla.
The gift of the phonograph is the outgrowth
of a correspondence which started last October
when the officers of the steamer "Vinita" wrote
from Shanghai. China, to the mayor and citizens
of Vinita. asking for the phonograph as a symbol
of the sentimental attachment between the town
and the ship. A newspaper in Vinita started a
subscription and raised $50 of the phonograph
fund. Mrs. Agnes Ogletree. of Vinita, then took
charge of the campaign and raised the balance
with a Mother Goose carnival.
Though intended for a Christmas present, the

phonograph did not reach the ship until a few

son. By many this is considered his greatest contribution to mankind. and the principles laid

down by him in the construction of that station
kilned the basis of similar stations all over the
world. Indeed, there has been little deviation
from them in all the years that have followed,

CLOSE MANY PHONOGRAPH SALES
J ACK SONVILLE, FLA., March 2.-The Rhodes Futch

Furniture Co. closed a number of machine sales
as a result of an extensive sale in Pathe phono-

graphs, of which they arc dealers in this city.
The attractive prices and terms proved to be a
great inducement.

days ago for the reason that the steamer was on

a three months' jaunt across the Pacific in the

The Most

service of the Columbia -Pacific Shipping Co.

Dependable and
Inexpensive

T. SAAM OPENS NEW DEPARTMENT

Lid Support

I.sxstxc. la., March 7. --One of the finest talk-

ACME DIE
CASTINGS

ALUMINUM- ZINC -TIN a LEAD ALIPIS

AcmeDie-CastinCorp
Boston aathaeter BrooklraN.Y.
t CNN°

on the Market

ing machine departments in the northeastern secThe new channel

tion of the State has been installed by Thomas
Saam. music merchant here. Mr. Sawn has purchased the complete stock of Victor talking machines and records f
a dealer who has discontinued his business.

Success consists in the invisible and intangible
sense of inner satisfaction and approval of one's

fellows, plus the tangible results of good judgment and persistence.

support is consttuct-

ed of one piece of
metal and it works

automatically per
feet. The hinges are made in two styles-flexible
and bent.
Sampk, on request.

STAR MACHINE & NOVELTY CO.
stimiu.: STREET

BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
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IT'S the force of the buyers! It means

that you must give more to get

more!

It explains why BANNER RECORDS

have made so great an advance in

so

short a time!

BANNER gives to an insistent music

buying Public just what that Public
wants-full 75c. worth of record value
for 50c. -in every respect.

And in return, the Public gives to
BANNER, through BANNER Dealers,
a full measure of profits!

vide°

That is why BANNER is now an es-

success -a

tablished

sensible,

paying

proposition !

Otel)

Why don't you write for details? We
give reasonable territorial protection to
dependable dealers.

A few big -hit releases !
Cutie

Those Days Are Over
Wanna

My Mammy Knows
Tell Her At Twilight
All That I Need Is You
While Miami Dreams
Goodbye, Shanghai

Lo -La -Lo

Angel Child
Marie
Boo-Hoo-Hoo

Just a Little Love Song
Granny
Sheik of Araby
Song of India
Stealing
Everybody's Step

Smilin'

'Gin 'Gin 'Ginny Shore
Ka-Lu-A
Blue Danube Blues
Leave Me With A Smile
I Want My Mammy

Bow Wow Blues
By the Old Ohio Shore
Wonderland of Dreams
Dear Old Southland
Irish Medley Waltz
Stars
April Showers
When Shall We Meet Again ?

Molly 0

HUM C

18 West 20th Street

0
New York City
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Some Sales Stunts of Prominent Dealers
That Merit Special Consideration
\\
1\
jo.kpii. Mu.,
Lave found the telephone very useful in collecting overdue instalments on their talking
machines, according to Henry Raines, who said,
in explanation:

"When going through our bills the last of
the month we lay aside those that arc to be telephoned, put the number on the statement, and
the

first of the month we put in most of the

(lay telephoning.

%Then I call a customer I say
something like this, lit looking over your ac-

count we find you owe a balance of $-, which
is (so many months) past due, and I was
wondering if it had escaped your attention.' If
the customer promises to pay at a certain time
we make a note of it and always mention this
fact to the customer. If he does not keep his
promise we again call him. reminding him of
his promise and asking if he overlooked sending
check. If it is necessary to call up a third time

we remind him that we are a member of the
Retail Credit Men's Association, and should the
bureau request it we would be compelled to

g;ve them the information, regardless of how
good his intentions might be. If
find customers who object to my calling them about their
account I say, 'Which would you prefer-having
a collector call at your home and dun you, or
have the credit department call you by 'phone
and remind you of your account?' The change
in the customer's attitude is at once apparent.
My experience has taught me that success in
collecting by telephone depends upon these
1

things-courtesy, tact, patience, persistence, ex-

pecting payments when promised and letting
the customer know you are watching the
account."

How the Remick Shop Keeps in the Public Eye
The Remick Shop, of Portland, Ore., is under
a live wire management and there is always

sonic novelty in a publicity way to attract the
Recently it has undertaken to give wire h ss concerts and has found this method very popular in increasing its sales of records and even
people.

machines.

The advertising of this firm is always distinctive, and, though not large, attracts attention
because of being "different" from the usual run.

A recent ad with an outline cut of man and
maid was captioned: "'Where are you going,
my pretty maid?' I'm going to Remick's, sir,'
she said.' Naturally, folks like to drop in where
things begin; and everybody knows that all the
latest hits of vocal and instrumental selections
will always be found at Remick's."

Another even more striking ad run by this
firm showed an owl with small body, large head
and big staring eyes. Above it were the words:

"This is not a Hartz canary."

The ad itself

read:
WISE!
WISE!
when you find folks having a bird of a tame you've
run into !AMC ItENIIICK hits.
Yes'm!
Yes'r!

The fun store of Portland is REMICKS.

The ad then went on to describe and quote
special prices on talking machines and records.

announcing that they would be sold on time
payments, if desired.
The company is also a firm believer in aurae live show windows, which are never allowed to
go stale.
A recent display, in which dance

records were especially featured, was richly
Oriental in tone. Yellow matting covered the

floor and in the rear was a bamboo arch, behind
which hung curtains of Japanese crepe. From
the ends of the arch, as well as from the ceiling,
hung Japanese lanterns. Fastened to the arch
and scattered over the floor were a. number of

big yellow paper sunflowers with a record for
the heart of each. In the center of the arch
was a disc with the words. "Dance Records,"
and on the floor was a card giving a number

tli,!`

l!Lk

(.11.1:A'S

1/1

tile glass was a uratonola in action, and a

to

card above it said, "Stop winding your machine
-buy one of our electric motors."

I his concern is quick to take advantage of
timely events, and a display made last month
caused everybody who passed to pause, read

and laugh-and in telling of it afterwards the
fact that the Remick shop sold records was
brought strongly to mind. Taking advantage
of the much-discussed Volstead law, it placed
in its central window, "the Volstead phono-

graph."

This was a big keg, serving as a cabinet, with a Graionola attached to the top. The

doors were open and disclosed, instead of
phonograph records, a number of glasses and a

A card above it announced, "First
showing of the Volstead phonograph." One of
tile cards scattered about suggested, "This machine plays
Dry I Am.' This is merely
a sample of what we have in the phonograph
department." Others said, "A barrel of fun in

111111

cral times."

\V. B. Stoddard
10 Ian(lt.t,r :Mt
()Ilk
The firm's treatment of instalment
t.

A man out

customers is essentially fair.

such consideration.

Several letters are sent, and

if these fail a telephone call is made-and from
the tone of that interview the credit man takes
his cue as to more stringent measures. This
firm carries the largest stock of records in the
city, but secures a good turnover by not keeping
too many of any number. It features these

records-and phonographs, of course-in the
windows at rt. v.u!al. H!, v.:11-, and thus keep
public info7 a.
Ile latest no.

decanter.

The Quality Repeater

our phonograph department," and -What will
you have?

r

ras-w

Some Late Records."

A clever mid -Winter stunt of the Remick
shop was its solving of the problem, "How to
Keep the Young Folks at Home." It addressed
an open letter to parents on the subject:
hear Perplexed Folks:-Ilow to keep 'the children at
borne evenings?
That's the question that laces many of
you, isn't it? Too old to be disciplined; too young to

All Steel
It Never Fails

select suitable friends and environment-just how to handle
children

in

their

teens

is

a

problem.

Why nut

make

the home so attractive that they will 1.00111 to stay there?
Ever thank about it that way? Let us suggest a Columbia
Grafunola for the hone.
It will make your hour a
celitcr for your
friends-and you will Pel safe
aomit their surroundings.
AIN
The young peo,ale
wash It, dance to it, and thcii when their mood !
more quiet put un UMW concert selections and
world's greatest artists right in their own h,ancs. Don't
you think it would pay to investigate?
I

Write for our 100 -page encyclopedia containing illustrations and
prices of

Jones Motrola

Th;s was complemented with a striking window display. The floor was covered with powdered cotton to represent snow and in the rear
were small trees, also thickly powdered. In

Record ol a

the foreground was a toy house, three feet high,
with double doors opened, to show the brightly
lighted intcrior, where a company of dolls were
dancing. On a stand was a full-sized phonograph, and a card attached to it observed:
"There's nothing like music to keep the youngsters entertained. Put a talking machine in

Albums and Album Sets
Bubble Books
Cabinets, Record and Roll
Record Carrying Cases
Corrugated Boards
Moving Covers
Dust Covers
Dancing Toys

your home if you want to keep the chil,lren
there."

Eliminating the Collector
Every merchant will agree that a collector
is not only an expense but a driver -away of trade.

People dislike to be dunned, and after the collector has called a few, times they register a

vow never to trade at that store again. Of
course, their attitude is illogical-but it hurts
the store just the same. Young & Chaffee.
Grand Rapids, came to that conclusion several
years ago, and as a result their entire force of
eight outside and five inside mcn were dismissed,
Of
this the credit man said: "It is a peculiar psycho-

and the "personal call" system instituted.

logical fact that a man who is approached for
a couple of dollars will give it grudgingly.
though he has not the slightest desire to sidestep his debt, but the man who seeks his creditors does it jauntily and proudly, treating his
debt as a matter of honor which he is frankly
glad to meet. Our instalment customers pay
weekly. coming to the store for that purpose.
Figure out the publicity the store gains by such
a method.
Fifty-two times a year he calls,
seeing something different each time, and becoming familiar with many things he would
like to possess. tie is met by a man who calls
him by name. It flatters him to be recognized
as an individual and to have his tastes catered
to.

In

most cases the friendly atmosphere

of

work, who has been good pay, can have his
account filed for thirty, sixty or even ninety
days.
Rut the delinquent debtor receives no

Outing & Cirola Portables

Attachments for Edison,
Victor and Columbia.

Record

Envelopes,

De-

livery Stock and Sup-

plement
Needles, Steel & Tungsten
Fibre Needle Cutter
Display Fixtures
Record Lights
Lubricants
Motors
Nameplates
Piano and Duet Benches
Player -Piano Cleaner
Polishes

Record Cleaners
Tonearms & Sound Boxes
Springs
Strings
The

Cabinet and Accessories Co.
Incorporated

orro GOLDSNIITII, Pr.-.

145 East 34th St.

New York

the
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.As the face in the crystal mirror is true to the gazer, so are (.6rititett
iirroiiis faithful to the original voice or instrument.
To know the utmost in music's reproduction hear (irttitat No. 4830,
"Cutie" (fox-trot), from "The Blue Kitten," intro: "I've Found
a Bud Among the Roses. played by Hazay Natzy and His Biltmore Orchestra, which makes your toes fairly tingle, and on the reverse the same orchestra brings out with great vivacity the snappiness

of "ANGEL CHILD" (fox-trot).

Bennett 1Accorb5
Manufactured by

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
RICHMOND, INDIANA

...

York-I hi. ag..--1.4.

1.ttgello--Itirmidtg ham
Ilet roil
inrinds.di u-d le% el.likol-Inild:Idistiodold.
SI4,..10/1-./..ck-"iti ,Ile-London. I attaila

New
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MISS Gilda Gray's Sensationcii Success

Docerdiace: '

at the RENDEZ VOUS.i.New-Yorks Newes t and
TASK TO

--:;?,!HEAR IT

---

h. L WILLSON COLUMBIA PRESIDENT

:

you cant qo wrong
with any7eirt.ronq

tion, but cut down pressing rejections and the
overhead while the presses are idle."

PERFECTS NEW RECORD PRESS
H. N. McMenimen Makes Interesting Announce-

Elected President of Columbia Graphophone

Co. and Columb:a Graphophone Co. at Directors' Meeting Last Month-F. J. Ames Elected
Secretary and H. C. Cox Is Treasurer

ment-New Press Soon Ready for Market
H. N. McMenimen, well-known consulting
engineer. of New York, has just made known that

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the

one of his clients has perfected a new semi-

Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co. and the Columbia
Co. held at the company's

automatic record press. His announcement is
as follows:
"From five to thirty per cent of records manufactured are rejected for various causes. The
so-called automatic presses have enabled the
individual pressmen to turn out a greater num-

offices in New York, February 2S, H.

AMENDS CORPORATION ARTICLES
Poirrt.Axn, Otte.. March 4.-The Pathe Exchange,

Inc., of New York has filed with the Secretary
of State of Oregon amended articles of incorporation. reporting a change of capital stock from
$5,000,000, consisting of 500.000 shares at the par

value of $10 each, to 200,000 shares of common

stock of no nominal or par value, and 30,000
shares of preferred stock of the par value of
$100 each.

ber of records per day, but they have in turn
added to the problems in the pressroom, and it
has made greater problems for the plating and
matrix departments. Nearly every automatic
press is idle from thirty minutes to three hours
every day for various causes, such as leaky
platens. due to superheating and chilling, time
required for changing matrices, pressing shells
spoiled in setting up the presses, loss of pressing

shells slightly blemished by stock that cannot
be removed and repaired, and accidents that
occur frequently to operators, etc.

IRON BANKS BOOM RECORD SALES
DAVENPORT, 1A., March 7.-A clever stunt put into

effect recently by L. A. Murray. Victor dealer
here, has had the effect of greatly stimulating
the sale of talking machine records.

Mr. Murray
had a number of small iron banks made in the
shape of the Victrola. These were given to customers who agreed to deposit spare change in
the bank for use in purchasing records. And
they arc saving and, better still, buying records.

"With the knowledge of the disadvantages and

defects of the present-day presses, one of my
clients has been corking for the past seven

SELLS LARGE NUMBER OF MACHINES

years developing a semi -automatic press. which
has just been perfected. This press will make
from two to three records per minute and elimi-

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., March 3.-The Harbour-Longmire Furniture Co. has conducted a
sale of Patic phonographs in its headquarters in
this city and Dallas, Texas, that has resulted in

nates all the bad features of the modern automatic presses. It will not only increase produc-

dispos:ng of a large number of instruments.

H. I.. Willson
L Willson was elected president of both comMr. %Vinson, who has been vice-president and general manager of the Columbia interests for the past few years. w:ll also retain
the post of general manager. Mr. Willson succeeds Van Horn Ely, who resigned in order to
devote his time to other interests.
C. W. Woddrop, vice-president, secretary and
treasurer of the Columbia Co., tendered his
resignation at the directors' meeting on Monday,
and F. J. Ames, who heretofore has been assistant secretary and treasurer, was elected
secretary. H. C. Cox, comptroller of the Columpanies.

,SOilOnt DISTRIBUTORS EXCLUSIVELY
for New Yoik. Staten Island and the lower Hudson Valley

b:a Co.. was elected vice-president and treasurer.

Francis S. Whitten. chairman of the Board of
Directors, retains this position.
The election of H. L. Willson as president of

(greater (fitp Virnograph

the Columbia enterprises w:ll be welcome news
to the

talking machine industry and to

311 SIXTH AVE.

the

Columbia organization, as he is one of the ablest
men in the trade. He has been associated whh
the Columbia interests for twiny years. occupying important executive and administrative

Mr. Willson is thoroughly familiar with
every phase of the talking machine business,
posts.

including manufacturing, sales and finance. and
his intimate knowledge of the industry as a
whole well qualifies him to fill the important
position of president of the Columbia manufacturing and selling organizations.

4

7E1-CHELSEA
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NEW YORK

The superiority of the Sonont\ is as marked
as the ease with which it sells.

ei
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MILWAUK

some extent because of the lessened demand from
consumers. It seems that this has now been

Orinii.gu Predominates in Local Trade-Dealers Prepare for "Ci7.4,
Style Week"-Manufacturers Rushed to Supply Demand-The New
window displays to conform with the general

M TIMM:KER.
March 10.-The talking machine trade is approaching the opening of Spring
with a great deal more optimism and hopefulness
than it did a year ago. when it was suffering from

scheme of downtown as well as uptown merchants in making special display trims for "Civic

the full effect of the blow struck by the depression. While the past mouth has been the "between -season" period business has been of moderate proportions. Records, especially, have been

selling in large
bers and this end of the retail business is continuing its remarkable growth.
Instruments are selling fairly well, with no particular feature to business, but enough moving
all the time to prevent any dissatisfaction.
Featuring "Civic Style Week"

The coming week. March 19 to 25, will be
observed as "Civic Style Week" by the retail
merchants of Milwaukee, particularly those en-

Style Week."
Steady Improvement in Manufacturing Plants
The manufacturing industry in Milwaukee and

throughout Wisconsin is reported to be "looking up" in a real. substantial way. Distributors and dealers all over the country arc ordering new stocks for Spring and Summer demands

and the operation of factories is on a considerably larger scale than a year ago at this time.
The Milwaukee Talking Machine Mfg. Co., the
General Mfg. Corp. and other talking machine
factories in this city are steadily increasing their
operations

to meet enlarged demands from
dealers throughout the country.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers Optimistic
Local wholesale houses have enjoyed a good

gaged in merchandising ladies' and men's wearing
apparel of all kinds. Music dealers have joined

in the campaign informally and expect to derive
much good from the effect of the awakening of
consumer interest which this event will undoubtedly bring about. Each Spring for the last four
or five years local retailers have selected a week
following the middle of March or early in April
to present their Spring styles in a concerted and
striking manner, but this year's observance is
based on much broader and more impressive lines
than heretofore.

Merchants Interested in Exhibit
The Auditorium has been engaged for the week

and about 100 merchants in various lines have
taken exhibit space. Booths will be arranged in
a way to form a miniature of Atlantic City's
famous boardwalk, and there will be a huge runway encircling the main area upon which living
models will promenade. The participation of
music dealers will be largely in contributing new

MARCH 13, 1922

business in the first two and a Half months of
1922. and they feel that this has been only a beginning toward more prosperous conditions. Retailers are not so strongly disinclined as before
to buy only for urgent needs. and their requisitions are indicating a greater freedom based on
the expectancy of the better volume of business
to be done in the coming three to six months.
Large Demand for Victor Records

"Victor dealers in our territory are manifesting a great deal of confidence in the future and
arc getting back into the old, accustomed swing
of buying goods." said Ilarry A. Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber. "I can't say that our dealer organization ever got down to a strictly hand-to-mouth
basis of buying. but, naturally, for a time, they,
like representatives of other standard instruments, were forced to limit their purchases to

overcome in a large measure, for we are getting
some good orders and getting them often. Victor
record business so far this year has been the
largest in any similar period since this house was
established and we encounter difficulties right
along in meeting all demands."
Thomas I. Kidd Brunswick Enthusiast
Thomas I. Kidd. manager of the Nlilwaukee
branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
Las reason to assume the optimistic attitude

which he has been carrying for some time as
the result of the remarkable movement of Brunswick instruments and records. The situation has
come to be one where a dealer seeking a Bruns-

wick franchise has got to be one of the real live
wires of the trade to obtain it. The Brunswick
agency is to -day regarded as one of the most
valuable assets a dealer can have, and only a few

of the many applications that are being made to
Mr. Kidd are being granted.
New Brunswick Dealer Appointed
The latest appointment of a Brunswick dealer
is that of the Frederick Carberry- Co., a new
$100,000 corporation formed by Frederick W.
Carberry to take over the Milwaukee branch of

Bissell & \Veisert Piano Co., of Chicago.
Mr. Carberry opened the branch about three
years ago and has since been its manager. \Vith
the

the establishment of the business under his own
name and ownership he has decided to establish
a talking machine department and the Brunswick
has been secured as a fit companion to the Chickering piano, upon which Mr. Carberry will continue to concentrate in the line of pianos. The
Chickering Studios at 420 Jackson street will now
also be known as the Brunswick Studios. The
new department was opened March 1 and is in

charge of \V, H. Ileise, who was for six years
with Charles J. Orth, at 504 Grand avenue, where
he handled both wholesale and retail business in

the Puritan and also the Brunswick.
Combine Victor and Piano Departments
Carl \Vest. manager of the Victor department
of the Boston Store in Milwaukee, has resigned

irmimunruirmiliminirammmillThiumnrq
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its excellent quality of tone
and natural, life -like reproduction
of all musical tones, and its great
volume. This tone arm on your

machine spells success, because of
its high standing in the Phonograph
World.
Made only in 81,?2-inch length. Can
be furnished with or
without Mute Tone Modifier. with Mic:i or

FEATURES

PLAYS

LARGE diaphragm
and long stylus bar
vibrations.
lengthens

ALL

producing a deeper and
more natural quality of

1T,CORDS

NOM -Y-KA

THE JEWEL MUTE
CONTROLS volume just like the
human throat. Built in the reproducer and functions in such a way
that the length of vibrations is minutely
regulated and the tone reproduced to a
softness and clearness that arc remarkable.

Operates by means of a thumbscrew
instantly adjustable. Tone has

and is

free and unimpaired passage throughout

tone arm and chamber-Not "Muffled" or
"Choked" as with ordinary type of tone
nxxlificr.
Perfect regulation without in any way
changing character of tone.

tone.

Perfectly balanced in
accordance with carefully

worked ratios and with regard to co-ordinate parts,
this tone arm and reproduc-

er permits a freedom and
sweetness of tone heretofore

thought

Surface sounds

impossible.
-

t i rely removed.

Throw -back design permits
of easy access to need:e
socket. Saves records from
unnecessary scratching.

No. 2 Round Arm Tone Arm
and Reproducer

JEWEL PHONOPARTS COMPANY
154 Whiting Street

Chicago, Ill.

as
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visit in Florida. This is an annual event in Mr.

HEADQUARTERS

Single Spring Motors
Mica Diaphragms
WILLIAM BRAND
27 East 22nd St., New York City
to engage in other lines and the department has
been added to the jurisdiction of Robert E.
Lauer, manager of the piano department. The
piano and Victor departments have always occu-

pied adjoining space on the third floor of the
big store and, while both will hereafter be under
Mr. Lauer's management, they will remain separate departments.
Harry M. Hahn Takes on Aeolian-Vocalion
Harry M. Hahn, formerly manager of the talk-

ing machine department of the E. R. Godfrey
& Sons Co., wholesale distributor, who recently
resigned to establish himself in business on his
own account as a wholeale dealer in general
musical merchandise and supplies, has been ap-

pointed distributor of the Aeolian-Vocalion in
this territory. This will represent his main effort,
although he will deal in a wide variety of goods.
The headquarters of the new Hahn concern are
at 355-357 East Water street. Milwaukee.
Receivership Proceedings Dismissed
It was good news to Columbia dealers when
press dispatches heralded the fact that the Delaware courts had dismissed receivership proceedings against the Columbia Graphophone Mfg.
Co. While the news of the action did not have
any noticeable adverse effect upon the Columbia
business in this territory, nevertheless the giving of a clean bill of health by the Federal court
has helped greatly. Robert H. Walley. wholesale representative of the Chicago branch of the
Columbia Co., with headquarters at 1575 Third
street, is continuing his aggressive work in this
field with ever-increasing results.
Starr Phonograph and Gennett Records Popular
The Starr phonograph and Gennett records are
earning a steadily enlarging prestige in this ter-

ritory. under the vigorous campaigning of the
Hoeffier Mfg. Co., 274 Fifth street. this city.
The Gennett record has gained a wide and abiding popular appeal which is making it one of the
real big sellers.
Reports Excellent Month's Business

The Yahr & Lange Drug Co., distributor of
the Sonora phonograph and Okeh records in
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, reports an excellent month's business and looks for a decided

stimulation with the arrival of Spring. R. H.
Lanz, chief assistant to President Fred E. Yahr
in the work of the musical merchandise division.
is going right to the trade and furnishing some
direct dealer service which is a big factor in
making possible steady increases in their individual sales.

Notable Work by Edison Dealers
Edison dealers in Milwaukee and throughout
\'isconsin are doing some notable work in giving the public a new conception of the strikingly
faithful reproductions possible by this instrument. The call for Edison records is also reported to be growing steadily and their popularity is becoming more and more firmly entrenched.

Expands Field for Homokord Records
A. G. Kunde, distributor of the Homokord record, with headquarters in this city, has greatly
widened his field of operations in the past month
and established many new connections in various sections of the United States. Locally, there
is an excellent sale of the German product, which
is true also of other localities that have a large
population of foreign -born or those of foreign
extraction.

Returns From Visit to Florida
Edmund Gram, head of the Edmund Gram
Music House, returned March 6 from a month's

Gram's life. During his absence his store organization did better than keep "business as usual."

This was true especially of the talking machine
department, under the direction of Miss Julia

Wolff, who is
Gunnis.

The

ably assisted by Miss Helen
Grain house is featuring the

Brunswick and Cheney lines and is giving both
instruments and records a strong prestige, especially in the better class of homes in Milwaukee.
Interested in Jubilee Week
The Milwaukee trade is deeply interested in
the plans for the Jubilee Convention of the National Association of Music Merchants in June
at New York. Facts concerning this memorable
gathering were presented in person recently by
President M. V. DeForeest and his lieutenants,
Alex McDonald and Charles Jacob, who made
Milwaukee the second stop on their transcontinental booster tour. One of the main results of
the reception and luncheon tendered Mr. DeForeest and his fellow tourists by the Milwaukee
Association of Music Industries is that new life
has been injected into this organization and it is
going to be heard from oftener and more impressively perhaps than in recent months.
The Boston Store conducted a special sale on
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"WORK, FAITH AND CO.OPERATION"
Byron R. Forster Returns From Extended Trip
and Says Those Who Develop Business With
These Words as a Foundation Will Win Out

-Brilliantone Needles Sold in

121

Different

Countries-Interesting Chat on Condit ions
Byron R. Forster, president of the Brilliantone
Steel Needle Co., returned to the headquarters of

the company in New York City during the early

part of the month after he had completed a
swing around the country which carried him as
far as the Pacific Coast. Mr. Forster called at

various important trade centers such as Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Kansas
City, Denver, Salt Lake City, Spokane. Seattle,
Portland and Los Angeles. Returning, Mr.

Forster visited the large cities throughout the
South.

In Los Angeles he found that business was
booming. Mr. Forster found good business being
done everywhere, although with the exception of
Los Angeles there was no decided rush. Busi-

Pathe phonographs during the latter part of
February, which resulted in considerably M-

ness was not only good but steadily improving
and everybody was entirely optimistic over future conditions.
In commenting on the trip, Mr. Forster said:
"Business is good, but. of course, the dealer that

en eased business in the phonograph department.

goes most energetically after business is the one

REPORTS MODERNOLA PROGRESS

that is achieving the greatest results. One of
the brightest outlooks for the future is that

Among recent visitors in New York City was
A. Ohlson. general manager of the Modernola
Co., of Johnstown, Pa.. who made his head-

It is universally realized that the war is over
and that it is necessary to work to get results.
The days of order -taking are past and many

quarters

the

dealers are finding that salesnien who were excel-

Modernola Sales Co., this city. Although Mr.

lent order -takers cannot sell goods at the present time. There are three important words, the
adherence to which on the part of everyone will
put over business during the coming year, and
they are: work, faith and co-operation."
The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. recently consummated an important deal whereby Brilliantone steel needles are now being sold in 121
different countries. This deal has been in the

while

here

at

the

offices

of

everybody is hard at work developing business.

Ohlson's time was limited he accomplished much

in the several days he spent here and, together
with George Seiffert, president of the Modernola
Sales Co., visited a number of Modernola dealers
in

the greater city. Mr. Ohlson reports that

orders are coming into the factory in a satisfactory manner, and that many new dealers have
taken oil the Modernola line in the past few
months. The new executives have rapidly taken
hold of the business affairs of the company and
substantial progress has already been accomplished towards making 1922 one of the biggest
years in the history of the organization.

The Black Swan Record Shop was recently
opened at 177 South Third street. Memphis.
Tenn.. by Mrs. C. E. McKaim. Machines made
by the Pace Phonograph Corp.. of New York.
are handled.

mind of Mr. Forster for the past three years
and its recent consummation is a tribute to Mr.
Forster's executive ability. The contract will
run over three years and immediately 400 salesmen in these various countries will sell Brilliantone steel needles.

The most successful salesmen are those who
refuse to give up a prospect as a "hopeless case"
and who have the persistence to keep hammering away.

Topham's Record Cases
are the Original and Standard

made from select lumber, covered
with a genuine book cloth, imita-

tion of seal grain leather. Metal
trimmings, corners, lock bolts, lock

and handle.
Index cards for fifty records and
printed list in lid.
Two sizes, 10 and 12 inches.
Cases for any purpose.
Write for New Prices

TOPHAM'S FACTORIES

80 L STREET, N. E.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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H. A. BRENNAN ENTERS NEW FIELD

phone Corp's sales and merchandising activities.

Popular Talking Machine Man Appointed Sales
Manager of Loyd Wireless Telephone Corp.Company Represents "Firco" Products Made

out the talking machine trade, has been identified
with this industry for many years, occupying important sales and executive posts. He is thoroughly familiar with every phase of the retail
field, and his intimate knowledge of the dealers'
requirements will enable him to co-operate with
the trade to splendid advantage in developing the
sales possibilities of the wireless telephone in

by John Firth & Ca-Important Sales Plans
to Be Announced at a Very Early Date
Herbert A. Brennan. recently Victor sales man-

ager of the Rudolph \Vurlitzer Co.. New York.
and formerly connected with the Victor Talking
Machine Co.. has been appointed sales manager

Herbert A. Brennan, who is popular through-

the talking machine industry.

Mr. Brennan is

keenly enthusiastic regarding his new work. especially as wireless telephone outfits merchandised

by the Loyd \Vireless Telephone Corp. embody
the most advanced principles of wireless telephone construction. He is planning to offer
talking machine dealers maximum service and
co-operation in the introduction of the wireless
telephone to their patrons, and Mr. Brennan's
sales organization will make a specialty of rendering practical and informative service to the
Victor merchants.

\V. E. Simler and P. A. Wilkinson, who arc
president and vice-president, respectively, of the
1.0yd \Vireless Telephone Corp.. are well known

In the advertising and sales fields.

They will (le vote a considerable part of their time to the development of dealer promotion plans that may be
used to practical advantage by the dealers handling "Firco" products.

HEOEMANSTEWART ANNOUNCEMENT
New York Importer States that Effective January I It Is Sole and Exclusive Distributor for
Homokord Records
The Hegcman-Stewart Corp., the well-known

importer of New York City, is announcing to
the trade that it is now the sole and exclusive
distributor in the United States for the Homokord record, manufactured in Germany. where it
is well known. The record has been handled
in this country during the past year by a number
of dealers.

"After extended negotiations with the Homokord Co.. of Berlin," officials of the HegemanStewart Co. stated, "we have secured the sole
rights to import and sell these records in this
country. This contract has been duly ratified
by both companies and is effective as of January
1. 1922. and in consequence, all Homokord rec-

H. N. McMenimen
Consulting Engineer
Announces that a client has ins!
perfected an

IMPROVED
Herbert A. Brennan
of the Loyd Wireless Telephone Corp.. 709 Sixth
avenue. New York. Mr. Brennan assumed hi.

AUTOMATIC
PRESS

new duties on March 6, and his general plans
for the development of his sales organization will
he announced shortly.

The Loyd \Vireless Telephone Corp. is the
sales representative for John Firth & Co.. Nev.
York, manufacturer of "Firco" products, m
arc internationally known. John Firth. presi,:,
of this company, has been associated with the
wireless telephone field for twenty years, and has
executed orders for practically all of the leading
countries of the world. John Firth & Co..
through their extensive experience with Government work, have always made apparatus comply-

ing with the most rigid government inspection.
and among the patents controlled by the company are the following: Seibt German patents:
Roister Decremeter; telephone plugs; loud speaking attachments; transformers: telephone con
nectors, etc.
The Loyd Wireless Telephone Corp., as sales

representative for John Firth & Co., will carry a
complete line of wireless telephone outfits and
apparatus. Practically every type and description of wireless telephone product is included in
the Firth line, and the phenomenal progress made
in wireless telephony the past year practically

insures the success of the Loyd Wireless Tele-

that will make from two to three.

records per minute, and which
will eliminate all the bad features of the modern automatic
p ress.

It will not only increase production, but will cut down pressing
rejections and the overhead
while the presses are idle.
For Further Detail.,
'P/tone or Write
Laboratory:

Scotch Plains, N. J.
Tel. Fanwood 1138

Offices:

2 Rector Street, New York
Itector

1181

ords imported in this country from now on will
be distributed by us solely.
"The catalog of these records comprises selections in all foreign languages, and offers a diversified

field of sales activities to the dealer who

carries them in stock. It is planned to offer the

dealer a new and varied list of numbers each
month, so that in a short time selections imported will comprise the complete Homokord
catalog. Plans are now under way for an extensive publicity campaign, designed to introduce the record in all parts of the country."
The company states it has appointed several
agents to handle the record in their respective
territories, and Homokord records will be placed
in talking machine stores all through the country in due course.

WANTED SOME SUITABLE MUSIC
PORTLAND. ORE., March -I.-Emma Reynolds, of
the Hyatt Talking Machine Co.. tells The Talking Machine World correspondent some good
ones, but this one I believe is hard to beat: A
little pompous and dignified man entered the
store the other day and asked to hear some records. Miss Reynolds asked him if he would like
to hear any special record and he said: "Some
people like this jazz stuff, but I'm not that kind.
My mother-in-law is lying at the point of death
and I want a record suitable for the occasion."
He then asked to hear "Let the Lower Lights Be

Burning."

SALES CAMPAIGN NETS RESULTS
BANGOR, ME., March 2.-Libby-Skinner Co.. of
this city, has built up an excellent business in

A large number of phonographs
was disposed of during a recent sale conducted
by this concern.
Pattie products.
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Will this be a Red Ink or a Black
Ink Year for You?

Style No. 11
Queen Anne Console
$225

Burl Walnut. 5250

Right now you are laying the foundation for a good or a bad year's business.
Is your present line moving satisfactorily?
Have you made the profit you should
have made and are you absolutely convinced that, with the lines you now
handle, this will be a black ink year?
If you have any doubt, now is the time

to take on a line that will give you a

better chance to make more sales, quicker

sales and an attractive profit with

a

smaller investment. This is exactly what
the Jewett line will mean to you.

Highest Quality Amazing Value
Compare the Jewett for tone quality.
with any line you choose. Anyone who
knows phonographs will quickly agree
that for clearness, sweetness and faithful-

ness of reproduction the Jewett is not

surpassed by any instrument on the marStyle No

ket. And every Jewett phonograph is a
matchless specimen of artistic cabinet
10

Simplified Adam Console. $195

work.
You have never seen a line that combines these three
essentials-tone quality, beauty of design and exquisite
cabinet work-and still retails at such remarkably low
prices as the Jewett.

.111.

OMINA

Financing and Advertising Cooperation
The Jewett policy is to give complete sales, advertising

and financing service. We take a firm stand against
"loading up" and will help you build a permanent, profitable business.

Besides the six styles shown. here the Jewett
line includes two new models which will shortly
be ready for the trade. One is a William and
Mary console to retail around $170, the other an
upright listed at less than $100.

Style No. 8
Simplified Sheraton Console
$145

JEWETT PHONOGRAPH CO.
General Sales Offices: 9th Floor Penobscot Bldg.

Style No. 5

DETROIT

$125

PH ONOGKAPHS
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Van Veen Equipment at Pre -War Prices
Why buy inferior and unserviceable equipment when you must have real hearing
rooms to properly demonstrate your talking machines and records?
Van Peen hearing rooms efficiently serve the purpose for
which they are built:-to isolate sound; and they cannot
be equaled at any price; that is what we call cheap.
Buying worthless imitations is throwing money away.
"Hearing Rooms, Record Racks" and general equipment built the "Pan Veen" way
for musical merchandising.

Write for Catalogue or Traveling 1?epresentative

VAN VEEN & COMPANY
Factory and Irarerooms

Principal Offices

47.49 West 34th Street
AN UNUSUAL RECORDING FEAT
Recording Laboratory Records and
Presses Message of President Shallcross to
14,000 Agents of Four Insurance Concerns

Newark

The Newark Recording Laboratory. of 13 West
Park street. Newark, N. J., the company organized by G. Howlett Davis for the purpose of makit:g records for all purposes, recently completed

a very unique order. that of recording the personal message of C. H. Shallcross, from which

413.417 East 109th Street

New York City

"The experimental package: we mailed first
the most enthusiastic responses. The
novelty of the affair was one point, the permanent advertising value was a second point, and
the 'repeats' through the recipients-business
acquaintances, neighbors and friends-also treevoked

mendously increased the scope of this advertising
scheme.

"The newspaper men who have learned of this
enterprise declare that it sets the pace not only

for this line of business but for all lines. The
printed message is read, forgotten and thrown
away. The oral mes-

is new and

sage

is

imperishable, for nobody will throw
away a good phonograph record. Some

if you care to

day,

see some of the very

enthusiastic responses,

shall be

I

glad to show them
to

over

you

the

luncheon or dinner

in New

table here

York.

"Of course,
know

without

you
my

saying so that the
splendid

co-opera-

tion. the prompt deC. F. Shallcross at the Newark Recording Laboratory
were pressed 14,000 records which were sent to matter arc thoroughly

the agents of the four following companies, of
which Mr. Shallcross is president: North British
Mercantile Insurance Co.. Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co., Mercantile Insurance Co. of America and The Commonwealth Insurance Co. of
New York.
Speaking of this unique way of sending a per-. II:if l!lessage to his agent:. Mr. Shallcros;

MOTORS
Double spring, plays three 10 -inch
Nickel
records without rewinding.
plated, worm drive. Complete with all
Sample $3.25. Special
accessories.
prices in quantity lots. Motor suitable
for portable machine.

Pleasing Sound Phonograph Co.
Ma nutart urers-Jobbers
201 East 113th St.. New York City

Jobbing Territory Open

liveries and the great
personal interest you

have shown in this
No one
could have been more courteous, helpful and
energetic than your good selves."
appreciated.

"TALKER" AIDS HARVARD CREW
CAMBRIDGE, Muss., March 7.-1 Iarvard crews are

learning to row to the tunes of records played
on a talking machine, which has been installed
in the rowing machine room of the 'Sewall boathouse. The results were fairly successful. Men
with a keen ear for music have the advantage of
those who have not. The experiment has proved

the value of the talking machine as an aid to
unity and rhythm in the stroke of the oarsmen,
,nil in this way helped the efforts of the "stroke."

NEW "MADERITE" DISTRIBUTOR
Louis A. Schwarz to Introduce Bruns & Sons'
Products in East-Introduce Novel Addition
A. Bruns & Sons, manufacturers of the Bruns
"Moderate" one-man cover for talking machines

in Brooklyn, report that business with them is
showing a normal demand, with the distribution
of their covers countrywide. Many new wholesale houses have recently taken on this popular
cover. and in consequence it is being widely distributed to dealers, who are finding its distinctive features of construction a great help in the
delivery of machines. Particularly useful is the
one-man feature, as the delivery can be made
with ease by any one person.

One of the new distributors to take on this
line is Louis A. Schwarz, of New York, who is
planning to introduce it to the entire trade in
the East, which he has sold for many years as
a wholesaler of talking machine accessories.

This month Bruns & Sons will announce to
the trade a new and novel addition to their line,
which is expected to fill a long -felt want. This
cover is to be made so that the machine can be

played without removing the cover, a feature
that also will be found useful in the portable
type machines. It will not only allow the machine to be used at any time, but will provide
a permanent protection. The first of these new
covers is being delivered to a manufacturer of a

well-known portable machine, who states that
the trade is receiving it very enthusiastically, as
it offers an outfit that covers all requirements.

BOYER HELPS IN CARUSO WEEK
ELKHART. kn., March 6.-The James F. Boyer

Music House, of this city, took advantage of
the recent Caruso Week by featuring Caruso
and Victor records in its window and advertising. A large picture of the deceased tenor
was the center of attraction and Victor records
made by him formed -part of the exhibit.

INSTALL SEABROOK CONCERT GRANDE
K ALA M AZ(), Mich.. March 4.-The Majestic The-

atre. of this city, has installed a Seabrook concert grande and is collaborating with local talking machine merchants in the sale of records.

RECORD MANUFACTURERS
vi, gkc close attention to the quality of their raw materials are our hest customers.

Are you one of them,

QUALITY-COTTON FLOCKS-SERVICE
CLAREMONT WASTE MFG CO.

CLAREMONT. N. H.
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Fair Demand for Records-Machines Move Slowly-Dealers llonor
Caruso-Charles Mauzy Joins the Emporium-News of the Month
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the psychological effect of the cry of hard times.
The people arc not buying in proportion to their
ability to buy, at least in San Francisco, but
arc deliberately exercising unusual economy for
fear of future poverty.
Student of Sales and Advertising
I.. II. Bushnell, manager of the talking machine department of the John Brenner Co, Oak-

a keen student of modern sales and

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., March 6.-The shortest

suffered a severe loss two weeks ago as the re-

land, is

month in the year, which just ended, bids fair
to be the shortest also in sales volume, as far

sult of a fire in the building. The damage by
water to records and other merchandise was

as the talking machine trade here is concerned,
but for all that the general trend of business is
far from discouraging. Inclement weather and
a great deal of sickness naturally curtailed retail activity. Still the volume of record sales
has been fair. It requires expert salesmanship
to sell machines these (lays. The people do not
respond to reduced prices the way one would
expect, but that is hardly strange in view of
the contortions pricing has gone through in re-

great.

advertising methods, and his department shows
results in keeping with his progressive policies
lie assumes that the salesman still has a responsibility to the customer after the sale and the
writer believes he is right.
News Brieflets
Morley Somers, manager of the Sonora Phono-

be attracted by the prices we arc making on

though fortunately the fire was controlled before it reached the phonograph shop.
Business is continuing as usual.
Improvement at Oakland Phonograph Co.
The Oakland Phonograph Co.. Oakland, is
having the entire establishment elaborately remodeled in order to better provide for handling
the growing business. Among the improvements is a large concert and display room. The
Victor and Edison lines arc featured.
Hanson Music Co. Making Good
The Hanson Music Co. has built up a flourishing phonograph department in the few
months since the business was moved to its
"'resent location on Powell street. The man-

high-class merchandise. What we need to do is

ager of the phonograph department is 0. M.

to educate the public to the necessity of believing what we say, and the only chance of
accomplishing this is to tell the truth. \Vhen
the people learn to have more respect for advertising statements we may look for more response to advertising. It is folly to create a

Smith.

cent years. "The customer does not understand prices." remarked one of the leading

dealers of San Francisco. "Nor does he understand values. If he understood values he would

desire for an article by attractive publicity stork
and then nullify this by inconsistent or misleading prices."
Dealers Honor Caruso
Caruso Memorial Week was a great success.
The talking machine dealers of the State cooperated in doing honor to the great singer
whose records have so long been among the best

sellers of the trade. The new record, "Messe
Solennelle-Crucifixus." by Caruso, which has
just been released by the Victor Co. is truly
appropriate at this time, the forty-ninth anniversary of Caruso's birth.
Victor Herbert a Visitor
The celebrated composer, Victor Herbert, is
the guest conductor this week at the California
Theatre. At the grand concert on Sunday morning he led the orchestra in playing one of his
own compositions, and thus lovers of good

music had the opportunity of comparing the
Herbert records with the personal conducting
of the composer.
The music of

the new Victor record.
"Smilin'." is by Krausgrill, the leader of the orchestra of the Strand Theatre, of San Francisco. This fox-trot number is making a strong

appeal here.

Charles Mauzy Joins the Emporium
Charles Mauzy, son of Byron Mauzy, has ac-

cepted the position of manager of the talking
machine department of The Emporium. Charles

Mauzy was long the manager of the talking
machine department of his father's store before it was cold to the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Addison Clark in New Business
Addison Clark, manager of the sales promotion department of the San Francisco office of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc , has severed his connection with the company to accept a position
with the Southern Electrical Co.. of San Diego.
A. C. Ireton. Pacific Coast manager of Edison Co.. is hack at his desk in San Francisco after a visit to the headquarters in the
East.

Wiley B. Allen Co. Optimistic

The \Viley B. Allen Co. looks for a revival
of interest in talking machine merchandise as
The interior
the Spring season advances.
branches of the company report prospects good

in view of the favorable conditions in the agricultural districts.
Kohler & Chase Busy
Kohler & Chase have suffered no slump in
the demand for Okeh records and Burnham
machines. The wholesale end is enjoying gratifying success up and down the line.

Iverson Stock Damaged by Fire
The Iverson l'honograph Co., of Oakland,

Sonora phonographs and Vocalion records arc handled with gratifying success.
Men Entertain Ladies of Hauschildt Co
The ladies of the Oakland store of the Hata.

childt Music Co. were the guests of the men
employes at a roast pork dinner last month and
the affair was one of the 'most pleasant of the
numerous parties held by the Hauschildt forces
The dinner was given in the charming home of
Mrs. Cushman, who is one of the Oakland staff.
Clark Wise Comments on Business
Clark \Vise, San Francisco, says the sale of
records shows some improvement since the recent reductions. but that the general demand
for machines is hard to size up. He says the
slack business during February is largely due to

graph Shop, has returned from his business
trip in the North. He is decidedly optimistic
in regard to the business outlook.
Billy Morton. manager of the retail talking
machine department of Sherman, Clay & Co..
took a little trip down the San Joaquin Valley
this month and found the trade unshaken in
optimism in spite of temporary dullness
Andrew McCarthy. of Sherman. Clay &
was in southern California a few days last week
and he says the wholesale demand for Victor
merchandise k lively.

WILL HANDLE STRAND LINE
NEw ORLEANS,

March 6.-It was announced

recently that a deal had been closed by the
Maison Blanche store in this city, whereby it
will handle the Strand line of phonographs, made

the Manufacturers Phonograph Co., New
York. A good-sized shipment is now en route
to New Orleans, and the line will be featured
by the store aggressively.
by

The Arcaro Phonograph Co., 918 Wylie avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., was slightly damaged by
fire recently.

THE PORTABLE
CHARMAPHONE
A SENSATIONAL
VALUE
RETAILS $35.00
YOUR
BEST SELLER
FOR

1922
Height: 131% inches
Depth: 21 inches
Width: 18 inches

Weight: 15 lbs.

Double Spring Motor.

Cast iron frame. Smooth
and noiseless. Plays 3

records. Finest Tone -

arm. Nickel -plated
throughout.

GET IN ON THIS BIG
PROFIT -MAKER

Send for Sample and Catalog

CHARMAPHONE
COMPANY
39 West 32nd Street
New York City
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AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPH

"PLAYS TEN RECORDS CONTINUOUSLY"
iqtrgA nO gC)S, enables you to place ten records at one time in
the machine, press a button, sit down and enjoy a musical program
of your own selection without any interruption.

ogggA =P3 gCg; will also play a series of ten records, or any less
number, continuously, which makes it a very desirable machine, when
continuous music is desired. Ideal
for Dancing, Entertaining and Dinner
Parties.
cr.-miggh -go gv9 IS MORE

SIMPLE TO OPERATE
THAN THE ORDINARY
TYPE OF PHONOGRAPH

Th2 "Deca-Disc" Phonograph is the

first practical machine of this kind
ever made for home use.
The simplicity of its mechanical construction, together with the rich qual-

ity of tone, has made a tremendous
appeal to the public.
NOTE We also build a Nickel -in -the -Slot
Machine.

Send for Circular of Model E.
MANUFACTURED BY

DECA-DISC PHONOGRAPH CO.
HANOVER, PENNA.
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NEW ORLEAN
Trade Has Been Somewhat Uneven-Maison Blanche Puts Over Big

Sale-Dealers and Jobbers I'ery Optimistic Over March Outlook
NEW ORLEANS, LA., March 6.-With one exception, a summary of the interviews of the talking
machine dealers of the city brings out the fact

that trade for the past month has been somewhat
uneven. The bigger stores have fared better than
the smaller ones, but from their point of view the

month was, as expressed by one of the sales
managers, "spotted"-that is. certain days were

and a half page the second day the trick was
turned in three days.
In addition to that, there were eighteen cabinet
Victrolas sold on the first clay to those who had
come to buy cheaper machines.
Since the sale a number of the buyers have returned and traded in their machines for Victrolas
and Brunswicks. Record sales have increased

very good, while other days hardly justified keeping open the store. They consoled themselves,
however, with the fact that it was not an indica-

with the growing number of talking machine

tion of 4 decreased interest in music, but that

About the only thing in addition to the sale
that has happened at Maison Blanche was the
resignation of Miss Frances Johnson, one of the

their experiences were common in other lines as
well. The five -and -ten -cent store and the millinery and dry goods stores experienced the same
condition.

As analyzed by the far-seeing members of the
trade, the present situation represents but a tem-

porary reaction in business-a dip-from which

owners. However, no records were included in
the sale offer.
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he started out to make it true.

Mr. Powell reports

the sale

For him the

nent families. One of the machines was a Gothic

and the other was a William and Mary style.

Mr. Powell has lost the services of Miss M.
Pavone and has added to the force Mrs. Gladys

S. Britton, who has had a number of years of
experience in the Victrola
Big Record Sale at Grunewald's

R. A. Young, sales manager for Grunewald.
says he is getting his share of the business. "I
have
outside
than I have heard here in the department," said
I111
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Max Willinger. president of the New York
Album & Card Co., of New York and Chicago,
visited the Chicago, factory during the early part
of the month. Mr. NVillinger reports that the
demand for albums is continuing in a satisfactory manner. The album and shelf outfits for
are also much in favor with
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A True Dog Story

which has all the earmarks of a pedigree number.

month of February has had some very good days,
but as a whole he was not satisfied with his showing and is determined to head the list for March.

The sale which took place in the early part of
February was originally planned
ten days.
but with a full page of advertising the first day

Records also were big sellers. Dugan's is preparing to feature Caruso records in connection
with the Caruso American Memorial Foundation
drive which will begin March 22.
Celebrated Artists to Be Heard
Two famous Victor artists will be in New Orleans in the near future. They arc Galli-Curci
and Erika Morini, the seventeen -year -old violinist, who has scored so big in New York.

of two period

The exception spoken of is Maison Blanche.

ing for $49.75. $69.75 and $79.75." -

the last days of the month a Starr Style 17
was among the many cabinet machines sold.

model Victrolas to two of the city's most promi-

Werlein Manager Plans Big Month
Sales Manager Powell, over at the house of
Philip Wet.lein, Ltd., may not be a Christian
Scientist, but he has all the qualifications. He
believes that March is going to he an exceptional
month for I
and on the first day of the month

a carload of these machines was disposed of,
"and these arc orders which we had left over,"
said J. D. Moore. holding up a handful of orders
which represented sales made before they had
time to check up.
"It was the biggest thing of its kind we have
ever handled and we are still filling those orders.
People came in from the country just to get one
of these cabinet machines. which we were offer-

Mr. Young. "While the machine sales have fallen
off a bit we have had a phenomenal record business during the month and we look for improvement in the Spring in all lines. Our Rampart
street store reports a nice business, but reports
from our branch in Jackson. Nliss., show business in that section to be rather tight."
Dugan Co. to Feature Caruso Records
Mrs. Trembley, at the Dugan Piano Co., says
that the month ended with an excellent business.

Mrs. Trembley tells an interesting trade story
about a lady who wanted to get a Victrola for
her little girl as a birthday present. The little
girl also wanted a bulldog. So the mother rang
up and said that the daughter wanted a bulldog
and it was not possible to get both, so she would
not buy the Victrola. Mrs. Trembley told her
that it would he possible for the daughter to have
both-that Dugan Co. would send her one of the
Penn souvenir dogs which listens to its master's
voice. but that there was no "hull" in him. Mrs.
Trembley is now featuring the "Bow -wow Blues,"

old standbys of the department.

the Spring will see the music trade emerged and
thriving.
Buy Cheap Machines and Exchange for Better
A phenomenal sale of nondescript cabinet talking
machines has been enjoyed here. In three days

105
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Not an Accessory

aa

The Hall Fibre Needle is today a part and parcel of the Talking Machine and
Phonograph.

Its place among needles is unique, in that its specific performance is different
and quite separate and apart from any other.
The Hall Fibre Needle has no competition. It is in a class of its own.
It has never failed to repay the dealer, in terms of increased profits and prestige.
for all efforts expended in familiarizing his customers with its many advantages.

IT PAYS TO PUSH HALL FIBRE NEEDLES

CO.
HALL MANUFACTURING
Successors to B & H Fibre Mfg. Co.
33-35 West Kinzie St.
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GREAT PLANT WHERE STRAND PHONOGRAPHS ARE MADE
Immense Establishment Located at Salem. Ind., Has an Output of Three Hundred Instruments Per
Day-Maximum Service in Way of Shipping-Equipment Most Modern and of the Best

The accompanying illustration will give some
idea of the magnitude of the plant that is manufacturing Strand instruments. It is said that
this factory is the third largest plant in the
country devoted exclusively to the production
of talking machine cabinets. The Strand fac-

The equipment of the plant is noteworthy for
its efficiency, for from the first glance at the

system of putting all the lumber through all the
preliminary processes without any handling off
the trucks one cannot escape the evidences gf
modern time -saving methods. It is a phono-

by all the other pieces of wood that combine
to make a unit, and the same smooth progress
holds true right along to the sound -proof testing room, which every Strand instrument passes
through before it is placed in the shipping case.
Geo. W. Lyle. president of the Manufacturers'
Phonograph Co., maker of the Strand phonograph, describes the factory aptly when he states.

"the overhead due to imperfect packing and
shipping would show up days, weeks and even
months afterward in shipping expenses, re -

Plant Devoted Exclusively to Production of Strand Phonographs at Salem, Ind.
graph cabinet factory, was built for phonograph packing expense, repairing expense and in the
its manufacturing perfection, it is afforded max- manufacture and never used for any other pur- much more costly loss of dealers' good will.
imum service in the way of transportation and pose. Every separate piece of wood goes That's a kind of 'hang over' overhead which we
shipping, as it is located on a railroad siding. through its appointed process smoothly and in have eliminated, and is one of the reasons for
The factory, devoted exclusively to the making of perfect order. At the exactly calculated time our ability to offer Strand dealers an exceptional
Strand phonographs, has a capacity of 3110 daily. and at the correctly blueprinted spot it is joined sales proposition."

tory is located at Salem, Ind., and aside from

AN INGENIOUS FILING DEVICE
Duplex Record File Corp. Introducing a New
System of Filing That Has Won Much Praise

The Duplex Record File Corp., New York. is
introducing to the trade this month a compact
and ingenious filing device embodying several
features entirely new. It is designed not only
to be used in record albums, but call be adopted
and installed in any talking machine as a permanent equipment. The album, the company
states, is being manufactured in a ten -inch size
and is capable of holding twenty records. This
feature of compactness is a patented one with
this company and is the result of many years

of experience and experiment on the part of
II. Weidle, who has made a careful study of
this particular field for some years past He
stated that "heretofore much attention has been
given to every other development of the talking
machine equipment and that for some reason
filing systems have been more or less neglected.
Consequently no great change in construction
has been introduced in the trade for a long time
past. The thought of this device was the result

owner and for that reason he believes the Duplex
record file will meet with favor from talking
machine owners everywhere.
A very clever way has been devised for open-

ing the album to procure the records, in that
both sides of the album open up as a book,
leaving the record exposed where it can be
easily available. A place has been left on the
inside covers for indexing the records, which
is in plain view and easily read when the album

of lack of space for filing records in my own

is open.

home, and I worked out the present scheme so
as to enable me to file twice as many records
in the space available in the present talking

Arthur Kopp. general sales manager. is very
enthusiastic about the possibilities of this new
album, and it is his idea that it will not only
prove a desirable sales asset, but will increase
interest in the sale of new records

machine." lie stated further that this was a
typical case of the average talking machine

TONE ARMS and REPRODUCERS
Various Styles and Designs to
Meet Every Requirement

Prices $2.50 to $6.00
Samples on Request

Triangle Phono Parts Co.
722 Atlantic Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

1 elenhone Sterling 1120

MOTORS
DOUBLE SPRING
Suitable for Portable Phonographs
Stock Or Hand, Ready For Delivery

Sample $3.75-Write for One

MERMOD & CO.,

874 Broa dway
Y.
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It was always the fault of General Conditions, General Apathy or one of the other commanding officers of the army of Evil. But we have been noticing
was had.

lately a tendency among our friends in this part of the world to
observe that those who during recent months have been frightened
into making strenuous efforts to keep their vessels of business from
the rocks have usually been successful. From which it follows that
when a man's business is bad he may justly suppose the primary
fault to be with himself. It took our retailers a long time to sense

out this truth, but really it looks as if most of them by now had
come to the correct conclusion. That being so. we may fairly
anticipate improvement all along the line. Of course, it will not be
a matter of any sudden up -turn. Matters do not work out so
quickly as that. But the point is that just so soon as men in industry
generally, or in any specific industry, cease looking outward exclusively and begin also to look inward for the springs and causes of
prosperity, there is organized forthwith a mental attitude which
enables those who adopt it to face facts squarely and see them in
their true light. \\Alen this happens, when the cloud of fear has
been brushed away, the least pleasant facts take on a less deadly
aspect. Then, indeed, we may say that we know the worst and can

begin to take care of it. Then, too, we may rightly say that we
an organizing our own future.
Sin iE persons who live in the East are prone to believe that the terms
Chicago and Illinois are in reality identical. This would be a strange
and dangerous doctrine to preach in the hearing

Welcome
tc

Prorians

of an Illinois downstater, for the preacher would
at (wee be informed that Chicago is merely the

wart, as it were, on the nose of the State of Illinois.
where said State looks out over the blue waters of Lake Michigan
towards the rising sun. Your downstater Illinoisian is some little
local patriot when it conies to putting Chicago in its place. Which
introductory remarks may serve as a curtain -raiser to the new Central

Illinois Victor Dealers' Association. which has just been formed
at Peoria and which is referred to elsewhere. The C.. I. V. D. A.
arose as the direct result of the convention held by the Putnam Page Co., the eminent Victor wholesaler, in its home city during the
last days of February. The move is a good move. The talking
machine business has brought itself to a point where the merchandising policy to be adopted by the retail trade becomes a matter of

Wc are Fist the toy stage, past the novelty
stage. We are at the musical instrument stage. That means that
essential importance.

we need, and must have. sound thinking and a sound merchandising
policy. To the formation of such policies and to the success of
such thinking associations in the retail trade are. in these wide -scattered days. quite essential. Without them the trade would stagnate.
I. V. I). A.!
welcome,
As THESE words are written die attention of Chicago is concentrated
u14m the meeting of the National Educational Association, which
has brought some eight thousand men and women
"Settin'
to Chicago. men and women who represent the

best practical thought in the country on every matter which relates to education in all its branches.

We have superintendents, teachers, supervisors of every kind. Many
of them are taking advantage of their opportunity to visit the special
educational exhibits which arc, as we write, being made at the Leiter

All
sorts of .6044 eqUipment are on display and not the least interesting
of the exhibits are made by the Victor Talking Machine Co. and
the Columbia Graphophone Co. This is no place to mike any

Stores Building, once the home of the Siegel -Cooper store.
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Builder records, which. as.readers know, give verbal commands and
instructions, with music for setting -up exercises to be gone through
at home. The demonstration was one of the nicest things we have
seen yet, and it surely interested the school folks, who were around
in crowds all the time. Here is another entry for the talking machine
in the schools. May there be many more of them!
SPEAKING of records, we feel it a good time to express our sympathy
with the unfortunate gentlemen who have to choose the titles which
arc to be recorded each month. The immense
Science

amount of music, chiefly ephemeral, which is published every week, and which competes with a pre"Plugging"
viously existing much larger mass of all kinds and
sorts, from the best to the worst, presents to the persons charged
with selecting a task of appalling magnitude and uncertainty. It is
wonderful that so few mistakes arc made. But at the same time the
task is rendered far more uncertain than it otherwise might be, by
the entire absence of reliable statistics. Now we should like to make
a suggestion at this point. We think there is no real reason why
vs.

statistics should not be collected concerning the styles, quantities. sales

figures, etc., of published nmsic, old and new. Sheet music publislwrs, those who control standard editions, retail merchants awl
others arc alike interested in any information which might lead them
better to gauge public taste in its periodic trends towards one extreme or the other. As things stand there is no way of foretelling
either the magnitude or the duration of any boom which appears to
be starting. Popular music publishing in consequence is largely a
matter of forcing certain numbers by various costly and uncertain
methods of "plugging" and "boosting." It would be in every way
far more scientific, and consequently far better, to spend the same
amount of money in actually gathering accurate data as to public
demand. And the result of such effort, in relief to those who have
to select record lists, would be immeasurable. Of course, this is a
nutter for trade co-operation. But then why have we a Music Industries Chamber of Commerce if not for dealing with just such
questions as this, where the need is for inter -trade co-operation?
One thing, at any rate, is sure: the present hit-or-miss method of
selecting numbers for recording (and the same applies, of course, to
the kindred music roll) is uncertain, expensive, unscientific and
wasteful. Much money is lost through wrong guessing and consequent production of numbers which do not sell. Why not begin to
investigate the entire question scientifically? No one will be harmed,
everyone will be benefited.
IF 0. I. Coward, ex -preacher and present manufacturer, is to be
believed, one old hardware merchant in a small down -state Illinois
,town at least knows what has been the matter with
Boards:
his business. The story is too good to keep, and
Ouija

Up"

:; ...

description or even to give any hint of the vastariety of the practical applications of the talking machine and tlieordto educational
purposes which arc set forth in these interesting' and fascinating
exhibits. But one novelty calls for special attention here. We say
"novelty" because we think this is the first fink it' has been seen
at an N. E. A. exhibit. This is the display of Walter Camp's Health

Wash and

'Em
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are getting to be'
truthful and conscientious critters. Truthful James is our name.
There was a time when no retail man would ever
The Tribe
acknowledge that it was his own fault if business
of Truthful
James

M ARCH 15, 1922

we pass it on from Brother Caward to our mid West readers With much joy. It seems that our

friend_ was going through his territory calling on the merchants to
whom he sells and inquiring of them why they were buying slackly.
One old chap paused before he answered, and then, shifting his
quid. spat across the floor and drawled:- "Well, it may be this way
and it may be not, but I've noticed of late that of every ten folks who
come into my store to buy seven gets ouija boirds to three that gets
Talking machine dealers might -take a lesson from the
old hardware man and remember that. the...coact -trouble.wilh most
washboards."

of the people of the U. S. A. just at present is that they arc wasting
too much time listening for sounds from the spirit world to tell them
when times will be better and not enough time getting out to sell
what they can
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COWARD VAN HARLINGEN
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WILLIAM BRAID WHITE

CHICAGO, ILL., March S.-The latter part of Feb-

ruary showed somewhat of a falling off in retail
business, but a marked revival was evident the
first week of March. This is true not only of
talking machine retailers, but of retailers in other
lines as well. Nevertheless, in our walks around
the city we have noticed one peculiarity, which is

that the music men seem to be the only merchants who show a tendency toward depressive
psychosis. 13y that we mean that whenever there
is a little slump in business in general it affects
the talking machine business acutely. The talk-

ing machine retailers therein (not all of them,
but a good many) are always ready to throw up
their hands and exclaim that there is nothing kit
for them to do but roll over and die. We recently
asked one merchant how business was. His
come -back was that he believed he would take
out an embalmer's license, as he thought there
would be more money in burying dead prospects
than in selling live ones. That aroused our
curiosity and we began questioning. It was not
long until we found out that he was not support-

REPUBLIC BLDG ,209SOUTI1 STATE ST

the errand boy. We asked the manager how
business was and he said. "We arc doing fairly
well and managing to keep ourselves busy and to
show a profit." \Ve looked around the store and
noticed that several of the salesmen were show-

ing customers the lines of furniture, and also
that about half the sales people were absent.
We remarked about this and asked the manager
if he had laid off the rest of his sales help. "No.
sir!" said he. "Each one of these salesmen has
his own little prospect list and when he is not in
the store selling one of these prospects some of

our goods he is out on the street telling them
what a nice new line we have in stock and inducing them to come in. The way we work it
is like this:
\Ve have our regular canvassing
fotce to go out and break the ice and find out
who is in the market for our goods. After the
canvasser makes one or two calls a regular salesman goes out and applies some real sales methods
which, with very few exceptions, bring about the
desired results." So here again arc our two and
two, making four.

So'after making our rounds of the trade we

\Ve asked him how busi-

have again found that the fellows who arc really
doing the business (and there are plenty of them

ness had been during the holidays and shortly
after, and he said that it had been very good.
He also admitted that while this business had
been good he had been doing some advertising
and canvassing as well.

So it is plainly to be seen

that the same old story applies here as usual.
Two and two arc four. and you cannot make
them five. A little further down the street we
came across a department store that makes a
specialty of furniture and talking machines. We
have been goimz int,. this store for a number of
years and I.
' from the proprietor to

TELEPHONE WABASH E:42

ARTHUR E. NEALY

EUGENE F. CAREY

ing himself locally, either by advertising or by
employing canvassers.
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at that) are those who are going out after it.

A. SNYDER

The manufacturers arc still receiving many
inquiries and generally believe that just as soon
as the building operations get going everything pertaining to business will start to pick up.
The nucleus of the labor situation is within the
Chicago territory, and up at the office where
building permits are issued the report conics out
that just as soon as this wage question is settled
Chicago will see a tremendous building boom.
Oldtimers in the business who have gone through
such periods in the past arc commonly asserting
that when building activity has been at its height
uo one could even ask for better business. From
the looks of things at present it is an almost
assured thing that building will start in a short
time in Chicago and spread all over the country.

Take on Victor
H. A. Moore, a copartner in the Palace Furniture Co., Avilla. Ind.. while in Chicago recently.
announced that his company has just opened a
new talking machine department. Victrolas and
Victor records arc being handled exclusively and
Mr. Moore states that they are working to make
this new department one of the handsomest in
Indiana. Three hearing rooms have already
been equipped and presently plans will be drawn
for the purpose of adding several more. At

while those who are hanging the crepe arc letting
the "grass grow under their feet." When you
really get down to it. there is no reason why one
dealer should prosper and another starve in any
one locality. NVhen one neighborhood shows two
dealers, of whom one is doing business while the

present they arc working on their record bins.
some of which have already been completed.
When finished the capacity will be ten thousand
records. The company also plans to carry a
complete catalog of Victor records and Victor

other is not, the cause is obvious. and upon in-

Put on Memory Test
The Krause Furniture Co.. of Cicero. III..

vestigation will turn out to be that the dealer
who is getting the business is really getting it
a reward for good hard labor.

JUST OUT

as

Red Seal records.

STERLING
BULLETIN
No. 1 0

GET IT BY ALL MEANS
It tells the complete STERLING story and illustrates and describes the entire STERLING Line of Talking Machine Equipment

with prices, etc.

The Sterling Reproducer with 1.1(1i son Attachment plays any and all
records.

It is different from other

Edison attachments. It is the only
attachment that can be successfully

The Sterling Reproducer with Edison Attachment is designed for
giving perfect rendition of both hill
and dale and lateral cut records.
Famous for its clear, flexible, nonmetallic tone. Supplied also with
Victor or Columbia attachments.

operated by the lever the same as
the Edison Reproducer.

Sterling Devices Company
Manufacturers of the No. 11 Sterling Non -infringing Tone Arm, the Sterling No. 31 Tcne
Arm with Nonset Automatic Stop end the Sterling No. 11 Nontapering Tone Arm

534 Lake Shore Drive

a

suburb ,.1 Chicago. has been conducting a music
Continued on page Ill)

Chicago, Illinois
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why Lyon & Healy
lead

Our Victrola
Service Does It

LYON & HEALY
rictrola Distributors
CHICAGO
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 109)
memory contest for school children for the past
three weeks. To date it has all enrollment of
nearly ten thousand school children residing in
Cicero and nearby towns. The first contest was
beld in its store. but subsequent contests were
held evenings in the local school houses. The
school teachers of this vicinity arc lending themselves to this work and the encouragement they
have given to their pupils has been a great help
in making the contests successful. The Krause
Co. handles the Victor line only. and many of
the ideas being utilized in these contests originated in the Victor educational department.
Glicks Incorporate
According to a report printed in a recent issue
of the Citicago Journal of Co lllll tercc, the Glick
Talking Machine Shop has recently been incorporated for $100.000. The incorporators
named are George J. Glick, Sam \Vinikoff and
Graham Click. The purpose of the incorporation is to manufacture and deal in musical instruments. The Glick Talking Machine shop is
located at 2100 West Division street and is one

of the most handsomely fitted up Victor retail
stores in the northwest division of Chicago.
The proprietors of this concern have spent a
considerable sum of money in remodeling and
decorating their place of business.
Change Company Name
The Wade Talking Machine Co. has changed
its name to the Wade-Twichell Co. Announcement of the Wade Co.'s taking over the Twichell
interests was made in these columns last month.
The Twichell name is one of the oldest on Piano
Row and for years had represented some of the
best known pianos made in this country. About

here during the week February 26 to March 4.
The meetings were held on the fourth and fifth
floors of the Leiter Stores Building at State and
Van Buren streets. In connection with this
gathering there was held on other floors of the
building an exhibit by manufacturers of school
supplies. playground equipment and other educational accessories. The talking machine exhibits,
through their educational departments, held the

center of the stage for the entire week. Those
represented were the Victor Talking Machine
Co., the Columbia Graphophone Co. and the
Health Builders. The booth of the Victor Co.
was very artistically arranged. An oil portrait
of Enrico Caruso was hung directly opposite

the entrance into the booth, and on the floor
below this portrait was a very handsome console
Victrola ill Walnut. Two large polychrome

candles were at each side of the console. and
several pieces of antique furniture were scattered over the floor, which was covered with
Persian rugs. The effect of this booth was

pleasing and interesting to the many school
superintendents who were attracted by the play-

ing of one of the two instruments which were
placed like sentinels before the entrance to the
exhibit. Mrs. Frances E Clark. director of the
educational department of the Victor Co., was
in charge of affairs at this booth and stated
that this was the largest and best attended convention ever held.
The Columbia booth, which was in charge of

Miss Genevieve Quaky and Mr. Wilson, attracted equal ml crest and attention throughout
the congress.

Visit Elkhart
!sham Jones, together with nine members of
his famous orchestra. returned last week from
Elkhart. hid., where they had been the guests

of James F. Boyer. secretary of C. G. Conn.
Ltd.

While in Elkhart they were shown through

great Conn factories and witnessed the
methods of making Conn band instruments.
the

(Continued on pace 1121

"A fete tk.eeks before Christmas we placed an electric

machine in our witulow. demonstrating the Geer ReThis demonstration is
peater. Sales tripled at once.

still running and we are C011i'illeed it has increased our
business considerably in all departments.- Brunswick
Phonograph Shop, Chicago.

the first of May the stocks of the original \Vadc
and Twichell stores will be moved over to the
building where the Smith Piano Co. is located
at present. The entire building will be occupied
by the new company.
Add New Test Tables
The Fletcher -Wickes Co. has made quite a
number of new improvements about its plant
in the last thirty days. One thing it has done
was to install a number of test tables in the sound
box assembling department. The construction
of these tables embodies some new ideas, which
the heads of this firm believe to be entirely original with them. Each table is about forty-five

inches high, twenty-four inches wide and fifty
inches long. Beneath the felt -covered top arc
two motors and two amplifiers. In proper position on top of the table are placed two tone
arms, one of which is attached to a permanent
master sound box. The other tone arm is used
for testing the reproducers and is arranged so
that they can be slipped on and off with perfect

PRICE

$2 50

THE GEER REPEATER
GFER REPEATERS sure do sell and they
stay sold." say scores of our dealers. And
it is the judgment of these men, who are
in the same line of business as you. that you are
asked to accept when you consider this repeater.

Some Remarkable
Sales Records
10
111.11;..1
out our
tit
it. )11.11:111k), list
free)
mailing co.d .sly a few dollars
.I..

ease. Two identical test records arc used. The
master starts to play and then a sound box is

placed on the test arm and tried.

if the box

being tested reproduces tones exactly like those
of the master it is passed; if not, it is rejected.

This procedure is gone through with every box
coming from the assembly department. Careful
check is kept on the master and even this is
tested at regular intervals during the day. The
company has also improved the style of its
letterheads. The new ones are engraved and
lithographed. The lithograph is a neat little
illustration of the company's tone arm and sound
box. It is printed at the top of the sheet and
the engraving is then superimposed over it.
Second Anniversary With Starr Co.
C. O. Miller, head of the Chicago division of
the Starr Piano Co., celebrated his second year
in Chicago recently. The celebration came in

the form of a little party tendered him by the
sales department. and during the little luncheon
each salesman turned in individual sales reports.
which, when compiled, revealed the fact that the
business of this concern is on a very satisfactory
basis.

Mr. Miller recently put a large number

of men out in the city to sell Starr phonographs.
pianos and Gennett records, and the reports for
the first week are exceedingly good.
National Education Association Meets
More than 8.000 public school superintendents
front all over the United States met in congress

and the total

sales

'.set 75 repeaters.

to date

Stores that are handling the Geer Repeater have found

are

an unusually rapid seller. Those who are using it in
window demonstrations have been surprised at the um expected interest passers-by take in their us indows.
it

Two Loop stores in Chicago art
selling more than 15 gepratrrs
each daily as a result of a window demonstration and counter

The Geer Repeater is as near fool -proof as a repeater
can lie made. It repeats instantly and as often as de-

disdays.

sired, without injury to the needle, the record or the
For dancing, dining, or when working or

machine.

A store in a small l'ennsyl.
vania town has sold I.!7 repeaters
to date. This is a splendid record for less than two months*
work.

Stores that have madi
demonstrations of the t:ri t kV

realer. showing it in actual use
in the window. are *tiling from

resting, the Geer Repeater doubles the joy of ow
phm .graph.

ga

No hone is complete without a phonograph.
plant graph is complete witliout a Geet Repeater.

NI)

Send for our "Demonstration Package" con-

taining three Geer Repeaters and make a
window demonstration. You will be sur-

three to ten times more Irepeatrr.
than other stores.

prised at the results.

WALBERT MANUFACTURING CO.
925-41 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Please send by return mail yi
peaters

New York Office,
200 Fifth A

"Denanttration Package:- containing three Geer ReI agree to pay $4.73 C. O. i1. for lite repeaters-the retail price to he .$2.30 each.

Name

Address
Jobber
'I rrdit cxictnlet to rated 1),11(1
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which arc used exclusively by the (sham Jones
orchestra. The Conn Co. took official recognition of the presence of its distinguished visitors

by presenting each individual member of

Price Reductions on Enclosed Motors

the

orchestra with a beautifully engraved gold
i..edal. The Isham Jones orchestra has become

famous throughout the entire world as an organization of dance musicians through its work
on Brunswick records.
Mrs. L. Gelbspan s Mother Dies
We learn with regret that Mrs. Emil)
Rodgers. mother of Mrs. L. Gelbspan, proprietor
of the Boston Book Co.. has passed away. tier
death was due to pneumonia, which she contracted while in Detroit on a visit to another
daughter and son. Mrs. Gclbspan accompanied

1:0

her mother to Detroit and after placing her in
the care of her sister and brother, departed for
New York to look after the Eastern interests
of her company. Mrs. Gclbspan had hardly
arrived in New York when she received a wire
that her mother had been taken down with

formerly treasurer and general manager of the

R. C. Wade Co., which is now known as the
Tonofonc Co. Mr. Mapes' new duties are calling on the trade and discussing selling problems

that can be handled by mail and other direct by -mail advertising.
Roseland Shop Decorates
The Roseland Music Shop at 1146 South Mich-

igan avenue has just added four new soundproof booths to its equipment, making a total
of ten. This new equipment greatly facilitates
the handling of its record business, which has
lately grown to large proportions. Other improvements have also bccn made which tend to
increase the efficiency of this company's service.

Among the improvements are very elaborate
decorations, the scheme of which blends in a
way to bring out the soft color tones very pleasingly and at the same time imparts a sense of
restfulness and a homelike appearance through
the whole store. This shop has also recently
erected a large and beautiful electric sign which
shows the name "Victrola" in large letters, and
can be seen rising above the tops of the houses
for a great distance. Proprietor Corngold is
sparing no effort or expense in order to have his
establishment up to the minute in equipment,
fixtures and stock.
Visits Graphite Mines
M. 13. Joyce, vice-president of the Superior

Flake Graphite Co., has just returned to Chicago from Ashland, Ala., where he paid a visit
to the company's mines and other holdings. Ile
brought back with him a large quantity of fresh
aphitc samples that had just been prepared at

The same quality and high degree of
inspection will be maintained.

costs in labor and material and a larger

REMEMBER
You don't have to tune this motor. It
comes to you silent and smooth running. It reaches your customers in the

output.

This will put the Enclosed Motor with-

pneumonia. The same evening she received the
sad news that her mother had passed away. She
hurriedly concluded her business and returned
to Detroit. Mrs. Rodgers was buried in Chicago.
Dorchester Mapes With Low's Letter Service
Low's Letter Service. of Chicago. has just
made the announcement that it has opened
a new copy letter service department with Dorchester Mapes in charge. Mr. Mapes is well

known to the talking machine trade and was

\\'e have recently made sharp reduc-

tions in the prices of enzlosed, self lubricated motors-due to decreased

the reach of those manufacturers
whose desire has been to use this motor,
in

but whose lines have not been high
enough in price to do so.

same condition.
Ask about various models and prices.

United Manufacturing and Distributing Company

536 Lake Shore Drive

the plant in Ashland. The graphite mined by
the Superior Co. is of the flake variety and comes
in three grades. namely, coarse, fine and powdered. The powdered graphite this company

sells to the trade for lubricating of phonograph
motors.

Mr. Joyce made an interesting statement in
connection with the forms of graphite when he
said that there are two kinds, the flake and
amorphous. The difference between these is
in the fact that flake graphite will never lump
or gum and cause a spring to pound or stick.
whereas the amorphous or lump graphite will
always do this.
The graphite prepared and

CHICAGO
interests arc concerned the Brunswick Co.

re

gards the prospects for 1922 optimistically, and it
has reason to do so.
Appoint New Manager in Minneapolis
The Chicago office of the Aeolian Co.. through

its manager. H. B. Levy, has just made the announcement that George H. Compton has been

packed by the Superior Co. is put up in packages

ranging from one-half pound cans to four hundred -pound barrels.

New Plant Nearing Completion
Word conies from the Brunswick headquarters
that their new record plant at Muskegon. Mich..
is fast nearing completion. This new plant will
be complete in every way and equipped with the
most up-to-date record manufacturing machinery.
Brunswick will therefore soon have no less than
four centers. namely: Jersey City, N. 3.: Auburn,
N. Y.: Toronto, Canada, and Muskegon. In these
is done all the actual manufacturing. while the
work of recording is carried on in studios located
in New York and Chicago.

With the completion of the Muskegon plant a
new source of record distribution will be available, which will insure prompter deliveries on
records. especially in the \Vest and mid -Western
territories.
So far as Brunswick phonograph and record

PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORDS

WANTED

No stock too large or too small, if price is right. Must be
standard makes and new goods. Describe stock and quote
lowest price in first letter.
All Transactions Confidential

J. K. MORGAN
LEITER BUILDING

State and Van Buren Streets

Chicago, Ill.

Geo. H. Compton
appointed as sales manager of the wholesale Vocation department of the Stone Piano Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Mr. Compton is one of the bestknown men in the trade of the Northwest, having

started with C. R. Stone, president of the Stone
Piano Co., twenty-seven years ago. In 1908 he
was made manager of the Stone Co.'s headquar-

ters at Fargo, N. D., and after being there for
four years he took charge of the Grand Forks
house of that company.

In more recent years he was associated with
Lawrence Locker, an enterprising jobber of Minneapolis, and from there he came back to the
Stone Co. in the capacity of sales manager of the
wholesale Vocation department a few weeks ago.
With Mr. Compton's vast acquaintance in the
trade, together with the Stone Piano Co.'s prestige in the Northwest, the Vocation talking machines and records make a very interesting coinbination. and Mr. Compton has already mapped
out comprehensive sales plans for 1922. These
plans were recently completed when he paid a
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visit to Mr. I.evy at the Aeolian Co.'s headquar

1200

tcrs in Chicago.
Caruso Week Successful
Victor dealers around Chicago are well pleased

with the results of Caruso Week, which was observed February 27. All dealers planned special
activities to commemorate the forty-ninth anniversary of Caruso's birth, and in doing this they
tied up with musical circles throughout the city.
One of the cleverest tie-ups was brought about
by the Victor jobbers here, who, working in conjunction with their dealers, thought out numerous
plans to put Caruso Week over, in which they

RECORDS A DAY
WITH

ONE OPERATOR
ON AN

ELMES

were very successful.

One plan which was put forth, and which
proved a tremendous success, was the work with
the Symphony concerts. All theatres and other

houses of amusement which had symphony orchestras co-operated to the fullest extent. The
arrangement was along the following lines: A
Victrola was placed on the stage or other conspicuous part of the house and a Caruso record.
No. 87335, "Crucifixus," from Solemn Mass by
Rossini. was played to the accompaniment of
the Symphony Orchestra. This was rather an
unusual method of bringing the public's attention
to this record, but it made a tremendous impression. Besides, the dealers carried large amounts
of effective advertising space in the local newspapers and programs, and this also was a means
of creating intense interest.
On Southern Trip
C. E. Saunders, Cheney ambassador for the
Southern territory, left Chicago this week for a
trip through the South in the interest of the
Cheney Co. This is a special tour for observation purposes only, and upon his return to Chicago the results thereof will be gone over carefully with a view to picking a new Southern distributor for the Cheney talking machine.
Welcome No. 280 Victrola
The new Victrola No. 280 which recently came
through to the Chicago trade has, according to
Victor jobbers here, been very favorably received
by other dealers, who are in turn placing substantial orders for this new model.
Why Indeed?
H. L. Morey, manager of the talking machine
department of Rothschild's, one of the big Loop
department stores, is the author of a very pertinent

sentence, which is placed conspicuously
his department. The question is,

throughout

"You would not try to match a piece of goods
without bringing a sample of the original color,
sc. why try to carry a tune in your head when

AUTOMATIC
DUPLEX RECORD PRESS

Your request will bring you
full information in regard to

this or our other Standard
Hydraulic Presses Pumps,
,

Accumulators, Valves or Fittings.

CHARLES F. ELMES ENGINEERING WORKS
224 N. MORGAN ST.

Est. 1861

and thoroughly explain these details to the trade.
One of these cuts shows the Micrometric instruments which test to the thousandth part of an

CHICAGO. U. S.A.

Inc. 1895

inch the various parts going into the construction of Cheney motors in order to insure per-

to be very fibrous, and it is explained that thiwood is of a peculiar type of maple which grow,
in a certain section and which no manufacturer
ever had or tried to have. After the shaft of
the motor has been milled down to the required

fection.

dimensions, it is repeatedly run through the holes

Upon reading this article we find that "it is the
rule of the Chcney organization that every last
part should be as perfect as fine machinery and
human ingenuity can accomplish. Imagine, for
instance, the mechanical perfection that figures
in a small piece of metal that is turned and finished down to less than one -thousandth of au
inch."
One of these articles tells just how it is done
in the case of the governor -shaft of the Cheney

in this piece of wood, which in turn gives it

motor, while going through the factory.

The

illustration shows a small plug of wood, perhaps
one-half an inch thick and of peculiar appearance.
This is full of small holes. The wood itself seems

(Conffinied on pogo 114)

purchasing a talking machine?"

Mr. Morey states that women prospects who
come into this department have been sold immediately by this argument, and it has been the

means of creating a great deal of business

f

him.

W. C. Griffiths' Mother Dies
W. C. Griffiths, assistant sales manager of the
Chicago Talking Machine Co., recently received
the sad news of his mother's death in his home
down in Indianapolis. Immediately upon the

"SLPERFLAKE" GRAPHITE

SPRING
LUBRICANT
FOR PHONOGRAPH MOTORS

receipt of this news he left for that town to at
tend the funeral and was accompanied on his sad

journey by Dan Creed. general manager of the
company.

A Notable Visitor to Chicago

Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Geissler, of New York,
are paying a visit to Chicago which will probably
last several Weeks. Mr. Geissler is here visiting

the trade and looking after his interests at the
Chicago Talking Machine Co., of which he is
president.

Cheney Publicity
Volume 1, No. 5, of the "Cheney Resonator"
was mailed to some thirty thousand Cheney advocates on the first of March. This issue, like
the previous ones, is of newspaper size, four
pages, and contains much interesting data pertaining to the Cheney Co. and its product. One

A carefully prepared lubricant containing GRAPHITE of the finest quality
Will not get hard. ictorne rancid or leak

PACKED IN TUBES, CANS and BARRELS for JOBBERS, DEALERS and MANUFACTURERS

.

SPECIAL GRAPHITE FOR RECORD MANUFACTURERS
We are p:epared to fill your orders, large or small, and can make prompt shipment.,
Write department ".1- for quotations on your requirements

Superior Flake Graphite Co.

interesting item entitled "Telling the Story of

Department J

Cheney Supremacy" is cleverly illustrated by
small cuts showing Cheney ads which have appeared in recent issues of The Talking Machine

General Offices: 76 West Monroe St., CHICAGO

World, which give the details of manufacturing

a

high polish and smoothness and is an excellent
example of one of the methods put into practice
tc insure accurate handling of motor parts.
Brunswick via Wireless
Brunswick records are gaining quite a bit of
publicity these days through the wireless operations of A. A. Howard. a member of the Chicago
Board of Trade, who devotes his spare time to
work in the private wireless station which he
maintains at his home.
lie states that he is attaining remarkable results with his wireless and is at present broad-

Warehouse in Chicago

GRAPHITE,
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casting many Brunswick records which lend
themselves to this in a remarkable manner. lie
believes that the Brunswick records he plays into
Isis wireless transmitter are picked up by approximately one thousand stations in and around Chicago.

Columbia Co.'s Activities
Nlany of the sales force connected with the
Chicago branch of the Columbia Graphophone
Co. are doing a great deal of work evenings
connection with wireless telephony. They
are calling the attention of Columbia dealers
throughout Chicago to the fact that Morgan
it:

correctly to that of the broadcasting station.
ction
One of the most ardent fans in this c

S. B. Bird. a Columbia dealer of Argo, Ill.,
who has already installed a wireless receiving
is

station for the benefit of his customers, and in the
few nights that it has been in operation the store

has been crowded with radio fans who have
listened in to the Columbia records sent out by
Mr. Eastman. Mr. Bird states that already he
has seen the influence in his record department
amid contemplates adding more amplification to
his sets just as soon as he can get them from
the Radiophone dealer.

Eastman. who is director of the Westinghouse

How It 0. Pierce "Got There"

Broadcast Radiophone Station in Chicago. is
using the latest releases of Columbia records each

R. 0. Pierce, Col bia representative, encountered an unusual experience during the recent
blizzard through northern Wisconsin. lit all effort to reach Chicago to attend a sales conference he went through several wild rides and a
railroad wreck. Newspaper accounts explain that
a heavy coating of ice front two to twelve inches
thick covered everything in the country, causing

night in his broadcasting program. Several of
the dealers have in turn gotten out literature.
giving this program in detail and mentioning
Columbia records, and at the same time giving
the details necessary for the amateur wireless
operators to tune up their Radiophone equipment

roofs to cave in, communications to be cut off and
traffic tied up. Fighting his way south front
Creel] Bay, the first big obstacle was encountered

miles from Appleton, where both engines
and a baggage car on a double header left the
tracks. Walking three miles to a small railroad
station. Pierce chartered the only available automobile and successfully dodged live wires and
broken telegraph poles and eventually skidded
into Appleton. The fun had only started-telegraph wires down, trains at a standstill and a
meeting in Chicago. To make a long story short,
he missed the meeting by forty-eight hours.
MacNichol the Minstrel
G. A. MacNichol, office manager of the Chicago branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
holds the important office of director of the Maywood Minstrels. At their annual minstrel show
recently one night was devoted to the Columbia
family, all of the customary jokes being directed
toward the staff from the office.
five

After the show the party adjourned to the home

of D. W. Donohue in Maywood, where fun and
hilarity prevailed for several hours.
Robert E. Porter, of the New York executive
office of the Columbia Co., spent three days in

EL CTRIG SIGN

Chicago recently on his way through to the Western branches.
The Record Digest
The Rosenow Co., one of the large printing and
publishing concerns in Chicago, has just brought
out a cleverly gotten up little magazine known as

the Record Digest, which is published for the
benefit of

Brunswick

dealers.

In this it

is

calling attention to a series of ten portraits of
Brunswick artists which are being sent free to
all Brunswick Digest subscribers. The first portrait, a beautiful photograph of Florence Easton.
is being delivered with the March issue.
Making Chinese Records Popular
The Chinese of Chicago got together last week
and celebrated their New Year, as usual, with
popping firecrackers, good music and eats. Chi-

cago's Chinatown is down on the South Side.
Z. Canis, a Columbia dealer, whose headquarters
are in the Loop, managed to cash in on the affair
in a very profitable way. lie makes a specialty

Catch the Eye of Every Passerby
Don't let them pass your place of business
unnoticed.

manner that no one can possibly miss youand everyone will remember you.

Make your name and place of business

Erect a sparkling Federal Electric Sign-

stand out stronger in the minds of prospects
than your competitor's-advertise in front of

its drawing power is remarkable. Get business-now.

your store in such a dominant, forceful

12 MONTHS TO PAY
the sign-beautiful blue and white porcelain enam-

eled background-the big letters

are

arranged three young ladies dressed like a valen-

Costs only a few cents a day for electricity.
Employ this unusual business booster without
delay. You need it now. Send coupon for full

A small payment brings you this wonderful
new sign-it pays for itself while you pay for
of snow

information and prices as well as free sketch show-

white Silveray glass, smooth and very easily read
from a great distance in each direction.

ing how your Federal Electric Sign will look. No

obligation-do it NOW.

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Representing Federal Sign System (Electric)

8700 So. State St., Chicago, III.

Eease 'end me full information, price and free sketch of Federal Electric Porcelain Silveray Sign for my business.
Explam your Easy Payment Plan.

Street and No...
Store

State

City

Name

Frontage....

I lit sineSS

.

. No. of Floors
7. M. W. No. .7

ed./al Heetric Signs are Me cause of a busy street; not the result.

of all foreign language records, and at the right
time he let the Chinese populace know that he
had a large stock of Chinese records on hand.
This little "tie-up" resulted in the disposal of
over seven hundred Columbia Chinese records
during the New Year festivities.
A Beautiful Valentine
Another clever tie-up of song and record was
put over at the Chicago Theatre last week. The
song featured by the artist was "Remember the
Rose," a Remick number, and the singer appeared in front of a dark velvet drop, which occupied the entire stage. Placed in front of this
drop was an immense spray of white roses which
ran up the curtain diagonally, breaking at the
center of the curtain, where was an oval opening,
surrounded by a gilt frame, within which were

tine card picture. The color effects were obtained by green and red lighting.
The trio sang "Remember the Rose," and the
programs carried information from the Columbia
and Remick people as to where the song could
be purchased. Dealers in the immediate vicinity
of the Chicago Theatre also proclaimed by program announcements that the song could be
bought in their shops.

Takes on New Line
The Lakeside Supply Co. has taken on a line
of accessories for home wireless outfits, which it
is offering to the trade. It has erected a receiving station in its plant at 416 South Dearborn
street, and it is surprising to note how the news
of this plant has spread during the last week or
so. \Vhen the plant was put up, Bill and Gus
Fricke gave out the news to a few of their intimate friends and casually remarked, "If you
know anybody who would like to hear what is
going on in the air. send them up." The result
was that for the past week or more the plant has
been literally mobbed, and so many requests have
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been trade to the Lakeside Co. for amateur sets
that it has begun to make and supply them. Bill

Fricke is an old hand at the wireless game and
by virtue of having had over twenty-five years of
experience as an electrical engineer he knows
just where to go to make the necessary connec-

\WAV. MIME)
11
CCI
Distributors

tions. Then, again, as the trade has been paying
more or less attention to wireless, he decided that
his company would offer its line of wireless good to the trade.

Records

Appointed to Wholesale Force
Henry J. Free, for the past three yea!, with
the Chicago office of the Aeolian Co., has just
been appointed to the wholesale force of that
company and will look after the dealers on the
South Side. In his work at the wholesale office

Earliest releases of "hits" in popular
songs and dances; Standard and Classical ;

thoroughly acquainted himself with the
Vocation products. He originally came to th.

he

Aeolian Co. with the thought in mind to

Opera numbers by singers internationally
celebrated.

g.

on the sales force, and in taking over his. neN%
duties he is enabled to handle the Aeolian trad.

Our service

in

OKE,L, Records

will

mean rapid turnover and quick profit.
Write for Agency Terms

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857

306 So. Wabash Ave., Kimball Bldg.

CHICAGO

Manufacturers of Phonographs, Pianos,

Player Pianos and Pipe Organs

experience in and wide knowledge of the industry.

Novel Publicity Stunt
A very unique feature of the Balaban & Katz
motion picture theatres during the past four
weeks has been the rendition of the song "I Hear

You Calling Me" by a human voice through the
amplifying chamber of a real talking machine.
The curtain rises: a girl attendant walks up and
w:nds the machine, places the reproducer on the
record and the song begins. Just as the end of
the song and of the record is reached the lighting
effect is changed and the singer's head is seen in

Henry J. Free
intelligently because of this experience. At
present there are seventy-five dealers in the
city of Chicago and a great number of these will

be handled exclusively by Mr. Free, who believes that he is in position to offer valuable
services to these dealers by virtue of his long

the horn of the talking machine.
First National Ad for Hall Mfg. Co.
The February 25 issue of the Saturday Evening

Post carried the first ad of a series of national
advertisements to be run by the Hall Mfg. Co.
This ad, which was one column wide and a half
column long, told the value of the Hall fihr
veedle and how it preserves and lengthens the

Repair Parts
1

For All and

Every Motor

United States-on hand, for old, obsolete and
present-day motors.
If your order cannot be
filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor
springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms.
steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.
Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs

j

and motors.
fl
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CONSOLA.
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227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.
Branch: 2957 Gratiot Ae., Detroit. Mich.

Judge A. A. Rolf, of the Jewel Phonoparts
Co., died suddenly on February 24 at his home.
10612 South Hoyne avenue. For many years
Judge Rolf was heavily interested in this company and at one time was its president. However, on last October he disposed of the greater

part of his interest, retaining only a small portion.

At the time of his death he was secretary,
director and attorney for the company. Judge
Rolf had been a resident of Chicago for sixty
years and for many years during his career as
a lawyer he served as assistant judge in the
Probate Court of Chicago. lie was a thirty-

board of directors of the Hamilton Club.

We can supply any part. The largest and most
complete assortment of repair parts-in the

LAWS Of lLtAVOIS

life of a record. The illustration shows the fibre
needle ill the holder at the end of the stylus bar,
showing that it is played in exactly the same
manner as a steel needle. In a few weeks there
will be a group of national magazines coining out
which will carry more Hall fibre needle national
advertising. and the Hall Co. is calling this fact
to the attention of its dealers so that they may
be able to tic up
Death of Judge A. A. Rolf

second degree Mason and was a member of the

That Was Ever Manufactured

INCORPORATED UNDER

14,.

Co..."

He

was also associated with the Eagle Ottawa Letter Co., and several other large corporations.
He is survived by his widow, Josephine Rolf,
three sisters and one brother.
To Handle the Columbia Line
One of the most recent additions to the Columbia representatives in Chicago is the White
Eagle Furniture Co., which operates two stores.
one at 8812 Commercial avenue, South Chicago,
and the other at 3822 Cedar street. Indiana Harbor, Ind. A. R. Krajewski, the proprietor, is well
known in Polish circles of South Chicago. The
success of his two large furniture stores can be
attributed directly to the influence he has gained.
For many years Mr. Krajewski was bailiff of the
Cook County Court, and in this office many opportunities presented themselves whereby he
could aid Polish immigrants and residents in this
country who were in difficulty. This naturally
built up a great following for him.
The selection of the Columbia line was influenced by the fact that it publishes a complete
Polish catalog. A modern Grafonola department
has been installed in both the stores. One of
the features in the laying out of this store is that
throughout all departments they have placed Columbia machines which are operated by Nlotrolas, so that there will be a continuous playing,
(Continued on page 116)
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and whether a person comes in to purchase a
stove. a rug or what not they arc being con-

the talking machine business always has come
out smiling in due time.

patrons, and they have been splendidly received.

stantly reminded of the Columbia tirafonolas. and
this gentle reminder has in many instances caused
buyers to stop, look, listen and purchase.
Takes on Vocalion Line

-We know that history repeats itself," says
Mr. Baer, "and is at present showing signs of

week of March at the main store at Jackson and
Wabash. A few evenings thereafter it was given
a: their South Side shop and the next evening
at the North Side shop. Mr. \Viswell plans to

The Petersen Furniture Co., of this city, conducting stores at 3662 Irving Park boulevard.
4031 North avenue and 1048 Belmont avenue,
r.spectively. ha. just taken on the complete
line of Vocation talking machine, and Vocation
Red records for its three stores. The taking
on of this well-known line of talking machines
and records was featured by this company with
a large advertisement, which appeared in Chicago newspapers. The opening paragraphs of
this advertisement read as follows:
"We take pleasure in announcing that we are
now representatives for the famous phonograph.

'The Vocation' and the Vocation Red record.
It is gratifying to announce to our patrons this
important affiliation. You are cordially invited
to hear and inspect our handsome line of period

Vocations and hear the delightful Red records
at your convenience."
The balance of the advertisement was given
over to handsome illustrations of various Vocation period models.
Steady Improvement in Business
Charles F. Baer, president of Charles F. Baer
& Co., talking machine manufacturers, who is
one of the oldest talking machine men in Chicago, says that there is. beyond all question, a
slow but steady improvement in the sale of
talking machines. Mr. Baer harks back to the
good old days when the Columbia Co. opened
its headquarters here, when first he got into
the talking machine game. He has been actively
engaged ever since that time and knows the
actual ups and downs of the trade through all
these years. In his opinion, the period of depression through which we have just passed is

nothing new or unusual; the trade has gone
through other similar periods in the past and
-

r
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doing so again. The recent period of depression
is

nothing in comparison with that which oc-

curred in 1907, and inasmuch as the music busiLess in general came through that in due time,

can see no reason why we should not go

I

through this. We are going to have good busi-

ness, with plenty of good, honest competition;
but it will take work and salesmanship.
"Our factory is being kept busy, with a sufficient number of orders ahead to keep us working at a good rate. There is a strong demand
for console models, and we are planning to take
care of the increased business along these lines.
There is a sufficient demand for talking machines of good quality at reasonable prices, and
the manufacturer who is in position to offer
quality and price can get enough business to
make his plant work eight hours per day, with
sufficient profit at the end of the month to net
him a proper return on his investment."
A Lyon & Healy Innovation
L. C. Wiswell, manager of the Lyon & Healy
Victor department, both wholesale and retail,
announces a unique innovation in their retail
Victor service, namely, a personal interpretation
of new Victor selections. Mr. Wiswell is the
originator of this plan, which has never before
been used.

In conjunction with the opening day for new
records he has got together a group of Chicago
artists who sing and play in person. These
artists make the announcement that the numbers
they are about to render can be had on Victor
Record No. so and so, which is being released
during the current month.
The program is given in the record department of the Lyon & Healy establishment from
12 to 3 o'clock and has nothing to do with the
regular recitals held in the recital hall. Announcements are sent out in advance to Victor

The new plan was launched during the first

make this a permanent feature in the sale of
Victor records and says that the new scheme
has met with success. Already there is quite
an increase in retail business. which is to be
traced directly to this new method of exploiting
the Victor business. The numbers given are
of diversified character, jazz, popular songs,

dance selections, folk songs, operatic arias; in
fact, music of every kind.

The artists working with Mr. Wiswell are

Lucille Haley, soprano; Carroll Kerns, baritone;
Harold Saxlcr, violinist, Mary Malone, accompanist, and the North Shore Promenade
Orchestra.

W. C. Eckhardt Resigns
W. C. Eckhardt, who for the past three years
has been managing sales promotion of the
Phonograph Co. in this city, has announced his
resignation. Ile has taken up a new line which
i3 known as \V. C. Eckhardt Service. This new
business venture of Mr. Eckhardt's comes as a
direct result of an investigation made among
several hundred Edison dealers, jobbers and individuals, identified with the promotion and
development of the Edison retail music business.
During his long association with talking ma-

chine men he found a need for a service which
he has now worked up for talking machine retailers. His plan coincides with a new move
of the Edison Co.. which calls for disbanding
its own promotion department. Mr. Eckhardt
has had six years of actual experience in this
work in the talking machine and music business
and knows dealers in all parts of the United
States. Ilis first work on promotion lines was
with the Gundlach Advertising Co.. of Chicago,

for which he handled advertising matter and
prepared advertisements for Edison jobbers.

r.9
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Manufacturers of
HIGH-GRADE PLIONOGRAPI IS
Priced to Sell

t.
-

1.

OUR JOBBERS FACTORY PLAN
VALUE

QUALITY
MODEL 600
35" Height
40" Width
22" Depth

We operate a plan that makes

OUR PLANT
NO INVESTMENT

Build

SERVICE

YOUR FACTORY

NO HANDLING

QUICK AND, SURE SERVICE

your Business on Wolf Service, a Solid Foundation with a

Future. Save yourself the embarrassment of a false start on models
that will be discontinued.
Phonographs Designed with a Sales Appeal

on Simply Policy of Just a Square Deal
TODAY

To THE WOLF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Sales Office

Factory and General Office

123 WEST MADISON STREET

110-126 WEST 3rd STREET

Chicago, III.

Quincy, III.
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Templar Autostop
It Stops as a Stop
Should Stop
1111

Co. had made less money than should have

that they revolved on a spindle passing
through water as they turned. The performer
sat in front of them and played the instrument
so

probably been made on the amount of business
they had done, but, on the other hand, he believes that they might not have had the volume
or made the headway had they undertaken any
other policy.
Opening of Bissell-Weisert Co.
The Bissell-Weisert Piano Co. has opened its
warerooms at 26 S. Michigan avenue, having

by touching the moist edges of these glass discs

For Proof of this,

with his fingers as they revolved.

order a Sample

TEMPLAR MFG. CO. /
3225 Lexington Street

CHICAGO. ILL.

In a sense, Mr. Eckhardt acts as the advertising manager for all dealers who subscribe to
his service and these dealers have the privilege
of calling upon him for advice as often as they
see fit; in other words, his vast experience is
being crystallized in the form of a series of
talking machine advertisements which he furnishes to his subscribers each month. The style
of copy is such that everybody can readily
understand it-full of straight -from -the -shoulder
sales talk that will make people feel like buying.
Each mouth these advertisements are sent

The story

goes on to tell how both Mozart and Beethoven
composed for it.
Wizard Co.'s Progress
George L. Hadley, of the %Vizard Phonograph
Co.. makes the announcement this month that
a new type of console will be added to its
Valuephone line ere long. The new console is
something very original and unique and offers
room for a new invention in talking machines,
on which Mr. Hadley has already made application for a patent. Mr. Hadley took The World
representative through his plant and pointed out
the activity in every department where capacity
has been reached and is carried on through the
entire eight working hours during the (lay. lie
explained that the gradual growth of Value phone business right through the period of depression just passed was due to the fact that his

moved from its formal home in the Fine Arts
Building. The announcement of this new move
was made in these columns several months ago

The new warerooms are very luxurious, embracing a thirty-foot frontage on Michigan avenue, extending backwards for over eighty-three

The architecture and interior finish are
Greek in treatment, and one of the prominent
feet.

features in the arrangement is a series of heroic

medallions from the hand of Emil Zettler, one
of Chicago's foremost sculptors. Throughout
the establishment the color scheme is a rich
gray -green, while the treatment of the large
and attractive show windows is carried out in
Chinese wild, on a dull red background. The

concern was not too large to keep closely in
touch with the actual cost of production and
selling instead of having to guess at costs and
finally plus them to the dealer's price without
making quotations. He stated that the Wizard

lighting system blends artistically with the coloring of the walls, medallions and panels. In
the rear of the shop are located the offices and
(Continued on page 118)

out in proof form. At the end of a year this
series, if produced by. one dealer, would cost

'

more than $1,000, whereas by virtue of the
Eckhardt service it costs the dealer only
nominal sum.

I

Edison Dealers Happy
The Edison dealers of Chicago are taking
quite a bit of advertising space in Chicago papers
announcing the new prices of Edison goods,
which went into effect March I. These announcements convey the news that the $225,
$1.85 and $1.35 records have been reduced to $2.
$1.50 and $1, respectively. The new price of
the Hepplewhite model is now $145, former

price being $167.50, and the Jacobean, which
formerly sold at $265, has been reduced to $245.
The other Edison models are unchanged in price.

The Edison dealers are anxiously awaiting. the
arrival of the two new Edison console models.
both of which carry the Laboratory Model

WHAT THIS

text matter is handsomely illustrated by means
of beautifully colored cards, miniatures of the
regular monthly show cards. and the text matter
gives little stories pertaining to each record, which

instead of calling attention to the technical parts
of the rendition. takes up a story applicable to
that particular record. For example, the Brunswick record No. 13004, "Habanera" (from
"Carmen"), as sung by Irene Pavloska, is handled in the following manner:
"When the African slave ships dropped anchor
in the West Indies the blacks brought with them

as

indecent.

The

sionable soldier, Don Jose."
Besides these historical data applicable to
records is an illustrated story of Benjamin

Franklin and the Armonica.

This instrument

consisted of a number of glass discs assembled
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Spaniards

called it "Ilabanera," from Havana, where they
supposed it had originated. Bizet introduced
the most famous of all the "Ilabaneras" into
his opera, "Carmen," where it is sung by the
cigarette girl of Seville to allure the unimpres-
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a particular type of wild music to which they
danced. Carried back to Spain by returning
Cubans (who had learned it from the blacks),
this music became very popular, but was savattacked
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New Bulletin Mailer
The latest piece of Brunswick service for its
dealers is a new folder, designed to take the
place of an envelope, with which Brunswick
dealers mail out their monthly bulletins. This
new folder is a three -page affair, printed on both
sides, making a total of five reading pages, with
the sixth left open for addressing purposes. The
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spacious

hearing rooms, wherein arc

found

Victor talking machines and records, as well as

Chickerng. Krakauer Bros. and Marshall and
Wendell piano- All styles arc shown of these
instrument-. which are most artistically
arranged.
Handsome Steger Magazine

The February issue of the Steger Magazine.
published by Steger & Sons Piano Mfg. Co..
of Chicago, appears this month in new dress
and with a new style of make-up and editorial
matter. The editor of this little magazine is
none other than Sherwin Murphy. advertising
manager of the Steger Co The cover design
shows the big ornamental entrance to the Steger

The issue consists of twenty-four

Building.

pages and is handsomely illustrated. The back
outside cover exhibits an excellent likeness of

Sonora with me. .X great many Chicagoans
aboard the train became very interested in this
_uitc a number of them gave
me their names and addresses and asked me to
look them up upon my return to Chicago. Scv
cral of these names turned out to be really good
prospect.. and in some instances I sold not only

You
son

know the quality of Edi
instruments.
Until you

have placed a trial order with
us. you are unfamiliar v.ith
SERVICE.

Engravers Pick Best Illustration

An advertising illustration used by Lyon &
Healy attracted so much attention because of

A TRIAL CONVINCES

its beauty that the \Vood Engraving Association
of Chicago selected it as an appropriate subject to work up as an exhibition of their handi-

They used the finished product extensively, after which they presented the original
wood cut with their compliments to Lyon &

Oar Service Covers the Country

craft.

Steger, Ill.

I

Amberolas-Plus Service

portable Sonoras but larger" models.

the late John V. Steger. founder of the great
Steger institution, and a picture of the city of
Chicago Jobber Visits New York
C. B. Cordner, head of the Symphony Music
Co.. Chicago, Ill., has been visiting the trade in
New York City the past ten days. Mr. Cordner
has completed plans for adding a wholesale line
of small goods for Chicago and Middle Western
territory. While in New York he succeeded in
making some important connections with musical merchandise manufacturers and wholesalers.
He will shortly be ready to pursue an ambitious
and energetic sales campaign in behalf of the
various lines of musical merchandise.
Spofford Sells on Train
F. S. Spofford, Sonora dealer, with headquarters in the Republic Buildiug has just returned
from a six weeks' vacation at his fruit farm at
Sarasota. Fla. On the trap down to Sarasota. as
well as when coining back. Mr. Spofford entertained the passengers aboard the train with a
concert which he rendered with the aid of a
portable Sonora. "We had a splendid time with
the music," said Mr. Spofford. ''Whenever
Wk.
make a trip I always bring my lit'.

Edison Diamond

little instrument.

-;;iiird

Lyon & Healy's Artistic Wood Cut
.\s the wood cut is entirely hand engraved the cut shown was done at considerable
co -t. as an artist of the highest type was necessary to develop it
The simplicity of the wood cut is the real
reason of its attractiveness. The wood engravHealy.

ing is as much an art as the pencil

the

I)

-1 William
H. Lyons
Formerly Ja. I. Lyon.
17 W. Lake St.

Chicago

Irawing of the painting of the picture. Substi

uting the graver for the brush, the engraver
developed in delicate line a picture that is unsurpassed for printing, on the lightest, softest
paper and for reproducing all the tones in the
original from pure white to solid black.
Visitors From Ohio
Two recent visitors to our metropolis were
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Hockett, of Bellefontaine,
0. On their visit to Chicago they called at the
plant of the Magnola Talking Machine Co. and
were taken through its large building on a
tour of inspection. Mr. Hockett reported trade
very good in his locality and stated that he had
done a very satisfactory holiday business.
Foreign Business Better
F. P. Bassett, vice-president of the Magnola
Talking Machine Co.. reports that foreign business of this concern has improved considerably
during the past few weeks, though the reasons
for the improvement are not evident. According to Mr. Bassett, the fact that some talking
machine companies are experiencing a boom in
export business is a very good sign.
Tell Taylor Incorporates
One of the recent incorporations in Chicago
was the publishing concern of Tell Taylor, of

WE MANUFACTURE THOUSANDS OF THESE STYLES
FOR BOTH JOBBERS AND DEALERS
WHY NOT FOR YOU?
THEY HAVE AN ENVIABLE PLACE IN EVERY LIVE DEALER'S LINE
MANY BUYERS NEED A QUICK AND INEXPENSIVE START,
OTHERS HAVE USE OR SPACE FOR NOTHING ELSE
Particularly

Adaptable

for

Special

I'ricings in Attractive Window Displays
and Various Forms of Sale Advertising.
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19 South Clark street. with a capital of $10.000.

The incorporators are 'sham Jones, Harry P.
Manus and A. Lienthal.

Are You Buying Discounts?

Now With Colwell
R. A. Buttell, who for some time has been
with the music department of Montgomery
Ward & Co., has just made the announcement

Are You Buying Value ?

that he has severed his connection with that
large mail order house and has taken over the
management of the music department of the
E. B. Colwell department store, of Monmouth.
Ill. The Colwell music department carries a
full line of Victor and Columbia goods, as well

When You Buy Value Then Only Can
You Sell Quality
Hiawatha commands
Instant Approval
And Complete Satisfaction of
Whoever looks or listens.
And the 'greater value
That is only found in
Hiawatha Phonographs is
Always productive of sales.
FINISH
SUPREME
CABINET

as sheet music, small instruments, etc.

New Quarters for Waterson, Berlin & Snydet
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder. who have for
years conducted a retail talking machine and
sheet music shop on the second door of the building at the southwest corner of State and Monroe

streets, will move to a new location on May I.
This store has come to be known popularly as
Ted Snyder's Music Store and is one of the
busiest shops of its kind in Chicago. Besides a
full line of popular sheet music this store retails small goods of nearly every description, as
well as Columbia Grafonolas and records.
On May 1 this company will move its entire
retail stock to 26 West Monroe street. The new
location is adjacent to the Majestic Theatre and
occupies a space of about a hundred feet in width
by about one hundred and fifty feet in depth.
The plans call for one of the most elaborate retail music stores in the Loop district of Chicago.
The sheet music counter, according to the blueprints, will he one hundred feet in length. There
will be twenty hearing booths in the talking machine department of regulation size and one big
sound -proof reception room occupying a space
thirty feet long and thirty feet wide. The show
window space will occupy the entire frontage.
On the opening day Frank Clark, \Vestern manager for both the wholesale and retail interests
of W'aterson, Berlin & Snyder, plans to put on an

entertainment lasting an entire week that will
Lc' the talk of the town. Mr. Clark has already
made arrangements with some of the theatrical
stars who will play in Chicago that week and has
also made musical arrangements with Paul Biese,
W'estfall and other well-known musical organiza-

Ted Snyder himself and other officials of
this organization, together with their whole staff
of songwriters, will be on hand for the big
tions.

event.

Appointed Factory Representative
Toni Cullen, 504 Isabella Building, makes the
announcement this week that he has been appointed factory representative for the "Famous

HIAWATHA PHONOGRAPH CO.
209 South State Street
not definite as to whether or not he will continue
westward to the Coast and then swing down
toward the Gulf States.
Announces Marriage
W. P. Meissner, vice-president of the Sterling
Devices Co., of this city, announces the marriage of his daughter, Clara Beatrice, to James
T. Watson, of Chicago. Mrs. Watson has all
the good wishes of her many friends. 3s she is
most popular with the younger North Side set.

Chicago, Ill.
CASALS AT RADIO STATION
CoicitGo, ILL., March 4. -Pablo Casals, famous
cellist and exclusive Columbia artist, appeared
recently at the radio station in the Music Hall

of the University of Chicago and his concert
was broadcasted by wireless throughout the
country. Ibis program was well chosen, and
judging from the reports of the wireless enthusiasts the Casals concert was one of the
events of the season.

CHICAGO INCORPORATION

The Mickel Music Co., Victor dealer, of Mar-

The Lafayette Phonograph Co., 1358 North

shalltown. Ia.. recently featured the appearance

Wells street. Chicago. has incorporated. under the

of Lambert Murphy, Victor artist, in its adver-

laws of the State of Illinois, to conduct a gen-

tising. with profitable results.

eral musical instrument and talking machine business, with a capital of $20,000. Incorporators

are: W. II. King, Jr., R. McCormick and Adams
and Arne. W. Ross.

The firm of Ochring & Gjertsen is featuring
the Victor line of talking machine, and rec,o-ds
in Elkador, Ia.

records of the New York Recording LaboraMr. Cullen will carry only a sample line
these records and will not attempt to fill

tories."
of

orders from his headquarters. Since his appointment as factory representative he has gone very

carefully over the Chicago trade and says that
the retailers here have received these 50 -cent
records very favorably. Already he has been
successful in closing several good jobbing accounts in Chicago and is at present planning a
trip that will take him throughout the \Vestern
territory. where he feels he will be able to close
quite a number of other jobbing accounts.
Represents Silent Motor

Walter Magill, one of the best-known men in
the supply trade in the West. has just been appointed Western manager of the Silent Motor
Corp., of Brooklyn. In order to take care of
this new business and carry a complete line of
Silent motors it was necessary for Mr. Magill
to move his offices, which were located in Room
1.400, Consumers' Building, to a larger and more
commodious suite in Rooms 1200-1202-1201 of the
building. Mr. Magill has had long experience

in the motor game and is going after the trade
with his line of Silent motors in a big way. He
has already submitted samples to the trade of
Chicago and the manufacturers report favorably
and quite a number of them have placed orders.
Mr. Magill leaves Chicago at the end of this
week for a visit to the Western trade. His first
stop is St. Louis and his plans at this time are

View of the Tru.Time Motor with flood
Removed.
Built Like a Watch. Send
for Sample.

Price. $30.00

Ruin for Service and Priced to Use in
Moderate Priced Machines.
Sample, $19.50.

Motors, Tone Arms, Hardware and Accessories

If you are interested in WIRELESS
send us your name and we will put
same on mailing list. Will be pleased
to send you literature on parts as fast
as they are ready for sale.

LAKESIDE SUPPLY COMPANY
416 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO. ILL.
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SONORA JOBBERS HOLD MEETING
Informal Gathering of Group of Sonora Jobbers

ILSLEY'S

there were also in attendance many of the Sonora
executives, and the meeting was noteworthy for
the practical nature of the discussions that were
held. Plans and policies for the coming year

were outlined in detail, and at the close of the

SPRING LUBRICANT
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11..K.ET-DOUBLEDAY & CO.. 229-231 Front St., NewIork

OTTO HEINEMAN IN EUROPE
President of General Phonograph Corp. Sails for

Six Weeks' Trip-Will Visit Leipzig Fair-

Accompanied by A. G. Bean

Otto Heineman, president of the General Phonograph Corp., New York, accompanied by A. G.
Bean, president of the General Phonograph Mfg.
Co., Elyria, O., together

meeting the jobbers were the guests of the company at an informal dinner.

with Mrs. Heineman
and Miss Bean, sailed
a few weeks ago on
the steamer "Olympic"
for a six weeks' visit to

In the accompanying photograph showing those
%vim attended this get-together gathering the per-

s..nnel, reading front left to right, is as follows:
Frank E. Goodman. assistant sales
the Sonora Phonograph Co.: E. S. Vhite,
Co. of Philadelphia. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. O. Morris, M. S. & E Boston. Mass.; L. C. Lincoln,
advertising manager, Sonora Phonograph Co.:
C. S. Redfield. president of the Redfield Ad%

GRAPHITE PHONO

r

in New York-Guests of Company at a Dinner-Discuss Practical Topics of Interest
During the first week in March quite a number
of Sonora jobbers visited New York in connection with a convention that was held in another
commercial field. Taking advantage of this opportunity. the Sonora Phonograph Co. invited
some of the Sonora jobbers in nearby territory
to visit New York, and a get-together meeting of
an informal nature was held at the WaldorfAstoria Ilotel.
In addition to the jobbers who were present
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European countries.
According to Mr.
Heineman's schedule,

he will first visit Ber-

Magnavox Co.. San Francisco. Cal.; Fred E.
Yahr, Yahr & Lange Drug Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.;
Ceo. E. Brightson, president of the Sonora Pho-

lin. conferring with the
executives of the Carl
Otto Heineman
Lindstrom Co.. Ltd..
Lich the General Phonograph Corp. is
for
American representative, and will then attend the
Leipzig Fair, which is one of the most important
European commercial exhibits. Although Mr.
Heineman's trip is ostensibly in the nature of a
combined business and pleasure sojourn, it is safe

nograph Co.; T. M. Griffith. Griffith Piano Co.
Newark. N. J.: C. V. Vastme, C. D. Smith Drug

sightseeing, as there are many industrial activities

tising Agency, New York;

Maurice

Greater City Phonograph Co.. New York; S. U.
Martin. vice-president. Sonora Phonograph Co.;
Frank J. Coupe, vice-president and director of
sales, Sonora Phonograph Co.: F. M. Steers.

Co.. St.
vice-president. Sonora Phonograph Co.; Mr. Allen. Griffith
Piano Co. Newark, N. J.; 0. C. Maurer, Kiefer -

tc, predict that he will have very little time for
abroad which will interest him in a great measure. He is expected back in New York the latter
part of this month.

Stewart Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.: A. H. Trotter.
Gibson -Snow Co.. Syracuse. N. Y.: C. \V. Keith

and Robert II. Keith. Long Island Phonograph
Co.. Long Island City. N. 1'.; Waldo G. Morse.
director. Sonora Phonograph Co.; J. J. Schrateiser,

Long

Island

Phonograph Co..

Long

Island City, N. Y.; H. S. Thompson, secretary,
Sonora

Phonograph

Co.;

John

Herzog.

vice-

president, Sonora Phonograph Co.; W. D. Davis.

Magnavox Co.. New York. and H. C. Valeur.
easurer. Sonora Phonograph Co.

M. E. LVLE TO REPRESENT REGAL
Well-knomn Talking Mach:ne Man Appointed
Atlanta Representative of Regal Record Co.Also Represents the Strand Phonograph
The sales division of the Regal Record Co..
New York. has announced the appointment of
Mervin E Lyle as Regal representative in Atlanta and the surrounding territory. Mr. Lyle,
who is well known in talking machine circles
throughout the country. was recently appointed
Atlanta representative by the Manufacturers'
l'honograph Corp.. New York. maker of the
strand phonograph. lie has opened attractive

Atlanta. and his thorough familiarity
with every branch of the talking machine busioffices in

d-libtedly enable him to attain signal

r.

Regal record line.

NEW VICTOR PARLORS IN MASSILLON
MAssn.t.ox, 0., March G.-What are said to be the

finest Victrola parlors in this section of the State
were opened last week in the new C. J. Duncan
store, $ East Main street, The store is of three
floors. the main floor being devoted to the jeweiry division. The Victrola parlors are on the
second floor. accessible by elevator.

Sound -proof

record booths arc arranged.along one side of the
room, while in the rear is the record department.
Mr. Duncan has just recently taken on the Victor
line here. having confined himself previously to
jewelry.

SHLIEDER ACTIVE IN ASHEVILLE
Astir:mix, N. C., March 4.-The number of Pathe
owners in this section of the State was considerably augmented through a recent sale of Pathe

phonographs conducted by G. M. Shlieder &
Co., Pathe dealers, of this city. Especially attractive prices and terms were offered which resulted in a large number of sales.

The talking machine business of Nelson &
Son. Cherokee. la , has been purchased by T. D.
Boothby. Mr. Boothby has had a wide expe-

rience in the merchandising of Victor products
!,.rpriand will push this line in his new

DIRECT FACTORY PRICE-JUST MENTION THE QUANTITY
TONE ARMS

ES
CASTINGS.1 T URNT
M OTORABI
FRAMES
Grey Iron
TONE ARMS

REPRODUCERS

and Brass for

MOTORS

HORNS and THROATS

Direct Quantity Importations On

Stylus Bars
Screw Machine Parts

Talking Machine Hardware
JEWEL End STEEI. (Bulk or Packed'
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

GENUINE RUBY BENGAL MICA

D. R. DOCTOROW

Vanderbilt Ave. Bldg.
51 East ond Stress, New Puri
Tel. Vanderbilt 5161
Murray Hill Soo
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V Id is

The New and Better
Phonograph

7

Tone, Quality,
Design, Price

Res U.

IT(

The Console is the Phonograph of Today

and the STRAND is the Console!
QUEEN

LOUIS XV

ANNE

CONSOLE
MODEL 1

CONSOLE

MODEL

NIallugan

Mallogan

4,r

Or

Walnut

alnut

List

List

$150

$125

75 % of Our Sales are Re -Orders
Phonograph sales today are unmistakably inov-

ing in the general direction of the console in-

strument-the properly designed, true -to -period.

top, practical. double service instrument.
Dealers who have posted themselves about present-day merchandising conditions are enthusiastically and energetically getting behind the new
Strand Consoles.
Dealers who find business quiet should handle
flat

instruments that arc in active demand-that sell
while old-style talking machines arc standing
around.

Strand Consoles have been on the market but
a few months. Yet 75% of our sales have been
re -orders. That's strong evidence of Strand qual-

ity and Strand value.
Among the 500 Strand dealers arc such rep-

resentative concerns as R. H. White & Co., Boston ; Frederick Loeser & Co., Brooklyn ; James A.

Hearn & Sons. New York; Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia; Kaufman & Baer, Pittsburgh;
Bailey Co.. Cleveland; The Emporium, San Francisco; Maison Blanche, New Orleans.
In addition to the two models illustrated, our
Model 2 (Italian Renaissance Console) at $175;
and our Model 4 (Louis XVI Console) at $200
are correspondingly correct and beautiful.
All models made of finest mahogany or walnut, faithful representations of each period.
Equipped with heavy double spring motor, all -

wood tone chamber, solid -brass tone arm and
universal sound box, which permits the playing
of all records, and with six well -finished record
shelves built in.

Every Strand instniment is guaranteed, not
only as regards tone, finish, design and workmanship in every part, but also in packing. Our
packing and shipping system is trouble proof.

"ITS THE DEALER'S TURN NOW."
"The man who does the elline is entitled
to a REAL profit."

"Better merchandise. lower list, and
fatter discounts."

These Direct STRAND Representatives are Ready to Serve You:
RICHARD II. ARNAULT, 93 Mailkon

Avenue. New lark City.
W. 0. CARRELL. Tutu, Okla.
A. H. DANKMAN, 327 Adams Street.
Buffalo. N. T.
MATALKING
CONsOLI DATED

CHINE COMPANY. 227 W. 11'aiihin11ton Street. Chicago, III.

A. C. ER1S31AN, 171 Tremont Street.
Boston. Malin.

W. S. GRAY. 911 Market Street, San
Franekca. Cal.

R.

.1. JAMIENON. 23 Taylor Arcade.

Cleveland. Ohio.
WALTER L. ECKHARDT.
Whig., Philadelphia, Pa.
GEORGE C. S1LZER, 1003
On Moines. Iowa.

Empire
13th

RICKEN. SEEGER £ WIRTS. Globe
Buililina. Detroit, 3lieh.
sTIF:111.ING ROLL t RECORD CO..

137 west 4111 Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
W. F. sTANI1KE. 1120 Grand A
Kansas City. Mo.
MERVIN E. LVLE. 211 Peachtree
Arcade. Allanta, Ga

St

MANUFACTURERS PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc., 95 Madison Ave., New York
GEO. W. LYLE, President

--
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CINCINNATI
Business Trend Is Upward-Dealers Now Look for Good Spring
Trade-Interesting Views on Radiophone Situation-Other News
CINCINNATI, 0., March 4.-The talking machine
business here during February compared more
than favorably with that of January, and some
dealers report an advance over the trade of last
month. Optimism is general, though dealers admit that business is not up to expectations at present. All are working energetically, and the belief
is that the near future will see a gradual overcoming of trade inertia.
Dealers and the Radiophone

Most Cincinnati dealers are not ready to swallow without seasoning the present tremendous
vogue of the radiophone, though all admit its
possibilities. At any rate. Cincinnati dealers are
not coming forward very rapidly with plans to
install radio devices either for practical or for
publicity purposes. There are, of course, one or
two installations that have recently been made,
but for the most part dealers are %vary.
Edison Dealers to Meet
At a meeting of Edison dealers of this territory

at the Hotel Sinton, Monday morning, March 6,
there will be an announcement made of the
policies of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.. for the year.
The Cincinnati office of the new Edison Co. is
planning a tone test next week. The experiment
will be made with the assistance of Glen Ellison,
Scotch comedian, and Miss Hill, pianist.
Evidence of Business Betterment

The business done by the Ohio Talking Machine Co., 427 West Fourth street, during the
past month showed improvement all along the
line. both in records and machines. C. II. North,
secretary of the company. said: "Business has
been much better, and when business with us is
good it is a dependable sign that business in
Victrolas all around the trade is also up to standard. It means that enough sales are being made

to compel dealers to place frequent orders for
more stock. We are optimistic and feel, with
reason. that the outlook is steadily improving.
The tobacco situation in Kentucky is much improved, and there should he a great deal more
money to spend there than has recently been the
case.
Regarding eastern Kentucky and \Vest
Virginia we are not so sanguine. owing to the

mining situation and the constant threat of disruption in that line."
Mr. North, on being asked his opinion as to
the value of the radiophone. said: "The theory
is. of course, very good, but unless greater perfection is attained it probably will not go far.
Several of our dealers have tried out the radiophone as a means of advertising, and in such
cases it has aroused interest and curiosity."
Grafonola Sales at Widener's
A remarkable amount of business is being done
by NVidener's Grafonola Shops. Morris Fantel,
of that company. said: "Our business during the

last month was fine, both in machines and records. We sold one-third more machines in February this year than last year, and our record
sale was double that of the same month last
year." Regarding the radiophone, Mr. Fantel
said: "It is still in its infancy, and all depends
upon the ultimate perfection of the device."

Baldwin Victor Shop Doing Well
The Victrola shop of the Baldwin Piano Co. is
enjoying a very excellent volume of business, all
things considered. Upon being asked his opinion

of the radiophone, U. G. Rowbotham, of

the

Baldwin Victrola Shop, said: "The radiophone
should be a wonderful thing-when it is perfected. At present its operation is marked by
so many imperfections and handicaps that it is
hardly fair to judge the device now."
Hard Work Boosts Sterling Business
B.

L. Brown, of the Sterling Roll & Record

Co.. believes that hard work is the panacea for
business troubles. He has put his theories to the
test, with the result that business has shown a
steady improvement at the Sterling establishment. Commenting about the radiophone, he
said that a great deal of development would be
necessary before it attained much value. He
mentioned a few cases in which dealers had had
radio apparatus installed, were not satisfied with
it, and had discontinued it. Mr. Brown made
several trips over various parts of Ohio during
the month, and he said that throughout the State
dealers think well of the radiophone, both as a
means of publicity and as a mercantile proposition.

Features "Gypsy Blues"
Howard L. Chubb, of the Chubb -Steinberg
Music Shop. is optimistic over the trade outlook.
He said: "During the past month our business
went along in an extraordinary manner, and
proved to he much better than the same period
last year. Though record sales were not great,
sales of machines increased over the average and
we look for better business generally in March.
Our window display on 'Gypsy Blues' during the
month did much to stimulate sales on that miniber and the output %vas large."
Western Arts Association to Meet
Chiefly through the efforts and prestige of the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and Eugene
Ysaye. its director. the Western Arts Association
decided to hold its annual convention in Cincinnati. This convention will begin at Emery
Auditorium May 2. Virtuoso Ysaye and the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra record for Columbia.

Passing of W. F. Higgins

W. F. Higgins. Richmond. Ky., died late in
February. He was a Columbia dealer of prominence in his district and had built up a good
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business.

His business now is under the direc-

tion of M. B. Murphy, a son-in-law, and Mr.
Coates, who are carrying forward the policies
inaugurated by him.
Buys Columbia for African Missionary
1 Columbia Grafonola and a supply of records,
sold by A. F. Hibbard, of Hibbard's Music Shop,
Huntington, W. Va., are destined for a very long
journey. Mr. Hibbard made this sale to the Trinity Episcopal Church, of Huntington, for the
use of a missionary in Liberia, Africa. Most of

the records were fox-trots of the jazziest sort.
for it is reported that Liberian natives prefer this
class of music.

Many Dealers Add Brunswick Line
S. Reis, manager for the Cincinnati district of
Brunswick products, reports a growing business
and the opening of a number of new accounts

during the past month.' He plans to continue
the policy of going out energetically to add new
accounts in this district. This has proved to be
the only successful method of getting business.
Starr Line Gaining in Popularity
E. I. Pauling, of the Starr Piano Co., reports a
fine business both in machines and records. "Peo-

ple are recognizing," says Mr. Pauling, "the excellence of the Starr products, which are steadily
growing in favor here."
The New Edison Co.'s Report
The New Edison Co., one of the live -wire dealers in this city, reports a fair volume of business
during the past month. This is due in a great
measure to the aggressive sales policy of the
concern. The company has given a great deal of
thought to the radiophone, with a view to using
it. according to Mr. Oe'man, of the company.
Mr. Ochnan said further: "There are too many
imperfections to make it a safe undertaking. I
believe, also, that it is more or less of a fad just
now, and if broadcasting by radio becomes very
common there will he a thousand conflicts of
transmissions. In the main its value just now
depends upon too many possibilities, with not

enough certainties."
Under the direction of Manager Dessauer,

Loury & Goebel Co., Pathe dealers, conducted
a successful sale of Pathe phonographs.

ELL & ELI. Will. REPRESENT REGAL
Pacific Coast Music Publishers Appointed Regal

Jobbers-Well Known in Far West
The Regal Record Co., New York, announced
recently that Ell & Ell, music publishers, of Los
Angeles. have been appointed distributors for
Regal records for the Pacific Coast States. This

concern is well known in the musical field, and
among their recent successes was "Canadian Capers." Robert Levy, general manager of the

company, will he in personal charge of the Regal
activities. Wm. Zidell, a member of the firm,

closed this important deal on a recent visit
New York.

Men of courage, with confidence in their instry and the nation. will triumph in 1922.

Imported Homokord Records
"A Better German Record "

More profit in selling Homokord Records.
Let us send you details regarding agencies.
0

A.Importer
G. KUNDE
and Distributor
344 E. Water Street

to

Milwaukee, Wis.
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The same popular priced Bobolink Books and
other Bobolink products introduced to the trade

hardly a year ago by the A. C. Gilbert Co., changed
only in name, will now be handled exclusively by the
LaVelle Mfg. Company. They are exactly the same
products which swept into popularity almost overnight. Truly artistic and beautiful playthings for

children priced so everyone can afford to buy them.

BOBOLINK BOOKS
Unique and extremely beautiful assortment of
outfits designed particularly for children, that retail
at $1,00. Each outfit contains a 16 -page book, beauti-

Retails for $1.00

fully illustrated in full colors from paintings made
by the famous child's artists of the country, Willy
Pogany and Maud and Miska Petersham.

The Biggest Dollar Value in the Talking
Machine Trade

Two double-faced playing records, with a combined playing time of 14 minutes. These
outfits are packed in a beautiful four-color container that attracts attention-a big selling
feature.
Standard items for which there is an all -year-round demand.

BOBOLINK PHONOGRAPHS
Beautiful and highly practical instruments designed particularly for children. Well
built and attractively finished.
No. 401

No. 402

1. Retails for $10.00

2. Dimensions: 26y" high x

2. Dimensions: 20" high x
10V," square.

3. Metal sides and top, lithographed

in

a

delicate

1. Retails for $18.00
123/2" square.

3. Sound box especially designed to give clear
enunciation.
4. Tone chamber of seasoned

ivory with children's
designs in blue.

wood, giving a beautiful quality of tone.
5. Plays any standard rec-

4. Strong wooden frame, finished in a dark stained

6. A patented rack to hold

ord up to 8" in diameter.

5. Patented tone arm.

twenty records.
7. Finished in ivory, with
beautiful decorations in

6. Plays any standard record

8. An unusual child's ma-

oak.

up to 7".

blue.

chine.

There are liberal discounts on the LaVelle
Bobolink Line.
Send for Our Proposition Today. A Postal
Will Get Our Catalog and Full Details.

LA VELLE MFG. COMPANY
Department A

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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HIGH-PRICED MODELS
FAVORED IN BROOKLYN
Console Type of Talking Machine Is Featured
in Many Stores-Dealers Plan for Spring
Business-Brunswick Dealer Profits From
Movie-New Victor Agency-Trade News

I

I

C

C

REPORTS from all sections of
the country indicate that the
live Victor dealers are AHEAD of

T

The trade in Brooklyn this past month has t.
a slight depres-ion, but a gratifying
feature of the bu:iness done.was the demand
li;Lile priced model:. For this reason, althou_
the actual number of -ales was less, total receipts
did not show a very great loss. The console type
twin,: displayed in most stores. and, in consequence. the demand for this type of machine
has been active, although the high-priced upright
has found considerable favor among talking machine purchasers. Dealers' record stocks are in
excellent shape. both as to completeness and arrangement, and in most stores the choice of the
most particular person can be met. Plans are
now being formulated by some dealers for an intensive drive for Spring business. This is to
take the form of circularization of prospects and
by the use of additional salesmen who are to be
placed on the outside for house -to -house canperil ilcc.:

O
L

you, yourself.
11;11001:ki

G.TWILLIAMf CO. /He
717 DUFFIELD ST.

tied tip his activities with the local Kingsway

The instrument was placed on the stage

"Molly O." was played, the tones of the phonograph being clearly heard in all sections of the
theatre. This timely stunt is one of many which
the store has resorted to in the interest of the
Brunswick phonograph, which it features exclusively, and as Mr. Kramer stated, "It represents
a real sales asset, not only in records, but in machines a: well, and we have found that it is well
vorth the time and effort."
New Victor Agency
.liter waiting for a long time Geller & Selden,
who conduct a successful stationery business in
Rockville Center. N. Y.. have secured a Victor

franchise and are busily engaged in preparing an

up-to-date store, which will contain all modern
conveniences in equipment. An entire new store
has been secured and it is planned to devote the

larger part to the merchandising of Victor machines and records. They will continue their stationery- business. but this will he located entirely
separate from the other, as they believe that the
new business will soon become of such size as to
merit a space of its own. This new account was
opened by the American Talking Machine Co..
well-known Victor distributor, of Brooklyn.
Farragut Temple of Music Pushing Vocalion

Another new addition to the Brooklyn retail
field is a modern store, opened to the public this

month at 1393 Flatbush avenue, which is to be
known as the Farragut Temple of Music. The
interior equipment is of the very best and the
decorations are attractive, while the outside of the
store is

adorned with a brilliantly illuminated

QUALITY
EVERY PIECE OF MERCHANDISE MANUFAC-

TURED BY THE VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY IS NOTED FOR ITS FINE QUALITY
FROM EVERY STANDPOINT.
IT IS ALL MADE TO PASS THE SEVEREST

EVERY VICTOR DEALER SHOULD BE
PROUD OF THE FACT THAT THE GOODS HE
TEST.

SELLS HAVE THIS REPUTATION.

THEY WARRANT THE IIICIIEST KIND OF
.11ERCHANDISINC.

DO YOUR PART

VIM
1E RICAN
TALIKINO PI71C11-1111NE CO.
15 ROOK LYN

0

So a big Spring season rests with

Temple of Music at 956 Kingsway road. recently

in full view of the audience, and during the showing of the picture several selections were played.
Before the picture was flashed on the screen the
well-known song record of the same name,

The new models of the Victrola;
the standard styles; the new Lists
merchandise of the finest quality.

Features Brunswick in Theatre

$300.

RE

Victor Catalog certainly give you

Milton Kramer, proprietor of the Brunswick

Kramer featured model No. 122, which retails for

1921 in sales and profits.

of Victor Records and the wonderful

vassing.

theatre by the use of a Brunswick phonograph
in connection with the moving picture "Molly 0,"
which was being featured in the program. Mr.

OR

,

VICTOR W11110LEgAlLEIR3'

-ft-

BROOKLYNSY

sign that can be seen for several blocks. This
store is featuring the Aeolian-Vocalion line of
machines and records, and is prepared to make
a strong bid for its share of the talking machine
business in this section.

R. H. Morris Recovers From Grippe
R. H. Morris, general manager of the American
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesaler, who has
been confined to his home with a severe attack of
the grippe, is expected back this week to resume
his duties. The record classification work which

this firm has been carrying on for the benefit of
dealers is being enthusiastically received, and
when finished it is the belief of this wholesaler
that dealers will be equipped to take care of their
record trade much more efficiently.

Remodels Store for Victor Line
Theodore Jospe, Glen Cove. N. Y., is now remodeling his store in preparation of receiving his
first shipment of Victor merchandise. Mr. Jospe
has just secured the Victor line of machines and
records, and he plans to equip his new store with
attractive show rooms, private hearing rooms,
and in general fit up his warerooms in the most
approved style. This new exclusive Victor estab-

lishment is the latest addition to the list of the
talking machine dealers on Long Island, and
with its splendid new equipment should attract
a large clientele and become one of the leading
retail stores in this section.

GRIFFIN ON EMERSON RECORDS
The Emerson Phonograph Co..jtas just issued
an interesting record made by Gerald Griffin, the
popular Irish tenor. This record, which features
a selection entitled "St. Patrick's Day," has been
released in plenty of time for Emerson dealers
to take advantage of its timeliness as a sales
stimulant prior to March 17. St. Patrick's Day.
Gerald Griffin is well known in musical circles,
as he has attained considerable success on the
ccmcert stage. He is at present a headliner on
the b g time vaudeville stage, attracting capacity
audiences.

JOINS REGAL SALES STAFF
J. II. Adams, who was formerly manager of
the Brooklyn store of Jerome H. Remick & Co..
music publishers, has been appointed a member
of the sales staff of the Regal Record Co., New
York. lie is well known in the music field, and
he has already produced splendid results in the
introduction of the Regal line.
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"RIGHT OFF THE PRESS"

Pathe Actuelle Records

eses
'

1-1

Best Records Made
ra

A
S.

GREATER VOLUME
SWEETER TONE
BETTER WEARING QUALITIES
L

Five Records Dealers Will Stock
020696 'PERSIANNA--Fox - trot
10 -inch -I
75c
'ALL

Ernest Hussar and His Orchestra
Hotel Claridge, N. Y. C.
THAT I NEED IS YOU-Fox-trot
Samuels' Music Masters

020697 'GRANNY-Fox-trot
10 -inch
75c
STEALING-Fox-trot

Onivas Dance Orchestra
Onivas Dance Orchestra

rFkFi

KKJ

0
F,

020698 (WHY DON'T YOU SMILE ?-- Fox-trot. .Ernest Hussar and His Orchestra
10 -inch
Hotel Claridge, N. Y. C.
75c
,GOODBYE, SHANGHAI !-- Fox-trot
Onivas Dance Orchestra
020699
10 -inch
75c

Ey

020622
10 -inch
75c

rl

CAROLINA BLUES-Fox-trot
ON THE GIN, GIN GINNY SHORE-Fox-trot

EVANGELINE-Fox-trot
BOO HOO-HOO-Fox-trot

Synco Jazz Band
.Synco Jazz Band

Casino Dance Orchestra
Casino Dance Orchestra

Pathe Actuelle Records Play with Steel Needles on any Phonograph

PATHS FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
20 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ntrunranratentaan Yr, L:51 Yfi Yfi

;:.

,4

.
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CLEVELAND
dssociation of Northern Ohio Elects Officers-Gennett Line
With 3Iarshall Co.-Euclid Concerts Popular-News of Month
CLEVELAND. 0., March 6.-Officers of the Talking

lachine Dealers' Association of Northern Ohio.
elected at the annual meeting at the Cleveland
Athletic Club, were as follows: Louis Meier,

the L. Meier & Sons Co., president: Samuel

II. M. Sargent. former accompanist to Sophie
Tucker. were featured in the window of the
store. They gave varied and interesting interpretations of folk and classic dances to music
furnished by Victrolas. The stunt resulted in

Deutsch. the Deutsch -Crane Co.: Norman H.
Cook. the S. Kohn & Sons Co., vice-presidents:
Dan S. Baumbaugh. the May Co.. secretary.
and Frank Smirda. Smirda Music Co.. treasurer.

In past years the installation of officers has
been celebrated by an elaborate banquet and
dance. This year the event will probably not
be held. The sentiment expressed at the meeting was that the money usually expended should

'.c turned over to the record exchange service
of the organization for increasing the scope of
its work. This exchange service has more than
demonstrated its worth during the last year.
New Gennett Record Distributor
Gennett records in the future will be distributed by the Marshall Drug Co., which
operates a chain of twenty-six drug stores scattered over the entire city. R. E. Taylor, district manager of the Starr Co., announces that
plans are under way for the development of the
record business in the drug stores on an extensive basis. Several of the stores have already
been equipped with booths, and plans call for
a gradual extension of appointments for handling records until the entire chain has been
f,tted out for the
Victrola Week in Lorain, 0.
Victrola week at the Wickens Co. store, in
Lorain, 0., was featured by elaborate window
dressing and unique entertainment. The "Sarvciit Harlequin Girls." an organization of

cers under the personal direction of M!,

Ballet in Window of Wickens Co.

the store being literally packed throughout the
entertainment, which lasted two hours, both
afternoon and evening.
The Radio Situation
The radio idea, after having been given up
several weeks ago due to the Government edict
forbidding broadcasting. is again occupying
much attention on the part of record men here-

The W. R. Cox broadcasting station,
which is the only one in this district, was given
permission by the Government to send out three
concerts weekly. In the past only one has
abouts.

been broadcasted each week.

The general opinion is that the possibilities
of radio. as far as the talking machine business
is concerned. have not yet been fully realized.
Leaders
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to send out records directly, but the growing
custom of having prominent vaudeville and con-

cert stars perform gives unlimited opportunity
for original and convincing tie-ups.
The Schuman Furniture Co., of Youngstown,
0., has been utilizing the radio idea to good
advantage. Weekly concerts featuring Brunswick record selections have been given by the
establishment and. because of the increasing

interest being shown. it is altogether possible
that these events will be held more frequently
in the near future.
The Progress of the Granby
Granby phonographs are reported to be gaining in favor rapidly throughout the district. Espvc'ally is this true in southern Ohio, according
to report by the Kennedy -Schultz Co., since
the establishment of headquarters in Cincinnati.
Harry Coplan. general sales manager of Granby,
was a recent Cleveland visitor. His visit was
in regard to expansion. which he discussed with
C. H. Kennedy. member of
the Kennedy Schultz firm.
Fischer Co. Closes Out Line
F. W. Nearing. special representative of the
Fischer Co.. which has just closed out its wholesile business in Pathe machines, believes that
tile average figures of the sale have seldom been

excelled in the history of the talking machine
industry. The Fischer Co.. as announced before,

not retiring from the retail business. It is
within the realm of possibility that the wholesale distribution of another machine will be unis

dertaken within a short time, although announcement to this effect or confirmation of
it cannot be made as yet by the company. Mr.
Nearing agreed that it was merely a possibility.
Featuring the Brunswick Hits
Brunswick's "Ty -Tee" and "Stealing" are
among the most popular records in this district
at the present time, due to an elaborate sales

campaign which has been carried out in
eral quarters. The Alhambra Music Co.

one of the best displays booming these numbers.
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Cards and
other printed matter are featured in the windows
of all Brunswick dealers. A. J. Kendrick, general sales manager of the Cleveland branch,

of George Krauslick, service manager of the

dealers, officers and members of the sales force.

local branch. The Bradley studios, local production firm, feature several models in their latest
release, "False Fronts."

Record Artists in Concert
Pablo Casals, famous 'cellist, and Florence

says that many dealers found their supply ex-

Two of the strongest tie-ups of the season

mass of banners and streamers.

hausted the day the record was received. Orders
and

reorders, says Mr. Kendrick, have been

coining in wonderful numbers.

New Dreher Store Ready Soon
The new store of the B. Dreher's Sons Co..
scheduled to open in about a month, will be
one of the finest in the State. Special appoint-

recent appearance of

Bert Williams in "Under the. Bamboo Tree." at
the Hanna Theatre, and Dolly Kay. who pre-

nouncements, and the results more than justified the
effort.

were made by the Columbia Graphophone Co.
in conjunction with

the

Miss Gwen Trimble. until recently connected
with the record department of Columbia, has
resigned her position to become identified with

ments. which arc both elaborate and distinctive.
will be features of the talking machine section. The establishment, a three-story affair

the Brunswick forces in a similar capacity.

The large number of new homes that are
being built in this district is having a reaction
upon public interest in machines. S. Kohn &
Sons Co.. which recently purchased the retail
interest of the Euclid Music Co., reports an increase in the number of people who come to

with a seventy-foot frontage, will boast of extra large show windows, each one of which
will be capable of holding a full line of machines

in all the different styles.
There will be showrooms on both the main
floor and the mezzanine. The record department will be under the mezzanine and will be

its establishment daily and interest themselves
in new models of machines suitable for the
better class homes.
This, too, may be responsible for the added
interest in console models that has been shown
recently. Many stores find that console sales
are above sales of the regular styles. E. A

uit fitted with a score of sound -proof booths for
demonstration purposes. These booths will be

sound -proof in reality and will be outfitted in a
style that will make them really attractive. A
full catalog of records will be kept on hand
by means of the latest cataloging devices.
Conducting Weekly Concert Series
The Euclid Music Co. is conducting a series
of weekly public concerts arranged by Miss
Grazella Puliver, sales manager of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co. A modest window
display

and

several

newspaper

ads

brought

forth a large crowd at the first of these affairs.
at which the entertainment feature was storytelling in connection with opera records played.
J. R. Frew. musical merchandise department
manager, and L. E. Hartwig, also of the firm.
will take charge of future affairs of this kind.
The Grafonola in the Movies
Prominent use of the Columbia in motion
pictures has been secured through the efforts

Macbeth, coloratura soprano of the Chicago Opera

Co., were among the record artists who have appeared in recent concerts in Cleveland. All record
dealers tied up with displays and newspaper an-

Grafonola in the Movies

F. Keith

Friedlander, head of the talking machine department of the Bailey Co. reports exceptional

Miss Kay autographed records herself at the
Alhambra Music Co., she being the subject of
much advertising beforehand. The stunt resulted
in the store being jammed for her entire visit.
While Bert Williams (lid not appear personally
at the various stores, special advertising for

demand for console types, especially the styles
that sell at popular prices. This is taken as
a good omen in view of the fact that many
phonographs now in use arc bound to be replaced as public taste swerves toward the different style.
Auto Show Week Display

sented her vaudeville act

at the

B.

105th Street Theatre.

his records was used and through the newspaper

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. capitalized the

publicity given the star performer, new marks
were made in the sale of his records. Mr. Williams made his last appearance here, for when
the show went to Detroit he was taken ill and
was rushed to New York, where he died.
Incidentally Miss Kay journey(Al to the Columbia branch and talked shop with visiting

automobile show in a unique way. Two talking
machines, one large and another small, together

with records for wheels, were used to form an
automobile. The license tags bore the street
number of the store. A machine was played
constantly in the lobby of the store and officials
say the recults of the idea were substantial.

QUALITIPHONE
EQUAL TO THE BEST

CHEAPER THAN THE REST

Portable Phonograph in a Class by Itself

Retails for $15.00
Ideal Machine for Home, School, Camp, Bungalow or Picnic.
Plays All Standard Records
Guaranteed for one year against all defects in material and workmanship.
Dealers and /Igents Wanted

Write for Particulars

Qualitiephone Sales Corporation
17 EAST 42nd STREET

NEW YORK CITY
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"MUTUAL SERVICE" PLAN OF INCREASING RECORD SALES
Dodge Mfg. Co. Offering Unique Service to Record Dealers Through Their Local Motion Picture
Theatres-Seabrook Concert Grande the Great Factor-Practical Illustrations of Value of This Plan
The Dodge Mfg. Co., at Mishawaka, Ind, has
entered the talking machine industry under the
name of "Mutual Music" and is offering a service
to phonograph record dealers through their local

record dealers whose current release dates coin-

cide with the installation of the instrument, an-

it, newspaper advertising that the
\ it -tor, or Brunswick, or Columbia, or Okeh recnounces in

motion picture theatres that constitutes one of the

most forward movements in record selling that
has been developed in many years.

MARCH 15, 1922

newspaper advertising at its best can only ask
prospects to come in and hear the new records.
The theatre -showing insures an actual hearing
at a time when folks arc in a receptive mood
for amusement, and the man who is a phonograph 'fan' as well as a 'movie fan' is rendered
a service that saves him the time and trouble of
a
separate visit to the small demonstration
booths of the dealer.
"Once the service becomes effective, phonograph enthusiasts visit the theatre who have
not contracted the 'movie' habit. and so the

Working in conjunction with the Brunswick

two very substantial aggregations of phono-

Shop at South Bend, Ind. a tryout was effected
from January 24th to January 31st in the Blackstone Theatre that boosted Brunswick record
sales an average of $50 per day, the increase
proving permanent. One hundred and thirtynine new accounts were added to the books.
and over 300 names to the mailing list. Carl
J. Lenhard, manager of the establishment, sums

graph fans and movie fans are welded into one.

The theatre profits from the idea by a better
balanced musical program, a service to its patrons which can not be secured elsewhere because but one Seabrook instrument is installed
in each city or town, and the new feature soon
pays for itself in increased patronage.
"The record dealer sells more current records
still) less effort. Where heretofore the prospective record buyer asked 'What's new this

up his opinion thus: "Mutual Music has obtained more publicity, more record sales and
more prestige for Brunswick in South Bend
than any other one publicity idea I have ever
used.
I'm entirely satisfied and feel it worth
every cent it costs me."
The medium used by the theatre and record
dealers is the Seabrook Concert Grande phonograph developed by the Dodge interests over a
period of two and a half years, and the idea of
"mutual service" was furnished by Kenyon W.

month?' and then bought on the process of elimi-

nation of what he didn't want. he now comes in

Mix, director of the Publicity Division of the

Seabrook Concert Grande Phonograph

Dodge Mig. Co.. the Indestructo trunk makers,
Mr. Mix's con-

ords will be played as an additional feature to
their regular program. These records arc then
played during the showing of the news reel, the
comedy and the intermission, no attempt being
made a, yet to follow the 'feature' with phonograph music. As each selection is played an il-

and other associated interests.

nection with the publicity plans of the early
serial "movie" program undoubtedly furnished
the nucleus for this new idea.

In brief, the plan devised by Mr. Mix, as described by the company, is "A phonograph of
unusual projecting power, developed by B. R.

.
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luminated board at the instrument announces the

name, number and make of

the record-i.e.,
Gypsy Blues,' Victor,
No. 18839. The playing occurs during the
regular rest period of
the orchestra or organist and fills an un-

pleasant void in the
present theatre program with approxi-

rn+o=id=iw."

mately thirty minutes
of current dance music
played by America's

Dealer's Ad Which Tied Up With Concert
to make a definite purchase by name and will
listen to others. He does not ask to hear the
records replayed and the clerk -time thus conserved effects an additional saving. The dealer
further finds new sales for phonographs among
the picture house clientele not now owning machines and receives the revived record business

finest dance orchestras.

"The record dealer

South Bend's

advertises simulta-

Latest Musical Stunt

neously with the theatre. saying "Go to the

A Sensational Success!

- Theatre. see a

good piettne, hear -

LACRKSTEINE

South Bend seats 2,000

Were <harmed by the rental of Btunswich
Music P14ed one Convert Craw/ Phone.

people and fills about
once per day, insuring
a thirty -minute hear-

IIIRMSOMNAMS20"'"Rir-
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All Dos Yesterday Patrons at Into

March records: The
Blackstone Theatre at

itoph of mellow, rounded tone.. ..., rem
ord of the ado Ont. FIRM L'ARY LIST was
a enote:ol dellght.

This is the First stunt
of Ii .Kind in America

ing of new records to
It has been estimated
that 50 per cent of an average audience either
owns or has an interest in a phonograph. The

Blackstone Theatre, South Bend, Whcrc Plan WaF Tried Out
Seabrook and embodying revolutionary ideas of 14010 people per week.

horn material and construction. basic claims for
which have already been allowed. is installed in
the local theatre. This instrument will reproduce a record in the theatre in the full volume
that attended its recording and eliminates completely all needle scratch, blurring of tones or
Marc

-The theatre. working in conjunction NVith the

$3.25 Sample
with 10 inch Turntable
and All Accessories

It Will Continue All Week
C.

playing the new records to 7,000 people per week
in

and All Accessories

We urc the Exclusive Manufacturers of

THE MAGIC AND BUTTERFLY MOTORS
,FORMERLY MARKE1.5)

Parts for These Motors Always on Hand-Also Tone Arms-Sound BoxesMain Springs. Etc.

MAGIC PHONO SUPPLY CO., 67 Debevoise St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Telephone Si.ra 1591

led ...Aye mew

Ira Lo. awarl arra Ma

tamp* La or weft% owi I,wlb
r.
wikaw ear a

SHOP
113 N. Main Street
South
Indiana

$3.25 Sample
with Ito melt Turntable

..

unaivir4

seal, stamp and mail constitute an exorbitant
cost barrier against so large a mailing list. and

2 SPRINGS

S. waw.....-111

'MC

Form letters

costing $48 per thousand to print, fill in, address,

MOTORS

I, wk.'. a slaw
Ow

utter impossibility of any one or two dealers
a city of 75.000 is apparent.

-

How Another Dealer Interested the Public
of those eat tier phonograph buyers whose record buying ardor may have cooled after long association with the instrument and whose acquaintance with current phonograph music is slight
owing to an aversion to 'shop' for good selections.

"The :seabrook Concert Grande phonograph is

made for theatre use only-no small machines
being available or contemplated. It is made in
strict accordance with the laws of acoustics,
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needle salesman. Ask your Dealer Service man.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

amplification and projection which develops and
discharges sound waves into the atmosphere so

GRAND OPERA FOR THE SCHOOLS

effectively that they continue to amplify for a
great distance, thus enabling the instrument to

Community Service Develops Plan for the Pres-

reproduce a recorded selection that can be heard

with a high degree of clarity for a considerable
distance away. The horn is constructed of special material. One of the unusual features of the
machine is the introduction of air into the horn
in certain definite quantities and proportions.
The type of gasket fitted about the diaphragm
entirely eliminates blurring and meshing of
sound waves and a non-metallic device removes
all unpleasant or piercing sounds. The Seabrook
Concert Grande phonograph is the only machine

now being constructed under definite patent
claims which is capable of producing true tone
and full volume from 150 to 300 feet away from
the horn.

"South Bend and La Porte, Ind., have just
been opened up. South Bend played Brunswick January 24 to 31, Victor February 1 to 8.
Okeh February 8 to 15 and Columbia February
15 to 22. At La Porte the Princess Theatre is
using both organ and orchestra to accompany
the vocal selections and reports a most satisfactory experience with the system thus far. South
Bend record dealers are all very enthusiastic,
stating that record sales have jumped considerably in the last month and vote the idea an outstanding success. The proposition is to be extended to other cities rapidly, and while local
conditions may vary the method of procedure
somewhat, the idea will, in the main, be as

entation of the Best of the Grand Operas in
the Various Public Schools
Although most Americans are denied the pi
lege of hearing grand opera by the big compan.,
a new scheme has been devised for affording at

least a glimpse of that form of art to people ir
any locality, howsoever small. Certain public
schools have introduced a plan for giving opera
with the aid of the talking machine. In its most
simple form the plan calls for the narration of
the story of an opera and the playing of the records in their proper order. In addition, special
choral numbers may be sung by a small choruor by the assembly. The dramatic action
be portrayed by tableaux, pantomime and the
reading or acting of excerpts from the text,
The national civic organization, Community
Service, is making the suggestion to its local
groups that such groups lay this plan before the
public school heads in their communities. T.,
facilitate the matter a bulletin on the subject habcen issued by the Community Service. I Madison avenue, New York. It contains full data for
the presentation of three operas, "Martha," "Carmen" and "Aida," including a summary of the
story. lists of the available talking machine records for the various arias as issued by the leading
companies. directions for the arranging of dance-.
preparing of scenery and costuming. The suggestion is also being made to music clubs that

they not only bring the matter to the attention

stated."

BELIEVES IN WINDOW DISPLAYS
MILWAUKEE, Wis., March 4.-Carl Euler, progres-

sive Sonora dealer in this city, is an enthusiastic

believer in the value of attractive window dis-

of the school music supervisors, but consider th,
plan for performance within the clubs themselves
or possibly by the junior music clubs.

VICTOR ARTISTS IN CANTON, 0.

Pattie dealers of this city. have started the new
ear well through a large number of machine
sales stimulated by a special sale recently con-

Ciivrox, 0., March 6.-Victor record sales at(
expected to be stimulated with the appearance
here next Saturday of the Eight Famous Victor
Artists, an annual event in local musical circles
that is always looked forward to. This will be
the third appearance of these artists in Canton in
as many years. Local dealers will feature window displays in connection with the event. The
artists will appear in the city auditorium. under

ducted.

auspices of the People's Musical Course.

4.-Picking &

Co.,

Brass Shank.
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Point
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Machine a real musical instrument, do

away with constant

various names have come
and gone, but

preparing a series of displays that have won considerable commendation.. One of these windows

March

Point and Solid

Bert Williams, the well-known negro comedian.

Carl Euler's Attractive Window
plays. As the Sonora line adapts itself to displays of exceptional beauty, Mr. Euler has been

PA.,

needles made with Flexible

Other needles sold under

New York from pneumonia, which he contracted
while appearing in Detroit. He was forty-six
years old and is survived by a widow and mother.
His clear enunciation and his inimitable manner
of putting over a song placed him in a class
himself, and he was probably the most successful
of his race on the stage.

PITT SBU RC II,
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Well-known Negro Comedian, Exclusive Columbia Artist, Succumbs to Pneumonia

for several years one of the features of
Follies" and an exclusive Columbia
record artist, died on March 4 at his home in

SPECIAL SALE BRINGS RESULTS

The only P hono ra ph

DEATH OF BERT WILLIAMS
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learn that this display produced tangible -sales
results.
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of records.
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For Spring Trade

LONG

CONSOLES
WILL PRODUCE SALES
There has been n o let-up

tyle o01
Colonial

in the

demand for our Consoles, and in fact

the orders received for immediate
delivery indicate that LONG CONSOLES are proving more popular
than ever.
LONG CONSOLES are pioneers in

the Console Cabinet field, and our
thorough familiarity with the require-

Style 602
.

Louis X"

ments of the talking machine dealer
has enabled us to produce a line of
CONSOLES that meet with ready
sale.

You will find it distinctly profitable

to carry a complete line of LONG
Cabinets, including our standard line

of record cabinets, as well as our
Consoles.

Write for Complete Catalog
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selling staff of I. Montagnes & Co., exclusive
Canadian distributors of the Sonora phonograph
Canadian Phonograph Manufacturers' Association Holds Annual Business Session-Close Deal for here. Mr. Braid will cover Western Ontario.
Frank Whetsel, another veteran of the talking
Exhibition Building-Music Memory Contests Increase-News 'of the Month
taachine industry, has also joined forces with
TORONTO, ONT., March 6.-The National Club possessions of the "Mutual" tone arms and re- this firm and will travel in Eastern and Northern
was recently the meeting place for the annual producers, which are well known in both Canada Ontario.
Bruce Carey, music supervisor in the Hamilmeeting of the Canadian Phonograph Manufac- and the United States.
C. J. Pott, manager of the General Phonograph ton, Ont., schools and a well-known talking
turers' Association, the business session following a dinner. The chair was occupied by the Corp. of Canada, has just returned from a short machine enthusiast, recently demonstrated with
president, W. B. Puckett, and a large number visit to New York to confer with Otto Heine a class of public school students the methods
of members of the trade was present. James man, president of the firm, and the head engi- employed in teaching music in the schools. This
G. Merrick, the secretary, stated that as a result neers. Mr. Pott was accompanied by Mr. Wel- took place before a gathering of the Wentworth
of the continuous pressure for the past several ker, of their Kitchener plant; also Mr. Paselli, Teachers Association.
A. E. Landon, Canadian manager of the
years the Canadian National Exhibition had, on of New York, who had been on a visit to the
the first opportunity that had presented itself to Canadian plant. Mr. Pott is very optimistic re- Columbia Graphophone Co., is on a business
them, offered the entire Dairy Building to the garding the outlook for good business both in trip to the Maritime Provinces, calling upon
Columbia dealers.
phonograph industry on certain terms. The re- Canada and the United States.
A. E. Landon, manager of the Columbia
J. M. Carriere, of J. M. Carriere Co., was the
quirement was that each exhibitor should pay 50
cents per square foot per year on the floor - Graphophone Co.'s Canadian branch, has just re- silent booster of a recent gathering of the
area occupied, as the term of the occupancy turned from a visit to New York and is greatly Kiwanis Club, of Hull, Que. His gifts consisted
could be guaranteed for three years and possibly pleased with the decision arrived at in connec- of His Master's Voice records and small musical
longer. It was proposed that the exhibition tion with the parent firm in New York. In dis- instruments and toys. Mr. Carriere represents
architect should prepare plans and the exhibition cussing Canadian business, Mr. Landon pointed the classification of music trades in the newly
carpenters construct the booths, the cost of out that the factory at Toronto is in active formed Kiwanis Club there.
Mr. Montagnes, of the firm of I. Montagnes
which would be divided in proportion to each operation and plans are under way for the exbooth allotment. The question of the continu- porting of cabinets to the United States. The & Co., accompanied by his wife and daughter,
ance of the musical competitions instituted by season's advertising, too, provides for an en- sailed on the New Amsterdam from New York
the phonograph exhibitors had been discussed, larged campaign, which Mr. Landon remarked to Brussels recently on an extended business
trip to various European countries, including
and the exhibition management was preparing would be of vital interest to Columbia dealers.
An exceptionally large order for phonographs England. He was pleasantly surprised by the
to co-operate and to bear a part of ii not all the
expenses, as the result of further consideration has been placed by the Musical Merchandise presentation of a correspondence portfolio from
between joint committees of the two associations. Sales Co., Toronto, with the Brunswick-Balke- employes of the house. Mrs. Montagnes was
After considerable discussion it was finally Collender Co. of Canada, for Brunswick phono- presented with a traveling cloak and a beautiful
moved and carried that the Association endorse graphs during the coming months. This order purse was given to Miss Montagnes. Prior to
the report of the executive committee and accept is said to have a list value of approximately his departure Mr. NIontagnes tendered a farethe offer of the Canadian National Exhibition $1,500,000, and reveals conclusively the confi- well dinner to the firm's staff at the King
Association requesting an estimated cost of erec- dence the Musical Merchandise Sales Co. has Edward Hotel.
R. S Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., Edison
tion of booths and an estimate of the floor -area in the coming year.
This firm, by intensive advertising, aggressive dealers here, made capital out of the local apavailable for submission at the earliest possible
sales efforts, and enthusiastic co-operation with pearance of Rachmaninoff.
moment to the respective exhibitors.
The first school of retail salesman..hip to be
J. S. Atkinson, secretary of the Canadian its dealers, succeeded, they say, in selling 3.3V3
Bureau for the Advancement of Music, gave his per cent more Brunswick phonographs this past held in Canada opened recently at the Toronto
report, and among other things stated Music December than in the previous December, and Central Y. M. C. A. with an enrollment of
Memory Contests have been started in a num- could easily have increased this to over 50 per seventy-five men students. The course includes
ber of towns throughout the Province of Ontario cent had the phonographs been available.
sixteen lectures on the principles of retail selling
The board of \\'orthley Road Public School, and an equal number on merchandising. The
and that the city of Toronto's first big contest
will be held April 24 at the time of the visit to London, Ont., recently purchased a No. 1 Starr course also embraces instruction on house furnishings, which naturally includes pianos, talking
that city of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra. phonograph for school purposes.
Harry Braid has again joined forces with the machines, etc.
Music Day was also touched upon in connection
with the national exhibition, and in place of
seven bands this year at least forty will be com- MONTREAL DEALERS ADOPT AGGRESSIVE SALES METHODS
peting. The question of Music Week for 1922
was also gone into thoroughly. as also the vain( Paul Whiteman Orchestra Records Featured by His Master's Voice Dealers in Big Selling Campaign
of free organ recitals.
-Layton Bros., Ltd., Chartered-Energy of Dealers Boosts Sales-News
Referring again to the new home for phonoMONTREAL, CAN., March 6.-The thirty days' sellthem. All His Master's Voice retailers report
graph exhibits at the Canadian National Exhibition: It is on the main thoroughfare of the ing campaign devoted to the sale of His Mas- splendid sales in this direction.
The show window of J. L. Ethier, Brunswick
grounds in close proximity to the Manufacturers' ter's Voice record of the Paul \\'hiteman OrBuilding, where the piano exhibits are housed, chestra has resulted in this organization's titles dealer, on Notre Dame street west, has been atwhich is an advantage to visiting dealers inter- being brought most prominently before talking tracting considerable attention of late on acested in both pianos and phonographs. It has machine owners. No stone was left unturned as count of his display of dancing dolls in motion.
Shanks & Frere, His Master's Voice dealers,
inunediately adjoining it an amphitheater with a regards publicity. Window trims by the dealers
seating capacity of 1,000, where in all probability and heavy advertising by the Berliner Gramo- will, on May 1, acquire larger quarters on the
phone Co., Ltd., plus dealer co-operation, all have corner of St. Philip and Xotre Dame streets,
the musical competitions will be staged.
The following Association officers were elected helped wonderfully to introduce this orchestra's west. Their business has grown to such an
dance numbers to those who were unfamiliar with
(Continued on rage 132)
for the ensuing year.
Honorary president, \V. B. Puckett; president,
0. Wagner; treasurer, W. N. Martin, and, secretary, J. G. Merrick.
TALKING MACHINE SUPPLIES AND REPAIR PARTS
Exhibition comtnittee-W. B. Puckett, E. C.
Scythes, A. E. Landon and E. H. Van Gilder;
finance committee, D. R. Gourlay, T. Nash and
The superiority of RENE MADE SPRINGS and PARTS
\V. N. Martin; export committee, S. J. Cook,
is not accidental but is the result of years of painstaking deJames Pollock and A. E. Landon; legislation
votion
to the highest standards of machine shop craft.
committee, \V. D. Stevenson, C. H. \Veicker and
E. M. Berliner; advertising committee, T. Nash,
NONE BETTER IN QUALITY
NONE LOWER IN PRICE
F. A. Trestrail and J. A. Fullerton; nomination
committee, F. A. Trestrail, S. J. Cook and \V. N.

NEW OFFICERS CANADIAN PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURERS

---

Martin.

The Russell Gear & Machine Co., Ltd., of
Toronto, has secured the selling rights for the
Dominion of Canada and some of the British

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
See Pore SO

Montvale, New Jersey
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NEWS FROM DOMINION OF CANADA
(('omimwd from pane 131)

extent that enlarged space was necessary. This
move will mean still more efficient service and
a larger assortment of Victor records and machines to choose from.

Announcement has been made of the incor
poration of Layton Bros.. Ltd., of this city,

Business with S. H. Brown (Brown's Talking
Machine Shop) is growing so last that he is
determined to be as up-to-date as possible with
has rapidly expanding business and will. therefcre, on May 1. remove to more commodious
quarters on Bleury street. It is his intention to
add pianos and musical merchandise to his line
of His Master's Voice products.

which will take over, as a going concern, the
business of Layton Bros., which has hitherto

J. \V. Shaw & Co., in addition to handling
Columbia and Gerhard 1 leintzman machines,
have added the Brunswick line of phonographs

been conducted as a partnership between Philip

and records.

E and H. A. Layton. The authorized capital is
$500,000. This firm handles Edison. Columbia

Basil Horsfall is going to put on grand opera
at the St. Denis Theatre in Montreal at popular
prices. This should be welcome news to talking
machine dealers, who will, no doubt, cash in
largely on increased sales of records.
Chas. Lenoir, a talking machine dealer of
Montreal. was summoned in that city recently
to answer a charge for the alleged causing of a
public nuisance by playing a talking machine ill
his store, and a fine of $20 was imposed. Mr.
Lenoir has taken the case to the Superior Court
for reconsideration.

and Brunswick phonographs.
The Corona Phonograph Co. has registered as
doing business.

The Harris Record & Phonograph Co., Inc.,
been incorporated with headquarters at
Montreal. The concern is capitalized at $700,000. It is understood that the firm will manufacture in Montreal a record which it will put
on the market to retail at fifty cents.
J. I'oirier, 295 Centre street, who features
has

Starr phonographs and Gennett records, has, in
addition to handling a large record business,
developed a big sale of needles. This has been
done through constant suggestion to customers.
The Invictus Phonograph Co.. St. Catherine
street, \Vest, will remove on May 1 to 43 McGill
College avenue.

The first sleigh ride and (lance tendered employes by the firm of Layton Bros. took place
recently. Supper was served in the firm's concert room upon the return from the drive and
dancing was enjoyed.

MARCH 15. 1022

TRADE HAPPENINGS IN WINNIPEG

Interesting Lecture on "Bird Life" With Aid
of Records-Changes in the Trade
WINNIPEG. MAN., larch 7.-F. Bradshaw, game
warden of the Province of Saskatchewan. has a

very delightful lecture on "Bird Life in Saskatchewan'. which he delivers with the assistance of talking machine records.
Attractive
pictures of the various birds in this Province are

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS
broluirly Guaranteed Perfect
We get the hest India Mica directly.
We supply the largest Phonograph SIVIUfan urtrs.
Ask for our quotations and samples before
placing your order

American Mica Works

47 West St.

New York

moved from 362 Portage avenue to 432 Main
street. Grafonola Shop No. 2 has been established at 899 Corydon avenue, under the able
management of Robert Shaw.
The Edison Shop has removed from 368 Portage avenue to new quarters in the Sterling Bank
Building, with a well-equipped store facing
Smith street.

Carle A. Brodie, formerly salesman with the
music department of the James Ramsey Department Store, has opened the Blue Bird Song Shop
at 10144 Jasper avenue, Edmonton, Alta.
Ile

will carry various lines. among them the StarrGennett and Apex records. along with standard
and popular music. Mr. Brodie will be assisted
by Mrs. W. Gillespie. late of the .Melody Shop,
of Vancouver, B. C.
The Hudson's Bay music department, Edmonton, Alta., has lately taken on the representation
of His Master's Voice lines, where formerly

Pattie products only were handled. Miss Morrell is now on the selling staff of this company.

One of the most enjoyable and high-class

flashed on the screen and a detailed description

musical events of the past month was held last
week in the music department of N. G. Valiuette,
Ltd.. when "Miss Grace Brewer and Her Syncopating Sirens" featured the popular Victor dance
records of Paul Whiteman's Orchestra. A large
and appreciative audience was present.
Louis Graveure's appearance in local muscial
circles was heralded by large newspaper copy
by the Columbia Co.. followed by trailers of all
local dealers handling Columbia records. The

of it given, then a record of the song or "call"
of many of the birds being shown is played.

popularity of this artist's records was fully at-

the

tested to by the large demand for his numbers,
both previous to and following his visit here.
During the appearance here lately of Walter

liste

g to an exceptionally good demonstration
of this sort a short time ago. when Madam Ma -

belle Wagner Shank, the Edison record artist.

His Majesty's Theatre in "Irish
Eyes," a romantic Irish comedy, Layton Bros.
sent out to an extensive list of customers a

in the Spring.
Those named to date include: Kathleen Parlow,
Percy GrainKer, Clara Butt, Florence Macbeth,
and possibly Marguerite D'Alvarez and Cherni-

entertained them.

aysky Bros.' Instrumental Trio.

Scanlan

at

coupon entitling them to a considerable reduction in the price of orchestra seats for the opening performance.

This is a novel and effective manner in which to
educate the public to a knowledge of bird life.
\V. G. F. Scythes & Co., Ltd., the well-known
music house of Regina. Sask.. in some recent
advertising described two of its popular violin
outfits. This firm seems to regard "tone tests"
of the greatest value in the demonstration of
Edison phonographs and records. Patrons of

Capitol Theatre enjoyed the privilege of

The engagement of Miss Marjorie St. Clair
Carruthers to %NIHim Alexander Smith. vicepresident of the Winnipeg Piano Co.. Ltd.. was
recently announced.

Congratulations.

The Winnipeg Grafonola Shop \

WE ANNOUNCE

ee,*

That We Have Ready for Delivery
the First Recordings by

Co:
tc 1°

TRIXIE SMITH

I

The E. N. Kennedy Co., Edmonton. Alta.,

reports an acceleration of business in Columbia
and Edison machines and records.
G. R. Dring, of the Brunswick institution,
whose Western headquarters are at Calgary,
Alta., was a recent visitor to Edmonton, and
visited the Heintzman Co.'s piano salon.
Talking machine and record dealers of Ed-

monton, Alta.. are looking forward to an increase ill sales, following the advent of several

well-known artists to the city

(JEER REPEATER WINDOW DISPLAY
The Walbert Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., manufacturer of the Geer record repeater, is now ready
to furnish the trade with a demonstrating record
that can be used to splendid advantage in connection with the demonstration of the Geer repeater.
This record measures ten inches, but has no music on its face, and the grooves are so pitched

that the record will play through in a quarter of
a minute, making it ideally adapted to window
display.

USES RECORDS IN OPERATIONS
Sioux Cur, IA., March 6.-A surgeon here

is

Winner of the NATIONAL Blues Singing Contest
Held at Manhattan Casino, New York

using talking machine records for use during local
anesthetic operations. The surgeon is Dr. McLaughlin. who has purchased a number of Victor
Red Seal records from Davidson Bros. Co. Only
r. ords of soft music were selected.

(The Winner's Cup was presented by Mrs. Irene Castle)

RIDIO IIDS RECORD SALES

Black Swan)DESPERATE BLUES
Record 2039(TRIXIE'S BLUES

N t.s., March 7.-The Jones Book -Music
Store. this city. has greatly increased its sales of
Victor records by broadcasting the latest record
releases each month by radiophone. The company is also using the radiophone to advertise
new publications of books which it has received.

Pace Phonograph Corporation
2289 Seventh Avenue

New York, N. Y.

MANI' PATHE PHONOGRAPHS SOLD
MIAMI. FLA., March 1.-The Miami Furniture
Co.. Pattie dealer, of this city, took advantage
of the seasonal sojourn of many Northern visitors to conduct a special sale of Patin": phono
graphs at attractive prices with good results.
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SIMPLEX

Electric Phonograph Motors
The SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor Represents a New
Phase in the Development of Sound Reproducing Instruments.
NOISELESS
ELIMINATES WINDING
TROUBLEPROOF
Make This Your
LEADING
Line for the

Sample

Coming Season

Price

$19.5"
I

GUARANTEE

E

The SIMPLEX Electric

Phonograph Motor

Particulars,
Quantity Prices, etc.,
on Application.

is

guaranteed Trouble -proof

throughout and any parts
or part thereof that should

prove defective at any time,

we will repair or replace
same by a new motor, free

of charge.

TRADE

MARK

The Mission of the SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor is to reproduce music just as it was originally rendered. For its perfect and faithful reproductions of all disc records the SIMPLEX Electric
Phonograph Motor will play any record you wish to hear and play it as it should be played.
It has an absolute constant speed under variations of voltages and frequency and records may be set
at any speed desired-and it is built absolutely without a governor.

BETTER BUILT

BETTER DESIGNED

The SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor has no competition because it is the only electric phonograph motor of its kind in the world. There are many features by which one can determine the
efficiency of the SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor. The essential features are:

No Commutator No Springs
No Gears
No Oiling
No Winding
No Brushes
No Governor
Noiseless
No Adjustments No Transformer No Belts
Troubleproof
Record Stops Automatically on Last Note
It represents the very best of inventions and improvements and we therefore confidently

say that the SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor is combined with the highest
precision of workmanship and select material.

TEST A SIMPLEX ELECTRIC MOTOR ON OUR 30 -DAY TRIAL OFFER
When a Simplex Electric Motor is sent out, it is not sold until the motor has demonstrated in your own
shop, in your own cabinet, during a 30 -day test, that it will do all we claim. An extremely fair proposition
in which the Simplex Motor is judged by its performance in your cabinet under your inspection. No
strings to this offer. Your decision is final.
Manufactured in United States and Canada by the

,

Simplex Electric Phonograph Motor Co.
Head Offices:

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

104 NEW WILDER BUILDING

MONTREAL, CANADA

321 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL, CAN.
imicintriantrainomnr
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Announcement
6i3

GAelic

The Gaelic Phonograph Record Co., Inc.

41-

The only record company exclusively manufacturing Gaelic and
Irish records, announces the opening of its new headquarters and
recording laboratories at 40 West 57th Street, New York City.
Thirty-four double-faced records now ready in the first release.

(t3

DEALERS:-This non -competing line offers you extra profits. Send for
complete list of records and our attractive proposition.

Records

GAelic
Records

V

AKRON, 0.
I'lan

a

l'rade dequaintanI-1.

Trip-Buying More Popular,
Judging From Trade Report!
AKRON. 0., March 6.-Increasing encouragement characterizes the piano trade in the Akron
district at this writing. While the immediate
pickup of trade can not be said to be general,
there arc many dealers who report business much
improved. Springlike weather the past week has
stimulated sales -somewhat.
One thing chat is certain is that people of
Akron are beginning to let loose of their savings,

and within the I: pse of another month business
should show a decided improvement. There is a
more confident feeling among the dealers due to
the fact that inquiries have been more frequent,
and every dealer has more prospects listed at
this time than at any previous time since before
the war.
Talking machine dealers will join with Chamber of Commerce members who plan three trade
acquaintance tours through surrounding territory this Summer. The first of the trips will
be over the Pennsylvania Railroad as far South-

west as Mt. Vernon, 0. Another trip via the
Eric as far East as \Varren, 0.. will be made
it: June, and in September a trip is to be made
More than
125 members will make the tours.
The Brunswick talking machine is being ex

ploitcd in the Akron district by the George S.
Dales Co. through its main store in South Main
street and the two branch stores further downtown.

AN ARTISTIC BIRTHDAY WINDOW
An Unusually Elaborate Display Arranged by
Storm & Shipley in Frederick, Md.

Business with the George S. Dales Co., Victor dealer, was better than was expected in

February. according to an official of the store
this week. Records continue to hold their own,
and March records promise to exceed in popularity those of February, store officials said.
Earl S. Poling, also Victor dealer, reports that
business in February was fair and that the coming month holds much for this firm. Salesmen

arc more optimistic as to the future, and are
confident that March sales will top those of any
previous month of the present year. Records
went big m February and should do even better this month.
Improvement is reported in the talking machine department of the A. B. Smith Piano Co.
Collections are better with this firm and prospects brighter than for many months, according
to Ernest Smith, manager.

Mn., March 6.-Storm & Shipley, Victor dealers of 201 North Market street, this city.
attracted much attention to their store recently
with an unusually elaborate George Washington
window arranged by Ernest E. Pettingall, display
manager for the company. A large gold -framed
portrait of George \Vashington was placed in the
miter of the window, over which was suspended
a large waxed wreath with crossed palms. Two
large American flags were draped on the back
wall in curtain effect, and a small American flag
covered the pedestal upon which rested the portrait. At each side of the window was placed a
large Victrola with top up and all doors open,
while in front of each machine stood a large
Victor dog with a patriotic record on the floor in
front of him. Records of war songs and patriotic melodies were scattered about the window, and the whole effect was most impressive.

JOINS SONORA SALES STAFF
E. D. Cools has been appointed a member of
the field sales stall of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., and will co-operate with Sonora jobbers and
dealers throughout the country. Ile is now traveling through Ohio and Michigan, giving practical assistance to the Sonora representatives in
these States.

PROSPECTS CONVERTED INTO OWNERS
UTICA, N. V., March 2.-Many Path prospects
this city were converted into Pattie owners
through a special campaign recently conducted
by Harris Bros., Pathe dealers. A special sale
at reduced prices hastened the signing of the
names on the dotted line.
in

via the B. & 0. to Uhrichsvillc, 0.

The calm always follows the storm and just
so does success follow striving.

Figure less and work harder to make ends
It is worth the effort.

meet.

DEALERS HAVE AN UNLIMITED FIELD

EVERY PHONOGRAPH OWNER
A PROSPECT
Our system adds to the appearance of your Machine
and to the pleasure of the User.

Readily installed in any Talking Machine.

GREATEST CONVENIENCE, PERFECT PROTECTION.

Capacity practically double that of any other method.

FREE DISPLAY CASE
FOR DEALERS
A Touch of Your Finger Puts the
Record in Your Hand

Write To -day for Particulars

Mahogany Auxiliary Cabinet
Capacity 200 Records

CRIPPEN RECORD FILE CORPORATION, 39 N. Water St., ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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LOS ANGEL

of a second little boy in the family of Harold
Jackson, manager of the phonograph department

Trade Greets M.
DeForcest and Party-Handsome New Ouariers
Opened by Barker Bros.-Blue Bird Faciory Rushed-Trade News
Los ANGELES, CAL., March 4.-The arrival of M.
V. DeForeest, president of the National Association of Music Merchants. together with his party,
who reached Los Angeles on February 25 in the
course of their transcontinental trip, forms the

chief subject of interest for the month.

One

hundred and seventy music men sat down to din-

ner at the City Club in honor of the visitors, and
a special effort was made to have as many members of the talking machine trade present as possible. inasmuch as it is considered that more in-

terest should be taken by them in the National
Association, which works for their interests quite
as much as it does for the piano trade.
Interesting speeches were delivered by President DeForcest, Alexander McDonald and Mark
Campbell. The toastmaster of the evening was
j. W. Boothe, president of the Music Trades Association of Southern California, who spoke of
the work done by the local association, which
had been so ably summarized by E. A. Geissler
in an article appearing in the official organ of
the Music Trades Association of Southern California. The address of welcome was given by
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lished here in 1880. and was first located on
North Spring street, and for the last twenty years
has been located at 332-334 South Broadway.

Frank J. Hart, president. and G. S. Marygohl,
vice-president, report that they will be established in the new building by the beginning of
next year. The store at 332-334 South Broadway
trill also be kept open and continue as before.
Brunswick Shop in Venice

Ed. Young. who has been connected with the
Barnes Music Co. for a number of years, has
opened a Brunswick Shop in Venice. The new
store is described as one of the most attractive
in the country and is on the ocean front.
A Queen and Two Jacks

A little more than two years ago announcement was made in these columns of the arrival

of the \Viley B. Allen Co. We stated then that
the family consisted of two Jacks. We take
pleasure now in announcing the arrival of a
Queen-little Margaret Louise. The prowl
father's vest measurement has visibly increa.ed.
Plans for Music Show Discussed
A discussion took place at the last gtn, rat

Music Trade Association of
Southern California with regard to the holding
of a Music Show in Los Angeles in September
or early October. Burt Roberts, secretary of
the Motor Car Dealers' Association, addressed
the meeting and told them of the manner in
which the Automobile Show had been put nn
annually with marked success. A committee to
investigate and report is being named by the
meeting of the

president.

Sonora in Santa Barbara
Bent Davies. special representative of the So-

nora Pacific Coast distributors, states that the
Saladin Music House, of Santa Barbara. with L.
V. Edger. manager, has been appointed Sonora
representative.

Orra E. NIonnette. prominent Los Angeles
banker, and speeches were also made by L. E.

When ordering Ankh:, Books inched(
The Mother Goose Cnt.Ont Rook whIch
contains all the characters in the first
three Rubble Books, printed in colors.
The child colts them out and mounts
them on a little platform to Pe :Placed
on Bnbble Rook records while these are

Bchymer, local impresario, and T. M. Pletcher,
president of the Q R S Co.
Barker Bros. Open New Quarters
The new music department of Barker Bros.
was formally opened on Monday morning, February 27, as per schedule. The entire main floor,
which. fronts on Broadway for seventy feet, is
occupied by the talking machine department.
with the exception of one beautiful room for the
demonstration of reproducing pianos. Fourteen

playing. so that the characters dance and
snp. 60 crests retail.

record demonstration rooms arc on one side, each

differently decorated, and there is an unusually
long service counter, with record racks behind.
Five very large phonograph salesrooms are also

Announcing Two More New

provided, every one of them being decorated and

arranged so as to give a separate individuality.
.The new department as a whole is exceptional
and is perhaps one of the finest to be found in
any part of the country.
Blue Bird Factory Busy
A recent inspection of the Blue Bird Talking
Machine Co.'s factory by M. V. DeForcest and
Charles Jacob revealed that production was going
forward at full pressure. The most recent models

have been equipped with new features consisting of the "Cathedral Grill," which is quite distinct in design, the tone construction has also
been greatly improved with most gratifying re-

The two novelties which the Blue Bird
Co. placed on the market in December of last
year. namely, the "Spirmette," which is a comsults.

bination phonograph in a Colonial spinet desk,
and the Teakar. which is a concealed form
of a phonograph in a tea car. have met with approval from the public. The Parmelee-Dohrmatin
Co., of Los Angeles. as well as the Ville de Paris

and Los. Angeles Furniture Co., have concentrated on the sale of Blue Bird phonographs for
some time and used attractive newspaper advertising copy. The firm of Holzwasser's, Inc.. of

San Diego. has also met with good success in
the sale of Blue Birds.
New Home for So. California Music Co.

The Southern California Music Co. will open
a magnificent new store
near the corner of
Eighth and Broadway. This beautiful new building, especially constructed for it, will consist
of seven stories, the first three of which will be
devoted to piano, talking machine, musical merchandise and sheet music departments, and the
modern equipment will be everything that music
lovers desire.

LIBI3LE BOOKS "that Sing"
Child's Gth
ar's: of Verses Bubble
Book and The Chimney Corner Bubble

price of $1.00 each make every customer a
prospect for the entire set, or a unit sale of

Book, Nos. 13 and 14 of the famous

$14.00.

series of books "with real phonograph records in them," will be ready early in April.

No. 13 is based upon Robert Louis Stevenson's immortal verses. Bed in Summer,
The Swing and 3/y Bed Is a Boat. This
number gives you an opportunity to intro-

When you sell one Bubble Book

you start a habit, for no child will be satisfied

with only one or two. Instruct your sales
people to bear this in mind. Tell them to talk
quantity when selling Bubble Books.
The liberal discounts, adequate selling
helps ---circulars, display racks, cut-outs. etc..

duce Bubble Books to a new audience-

-together with the proven salability and

lovers of classic literature. It contains the
three verses mentioned above with the musi-

popularity of Bubble Books, put them in a
class liy themselves,-the one line of mer-

cal settings that have come to be accepted as
the most beautiful and appropriate for them.

chandise for children that appeals equally to
boys and girls. New "prospects" arc growing up around you every day who arc ready
to have some fond parent or relative make
them happy with Bubble Books "that sing."

No.

14,

The Chimney Corner Bubble

Book, includes three old favorite songs that
appeal

to every youngster and grownup.

These songs, North Wind Doth Blow, Sandman. and Lullaby, are made doubly interest-

ing by the sound of rushing wind, buzzing
bees, chirping birds and mewing kittens that
are a part of the records.

These two new Bubble Books at the new

Bubble Books Are Now $1.00
Send in your order to -day, either direct to us

or through your jobber, for a liberal supply of
the two new numbers. Include the Mother
Goose Cut -Out book in your order, too.

The fourth floor will consist of

the executive and general offices and repair departments. The fifth, sixth and seventh floors
will be divided into artists' studios, with a larg,
attractive recital hall.
The Southern California Music Co. was estab

HARPER & BROTHERS, BUBBLE BOOK DIVISION
Established 1817

Franklin Square

New York
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VAUGHN DE LEATH'S RAPID RISE
Popular Contralto and Exclusive Okeh Artist
Winning Success Throughout Country-Cooperating With Okeh Dealers to Advantage
One of the best-known artists in the Okeh record catalog is Miss Vaughn de Leath, contralto.
whose popularity has been greatly enhanced by

Lave won vt
high iuuuu,ndation from prominent musical critics.

ROBER [SON'S FINE NEW HOME

Miss de Leath's rise to popularity has been
unusually rapid, for ten years ago she was playing the piano and leading the High School Orchestra in the evening in one of the Los Angeles
theatres. The quality of her voice attracted the
attention of several Los Angeles musical critics,

The Robertson Music House, of Terre Haute,
Ind., Completing Work on Spacious New
Quarters-Elaborate Equipment Installed

and by sheer hard work she soon advanced
rapidly in the musical world.
Her Okeh records have met with a ready sale
and whenever she appears at a concert Okeh
dealers are quick to feature her records in their
local advertising, and in return Miss de Leath is
always willing to assist them in every possible
way. This co-operation has greatly increased
the sale of her records wherever she has
appeared.

OMAHA DEALERS' SIX RECORDS
The Omaha Victor dealers have been concen-

trating their efforts each month on a select list
After
a mutual decision as to which records to push.
a small sticker has been provided which is atof six. best records from the new releases.

tached to the front of the supplement. mentioning

these records as "The Cream of the List." All
Vaughn de Leath
the active part she has played at several radio

Miss de Leath is well known on the
concert stage, as she has appeared in all of the
leading cities. Last Winter she gave a series of
special concerts in St. Louis. Chicago and Detroit. where she co-operated to splendid advantage with the Okeh dealers in that city.
While in Detroit Miss de Leath sang over the
radiophone. accompanied by Paul Specht's Society Serenaders. Her voice carried splendidly
concerts.

and she was called upon to make an address. in
addition to receiving
encore after encore. In
Detroit she also sang
to 5,000 people at the

rt cord advertisements during the month have fea-

tured the "selected list" of six and the united
efforts have been successful in greatly increasing
the sales.

JOS. WOLFF BACK AT DESK

TERRE HAUTE, IND., March 7.-The remodeling
of the building purchased some time ago by the
Robertson Music House is rapidly nearing completion and the company expects to move in
within a week, according to Mr. Robertson.
Extensive remodeling and redecorating is being done and the building is to be one of the
most completely equipped and attractive music
stores in the State. The entire structure, of three
stories and basement, will be used by the music
shop.' The main floor will be used for offices and
there will also be eight sound -proof demonstrating rooms. The same number of demonstrating rooms are to be used in the basement
for demonstrating records and player rolls. The
second floor will be used for displaying grand
and reproducing pianos and the third floor for
pianos and players, with a work shop in the rear.
The front is to be one of the most attractive
in the city. It will be of marble stucco: above
the first floor will be a large tile and stucco
sign. "Robertson's Music House."
Mr. Robertson has been in the music business
here for the past twenty years. He formerly
had the Victor and Edison agencies, but several
years ago took over the Columbia agency.

GRIFFIN SCORING SUCCESS

Joseph Wolff, vice-president of the Sonora
Phonograph Co.. returned to his desk a few days
ago after spending a fortnight in Atlantic City.

Well-known Okeh Artist Receives Ovation
on Tour-Sings His Recorded Numbers

recuperating from his recent attack of pneumonia.
Mr. Wolff, who is in splendid health. resumed his
work With enstnnnry vigor.

Gerald Griffin, popular Irish tenor and Okeh
record artist. is enjoying a successful tour in

the East. during the course of which he has
in New York City, Trenton, Phila-

appeared
delphia.

Providence,
Holyoke,
Baltimore,
Rochester and Pittsburgh.
Packed houses have been the rule everywhere
he has played. On almost every occasion audiences have requested him to sing some of his
popular Okeh numbers. His own composition,

Arcadia and in addition gave a concert at
the Cunningham Phonograph Shop. The
accompanying
illus-

"It's Only a Step From Killarney to Heaven,"
her which he is always asked to
is one

tration shows the invitation extended by

render and which invariably

receives

many

this dealer to the pub-

encores.

lic

to hear Miss de
Leath and also pictures the new Okeh
window display which

The General Phonograph Corp., manufacturer of Okeh records, reports a steadily increasing
demand for Gerald Griffin records. Where he
has appeared this demand has been particu-

has become so popular with Okeh dealers.

larly keen, and

In addition to her
vocal artistry Miss de
Leath is fast winning

to secure his latest releases.

interesting to note that
those who previously have
bought Gerald Griffin records are very eager
it is

dealers find that

A new Griffin number. "Ireland Is Ireland to
Me.." is in the new Okeh catalog, and heavy
orders arc being received for this number.

recognition as a
writer of popula r
compositions. Several

of her numbers have

The Markley Phonograph Co.. of 232 Front

met with more than

street. Marietta, 0.. was recently declared bankrupt and the stock of machines and records is
to be sold at a bankruptcy sale.

passing success and
her latest numbers

Okeh Window Display Made by Cunningham Phonograph Shop

-
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HOW CURRENT SUCCESSES ARE NATIONALLY EXPLOITED
Present-day Publishers' Problems Discussed-Co-operation of Records. Rolls, Rands and Orches-

tras Assures National Hearing and Appreciation of Music-Branch Offices as a Factor
It has been said at times that music publishing. particularly popular music publishing. was
more or less in the nature of a gamble, and that
statement was true for many years. To -day,
however, much of the gamble has been elimiThe publisher, of course, still takes
nated.
sonic chances, but it is only in rare cases where
of the leading publishers expend large
amounts on a failure. Their methods of giving a
any

number preliminary tests are so thorough that
the advertising appropriation that follows is invariably justified.
This is not to say that every song published
by even the leading houses is necessarily a hit,
but it does mean that those songs that the publishers are actively engaged in exploiting are
Their present-day methods,
after a number is selected on its merits, practically guarantees a certain minimum of sales
and this minimum is not small by any means. At
present-day standards, which can be considered
somewhat abnormal, it means a sale of from
40,000 to 500.000 copies of sheet music. The
better numbers even go beyond a publisher's expectations. reaching sometimes considerably over
a million copies.
Bringing Sales Up to Quota
assured of success.

If a number selected by any of the leading
publishers

for

special

exploitation

Jails

to

achieve the expected results in any particular
district the modern organization has the means
at its command to take measures that generally

bring the sales in that locality up to the quota

larger sale in one community than in another.
but invariably a hit is a hit anywhere. Chicago

and the country adjacent thereto, for instance.
purchases a larger volume of jazzy musk than
any other part of the country. The jazzy dances
sometimes become a hit there over night. \Viten
they are exploited in other sections of the coun-

try they do not always achieve the same result.
This, however, will always be true of a strict
novelty. There can be no set standard for either
the wide appeal or the sale of such music. This
type of number still has some of the gambling
element in it. not that the publisher loses money

but that there is no criterion by which he can
estimate sales.

The Value of Branch Offices
Some months back. when conditions were not
as good as they arc at present, there was a move-

ment in music publishing circles to curtail expenditures, and the question arose in some minds

whether or not it would be a profitable and successful move to dispense with sonic of the branch
offices. No concerted move was made, however,

to carry out such a plan, and, no doubt, none
will ever be made. For unless the industry
undergoes a revolutionary change it would hardly
be profitable. No publisher would want to re-

vert to the methods of twenty years ago.

He

cashes in to -day in a short space of time and this

followed by a series of other profitable sucThe same results could not be accomplished by any other methods, and the publisher
who wants to give the talking machine record
is

cesses.

which had previously been set.
The present-day publishing organization, with
its many branch offices and large sales staff, in
any given two weeks is able to reach the most remote districts of the country. Therefore, if the

and the player roll manufacturer his best cooperation can hardly afford to dispense with his
large organization trained in intensive publicity
and sales methods. The record and roll manufacturers are really the cause of all this because
their methods of distribution call for a particular release date on their numbers simultaneously

in all parts of the country.

PLAYED BY ARTHUR PRYOR'S BAND
Several Witmark Numbers Programmed Regularly by That Band, Now at Miami, Fla.

The programs that Arthur Pryor and his band
arc offering twice daily down among the sunshine
and palms of Miami, Ha., always contain a gen-

erous sprinkling of the various publications of
M. Witmark & Sons. The fact that these numbers are frequently repeated speaks well for their
popularity. The latest addition to the Witmark
winners featured by I'ryor's Band is "Angel

Child," which, though still an infant in point of
age, is a fox-trot hit. As a sample of how the
Witmark publications figure on the Pryor programs, the following were all listed in one week's
offerings: "Let the Rest of the World Go By,"

"Kiss Me Again." "Little Crumbs of Happiness."
"The Heart Call," "Starlight Love," "Eileen
Asthore," "Spring's a Lovable Ladye." "Songs
of the Season" and "Angel Child."

E. C. Mills, chairman of the executive board
of the Music Publishers' Protective Association,
returned to his desk quite recently after a two
weeks' vacation. Mr. Mills was compelled to
take a rest to avoid a nervous breakdown, following his strenuous activities of the past year.

JOHN STEEL
Celebrated Tenor
Late Star of Ziegfeld Follies, Victor Artist and
Now in Keith Vaudeville, Sings

sales in a given section are not active the publisher's representatives induce singers appearing
in the locations to place particular emphasis on
a certain song by rearranging programs and by
repeating choruses, etc. The orchestras. too, ic

"Only a Smile" ted

almost the same manner, are encouraged to contribute their co-operation, and it must be said
where the publisher has successfully placed num-

toott

bers of hit caliber in their hands co-operation is
given most enthusiastically.
Records and Rolls Help
Naturally. the wide distribution of both talking
machine records and player -piano rolls is often a
factor in adding to a publisher's publicity on particular selections, but it must be said that no large
publisher depend, upon that assistance. thou
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or more to go the rounds of the country and
achieve the same results now obtained in a much
shorter period. To show how, under the present-

a particular number will have a comparatively
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song was a success in the locality where published did not indicate that it had assusned national importance. As a matter of fact, in those
ber sometimes a year
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generally speaking, the above is true. Sometimes
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of course, he willingly accepts such co -olio -at'.
Country -wide Exploitation
There was a time when the fact that

day methods of exploiting songs, a number becomes a favorite in the very smallest center miles
from the place of publication, a recent order from
the leader of the Cowboy Band in Grangeville.
Idaho, can be cited. The order sent to a large
distributor of orchestrations in New York City
called for ten piano copies to be used by vocalist,
and a quartet in connection with the band's programs. The ten numbers selected were all current favorites in the East. demonstrating that
what was a hit in New York was a hit :n Idaho
There are some exceptions to this rule. but.
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"Sunshine ofYour Smile"ONLY A SMILE" Music by 1.
S. Zainecnik. in 3 Keys, with
l'iolin or Cello Obbligato; List
trice 6oc.
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SEEK ROYALTIES FROM WIRELESS
Publishing Interests Conferring With
Radio Executives Regarding Rights to Give
Public Performances of Copyrighted Music

Music

So popular have become the concerts by wireless through the broadcasting service of various
big electrical companies that the Music Publishers' Protective Association and the Ameri-

can Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers have taken up with officials of the wireless companies the question of royalties on the
music so broadcasted. It is held that the wireless concert constitutes a public performance
just as though the music were sung from a theatre stage, and is even claimed that as the service offers the song of the actual singers, as well
as the records of noted artists, it threatens to

Hear

cut heavily into the sales of talking machines
and records and reduce the income that publishers now realize on record royalties.
Figures to show that the broadcasting service
has hurt record sales are missing, although a big
mail order house ascribes the falling off of record demand in the farming districts of the Middle \Vest to that cause. The fact that the rec-

let

)1k

right owner, for if free wireless music is to replace the talking machine and other musical instruments then the wireless interests must be
prepared to make up, in part at least, for the
royalties they have killed.
It may be that a basis of royalty will be
established similar to that now in vogue in

connection with various theatres throughout the

ord business generally is rather slow just now

country, a plan that has been upheld by the

serves to detract somewhat from the importance

courts.

of the theory of the mail-order house.
Just what form of royalty would be paid for
the privilege of sending copyrighted music by
wireless has not been determined, but it is understood that the payment of a flat rate by each
station for the use of copyrighted music, or the
payment on the basis of so much a song, are
both under consideration. The main question
is the protection of the interests of the copy -

John Steel sing
"IN MAYTIME

The developments are interesting.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
Two Popular Publishing Firms Duplicating Success of

Former Season With Numbers by

the Same Writers of Previous Hits
Some years ago Jerome H. Remick & Co. and
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., exploited waltz
compositions, both of which were tremendous
hits, namely, "Till We Meet Again" and "Beautiful Ohio." This season again finds these publishers issuing waltzes of similar success by the
same writers as were responsible for the previous
two songs. The present numbers are "By the

Old Ohio Shore," from the pen of Mary Earl,

I Learned to Love"

published by Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., and

by

Whiting, published by Remick. Another coinci-

JACK SNYDER

F. Keith's Orphem, Brooklyn, This Week
(March 13)-B. F. Keith's Bashiffick, Brooklys, Neil Week 1March 20).
B.

Nail!
ballad, the best

cVCT WfIlltiL

"When Shall We Meet Again?" by Egan and
dence is the fact that in one of the late Victor
Talking Machine Co. lists both numbers are on a
single record.

PUBLISHES "STAMBOUL" SCORE
Tama Music Publishing Corp. Secures Rights
From M. Witmark & Sons
The Tama Music Publishing Corp., by arrangement with M. Witmark & Sons, has published the
complete score of the "Rose of Stamboul," which

opened recently at the Century Theatre. The
score is by Leo Fall and Sigmund Romberg. The
latter is under contract with the Witmarks, which
made the arrangement necessary.

JOHN STEEL
N !daytime I Learned to Love" is
1 in the air-everywhere. You hear
it in the theatres, in the restaurants, at
dances and holiday fetes. It is infectious-just makes you want to sing and
66

"Lovey Dove," lyric by

Harold Atteridge,

music by Sigmund Romberg, a melodious foxtrot novelty. has already been picked as the num-

ber which will be the outstanding hit of the
show and which is expected to be a real winner.
Al Goodman, musical director, who is conducting at the Century, wrote several numbers for

dance.

Play the Refrain on Your Piano

the "Rose of Stamboul," but it was decided to
switch them to the score of "Miss Puck," by
Walter Kollo, which is the next Viennese operetta
scheduled for production at the Century after the

'.n(1

I'll

ne'er

for

get

'twas

you

I

"Rose of Stamboul- has its run.

SMITH BACK WITH MARKS CO.

met, and in May- time I learned to
loveProfessional Copies Now Ready and Orchestrations in Any Key

JACK SNYDER Publishing Co.
1658 Broadway

New York City

Sammy Smith, who was formerly connected
with the professional department of the E. B.
Marks Music Co. and other publishing houses,
but who in more recent months has been acting
as a vaudeville agent, has, it is announced, returned to the staff of the E. B. Marks Music
Co. in the capacity of professional manager.
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TWO OF THE GREATEST SONGS IRVING BERLIN, Inc., HAS EVER PUBLISHEDWATCH THEM GROW
The Successor to "All By Myself"

POOR LITTLE ME
By Benny Davis, writer of "Margie." "Sweetheart." "Make Believe," etc.

YOU CAN HAVE EVERY LIGHT ON BROADWAY
GIVE ME THAT ONE LITTLE LIGHT AT HOME
The Greatest Dramatic Hit Ever Written

IRVING BERLIN, Inc., 1607 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY OF RECORD OF "GYPSY BLUES"
Ten months ago a clever company of colored
people produced a musical piece at the Sixtythird Street Music Hall, New York City, called
"Shuffle Along." This entertainment still plays

called an out-of-the-way theatre, has, indeed,
been prosperous and successful to a most gratifying degree.

While it is true that the hard work of the

LL A

VICT0111

been in many ways responsible for its lengthy
stay in New York. There is one number in
the show called "Gypsy Blues" and this has
been one of the prevailing melodies of the season. There is hardly a dance program that is
complete without this unique success and it has
been recorded on every talking machine record
in various forms.
Recently the Victor Talking Machine Co. released a new record of "Gypsy Blues." made by
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra. It was considered one of the leaders in the Victor list.
Several very striking window displays, devoted
exclusively to "Gypsy Blues," have been shown
by retailers in both the talking machine record
and sheet music lines. A typical instance of
this phase of the "Gypsy Blues" success is
herewith shown, being a reproduction of the
window in the store of Emanuel Blout. New
York City.

CARRIE JACOBS.BOND IN EUROPE
Noted
Mrs.

GYPSY
/ ..n BLUES
ar.
PlCo nv
fAULmd0H.,ITEMAN

74:

How Emanuel Blout Featured Victor Record of "Gypsy Blues"
producers and performers has dune much to
make this show a success, the music, too, his

at that house. In a year of not too many Siltc. s4es "Shuffle Along." playing at what can he

Will Remain Abroad for
Part of a Year

Composer
Carrie

Jacobs -Bond,

the

well-known

songwriter, author of "A Perfect Day," left New
York early this month for a nine months' visit
to Europe. Prior to her departure she was the
guest of honor of the Congressional Club in
Vashington, following which she spent several
(lays in New York. California friends presented
Mrs. Bond with a laurel wreath as a token of
love at a farewell reception held in her home
in Hollywood, Cal.
Music begins where speech leaves off; through

it the inmost spirit, all that is inexpressible and
et of TI10,t account in us. can give itself.

BUGLE
BLUES
That Great Sensational Blues Played by the Original Jazz Hounds
COLUMBIA RECORD A-3541

This wonderful Blues is featured by Johnny Dunn in the

Plantation Room of the Polies Bergere Revue on Broadway
The New York Clipper says:-"Johnny toots a mean horn"
Yes, this is the Bugle Blues you have had calls for

Perry Bradford, Inc., 1547 Broadway, New York
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Wicked Blues

By PERRY BRADFORD
Columbia Record A-3558
The meanest Blues known.

Sung by EDITH WILSON

Played by the Original Jazz Hounds
Featured by Edith Wilson in the Plantation Room of the
Folies Bergere Revue on Broadway
Note

"This is._the best Blues I have ever %/linen, far better than Crazy Blues and

more original."

Also don't forget BIRMINGHAM BLUES
Columbia Record b-3558

Edith Wilson

A DEFENDER OF JAll
Jack Kapp, of the Chicago Branch of the Columbia Co., Comes to the Defense of This

PERRY BRADFORD, Inc., 1547 Broadway, New York

ever popular with orchestra leaders, is nothing

apparel for a singing actor. thc member will be

else but 'One Fine Day,' from 'Madame But-

immediately tined and suspended from the Association."
Recently there have been some rumors afloat
that the payments to singers were again becoming prevalent. Upon close investigation this was
found to be untrue; at least, no proof of any such
payments was found. Subsequently thc professional managers of the various houses were bound

terfly.'

Ma' gets its origin from Nlendelssohn's

'Spring Song!' How about the 'Song of India'
that was dug out by a leading orchestra and

Much-discussed Class of Music

made famous throughout the country?

Would

Under the heading of "What's All This Talk

you call 'Samson and Delilah' modernized to

About Jazz?" "Jack" Kapp. of the Chicago branch

present -time music immoral? And what about
Strauss' Blue Danube \Valtz,' rewritten as
'Blue Danube Blues?'

of the Columbia Graphophone Co. and one of

"It is just the state of mind that the people
listening to it are in. There isn't a show produced in which you could not find something
immoral if you wanted to. If the good qualities
of the show are such that they outshine the had

qualities, why knock it?

If the bad qualities

by a written oath to avoid any such practice.
"I his latter is trained and placed in a conspicuous position in the various professional rooms.

NEW DOROTHY LEE NUMBER
Sam Fox Co. Releases New Song by Author

of "One Fleeting Hour"

are greater than the good ones, you won't have

to knock it-it will fall by the wayside.
"Incidentally, how many people who call

J. Kapp

the popular members of the Chicago trade, con-

tributes the following interesting article:
"It is humorous to read in the paper almost
every day, to hear people call present-day music
immoral and obscene, to have it attacked as

I wonder if the people who are attacking our present-day music realize that the kind
of music which they are attacking is a thing of
the past? 'Jazz,' as it was commonly known,
was nothing but a 'series of discordant noises'
and played by various orchestras of more or

songs and shows immoral go to the opera and
applaud vigorously those appearing in it? How
many operas could be produced in English without the public getting the shock of their lives?
"The music that is in favor with the public
at present is going to stay for a while, because
the orchestras playing it are musicians, because

they take great pains in preparing a number
before they even play it, and, lastly, because the
good qualities of the music make it just as much
an art as the music of a symphony orchestra."

WARNING AGAINST PAVING SINGERS

such.

less prominence.

"Look at our present selections, thc most
popular one: 'Wabash Blues' has a dash of the
quartet from 'Rigoletto' in it. 'Cho Cho San,'

the

success of "One Fleeting Hour," which

was one of the biggest sellers of high-class
songs in many seasons.

Sam Fox, head of the company, states that
planning an extensive advertising campaign in behalf of the song and will put every
effort back of it to make this another triumph
for his favorite composer.
he is

Music Publishers' Protective Association Calls
Attention to Penalties for Violation of Rule

WALTER DAMROSCH RETURNS

The Music Publishers' Protective Association
recently called the attention of its members to
the Association law regarding the giving of gratuities in any form. "If any member, employe
or representative is found to have bought dinners, cigars, drinks, theatre ticket: or wearing

Symphony Orchestra, who has returned from an
eight weeks' trip to Europe with Mrs. Damrosch.
said that he had been in London and Spain and
returned via Paris. The musical world abroad
was in the throes of evolution, he said, and the
result was in the lap of the gods.

Walter Damrosch, director of thc New York

A SKY -ROCKET HIT
ox -trot

The Sam Fox Pub. Co. has just released a
new song by Dorothy Lee, entitled "I Love You
More." As it is more than two years since
the publication of the last song by this writer,
the number, naturally, will be well received.
The sales department of thc Sam Fox Pub.
Co. believes "I Love You More" will outdistance

the refresh/a*

a

novey sys?
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DENNY DAWS
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Columbia Catalog Binders keep your record catalogs

within easy and convenient reach of salesmen and
customers. The 1922 complete record catalog is

ready for distribution. Why not order binders at

the same time? Ask your Dealer Service man.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
New York

CANTON
keen Competition in Retail
Trade-New llodels Interest
Dealers - News Happenings
Cast -cm 0., March 6.-Keener competition in
the retail music industry is anticipated this
Spring as the result of new stores opening in the

Canton district. Some dealers who for years
have had exclusive agencies for leading makes
of talking machines and pianos will find it will
require more effort to keep sales up to former
years with new houses featuring the same lines
as themselves.
A survey of the district the
past month discloses that talking machine sales
experienced a falling off the past month. but

with the advent of March there seems to be increased activity, but, summed up, the industry
promises little until after Easter. Dealers arc
keenly interested in the new models and they
doubtless reflect the sentiment of the purchasing
public. The demand for records continues strong
and March releases bid fair to break records of
the past two months. Industrially the Canton
district is improving and more mills arc operating at the present time than at any time since
before the war. Optimism prevails and dealers
arc confident that the industry will experience
brisk business this Spring.

East Liverpool, O., and who in recent years has
been identified with the J. W. Brown Piano Co.
and the Van Fossen Smiley Piano Co., Canton.
0.. this week became manager of the Rudolph
Vurlitzer Co.'s new store, which now is located
at Third street and Cleveland avenue.
Mr.
Bowers announces that the store soon will add

completely equipped as well as one of the
-t popular in the city.
The Army Store, Tuscarawas street, E. Canton, which opened recently, announces it will
carry a complete line of Columbia talking machines and records and Okeh records.

talking machines and small musical merchandise.

Piano Co., told a representative of The World
this week that the Starr phonographs were enjoying a nice business and that during the past

"The talking machine outlook is better than it
was two months ago," said J. R. G. .Minnitt.
manager of the store of the J. B. Brown Piano
Co.. this week. "Demand for talking machines
is in excess of that for pianos." Mr. Minnitt
believes the trade will see quite a revival with
the lapse of another month, due to the gradual
improvement in industrial conditions. His store
recently added the Vocalion line of records and
this department, he says, is now one of the most

C. M. Alford, head of the Alford & Fryar

two months there has been an increased call for
this make of machine.
Retail music dealers of Canton will join n ith
other retail merchants in the staging of the annual Spring Style Exposition, which will he he'd

this year March 23, 24 and 25. As in former
years. merchants will decorate their windows and
will exhibit the season's newest merchandise.

COLUMBIA GRAPIIOPHONE MFG. CO. RECEIVERSHIP DENIED
Receivership Proceedings Instituted in Delaware Courts Dismissed With Consent of Petitioners
and Plans for Rehabilitation of the Company Will Proceed Uninterruptedly
WitNitsurox, Dm.., March 8. -The receivership
brought against the Columbia
Graphophonc Mfg. Co. in the United States District Court here ended abruptly on February 21. The manner in which the termination of
this litigation was reached indicates that the
proposed rehabilitation of the company, as
mapped out by creditor committees in that behalf, will proceed to a successful conclusion.
proceedings

seining an important portion of the liabilities to
plans proposed for extending these claims.

%Valiant Nfahaffy. of Wilmington. and Walter
L McDermott, of Jersey City, represented the
petitioners.
In opening for his clients Mr.
McDermott stated that, although they had experienced a loss of upward of $100,000 on the
3.000 shares which they hold, their chief grievance was that they had not been kept informed

George \Ville, head of the George C. \Ville

The termination of the suit resulted from a

Music Co., says dealers arc keenly interested in
the new console types of \Pietrolas and predicts
they will soon be to the fore in public favor.
He says that talking machines have moved slowly

willingness on the part of the petitioners that the
action should go no further.
Therefore, when the matter came before the
court Judge Hugh M. Morris granted a dismissal

for a month but that records continue to top

of the complaint, with costs to the petitioner,

safeguarded and that investigation will he made

sales of previous months.

and denied the application for a receivership on
the basis of statements filed by the defendant,
reciting the consent of creditor interests repre

of points raised in their petition they do not
desire to hinder in any way the rehabilitation

S. Paul Bowers. who began his career as a
unsic salesman with the Smith & Phillips Co..

of the progress made by the various committees
formed by the bank creditors and other creditors
In view, however, of the details laid before them
since the application was made and assurances

given in writing that their interests are being

proposed.

The PHON-O-MUTE
"The Perfect Tone Regulator"

The PHON-O-i\IUTE regulates tone control at the
only logical place where tone should be regulated-at the
reproducer.

The PHON-O-MUTE is attached to the stylus bar

instantly and without the use of screws or mechanism. It
does not mar or interfere with the sound -box in any way.
The PHON-O-MUTE provides for any degree of tone
desired without changing the type of needle. Satisfaction
guaranteed. When ordering specify make of Sound Box.
RETAIL PRICE SIM

REGULAR TRADE DISCOUNTS

PADDACK PRODUCTS, Inc.
198 Broadway

New York
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OKEI1 ARTISTS AT RADIO CONCERTS
Participate in Okeh Record Night at Roselle

Park Station-Miss Vaughn de Leath Arranges
Composers' Night at Newark Station-Varied

Program-Both Events Signal Successes
ukch record artist- have played a prominent
part in the various musical programs broad carted by local radio stations. Friday. February
17. was observed as Okeh record night at the

Roselle Park station. and it is said that this was
the first occasion at which a complete concert by
phonograph artists was staged over the wireless.
The entire- program of the evening was given

by Okch artists, with Fred \V. Hager, musical
director of the Okeh laboratories. in charge of
the event.

Local newspapers gave considerable
space to this interesting concert and among the

Okeh record artists who participated were: the
Justin Ring Trio, consisting of piano, banjo and
saxophone; Lewis James. tenor: Nathan Glantz.
saxophone solo: Miss Virginia Burt. soprano
solo. introducing her own compositions and origi-

nal

Hawaiian

steel guitar

incitation-:

I

MARCH 15, 1922

arry

Reiser, banjo soloist, and comedy numbers by
Billy Jones and Burt Grant.
The Okch artists who participated in the second part of the program comprised, in addition to
the above, Byron G. Harlan, rural interpreta-

tions and songs: Joseph Phillips. baritone, and
the Stewart Sisters, vocalists.
The accompanying illustrations show some of
the Okch artists as they appeared at the radio
studio, and Okch dealers throughout the country have commented upon the splendid publicity
occasioned by this unique radio concert.

On February 22 composers' night was obthe Newark radio station and Miss
Vaughn de Leath. popular contralto and Okeh
served at

artist, u as responsible for originating and carrying out this very interesting concert.

Among the composers and artists who appeared that evening were Albert Von Tilzer,

Kendis & Brockman. Jack Cook. Frank Goodman,

Fred Hoff. musical director of the "Greenwich
Village Follies": Nat Sanders, Louis Breau. Al
Wilson and Jim Brennan, Miss Judy Roth. Miss

Mary Earl, Jack
Miss de Leath
program, singing
by Otto Motzan.

Lewis James
Sheehan and Seymour Brown.
was. a prominent factor in the
"Sweet Seventeen." composed

and a brand new song, "Be -

Justin Ring Trio
cause You Are You," written by Margret Can-

010i111111111111111111!'

"Made of Genuine Mahogany"

trell. The final number on the program was
the "Star-Spangled Banner." by all of those

present, but before that number was given Miss
de Leath sang her latest compositions. "New Or -

ASTRONG selling point that goes a long
way towards clinching a sale.

"Made of Genuine Mahogany"-the young
couple know that it will match the Genuine
Mahogany with which they are furnishing
their home. Older people know that its shining beauty is as permanent as the Mahogany

heirlooms which have been in the family for
generations: that it will he as much admired
in years to come as it is today.

Phonographs nowadays are bought to harmo-

nize with the appointments of the home.
Genuine Mahogany is ever in style-never
out of place. Mahogany represents the best
in phonographs just as it does in furniture.
You'll find sales much easier if you can say
"Made of Genuine Mahogany."

.=after all

nothing like

The Stewart Sisters
leans" and "Cover Me With
-.- At the
close of the program Miss de Ltaill was congratulated upon the success of the concert. and
especially upon her contributions to an interesting program.

CLEVER PLAN BOOSTS RECORD SALES
MOLDREDGE,

NEP., March 7.-The Hilsabeck Piano

Co. here is creating considerable interest in Vic-

MAHOGANY

tor records through the medium of a Victrola
Day each month in the store. At this time the
public is invited to the store to hear the playing
of records on the Victrola. A prize is awarded
to the person giving the best annotation on a

MAHOGANY ASSOCIATION, 347 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK

in stimulating the sale of Red Seal records and
a great deal of valuable publicity has resulted.

favorite. The plan is proving especially effective
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JOBBERS :

on

The

CABINET & ACCESSORIES CO.,

145 East 34th St.,
New York, N. Y.

OUTING

IROQUOIS SALES CO.,

210 Franklin St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

E. B. SHIDDELL,
142 Berkeley St.,
Boston, Mass.

DAVENPORT PHONO.
& ACCESS. CO.,
217 Brady St.,
Davenport, Ia.

Size: 8 in. x 14 in. x 15 in.
Weight: Complete, including album,
22 lbs.

Perfection
In a
Portable
Phonograph

UTICA'S GIFT &
JEWELRY SHOP,
Utica, N. Y.

The OUTING is the most complete
and up-to-date portable phonograph

J. R. POLK FURN. CO.,
294 Decatur St.,
Atlanta, Ga.

ever made.

VOCALION CO.
OF OHIO
Cincinnati, 0.

It

is unique and attractive

in design.

Superior tone quality.

VOCALION CO.
OF OHIO
Cleveland, 0.

Built to give years of satisfactory
service.

BURNHAM, STOEPEL
& CO.,
101 East Larned St.,
Detroit, Mich.

Dealers in territories
where jobbers have not
yet been appointed will
be given full details as
to source of supply by

WM. ANDERSON
PIANO CO.,
79 Eighth St., South,
Minneapolis, Minn.

communicating direct

GEO. C. ULRICH & CO.,
718 Lincoln Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

with us.
U.

Dealers in Mexico and Cuba should send orders and inquiries to

R. C. ACKERMAN
291 East 162nd Street

-

-

Foreign Export:-CHIPMAN LIMITED
New York City

8.10 Bridge Street

New York. N. Y.

Cable Address, CHIPMUNk. New York

THE OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc.
A. J. COTE, President

MT. KISCO, N. Y.
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EMERALD GREEN RECORDS
(Each Record is an echo from Emerald Isle")
6

Are Ready for You
A specially made record that appeals to
everyone. Now being advertised in leading
Irish magazines.
Dealers and agents write for discounts

UNION OF IRISH INDUSTRIES, INC.
Distributing Division
236-38 WEST 116th STREET, NEW YORK

PORTLAND, ORIV.
Impressive Figures Thai Account for Prosperity in Oregon.1ciivities of Dealers Indicate That They /Ire filler! for Trade
Pon-LA:Nu, ORE., March 4.-Ralph Budd, presi-

dent of the Great Northern Railroad, is in Portland and has announced that the 1922 budget of
his company for improvements is more than $15.000,000. Of this amount approximately $3,500,000
will be spent in Oregon and Washington on
materials and labor. When we consider that

similar action will be taken by the Northern
Pacific. Southern Pacific and 0. W. R. & N. lines,
all of which enter Portland, the business interests

of the Pacific Northwest cannot but be optimistic. Ordinarily the lumber camps would all
be in operation at this time, but on account of
weather conditions in the mountains many of the
camps are still closed down, and but for this fact
all would be in operation and business in all lines
would be booming. In view of the above, coupled

with the great resources of the inland empire
in wheat, wool and livestock and the tremendous
increase in both imports and exports through the
port of Portland, the music dealers. together
with the business men in all industrial lines, are

more than content with business conditions of
the present and the outlook for the future.
H. Donaldson Leopold, Jr., representing the
Victor Talking Machine Co.. who recently was
transferred from the California territory to cover
Oregon, IVashington and Idaho in place of \V.
G. Gaston, who is now with the Victor Co., of
Detroit, Mich., is in Portland visiting the retail
accounts and doing some very excellent sales
promotion work among the dealers. Mr. Leopold
is quite enthusiastic over his new district and sees

a great future for the Pacific Northwest with its
wonderful natural resources.

M. Davis. district manager of the phonograph

division of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
reports good business for those dealers who go
and get it, and says "The business is here for
those making the canvass and a little effort to
get it." Mr. Davis has just returned from a three
weeks' trip throughout eastern Oregon and says
the people of that territory are all optimistic now,
with a much better feeling among the wheat and
lumber districts.
The F. C. Fry Brunswick shop, of Baker, Ore.,
has been remodeled with the addition of a large
reception room and a big display room for Brunswick machines. Mr. Fry reports three times as
much business for January and February as for
the corresponding months last year.
E. K. Bellony, manager of the Eastern Oregon
Music Co., of La Grande, Ore., and an exclusive
Brunswick dealer, has added two salesmen to his
force and reports a big increase over 1921. Another exclusive Brunswick dealer to give a good

account of himself is G. E. Courson, the "music
man" of The Dalles, Ore.
Nliss E. M. Buelow has opened an exclusive
Brunswick department in her music store at
Hood River, Ore., and anticipates a good year on
account of the prospective big apple crop for this
year.

The Ontario Furniture Co., of Ontario, Ore.,
has built a very neat phonograph department by

utilizing one of its entire plate glass window
fronts for the display of its Brunswick machines and records,

Mr. Davis says one of the best records made
by any Brunswick dealer so far is that of J. E.
Metzger, of the ?Metzger Furniture store, of
Gresham, Ore. Mr. Metzger was appointed a

Brunswick dealer on December 15, receiving his

initial order on the 18th, and by Christmas he
had disposed of twenty-two of his machines, most
of them of the larger sizes.

The IViley B. Allen Co. has moved from its
old location on the corner of Broadway and Morrison street into most attractive quarters at 148
Fifth street. The talking machine department, in
charge of C. L. Neilson, is on the mezzanine floor
with two large demonstrating rooms and a spacious floor space for the display of the \'ictrolas
and Brunswick phonographs. The record department, under the management of Miss Erma
Ewart, is on the main floor with eleven hearing
rooms equipped with every modern convenience,
furnished in wicker with rose-colored draperies

at the windows. An instant service counter for
records has been installed in the center of the
floor and Frank M. Case, manager of the Wiley
B. Allen store, has designed and planned the
establishment with the view of extending to the
patrons the utmost quality value and service.
The interior of the store is finished throughout
in imitation caen stone with odd and attractive
archways carrying out the old Italian scheme.
Mr. Case is receiving congratulations on the
artistic store he has given Portland.

Elmer Hunt, manager of Sherman. Clay &
Co.'s wholesale department and one of the men
in the music trade of Portland best able to pass
judgment on conditions in and around Portland,

reports an improved trend everywhere he has
visited, showing a material increase over January and February, 1921.
W. L. Brown, of Sherman, Clay & Co.'s
wholesale department, has just returned from an
extensive trip through eastern Oregon and
Idaho, visiting numerous Victor dealers, and he
found all dealers visited most optimistic. Farmers are in much better shape and although

things have not opened up to any great extent
n far they are all encouraged by the fact that
they have been able to dispose of their wool and
wheat at prices above their anticipations.
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Reports from Astoria. Ore.. are also encour

John Ray, a Victor dealer of the Owl

aging.

.f

Drug Store, reports lumber conditions in much
better shape in his vicinity, with business "perking up" to a considerable degree.

P. N. Smith, of the Smith Furniture Co., of
Mount Angel, and \V. W. Moore, of the Moore
Music House, of Salem. Ore., were recent Victor
dealers to call on Mr. Hunt and both report good
business in their territories. L. L. Thomas, of

ELECTRIC DISPLAY SERVICE
EXCLUSIVELY FEATURING

Victor Records

the Thomas Music Store, of Marshfield, Ore.,
says that after a year's intense depression the
lumber mills of hi; district are all putting on full
crews again and things are brightening up to a
great extent.

Arthur \V. Stein, manager of the Victrola department of Sherman, Clay & Co., said the big
business for February centered around the Victrola No. 300, while the 100 E. B.'s again proved
in big demand. Red Seal record business was
unusually big for February, with operatic records
leading.

E. B. Hyatt. of the Hyatt Talking Machine
Co., reports good February business, with the
sale of Red Seal records better than anticipated.
Mr. Hyatt says: "I am looking forward to a large

sale of the new types of Victrolas when they
arrive, as my customers have already shown considerable interest in the new models and I believe

A FOX TROT INTRODUCING

the time is most propitious for the change."

GLOM LITTLE LANTERN

The Reed -French Piano Co., which last year

OF LOVE

retired from the talking machine field, has reentered the trade and is again handling Victrolas and Victor records. It will make sonic

VICTOR RECORD ./1.4657

improvements in its department.
G.

F. Johnson, of the G. F. Johnson Piano

Co., reports Cheney and Victrola business showing marked signs of improvement as compared
to last month and anticipates a big Spring trade.

Harold S. Gilbert has taken over the White
phonograph stock of S. S. Sigel & Son and is
featuring a sale of these machines and meeting
with great success.
The phonograph department of the Meier &
Frank Co. put on a successful sale of the Pattie
phonograph and Pattie records during the first
two weeks of February and 156 machines were

disposed of on the opening day and over 500
during the two weeks, together with thousands
of Pathe records disposed of, two being offered
for the price of one.

II.

H.

Princehouse,

sales

manager

of

the

THE SERVICE consists of four artistic hand -colored panels, or fronts,
delivered to you each month before the records are released, advertising
the leading selling records which are selected through information
obtained from fifty wholesale distributors.

These panels are used in our "DA-LITE" ELECTRIC DISPLAY. which
we furnish you without charge while you are subscribing for the service.
All of the leading VICTOR DISTRIBUTORS have this display installed
in their salesroom for your inspection and will advise you to order the
service if you desire to increase your sale of records.
We will feature the following records for April: 18864, -Wanna-

(Fox Trot), Club Royal Orchestra; 18866. -Three O'Clock in

the

Morning" (Waltz); 18862, "April Showers,- sung by Charles Harrison;
18870, -Angel Child" (Fox Trot), Benson Orchestra (Released March
15th).

phonograph department of Lipman, Wolfe & Co..
reports business very good for the Sonora and

Jr

Brunswick phonographs during February. A
large shipment of Sonoras has just been received, among them a special order in a Sonora
period model of Colonial design for the home of
D. W. Jacobs, one of Portland's most prominent

THE ONLY VICTOR. WALTZ RECORD

contractors.

Morley Sommers, Pacific Coast representative for the Sonora phonograph. visited Portland
for several days en route to California. after an
extensive trip throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Sanford Adler, of the Adlt r Music Co., of

Baker, Ore., is sojourning in California for the
His brother, Carl, and
Winter.
Fowler have been left in charge.
-

Mrs.

Jean

----

M. S. & E. INCREASES TERRITORY
The sales department of the Sonora Phonograph Co. announced this week that the W. B.
Glynn Distributing Co., Saxtons River, Vt.. Sonora jobbers, had been replaced by M. S. & E..
of Boston. Mass. The latter company will now
cover the entire New England territory from its
headquarters in Boston, Mass.

ARMSTRONG CO.'S SALES CAMPAIGN
MEMPHIS, TENN., March 3.-The popularity of

the Pattie phonograph in the South was recently

well attested through the results of a sale of
Pattie instruments announced by the Armstrong
Furniture Co., of this city. The sale brought
prospects from far and near, resulting in a
large percentage of sales.

If you want your stock to keep moving, keep
moving yourself.

A NEW FEATURE-SELLING OLD RECORDS
On the tenth of each month we will release a Special Panel for some old

record on which the dealers are overstocked-IT SELLS THEM-Our
release for March is No. 18721 as illustrated above. For April No.
18744, -UNDERNEATH HAWAIIAN SKIES.- If you have a stock
of either of these old records it will pay you to buy the panel. Price.
$2.50 each.

Write for Our Descriptive Circular, Which Gives the Logical Reason
Why Our Display Sells Records.

"DA-LITE" ELECTRIC DISPLAY COMPANY
116 NORTH ERIE STREET

TOLEDO. OHIO
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They have given
What will you give?
Mail This Coupon Noew4Do the comforts of life mean more to you than human lives?
HONOR ROLL

Famine, pestilence, rapine, and massacre have been the lot of

hundreds of thousands of unfortunate Jews in Russia and Ukraine.

of Contributors to the

MUSIC TRADES QUOTA
of the

JEWISH WAR RELIEF

A little self-denial on your part-a luxury or two dispensed with
-will mean a contribution that will rescue agonized women and
starving children from the grave.
They perish while you delay. The need is urgent.

Ormes, Inc.
S. Sherman
Carpenter Co.
Albert Sichel
R. Edward Strauss
James W. Jones
J. Clarence Levine

$1,500

Landay Bros., Inc.
$1,000
Samuel Buegeleisen
$700

Fred and Walter Gretsch

Max Willinger

Mathushek & Son

$600
Bronx Talk. Mach. Co.
Knickerbocker Tlk. 1Vich. Co. Alexander W. Herzog

He gives twice who gives quickly.
Our quota is in sight. Mail this coupon now.
NEW YORK CAMPAIGN for JEWISH WAR SUFFERERS
Music Trade Committee 311 6th Avenue, New York

Max Rothstein
James Brooks
New York Talk. Mach. Co.
Hardman. Peck & Co.
Michnoff Talk. Mach. Co.
Steinway & Sons
Mr. and Mrs. Irving and Mus. Inst. Sales Co.
Bersin Phono. Co.
Frank H. Isaacs
A. B. Chase Piano Co.
S. B. Davega Co., Inc.
Collings & Co.

For the relief of the stricken Jews of Europe I hereby contribute
the sum of

Employees of Landay Bros. R. Wurlitzer
Inc.
Less than $100
General Phonograph Corp.
Chester A. Abelowitz
Arthur Baumann
$250
Behning & Albin
Sonora Phonograph Corp.

Address

$503

$300

Louis Schwa' z

Blackman Talk. Mach. Co.
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co.

Silas E. Pearsall Co.
Chas. H. Ditson Co.
M. Hohner
C. Bruno & Son
Saul Birns
Long Island Phono. Co.
Jas. G. Widener
Jos. Spector
$200

$150

Jacob Doll & Sons
Max Max
B. Abrams
J. C. Fischer

Mr. and Mrs. E. Blout
G. T. Williams Co.
Louis A. Titefsky

Israel Schwarz
J. Selig
Weil Bros.
Wissner & Sons. Inc.
Abraham Abelowitz
Theo. Arison

Henry H. Harkavy

lsador Jacobson
Max Mandel
$125
Piano Co.
Brilliantone Steel Needle Co Paterson
C. B. Riddle
Reflexo Products Co.
Julius Schlanger
Schnabel Bros.
$120
Strauch Bros.. Inc.
Henry Nathanson

Victor Harris

$100
Szilagvi & Co.
Independent Phon. Mfg. Corp Alfred Lippe
Chas. Deringer
Adolph Mayers
If. Bersin
Jacob Schursch

J. Winter
Max Goldsmith
Sol Lazarus

Subscription may be made payable in four installments- April
1, 1922; July 1. 1922; September 1, 1922, N..vember 1, 1922.
Name
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO PAUL BAERWALD, TREASURER

Isadore Slaw
Bogart Piano Co.
Cabinet and Accessories Co Richmond Mus. Sup. Corp.
George Doll
Sidney Matz
Harry Duff
S. Bersin
Myer Gennis
European Phono. Co.
Otto Goldsmith
Kirsch's Music Store
P. Paul Graef
David Kirsch
Adolph Heineman
Louis Mandell
Employees of Knickerbockc; F. Bullenkamp
Max Freedman
Talk. Mach. Co.
Krakauer Bros.
Alexander Holtzoff
Benjamin Lax
Wm. Kreuzer

W. M. Lewus
L. D. Parry
Ricca & Son

Otto Heineman
Weser Bros.. Inc.

Theodore Lohr
M. Rosenblatt
Mrs. L. Davega

Allimmws

Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Kurtz
Louis I. Leibowitz

M. Luscher
Samuel Milstein
Montague Marks
Owens & Beers
David Rosenbaum
Joseph Zellman
John Cromelin
Buescher Band Inst. Co.
A. A. Troescher
Wm. A. Condon
C. W. Conway
0. S. Goan
Gold Seal Co.
Max Goldbart
Julius Goldberg
Horton -Gallo -Creamer Co.
Samuel Hyman
Kay Talking Machine Co.
H. P. Lowenstein

N. Y. Album & Card Co.
.1. & L. Safren
Schmukler-Singer, Inc.
Chas. M. Stieff, Inc.

Lcon Tobias
Arthur Van Vean
Harry Zuckerman

William Axt

Christman Piano Co.
L. Conover
A. Conrow
Samuel Creedman

Dreazen's Music Shop
Meyed Ginsberg
Gold Seal Repeater Co.
Jaff Bros.
David Kahn
George 0. Lake
E. Leins Piano Co.
Liberty Music Shop
Liberty Phonograph Co.

Geo. A. Long Cabinet Co.
Saul Bornstein
Arthur Press
Albert Bersin
Jacob Brody
Louis Brody
Louis Dreazen
Harry Duckman
E. G. Evans
H. B. Foster
Albert Galuchie
Benjamin Ginsberg
Robert Goldman
Harmonee Music Shop
Kirsch Bros.
Kirsner Bros.

Louis Kritzler
Trinity Talking Machine Co. Louis Levy
Hyman Muckasie
A. Lorczak
Modern Music Shop
Rappaport's Music Shop
Palace Talking Machine Co. Louis Rubenstein
Peerless Album Co.
Rudolf Roemer
H. Saletan
Schleicher & Sons, Inc.
Leon Brick
Geo. E. Finch
Ralph Holland
Ideal Music Co.
Jacob Piano & Phono. Corp.
Abraham Lesser
Hyman Lifschitz
Chas. P. Miller
Philip Nobel
Morris Sandler. Inc.
Alfred Tannenbaum

Schleicher & Sons. Inc.
Leo Schlein
Louis A. Schwarz
Edward Shapiro
Isidore Stein
Edward Straus

0. H. Williams

Bricker 's Music Shop
Samuel Katz
Harry Parnes
Israel Scheib

Rudolf C. Koch
Morris Mincowitz

Janssen Piano Co.
Nostrand Phonograph Co.

This advertisement is contributed to the above fund by The Talking Machine World
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THREE -DA Y CONVENTION OF VICTOR
DEALERS HELD IN PHILADELPHIA
Sales and Educational Conference Under Auspices of Philadelphia Wholesalers and in
Co-operation With Victor Co. Proves a Tremendous Success
111.-7-1#

Pitiratrre.ruLA, Pa., March 6.

The first conven-

tion of the Victor dealers in this section. which
began at the Bellevue -Stratford Hotel Monday
morning and ended with an elaborate banquet at
the same hostelry this evening. will go down in
nark history as a most successful affair in every
particular, successful beyond even the dreams of
those who were responsible for the birth and
development of the idea and who arranged the
program which ran through the three days without a bitch.
The convention was held under the auspices

of several Victor wholesalers of this city, the
Louis Iluehn Co.. Penn Phonograph Co., C. J.
Heppe & Son. H. A. Weymann & Son, and the
Victor Talking Machine Co. and close to 300

Hampton Moore, of Philadelphia, who welcomed
the visitors in the name of the city and delivered

an interesting address on "Industrial Opportunity." in the course of which he took occasion
to the forthcoming sesquicentennial exposition which will be held in Philadelphia in 1926. He also paid a graceful tribute
to the Victor Co. and the service it is rendering

to call attention

mankind by making permanent records of the
voices of great artists and statesmen
J. S. MacDonald's Address
J. S. MacDonald. sales manager of the Victor

Co., was the next speaker. and in his address
called the attention of the dealet s first to the
established policy of the Victor Co. to adhere
strictly to quality Kollin-6cm, going to the four

tout it with every new invt ittioi. and i...tunt that

might serve to improve the Victor quality.
Mrs. Clark Tells of Educational Work
The final speaker of the morning session was
Mrs Frances Elliott Clark, director of the Victor
Educational Department, who told of the work
of her department in a particularly interesting
manner and gave an outline of its history aim
accomplishments. She told how work that originally consisted of placing Victrolas and Victor
records in high schools has steadily developed
until it now includes the teaching of musk to
children in the home through the medium of the
Victrola. and explained how the work of the department had acknowledgedly revolutionized the
teaching of music throughout the country.

The Great Assemblage of Victor Dealers at Opening Session at Bellevue -Stratford, Philadelphia
corners of the globe for materials of the proper
At the present time. said
Clark. Victrolas
grades, and, secondly, of the millions of dollars were used regularly in schools in over 10.000
given over to lectures and detailed descriptions spent in advertising for the establishment and cities and towns, and she took occasion to pay a
of various phases of the educational work being maintenance of Victor supremacy both nationally tribute to the vision of Eldredge R. Johnson.
carried on by the Victor Co itself and in which and internationally.
president of the Victor Co. for making possible
Mr. MacDonald pointed out that the retailer such an achievement.
the co-operation of the dealers is greatly dewas selling more than mere merchandise in that
sired.
Following Mrs. Clark's address. a special
The meetings were under the personal direc- he was offering to the public not only a medium luncheon was served in the Rose Room of the
tion of "Phil Jobbs" in the person of George A. for education, but a means of entertainment. In hotel, during the course of which the dealers had
Tatou, of the Talking Machine Co, who. with closing he urged the dealers particularly to give the opportunity of inspecting a model demonstrasleeves rolled up. garbed in the apron of a ship- attention to the problem of increasing Red Seal tion room installed by the Unit Construction Co..
ping clerk, and armed with an instrument which record sales.
and equipped with the new sales stimulator and
John G. Paine's Talk
seemed a cross between a nail puller and hung
other features.
Following Mr. NfacDonald, John G. Paine. of
starter, proceeded to announce the various feaSome Visiting Wholesalers
the Legal Department of the Victor Co.. delivtures of the program
In
addition
to dealers from all sections of
ered an inspiring address on "The Victrola and
Dealers Receive Cordial Welcome
Pennsylvania,
and
the executives and employes
The convention opened on Monday morning, the Present Day." He emphasized the mutual
of
Philadelphia
jobbers,
there were several wholetrusteeship
of
business,
represented
first
by
the
March 6, according to schedule, with about 300
dealers and members of their sales organizations self-imposed trust of the Victor Co. in providing salers from other sections who took the opporits dealers with the best in machines and records, tunity of attending the session, among them being
present Louis Buehn, head of the Louis Burgin
Co.. and president of the National Association of and, secondly, the trust imposed upon the dealer J. Newcomb Blackman, of the Blackman TalkTalking Machine Jobbers, assumed the duties of of marketing these products in the best possible ing Machine Co.. New York; W. D. Andrews,
chairman and welcomed the guests in behalf of manner. Mr. Paine dwelt briefly upon legal mat- Syracuse. N. Y.; C. N. Andrews, Buffalo. N. Y.;
(Continued on rage 148)
the distributors. He then introduced Mayor J. ters and told how the Victor Co. kept in close
dealers and members of their sales staffs attended
the various sessions. Most of the program was
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THREE-DAY CONVENTION OF VICTOR DEALERS HELD IN PHILADELPHIA-(Continued from page 147)
and 0. L. Neal. of the Buffalo Talking Machine

of the program again and Miss Streeter delivered

Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

a talk on "Mimetic Play and 'Making Believe'

MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
The Monday afternoon session was given over
to the representatives of the Educational De-

partment of the Victor Co. and proved most interesting to dealers present. Miss Margaret M.
Streeter opened the program with an illustrated
talk on "Rhythm-Free and Suggested Expression," going into the subject at considerable
length.

She was followed by Miss Edith M.

Rhetts. who delivered a comprehensive address

on "Cultural Hearing." and explained how the
child particularly could be trained to have a
proper appreciation of musical values. S. Dana
Townsend. also of the Educational Department.

talked interestingly on "English for the Home
and Elementary Schools." with pertinent references to records in the Victor catalog. Miss

With Little Children," in the course of which she
offered to dealers many new ideas for appealing
to the child mind.
Next castle Miss Rhetts, who gave a compre-

hensive talk on "The Instruments of the Orchestra by Sight. Sound and Story," illustrating
her address with charts and other literature provided by the Victor Co.. and with specially selected Victor records.
Mr. Townsend again addressed the dealers on
the subject of English literature, on this occasion
devoting his attention to the work of the junior
and senior high schools, following which Mrs.
Frances Elliott Clark outlined interestingly the
development of the music memory contest idea.
emphasizing the importance of the work and explaining in detail how the Lwit,-t, idil lie car

Children. Adolescents and Adults," offering numerous record demonstrations in illustration of
her statements.

The final address was by Miss Mabel Rich and
proved one of the most interesting of the series.

Miss Rich talked on "Around the Year With the
Victrola" and offered many illustrations of the
type of Victor record music available for Hallowe'en. Thanksgiving. Christmas. Easter and the
various holidays and special seasons throughout
the year. It was an illuminating talk.
Entertained at Theatre Party
On Monday evening the dealers were the guests

of the jobbers at a theatre party at the Garrick
Theatre, where they enjoyed the performance of
Gto. NI. Cohan's comedians in their presentation
of "The O'Brien Girl." Several bits of topical
nature and reierring to talking machine subjects
were interpolated by the comedians for the benefit of the dealers.

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION
The Tuesday morning session opened with an
address by F. A. Delano. director of the Salesmanship School of the Victor Talking Machine
Co.. whose subject was "Selling Victor Records."
and who cited examples of practical record selling on a basis to increase the volume, and as a
means to that end emphasized the wisdom of
dealers learning the musical preference of their
customers. He urged the use of the Ready Reference Labels and made a particular point that

where a number of records by one artist

are

demonstrated they should be interspersed with
selections of a different appeal. Mr. Delano's
suggestions were based upon his personal experience in the retail record field and were of the
sort to prove of great value to dealers adopting
t Item.

The Educational Department then took charge

riety to prove entertaining throughout the pro
gram.

WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION
Ernest John, manager of the advertising department of the Victor Co.. was the first speaker
of the Veditesday morning session and dwelt at
length upon the function of advertising and creating sales, particularly from the dealer's viewpoint.
He emphasized the importance of personal contact and personal interest and declared that there

was no better way for building up a following
than to take the trouble to remind a prospective
customer that certain records missing when he
called at the store were now available and by

The Glad Hand Committee

The Philadelphia Jobbers

Left to Right-Eugene Stein. Talking Machine g.'o.; T. W. Ilarnhill, Penn Phonograph
Co.: Louia I:uehn, Lows Duelin Co.: II. W. Weymanti. I. A. Weymanii & Son, and
F. J. Heppe. C. J. Heppe & Soo

Marie Finney had for her subject "Songs for

The entertainment was provided by a number of
vaudeville artists, including a number of novelties. among them a mind -reading act that pleased
the guests, although it bewildered them. There
were eight acts on the bill and of sufficient va-

Claude Kohl. E. J. NIeCormack,
Left to Right-Standing: Harry A. Ellis. C1131.
Harold Cregor, I.. P. Worm, 0. W. Mayberry, E. I'. Bliss and George W. witoey.
Seated: Frank R. Rausley, E. F.. nipple. %Am. Doerr. George A. Talent ("Phil
Jobb."). R. flurrou., Frank Schaller and Thomas Hower

vied on and particularly how they could be made
to revert to the benefit of the Victor dealer.

showing a willingness to please him in other

TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

was designed primarily to get the message of the
dealer over to people who could not be reached

Mr. Delano also opened the Tuesday afternoon
session with an address on "Selling the Victrola,"
in the course of which he particularly urged that
dealers cease to sell on the argument of the me-

chanical perfection of the machine, but rather
make the sale on its musical performance. He
pointed out, however, that the dealer and his

directions.

Advertising as such, said Mr. John,

with the voice and should be written from the
angle of the customer and not from that of the
dealer.

An interesting point made by Mr. John was
that the dealer's store should be so arranged that
the interior could be seen plainly from the street,

chanical features of the Victrola for the benefit
of such customers who are inclined to ask questions. He laid particular emphasis upon the fact
that Victor machines played Victor records best

and said that this could be done without interfering with the arrangement of the window displays or the comfort of the customers. By that
means the public could be made aware of the
activity within the store and be moved thereby

and discussed for the dealers and with them many

to make purchases.

important and interesting factors entering into

that from the outside were apparently doing no
business, but inside there might be a score or
more customers making purchases or awaiting
attention..
Regarding advertising copy, Mr. John urged
the use of plenty of white space to give the message a chance to stand out and attract attention,

salesman should be equipped to discuss the me-

machine selling.

Following Mr. Delano's remarks Miss Streeter,
of the Educational Department, delivered an interesting illustrated talk on "Characteristic
Rhythms." making reference to both rhythms of
nature and of the dance.
A talk of particular importance was that of Miss
Rhetts on "Selling Instrumental Music." in the
course of which she offered to the dealers accurate and distinctly valuable information regarding music of that type which should have a material effect in increasing record sales.
The final address of the afternoon session was

that of Miss Rich. who talked on "Rhythmic
Songs and Games," in the course of which site
made reference to the use of talking machine
music in the development of penmanship.

The Dealers' Entertainment
On Tuesday evening the dealers with their
families and employes were the guests of the
Philadelphia Victor Dealers' Association at an in-

formal entertainment and dance given in the
Clover Room of the Bellevue -Stratford Hotel.

He had seen, he said, stores

and also declared that the left-hand page was the

most desirable if one wished to have an advertisement appear as the first page that meets the
eye when the magazine or newspaper is opened
or the page is turned, because the eye travels
from left to right.

More Educational Talks
Once again the Educational Department came
to the front and Miss Bess Daniels, of that department, talked 011 "Program and Pure Music,"
followed by Miss Streeter, who had for her subject "Music in the Rural School." Mr. Townsend,
who at the previous session had talked on various
phases of literature, next interested the dealers
particularly with an address on "The Victrola in
Correlation With American History," in the
course of which he traced the relation of music

Itkacti
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THREE-DAY CONVENTION OF VICTOR DEALERS HELD IN PHILADELPHIA-(Continued from page 1-I8)
to history from the time of the Vikings to the
period of the recent World War.
The morning session ended with an address
by Mrs. Clark on "Nationality in Music," in the
course of which she illustrated how the influence
on various peoples of environment, climate. topography and government was reflected in their
music.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
At the opening of the Wednesday afternoon
session Miss Rhetts gave a lengthy talk on the
development of music under the title "How Music Came to Be,- and told the story of music
from the time when the art was in its elemental
form up to the modern music.
Mrs. Clark's Excellent Address

The next speaker was Mrs. Clark. director of
the educational department, whose subject was
"Sowing. Cultivating, Harvesting." She took
occasion to sum up comprehensively the tremendous educational work started and carried
on by the Victor Co. and to emphasize to the
dealers the importance of their full and intelligent co-operation locally in making that work
as successful as it deserves to be. She declared
that as tremendous and widespread as had been

the work of the educational department of the
Victor Co., all that work had simply been in
the nature of preparing the ground and making
it fertile for the dealer. It was the function of
the latter, she declared, to give heed to the sowing, the cultivating and the harvesting.
The retailers could not expect, she said, simply to throw out a few seeds of local propaganda
and expect big proper results any more than the
farmer could throw out a few seeds and expect a
great harvest. The work required intelligent
sowing, intensive and careful cultivation and enthusiastic harvesting. The fact that Victrolas
and records are included in the school equipment

of over 10,000 cities and towns of the United
States offers some idea of the extent of the
foundation work of the Victor Co. and of the opportunities that lie before the dealers in the educational field.

The New Order of "Winders"
At this point of the proceedings an unannounced surprise was sprung on the assembled
dealers when Phil Jobbs introduced the "Exalted

of the Ancient and Honorable Order of Winders," in the person of George W. \\'itney, who
in turn introduced the grand recording secretary
of the new order, together with a score of members of the executive committee. The "Exalted
Ruler" then proceeded to initiate all the dealers
present in the new order, and caused to be distributed discs bearing the Victor trade -mark on

one side and the sign of the order-a Victrola
winding key-on the other, surrounded by the
words,

'Thil Jobbs," and

the mystic

letters,

"A. S. C.."

He explained that these were emblematical of the words "Advertising, Selling and

Collecting," and then went into extended details regarding the further significance of the
same letters.

Louis Buehn, the chairman, then announced
that the prize for the best slogan for the Philadelphia Jobbers had been awarded to 1.. P.
Brown, of the Penn Phonograph Co., the slogan
being. "Let Phill Fill 'Ern."
The business sessions wound up with the opening of the question box and the answering of the
various questions submitted by J. S. MacDonald,
sales manager of the Victor Co. A number of

the questions had a decided kick to them. but
Mr. MacDonald handled the situation gracefully
and did not hesitate in any instance to find an
answer that mci the situation. The queries
ranged from those regarding the effect of wireless telephony on the talking machine trade to
those regarding the various types of records.
he meeting then adjourned.

THE CLOSING BANQUET
The three-day convention wound up with al
elaborate banquet in the Rose Garden of the
Bellevue -Stratford, when the visiting dealers were

the guests of the Philadelphia jobbers, and the
evening was a success from the time the guests
first glanced at the unique menu until "Home,
Sweet Home," put an end to the dancing.
The menu itself was a work of unusual interest, being printed in the form of the monthly
Victor hanger, with a guide line alongside each
dish regarding the proper way to eat it, as, for
instance, "Ocean -dipped Almonds-Thum and

!Thirst Phinger"; "Breast of Guinea-Nile and
Phork," and "Green Peas-Optional." Needless
to say, the menu made one of the hits of the
evening, and it is rumored that George W. %Vitney was again the responsible party.

'When Louis Buehn took up the duty of toastmaster he took occasion to express to the dealers

the appreciation of the jobbers for their attendance at the meeting and their loyal support and
expressed the hope that they would take back
with them to their homes the important lessons
learned at the convention.
Ralph M. Freeman's Address
The first speaker introduced was Ralph M.

Freeman, director of distribution of the Victor
Talking Machine Co., who had for his subject
"The Business Prospect," but took occasion at
the outset to express appreciation of the Victor
Co. for the interest taken by both the jobbers and
dealers in studying and discussing the means for
the improved distribution of N'ictor products and
for the spread of the educational work. He paid
particular tribute to Mrs. Frances E. Clark, head
of the educational department of the Victor Co.,

and the members of her staff for their excellent
accomplishments.

In commenting upon the Victor Co.'s attitude
toward the dealer and the jobber, Mr. Freeman
emphasized the fact that this company had always made it a policy to consider, first, the public buyer; secondly, the retail sales person, who
comes in contact with that buyer, and then, in
order, the dealer and the wholesaler.

Regarding future pro:Teets, Mr. Freeman said
that one man's guess was as good as another's
and that he agreed with the statement that the
business of the country was going through an
effervescent period and was bound to settle down
soon. He agreed with the opinion that one-third

of the people of the country had only half the
buying power of 1917 and expressed the belief
that the total buying power of the country to -day
was about five -sixths of that of 1917. He citcd
his experience upon a recent transcontinental
tour and declared that business appeared to be
worse in those sections where there was evident

a lack of effort. In closing, Mr. Freeman declared that a definite reaction for the better in
business was coming shortly, probably within the
next four or five months and possibly sooner.

At this point a pleasing feature was injected
when Mrs. Louise Nolan, wife 'of William Nolan.
the popular Buehn Co. representative, sang several

"spirituals," accompanied by Miss Edith

Rhetts at the piano.
Blackman Talks on Loyalty
J. Newcomb Blackman, head of the Blackman

Talking Machine Co., New York, and one of
the out-of-town jobbers observing the work of
the convention, spoke next, and based his talk
on the loyalty of both wholesalers and dealers to
the Victor Co. during the period of uncertainty
in appreciation of the tremendous help that company had given them in the conduct of their
businesses in the past through well -established
regulations and suggestions. He emphasized
particularly the fact that although many large
corporations in the steel trade and other lines of
business had written off deficits of many millions
of dollars during 1921 the Victor business had
still during that trying period continued to show
substantial profit for all concerned, Mr. Blackman used some straight language in expressing his

views on the proper attitude of the wholesale and
retail trade and made a distinct impression.
Dealers' President Expresses Appreciation
The next speaker was George \V. Hoover.
president of the Philadelphia Victor Dealers' As-

sociation, who, after thanking the jobbers and
the Victor Co. for the opportunity given the
dealers to get a proper insight into the scope
and importance of the educational work, took occasion to enlarge upon the probable results from
the conference and the importance of co-opera-

tion anions the dealers in one locality handling
the same product.
E. J. Cattell's Fine Address
The final speaker was Edward J. Cattell, the
prominent Philadelphia orator, who delivered a
sermon on optimism and the observance of the
Golden Rule that, although delivered at times in
a humorous way that kept his audience in convulsions, nevertheless carried an undercurrent of
seriousness and philosophy that made a profound
reputation as a speaker.

Following the banquet proper the guests adjourned to the ballroom for the dancing.

A Machine Stock Register Book That
Will Make Money for Victor Dealers
Requires no book-keeping knowledge to keep it up-to-date. Tells instantane-

ously what stock is on hand, what is "on order" and what styles are selling
best. Highly prized for more than a year past by many Victor dealers. Now
available for the entire Victor trade. Costs little but is worth a lot.
Jobbers' Inquiries Invited.

Dealers' Orders May Be Placed Through Regular

Jobber or Direct to

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
BUFFALO. N. Y.

Victor Wholesaler

Mr. Cattell enjoys a countrywide

impression.

IT

TELLS YOU AT A

GLANCE
Where Each Machine Was Ordered.

Date Ordered.
Quantity.
Finish.
Balance Due.

From Whom Each Machine
Was Received.
Serial Number.
Date Received.
Date Sold.

Name, etc.. of Buyer.

ALL ON FACING PAGES
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Mnufclurer of

Exclusive Cabinet Hardware and Accessories
60 Grand Street
are given weekly talks and demonstration,.

GRINNELL EDUCA !TONAL WORK
Department Opened by Grinnell
Under Direction of Miss
Bros. on January
Edith M. Ruebekam Getting Excellent Results
in the Detroit Territory

Educational

1

The

department is also parts-pating in the work of
the Council of Churches in aiding in the course
of sacred music, and is preparing to take an
active part in the forthcoming School of Religion to be held here. This work is being done

DETROIT, Mien.. March 6.-The Victor educational Department opened on the first of the year
by Grinnell Bros.. local Victor wholesalers. with
Miss Edith M. Ruebekam as director, is rapidly
developing a number of activities that promise

BISHOP RESIGNS FROM LOESER'S
Manager of the Talking Machine Department of
Frederick Loeser & Co., Brooklyn. Resigns
\V. H. Bishop, manager of the talking machine
department of Frederick Loeser & Co.. Brooklyn,

N. Y., severed his connection with that firm on
Saturday. March II. Mr. Bishop has had a wide
experience in the merchandising of Victor products. having made his start a number of years
ago with the traveling staff of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. He was associated with the Trinity
Talking Machine Co: in the financial district of
New York for three years prior to becoming

some big things for the Victor retailers in this
territory, provided they take full advantage of
the opportunities offered.
Miss Ruebekam has had wide experience in mu-

associated with Frederick Loeser & Co., two and
one-half years ago. He is considering several
offers, but has not definitely decided on his future

sic and educational work and in the handling of
publicity, having graduated from the Columbia
School of Music in Chicago. where she took a
course in voice, and later won fame conducting
a number of amateur operettas. In addition she
has had experience in newspaper work, which
enables her to get her matter across in proper

connection.

Joseph Flannigan, who has had charge of the
record stock under Mr. Bishop during the past
two years. will succeed him as manager.

ENLARGE SIMPLEX MOTOR FACTORY

form.

Among the various activities of the Grinnell

Simplex Electric Motor Meeting With SuccessPlanning to Open Factory in New York

department under Miss Ruebekam's direction is
the hooking up of the educational work with the
local

New York City

radio

broadcasting

having

service,

se-

cured a period of ten minutes each evening between seven and eight o'clock for the purpose of
sending out educational matter. At the present
time she is broadcasting information regarding
the holding of a music memory contest in Detroit. Two records for demonstration purposes
arc played each evening.

The Grinnell department

is

close

in

touch

with the Federated \\-omen's Clubs, before which

.MONTREAL, CAN., March 8.-The Simplex Electric

Edith M. Ruebekam
through various schools, through the medium of
the Art Institute and other mediums.
Miss Ruebekam has been visiting the Victor
factory in Camden. conferring with the officials
of the Educational Department there, and took
occasion to attend the meeting of the Victor dealers held in Philadelphia :H -

It Can't Be EQUALLED

Phonograph Motor Co. has found it necessary to
enlarge its factory in order to meet the increasing demand for the Simplex electric motor. The

factory is now turning out an average of 5,000
motors monthly, and is giving prompt and efficient service. The Simplex electric motor embodies a number of radical departures in design
and construction. It is built without gears or
governor, requires oiling at intervals of several
years only, and is merchandised with an ironclad
guarantee.

The inventor of 'the Simplex electric phonograph motor is Elmer A. Farmer, of the firm of
Farmer Bros. Jewelry, Ltd., well-known manufacturer of watches and clocks. 'The motor' is
equipped with an electric automatic stop switch,
so constructed that the current is automatically
cut off at the right moment. .\n average test at
the Simplex factory has shown that the cost of
electricity is in the neighborhood of five cents per
month. The company has just about completed
plans to make these motors in a factory in New
York in addition to its Montreal production, and
full details regarding these plans will be ready in
a few weeks.

IrIkea
emir

Assimmina,

BUTTE FIRM FEATURES COLUMBIA
Intensive Advertising Marks Selling Campaign
of One Week on Columbia Line

Retails at $110.00
33

WIDTH: 36"
DEPTH: 23W

![ere is a fine Musical Instrument and an attractive piece of furniture.
appeal immediately to your trade and will mean profits for you.

It will

YOU CAN'T EQUAL IT-IN QUALITY
AT THE PRICE-NOR AS A PROFIT MAKER
Double Spring Heineman Motor, Charmaphone tone arm and sound box-Nickel
nu. 1 Throughout, fine Mahogany Veneer Cabinet-Look it over.

JAIL CONCERTS BRING PUBLICITY
LOUISVILLE, KY., March S-The Edison phonograph department of the Baldwin Piano Co. here
has secured considerable publicity from a series

of concerts for the inmates of the county jail.:

SEND FOR CATALOG AND PRICES

CHARMAPHONE COMPANY

Burrr, 1\loter., March 8.-The Dreibelbis Song
Shop. of this city, featured Columbia Grafonolas
in a big selling campaign recently which covered
a period of a week. An unusually large publicity
and advertising program Was carried out in the
local newspapers and those of the surrounding
communities. H. A. Doyer, manager of the establishment, is a firm believer in advertising. and his
faith in this medium of getting a message across
to the public was amply justified in many sales
during the campaign.

39 West 32nd St.
NEW YORK

The concerts were conducted under the direction

of II. T. Costello, manager of the department..
They aroused much interest among the inmates
and much newspaper notice.
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In South Bend, Ind., the Blackstone Theatre plays Victor,
Brunswick, Columbia and Okeh records each month in turn.
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Your local advertising can only ask
people to hear your records. Mutual
Music forces a 30 minute hearing at
each theatre performance.
Let us send you the written endorsement of record dealers who are now
using Mutual Music service.

Kimball Oran and Seabrook
Concert Grande Phono§raph-

All of the phonograph record dealers in South Bend and La Porte, Ind.,
and Kalamazoo, Mich., approve the idea of having their new monthly
records played for a week each to 14,000 theatre -goers on a Seabrook
Concert Grande instrument of tremendous power and projection.

The theatre advertises, "Come to the Blackstone and hear all the latest
phonograph music"-the dealer advertises "This is Victor (or another)
Week at the Blackstone-go and hear good music while you are seeing a
good picture."
The records are played for 30 minutes at each performance; the name
and number of each record and the names of the dealers selling the
record are announced on an illuminated board, and people who own
phonographs are buying more records than ever before.

One dealer in South Bend said, "It's the best publicity work I ever did
and it certainly does sell records."
Proof that Mutual Music makes sales is found in the fact that men and

women ask for a record by name and number and don't care to hear it
played. They say, "Don't pay it, T heard it at the Theatre."
The Seabrook is made for theatre use only-only one is installed per city
to which all record dealers have equal access-full details will be sent
you if you will send us the name of the best theatre and the manager in
your city, stating whether they now use organ nr orchestra nr both.

Address, Kenyon W. Mix, Director,

Mutual Music Division, Dodge Manufacturing Co., Mishawaka, Indiana.
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tional Association of Music Merchants, who
stopped in this city recently while on a transcontinental tour in the interest of the music
trades. Included in the party were Alex McDonald and Charles Jacob. of the national executive committee.
The talking machine department of the

dggressive Merchandising of
Dealers Overcomes Business

Lethargy-Greet DeForeest
DENVER, Cot- March 7.-Talking machine deal-

ers here have had to fight against a period of
quietness during the past month. The lethargy
in the trade was confined particularly to machines and dealers through intensive advertising,
circularization and canvassing of prospects have
succeeded in making a fair showing. The record trade has been unusually brisk. This is due

in a great measure to the many fine recordings
included in the latest lists of the various record

American. Furniture Co., at Sixteenth and Lawrence streets, has been taken over by George
\V. Boylan, who will devote his time to pushing
the Cheney and Brunswick lines of phonographs.

The appearance of the Eight Victor Artists
here recently was instrumental in greatly stimulating the sale of records by these artists.

E. M. Glidden, for.ineily connected with the
traveling staff of Sherman, Clay & Co., of San
Francisco, has purchased an interest in the
Sonora Shop. 1535 Welton street, in connection

with Mr. Marsh. formerly of Marsh & Leve,
In addition to. the Sonora phonograph, the new firm will carry a line of small
musical instruments.
The Russell Gates Co. is featuring Brunswick
music dealers.

companies.

The talking machine fraternity played an important part in the reception accorded to M. V.
DeForeest, of Sharon. Pa.. president of the Na-

%tacit 15, 1922

and Columbia machines in window displays
uhich are attracting considerable attention.
The talking machine department of Daniels
& Fisher has been considerably enlarged and
improved and patrons are offered a fine selec
tion of Victor talking machines and Sonora
phonographs.

SOPHIE TUCKER ON OKEH RECORDS
Popular Vaudeville Star Will Make Okeh Records Exclusively-Headliner on Keith Vaudeville Circuit and a Great Favorite Everywhere

The General Phonograph Corp., New York.
announced to the trade this week that Sophie
Tucker, known in vaudeville as the "Queen of
Syncopation," had signed an exclusive contract to
make records for the Okeh library. Miss Tucker

recently made her first recordings, and they will
be released in the very near future.

Sophie Tucker is one of the most popular
For a

artists on the vaudeville stage to -day.

number of years she has been a recognized head-

liner on Keith's Circuit, numbering among her
admirers theatregoers from coast to coast.
is

She

credited with being the original "Queen of

Jazz" and her interpretations of the leading song
hits of the day have won general commendation
because of their originality and melody. Okeh
dealers everywhere will undoubtedly welcome the

news that Sophie Tucker will record for the
Okeh library exclusively, as she occupies a premier position in the vaudeville world.

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS
10 -inch

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
Stewart Anderson. who handles the publicity
for the Mutual Life Insurance Co., picked up the

following soliloquy some place or other and
passed it on to his agents, says The Treasure
Chart. Now, just to help a good thitig along, we

DOUBLE DISC

are passing it on to you:
I have some goldfish,

WITH A POPULAR HIT
ON EACH SIDE

Durable

A

Clear Tone

-

Musical

And they don't grow,
No matter how much
They're fed.
But I'm told
That if I'd free them
Into a bigger pond
They'd get as large
As flounders
Or calico bass.

And when I look

Your customers will come back for more
when they have once heard these records.
The latest hits are to be found on the
APRIL LIST
30511

In"
3059

inst.

Gin
Gin Glany SMre. Fos trot.
1,a3..1 by Balky 's Lucky Seven
My Mammy Knows
Pox -teat.
Played by Bailey's Lucky Sev.n

.nnorizeil Janet,
Yur-trut
trot ...Ilardi Gras Sextette
Bootblack Blum.
Blues.

3060

Alabama Mammy.
ling

by strand Theatre Quartette

N Know.
3061
N11.1! by criterion Quartette
Vocal{ atemeries 1 V legini a
alit Sono.
Sung by
!Bertha Quinn!,.
1

Want Inv World

f Three
3062 '

Inst.

D Clock

in

Moon River W all:

3063

Inst.

Fox-trot.
Played by Natal and his Orchestra

30,4{Oleo Daaabe Waltz

Capodtterr's Band

Dolorat Waltz

CapodIferes Band

.Susie by Vertion lialhart

Dear Did Southland
Vocal

Inetrot
Ceti. (Fran "The Blue Kitten").
Angel Child.

On the

Virginia

the

Morino,. Waite.
ed by specialty Orchestra

-

NUOVI DISCNI 1TALIANA

lam Garibaldi lamb
130
101.. Mania-Beak a rashers

13I

J(Amerkaa Aviation Marsh
0' ardsia-Narsia

10 hi.1 Coin

Pia, el by atm tatty Oechritra

G. tumult's Band

n lastIll's Band

C lwlu a nand
G. lentil's Band

At the walls of my office
I think of the goldfish globe
And realize I have
Nothing on the fish,

That I must get out
If 1 want to grow,
That captivity is as
Stunting to a salesman
As to a goldfish.

NEW QUARTERS FOR CHAMBERLAIN
Bosrox, NIAss..

March 10.-A. \V.

Chamber-

lain, New England factory representative of the
New York Album & Card Co., manufacturer of
"Nyacco" albums. New York City, has removed
his offices to a more advantageous location at
174 Tremont street. this city. This new location.
in the heart of the talking machine district, will
not only be valuable to Mr. Chamberlain. but will
enable him in turn to give even greater service
to his many customers.

WILL SELL OLYMPIC DISC PROPERTV

CONNORIZED MUSIC CO.
ALSO MAKERS OF CONNORIZED MUSIC ROLLS

New York

817 E. 144th St.,
UNITED MUSIC STORES
PHILADELPHIA

I,

tll

II

BALTIMORE

The property of the Olympic Disc

Record

Corp., of New York. is to be disposed of at a sale

on March 25. according to an announcement
made by Louis Jersawit, receiver in equity for
the bankrupt concern. Everything owned by
the corporation, including stock. patents, trademarks, etc., will be put up for sale.

The display ads of Stix. Baer & Fuller, St.
Louis, announcing a sale on Pathe phonographs
drew large numbers to the department. resulting
in an excellent percentage of sales.

Astcn IS, 1922
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GEER REPEATER INTERESTS SUE

B. M. COLLVER JOINS DODGE STAFF

E. S. Geer and W. H. Huth Enter Suit Against
Gold Seal Repeater Personnel-Ask for Injunction, Accounting and Damages

Well-known Talking Machine Sales Executive
Now Associated With Dodge Mfg. Co.-Will
Be Identified With Company's Sales Activities

Suit was filed in the United States District

Burton M. Collver, formerly manager of the
Eastern office of the Cheney Talking Machine
Co., and well known throughout the talking machine trade, has joined the organization of the
Dodge Manufacturing Co., of Mishawaka. Ind.,
and New York. Mr. Collver's exact duties will

Court. Southern District. New York, on Wednesday. March 8, by Edmund S. Geer, inventor of

the Geer repeater, and Walter H. Huth, head
of the Valbert Manufacturing Co., Chicago, sole
licensee under the Geer patents, against Geo. M.
Browning. "Robert \V." Nichols (the name
Robert W. being fictitious; the real initials being
unknown), "John Doe." "Richard Roe" and any
and all persons connected with the manufacture

At one time he was vice-president of the \Velte-

Mignon Co., and also occupied the important
post of manager of the Ampico division of the
American Piano Co. He is not only a sales and
administrative executive, but also. possesses a
musical knowledge that has been a n important
factor in the success he has attained in the
talking machine and piano fields. lle is entering
upon his new work with keen enthusiasm, as he
realizes that the Dodge NI fg. Co. will offer him
unlimited possibilities in the sales development
of its new products.

NOW LOCATED IN NEW FACTORY

Outing T. M. Co. Moves Into New Home-

and sale of the Gold Seal repeater. Judge
Learned Hand in the United States District

Production Increasing Steadily

Court signed an order on Wednesday directing
the defendants to show cause why a preliminary
injunction should not be entered against them.
This order is returnable March 17.

The Outing Talking Machine Co., Mt. Kisco,

Y., manufacturer of the Outing Portable
talking machine, has just moved into its new
factory. Production is now close to the one hundred mark per day, and arrangements have
N.

The suit, which asks for an injunction, accounting, damages and costs, alleges that the
defendants, in the manufacture and sale of the
Gold Seal repeater, have infringed patent No.
1.173,501, granted to Mr. Geer on February 29,

been completed to give maximum service to the
company's jobbers and dealers. During the past
few weeks a number of important jobbing
arrangements have been completed, and A. J.
Cote, president and general manager of the company. states that sales have been far beyond
all expectations.

1916, and patent No. 1,117,143. granted to Law-

rence Abrahams on November 10, 1914. and
owned by Mr. Geer. The \Valbert Mfg. Co.,
of which Mr. Huth is the head, secured some
time ago the exclusive rights to manufacture
and sell the Geer repeater, which is well known
throughout the trade. During the past few
months the company has established jobbers
throughout the country and secured a wide dis-

tribution for its product. Duell, Warfield &
Duell, New York, are the attorneys for the
plaintiffs.

AN EFFECTIVE WINDOW DISPLAY
Goebel Bros. Make Striking Tie-up of Brunswick
Record of "Ty -Tee" and "Stealing" With Sheet
Music and Musk Rolls of Those Numbers

153

HEMPEL TO GIVE REQUEST PROGRAM
Frieda Hempel, the famous Edison artist, will

Burton M Collver
very shortly, and in the interim

give her fourth and last New York recital of
the season in Carnegie Hall on Tuesday eve-

he aimuunt
he is becoming acquainted with the ramifications
of the immense Dodge manufacturing and sales
organization. This company recently announced
the Seabrook Concert Grande phonograph and
also has important products in the wireless tele-

ning. March 21. Coenraad V. Bost pianist. and
Louis P. Fritze, flutist, will be the assisting
artists. She will give a request program.

TIME TO GET BUSY

phone field which are practically ready for the

with the talking machine industry, but he 'is

Stop blaming conditions for slack business.
Get into a corner, think, and remedy whatever
sou find wrong with your policy and methods

known in the musical world from coast to coast.

of doiner business.

market.

Burton Collver is not only thoroughly familiar

In arranging a window display featuring the
Brunswick record 2180 of "Ty -Tee" and "Stealing," Goebel Bros., 127 Main street, Hackensack.
N. J., made a most effective tic -up of th. r.. ord.

Perfect
Vibrating Quality!
That's why the Violin Spruce Diaphragm reproduces tone with unparalleled
purity, resonance and individuality.
Not a single "dead" spot in the Violin
Spruce Diaphragm. Every fibre of it consists of natural vibrating membranes.
Sand strewn on it is violently thrown off

by the vibrations-every grdin of it.
The same test applied to ally mica
diaphragm results in the sand assuming

positions of rest on a large part of the
surface-indicating non -vibrating areas.
Goebel Bros.' Attractive Window
the sheet music and the music rolls of those particular selections, resulting in many sales.
The window display. which is reproduced here-

Scientific

graduation

of

the

Violin

Spruce Diaphragm, like in the top of a
violin, controls the vibration. mainta.

'

g

purity equally in the softest or loudest

with, affords a most interesting example of an

tones.

effort to get the maximum sales on featured numbers, for it was so arranged that a direct appeal

Our special process makes this diaphragm impervious to humidity conditions. It cannot warp or crack. Like a
violin it mellows with continued use and

was made not alone to the record buyer but to
the buyer of sheet music and player rolls. Otto
Goebel was the mail responsible for the display.

age.

Tone Arm Attachment For
Edison Phonographs
Our new tone arm attachment for

Edison phonographs is equipped with
Violin Spruce Diaphragm repro.
ducer; plays lateral cut records only.
Designed with a single ball joint.
it reduces sympathetic vibration and
eliminates chattering.
Of Spacial Islam. to Massafactu ears

We are prepared to furnish, in any

quantity, the following item, adapt-

to any make of plionogrr:11:
Tone ar1111, egUippc.I ..nr.lt.r 0 WI
Violin Spruce 1)iaplitamin
Violin Spruce Diaphragm repr,..
able

rlucer; or Violin Spruce Iliaphracin
11,,ric

in

2

9,' 16-

diameter

,m1) :

Violin Spruce Diaphragm reproducer as

COLUMBIA ARTISTS IN REVIEW
One of the newest entertainment places along
Broadway is the Folies Bergere, which opened
last week with the "Southern Plantation Review."

illustrated, retails for $10.00

THE DIAPHRAGM COMPANY
Cleveland

This review, which is an all -colored company,
was conceived and staged by Lew Leslie, and is

called "Night Time in Dixie -Land." Included
in the cast is Edith Wilson, exclusive Columbia artist.

She is accompanied by Johnny Dunn

and his original jazz hound orchestra, which is
also making records for the Columbia library.

Violin Spruce Diaphra
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EDISON RECORD PRICES REDUCED

Material Revisions Made in List Prices of Recreations-Reductions Also Effected in Two
Very Popular Styles of Phonographs

MARCH

15, 1922

STAR IN " QUEEN OF SHEBA" PAYS TRIBUTE TO SONORA

Downward revisions in the list prices of Edison

Re -creations,

effective

immediately, have

Leen effected, according to an announcement by
A. C. Curry. vice-president of Thomas A. Edi-

The revised prices reduce the $225
records to $2.00, the $1.85 records to $1.50 and
the $1.35 records to $1.00. Two styles of Edison phonographs, the Heppelwhite and the Jacobean, have also been reduced from $157.50 to
son, Inc.

$145, and $265 to $245 respectively.

DECA DISC MAKING PROGRESS

Ten Records Continuously
Proves Popular-Paul D. Bodwell in Charge
of Sales Which Are Rapidly Growing

Machine Playing

HANOVER, PA., March 8.-The Deca Disc Phonograph Co., of this city, is making rapid progress
in the manufacturing and merchandising of the
Deca Disc phonograph. This instrument, which

will

ten records

play

in

succession without

being manufactured in various
types. The instrument for the home has already
adjustment,

is

attained wide popularity, and the company is

The photograph. reproduced abase were presented to the Sonora
bj Betty Blythe. star of the great historical
feature picture. "The Queen of Sheba." and her telegram front San Francisco shows her to be an enthusiastic Sonora
buoster. It reads: "The Queen of Sheba won a royal throne but without Sonora phonograph I know her joy was in
complete. Would not trade a throne for the happiness
find in mine."
B

this mechanism was given every possible form

of test and trial before it was adopted by the
company. Paul D. Bodwell, president of the
Deca Disc Phonograph Co., is devoting a considerable part of his time to the company's sales
activities, and under his direction the sales are
steadily increasing.

START CREDIT CLEARANCE BUREAU

Members of Associated Retail Credit Men of
New York Organize New Bureau for Interchange of Information Regarding Those Who
Purchase Goods on the Instalment Plan

At a meeting of the Associated Retail Credit

NEW POCKET TALKING MACHINE
A German is reported to have invented and
patented a new pocket talking machine which
is about to be marketed in Europe and which
is declared to be the development of an idea

Record -Playing Mechanism

now enlarging its factory capacity in order to
meet the requirements of its trade.

At the present time three types arc being

manufactured: Model A for the private home;
model C, the commercial type, and model F. a
nickel -in -the -slot type. The continuous playing
of the ten records involves the use of mechanism

that is noteworthy for its simplicity and practical efficiency. The accompanying illustration
ill give some idea of the plan of operation, and

introduced some years ago by Charles D. Robin-

son, at present on the staff of the Columbia
Graphophone Co.

MUSIC SHOULD GIVE PLEASURE
Music, even in the most harrowing moment,
ought never to offend the ear, but should always
remain music, which desires to give pleasure.M ozart.

Men of New York City, Inc., held on Friday evening, February 24, plans were fully perfected

for the organization of a clearance bureau

for

checking instalment credits. The object of the
bureau is to provide a central agency through
which retail credit men may check up on those
who seek credit on instalment purchases and is
calculated to provide positive information instead

of forcing the credit man in many cases to depend upon his own investigation or his intuition.
At the first meeting a committee composed of
Percy Bowers, head of the credit department of
the Aeolian Co.; A. L. Frcincle, of S. Bauman &
Co.;

J. Nelson, of L. W. Sweet, Inc.; \V. H.

Caldwell, of R. C. Caldwell Co., and J. J. Van, of

Hecht Bros., was appointed to draft a form of
master cards to contain all available information
for the credit man. These master cards will be
placed in the general files and be made instantly
accessible to the members of the Association.

Through the use of the bureau the inquiring
member will also be kept posted on the future
activities of his customers and thus be able to
tell accurately why certain accounts are slowing
up on payments or ceasing to pay altogether.
A number of representatives of the music trade
attended the first meeting and affiliated themselves with the new bureau, among them being
J. Kohnheim, of the Story & Clark Piano Co.;

W. R. Bunce, of the Rudolph \Vurlitzer Co.;

INTERIOR VIEW
STYLE So. S
MAHOGANY OR OAK FINISHES

The Schloss Console

for Victrola VI

gCHLOSS BROTHERS
C

801 EAST 135th ST.

MAMA ACCURPRS

NEW YORK CITY

N'alentine Faeth, of \Vintcrroth & Co.; B. Becker,
of the Aeolian Co., and representatives of Gimbel
Bros. and Bloomingdale Bros., department stores
handling pianos and musical instruments. A

score or more of other concerns selling at retail
and on the instalment plan are also actively interested in the new movement.

At a second meeting, which was held

following

%%Tel:,

it

was

planned to

the

present

the draft of the master card for the consideration
of the Association and for adoption. Meetings
are held in the offices of the Associated Retail
Credit Men of New York City, Inc., 15 East
Thirty-seventh street.

It was Lincoln who said: "Let us have faith
that right makes might, and in that faith let us
to the end dare to do our duty as we understand
it." This declaration .of the martyr president
should be cultivated.
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411 There is less after -sale
service on a Stephenson

Precision -Made Motor,
because it is Precision -Made

L

STEPHENSON
DIVISION
01

C ASS G SLOA N

Onc Hundred and Seventy Pennington Street

Neroark,,Xew jerrey-

MANUFACTURERS OF THE STEPHENSON PRECISION -MADE MOTORS AND TONE ARM AND SOUND BOX
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION MEETS

SITUATION IN THE FRENCH TRADE

Holding Session in Chicago as World Goes to Press-Will Arrive in New York for Two Days'
Session at Hotel Commodore Commencing March 15-Important Matters Being Discussed

Talking Machine Business Over There Reported
to Be Slow-Some Interesting New Inventions,
Including an Artificial Shellac for Records

As The World goes to press the executive com-

mittee of the National Association of Talking
Machine Jobbers is in session in Chicago and
rirst reports indicate that the attendance of memAssociation at the open meeting
registers nearly 100 per cent. Upon the completion of the Chicago meeting the members of
the executive committee will come to New York.
bers of the

a constructive program for the executive session.
and particular attention will be given to the selling problems of the industry. One of the chief
speakers at both sessions will be Gilbert I!. Montague. counsel for the Association, who will dis-

One of the prominent French music trade
papers in a recent review of the conditions in
the talking machine industry in that country
declares that the volume of business is still
low and ascribes as one of the reasons the fact
the French still stick to the sapphire reproducing point, although all the rest of the world
has adopted the metal needle.

cuss the various legal developments of interest to
the trade. The plans for the annual convention

at Atlantic City in June will also be discussed

arriving here on the morning of. March 13. and
hold a two days' session at the Hotel Commodore. where the Eastern members of the organization will be welcomed.
The idea of holding two meetings of the executive committee. one in the East and one in the

by the delegates.

West. in order to make it convenient for

the

entertainment, the big feature being a dinner and

members of the Association to get in touch with
the executive body and discuss the many pertiment trade topics worked out so successfully last
year. with meetings in St. Louis and Boston. that

theatre party on the evening of March IS. On
that evening the visiting jobbers will be the
guests of the New York members of the Association at dinner, probably at the Palais
after which they will attend the performance of
"The Blue Kitten." the musical comedy success at the Selwyn Theatre.

the plan has been repeated this year and will
probably become a permanent feature.
The officers of the Association have laid clown

--

MARCH OKEH WINDOW DISPLAY
Okch Display Service Very
Attractive-Many Applications for Service

Latest Unit

in

The Okeh window display for March is an

Through the efforts of Fred

1'.

Oliver and

The review also calls attention to a number
of new inventions which are expected to stimulate business to a certain degree, among them
several improvements in tone chambers; a cabi-

Lloyd 1.. Spencer, special arrangements have
been made at the Hotel Commodore for the 'ac-

commodation of the visiting jobbers and there
have also been elaborate plans made for their

net with shelves that may be arranged hori-

During the first ten days of February there
were received in the Okeh advertising department 147 new applications for this monthly
service. The March display is especially attractive and its color design is unique in many

tising manager of the General Phonograph
Corp.. states that Okeh dealers are advising him

by P. M. Hall-Luncheon Follows

H. M. Linter, of the Kirkman Engineering
Corp.. New York City, reports that orders for
K -E and Simplex record cleaners are continuing

10 a. in., when the meeting was opened, a goodly

SUCCESSFUL KIRKMAN CAMPAIGN

come

in

in

sub-

stantial quantities. Mr.
Linter attributes the
remarkable
quantity
of these record cleaners sold to the advertising campaign conducted in The Talking

Machine World and
the policy of the Kirkman

Engineering

Corp. of its distribution through the jobber. Mr. Linter states
that this distribution
policy provides an attractive profit for both
the jobber and dealer

and a monthly letter
to jobbers calls attention to the advertising
campaign being con-

Okeh Window Display for March Is Attractive
r,v

1,1,-.

!III. salt -

MR. DEALER !

Dealers Listen to New Records and an Address

Victor retailers and their employes were invited to attend a recital of April Victor records
held at the headquarters of the Knickerbocker
Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesaler, Ncw
York City, on Tuesday morning. March 7. By

to

proving a !"-0,-T

KNICKERBOCKER CO. ENTERTAINS

respects.

excellent example of

the distinctiveness and
sales value of the new window display service
announced a few months ago by the Okeh
advertising department. J. A. Sieber, adver-

zontally or at an angle; a new talking machine
that looks like a lamp with the horn in the
base and the motor at the top, covered by the
shade, and a means for softening the sound.
It is also stated that there has just been invented a new artificial shellac for records which.
it is declared, has the desirable qualities of
genuine shellac, but can be manufactured and
sold at a much lower price.

ducted and suggests a
trial order. This suggestion has been liberally
followed
by
great,

,lt' 71713re

Vc,n.

.1.

-

number were present. Interspersed with the
playing of the records were a number of helpful
discussions and business talks. P. I. Hall. of
the Continental Guarantee Corp.. New York City,
addressed the dealers on financing and interestingly outlined the proposition offered by his company.

The Krumik Studios. producer of dis-

play matter, was also represented by Mr. Fuller.
who told of the plans of his organization. Fol-

lowing the morning session the retailers were
the guests of the Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co. at luncheon at the Hotel Theresa.

WOODSIDE VOCALION CO. ORGANIZED
The Woodside Vocalion Co., organized re-

cently at Portland, Me., has been granted a

charter of incorporation under the laws of that

State, with 1,000 shares of common stock. The
concern is conducting a general musical instrument business. Officers of the company are:
President and treasurer, Chester V. Woodside;

clerk, Ralph 0. Brewster; directors, Chester V.
Woodside, M. E. Woodside and M. J. Cuernett,
all of Portland.

A n,': !:ilking iachine establishment ha.. !wen
opened

\l a'

111..

by

"I

These Numbers Are Advertised From Coast to Coast

LONESOME MAMA BLUES

SUPPOSE THE ROSE WERE YOU

By the Composer who wrote "Dangerous Blues."
The feature song of the biggest Blues and Jazz
singers, and the orchestra favorite Fox Trot.

By Lucien Denni. He wrote "Starlight Love."
Kitty Gordon's knock -out Hit.
Hundreds of other acts using it.

Make Your Profit -Have Them in Stock!
OTHER BIG SELLERS
DANGEROUS BLUES
12TH STREET RAG-Song
MANILA MEMORIES
12TH STREET RAG-Instrumental

KISS ME DEAR

J. W. JENKINS' SONS MUSIC CO.

Kansas City, Mo.

NI ss. it

I;.
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trade. by perfectly good Sears -Roebuck method..
Counter -melodies are now kept in stock by ino-t

PUTTING MUSIC INTO JAll
OBSERVATIONS ON THE ROAD
By JULES H. ROOS
Cheer up, fellows. the first
hundred years is the
Hardest, then you get used to
Did you ever realize

How many

sales

Writer in New York Times Credits Paul Whiteman With Developing and Popularizing a New
School of Orchestration and Tells Why

In a lengthy story on the subject of "Putting
the Music Into Jazz." written by Helen ItuIlitt
Lowry. and published in the New York Times.
high tribute is paid to Paul Whiteman and his
musicianship for the creation of a new type of

it.

of

syncopated harmony that is based upon sound
music fundamentals.
After telling how many orchestra leaders-and,
for that matter, arrangers-simply content themselves with more or less inartistic repetitions of
a single melody, the writer goes on to say:
"The Paul Whiteman idea is to take this melody and build in the gaps between its occurrence
with counter -melodies, instead of with improvised
'fake stuff' and gymnastics. An introduction is

phonographs rely
on the needle you
Use to demonstrate the
machine?

Lest you forget. a visit

to Toronto will not be
complete unless you
stop
awhile at the Whaley
Royce Co.

and look the place met
and. above all, meet three
of the finest fellows
who ever signed an order:

Holmes R. Maddock. Wm. If. Myhill
and W. A. Hunter.
Each one is a genius in his line
But oh how Holmes Maddock loves
to kid me
and the funny part of it is
he makes me like it.
I love to hear him call Inc "Jules."
Great fellows and a great

by him while on my visit to
Toronto.

The only thing I'd love to know. Fred.
is what became of the Scotch?

While at the Crown Music Co. the other
day an excited dealer came rushing in and
said: Hurry and pack me up a hundred
copies of "In Maytitne I Learned to Love," by

The Metropolitan Museum ot
has taken industrial art under its left wing- then.
'Why.' he asks, 'should not some philanthropi-t
endow a (lance orchestra? No symphony orchestra could -exist without an endowment, for a com
mercial concern has to follow public taste instead
of to lead it. Dance musk is wrong if it create,
nasty steps. Then certainly it should be a mattri
of grave concern to the country that our dance
music should not be wrong.' Such an endowed
orchestra, he explains. could be given the leisure
to spend on 'research' on how to refine (lance
music."

COLUMBIA CO.'S FINANCIAL STATUS

matically. while each time the melody is reached
throughout the number it is arrived at through
an entirely different 'counter-melody'-sometimes
through breathless moments of rhapsody, again
through a 'plaintive love lament, or a theme iron)
a Chopin mazurka may be used as a counter -

It was stated in financial circles in New York
last week that notwithstanding big losses by the
Columbia Graphophone Mfg. Co. last year, as a
result of inventory cuts, the balance sheet as of
December 31 shows that the management was

"There is no secret about the 'method.' It is
Nor does Whiteman claim to be
a composer. He frankly says to other dance orchestra leaders. 'You can do it. too, provided you
arc a trained musician instead of a trickster.'
"Moreover, the phonograph records of this new
dance orchestra have been spreading the knowlnot patented.

for the courtesies extended to me

"Nor is the ambition of the reformer of j:,..
yet realized.

Report of the Financial Condition of the Columbia Mfg. Co. Favorable for Progress in 19221921 Was a Year of Effective Readjustment

dancers.

I want to thank Fred Trestrail,
of the Musical Merchandise Sales Co.,

concerns.

usually given to the piece that the first strains
of the melody proper may be approached dra-

melody to give buoyancy to the spirits of the

organization.

154c

edge of the new kind of jazz broadcast, until
already one important result is manifest. A demand is coming into music publishing houses for
jazz compositions 'arranged' for a four or a five
or a twelve -man orchestra, until the publishing
houses are beginning to employ a musician to
turn out these arrangements for the out-of-town

able to set its house in better order than \Vail
Street generally was inclined to believe. The
balance sheet shows total current assets of $23,506,669, against current liabilities of $16,996.923
after making big cuts for inventory depreciation.

losses from reductions in prices of records and
bad debts. Cash on hand at the end of the year
Inventories were carried at $14,218.925 in contrast to
$23,236,574 in 1920. The banking indebtedness
was $3,283,072 and receivables $6,004.672.

has

not increased materially during the year.

totaling $13,783,381 on December 31, against $13.450,000 a year before. The losses taken during
the year, however, wiped out the $1.000.000 cur -

plus and set up in its place a profit and loss
deficit of $14.579.882.

Herman Snyder. on seeing the
dealer was in a hurry, sent him home in a
taxicab. That's what we call service.
Jack Snyder.

While in Detroit we had a very pleasant visit
with C. H. Grinnell. of Grinnell Bros., and we

arc always certainly glad to get to Detroit
if only to run over to Grinnell Bros. and say
Hello to all the boys.
Martin

Between

c474:43
-41

Ralph and

C. H. Grinnell has a couple of wonderful
fellows with him.

WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The writer predicts that the present business
year will be the biggest phonograph and
record year in history.
It is up to you fellows to all get your share of
this wonderful prosperity.

Used by 80'; of the population, sold by the
leading jobbers throughout the world.
A nationally advertised article that has been in everincreasing demand since it was established in 1913

If Al Edlectein, of the Strand
Temple of Music. Albany. N. Y.,
ever runs for Governor
He can be sure of two voteshis own and the writer's.
He's a great fellow, pals.

WALL-KANE needles are packed in metal
display stands holding 60 packages, 24 loud,
24 extra loud and 12 medium.
They are also packed in cartons of 100 packages of a single tone, either loud, extra loud or

Let's make him head of the
sugar feeder's Union.

N

medium.

Our friend Franklin Clare,
of the Iroquois Sales Co..
of Buffalo, says it was
a very good idea putting Buffalo
so near the Canadian Border.
It makes it' handy in getting the stuff

JOBBERS ONLY-APPLY FOR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION

and you can depend on me, Clare?

The fellow who says the (lays
of opportunities arc past is
like Rip Van Winkle. He's asleep.

The Greater New York Novelty Co.
Sole Manufacturers of

too.

If you haven't a good
excuse for what you say
Don't say it.

WALL-KANE NEEDLES
3922

Fourteenth Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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THREE HANDSOME NEW PERIOD VOCALIONS ANNOUNCED

factors in the large Vocation instrument line.
The Aeolian Co. also announces, effective

New Console Models in Early American, Queen Anne and Jacobean Designs Expected to Make a
Strong Appeal-Price Reductions Announced on Other Vocalion Period Styles

March 6, a new schedule of retail prices covering
period style Vocations. the following models
being affected: No. 1595, 1596, 1619, 1621, 1635,

lo19. 1621 and 1923, and in view of the popuis believed that
the console models will be among the leading

reduction in price is most substantial in every

---

The Aeolian Co. recently announced the addition of three handsome new console Period
Vocations to the company's extensive line, to

larity of the upright style it

1633, 1617, 1623, 1627, 1625, 1629 and 1631.

case, being from $295 to $250 on Style 1595, to

The Vocation, Style 1622-Queen Anne

The Vocation, Style 1624-Jacobean

be known as Style 1620, early American, listed
at $300; Style 1622, Queen Anne, listed at $350;
and Style 1624, Jacobean, listed at $385.
The case designs of the three new instruments

from $600 to $525 on Style 1631.
with corresponding reductions all
along the line.
The various period model Vocations, both the upright styles and

are most artistic and are true to the periods
represented. Style 1620 is beautifully finished in
brown mahogany arid the case is an exemplifica-

tion of the

the

best work of some of the early

is graceful in every
The Queen Anne model, Style 1622,

models.

been

have

The latest revision of list prices.

combines simplicity with an authentic following

therefore, may be expected to
stimulate the demand materially
and make a particular appeal to

of the details of the period, and the rich mahogany finish serves to bring out these details
to advantage. The Jacobean, Style 1624, gets
away most gracefully from the heaviness of
design frequently associated with that period
and the shaded walnut finish adds materially
to the general attractiveness of the cabinet.
All the new models are equipped with the
new Vocation tone arm and sound box, velour
covered turn table and gold finished hardware
The Jacobean model is also
throughout.
equipped with the Graduola
The three new period styles correspond in
design to the three upright period models. Styles

table

strongly featured by the dealers
and have proven very popular with
the buying public.

American craftsmen and
detail.

The

those who have been standing pat
waiting for price readjustments before purchasing their machines. The excellent designs offered in the Vocation period
models have been the subject of
and

favorable comment from authorities in decorative art matters, for in
every instance
been executed

The Vocation, Style 1620-Early American

the

designs

with a full

have

under-

standing and appreciation of the
dominant details of the period.

ACQUIRE NEW CAMEO FACTORY

INSTALLING STORE EQUIPMENT

MANY EXHIBITS AT LEIPSIC FAIR

Cameo Record Co. Acquires Factory at Framing-

Leon Tobias, secretary of Van N'een & Co.,
Inc, reports that his company has concluded arrangements with a number of representative
houses within the past few weeks for increased
and new equipment. Among these is the retail
wareroom of Max Phillips. of 1227 Seventh
street. N. \V., Washington, D. C., where a complete Col -Van equipment in ivory and blue has
been installed.
This installation includes six
hearing rooms and provision for 1.000 records.
The Long Island News Co., of Flushing, L. I., is
having a complete new store front made and in-

Talking Machine Industry Well Represented at
Big German Exposition Held This Month

ham, Mass.-George L. Funnell in ChargeBridgeport Factory Also Working to Capacity
E. N. Burns, president of the Cameo Record
Co.. New York, announced on Wednesday that
his company had acquired another record -press-

ing plant at Framingham. Mass. The Siemon
Hard Rubber Co., of. Bridgeport, Conn., has
already started pressing Cameo records and the

addition of the Framingham plant will give the
company splendid facilities. At the present time
the Framingham factory has a capacity of 20,000

records per day, and new machinery is being
installed which will give the plant an output of
66.000 records per day.
Geo. L. Funnell, who is recognized internationally as one of the leading experts of recc.rd manufacturing. has been placed in charge of
the Cameo factory at Framingham. Mr. Fun-

nel'

at one time was factory manager of the

Columbia Graphophone Co. and more recently
s a., in charge of the manufacturing plants of
the Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal.
Aim high. If you miss you will at least have
the satisfaction of knowing that you tried and.
-ides. you will go much further than if you
l'ad not tried.
I

terior work as well for the display of Victrolas
in its Victor department. Van Veen & Co., Inc.,
will shortly install in the warerooms of Herbert
& Iluesgen, on Forty-second street and Fifth
avenue, a combination phonograph and radio de-

partment. which will he an unique metropolitan
development.

WATERSON NOW CAMEO EXECUTIVE
Henry Waterson, head of the music publishing

firm of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder. New York.

Reports from Germany arc to the effect that
the talking machine interests have been strongly
represented at the Leipsic Fair, held during the

week of March 5 to 12, with a number of new
types of machines. records and accessories being

shown. The influx of foreign visitors to attend
the fair is said to have been unusually large, a
number of them coming from the United States
and a small army from Great Britain.

ADD RADIO OUTFITS TO LINE
The Cabinet & Accessories Co., Inc., New
York City, distributor of talking machine accessories, has added radio outfits to the lines
which it distributes. The outfits added are
made by the A. C. Gilbert Co , of New Haven.
Conn.. and cover a wide variety of radio sets
from $12.50 to the highest price on the market.
The Cabinet & Accessories Co., Inc., has these
sets installed at its headquarters and is demonstrating to visiting (healers.

and well known throughout the musical field, has
been elected vice-president of the Cameo Record Co.. New York.
Mr. Waterson succeeds

August Pleibel, in charge of the retail Victor
department of H. A. \Veymann & Son, Inc..

Earl Jones, who is no longer connected with

Philadelphia, has been removed to a local liopital for a possible operation.

the company.
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THE VICTOR JOBBERS' CONVENTION

FAVORS FLEXIBLE TARIFF
Flexible

Annual Meeting of National Association of Talk-

Valuation-President Given Wide Powers in
Increasing or Lowering Rates by Proclamation, to Prevent Unfair Competition

ing Machine Jobbers to Be Held at Atlantic

INGTON.

\V %?.

Indorses

Committee

Finance

Senate

D.

C.,

March 9.-The

Senate

Finance Committee has agreed to tarn over to
the experts that have been assisting it the duty
of preparing in legislative language the valuation
basis for inclusion in the forthcoming tariff law.
The American valuation plan as proposed in
the Fordncy Tariff bill as it came from the House
was rejected by the Committee several days ago.
It is stated that the House Republicans who have
been fighting for "adequate" protection are much
disappointed and that they contemplate fighting
any substitute for their plan. However, despite
the pressure that has been brought to bear upon

the Finance Committee the present system of
levying duties upon the basis of the foreign invoice values of dutiable merchandise will be retained.

To meet the demands of the manufacturers for
protection greater than that provided in the

Underwood Tariff Act there will be incorporated
in the new plan a section granting authority to
the President to increase or decrease rates of
duty contained in the new law, not to exceed 50
per cent.

By means of this provision the President, by
proclamation, after investigation by the Tariff
Commission, would be able to advance the rate
on a given commodity to meet foreign competition where such action would be found advisable, and, on the other hand, if a complaint from
importers that existing rates arc so high as to
keep out imported articles is found to be a fact,
and conditions so warrant such action, the rate
or rates thereon could be reduced not to ex-

golf tournament.
The hotel at which the convention will be held
has not been definitely decided upon, but it is

probable that the announcement regarding the
headquarters will be made very shortly. The
arrangements committee promises a number of
interesting and unusual features calculated to
make the meeting one of the most resultful held
thus far. One thing certain is that Atlantic City
convention invariably draws a maximum attend-

PLAN GERMAN TARIFF INCREASE

Music Service Shop, 12 Sixth
St., New Dori), N. Y.

FOR SALE
and

voice

:Magnavox

Would be pleased to
hear from someone wishing an especially
fine working instrument. Graham Piano
Co., Cortland. N. Y.

RECORDS

MUSIC ROLLS
R.Et. 011D CLEANERS
PHONOGRAPH DELIA EICY COVERS
ISUIIIILE BOOKS

I HIRE NEEDLES
I- 'BRE NEEDLE CUTTERS
RECORD FLASHERS
GEER RECORD REPEATER
TONOVONE NEEDLES
REFLEX() NEEDLES

DANCING "IiIIIMANDY"
DAN('/ NG RASTUS
PLA I ER -PIANO VACUUM CLEANER
StiI'LEIIENT MAILING ENVELOPES
SAPI111/1E BALL NEEDLES

Stratford, this week, visited the Victor Co. factory at Camden this morning, at the invitation of
F. E. Delano, and were conducted on a tour of
inspection through the plant, which, as usual,

the trip for the first

fact

sAPPIIIRE POINT NEEDLES
DIAMOND l'OINT NEEDLES

I N IV EICSAL DISPLAY RACKS
SHEET MUSIC RACKS

it was both

NI -OIL

BOBOLINK
6k.trils RECORDS AND PlIONO-

O

GODOWSKY TO THE ORIENT

P BONO MOVIES
STOCK ENVELOPES
"N ULU E" MUSIC ROLL ATTACHMENT

=

;

SPRING LUBRICANT
VICTOR AND COLUMBIA
IIENTS

Godowsky, the great pianist and Brunswick
artist, is scheduled to give concerts in San Francisco on March 21 and 26, prior to his departure

ii

for the Orient, where he plans to make an

firo

extended recital tour.
cited much interest.

His trip has already ex-

EACH

Dealers Ad Free on Orders of 100
HEADQUARTERS LOU
%TEEL NEEDLES Ix METAL BOXES
RECORD ALBUMS
ALBUM SETS FOR No. SO VICTUAL.%
ALBUM SETS. ALPHABETICALLY
STAMPED
REPAIR PARTS
KENT ADAPTERS
BANNER She. RECO RUN
MIRIRMILIKE POLISH
CON V LILT° CABINETS
ISRILLIANTONE STEEL NEEDLES
MAGNEDO SIULTI-PLA YI NG NEEDLES
RECORD DELIVERY ENVELOPES
slIECT MUSIC

iE

1'utt:mm.1m%, P.A., March 9.-Two score or MOM

CHANGE IN GAELIC PHONOGRAPH CO.
Brand-new music
outfit for $150.00.

15c.

DEALERS VISIT VICTOR PLANT

educational and enjoyable.

expense.

CELLULOID TOP
RECORD CLEANER

a

and parts, 20 g.m.

upon him by the New York critics for his re-

We can take care of YOUR REPAIRS
on STATEN ISLAND. Save time and

THE NEW

indifferent to the kind or preparation of thc material used; parts, though not specified, arc taxed
at the same rate as the body to which they apply.
Similarly, articles required for playing, such as
bows, hammers, drumsticks. Wire strings, except those covered with copper wire, etc., pay
string rate. Children's musical toys, all kinds

made a distinct impression upon those who made

REPAIRS

MONTHLY SPECIAL

g.m.; strings, prepared, catgut, 100 g.m.; covered
wire, all kinds, 200 g.m.
Musical apparatus not specified are taxed, quite

Giuseppe Danise, Brunswick artist, has deservedly earned the very high praise bestowed
markable histrionic and vocal ability in the new
production of Catalini's "Loreley." at the Metropolitan Opera House.

-

-SOURCE__
E- `Lew"
Rtcoie:s

VC

ments, 70 g.m.; pianos, all kinds, 80 g.m.; piano
actions and keyboards. 110 g.m.; stringed instru-

attended the sales conference held at thc Bellevue -

DANISE WINS HIGH PRAISE

CO.

Under the new plan duties will be levied on imports as follows:
Talking machines, including those fitted with

States without incurring retaliatory action on the

of the Government of the United States.

"CAE;

$44^""cLoso

certain products classed as non -essentials. Musical instruments and accessories are affected.

of the Victor dealers and their salespeople, who

part

MUSIC

ON

The German Government, in planning a revision of its customs tariff, is considering immediate increases of 100 per cent in the duty on

the United

the exporters of

PLAZA

ments and Accessories Proposed by Government as Part of Tariff Revision

ments, 60 g.m.; other mechanical actions with
combinations for rendering musical sounds, 80
gm.; other musical instruments not specified, 60

privileges from

N (cox

FROM -__

Doubling of Import Duties on Musical Instru-

clause dutiable at 33 per cent was being imported

leges to another country and withhold similar

--- setae',

ance of Association membership.

clocks with musical accessories, 400 g.m.: pipe
organs, 50 g:m.; brass and wood wind instru-

remove such article from the basket clause and
give it a separate classification and a higher rate
of duty.
Still another feature of the bill deals with the
depreciated currency, and this would become
cmperative when the foreign money fell below 70
per cent of par. It was decided this would not
conflict with existing treaties with foreign nations.
The experts have been instructed to draft provisions dealing with unfair practices in foreign
trade. It is. proposed also to have provisions
dealing with discrimination, so that it will not be
possible for any foreign country to accord privi-

ACCESSORIES k
Jinn One Source"

body to carry the meetings over at least four
days. the fifth day being devoted to the annual

electrical apparatus, 120 gold marks per 100 kilo's;

same or comparable American merchandise. In
such event the President, by proclamation, could

- BUY YOUR

Plans are proceeding rapidly for the annual
convention of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, which will be held at Atlantic City, on June 12, 13, 14, 15 amid 16. The
convention period will be longer than usual in
the belief that there will be a sufficient number of
important matters requiring consideration by the

Another proviso will give to the President authority to reclassify the commodities covered in
the proposed new law. For instance, it might
be found that an article contained in a basket

quantities which precluded the sale of the

PLAZA

City From June 12 to 16, Inclusive

ceed 50 per cent.

in

155

11

ATTACH TON E -A It OS AND SOUND -BOXES

STEEL NEEDLES IN ENVELOPES
WITH SPECIAL IMPRINT

tillhstiiiitiWatch ter ear nett rReath's
setceels

,01,04

00'

1111E3

Hugh T. Fay, formerly president of the Gaelic
Phonograph Record Co.. Inc.. New York City,

PLAZA MUSIC CO.

bas severed his connection with that company.
The business is being continued under the direction of Thos. F. Dwyer. Mr. Fay has not as yet

NEW- -YORK

announced his future plans.

18 WEST 2014 STREET

o
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The Last Word
in Electric
Phonograph Motors
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The Electromophone
Absolutely Silent
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bl to any voltage. Tone arm
Adjustae

equipped
with electrical stopping device, which operates
in conjunction with the Electromophone
Record stops automatically on last noteNever fails ! !
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THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
in answer to a letter of Mr. EddCII, 01 Bloomfield,

REPAIRS

N. J.

His subject was "The inadvisability of

using broken parts a second time, inasmuch as it
would tend to deteriorate the original quality and
value of the machine."
To continue my answer to his letter I will

TALKING MACHINE TROUBLES AND
HOW TO REMEDY THEM
Conducted by Andrew H. Dodin

say after having seen Mr. Ruffs machine perform, examining and carefully testing the main

ON THE REPAIRING OF OLD SPRINGS
(Continued)
In my answer to Dominick Ruff, Youngstown,

0., in the January issue of The World I mentioned the fact that after I had seen the machine
for repairing broken springs that be wrote about
I would be pleased to give the dealers my opinion of it and also of his method of work.
I have had, within the past week, a personal

call and demonstration by Mr. Ruff of his machine and method of handling broken springs,
and, while I cannot describe certain details of the
working of this little apparatus until final patents
have been granted, I can give a general outline
of his method of using it.
In the first place, it is presumed that the party
using one of these machines has in his shop
equipment a furnace or gas torch with which to
remove the temper from the spring ends. Also

a pair of pliers or tool for shaping the center of
the spring and a means for making a hole in the
center or cage ends of the springs. There is at
the present time a tool, or punch. on the market
for punching these holes, either pear shape or
oblong hole with square corners, which in connection with Mr. Ruff's machine makes an ideal

springs after they had been repaired in this way,
that it is my opinion that no one could find fault
with the method if it is carefully followed and
done in the right way. I am still of the opinion
that no matter how good is the method of doing
a thing it is the skill in the application of the
method by the workman that counts.

STIMULATED TRADE IN BRIDGEPORT

157
SPRINKLE CO. IN NEW HOME

C., March 7.-The Sprinkle
Piano Co. has moved from the quarters on Main
street to an attractive establishment at 436 Trade
WINSTON-SALEII, N.

street,

in one of the best locations in the city.

The lower floor is largely taken up by the record
demonstration booths and the record stock. A
balcony has been given over to a complete line of
Brunswick phonographs. The concern also operates stores in Norfolk, \'a.; Richmond, Va.,
and Greensboro. N. C.

A. J. CRAFTS CO. FILES PETITION
A voluntary petition in bankruptcy has been
filed by the A. J. Crafts Piano Co., Inc., of Richmond, Va. Liabilities are estimated at $71,760
and assets are about $168,951.

BRIDGEPORT, Cost:., Nlarch 2.-D. M. Read & Co.,

Pathe dealers in this city, stimulated their business to a remarkable degree through a sale of
Pattie phonographs at special prices. A large
number of sales were reported as a direct result of this campaign.

Inability to col-

lect outstanding accounts is said to be the rea-

son for the petition.

R. H. Talley has been

appointed receiver.

Before making any moves consider what the
end will be.

A VIOLAPHONE NEEDLE
Plays 10 Records

Brilliantly !

working combination.

For an example we will take a situation as
A repairman in a small town in the
middle of New Jersey has brought to him for
follows:

repair a double -spring motor. Upon opening the
cages and examining the main springs he finds

that one of them is broken in the center coil
where it engages the sleeve hook of the center
shaft. Upon looking over his stock of main
springs he discovers that he has no main springs
of that particular type on hand. To obtain a nett
one from his source of supply would mean -everal days' delay; as a consequence, the probabilities are that the customer will take his machin,
to the next nearest repairman and try his su.

This is the VIOLAPHONE-the electrotempered, rust -proof needle that plays
10 records-BRILLIANTLY-and positively without injury to the record.

Here's the Perfect Needle
for Phonograph Repeating Devices

cess there.

For a situation such as this Mr. Ruffs machine
life saver. He proceeds in the following
manner to make the repair, using the old main
spring. First, the broken main spring is removed
from the cage, the cage end is placed in the furnace and the .temper removed for about three
is a

inches front the end; the spring coiling pliers
arc brought into use and the end of the spring

i

This end
now placed over the receiving mandrel of th.
"Ruff Spring Saver" and the machine coils up
the spring, when wound up to about eighteen
inches from the center, and a retaining ring is
placed about the spring, the machine is opened
and the wound -up spring removed. This gives
you the main spring with the broken center on
the outside and in a position to place in the furnace to remove the temper and to punch a hole
for the cage rivet. Probably the first thought
this method of handling a main spring brings to
an inexperienced man is that the main spring
would not be as strong nor have as much life as
it had when wound the other way. On the other
hand, it is undoubtedly stronger and exerts more
pull than it did before, for in reversing the wind
is shaped. to

fit the center shaft.

of the coils, not only the temper but the

And Your Customers
Come Back for More

graph Repeating Devices.

Phonograph owners

stiff, strong, tempered point is unaffected by the heavy strain that bends
or breaks the ordinary multi -playing

Needles.

Its

needle.

You'll prevent come -backs and assure
your customers satisfaction if you'll
recommend Violaphone Needles when
you sell Repeating Devices.

They Sell Themselves

like their convenience - their
economy (500 records played-BRILLIANTLY-for 10c). They like the
They

considerate

way

that

Needles treat their records.

Violaphone

No wonder they come back and ask

by name for those;satisfaetory VIOLA
PHONE Needles.

\lade in Three

At 100% Profit
A neat counter -salesman, holding 60
boxes of 50 needles each, costs you

$3.00-5c per box.
And this industrious, efficient

like Violaphone

sales-

man (with mighty little help from you)
sells its wares for $6.00 per box.
You double your money!

Tonal Qualities
You can have Violaphone Needles in
Medium. Loud or Extra -Loud Tone.
All tone -qualities are the same price -$3.00 per carton of 60 boxes.
For dance music, you'll find the Extra Loud quality a big favorite.

fact

that the spring had been coiled the opposite way

for a long time increases the pull and strength
of the spring when brought into the new position.
its

IT takes a rugged needle-a VIOLA PHONE Needle --to operate suc
cessfully the popular new Phono-

In my opinion, this little machine, outside of
saving in money to the repairman, is the

greatest time -saving tool that he could possess.
lie would never be in a position where (from the

fact that he did not have a spring in stock) he
would he unable to make a repair. I do not look
so much to the part -saving end of the matter as
I do the time -saving end-there is nothing in our
world so valuable as time.
In the February issue of The World I wrote

VIOLAPIIONE Needles will he Money -Makers and Friend -

Makers in YOUR store. A small selection-two or three
cartons will start you nicely. NN'hy not order TODAY "c

The Fred.
Gretsch
Mfg.oCo.
Musical Instrument Makers
Since 1883

60 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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A big money's worth! Two beautiful num-

bers by Louis Graveure- "Vale" and

"Sylvia," both on one record. Admirers of
this operatic baritone will surely want his
April record. A-3548.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

CLEVER WINDOW ATTRACTS PUBLIC

TRADE QUADRUPLED IN 1921

Artistic Display of Gennett Records and Starr
Phonographs in Window of Prominent St.
Louis Firm Attracts Attention of Passers-by

Department of Commerce Trade Review Shows
Fourfold Gain Over Last Pre-war Year

The display shown below, which was gotten up

by E. E. Fay, of the Connorized Music Co., appears in the windows of the Union house Furnishing Co., St. Louis: Mo., and is attracting a

Wissititicroti, D. C., March 10.-A world trade
ualance in 1921 favorable to the United States,
four times greater than the last pre-war year,
notwithstanding a decline of 45 per cent in exports and 52 per cent in imports for 1921 over
1920, was announced last

week by the Department
in a review of trade con-

their ownership and interest, which must be thoroughly American, and are then given the benefit
of confidential information relative to foreign
trade which they can obtain front no other source.

SONORA SLIDE FOR APRIL
Attractive Advertising for Moving Picture Publicity Issued by Sonora Phonograph Co.
The Sonora Phonograph Co., 279 Broadway,
New York, in accordance with its usual custom,

-suing for April a very attractive moving

is

chtions.

The total export trade,
the review said, fell from
si,228,000,0011

i,4Sa,000,000

in 1920 to
1921,
in

wnde MI ports fell

Vak4s'-hoc .

I
tl

11'0111

2.278,000,000 to $2,50 J.-

OtP0.1100 during the same
period. This decline. it

was explained, however.
was more apparent than
real, even when compared
w,th the unprecedented
trade of 1920, as value -

TI
-

ai

-1

.1

l
a
1

in that year were -enormously instated' and 1921
was a year of rapidly

declining prices. This report is a little surprising
Gennett Display Made by Union House Furnishing Co.. St. Louis
great deal of attention to the Gennett records and in view of the pessimistic feeling regarding the
Starr phonographs. The large record is six feet general condition of trade.
in height and is an excellent replica of an actual
Gennett record having a blue label with gold
WORKING FOR FOREIGN TRADE
lettering. The Union House Furnishing Co. is
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce Co-opmore than pleased with the attention it is attracterating With Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
ing, and says that not only pedestrians but perCommerce in Compiling Exporters' Index
sons riding in street cars and automobiles are also
attracted. The record is made of beaver board
The Music Industries Chamber of Commerce is
painted in black and the regular size ten -inch
co-operating
with the Foreign and Domestic
Cennetts make an interesting comparison to the
Commerce
Bureau
of the United States Departmammoth disc. Gennett records, together with
ment
of
Commerce
by urging all of its members
the regular assortment of window cards and a
who
wish
to
develop
their foreign business to list
display of phonographs in the background, make
their
names
on
the
exporters'
index of the Speup the setting for the immense record shown in
cialties
Division
of
the
Bureau.
the illustration.
The Specialties Division, which is under the
Elly Ney, the celebrated pianiste and Bruns- direction of R. A. Lundquist, plans to render
wick artist, concluded her Southern tour oil service to exporters along three different lines:
First, by the compiling of statistical informaMarch 13 in Jacksonville. Fla.. where she scored
tion
bearing on the world's trade in musical ina tremendous success in recital.

1

Sonora Slide for Dealers' Use
appropriately designed for the
Spring of the year.
It is available for Sonora dealers throughout
ill:. country for use in their local advertising, a
space at the bottom being left for the dealer's
name and address. A reproduction of the April
slide appears herewith.
picture slide

NEW CHICAGO COLUMBIA AGENT
CHICAGO, ILL., March 9.-The White Eagle Fur-

niture Co., of this city, has added a line of Columbia Grafonolas

and

records.

Handsome

phonograph departments have been installed in
the two stores which the company operates at
8812 Commercial avenue and at Cedar street,
Indiana Harbor. The store will specialize in
foreign records.

struments and supplies.

VALUES

TALKING MACHINES
CONIPLLTE-or if desiredCA B I N ETS ONLY. Brown
and Red Mahogany, Golden and
Fumed Oak. Low Prices
/!'rile for Further Information
Today

THE H. LAUTER COMPANY
Indianapolis, Indiana

Second, by the analytical study of commercial
practices and conditions in foreign markets affecting the musical instrument business.

Third, by the compiling of information which
will aid the foreign sale of American musical
instruments, including lists of dealers in musical
instruments in all parts of the world.
The Chamber, which is aiding in the development of the foreign business of its members by
maintaining an Export Credit Bureau and operating a Foreign Credit Service, desires to point
out the advantages which will result from listing
of the exporters' index. Firms can be listed on
the index only after a careful examination of

J. N. HALLINAN RESIGNS
John N. Hallinan, in charge of the New York
office of the Unit Construction Co., of Philadelphia. has resigned, effective April 1. Mr. Hallinan has been connected with the Unit Construction Co. for the past three years. At the present time he is not prepared to announce his
plans, but hopes to be able to do so within a
short period.
The Utica Phonograph & Supply Co., of Utica,
N. Y., will move its business into the Kenmore
Building on May 1.
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ECKHARDT TAKES STRAND AGENCY

TALKING MACHINE MEN TO MEET

annual banquet of the Talking Machine Men,
Inc., on April 20. will also be discussed in the

Well-known Talking Machine Man Opens Sales
Offices in Philadelphia and Will Handle That

Some Unusually Interesting Features to Be Presented at Session on March 15

fullest detail, and all interesting program will be

Line in a Large Territory

The next meeting of the Talking Machine

PHIL.APLITHIA. PA., March 6.-Walter L. Eckhardt, who for a number of years has been a

Men, Inc., will he held at the Cafe Boulevard,
New York, on March 15. at o'clock, and Will

conspicuous figure in the talking machine trade
here, first with the Columbia and later with the
Pattie, has opened offices in the Empire Building,
at Thirteenth and NValnut streets, and has taken
the local representation of the Strand phonographs, manufactured by the Manufacturers'
Phonograph Co., with headquarters in New
York and factory in Salem, Ind. Mr. Eckhardt

be preceded by the usual luncheon. A special
invitation is issued to the ladies to attend the

also plans other activities and will act in the
capacity of consulting sales engineers and general sales agent.
Mr. Eckhardt has already placed the Strand
line with several large local concerns, including
Strawbridge & Clothier, Stern & Co.. Wurlitzer
Co. and Joseph Jacobs, and has also established
agencies with several Pittsburgh concerns, including Joseph Horn & Co.. Rosenbaum & Co.
and the Kaufmann store. He has exclusive dis-

1

meeting.

prepared.

HAVERTY CO. IN FINE NEW HOME
Attractive Talking Machine Department
sembles a Bungalow in Appearance

HOUSTI)N, TEX., March 10.-The attractive new

During the course of the meeting Miss Isabelle Lowden. the director of the New York
Third Music Week, will deliver an address on
the Music Week plans; representatives of the
Richmond -Robbins Co. will demonstrate their
new songs; George F. Farrah, sales manager
of the Electric Recording Laboratories, will
offer a demonstration and the A. C. Gilbert

home of the Haverty Furniture Co.'s branch in
this city has been completed, giving to this
concern one of the finest mercantile houses in
the Southwest. A feature of the new establishment is an extensive talking machine department on the main floor of the building, which is
six stories in height. The entrance to the department is similar in appearance to that of a

Co. will also demonstrate the new wireless tele-

bungalow and the same home atmosphere is the

phone.

predominating theme carried out in the interior.
Fred T. Smith, who has been with the company
for a number of years, goes to the new store as

The business of the meeting will include the
nomination of officers, to be elected at the annual meeting iu April. The final plans for the

e

tributing rights to the Strand line for Pennsylvania, Maryland. southern New Jersey. Delaware and District of Columbia, and is building
up a sales organization to take care of the territory.

secretary and manager.

csH

(

O<<

INCORPORATED
The Wonder Phonograph Co. has been incorin Delaware, succeeding the \Yonder
Talking Machine Co.. of New York. Officers of
the new concern are: President, H. B. McNulty:
vice-president, C. E. Hoyt; treasurer. A. C.
Wheeler, and secretary, G. Jones. The officers
and A. J. Collins constitute the board of directors.
porated

DUO APPLIANCE CORP. CHARTERED
The Duo Appliance Corp.. of New York City,
has been granted a charter of incorporation

under the laws of New York. for the manufacture of phonograph record protectors, with
a capital of $5,000. Incorporators are E. B.
Haymond and P. M. Boesen.

WITH REGAL RECORD CO.
Jules and Nestor Roos have been appoil.tkd
special salesmen for the Regal Record Co.. New

York. and are leaving New York this week to
cover cities in the Northwest and in the South.

The Victor Talking Machine Co.. of Camden.
N. J.. has declared the usual quarterly dividend
of $10 per share on common stock, payable April
18 on stock of record March 31.

HEIGHT, 51W
WIDTH, 24"
DEPTH, 25"

"I have always plucked a thistle and planted a
flower when I thought the flower would grow,"
said Lincoln. and this might be adopted by talk-

I/4

r-iti

0

OL 1)

ing machine merchandisers to good purpose.
The Kellog-Drake Co.. Edison dealer, of
Galesburg. III., has greatly enlarged its store

in order to add a line of pianos and music rolls.

A piano and talking machine establishment
has been- opened at Riverbank, Cal., by Professor Head & Son.

FOR SALE

FIVE SALES TALKS
1. Unusually attractive prices.
2. Big profits to the Dealer.
3. Perfect Cabinet Work and Finish.
4. Exclusive Designs of Latest Type.
5. Unsurpassed Tone Quality.

convict, cabinet manufacturing plant, includin..
shinny. 100 completed cabinets and 200 in pr..
Bids received in entirety or separately. Term
responsible parties. Address "Box 1119," car,
Talking Machine k1 .,r1d, 373 F.

We Also Sell Cabinets Only.
Write for Quantity Prices.

NUN

Player -Tone Talking Machine Co.
FOR SALE
100 phonographs, 46 inches high, standard

motor and tone arm. Sold in one lot a'
$36.50 each. Address "Box 1118," care Thc
Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave
New York City.

.

Re-

967 Liberty Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Neu, York Representative

George Seiffert

929 Broadway, New York
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WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Big Reductions on

Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation'. advertisement
intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will
be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be
25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

Main Springs
In. x 0.22 x 16 ft.. Meisselbach No. 18.. Each 1125
lya In. s 0.22 x 17 ft., reg. Victor
Each 0.60
1% In. x 0.22 x 17 ft., Victor new style Each 0.60
2

WANTED -RECORDER
OF HIGH ABILITY
There are only a few men in the country who
possess the recording experience and ability
required by my client, a large manufacturer.

I am instructed to insist upon a man who can
operate a successful laboratory without supervision, who can construct and repair his own

EVERETT HUNTER MFG. CO.

McHenry, III.
FOR SALE -MUSIC STORE
In Ohio, manufacuring city of 17,000, modern, hot water heated store room, good location.
Rent reasonable.
Prosperous rural
territory. Will send interior and exterior
photographs to anyone interested.

son for selling.

0.1 it

0.20
0.25
0.15

Pathtt, very best loud tone, genuine....Eacb
Paths, soft tone, Ivory setting
Each
Pattie. soft tone, steel needles
Fach
Edition. very best, medium tone
Each
Edison, very best, loud tone
Each
Edison, genuine diamond
Fach

Good rea-

The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth
Ave., New York City.

0.18
0.10
0.1a
o 15
1.25

STEEL NEEDLES

Address "Box 1116," care

Brilliant Tone, medium and soft

Needles

Per 1,000

so.'

ATTACHMENTS

City.

Address Ohio Cathedral Co., Marion, 0.

0.15

SAPPHIRES

only if they arc certain that they can better

agents.

oil

MICA DIAPHRAGMS

It is understood that some or most of the men
capable of filling this position are already employed, and would consider making a change

WANTED -Agents to sell Cathedral phonographs on commission through Central and
Eastern States. Choice territory still open.
Mighty attractive proposition for live wire

Each
Each

1 2132 in. Victor Ex. Box, first gride.Each
17, In., new Victor No. 2 very best....Each
.'I '32 In., for Sonora
Each
_
16 In., for Columbia No. 6
Each
2 9/16 In., for Patios or Brunswick
Each

electro-plating

themselves by doing so. If you are one of
these, and are free to negotiate, I will gladly
arrange so that you can obtain further particulars of our proposition in confidence. An interview can be arranged either direct with me or
through your own attorney, whichever you prefer. Address "Box 1115," care The Talking
Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., Ncw York

...

si In. x 0.22 x 8 ft., for Swiss motor
In. c 0.25 x II ft., for Edison

Send for new price list

My client expects him to be a man at the top
of his profession and will remunerate him accordingly. He will not be asked to equip a
or

1

He must

have already achieved success, and be prepared
to duplicate his success in my client's laboratory
without experimentation.

laboratory. Manufacturing
knowledge is not required.

0.60
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.30
0.28
0.21
0.22

1

,t, in. a 0.23 x 10 ft., oval hole

recording instruments, who can produce a record

of great volume and mellow tone.

13/16 In. a 0.25 x 16 ft., Heineman No. 14...
In. x 0.21 a 12 ft., Heineman No. 33 & 77..
1
In.: 0.28 1 10 ft.. for Columbia
Each
1
In. a020 x 13 ft., Victor
Each
l0, x 0.20 a 13 ft., Victor, new style Each
x 0.23 x 10 ft., for Buick motor
Each

Wonder Bargains in
Phonograph Cabinets

In Gold or Nickel -plated
Kent attachments for Victor arm

FOR SALE

Complete phonograph repair lathe and drill

press and motor, in perfect working order.

Moving. Address "Box 1114," care The Talking Machine
NVorld, 373 Fourth Ave, New York City.
Bargain, $75.00.

Must sell.

Kent

attachments

Kent

attachments

box

for

Edison

Each

with

0.25

C

Fach

2.50

without box for Edi-

son

Universal old style for Victor tone -arm

Each
Each

1.60
1.15

POSITION WANTED -Man with executive
ability with fourteen years' successful experience
in pianos and phonographs will make change

March 1. Address reply to "Box 195," Glenside,
Montgomery Co.. Pa.

WANTED -Experienced record sales people.
Can use two or three, men or women, if they
meet requirements. Must be hard workers, neat

DistrIbuto: s for Heineman and Meisselbach
Motors. Best Prices. 1 mmed late Del Berle!.

WANTED
to buy used Magnavox. Must be in
good condition and cheap. Address

TONE ARMS
No. K with sound box
No. Ii with sound boa, very loud
No. 51 with sound box, very loud

Louisville Music Co., 529 South 4th St..
Louisville, Ky.

SOUND BOXES

in appearance and capable of handling the highest

Good arrangement of salary and
commission to right persons. Knowledge of Victor catalog essential. Apply, Landay Bros., 775
Broad St., Newark, N. J.
class trade.

WANTED - Salesmen to wholesale phonographs on a commission basis. Metropolitan district. Address "Box 1109," care The Talking
Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York City.

WANTED -Factory talking

the right parties.
Tipton, Ind.

No. B 1 Bliss Sound Box, at Victor
No. 11 Balance. fit Victor
No. C Balance, at Victor
No. F Favorite, at Victor
No. I' Favorite, tit Victor
No, C Glory. fit Victor

RECORD RACKS FOR SALE
We base a number of tinit of the lTohn e.tnn.,1
record racks, which we wit: dispose of at an unusually
low price if taken at cwt. Cabinet is furnished in
white enamel and equipped with lock and glass doors.
If interested write "Box 1107," care The Talking
Machine World, 373 Fourth Avc., New York City.

These cabinets have never been uncrated.

As we are closing out our stock of cabinets, we will
sacrifice all of these. If interested write "Box 1108."
Care The Talking Mai hole Wo'3. 57;
New York City.

oolumbla driving shaft, No. 11778
Columbia bevel pinion. No, 12333

SALES MANAGER

SALESMAN WANTED -Who knows the

Now employed by well-known manu:acturer, will

phonograph and music trade in New York and
other territory, to sell a full line of high-grade
phonographs on liberal commission. Address
"Box 1112," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York City.

be open for engagement very shortly. Twenty
years' experience in the talking machine industry;
covering every branch, including executive man-

POSITION WANTED -Technical laboratory
can handle work from wax to finished matrix or
Can set up and superintend plant. Also
latest thing in backed -up matrix. Address "Box
stamper.

1113," care The Talking Machine World, 373
Fourth Ave., New York City.

RECORDING ENGINEER

agement, sales management, finance and accounting.

Desires position with established responsible concern that can offer attractive proposition.
Address "Box 1110." care The Talking Machine
World, 3'3 Fourth Ave., New York City.

OPPORTUNITY offered to well -experienced
talking machine man to secure partnership in
phonograph manufacturing concern. Capital of
S5.000 necessary. Address in confidence, "Box
1117," care of The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York City.

Factory
Manager open for engagement. Twenty-five
years' experience recording, plating, matrix making, composition -making, pressing and superintending. Thoroughly familiar with the latest advances in every branch of the art. Address

Can repair all makes machines.

"Box 1086," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York City.

around experience as repairman and salesman on all makes.

and

1.00
1.76
1.90
3.2a

REPAIR PARTS

Address Deterling Mfg. Co.,

man thoroughly familiar with the latest advances,

Each
Fach
Each
Each

CABINET HARDWARE

Quantity of Udell record cabinets for Victrolas 4,

6, 8 and 9.

Each $1.25
Fach 0.75

Automatic Nickel Plated Lid Supporta.Each $0.22
Automatic Gold Plated Lid Supports. -Each 0.43
Piano Ilingek, nickel plated, 5II6 in. long
0.22
Highly nickel plated needle cups
Per 100 1.50
Covers for cups
Per 100 0.75
Highly gold plated cups
Per 100 7.00
Needle cup covers, gold plated
Per too 5.00

FOR SALE

machine repre-

sentative in a number of States where we are not
represented, through the South, Northwest and
Eastern States. A very fine proposition open for

Each 42.28
Each 6.00
Each 4.75

Columbia bevel pillion, latest style
Columbia bevel pinion. No. 3150
Columbia worm gear No. 6400
Columbia Stylus bar, complete
Columbia eranks, all sizes
Columbia governor weights
Columbia governor shaft, No. 3004
Columbia governor springs
Columbia governor screws
Columbia barrel screws. No. 2621
Columbia so'dbox thumb screws
Rubber Barks for Victor Exh. box
Cranks, short or long, for Victor

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Per 100
Per 100
Per 100
Per 100
Each
Each

040
0.75
0.75
0.35
0.30
0.35
0.35
0.08
0.40
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
0.25
0.33

Stylus bar (needle arm) Exb. box, for
Victor

Each 0.35
Per 100 1.00
Per 100 1.00

Governor springs, for Victor

Governor screws, for Victor
Governor balls, new style, for Victor...Each 0.08
Turn -table felts, 10 In.. round
Each 0.15
Turn -table felts, 12 In., round
Each ois
Motor bottom gear for Triton motor... Each _0.20

POSITION WANTED --Expert repairman desires position.
Ten years' experience.

Pic

fen position in or near Philadelphia. Can furnish reference.
Address "Box 1106" care The Talking Machine World, 37
Fourth Ave., New Fork City.

POSITION WANTED --Young man. has

8

years'

all.

Address "Box 1111." care The Talking Machine World, 37
Fourth Ave., New York City.

FAVORITE MFG. CO.

105 East 12th St.

New York

Tel. 1666 Stuyvesent
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CLOSING OUT
500 CABINETS AT A BARGAIN
Well manuiacturea and finished, 45

inches wile. 22 inch,
1,f the buyer

'It rte.

lictc

iiehr &

I

Chicago. III.

WANTED
to buy a Magnavox for cash. Address
Sterling Music House, 133 Ellison St.,
Paterson, N. J.

CASH

WANTED

CARVED LEGS

Dealers and distributors in every State to
sell the So-ave-tone line of talking machines. The machine with a personality.
The J. K. Mohler Co., Ephrata, Pa.

Eight designs in gum, oak and mahogany. Prices reduced. Send for cir-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

WANTED

WANTED-Salesmen to sell a Ime of metal nameplates to talkin4 machine dealers and manufacturers.
Big profits.
No bulky samples. Commission paid
on receipt of orders. Can be handled in connection
day.
with any line. Write for our proposition
Fogarty Manufacturing Co., Dayton, 0.

Partner for music shop in middle Western

records.

ity. Investment for expansion. Good opportunity. Address "Box 1093," care The

I alking Machine World. 373 Fourth Ave.,
New York City.

HORNS WANTED

FOR SALE
Recording machine for ...ale with tools for
lateral recording at reasonable figure. Ad-

dress "Box 1084," care The Talking Ma-

for any amount of talking machine

cular. Klise Mfg. Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

chine World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York.

Will buy old and

lit w 11.,rtis for Cylinder
Machines. prefer Columbia or Edison Horns,
from 18" to 30" in length. Ally quantity for
cash. Address Columbia Music Co., 101 Sixth
St Pittsburzh. Pa.
,

Address

Chicago Phonograph Realization

315 Union Park Court
CHICAGO, ILL.

Sacrifice Sale of 15,000 Standard
10 Loch

All

In 100 Into. Ile.
In 130 lots. 11114c.

In NO lots.
In 1.000

ONLY EXCLUSIVE
VICTOR SHOP
in Chester, Pa.

lflf assortment
tisetzabie-no ostrich,*
In
In

10e.

lots.

1/%e.

Terms: Net r.an
l'antns Bros..

For Sale

1101 It1.1 DISC RV. Wing

very

'

etskaes.

1313

S.

1.000 lots. 11r.
5.000 lots. 16%c.

In 10.000 lots. I6e
}.,curs stork. I5e web.
Subset to

Oakley

Awe,.

prier gale.
Chfrago.

FOR SALE
Sonora, Columbia, () R S franchise with
option on store: lease for three more years:

III

Will Pay Cash
for any amount of surplus phonograph
Mocks of any description. Address

location: for sale at market value of
inventory and fixtures. $5,201. Going busiiiess: no similar agency for miles: live
-uburb: near Brighton "L"; established eight
years.
Going abroad; want quick btit
Ilerrington, 1218 Kings Highway, Brook:,.
N. Y.
best

RECORD CABINETS
Solid mahogany, height 32 inches, top 18%;
x 2141 inches; to match Victor, Columbia or
any large -size table phonograph. Horizontal
shelves. Hold 180 twelve -inch records. Price,
$9.90. Deposit with order. Balance C. 0. D.

Reason for Selling -Detached Interest

Chicago Phonograph Realization

Address 2nd Floor
1025 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

315 Union Park Court
CHICAGO, ILL.

SEABURG MFG. CO. EI.ECTS OFFICERS

top is stationary, thus allowing a reading lamp
and books to be placed on the phonograph,
where they may rest undisturbed when the
instrument is used.

he hearing and representatives of the different
rades have all been given an opportunity to
estify regarding conditions.
Almost without exception, the business men
are seeking for lower freight rates. believing that

SEEKING LOWER FREIGHT RATES

a reduction of the transportation cost will be
reflected in prices to such an extent as to materially stimulate business. The railroads, on

Jamestown, N. Y., Manufacturers Report Progress and Decide to Place New Model on Market

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., March 2.-At the annual directors' and stockholders' meeting the Seaburg
Mfg. Co. held recently in its executive offices at
Jamestown, N. Y., the following officers and
directors were elected: E. J. Seaburg. president;
A. H. Seaburg. vice-president; V. B. Seaburg,
vice-president; 0. T. Seaburg. secretary, and E.
T. Seaburg. treasurer. The foregoing are also
directors of the company, as are E. B. Seaburg.
L. \V. Seaburg and R. H. Seaburg.
In the yearly report rendered by the president
Mr. Seaburg states that. due to the fact that the
company produces but six

models of the Librola, it
able

to work with

a

Representatives of Shippers Appear Before Interstate Commerce Commission in Order to
Secure More Favorable Freight Schedules
tires of shippers are appearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission this week to testify
regarding the needs of the various industries for
lower freight rates. The miscellaneous commodities were put at the end of the program of

high

make the big whole-in other words, the business.

At this meeting the directors also decided to place on
the market a new model listed as No. 125, an illustration
of which appears herewith.

Fred McDonald, of Sheridan. Ind., has taken
over the Victor department of the Geo. L. Frank
'ewelry store at Lebanon. Ind

This model, available in

HIGH CLASS PHONOGRAPH

either mahogany veneer or
golden

business, claiming that the business depression
is the result of post-war conditions and that
high prices are due to labor, and charge that few,
if any, businesses have been willing to sacrifice
profits to increase sales.

The work you do is worth doing well. No
matt ever achieved success by neglecting the petty
details of an enterprise. After all, the little things

is

duction.

oak,

the other hand. arc attempting to show that the
present freight rates have nothing to do, either

with existing high prices or with the lack of
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 28.--Representa-

standard of efficiency in pro-

quartered

Value Tone Talking Machine Co., Borden
\ve. and Front St., Long Island City, N. Y.

or

fumed finish. retails for $125.
It is 36 inches long. 24 inches
wide and 31 inches high, and
is equipped with a double

spring, strong, silent motor.
The many unusual exclufeatures of the other
Librola models appear in this
new product. The turntable
is accessible in such a manner that two-thirds of the

RECORDING
Ncw Librola Model No. 125

FOR THE TRADE AT EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES

sive

Newark Recording Laboratory
15 West Park St.

Newark, N. J,
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W. LIONEL STURDY, MANAGER

Conditions Critically Reviewed-No
Stability to Prices-Hoped That Rock -bottom

Business

Is in Sight-Trade Hopeful for Better Times

- The Federation Dinner - Exhibitors at
British Industries-R. L. Douglas a VisitorAn Interesting Court Action-The Demand
for Dancing Records-Personal Recordings
in Vogue-Giving Away Gramophones-The
News of the Month in Detail

LoNnox, E. C., ENGLANN March 3.--.\ general
survey of the trade presents no great difficultyiu arriving at the conclusion that it is not experiencing an overwhelming influx of business. in
some quarters sales are fairly good. though even
the retailers under the guise of after -season and
other forms of "sales" are prone to cut prices to
an extent that leaves no great margin of profit.
The explanation is that ordinary business is some-

what slack and to keep things going it is necessary to turn over stock. Values have depreciated by a considerable amount and the policy
adopted to a very general extent of liquidating

stocks of machines and parts bought or contiacted for at high rates will clear the field and
stabilize future trade. This policy applies to all
sections of the gramophone trade: it has passed
down the various distributing channels from
manufacturer to wholesaler and mail order firms
on to the dealer, who might now be regarded as
in the throes of a big effort to interest the public
in some "remarkable" bargains. In this regard I
have noticed that goods arc offered retail at
prices below the manufacturer's figure of a few

tombs ago for the same or similar quality arth.o
TV big sum, of 1111,!!EV
clr. !.

have been "cut" by makers in an effort to reach
prices more in conformity with the purse limits
of the masses. Apart front the gramophone
trade. most industrial companies have followed
the policy of cutting the inflated values of too.
in many cases, inflated stocks. This is all too

great value, that will direct the commercial and
social life along channels more to the common
good than hitherto. Masters and men must cooperate. In that spirit is the big influence and
opportunity for the restoration of commerce and
relationship of mankind. We see it reflected in

apparent in recent balance sheets showing losses

the general reduction of inflated strife -time prices

on the last fiscal year's trading of hundreds of
thousands of pounds sterling, with the not uncommon result of inability to declare dividends

and reversion of policies inimical to good understanding between communities and individuals. Along these lines may we look for a grad-

even on the preference shares.

ual rehabilitation of our sadly depleted commerce.
How necessary an effort is required to this

Thus the course of trade

still undergoing
great changes: there is a constant slide in prices
yet proceeding. but it is now a reasonable conclusion that rock -bottom is in sight. These improving indications of stability of values coincide
with better service in general organization and
particularly in the factory. Workmen arc becoming less careless. They arc gradually throwing
off that post-war irresponsibility of endeavors
into which they had been cast by a combination
of circumstances often beyond control. In other
words. the British workman is delivering the
goods.
Here and there I still come across
examples of. shall it he called, mental aberration?
But, on the whole, the average workman is displaying a co-operative sense of responsibility,
the result. I think, of being taken into the confiis

dence of his employers. All these signs are good.

The great disorganization of industry, and yet
important, perhaps, the sub -conscious
changes which have taken place in our outlook
upon life since the fateful (lays of 1914. have
exerted a world-wide influence. Such an upheaval of the one-time placidity of human entle:ivT lia, been of revttIntionary
much t,i
more

end is found in the fact that two million work people are still unemployed, not to mention the
many thousands on short time. Trade is picking up. The registration of unemployed shows
a decrease each week of as much as 10,000. The

prosperity of the gramophone trade is linked up
very closely with even the smallest general industrial improvement. and in these good signs
traders will be encouraged to march forward with
rtnewed hope and effort.
Though of slow progress, the revival of gramophone business to somewhere near normality may

certainly be regarded as probable within a year
or two: indeed, most of us look forward to a real,
solid improvement next season. Thousands of
machines and millions of records arc sold every
year. That's worth keeping in mind. because it
creates hope in determination to go one better
when trade eases off during the Summer months.

Third Annual Dinner of the Federation
llastronomically and otherwise the third annual dinner of the Federation of British Music
Industries at the Hotel Victoria. London. proved
Indisposition kept a few pet,
decidrd

`His Master's Voice'
-the trade -mark that is recognized

throughout the world as the

HALL -MARK OF QUALITY
Skandlnelak GrammophonAkt1eelskab. Erihavnen. Copenhagen.
liF.NNIARR:

"1111 3faster's Voice"

Copyrreht

This intensely human picture stands for all that is
best in music
-it is the "His Master's Voice"
trade -mark, and it brings to you,

no matter where you are, the
very best music of every kind,
sung and played by the world's

FRANCE: Cie. Francalne du Gramophone, 115
Boulevard Richard Lenoir, Place de la Republique. Perlis.

SPAIN: Compel!' del Grameono, 56-58 Bergen.
Barcelona.

Skendlneinka Grammophon-Aktletiolaget, Drottning Gatan No. 47. Stockholm.
SWEDEN:

Ri'SSIA: The Gramophone Co.. Ltd.. 45. Nevelt,
(l'etereburg); No.
Prospect.
Petrograd
Solyanka, Solvanol Dee, Moscow; 9. GolovInaky
Cr:Impel. TIM.; Nowy-Swlst 30, Wenaw; 11
1

Michallovskay Ulltnn, Baku.

INDIA: The Gramophone Co.. Ltd.. 139. BellInghatta Road. Calcutta; 7, Bell Lane, Fort.
Bombay.

STHALIA: S. Het:lung & Co., Ltd., So
Conceaslonarlen of The Gramophone Company,
Limited. 103. Pitt Street. Sydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophonlum. Ltd.. 118-120

Victoria Street, Wellington,
SOUTH AFRICA: Darter & Sons, Post Box 174.
Capetown; Mackay Bros.. Pont Box 251, Johannes-

burg; Mackey Bros. & McMahon. Post Box 419,
Durban; Iran II. Itaarburger, Pont Box 105.
Bloemfontein; Franz Moeller, Poet Box ICA, East
London; B. J. Ewins & Co.. Poet Box 86, Queens-

town; Handel Hone, Kimberley; Laurence &

Cope. Pont Box 132, Benwayo; The Argue Co..
Sallabury.
FIST AFRICA:

Bayley

&

Co..

Lourenvo

Marque*.

HOLLAND: American Import Co.. 22a. Ameterd
Veerkade, The Hague.
ITALY: A. Ronal & Co., Vla Oretlel 2, Milan.
EGYPT (Also for the Soudan. Greene and the

greatest artists-the greatest Great Britain:

Ottoman Empire):

K

Fr. Vogel, Poet Box 414.

Alexandria.

singers, pianists, violinists, orchestras and bands -all enshrined

in the unequalled "His
Master's Voice"
records

The Gramophone Company, Ltd.
HAYES

MIDDLESEX

-

ENGLAND
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CABLE
"PHONOKINO.
LONDON"

EDISON BELL
ARE THE GREATEST VALUE FOR MONEY PRODUCED IN GREAT BRITAIN
DOUBLE SIDED

TEN INCH

NEEDLE CUT

PLAY ON ALL GRAMOPHONES

Catalogue contains 4000 Titles by the Premier Artistes, Instrumentalists, Orchestras and Bands
of the British Empire
DEALERS PREPARED TO DO BUSINESS ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE WITH

Proprietors and Manufacturers, J. E. HOUGH,

Ltd., 62 Glengall Road, London, S. E. 15, England

FROM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 162)
ple at home, but the attendance registered over
260 members and associates of the music industries and profession. In addition to a representative press, resulting in some good newspaper reports, the following notabilities were among
those present as guests: Rt. Hon. the Viscount
Burnham, C. H.; Sir Hugh Allen, Sir Henry
Hado;v, Sir Alexander Mackenzie, Sir George
Croydon Marks. M. P.: Geo. Terrell, M. P.; Capt.
St. George Caulfield. Dr. R. S. Clay, Dr. Arthur
Somervell, Col. Mackenzie Rogan.
In the chair was Louis Sterling, president of
the Federation. and here it may be said that he
proved as capable and popular a chairman as, in
so short a time, he has in the capacity of
president.

The speeches were throughout of a very high
order, interesting as directing a useful light upon
the activities and varied doings of the Federation
in the encouragement of British musical endeavor and the protection of trade interests.

From all of which it becomes more and more
evident that as an institution the Federation has
fully justified its existence and has already made
good to an extent, I venture to think, quite beyond general expectation. Opposition, passivity
and criticism which beset the initial efforts of the
Federation have, by the hard work and sincerity
of its officers, been won over to support, admiration and enthusiastic co-operation from all
sides.

A valuable testimony to the work of the Federation was given by the guest of the evening.
the Rt. Hon. the Viscount Burnham, C. H. Lord
Burnham laid stress on the work the Federation
was doing in educating the public, in creating a
sound musical tradition in the schools of the
country and in getting music introduced into
industrial and welfare work.
In reply the chairman explained in some detail
s hat the Federation was doing and pointed out

hammer and nails upon last-minute alterations.
However that may be, a few buyers made their
appearance and not a few firms registered preliminary sales. The exhibition closes on March
10. by which time I shall be in a position better

to estimate the amount of trade and its value

with your correspondent

instrument firms, of
which about thirty are exhibiting. Effective displays are in evidence by the following gramophone companies: Jordan & Carpenter, Ltd.
(Voltona sound boxes and machines complete):
Electric Gramophones, Ltd. (electric motors and
booked

by

the

musical

accessories): NIelodia, Ltd. (Ultone sound box

and tone arm): C. H. Roberts Mfg. Co. (Bestone
portable);
Gramophone
Components,
Ltd.
(motors, sound boxes and tone arms); Repeating Gramophones. Ltd. (record -repeating de-

vice and portables); Craies & Stavridi (Apollo
gramophones, etc.); Sterno Mfg. Co. (gramophones, Compactophoncs and records); Garrard

Eng. & Mfg. Co., Ltd. (motors); Johnson Talking Machine Co.. Ltd. (gramophones and accessories); Benefit Superphones, Ltd. (gramophone
that plays twelve records right off without atten-

tion); Alfred Graham & Co.. Ltd. (Algraphone
gramophones, motors. Sonat sound boxes and accessories); Barnett, Samuel & Sons. Ltd. (Decca

and other machines. etc.): Disque Cabinet Co.,
Ltd. (record -filing cabinets and complete instruments)-fourteen firms all told.
Broadly speaking, it is none too representative a show for our industry. Many houses refrained from taking space because of the comparatively poor results experienced by exhibitors
at last year's fair. Others hold aloof by reason
of the exclusion of the general public who, it is
argued (and rightly, to my mind), should be al-

lowed entry, at least during part of each day.
For this reason a number of gramophone firms
have secured space at Olympia, where during the

whole of March the Ideal Homes Exhibition is

that, whereas twelve months ago only one paper
was accepting the Federation articles, those ar-

being held.

ticles were now going to more than forty journals and there were more than one thousand
papers which were printing news sent out from
the Federation offices. The Music in Industry

trade opinion is certainly more favorable to combined trade and public shows than to those confined solely to the trade. In the case of the
British Industries Fair it is felt that the general
public might be allowed entry after 2 p. m., thus
reserving the whole morning to traders without
interruption. However, the "powers that be"
are adamant and that's all there is to't!
Anticipation of good business at the present
B. I. F. is said to be more favorable than at
the last show. For one thing, prices arc considerably less for the same quality products and
there is stability of values, the absence of which
last year militated greatly against the placement
of advance orders. Exhibitors have good reason,
therefore, to be optimistic.
Inventor of the Rastus Dancers Visits London
Roswell L. Douglass, president of the National
Co., Boston. Mas.s.. spent a few days in London
recently on his way to the Continent. It is

campaign had been wonderfully successful, and
It was
so. too, had the education scheme.
largely due to these three lines of effort that the
music trade had suffered less than any other
luxury trade during the previous twelve months.
Other speakers were: Sir Henry Hadow,
Colonel Mackenzie Rogan, George Terrell,
M. P.; Sir George Croydon Marks, J. F. Simpson awl Alexander Dow.
Gramophones at the British Industries Fair

The above exhibition of all kinds of goods
representative of British industry duly opened its
doo-rs to traders on February 27 at the %Visite
City, Shepherds Bush, London. No great amount
of activity marked the first day's proceedings.
It seldom does on such occasions unless it be
in the nature of a gymnastic display by attendants unpacking the last case or engaged with

Foxing dancers, whose amazing capers on hun

dreds of thousands of gramophones have dc
lighted users throughout the world. The Rastus
dancers receive the homage of a big public this
side through the agency of the Jake Graham
Co.. Liverpool.
During the course of a very interesting chat

As far as my inquiries go, the consensus of

Mr. Douglass mentioned that attempts had been made to foist on
the British market a number of imitations of the
Rastus figures. To some extent his visit was
concerned with the patent situation. His company intends to protect its rights in every way
and Mr. Douglass informed me that already action has been taken against an importer of German figures which infringe the Rastus patents.
The result of this action. I understand, is that
the importers have admitted infringement and
signed an undertaking not to proceed.
This cuts out the chief delinquent, and having
had a sight of the documents covering the British patents of the Rastus, which, by the way,
(late back to 1914, I believe that traders here
would be well advised to exercise the utmost

caution in handling offers of similar or somewhat similar figures from whatever source they
may come. At least, in such cases it is only
prudent to consult a competent patent attorney
before commitment to any proposition involving a doubt upon the subject.
As I have had occasion previously to report in
these columns, the accessory side of the gramophone business in this country has not been developed to any great extent. Mr. Douglass believes that we are much behind the States in this
regard and feels that there is scope for increasing
the specialty trade here.

As to conditions in America, Mr. Douglass
speaks with experience in several departments
of trade. He said: "It is my opinion that the
A..orst period is over; we have reached bottom
and by present indications the next few months
should show a gradual improvement in trade all
round. Dealers' stocks of what we call stencil
machines are becoming exhausted. This will relieve the situation considerably and enable the
big concerns to come into their own by stabilizing trade on well-defined lines of policy. The
people of the United States like phonographs, the

pretty well known that the National Co. con-

sales of which have only been restricted on account of general business depression. When
money comes back into a freer circulation trade
in phonographs will certainly revive."
Mr. Douglass plans to spend a few weeks on
the Continent and may return home via London.
Action Over "His Master's Voice" Matrices
A.complication arising out of the war was recently brought to light in the British courts. Be lore the Anglo-German mixed arbitral tribunal
the Gramophone Co.. Ltd., applied for an ad interim injunction to restrain the Deutsche Grammophon Aktiengesellschaft and the Polyphonwerke Aktiengesellschaft Cos. from selling records made from matrices which had been sent
over to Berlin before the war to the Deutsche
Grammophon Co.. as arranged with that corn -

trols the patents of the Rastus dancing toy and

(Continued on page 164)
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Horn, Hornless and Table -Grand

Some very tine dance records by wellknown orchestras and bands top the bill on "His
:Master's Voice," Columbia, Winner, Zonophonc
and most other companies make a strong feature
of catering to the popular craze.
fling.

GRAMOPHONES
FOR

EXPORT

Please State Your Requirement.

"His Master's Voice" School of Salesmanship

REX GRAMOPHONE CO. 2 Elizabeth Place
Rivington Strut, LONDON. E.C. 2, England

The projected salesmanship school at the Oxford street headquarters of the Gramophone Co.
will be opened some time in March. The school

Cable Aachen

pan

..11

matrices

the

rrecodisc. I oodoo-

distinct

should

undt.! 1.1:1t:itig that
remain the property of

the
the

Gramophone Co.. Ltd.. of London. The German
Government having sold the shares in the company. which were all owned by the London firm.
and also the matrices, the German companies as
now constituted are contesting the action of the
Gramophone Co.. Ltd.. and, following the decision of the tribunal to reserve judgment on January 18. the case was again heard on January 20.
Douglas Hogg, K. C., for the claimants agreed
with the chairman that the tribunal had no
executive power to enforce any decision arrived

is, in reality, a model shop, fully stocked and
with the usual equipment. Thus the students
should feel quite at home and in this environment will the better assimilate what they will be
coached in-window-dressing, selling methods,
pronunciation of musical terms, etc. Of course,
the school is open only to "His Master's Voice"
dealers and their salesmen or assistants. For this
unique service the company makes no charge,
believing that the expense and time involved will
be amply repaid by the increased selling ability
with which it must invest the students. However good a salesman may be he will find some-

at. but pointed out that no difficulty would be
experienced in enforcing it in a German court

thing worth remembering and the unique
methods advocated at the school will serve as a
stimulant to greater endeavor.

if the tribunal made a similar order to that which
any court could make. It would be an impossible task if the matter was delayed, and present-

Otto Heineman is expected to visit London
within the near future on business in connec-

ly assessment had to be made of the damages suf-

fered by the Gramophone Co., Ltd., in almost
every country in the world.
Sir Duncan Kerly. acting for the German
companies. discountenanced any authority of the
tribunal to prevent the German firms concerned
from dealing with the records. As the claim was
based on the actual ownerships of the matrices

and the matter had yet to be decided in

the

German courts, it was useless asking the tribunal
to make an order. Judgment was reserved.
The Terpsichorean Period

If

there is

a

special time for dancing (the

young folks seem to make it almost an all -the year -round pastime) that period is certainly in
full swing at this time. Records pertaining to the
art are much in demand; in fact, dancing tunes,
in value to manufacturers and authors, not to
mention the music publishers, easily take precedence of all other classes of musical endeavor.
Jazzy fox-trots hold the field in popular favor.
if recent record issues are any index, though, of
course. the simple one-step i< well in the run -

Brief Paragraphs of Interest
tion with the development of his numerous commercial interests.
Messrs. Paths Freres, in conformity with the
general trend of price policies, have announced
a revision of portable machine prices.
The Rowhill Engineering Co., Enficldtown,

are now manufacturing quite a good quality
sound box at the remarkably low price of 1/6
(36 cents). It is evident that though favored
by a low exchange rate German imports cannot
meet such keen competition as is foreshadowed
by the enterprise of the Rowhill Co.
A large mail-order house is now advertising
what is described as a six -guinea gramophone

for 50/-, with a book of six records thrown in.
Almost pre-war rates!
The number of unemployed registered on
February 7 was 1,892,000 throughout the United
Kingdom.

Since then there has been a decrease

A good sign!
"Tonepen" is the name of a new needle which

of 42,600.

is creating much favorable mention in talking
machine circles in this city.

Personal Recordings by Sinkler Darby
Thanks to photographers and looking -glasses,
most people are familiar with their appearance.
It is a reflected glory in the nature of an ocular
demonstration. Something to be seen, not heard.

brings to ' d the fact that there are no
photographers or looking -glasses by which the
masses can hear as well as see themselves. At
least, that was the position until the advent of
Sinkler Darby, who has just inaugurated a new
studio on fashionable New Bond street, London,
for the very purpose of recording our voices or
talents as musicians.
The "Darbycord" (why not Darbychord?) record is for personal recordings by amateurs. The
fees are quite moderate-six ten -inch records for
12 guineas; six twelve -inch records, 14 guineas;
extra copies, ten -inch, 5/6 each; twelve -inch, 7/6
each. The idea is first rate. It will meet a real
want, for there are big business possibilities in
catering to the desire of parents to possess records of their children's voices. and offers scope
for the amateur to test his or her own performances.

Mr. Darby makes a special feature of

children's voices.
Gramophones Given Away!

Quite a common iornt of trading before the
war was the policy of presenting a gramophone
to those signing a contract undertaking to purchase so many records in multiples of six or
twelve per week over a given period. Of course,
the gramophone became the property of the pur-

chaser only after completion of the stipulated
number of records.

Within the last few months this method of
trading has received much attention and a number of firms are now running the scheme for all
it is worth, especially in the provinces. A new
London firm, the Meloto Co., has recently commenced operations along these lines on quite a
big scale. It offers an exceedingly good gramophone free to purchasers of twelve records down
and thereafter eight per month for twenty-three
months.

The Meloto record costs 3/- for the

ten -inch double -side, and 4/6 the twelve -inch.
The purchaser is under no obligation as to size
of record ordered.
Among the critics of this trading policy is the
London Music Trades Review, which in a recent
report described it as being diametrically opposed
to the best interests of the industry.

You Ought to Know

In case you are contemplating expanding the sphere of your business

to include

departments devoted to Pianos, Player -Pianos, Musical Merchandise or Sheet Music,
that you'll find news and comments about them all in

Rim Lw

THE
[MUSIC

ESTABLISHED 1876

The oldest and leading music trade weekly, which covers every branch of the industry

It Contains

Instructive and educational articles. Hints on salesmanship and advertising. Editorials that are timely
and authoritative. Facts about the new things in the trade. Trade happenings in all parts of the United States

"Review the Music Trade With Us"
Send your $2 now for a full year's subscription to

THE MUSIC TRADE REVIEW
373 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
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LATEST PATENTS

"RELATING TO1ALKING m;:xy,.,"sizECORD
C., March 8.- Correction Device for Phonographic Machines. George W.
Beadle, Stamford, Conn.. assignor to Columbia
Graphophone Co., Bridgeport, Conn. Patent

perspective %,,.\% .,1 the printar .1-14vr; Figs.
5 and 6 are perspective views showing the primary holder and closure plate separated; Fig. 7
is a perspective view showing the extension

No. 1.403.584.

holder open; Fig. 8, 8a. 81) and 8c are perspective

This invention relates to phonographic machines of the character used for dictation pur-

used

%.HIVC,ToN, I),

poses and has particular reference to the means
for imparting information to the transcriber concerning the spoken words engraved in the wax
tablet.

It is an object of the invention to simplify
devices of this character and to make possible
the incorporation of the same into existing maehines without detracting from the appearance
thereof or requiring the redesigning of the same.
The invention consists, briefly speaking. in
the provision, in lieu of the usual scale bar.
of a bar having at one end a table over which
the index member may be moved. Overlying
'he table is a pencil guide. the same being preferably in the form of an arch stamped up from
the table. One edge of the bar is provided with

a channeled guide, preferably in the form of
segments stamped up from either side of the
plate. This guide is adapted to straddle one
longitudinal edge of the index member to prevent the same from buckling or collapsing as it
is pushed over the table. A bracket on the car-

riage serves as a support for one end of the
index member and to push the same over said
1

similar to Fig. 2, showing a brush in place of the
velvet wiper; Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a
modified form of brush wherein short and rela-

arms of other constructions than that shown
in Fig. 1; Fig. 14 is a detail perspective view of
the extension support shown in Fig. 13; Fig. 15
is a perspective view of an auxiliary handle

orchestral musk, xylophone or the like, while
the small horn is used for word music, espe-

wherein certain of the brushes may be employed;

relatively broad cleaning member. in combination with the tone arm attached cleaning member; Fig. 24 is a detail perspective view of the
adjustable standard comprising a part of the
separate support in Fig. 23; Fig. 25 is a longitudinal section of the extensive arm of the separate support; Fig. 26 is a detail sectional view

Another and very important object of the invention is to provide a fabric wiper made of

either velvet, cotton, wool, linen. silk or other
suitable material and fumed with either a disinfectant or perfume, this wiper being used in connection with the aforesaid cleaning attachment,
and being usable a number of times before being
finally discarded.

A further object is to provide a combination

spective horns or sound -conveying channels, so

that any particular horn or the like can be used
at the will of the operator.
Figure
is an enlarged side elevation of the
machine partly in section; Fig. 2 is a front
elevation and partly in section; Fig. 3 is a
front elevation of the sound trap with which the
horns and sound -conveying channels communi1

view of one of the slides.
Phonograph Amplifier.
Philadelphia. l'a.

1.404,147.

recorded sound waves.

_

cate; Fig. 4 is a top plan view thereof; Fig. 5
is a side elevation; Fig. 6 is a sectional view
taken on line 6-6 of Fig. 3; Fig. 7 is a detail

Attachment.
Patent No.

clearer and more faithful reproduction of the

cially delivered by high-pitched voices.
Another important object of the invention
resides in the novel construction of means for
controlling the co lllll milication between the re-

illustrating the use of a separately supported

on line 3-3 of Fig. 2.

grooves ahead of the needle and wipe out accumulations of dust from the grooves and insure a

Patent No. 1,401277.

being of different size and configuration, adapted
to be singly used, the largest one being used for

tation machine; Fig. 2 is a vertical section along
the line 2-2 of Fig. 1: and Fig. 3 is a view taken

An object of the invention is to provide a device to the tone arm in advance of the reproducer needle, so as to move over the sound

place.

use of an extension support by means of which
the cleaning attachment can be applied to tone -

of the invention to a well-known form of dic-

This invention relates to improvements in
record -cleaning attachments for phonographs.

to Adolph Pincus and William Meyer, same

tively stiff bristles are employed; Fig. 12 is a
perspective view of another form of the brush;
Fig. 13 is a perspective view illustrating the

is a plan view showing the application

Phonograph Record Cleaning
John Runk, Stillwater, Minn.

I

This invention relatei to talking machines or
the like and has for its chief characteristic the
provision of a plurality of horns or sound -conveying channels, all of which communicate and
have a common outlet, the horns or channels

Fig. 16 is a perspective view illustrating the use
of the handle and brush in reaching the center
of the record where the cleaning attachment
ordinarily does not reach: Figs. 17, 18, 19 and
20 are detail views of modifications of the spring
members; Fig. 21 is a perspective view illustrating a fixed clamped cleaning attachment;
Fig. 22 is a perspective view showing a onepiece spring used in connection with the cleaning attachment; Fig. 23 is a perspective view

k.orri'

table.
Fig.

views showing various forms of fabric wipers
in connection with the cleaning attachment; Fig. 9 is a detail sectional view illustrating the use of an extension plate in place of
the extension holder; Fig. 10 is a cross-section

dance with the iuv :..:. .1,
tion; Fig. 2 is a bottom plan view of the same,
Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the stylus arm sup.
port; Fig. 4 is a section through the support
taken at a right angle to Fig. 1, and Fig. 5 is a
detail plan view of the blank from which the tension bridge or flex plate is made.
Talking Machine. Roy T. Newland and Melerriaim I:utte, Mont.. assignors of one-half
vel
arm supp,.11,

of the clamp member in Fig. 25; Fig. 27 is a
section of the balance weight constituting a
further modification in the separate support;
Fig. 28 is a perspective view of the balance
weight showing one method of attaching it:
Fig. 29 is a perspective view of the balance
weight illustrating the use of the balance
weight fastener arm, and Fig. 30 is a per

view of a modified brush holder.
Reproducer. Frank W. Minor, Richmond, Va
Patent No. 15.269 (reissued).
The present invention relates to reproducers
for phonographs and the like and has special
reference to the means for supporting the stylus

Joseph A. Rapier,

Patent No. 1,400,985.

This invention relates to phonographs or talking machines and it has more particular reference to cabinets therefor, the main object being
to provide a cabinet with which is combined
an extensible horn, said extensible horn being
so constructed and arranged that when in use
it is properly supported while an uninterrupted
flare is presented for the amplification of the
sounds reproduced from the record.
Another object of the invention is to provide
a combined phonograph cabinet and extensible
horn whereby the volume and distinctness of
the sounds produced arc greatly enhanced.

A further object of this invention is to provide a novel means associated with the amplifier
or extensible horn whereby the tones or sounds

arm. the object of the invention being to provide a simple and cheap support which may be
readily applied to the reproducer, wilt facilitate

of cleaning attachments of substantially the same
nature, said attachments being mounted on the
tone arm and a separate support respectively.

said attachments having wipers as described.
for cleaning the record and polishing the surface to remove finger marks.
A further object is to provide an assortment
of brushes, arranged to be used in place of the
fabric wipers under certain circumstances.
Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating the
application of the cleaning attachment to the
tone arm of the phonograph: Fig. 2 is a section

on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the clamp and slide; Fig. 4 is a

reproduced from the record are more evenly dis-

repairs and will permit the stylus and stylus are
to vibrate easily while, at the same time, being
susceptible of ready adjustment to compensate

for wear and impart a desired tension to tht
stylus and its arm. Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sec
tion through a reuroducer, having its stylus

tributed and at the same time greatly clarified
in quality; in other words, an important feature
resultant to this novel construction of amplifier
and extensible horn is that the customary metallic sounds associated with phonographic reproductions are practically eliminated.
Figure
is a side elevation of the improved
phonograph cabinet and extensible amplifier or
1

(Continued on page 166)
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horn. partly broken away and in section to better disclose the extensible horn in collapsed or
closed in position. Fig. 2 is a front elevation
of the cabinet drawn to a reduced scale. Fig 3 is a
similar side elevation to Fig. 1, but showing the ex-

tensible amplifier or horn in fully extended position: Fig. 4 k a sectional plan taken approximately on the line 4-1 in the preceding figure;

Fig. 3 is a front view looking directly into the
inner section of the extensible amplifier or horn
and drawn to an enlarged scale, and Fig. 6 is a
detail side view of a part.
Phonograph. James T. Leitch, Allentown, l'a
Patent No. 1,406.042.
This invention more especially relates to an
improved sound box for phonographs which is
termed an -articulator" and its object is to provide an improved general construction of phonograph sound box.
A second important object of the invention is

the provision, within the sound box, of a perforated. floating and vibrating partition whereby
to properly blend the tones and overtones and
1-4 /

iced mechanism, showing the inner face of said
cam and parts connected therewith; Fig. VI is a
vert:cal longitudinal sectional view of said feed
mechanism taken on the line VI, VI in Figs.

Ill and IV; Fig. VII is a fragmentary vertical
sectional view showing the feed mechanism terminal stop device, taken on the line VII in
Fig. I.

Repeating Attachment for Sound -reproducing
Machines. George I.
Patent No. 1,405.751.

Bullock, Louisville, Ky.

The primary object of this invention is to provide an efficient and generally improved mechanism for automatically returning the sound
box and' stylus of the phonograph to its initial
or starting point after completion of the record
being played so that the playing will be automatically repeated.
Another object of the invention resides in the
provision of an electro-mechanical mechanism for
returning the reproducing stylus to its starting

point and further in the specify construction and
arrangement of such mechanism.
Figure 1 is a side devotional view showing the
necessary parts of the phonograph and the man-

ner of attaching the invention thereto; Fig. 2
is a top plan view of the construction shown in
Fig. I. certain parts of this view being broken
eliminate discordant sound as well as to assist
in increasing the volumes of produced sound.
Figure

is

1

a

section

diametrically

taken

through tlie improved sound box; Fig. 2 is a detail of the supplemcntal diaphragm.
Edward A. Eschinger,
Talking Machine.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Patent No. 1.405,675.

tent.
Figure

I is a plan view of the "Columbia
Grafonola" minus the lid, which is connected
with the casing by the hinges shown at the
upper edge of said figure: Fig. 11 is a vertical
section view of the machine shown in Fig. I.
taken on the offset line II, II, in Fig. I: Fig. III

-I

r-:
7-

away to disclose other parts: Fig. 3 is a view
similar to Fig. 2. but showing the sound box

This invention relates to sound -recording and
reproducing machines of the cabinet phonograph
type which employ, in addition to the usual

sound box and tone arm, an amplifying or tone
chamber that is in coupled communication with
the tone arm through the medium of a sound conveying conduit. commonly termed the throat.
and the specific improvement embodied herein
more particularly resides in a novel departure as

wood, and their interior

surfaces must be of a

and II. but on a larger scale: Fig. IV

continuously smooth or
unobstructed character
as their acoustic properties are of the utmost
importance in the transmission of sound waves
as constant values from

i, an inverted plan view of said feed mechanism on the same scale as Fig. III; Fig. V is a
fragmentary. vertical cross-sectional view of said

ANDREW H. DODIN

2& Sixth Avenu

New York

TELEPHONE. SPRING 1194

the lamb was sure to go." would have associated

record disk revolving underneath the super-

imposed or indicator disk. The superimposed
disk is provided with a slot for the passage
therethrough of the reproducing needle in order
is a top plan view of a record -disk
am! a superimposed indicator disk. illustrating
Figure

1

"

rte.-

iyr
..yr

ent No. 1.406,046.

is a plan view of the feed mechanism shown in

Repaired Promptly and Efficiently

ciated therewith (for instance), a snow scene.
The next line, "And everywhere that Mary went

in a different position, and Fig. 4 is a side devotional view of the device as shown in Fig. 3.
Sound -recording and Reproducing Machine.
Theodore 0. Loveland. Iowa City, Iowa. Pat-

ably formed with walls of a carefully selected

REPAIR PARTS FOR ALL MACHINES

duced, would have associated therewith the picture of a little girl and a lamb. The next line.
"Its fleece was white as snow," would have asso-

needle can contact with the record -disk.

that may be adopted.
These hollow throats, therefore, arc prefer-

All Makes of Talking Machines

"Mary had a little lamb," as they arc repro-

posed disk will be held against rotation, the

//

industries that wood is the very best material

REPAIRS

musical composition, etc., can be illustrated as
For example, take
a record of the nursery. song, "Mary had a little
lamb," by means of the improvement the words
the reproduction progresses.

ing the rotation of the record disk the superim-

to avoid the resultant metallic tones therefrom,
and for the transmission of superior tone values
it is generally conceded in this and other musical

I

by means of the improved indicator a song,

To carry out the invention, we superimpose

ployed in some machines. but it seems impossible

Figs.

ords which arc being reproduced. In other words,

Iamb; and so on.

to the structural treatment of the throat itself.
Such throats formed wholly of metal have
been, and to a minor extent may still be, em-

:.

Patent No. 1.404,194.

This invention relates to improvements in indicators to be used in combination with sound records of musical compositions, monologues,
etc. One of the objects of the invention is to
provide visible means. in combination with a
sound -record disk, to indicate, by illustration or
words, a certain portion or portions of the rec-

upon a record -disk a second disk, which is preferably loosely secured to the record -disk. Dur-

This invention relates to feed mechanism for

adapted for such machines arranged to co-operate with flat disc records and having sound -conducting tubular arms which move with the sound
boxes. and are so constructed and arranged that
repetition of the co-operation of the sound box
with any given record is consequent upon such
movement. to an adjustable predetermined ex-

same place.

therewith a picture of a little girl followed by a

Inv

sound boxes of sound -recording and reproducing
machines adjustable to automatically repeat their

co-operation with a given sound record at the
will of the operator. The invention is specially

as associated with the improved throat, the latter being partly broken away at its rear and one
side wall and illustrating in section on an exaggerated -e ale the invention a- applied.
Means for indicating matter produced on
sound records. Victor 11. Emerson and Robert B. Wheelan, New York, said Emerson assignor to the Emerson Phonograph Co.. Inc.,

I

the sound box to the
tone chamber of the
machine, to insure a
curate reproduction of the record

delicately
being translated.

For a clearer conception of the improved features claimed reference will now be had to the
accompanying drawing. illustrating a practical
embodiment thereof, in which drawing the single
figure shown is a perspective assembled view of
a sound box, its tone arm and a tone chamber.

4

!J

one embodiment of the in 'Cation; Fig. 2 is an
edge view thereof; Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view illustrating one way to secure the
disks together: Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate modified
forms of the invention; Fig. 6 is an enlarged edge

view of the device as illustrated in Fig. 4; Fig. 7
is an enlarged sectional view thereof; Fig. 8 is a
plan view of still another form of the invention;
and Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic view of a phonographic device having the improvement applied
thereto.

Combined Piano and Phonograph. Elizabeth
E. Clark. executrix; Melville. Clark. Chicago.

assignor to the Apollo Piano Co.. De Kalb, Ill.
Patent No. 1.406.441.

The purpose of this invention is to provide
au improved construction of a phonograph combined with a piano and contained within the
casing thereof.
MOONSHINE MUSIC
"I see sonic of them want a law against jazz
now."
"Yes. We'll soon have our sound -proof cellars
and bootlegger records .'

LESLEY'S PATCHING VARNISH
drip instantly without ghosting a lap. l'or repairing
scratches, packing marks and anything urong with a
sarnished finish. Complete Outfit, enough for 1,000
patches. and instructions, PRICE $3.50.
Send for catalogue.

LESLEY'S CHEMICAL CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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POPULAR SONGS
Fanny Brice
43303 I'm an Indian
Oh, How I Hate That Fellow Nathan,
Fanny Brice
18869 Carolina Rolling Stone.
Charles IlartElliet Shaw
Charles 1121T1
There's Silver in Your Hair
110162 April Showers
Charles Harrison
Leave Me With a Smile ..... -Charles Ilaraison
DANCE RECORDS
18863 Hortense -Medley Fox-trot

All Star 'trio and Their Orch.
Never Mind -Fox-trot.
All Star Trio and Their (itch.

Club Royal Orch.
She Loves Me. She Loves Me Not -Medley FoxClub Royal (larch.
trot
18865 Cutie-Medley Fox-trot.

18864 SS'anna-Foxtrot

Paul Mailman and His Orcb.

Lonesome Hours -Fox-trot.
Paui Whiteman and His Orcb.
18866 Three o'Clock in the Morning- -Waltz.

Joseph C. Smith and Ilis Orch.
Lola Lo -Fox-trot,
Joseph C. Smith and Ilis Ore -h.

18868 Virginia Blues -Fox-trot.
The Benson Orch. of Cho -ago
Venetian Lose Boat -Fox-trot.
The Benson Orch. of Chicago

VOCAL ANI) INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS

Merle Alcuck
Merle Alcuck
My Trundle Red
43304 Song of Love,
Lucy Isabelle Marsh and Royal Dadmun
Serenork-Lainhert Murphy and Orpheus Quarto
18873 God Su Loved the %%uric' (From "The l'ruci
Trinity Quartet
ninon")
Christ, the Lord, Is Haien Today.Trinity Quartet
18860 The Strife Is O'er, the Battle Done.
Trinity Quartet
Our Lord is Risen From the Ikad.Trinity Quartet
18867 Say, Persianna, Say (in Fugtrot Tempo),
Victor Arden-l'hil Ohman
I've Got the Wonder-where-he-went-andwhen
he's -coming back Blues (in Fox-trot Tempo).
Victor Arden l'hil Cabman
RED SEAL RECORDS
Snout Beast-sc. Cootratto
66035 Cradle Sung
Knox-Iljinsky
.'[.SCRs ELMAte. riohnizt
(I'.anu .Sccompanimoit. Emanuel Balaban)
74732 Edt. Eili
'arranged by Elman
FLONzALLT UttRat
45302 Rocker -Bye Baby

747.13 Nocturne

Fox-trot

10
10
10
10
10
10

10

10

10
10
10
10

10
10

10
10
10

10

It)
IU
10
10
10

10

12

ar.ationa on a Mozart Air ("Ah! you, dtraisie
mamanr -Should I Tell You. Mother?) (From
A. Adam
-Le Toreador-)

12

EDWARD Jr:ammo:v. Tenor

66029 Someone Worth While-JohnstoneAVardStephens
XIARCRL )0URNIT. 84.15-11 French
74735 Manlius!
Dichee-Granier
IIANS KINDLER Ilielogrellist

10

A. G:azounow
TIrTA RUFF°. Baritone -lte Italia..
87336 Ernan. - Lo vs-4.0cm°. o veglos audace (I Will
.Sudacious Grey be ard )
Verdi
E . ... INS SCHUIdAsS111.1Nit. LOSirealtO
87337 If I Forget
AndersonThompson
ARTeRo loSCANINI God LA SCALA ORCN
66030 Don Passpiale--Overture. Part I
Lionized
66031 Dun lUsqUalc- -Overture, Part II
Donizetti

10

12

66026 Arabian Melody (Melodic Arabe),

10
10
10

10

KL1NALD WIRRENRA/11, Baritone

66033 TerrSita Sim (My Teresita)
Us)

10
10

Nalco

10

Rossini

10

EsitiCO CARUSO. T
Lotto
87335 Nesse Solennelle--Crucafixus (Crucified to Save

(From "Sadko")-Violin

10
10
10

Solo.

Eddy Brown
Ilymn to the Sun (From "Le Cos d'Or")Violin Solo, Piano Accono.
Eddy Brown
49763 La Sonnasnbula - Ah! Non giunge (AA, Sor-

10

Maria Barrientos
49991 Open the Gates of the Temple -Tenor Solo.
Tandy Mackenzie
A6207 Angel's Serenade -Soprano Solo, Violin Obbligato
by George Steil
Corinne Rider -Kelsey
Mary- Soprano Solo
Corinne Rider -Kelsey
A6206 Surprise Symphony -Andante (Second Move-

12

A6209 Alloy.= Time" -Vocal Gems, Intro.: (1)

10

12

12
12

t'
12

12

12

Let

Me Awake, (2) Only One Love Ever Fills the
Heart. (3) My Spriztaniane Thou Art. (4)
Serenade, (5) Song of Love,

Columbia Light O, era Company
Selections From "Blossom
Prince's Orchestra
A3549 Flower Song -Whistling Solo,
Sibyl Sanderson Fagan
Simple Confession (Simple Aveu)-Whistling
Solo
Sibyl Sanderson Fagan
A3554 Row Wow Blues -Fox -trot -California Ramblers
Cal Stewart (Uncle Josh), Comedian
Uncle Josh Buys an Automobile,

Cal Stewart (Uncle josh). Comedian
DANCE MUSIC

12
12

10
10

lit
10
10

A3553 Just a Little Love Song -Fox-trot,

Eddie Elkins' Orch.
Lonesome (lours--Rotrot..Eddie Elkins Orch.
A3594 (low Wow Blues-Fox.trot-California Ramblers
Smilin*-Fox-trot
California Ramblers

Billy Jones -Ernest Ilare
.S3555 Cuddlemp Blurs
Marion Harris. Comedienne
I've Got the Wrander-oherehewent and -when -

10

Marion Harris. Comedienne

10

A3556 The Sheik -Male Trio,
Charles liartElliott Shaw -Everett Clark
Granny -Male Trio,
Charles liartElliott Shaw -Everett Clark

10

10
10
10

10

10

10
10

A3550 tin the 'Gin. 'Gin, 'tinny Shore-Fox4rot.

Ray Miller and His Black and White Melody Boys
Tel. Iler at Twilight (Just Sing Loses Sweet

10

Song) -Foxtrot
The Happy Six
A3542 Good-bye. Shanghai (Intro.: 'Call Sle")-Med
leyFox-trot
The Ila,my Six
Wimmin ( I've Gut to Have 'Ens, That's A11)One-steo
The Happy Six
A3543 Sally and Irene and Mary -Tenor Solo.
Frank Crumit
BooHoolloo (You're Gonna Cry. When ('in

10

10

10
10

a 11..1.

TWI.INTVFOUlt III la.1.1.ASE

.'s Dance- l':,rt I (Fran the Music Di Jena
o'
"Salome") (Strauss),

50002 Sal

Strauss and Symphony Orel.
Salome's Dane- -Part II (From the Slusic Dram..
..S41°Inc..)
50003 Rasconto di

From "la
in Italian

Hal

Strauss and Synohony Orch

cia(Strauss).r1.

Rodulfo (Rudolph 's -Narrative,"
litfitlallIf ..' Art I I l'UCCint i-Tcrnr.

Mario Chamlec

Ah! Fuyez. Limier. Image! (Lkpart, Fair Visioi),
(From Manon," Act Ill, Scene II) (Mas-

senet) -Tenor , in French
15000 Addl.. (Farewell.) I From "La

In

Ill

Jones

VI trio Charnlee
Act

Ikhenie."

Italian.
Florence Easton

Ilabanera (Love Is Like a Wood Bird) (From
"Carmen." Act I) (11in-0-Soprano. in French,
Ilorencc Easton
50004 Nonico Della ('atria (Enemy of His Country)
(From "Andrea Chosier," Act III) (Giordano)
Itaritone. in Italian
Giuseppe Danise
Credo (lago's Crecal) From "Owns..Act II)
(Verdi) -Baritone. in Italian
Giuseppe Iranise
110001 Spring
Song
(Mendelssohn)
(Chanainaik) Pianoforte Solo
Leopold Gudowsky
The Falterer (la Li sonjera a (Chaminade)-Pianoforte Salo
.....Leopold Godowsky
15002 Second Mazurka (Le Menetrier) (Op.
19)
I Wicnia a ski )-Violin Solo ....11ronislaw Iluberman

Mr mlie (tip. 42, No. 3) (Tschaikowsky)-Violin

Solo
50182 The Great

Bronislaw Iluberman

(JohnstoneKramer)Tenor
Theo Karle
Because CIeschentacherD'Ilardclot)-Tenur,

in

(.one) Tenor Solo
Frank CrUilvt
%3551 Mammy Lou -Tenor and Baritone Duct,
Charles Hart Elliott Shaw

Awakening

Theo Karig

2''008 ragliacci-Sclection (Purciiii)-Concert Band,

Vesselk's Italian Banal
(Puccini) --Concert hand,
Vessella's Italian Band

5MI Onward, Ch ' 'an Soldiers (Sir Arthur Sulli

AEOLIAN CO.
30131 Pagliacci Vesti la giubba (On With the Play)
(Leoncavallo)-Tenor, in Italian; vocal.un
orch. accomp
Giulio t a anti

to

(jail. Thou Dwelling I owly) It(ount.d)-Terror, in French; vo
capon orch. accomp
M Vladimir kosing
(.S11

ST.SNDARD SELECTION!,
52030 Ave Maria (Schubert)- Violin; piano acromp by
P.ovint el i:a.a,san
SIsha Culberi it
20005 Mighty LIU a Rose (Stanton -Neon). Sopranos,
sv.ealion err!). accomp...Nellie and Sara Koons
24023 Bells of Shatokii (MahoneyDaly)- 'tenor Yu I

I

.1

III) (Pureini)-Soprano, in

A.1546 After the Rain -Fox-trot
Ray Miller
and Ills Black and White Melody Buys
Broken Toy (Intro.: "My I Wham" I -Money
Fox trot
The Happy Six

Callon orch. accomp.
the Wee Little llorne

tali )r,'

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

10

A3558 Birmingham Blues,
EdithAValson and the Original Jail Hounds
Comedienne and Jazz Rand
Wicked Blues,
Edith Wilson and the Original Jazz Hounds
Comedienne and Jazz nand
DANCE RECORDS

5-029 Faust -Saint demeure

Bar

1

MI:

'

Y.ti.

trot
Shoe

10

he's -coming -back Blues.

12

5,185

10

Colin t 10 More

I0
tie
111

I2

Ring) -Whistler, orch. ammo..
Sibyl SaitilcrtAt Fagan

10

Whisilor. orch. accomp. Sibyl Sanderson Fagan

10

The Bird and the Saxophone IllagerRingr14292 May Breezes (Leslie) -Waltz caprice.

Aeolian light Orch.
Serenade (Title)
Aeolian light Orch.
I 1AWA HAN SELECTIONS
14295 Rio Nights (Thompson) -Waltz,
Ferera and Franchhal
Lalawana Lullaby (Starke)- Fox-trot.
Fero& and Franchini
YIDDISH SELECTIONS
11294 Die Gricise Cosine (Schwartz) -In Yiddish.
orchestra accomp.
Morris Goldstein
Chicken (Rubin Doctor) -lei Yiddish. orch. ac Morris Goldstein

10
10

Bar Harbor Society Orch.

1 RobertsonRhys.1 lee

Apr.I

OlirearrIL

SylvaSilvers1--Itaritiose.
Saxophone Obbligato by Rudy Wiedorft
Er nest Ilare
Showers

(1 le

2189 Mammy Lou (Sterling-MoranVon Tiller),
Strand Male Quartet
Lalawana Lullaby (WhiteStark)-Tenur and
Baritone
Charles Hart-F:13ot Sham
2167 Coaxing the l'iano (Confrey)- Ragtime Piano
fez Confrey
I:rhetvieh Witch (('onfrey)-Kagtime Piano Solo.
i.e. Confrey
2191 S. nil of India titinisky-Korsakow)--Foxtrot.
orchestral Arr. by Walter Ilaenschen.
Rudy Wiedoeft's Californians
Gray
Morn (Oneil-WardStandish) -Fox-trot.
a Ire -bestial Arr. by Walter Ilaenschen.
Rudy Waesloeft's Californians

2192 On the 'Gin, 'Gin 'Ginny Shore tla-sIW-Donald
soot- Fox-trot
Bonne Krueger's Orch.
Carolina Blues (Ringle)- Fox-trot,

Bennie Krueger's Orch.
219J Three o'Clock in the Morning (Terriss-Robledo)
- Waltz
Carl Fenton's Orch.
Indiana Lullaby (Terries -Kendall) -Waltz,
Carl Fenton's Ore -h.

10

lit
10
10

ITALIAN SF.LECTIONS
14296 Sultans.) a to (Only to You) (Corcliferro Fucitol
-Orch. accomp., in Italian...Roberto Rotondo 10
Canti moderni (A Modern Song) (Quici-di Don
ato)-In Italian. orch. accomp.,
T crerta tie Mallellan 10
1.01.111.AR SELECTIONS
14297 Little Grey Sweetheart of Muse Wre,1 Fisher) Orch. accomp.
Charles Harrison I')
liens), Prosperity (Bratton-Samly)-thall. accomp.
Irving Kaufman lit
14298 Broken Toy (Kalan-Magine-Flatow)-Orch. ac.
comp.
Charks Harrison 10
Those Days Are Over (Sterling -Moran -Von 'fol.
eer)--rtrt h. accomp,.
Charles Harrison and Everett Clark 10
DANCE. SELECTIONS
14293 Angel Child (PrioeSilverDavis)-Foxtrot,
Yerkes' Flotilla Orris. 10
Lola Lo (Lange-Klapholz)-Hawaiian foxtrot.
Verkes. Flotilla Orch. 10
14299 Oldfashioned Girl (In a Gingham Gown) (Al
Jolson)- Fox.t rot... nor Harbor Sofia y arch. 10
Blushes (Raymond)- -Foxtrot,
Rudy Wiedoeft's Californians 10
14300 Sly Mammy Knows (DrCosta Jerome) -Fox not.
The California.. Ramblers In
Eddie Leonard Blues (Stanton) -Foxtrot,
The Californian Ramblers 10
14301 Somewhere in Naples (lamecniki-Fox trot.

Yerkcs flotilla orch
After the Rain ISitemoie-Shigleyl-Fox-trot,
YerLes Flotilla tart+.
14302 Boo Hou (loo il'ou're Gonna Cry When I'm
Gone) --1 Nelson. Link-LenoA ranson)-Fox.
liar Harbor Society Orch.
On the 'Gin. 'Gin. 'tinny Shore (LeslieDon
aldson)-Fox-trot.
Irving Weiss Club Slautice Orch,
14303 Virginia Blues (Erdman-Meinken)--Fox.trot.

1 On"

crTaiiinntyr vounz.L1 wBeir.Aakrs.11) With Carl

Love

14290 It'. Only a Step From Killarney to Wars n
Itiriffin-kahn-Lyman)-Orch. accomp .
.Srthur Autos
Sweet Girl of Sly Dreams (I NrottSUllivan )(Itch. accomp
\rtlIttr Bunt,
SAI. RED SELECTIONS
52:031 The Crucifix (Faure)--Sotrano and baritone. in
French; vocal ion orch. octant.,
Rosa Raisa anal Giacomo Rimini
NOVELTY SELECTIONS
14291 The Woodland Flirt (A Bird Flirtation) (Hager -

of the "Slush

With Carl Fenton's Orch.
Carolina Rolling Stone (ParichYounrS)uires)-

to

(Wolin (1'11 ,,re
(John -acne -

Coliegiate Choir
Rock of .'ages (Tarplady-Ila0ings)-Siorano and
Contralto
Msrie Tiffany -Elisabeth Lennox

to rt I --liaritone
.
Richard Ronelli
Rolling Down to Rio (KiplingCrennan)-Bari
Richard Itonelli
2187 Fallsiee Leonard Illues I St ant, m 1--Tessur and itari
tone
Pally Junes -Ernest Ilare

12

°lian)-Tenor. vocalist orch. arrow.,

comp.

row Recall Noir-Soprano Solo,

ment)....Phiharmonic Orchestra of New York
Under the Direction of Josef Strausky
Light Cavalry -overture.
Philharmonic Orchestra of New York
Under the Direction of Josef Strausky
A6210 O'er Waiting Ilarpstrings of the Mind (Chris liars Science hymn) -Contralto Solo.
Nevada Van Der Veer
The New Old Story (Christian Science Hymn)
- Contralto Solo
Nevada Van Dor 'rer

10

INSTRUMENTAL SELECTIONS

COLUMBIA GRAMOPHONE CO.
SYMPHONY BECORDS
80097 Mother Machree--Tenor Solo -Charles Hackett
A3348 Vale--Ilaritnne Solo
Louis Graveure
Sylvia -Baritone Solo
Louis Graveure

Shannon Four

In

66032 Tell Me. Daisy (From ' Blossom Time"),

E111Lio DE GoGoRZA, Baritone -1N S paNi fh

li

10

I

14304 Cutie (Front "flue I)lue Katt.,

12

Prince's Dance Orch.

Feather -bed Louie -Tenor Solo

1..x trot,

Rose %VIM( )

10

POPULAR HITS
A3532 Ka-lu-a (From "Good Morning. Dearie")-Male

10

.SustiTA GALLI-CURC1, Soprano -1w French

KIRIN ZIMSALIST, ViOtirair
66034 Spring Song
Mendelssohn

10

Voietian Lose Illoat-Foxtrot,
Kay M iller
and His I:lack and White Melody Boys
A6208 What Shall We Meet Again (Intro. 'Mary
tOrorien")-Nledley Waltz.Prince's Dance Orch.
Ity the Old Ohio Shore -Waltz,
Quartet

8
I: ail

Yet'

Knickerbocker Orris.
Under the Direction of Eddie Elkin's

Lalawana Lullaby -Tenor and Baritone Duct.

10

12

Donnelly -Romberg

II...

A3537 Cutie (Intro.: "I've Found a Bud Amongst the
Roses" Front "The Blue Kitten")--Aledley

Rormlan

A3545 Song of India
Piano Accomp.

April, 1922
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10
10

10

5084 Just a Little Love Song (Young -Lewis -Cooper)Isbam Jones' Orch.
ls' taina.'ilny Knows (De Costa -Jerome) -Fox-trot,
MySI

(sham Jones Orch.
21Q4 Granny (Young.' A. %V: s.Akst)-Foxt rot,
Bennie Krueger's Orch.
Docultah Blues ( Itose-White)-Fox-trot,
Bennie Krueger's Orch.
2190 Goodbye, Shanghai! (Johnson -Meyer a -Foxtrot,
Carl Fenton's Orch.

Whik Miami Dreams (FIgan-Whiting)-Fox-trot,

Carl Fenton's Ore -h.

EDISON DISC RECREATIONS
LATEST FLASHES FROM ItRoADWAS

90908 %% by In n't You Snide' --Fox-trot,
l'hil Ohnaan's Dance Orch.
Creeti heat. Novel). Rand
Marie -Foxtrot
50907 Say. Persianna. Say -Oriental Foxtrot.
Phil Oliman's Dance Orch.
Angel Child -Foxtrot
Broadway Ikance Orch.
500933I .\m% N:,,,,Ii Darling ( Intro. -Medley of
t olkare :songs '1- Fox -trot -Piano Solo. Ray Perkins
On a Little Side Street (Intro.: "Baby's Eyes")
-Waltz -Piano Solo
Ernest L. Stevens

50930 Cutie (Intro.: "I've Found a Bud Anions the
keses") (From "The Plus- Kitten")-NIcAley
Fox trot
Harry Raderman's Jazz Orch.
Virginia Blues --Foxtrot
Broadway Dance Orcb.
50929 flue Danube and Ka.lma (From "Good Mons
mg, 1/carie*)-1'iano Solo Fox-trot ..Ray Pcrkins

"Ma!" (Intro.: "Glow, Little Lantern of Love")

-Medley Foxtrot-Piano Solo.. Ernest L. Stevens
Cub de Vingt Orch.
lasla Lo-Ilawairan Fox-trot
Lanin . Orch.
ALREADY Rk:I.F.ASED
!089/4 Monastery IkIls-Walts-Piano Solo.11enry W. Lange
50932 Jimmy -Fox-trot

Kitten os the Keys- Piano Selo
1C1 Con free
50906 Bluebird Inspiration
Imperial Marimba Band
In Storm and Sunshine March. Ina aerial Marimba Band
911909

All the Time -Foxtrot
Club de Vingt Orch.
Up in the Clouds (From "Up in the C ouds )Medley Foxtrot

10

It)

50910 Tyrol

Those Days Are Over

%1

Green Bros.' Novelty Band
Bernard -Frank NI. Kamplain
George Wilton Ballard

(Conlinned on pain- US)
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I

3

',
'I.

lit...-,rs- You ti.,s-ii

t.

W.. her Scanlan

MI

in the Clouds (From "Up in the Clouds").

Elizabeth Spencer -Lewis James

Gypsy Rose--Fox.trot....Phil OhmarCs Dance Orch.
Calawana Lullaby -Fox -trot -Imperial Marimba Band
c1 u11 DOSII Leave Me. Italian,- -Fox4rot.
Harry Raderman's Jazz Oreh.
While Miami Dream. Fox-trta.
Imperial Marimba Itinil
...,',28 A Sleepy Little ViE
i W here the Dixie
Cotton Crows)
.11illy Jones and Ch,., us
Dreamitig of You
George Wilton Ballard
41040 Itear I lid Southland.
N'ernon Dalhart and Mixed Chorus
1

i

S.1410
20692 One Sweetly Solemn 1 hough

Paul !lardy
I Need Thee Every Hour
Paul Hardy
INSTRUMENTAL
20706 Orientale-Violin solo
Alexander l)ebruilk
Sere11,1*
t.olo lettantler Itebrutlle
POPULAR VOCALS
20715 After the Rain
Billy Jones
The Sun Will Soon Be Shining,

Harry Raderman's Jazz Orch.
Jim Doherty

50868 Mary O'Brien

I've Got My Habits thi-Al BernatsliVemon Dalhart

510)13 The Sheik -Fox-trot
Senorita --Foxitrot

Broadway Dance Orch.

Club de Vingt Orch.
50914 Sweet Hawaiian Girl of Mine
Waikiki Hawaiian Oreh.
My Hawaiian Melody
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.

50o15 Granny (You're My Nlammy's Mammy).
The Homestead Trio
Mammy Lou
Criterion Quartet
5'1%016 By the Old Ohio Shore
Cools lucerClharles Hatt
Play Thai "Soug of India" Again
Lewis James
51.917 A Darktown Quartet Rehearsal
Premier Quartet
(hieratic Syncooatiost... ...... Billy Jones -Ernest Ilare
311918 Dapper Dan
Billy Jutns.Kriiest Hare
Bow Wow Blues
Fittest Hare
SO414 Carolina Rolling Stone
frescoes Dalhart
Su910 Stealing .1.00trot

Club .le Vingt Orch.
Smilin -Fox-trot
Phil t thinatis I lance I ieen.
54.09.:11
Pretty Little Honey Lou.
Al Ilernard-Frank M. Kamplain
Amok,' Waits
Elizabeth Stwocerd.eui James
50931 N:o Sweeter Then Than Now.

Walter Scanlan and Chorus

Cone ("The Blue Kitten").

Elizabeth Spencer and Male Chorus

50935 Little Grey Sweetheart of Mine
Crescent Trio
Indiana Lullaby
Elizabeth Spencer Lewis James
80719 Truth Reflects Upon Our Scum....
Metropolitan
My Father
CriterionQuartet
50936 Out Where the West Begins
Glen Alison
When the Bell in the Lighthouse kings Ding.

Weloin B. Blix

Done

-EDISON DISC SUPPLF:NIENT

50876 Uncle Josh Takes the Census -A Rural Story.
Cal

Stewart

Clancy's Wooden Wedding -Comic Song,
Edward Mocker
0111 Trinity.
Wm. B. Murray
Stephen Foster's Melodies (Chimes)- -Bells of
V.
It. Murray
Old Trinity, New York
50878 The Wag le o' the Kilt
Glen Ellison
She's the Lass
Glen Ellison
50877 Easter Carols (Chime -a) -Bells of
New York

50879 March-Nasse-Noisette

Lisztiana March

50880 Roll on. Silver Munn-lodel Song,

Conway s Band
C one ay's Rand

Frank M. Katnplain
In the Sweet long Ago,
George Wilton Ballard and Chorus
80694 The House of Memories
Paul Renner'
Mother of My Heart
Jerome (7h1
8,695 Valse Caprice
Losey's Orch.
Ever Dear
Loscy's Instrumental Quartet
/30696 Vmouret6te-Valse Lente

The Maiden's Prayer

81.647 The Garden of Sleep

Peerless Orch.
Reed Orch.
Betsy l.ane Shepherd
Ralph Errolle

Alice, Where Art Thou'
82250 tat Sunday Morning Bells (Ilordy Curtly Waltz
Front "Etchings")--Violiis Sol......Albert Spalding
Andante -Concerto Nu. 2-V tolin Soko.
Albert Spalding
82251 Ombra leggiera (Shadow banes)-Dinorah.

Frieda Hempel

Nemico della patria ?-Andrea Chenier
Mario Laurent'
82252 Traum Jurch die Dammerung
Jacques Urlus
Die VIlmatht
lacquer Urlus

EDISON AMBEROL RECORDS
4481 Jurty (You're the Jewel of Them All) ("Irish

Walter Scanlan
Rae Ekanor Ball
Walter Chapman
4484 Ile Will Hide Ile
Metropolitan Quartet
4485 Wwner ItonBons- Waltr..National Promenade Rand
4486 My Cherry Blossom -Fox-trot
Canon's Orch.
4487 Boo -Moo Ilio
Aileen Stanley
4488 Granny (You're My Mammy's Mammy t.
The Homestead Trio
4489 La Cinquantame-Tello Solo
Maurice Marechal
4490 Love's Shop -Medley Waltz (Intro : "Say You'll
Ile Mine)
Club de Vingt Orch.
United States Marine Rand
4491 Polonaise Ilditaire
1192 Mother of My Heart
Jerome Uhl
4493 My Daddy
Jim Doherty
TWO FRF:NCII SELECTIONS
27205 Les Trots Gasses (The Three Gamins) Paul Dufault
27207 Bois Epats-Amadis ( Sombre YVools) . ... Paul Du fault
Eyes 0

4482 Havana Moun-Violin Solo
44x1 Liebestraum-Piano solo

LATEST BLUE ANIBER01. IIITS

4507 Up in the Clouds (From "Up in the ('louds").
43108 Dear Old Soutbland.

F.lizabeth Spencer -Lewis James

Vernon Dalhart and Mixed Chorus
43ov The Rosary You Gave to Me
Walter Scanlan
4411 Tyrol
II Bernard -Frank M. Kamplain
4510 Monastery Bells Waltz- Piano Solo-llenry W. Lange
4312 Cutie (Intro.: "I've Found a Bud Among the
Roses." From "The Blue Kitten") -Medley
Fox-trot
Ilarry Raderman's Jazz Orch.
4313 A Sleepy Little Village (Where the Dixie Cotton
Grows)
Billy Jones and Chorus
4;14 While Nliami Dreams -Fox-trot.
Imperial Marimba Band
4515 Gypsy Rose -Fox-trot.. ..Phil Ohman's Dance Orch.
4,i6 Jimmy FOX -trot
flub de Vingt Orch.

PATHE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
STANDARD) VOCALS

.:116.1S Absent (Metcalf)
214689

20716 Little Grey Sweetheart of Mine

Crescent Trio
Vernon Dalhart
William Simmons

Time After Time
20717 Indiana Lullaby
Jimmy, I Love But You

DCE
AN
20718 After the Rain

Lewis James

RECC7RDS

loin Parker's Orch.
Ernest hussar and His Orch.
20719 LolaLo--Fox.triat
hotel Claridge Orch.
OldEashioned liirl-Fox-trot.Casino !tame Orchestra
20720 Angel Child -Fox-trot,
Ernest llussar and His Orch.
-Fox trot

Cutie (From "The Blue Kitten")-Fox.trot,

The little Tin Soldier -Fox-trot.

Casing:, Dance Orch

20721 No Use Crying --Fox-trot
Synco Jazz Bawl
I've Got the Wonder Where Ile Went and aVhen
lies Coming Rack Blues -Fox-trot.
Synco Jazz Band
2072? Lonesome
Hours
(LucasParkerLange)-Fox
trot
Lange Trio
Symplismola (LucasParkerLange)- -Fox-trot.
Lange Trio
All of these records may be obtained in both Patin:
(sapphire) and Actuelle (needle -cut). Tht numbers shown
arc Pathe numbers. The Actuelle number is the same as
the l'.1111C 1111n prefl.teli with a cipher, as 020688.

GENNETT LATERAL RECORDS

Aileen Stanley

11....o.11oo lbw

Barefoot Trail
I lading Nellie Gras-

oft in the Stilly Night

20690 Mother o' Mine
Mary of .Yrovle
2 ,c; ,; I )It! time Medley (Part 11
ol.liime Medley I Part 't

Lewis James
Lewis ames

Elliott Shaw
Elliott Shaw
Charles Hart
Charles Hart
Shannon Four

Shannon Four

trot

Ilarry Raderman's Orch.

Cho Cho San (Puccini) -For trot.

Fakiiite's Metronome Orrh.

Clarks hart & Elliott Shaw

,

Little Town in the Ould County Down,
Walter Scanlan
RELEASED ON ORDER
50888 Apache Cove -Fox-trot
The Original Piano Trio
Bimini Bay -Fox-trot
The Original Piano Trio
;woo V.
No More -Fox-trot.
Ilarry Raderman's Jazz Orch.
A Dream of Your Smile -Fox-trot.

Lanin's Famous Players

4772 When the Honeymoon Was Over (Fisher) Tenor, with Orch. Accomp
Sam Ash
Tuck Me to Sleep (Lewis Young-Nleyer)-Tenor,
with Orcb. Accomp.
Sam Ash
4778 Tuck Me to Sleep (Young.Lewis-Meyerl-Fox-

10055 Whispering Hope (Hawthorne) --Tenor and Con.
tralto. with Orch
lack Young -Helen Clark

Life's Dream Is O'er (Melody of "Alice, Where
Art Thou?") (Asher) -Tenor and Contralto.
with (nick.

....Jack Young -Helen Clark

(Kreisler)-Violin. with Piano
Scipione Guidi
(Kreisler)-Violin, with Piano.

10056 Fiction kosmarin

Accomp. by Thos. Griselle

Liebesfreud

Accomp. by Thos. Griselle

LATEST PURITAN RECORDS
11099 aVatia

Friend) --Fox trot, saxophone sextet,
vocal chorus
Arthur Hall
'tVow Blues
(Friend -Osborn) -Fox-trot,

Bow

Yerkes' Maser Saxophonists, vocal chorus.
lice Kerwin
I ler at Twilight (Will Donaldson -Bernie
irossmati)-lox trot...S. S. Flotilla Dance Orch.
Snobs.' (('oburn Itose)--Foalrol.
S. S. Flotilla Dance Orch.
11101 Delia (Irving Caeser-Archie Gottler)-Tenor solo,
orch. accomp.
Arthur Fields
Dear Old Southland (Henry Creamer -Turner Layton) -Baritone solo orch. accomp.....Erneat Hare
11102 Granny (Joe Young. Sam M. Lewis, Ilarry Akst)
-Fox-trot
California Ramblers
All That I Need Is You (Lester Stanley -Abel
leer)- -Ftootrot
California Ramblers
9102 Ileelley Irish Waltz (Part 1)..Scuberes Dance Orch.
Medley Irish Waltz (Part 2)..Scubert's Dance Ouch.
9103 Kathleen Mavourneen (J. N. Crouch) -Tenor
solo, orch. accomp.
Ilugh Donovan
Come Back to Erin (Claribel)-Tenor solo. orch.
accomp.
Hugh Donovan
11100 Tell

15054 Nobody Knows De Trouble I've Seen -Violin
solo
Victor Prorinski
Stvance River (Stephenicollins.Fostor)-Nsolin
solo
Victor Provinski
11093 St. Louis Blues (Intro.: "Old Miss Blues") (W.
C.

Ilandy)-111eilley ftrontrot.

Mainly's Ilemphis Blues Band
Yellow Dog Blues (Intro.: "Iltsitating Blues and
Beale Street Blues") (IV. C. Handy) Medley
foxtrot
Handy's Memphis Blues Band

Scipione Guidi

10057 Just Awearyin for You (Carrie Jambs.11onillSoprano. with (Itch.
Edith Calk
I Love You Truly (Carrie Jacobs -Bond) -Soprano. with (inch
Edith Gaile

GAELIC PHONOGRAPH RECORD CO.

4824 Good-bye, Shanghai (Meyer) -Fox-trot.

1010 Come, My Love -Metro soprano, wow -Nora Power

4826 Stealing (Sullivan) -Fox-trot.

The Fair-haired Child -Metro soprano, with ac comp.
Nora Power
1031 Jimmy, My Thousand Treasures -Metro soprano.
with accomp.
Nora Power
lament of DeAre--Nletro soprano with accomp.,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Thrills (West) -Fox-trot.
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
54825 Mi Noche Trieste -Tango.
Nathan Glantz and Ills Orch.
El Calenclario Del Ano (From "Los Monaguillos")
(J. A. Palacias)-Fox-trot,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Lanin's Famous Players

After the Rain (Kahn-Sibemore-Shirgkyl-Fox.
trot
Lanin's Famous Player.
4827 Eddie Leonard Blues (Val and Ernie StantonlTenor, with Orch.
Irving Kaufman
Dear Old Southland ( Layton -Creamer 1 -Tenor.
with Orch.
Vernon Dalhart
4828 Three &Clock in the Morning (Robledo)-Waltz.
Specialty Orch.

Moon River (David)-Walts
Specialty Orch.
4829 The Flower Song (Lange) -Piano. Violin. Teiloi.
Taylor Trio
Woodland Echoes (Wyman) -Piano, Violin. 'Cello.
Taylor 'Frio

48111 Code (From "The Blue Kitten") (Intro.: "I've

Found a Buil Among the Roses") (Friml) Fox-trot
llazay Natzy And His Biltmorc I hch.
Angel Child I Price Silver -Davis) -Foxtrot,
!Islay Natzy and His Bihmore Orch.
4831 My Mammy Knows (I)eCosta-Jerome)-Fox-trot.
Bailey's Lucky Seven

On the 'Gin, 'Gin. 'tinny Shore (Donaldson) Fox -trot
Bailey's Lucky Seven
4832 Easter hymn (Ills Resurrection) (Davidica)-

Ora. Accomp
Westminster Choir
Holy, Holy. Ileilyt Lord God Almighty! (Herber.
Dykes)-Orch. Accomp
Westminster Choir
GREEN LABEL GENNETT RECORDS
10044 Coming Through the Rye (Burns) --Soprano.
Arch. Amami.
Edith Gaile
My Caddie (Thayer) -Soprano, Orch, Accomp.,

Edith Gaile
16033 Silver Threads Among the Gold (banks -Rexford)
-Vocal, Orch. Accomp
Knickerbocker Trio
When You anti I Were Young Maggie (John-

somButterReld)-Tenor. Orch. Accomp.,
Geo. Wilton Ballard
10031 Carry Me Back to Old Virginny (Mand)-Vocal,
Orch. Accomp
Darling Nellie Gray
Accomp.

10018 Miscrere

("II

Knickerbocker Trio

(Ilanby)-Vocal.

Orch.

Knickerbocker Trio

Trovatore'')

(Verdi) -Violin.
Flute. Ilarp
Mozart Trio
Barcarolle (*Tales of Hoffnian") (Offenbach) Violin, Flute. Ilarp
Mozart Trip

10053 Because

( D'IlardefosTeschemaeber) - Tenor.
Orch. Accomp..
Philip Carson
At Dawning (Eberhardt -Cadman) -Tenor. Ora.
Accomp.
henry Motillet

10054 Symphony in E Flat

Major-Menuetto (Third

MloiseiTimneetittt)Sy(mpMohzoanny).Orch.-P.

Floridia, Conductor

Prelude of Third Act ("Traviata") (Verdi).

Grimm Symphony Orch.-P.
Conductor
POPULAR RECORDS
4823 Ty -Tee (Bibo) Fox trot
Is ' 's Famous Orch.
All That I Need Is You (Santley-Baer)-

Lanin's Famous Players

4818 Blue Danube Blocs (Kern) -Foxtrot,

Nathan Glantz and His Ouch.
Smilin' (Coburn -Ruse WolohainKrausgrill)Fox-trot
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

4815 I've Got My Habits On (Durantel-Foxtrot,
Bailey's Lucky Seven
In Nly heart, on My Mind All Da I.ong (Kal
mar -Ruby) --Fox-trot

bailey's Lucky Seven

4820 The Sheik (of Araby) (Snyder) --Foxtrot,

Lanin's Famous Players
Just a Little Love Song (Cooper) Fox-trot.
Lanin's Famous Players

4810 Stars (Alden)-Foxitrot Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Song of India (Runsky-KorshkolD-Fox-trot.
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
4822 When Shall We Meet Again? (EitanWhiting)- Orch. Accomp
Ilart-Shaw
To -morrow Land (Tandler)-Orch. Accomp.
IlartiShaw
4821 I Mold Her Hand and She Holds Mine (Rase
yaill--Itaritone. Oreh. Acccrit. .. Art hur Fields
Ile's a Panic
(YoungiLewirAkst) - Orch.
Kaufman Bros
'\
4796 leave
With a Smile (Koehlerillturtnettl-Fm
trot
Lauin' Famous Players
Wabash Blues (Ringle Meinkettl- Fogaros

The Pretty Maid Milking Iler Cow -Metro soprano vocal accomp.
Nora Power
1011 Eileen, My Loved One -Metro soprano, with ac
comp

Nora Power

Nora Power
1001 Foggy Dew -Baritone
Larry Reilly
Father O'Flynn-Bass baritone accomp.,
John A. Crawford

l'Ite Kerry Dance -Rasa baritone acc ompo
1003 ReFeve Me if All Those- Endearing

Larry Reilly

John A. Crawford
ming

('harms -Tutor
George O'Brien
The !ow -backed car -Baritone ammo. -Larry Reilly

1004 Let Erin Remember the Days of Old -Tenor,
(3eorge O'Brim
OR to Philadelphia -Pass baritone ammo..
John A. Crawford
1005 Father Dollard and blare in the Corn -Violin
and accomp.
Billy Dacey
Chris Dalton 's Fancy Davis Reel -Violin with
accomp.
Billy 1)acey
1006 Medley of Irish Reels -Piccolo and piano,
P. J. IltNamara
Blackberry Illossom-lrish bagpipes. piano.. Tom Ennis
11.17 Cools in the kitchen -Irish bagpipes. with accom..
Tom Ennis
Irish Hornpipe Medley -Piccolo and piano,
P. J. McNamara
1031/4 The Rights of Man -Accordion accomp.,
Flanagan Bros.

Irish Set Piece Jockey to the Fair -Piccolo and
P. J. McNamara
piano
1009 Cork, and First of May -Trish bagpipes with
accomp.
Torn Ennis
Medley of Irish Jigs -Piccolo and piano,
P. J. McNamara
1012 Scholar's Jig -Accordion and with accomp..
Frank Quinn
She'rren's Reel -Accordion with accomp.
Conlon and Carry
1013 The King of the Jigs -:Accordion and accomp.,
Frank Quinn
Over the Hills to Peggy=Accordion and accomp.,
P. 3. Conlon

1014 Tom Ennis Jigs -Accordion and accomp

P. J.

Trim the Velvet -Accordion and acomp.

Conlon

Erank Quinn
1015 .Imund the Hoine--Ilighland fling, accordion and
piano
Frank Quinn
The Bells of Shatolnit-Accordion and accornp..
Conlon and Garry
1016 Caddy Ruck o' lline-Tenor and accomp.,1n
(YMalley

Irish Medley ("Come Back to Erin" "The Harp,"
"Killarney." "Minstrel Boy") -Tenor. vocal ac romp.
John O'Nfalley
1017 That's an Irish Lullaby -Tenor. with accomp.

Tohn O'Malley
loam O'Malley
Erin -Tenor and accomp
1018 The Connaughtman's Rambles. Paddy Whack -Edmund Tucker
Irish warpire

Miss McLeod s Reel -Irish warpipes..FAmunJ Tucker
Cris lAlloway
1019 Kilkenny -Tenor and accomp
The Felons of Our Land -Bass baritone and ac Frank O'Callaghan
comp
1020 'Tis a Picture of Erin- Tenor, vocal and accomp.
Cris Lalloway
1020 The West's Awake -Bass baritone vocal and ac
COMP.
Frank O'Callaghan
1021 Tim Rooney at the Fightin-Tenor and accomp
Cris Calloway
Rising of the Moon Bass baritone and ammo..
Frank O'Callaghan

1022 Top of the Illornin-Baritone recitation -Larry Reilly
The Dear little Shamrock -Tenor and accomp.
George O'Brien
1023 Killarney -Cornet .oleo and accornp.
Mike O'Shea
The Blackbird -Piccolo solo and accomp.

r.j. McNamara

1024 Killarney and the Meeting of the Waters -Piano
solo
Ed. F. Geoghegan
Foggy Dew -Irish march and two-step piccolo and
accomp.
a J. McNamara
1025 A Trip to the Cottage -Jigs, piano,
Mountain Dew -Reels, piano

Ed.

F.

Geoghegan

Ed. F. Geoghegan
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR APRIL-(Continued from page 1681
102.6 Swallow Tail-Accordion. violin and piano.

Conlon. Garry and Geoghegan

Gaelic Barn Dance-Accordion. violin and piano,
Conlon. Garry and Geoghegan

1027 The Harp That Once Through Tara's !fallsTenor, with accomp.
Ireland Acushla )Ia-chree-Bass
accomp.

George O'Brien
baritone with

John A. Crawford

1028 Kathleen Mavourneen-Bass baritone and accomp.,

John A. Crawford

My Love Nell-Baritone and accomp... Larry Reilly

1029 God Made Ireland a Nation-Tenor and accomp..
John Burke
In Your Irish Blue Eyes-Tenor and accomp..
John Burke
Tom Ennis
1030 Tobin's Jig --Irish bagpipe and accomp
Delaney's Red-Irish hagpipe and acconip Tom Ennis
SACRED IlYNLNS
1032 Angels We (lave heard on High-With accomp..

MID -MONTH RELEASES
DANCE

9189 On the 'Gin. 'Gin. '(tinny Shore (Walter Donald
son)-Fox-trot
Erdody and His Famous Orch.
Who Believed in You? (Anatol Friedland)-Fox-

Golden Gate Orch.

9190 Angel Child (Price-Silverarris)-Foxtrot.
Lanin's Roseland Orch.
Thrills (Eugene West)-Foxorot.
Sherbo's Dance Orch.
9191 Satanic Blues (ShieldsChristian)-Foxtrot,
Lanin's Southern Serenaders
Eddie Leonard Blues (Val and Ernie Stanton)-

Lanin's Southern Serenaders

(Johnson-Meyer)-Foxtrot.

Shanghai!

With vocal

Regal Dance Orch.
Donald

chorus

IlFaox-tntatioont.

Dance Orchestra

You've Had Your Day (Cliff Edwards)-Fox-trot.
lknnie Krueger's Orchestra
10508 Eddie Leonard Blues (Val and Ernie Stanton)
-Fox-trot

Blues (Shields-Ch r'

Satanic

Baker

Learning to Love (Ward and Arthur)-Fox-trot.
Regal Dance Orch.
1, Intro.: "If Can't Tell
Why I Love You. but 11)o." "Mandy Lee."
."E.auside. Westside" "On the 'Banks of the
Wabash.** "Good Old Summertime')-Waltz.
Natzy's Biltmore Hotel Orch.
Old Time Waltzes (Part 2. Intro.: "The Bowery."
"On the Sidewalks of New York," "Sweet
Sixteen." "After the Ball")-Waltz.
Natzy's Biltmore Hotel Orch.
9194 Sweet Hawaiian Girl of Mine (Sam. A. Perry)d Franchini
Hawaiian guitars
F
Monalita Ilitla-Hawaiian guitars.

VOCALI-anin's

duet, orch. accomp..

Charles Harrison and Everett Clark
Rolling Stone (Parish -Young -Squires)
-Tenor solo orch. accomp.
Vernon Dalhart

Carolina

10511 Don't Leave Me, Mammy (Davis-DeSylva-ConradSantly)-11aritone solo, orch. accomp..
Ernest Hare
10511 Dear Old Southland (Parish.VoungSquires)Tenor solo, orch. accomp
Vernon Dalhart
10512 Boo 1 loo lloo ( NelsonLinkAarotisonLeme) -

Noble Sissle
Blues novelty
Piano accomp.
Eubie Blake
Ilangin
a
Down
Feelin'
There's
in Dixie
'Round Me (Perkins)-Novelty song. orch.

\rthur Fields
10513 By the Old Ohio Shore (Earl & NIaclknald)accomp.

Sam Ash

Tenor solo. orch. accomp

Mammy Lou (Sterling -Moran -Von Tilzer)-Maio
Strand Quartet
quartet
STANDARD
10514 America (Smith-Carey)-Male quartet.
Criterion Quartet
Star Spangled Banner (Key-Arnold)-Male quarCriterion Quartet
tet
antr Girt of Mine (Sant. A. Perri)10515 Swiretlali jaasnt gailuitas
-

Ferera and Frans

Honolulu Rag-Hawaiian guitars,
Fercra and Franchini

9193 Old Time Waltzes (Part

Ferera and Franchini
VOCAL
(DeCoattajerome)-Tenor

9195 My Alammy Knows
duet, orch. accomp..
9195 Old-fashioned

Charles Harrison and Everett Clark
(In a Gingham Gown) (Al

Girl

Donald Baker
orch. accomp
9196 Don't Lease Me. Mammy (DeSylvs-Conrad Sant
Henry Jone.
ly)-Baritone solo, orch. accomp
I've Got the Wonder Where Ile Vent and When

He's Coming flack Blues (Little-Lyman)-NovIlenry Jones and "Skeeter" Sims

elty blues, orch. accomp..

BANNER RECORDS
DANCE NUMBERS
..Yerkes' S. S Flotilla Dance Orch.
After the Rain-Fox-trot.
Yerkes' S. S. Flotilla Dance Orch.
1043 L.3.1..aLo (Ilawaiian)-Fox-trot.
Majestic Dance Orch.
Venetian Love Boat-Fox-trot,
1044 Dear Old Southland-Foxtrot,
Yerkes S. S. Flotilla Dance Orch.
Angel Child- Foxtrot
Moulin Rouge Orch.
1045 \lrginia Bluer-Fax-trot, Vocal Chorus. Arthur
1042 Cones-Fox-trot

Hall
Boo-1100-(loo-Fox-trot,
Hall

Len:berg's Orch.
Vocal Chorus, Arthur
Lenzberg's Orch.
Majestic Dance Orch.

1046 Marie-Foxtrot
Just a Little Love Song-Foxtrot.
Majestic Dance Orch.
2037 Venetian Nights-Medley Waltz.
Schubert's Dance Orch.
Blue Danube-waltz
Schubert's [lance Orch.
POPULAR VOCAL NUMBERS
1047 Carolina Rose-Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp...Sam Ash
In Bluebird Land-Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
Charles Harrison

LUCILLE IIEGANIIN JAZZ RECORD
1048 I've Got the Wonder Blues.

Lucile Ilegamin and Bier Blue Flame Syncopators
You've llad Your Day.
Lucile Ile gamin and lier Blue Flame Syncopators
COMEDY N UMBER-COHEN RECORD

2038 Cohen at the \Wedding
Cohen at the Ottera

Monroe Silver
Monroe Silver

STANDARD NUMBERS
2036 Monastery Garden-Incidental Singing by the
New Stellar Quartet.Metrots(litan Symphony Orch.
\letropolgan Symphony Orch.
Garden of Love
2039 Kiss Me Again-Soprano Solo, Orch. Aceornp.,
Last Rose
Accornp.

Elizabeth Spencer
of Summer-Soprano Solo, Orch.
Elizabeth Spencer

EMERSON PHONOGRAPH CO.. INC.
10501 \While Miami Dreams (Egan & Whiting)-Foxtrot

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters

Broken Toy (Magine & Flatow)-Fox trot.
Erdody and His Famous Orchestra
10502 Angel Child (Price-Silver-Davis)-Fox-trot,
Lanin's Roseland Orchestra
Marie (Motzan-Santly)-Fox-trol.
Green Bros.' Novelty Band
10503 On the 'Gin 'Gin 'finny Shore (Donaldson)Fox-trot

Frdody and His Famous Orchestra

Why Don't You Smile? (Schwartz)-Fox-trot.
Bennie Krueger's Orchestra
10504 Everybody Step (From the musical production,
"The Music Box Revue") (Berlin)-Fox-trot,
Sherho's Club Dansant Ensemble
Thrills (West)-Fox-trot.
Sherho's Club Dansant Ensemble
10505 Say. Persiantut, Say (White)-Foxtrot.
Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Weep No More. My Mammy (Mitchell Ciare.Pollack)-Foxdrot
Green Bros.' Novelty, Band
10506 Old Time Waltzes (Part 1) Introducing: 'I

with torch.

OKEH RECORDS

by Tampa Blue Jazz Band.
Daisy Martin -Clarence Will'am
If You Don't ii'arit Me (Please Don't Dog Me

Maria Isogun

in German

50305 Barher of Seville-Fran' ich mein heklstun ties
Herz (A Little Voice I (fear) (Rossini,Soprano. with Orch., in German Maria Ivorm
50306 Barber of Seville-Sanft lenkt des Weihes Sinn
(A Docile Mind I Bear) (Rossini)-Soprano.
\laria Ivogun
with Orch., in German
50501 Xlignott-Kennst du dat Land? (Knowest Thou
the Land?) (Thomast-Soprano with Orch.. in
Claire Dux
The above five records were recorded in Europe by
International Talking Machine Co.
OKEII RECORDS --DANCE
German

4519 When Shall We Meet Again? (R. A. Whiting/Erdody and His Fatuous Orch.
Waltz
By the Old Ohio Shore (Mary Earl)- Walt:.
Joseph Knecht's Waldorf-Astoria Dati.e latch.
4520 Lalawana Lullaby (WhiteStark)-Foxirot.
Glantz and His )rcle.
Tell tier at Twilight (Just Sing Love's Sweet
Song) (Will Ihmalelson)-Fox-trot.
Erdody and His Famous Orch.
1321 Old Pal, Why Don't You Answer Me? (Intro.:
"Dream of Me") (M. K. JeromeArt Hickman.
Ben !clack)-Medley Fox-trot,
Glantz and His Orch.
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice (From "Samson
and Delilah") (Intro.: "Ilabanera." from "Car-

12

A Dream of Your Smile (Con Conrad)-Foxtrot,

12

10

Lantz and His Orch.
Stealing (Dan Sullivan)-Fox-trot,
Julius Lenzbergs Ilarmonists
4531 Ty -Tee (Irving M. Bibo)-Fox-trot-llawaiian
Guitar Effect by Virginia Burt,
Blue Diamond Dance Orch.
Say. Persianna. Say (Willy White)-Oriental FoxNlarkels' Orch.

4533 Gypsy Rose (II. Lodge -E. Hose)-Foxtrot.
Markets' Orch.
Who (Believed in You?) (Anatol Friedland)Blue Diamond Dance Orch.
Foxtrot
4533 That Haunting Waltz (Nat Goldstein) -Waltz,
Joseph Knecht's Waldorf-Astoria Dance Orch.
To -morrow Land (II. J. Tandler)-Waltz,
Markel.' Orch.

4534 Great Big (leap Much Bull (Albert Von Tiker)Green Bros.' Novelty Band
Fox-trot
Carolina Rolling Stone (E. Young -H. D. Squires)
Green Bros Novelty Band
-Fox-trot
MONOLOGUES

Riley)-

(John

John Riley and Company
Talking
Casey as a Doctor (John Riley)-Monologue,

MASONIC RECORD

(I Am Dreaming of 1.0u)

John Riley

(NI.

J. Strome -R. Cowan)-Oriental Chant,

Panamericatia

Ilerbert)

MarneBA(NFD.

Sam Ash -Crescent Trio

to

nett)-TeiturAlale Trio, with torch..

10
10

Hawaiian

Guitar Etlect by Virginia Burt,
Lewis JantesF:Iliort Shaw
Miller.
Little Girl (Don't Say GoodAve)
Al Roberts)-Tenor. with Orch...Lewis James
4528 Atta Bahy (W. Tragic -y-11. K. Mohr)-Tenor. with
Billy Jones

4537 Ireland Is Ireland to Me (From Musical Play,
"Kilkenny") (F. O'Hara -J. K. Brennan -E. R.
Gera.d Griffin
Ball)-Tenor, with Orch.

Little Town in the ()old County Down (R. W.
Sanders)-Tenor, with
Henry Burr

10
10
10

10

10

10

CONNORIZED MUSIC CO.
3058 On the *Gin, 'Gin. 'Ginn): Shore-Fox-trot.
Bailey's Lucky Seven
My \Lammyy Knows-Foxtrot.. Bailey's Lucky seven
Connorizeel Jarrett
3059 Virginia Elites-Fox-trot
Mardi Gras Sextet
Bootblack Blues-Foxtrot
Vernon Dalhart
3060 Dear Old Southland.
Alabama Mammy

Strand Theatre Quartet

Criterion Quartet
Want the World to Klone
Memories of Virginia-Waltz Song-Criterion Quartet
I

Specialty Orch.
S,iecialty Orch.

Moon River Waltz

Natty and His Orch.
011ie (From "The Blue Kitten") --Fox-trot,

Natty and llis Orch.
lapodiferos Band

Capodifero's nand

NCtIVI DISCIII ITALIAeNA

C. lasilli's Band
G. lasilli's Band
lasilli's Band
Cuore Irartista-Marcia sinionica.

130 limo Garibaldi March
Marcia-Reale e Fanfarra
131 American Aviation March

C.

10
10

lu
10

CELEBRATE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY

10

Jacob Weinhe:mer's Sons. Old Syracuse, N. Y
House, Passes Half Century Milestone-Sonoras Featured in Large Department

10

10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10

10
10

Mecca Temple Band

10

Mecca Temple Band

10

S\ltA( /'SE, N. Y.. March 9.-Jacob \\'einheitner'Sons, furniture dealers. celebrated the fiftieth an-

niversary of the existence of the tire) here thi.
The business was founded in l2472 be
week.
Jacob Weinheimer and its growth has been
steady since that time. .- feature of the establishment is a large phonograph department on
the main floor of the store where the Sonora line
is displayed. This department, under the management of Miss Ella M. Peck, has been built up.
and it lloss' enjoys the patronage of a large clientele in Syracuse and the surrounding community.
1 he anniversary was featured in the local papers
by a history of the company's progress covering
more than two pages. Considerable advertising
also announced the event.

PLAN SALES DRIVE ON COLUMBIA
Tam', N. Y., March 9.-The music house of
Cluett & Sons. Inc., this city. is planning an intensive sales drive on Columbia Grafonolas beginning March 11, according to an announcement by

Russell, manager of the phonograph deMr. Russell reports that the company
has been enjoying a brisk business in phonographs and records in all its stores.
E. .1.

!lager),

Conway's Band
Captain Pat Conway. Conductor
(Morceau Characteristic) (Victor
Conway's Band
Captain Pat Conway. Conductor

C...,40-

4527 Nly Hawaiian Melody (D. Ringle-J.
1.enor.lt.aritt.ne Duet. with (hell..

10

10

Stark -

March Torque (It. Eilenberg)--klasonic March,
4541 Echoes of the

10

G. LIAM'. Band

10

4536 Mecca

Gls-en Stanley
Orch.
4525 Georgia Rote (A. Sullisan.J. Flynn -H. Rosenthal)
-Contralto, with Orch.
Vaughn de Leath
When the Honeymoon Was Over t Fred Fisher)
Lewis Jame.
-Tenor. with Orch.
4526 When Shall We Meet Again? (R. it, lEgall.
K. A. Whiling)-TenorBaritone Duet. With
Lewis Jams -Elliott Shaw
Orch.
Leave Me With a Smile (C. KoehlerE. Burt-

31)64 Blue Danube Waltz
Dolores Waltz

Gros.manII. Joneall. Frisch!-Fox-trot.

Congress

10

31/63 Angel Child---Fox.trot
10

Julius Lenzheret llarmonists
4530 Goodhye. Shanghai! (Joseph Nleyert-Fox-trot.

to

Aileen Stanley

Orch.

liose-Wow Blues (My Mamma Treats Me Like a
Dog) (C. Friend -N. Osborne)-Contralto. with

3062 Three ,dock in the Morning-Waltz.

10

10

Departing

in

(You're My Mammy's Mammy) (J.
Young.S. M. LewisII. Akst)--Contralto. with

4524 Granny

It)

Green Bros.' Novelty Band
(If You Love Me) (B.

4539 Casey

Sibyl Sanderson Fagan

3061

10

trot

Whistling Solo, with torch.,

10

Blues

Revue") (Irving Berlin)-Fox-trot.

Say It With Ki.ses

Hager)

III

(King -

Dance of the Robins (J. 1. DePPen)-Whi311,"11
Sibyl Sanderson Fagan
Solo, with Orch.
VOCAl. RECORDS

12

Blue Diamond Dance Orch.
(From "Music Box

Schoolhouse

WHISTLING RECORD
4540 The Woodland Flirt (A Bird Flirtation)

10

12

Lindley)-Medle_y Foxtrot ....Damon's Orch.

4529 The

Kitty's Ramble - Jig - Irish Accordion Solo.
Piano Accump. by Nellie Nleany.Peter J. Conlon

Pascoe -NI. Car!o.A.
(tech.

men" and l)rdla's "Serenade") (Are, by Donald

4522 Atta Baby (Wm. Tracy J. Osterman -hl. K. Mohr)
Foxtrot, Incidental Solo by Billy Jones.
Tampa Blue Jazz Band
Uncle Bud (Tennessee Blues) ((sob Miller)-Fox
trot, Incidental Solo by Billy Jones,
Tampa Blue Jazz Band
4523 All That I Need Is You (L. Santly-A. Baer)Ray Miller. Melody King. and
Fox-trot
His Black and White Melody Boys

11,

IRISH SELECTIONS

21006 Irishman's
Blackthorn-keel - Irish -Accordion
Solo. Piano Acsomp. by Nellie Meany.
Peter J. Conlon

I Hold Her Hand and She Holds Mine (ff. Roses
B. Ryan -I. Ribo)-Contralto, with Orch.,
Elsie Clark

12

I

'Hound) (Clarence Williams)- -Soprano. Ace:0n'.
by Tampa Blue Jazz Band
Daisy Martin In

Orch.

ODEON CELEBRITY RECORDS
$0303 Villanelle (Dell'Acqua)-Soprano. with Orch.,
Maria [Yogurt
in French
51)304 Lucia di Lanimermoor-Wahnsinnsszene (Mad
with Ord._
Scene)
(Donizetti)-Soprano,

10

lit

Esther Iligeou

Esher ltigeoti
with larch.
8027 Brown Skin (Who You For?) (C. Williams A. J. 1'4011)-Soprano- Bunt:9;e 1404i, Accomp.

10509 Who Believed in You? (Friedland) -Fox-trot,

Ramblers

( S.:

J, sus

The St. Louis Blues (('. W. Mandy) -Contralto.

an)-Fox-trot.

Roseland Orchestra

in

8036 The Nlemphis Blues (W. C. Ilanily)-Contralto.

Lanin's Southern Serenaders

California

F'ri, nil We (lave

a

Conserse)--Tenor, Organ Accourp. by Justin
king
Charles Hart
Ninety and Sill! (Clephane-Sankey) -Tenor. O, Ran Accomp. by l'hilip Hauser Charles hart
t 01.01(ED CATALAN:

Lanin's Southern Serenaders

10510 My Mammy Knows (De Costalerome)-Tenor

REGAL RECORD CO.

9192 Good -Bye.

( Friend -I isborne)-r

Blessed Sacrament Quartet
Gaelic Quartet

Jesus, Son of the 1.iving God,

Fox-trot

SOrchestra

-Sweet Sixteen... At!ytee
s Biltmore
Btnileltrae Hotelll"- 1ite.
10507 Bow Wow Blues (My Mammy Treats Me Like a
Dog)

SACRED

4535 What

time"-Waltz....Natry's Biltmore lintel Orchestra
Old Time Waltzes (Part 2) Introducing: "The
Bowery." "On the Sidewalks of New York,"
"After

Just a Little Love Song (Joe Cooper)-Fox-trot.

Mrs. W. Nlonagan, J. M. Daly. l'atrick Bowe
Craft Howard Nash
1034 Ave Marie-With ammo
0 Salutarit ("0 Saving Most" )....Irma 1:rattan (:owe

trot

"Mandy Lee," "E_astside, Westside," "On the
Banks of the Mahash." "Good Old Summer-

Blessed Sacrament Quartet

Silent Night, holy Night-With accomp.,
1033 Adeste Fideles

Can't Tell You Why I Love You. But I Do,"

10
10

partment.
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Some Leading Jobbers of Talking Machines in America.

TEST IT.

W. J. DYER & BRO

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it.

NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

Omaha, Nebraska
Des Moines, Iowa

ICTOR

Wsl

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.

Victor Distributors

Machines, Records and Supplies

1300 G. STREET. WA_SH1NGTON, D.C.

Shipped Promptly to all
Points in the Northwest

N. HOWARD STREET. BALTIMORE. MD

231

Mickel Bros. Co.

DYER B'LD'G, ST. PAUL. MINN.

OUR VICTOR

Sherman.ay Sc Co.

The

San Franciaeo. LAM ACE!ia,, Portland. Seattle, Spokane

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF

Toledo Talking Machine Co.

VICTOR PRODUCTS

Where Dealers May Secure

Toledo, Ohio

Wholesale Exclusively

COLUMBIA
Product
Ready, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Centers
all over the United States.

Distributors
mil/tits, Ga.. Columbia Graphophone Co LC1563 Whitehall St.
Baltimore, 31d.. Columbia Oraphophone Co.. 16
South Howard St.
Boston. Colombia Graphopbone Co.. l'
Washington St.
ltog.ilo. N. Y., Columbia Crapbopboue Co.. 7:17
Main St.
Chicago, ID, Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 32:, W.
Jackson Blvd.
Clarlonsti. O., Columbia Grapbophoue Co.. 317
321 Haat 8th Street.
cleieland. 0., Columbia Graphophuue Co., 1812
East 30th St.

Dallas, Tex. Columbia Graphopbone Co.,
North Preston St.

316

Dosser, Colo, Columbia Stores Co.. 1601 Glen arm Ave.
Dotrolt,
Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 115

state St.

SS Essex Street, Boston

VICTOR DISTRIBUTORS

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS d
ISSUE OF THE WORLD
Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads
I

MI:117.1111A11F:i Fi

The Value of the Really Artistic Window Display
The Bungalow as Sales Quarters in
the Warerooms Most Effective
Paying Interest on Deferred Payments

3

4

President Harding Sees the Tide of
Trade Turning to Prosperity

8

Helps

8

Will the Radio Craze Affect Our Intion
Avoiding Loss on Instalment Sales...
Possibilities of Increasing Record Sales

Through the Co-operation of Repairmen

The Value of an Intelligently
10

Ismailia. Nob, Columbia Graphopbone Co., Eighth
dllti Jackson Sta.

Philudelphla, Pa, Columbia Graphopbone Co..
;U N. 6th St.
vitt..burgh, Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 632.640

Dealers Tell of the Hardest Talking

Welt a,tb St.

Duquesne Way.

salt

Machine
ship?

and

Record

Salesman15-18

Machine Sales They Ever Made. . 19-20

Lake City, Utab. Columbia Stores Co.
221 South West Temple.
,San Francisco. Cal.. Columbia Graphopbone Co..
315 Bryant St.
lgaah, Columbia Graphopbone Co. 911
western Are.

Letter of a Veteran Salesman to a
Friend (No. III)
Why Music Broadcasted by Radio
Should Not Hurt Sales of Talking

Spokane. Wash.. Columbia Stores Co.. 161 South

Some Interesting Patents Bearing on
Electrical Talking Machine Repro-

Post St.

St. Louis, )to.. Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 1127
Pine St
Tampa. 11.., Tampa Hardware Co.
Headquarters for Canada:

Toronto, 001., Columbia craw:opt:one co., :A:
West Adelaide St.
Montreal. Quo., Columbia Graphopbone Co., 321
St. Denis St.

Executive O//ice

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
Gotham National Bank Building

New York

Machines and Records
ducers

Optimistic Note Sounded at Convention of Central Ohio Victor Dealers.
What Is Morale in Business)
Proper Handling of a Customer in the
Store Results in Increased Sales...
Persistent and Energetic Canvassing
a Most Vital Aid in Making Talking Machine Sales
Preparing for New York's Third Annual Music Week to Be Held From

49
55

59

Business

Some Timely Suggestions and Selling
Ideas for Talking Machine Dealers. 12-14
Is There a Definite Science of Talking

k,

48

9
9

sary to Success Today...........

How the Social Side of Associations

The Problem of Thorough Distribu-

cided Essential

8

Why Persistent Advertising Is Neces-

dustry?

43

Brain Work in Salesmanship a De -

at Forthcoming Foreign Trade Con vention
Robert Gordon's Page of Merchandising Suggestions
Many Important Trade Problems Discussed by Talking Machine Men in
Convention in Peoria
The Importance of Promptness in

6

ing

42

When Knowledge Means Sales, 'Tis
Folly to Be Ignorant

Important Problems to Be Discussed

Making the Show Window Interest-

Les Agnew, Cal., Columbia Grapbophoue Cu..
41..1 S. Los Augeles St.
minneapolla, Minn., Columbia Graphopbone Co..
18 N. 3rd St.
New (mesas. L., Columbia Graphopbone Co..

Canal St.
liar& City, Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 121

April 30 to May 6
3

Action Is the Keynote of Success in

Haase* City, 31o., Columbia Graphopbone Co..
21.106 Wyandotte St.

Wholesale Victor
Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE CO.

64
63

Pre-

pared Mailing List
67
Important Changes in the Personnel
of the Edison Co. Announced
66
A Review of Trade Conditions in the
New England Territory
Trade Happenings in the Quaker City69-72
.

.

and Pennsylvania

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of83.85
the Talking Machine
88-89
Some Sales Stunts of Prominent Deal -

That Merit Special Considera-

23

tion

95

The Mid -West Point of View and
25

Western Trade News

.

.

.

.

.108-1 19

-Mutual Service- Plan of Increasing
Record Sales

128

29
33

An Interesting Budget of News From
the Dominion of Canada ... .13 ' 1 32
Gleanings From the World of Music. 137
Great Gathering of Victor Dealers in

35

Philadelphia
147-149
The Talking Machine Situation in Eu-

40

Late Patents of Interest to the Talking Machine Trade
164-1 f,5

26

.

-

.

rope

162

Advance Lists of April Bulletins of
Talking Machine Records

167- 16`(
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After all, the one phonograph that can
7

comparison with
sustain the test of
the ONE phonograph that
living artists
ultimately will be in every home.

isdirect

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc.
ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

The NEW EDISON
JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE-CREATION, THE NEW EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA
AND BLUE:AMBEROL RECORDS
c \:.

NEW TERSEY

\La zSACIIUSETTS

)-

.' 1A[f-The Phonograph Corp.

-.-p.-!,, tThAtA (CC' CA
:,t- r-ric G

1'7.

(:i oPi.; \

(..;

ds

i

.-

-P;.norraph Co

F.
Itolway & Son.
Inc.. W. 11. Andrews Co.

r i 1,..:roit

'in....i;Jc1 s-Laurence II. LI.laer
NIISSOLK1
C.:1 --The Phonograph
N.:.iti...0 City

]

I

i

.......
....

Co.

::ONTANA
:, ci ..-Mc:.:ana Ph.porta; h Co.

EASKA
N.P
R
S'

!: Br(5

CIncannati-The Phonograph Co.
Cleseland-The Phonograph Co.

Portland-Edison Phonographs. Ltd.
PENNSYLVANIA
Phonograph
Pt iladelphis-Girard
Co.

Pittsburgh-Bud:in Phonograph Co.
11-Wiamsport-W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
l're.sidence-J. A. Foster Co.
I Amherola only).

1

Ogden-Proudfit Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond-The C. E. Ilaynes Co.,
Inc

WISCONSIN
Nlilwaul.ce-The Phonograph Co. of
N!dwaukee.

OREGON

i..- ii--S.IYcistone Motto Co.
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Phonograph

TEXAS
Dallas-Texas-Oklahoma
graph Co.

UTAH

NEW YORK
Altai y-- A,.o-ican
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CANADA
S. Williams & Sons

NIonatreal-R.

Co., Ltd.

St. )ohn-W. II. Thorne & Co.. Ltd.
S. Williams & S ,:s
ToCoro..
Ltdnto-R.

Vancouver-Kent Piano Co. 1.:,:
Winnipeg-R. S. Williams & Sons
Co.. Ltd.
Babson Bros. f.A

